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qEN~TIC ENGINEERING Allliving organisms are made of cells, andiin thosecel1!i aregenes~at have a
readable code defming all aspects of the plant or animal. Key tools incl\lde RecontbinantDN~(rDNA)
technology -- the mapping, restructuring, and remodeling of the gene code to eliminate or erlhancea specific
trait -- and Anti-Sense RNA. compounds, which have the powet: to block the expression of specific genes.

2 ADVANCED BIOCHEMISTRY •Usingadvanced~iologica1t~hniques, bioChemists are creating new
disease diagnostics>,stems, highly.effective "super'drl1gs~" advanceci drug,delivery systelllS, and a variety of
new bioindustrial appl~cations. A.~vanced biochell'lis11"Ytec~queswere used tel create Interleukin:2!,a new
class ?f drug th~t~an,fight diseases lik~ cancer. '¥onoclOJlal antibod.ies~ve~~npr0chtced that bindonly to
a specifi~ molecule and ,are used to. diagnose disease, pinpoint specific genes, and purify r~e substances., .. Two
other examples include fetal-cell transplants, which can be used to treat blood disorders such as sickle cell
anemia, Parkinson's disease, diabetes and radiation exposure, and photoactive drugs, which are, activated \\'hen
exposed· to light.

3 DIGITAL ELECTRO~ICS.'"Digital"devices translate signals 'intotheO.s'and Is, Platcomputersund~sta1ld.
The original signal is sampled'insiant-by-instant, converted to a numerical map, and sent to a receiver.
Traditional electronic devices, as well as magnetic and optical devjces, can use digital teehniques~' '. Key tools
include [)igital Im,agin~, DigitalTelevision, Digital Cellular Telephones, and Personal Communication
Networks. '

4 OPTI<7~~DATA~TORAGE,'OpticalmemorysysteIDS use lasers toteadinf0rmation thatis stored in
digital'form.Examples include all optical disks, optical film, floptical disks, and bar ,code readers. Optical
storage devices can randomly access digital information at high speeds~ They can contain audio, video,' and
~mputerdata at the sametinte.By th~late 1990s,most digital information storage Will be chip-based or
optical-based, allowing for more efficient use of digital data.

5 ADVANCED VIDEO DISPLAYS !here are two main types of advanced, video displays, Advanced Flat
Panel Displays that will provide us With full color, flat, and lightweight television screens ina varje!Y' of
sizes, and High Defmition Television (HDTV), which describes a very high-resolution screen whose' ,
dimensions.resent~le that of a, picture in ,~,.tIl0vie theater., .HDTV displays will frnd th~ir first applications in
medicine, advanced simulations, and advanced workstations.

6 ADVANCED'COMPU1'EttS Computers are e!ectronictalculatirlg machines •• that ~an process information
and follow programmed'instructions. ' Advanced'computers~ver,all related hardwar~ lUld systems that are based
on advanced chip technology such as personal computers, superComputers, and micro imdminicomputers.' 'Key
tools include p,arallelProcessing Computers, Multimedia Computers, Electronic Notepads, Telecomputers, and
Multi-Sensory" Robotics.

7 DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING ··'Oistribute<{computing, includes both.' enterprise and ~ultiple ente.Y:J>1'ise
computer integration and the transparent multi-user sharing of information and applications across' a niulti~

vendor computer ,network that supports day-to-day b~~iness activities.

8 ARTI~!CIAE'INTELLIGENCE. >AI is the capabilityofa' cotttputertcrperfonn functi<>llSthat arenonnally
attriburetl to, human intelligence such as l~aming" adapting~ recognizmg,classifying,reasoniItg, s71~
cOrrection, and improvement. Key tools include,ExpertSystetns, ~dvanced Simulations, Object Oriented
Programming, Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks, Voice Reeognition,'and Image Processing. '

9 LASERS The word laser stands for Light Amplification by Stimll1atedEmi'ssion of Radiation.I...aserlight
covers a narr~w rang~ o! wave!~gths, tends to be coh~ent".andis emit~ina ~arro\V.~irt(CtionaJbeam ofhi!Jh
intensity. Laser devices."can range in size •. from a pinhead to the size of a' fOotball field.T~eir lightranges from
in~isible ultravioletandiefrared thr0tighall ~olorsof th~rai~bo'Y.>J\.widerangeofapplications are already in
use, including eye' surgery; compact disks, laser scalpels, and holography. '

10 FIBER OPTICS' Fiber optics provideS- a digital higltway in whichpltotons,particlesofIight, travel. An
optical fiber is a hair-thin strand of glass composed of silicon and other materials with a light transmitting
core and a layer of material that keeps the light from straying. When used for communications, they can carry
four signals at once: telephone, television, radio, and computer data.

20 Core Technologies Shaping the Future
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11 MICROWAVES Microwaves are electromagnetic waves having a wavelength in the region between
infrared and short-wave radio. Currently, microwaves have two major application categories: sending wireless
digital information and heating objects by CJ;eating molecular movement inside the object. Uses range from
microwave clothes dryers and microwave scalpels to heating inoperable cancerous tumors to a temperature that
kills the cancer but leavesthebealthy cells alive~ ,

12 ADVANCED SATELLITES As advanced satellites with diverse uses are put into orbit by more and more
countries, they will play an ever increasing role in worldwide government and business communications, as
well as in studying, mapping, and surveying the earth. Landstat is, for example, being used for oil and mineral
exploration. Navestar can be. used ttl determine exact loc~tions of aU forms of <transportation .on the planft~

SurveillancewiJI continue to plJiY a.big role for $at"llites. Key.new tools will mclude Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
Satellites and I>irect Broadcast Satellites (DBS).

13 PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS (PV) When photons of sunlight strike a solar cell, electrons are knocked free
from silicon atoms.andare~awnoff by Jigrid ofmetalconductors~.. 'I'his action yields ..aflow of electricity
(direct current). PV cells require no fuel, are self~conblinedwith no moving parts, are nonpoUumg, and have a
lifetime of over twenty years. Today'smostpopulartype of PV<cell is amorphous (non-crystalline) silicon,
which is forty .. times more li$ht .absoJ-bing .. than crystalline. silicon.. ,. Currently, PV cells can convert sunlight
directly into elecb'icity at the efficiency rate of overtw~ty-eiptpercent. They can beusedfotapplications
such as pocket c~culators, refrigerators, portable communic.tions, and remote and· rural electrifICation.

14MICROMECHANICS· lvlicromechanics involves the designing and building of tiny mechanisms,suchas
valves, accelerometers, pressure and force sensors, and surgical tools. Micromachines can be etched m
batches on silicon •. wafers and then sliced.into separate chips. They can then be linked up with microelectronic
circuits and used for applications such as monitoring pollution, aiding medical research, and giving robots a
sense of touch.

15 NEW POLYMERS Polymers are complex chemical structures that can be combined with reinforcing
substances and adapted to many uses. By rearranging loops and chains of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and
nitrogen, chemi~ts are producing polymers that can. conduct electricity,. dissolve in 'sunlight,.carry light
waves, and function as moving Parts in automobiles. Currently, there are over 6O,OOOdiff"rentpolymers with
applications ranging from garbage bags to U.S. Anny tanks.

16 HIGH TECH CERAMICS Ceramic materials are hard, chemically inert, 8Jldresistantto"corrosion, Wear,
and high temperatures. Any substance except carbon-based compounds can be used when making ceramic
materials. Most ceramics are electrical insulators and are transparent to most forms of electromagnetic
radiation. Applications include abrasives for cutting tools, heat shiel~, ball. bearings, engine components,
and artificial bone implants. .

17 FIBER-REINFORCED COMPOSITES Composites are materials, such as ceramics and plastics, that have
been reinforced with synthetic fibers and carbon filaments. Composites are beginning to replace some
automobile and airplane parts because they are lightweight, resist corrosion, and are often stronger than steel.
For eXample, Beech Aircraft Corporation's business jet, the Starship, has an all-composite body.
Applications range from building materials tc) bridges.

18 SUPERCONDUCTORS Superconductors are materials that carry electricity without any loss of energy.
Near-term applications include less expensive but more advanced magnetic imaging machines for hospitals,
superconducting TV antenn~, faste~"compl1tercircuits in mainframe computers using thin-film
superConductors, and small and efficient electric motors.

19 THIN-FILM DEPOSITION A process that deposits layers of a specific material as "thin as a single atom
onto almost any surface. One process called Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) uses a coating materi~ that is
heated until it vaporizes and is then allowed .. to condense into the surface to be coated.• Another ex~ple,
Diamond Thin-Film C()ating, is prod'!cedbymixing methane and hydrogen. under the proper c()nditions,
resulting in a diamond film about a millionth of an inch thick. . A third process,¥olecular. Beam .Epitaxy, is a
semiconductor fabrication process used to build up devices one molecular layer at a time. This process allows
different materials and~s of4oping to ~ ~dwifhedprecjselyin layers.

20 .•~OLECULAR DESIGNING' •. ·lttechJUque .f~r~ating.custom-made materials. S~!eDtists, using. a .. :
supercomputer,can decide what properties they want a material to h~v,e ,and then, ~in&a<lvancedcomputer
graphics and modeling programs, custom design a new material moiecule-py-moleeule,atom-by..atom. By
using lasers to lay down atoms in a precise pattern on surfaces, molecular •designers can alter material
properties, sucb as making metals become glass and. insulators become. conductc>~s. The. firstprod:ucts to lI)()ve
out of theJab are tailor-madeenzymesforinduslrY.

20 Core Technologies Shaping the Future
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Aberdeen Notes:
Aberdeen Group,· Inc. is, a computer 'and communications research and

consulting organization closely .monitoring user needs, technological

changes, and market developments.

Based ona comprehensive·analytical fram.ework, Aberdeen provides fresh

insights into the future of computing and its implications for users and the

industry.

Aberdeen performs specific projects for a·select group of clients requiring

strategic and tactical advice and hard answers on how to manage computer

technology.
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• WhY'Jb·EJA\)flu~b.FrolTtrl1~.Mairlframe

• Successful Rightsizing ACTION

• Comparing Hp·s Rightsizing
Technology With The Other Suppliers

• HP-experienced IS Business Role In
Rightsizing

A.berdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Today's presentation will provide a comprehensive viewpoint of howenterprises are rightsizing· their· information systems from a legacy
mainframe past. And since this is a once-a-year opportunity. for Interexmembers to convene as a national group and discuss the state-of-the
industry, Aberdeen will also review how HP's competitors are approachingthe rightsizing challenge.

The information that is being presented today is a summary of Aberdeen'son-going research on. organizations that are ·actively implementing
rigbtsizing projects.

Audience Notes:
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WhyTH~eMaiI1frarrl~)I's

Going Away
• the BO'SS sciidso:~a strategic aecision

• Line managersdellland acce'sstbon-line
data --green-stripe reports unacceptable

• Mainff~Jn~ $()~",,~r~ f~~~.ar~h,cr~Clsillg witt'
no productivity benefits -- Finance
department~~esisls

• HP's mi~.r~119~;~.O.mJ)~t~~te~~n()ltO~X
surpasses IBM's mainframe products

AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Enterprise's-.thatbegan the rightsizing process in the late 1980s began
obtaining the financial rewards by the early J990s __ and their competitors,
are now playing catch-up.

Departmental managers. cannot effectively manage their operations through
mainframe-generated batch reports with data that is out-of-date and must
be re-keyedinto decision support applications such as Lotus on.a PC.
Note that this is a more importantimpetus to move off the .mainframe
today than lowering IS costs.

Finally, comparing IBM's mainframe technology to HP's- midrange,
enterprise decision makers believe that HP has surpassed IBM.

Audience Notes:
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GoalsForRighlslzing
• Lower IS costs -- real but insular view

ManagementVislQnto re..e(Jgit;leer
the enterprise ·'or:

• Lowering overheCld(~G&A) costs

• Increasing customer satisfaction

• Creating ne"" revenLJ.estream~

AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Many rightsizing projects·have been initiated as a way of lowering an
enterprise's IS costs - typically requiring that these expenses by lowered by
25%-50% over three years with no decrease in service levels.. But the
reality is that non-technical management's vision is to re-engineer the
enterprise· to be· successful through· the rest of the decade.

The term downsizing now refers more to middle-management ranks than
computers and this is the primary financial objective of computer
rightsizing. But in addition, IS staff is being pushed to use its creativity
and imagination to recommend innovate methods for increasing customer
satisfaction and creating new· revenue streams.

Audience Notes:
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EnterprisefjinBrtcial Issues
BigCoLtdlncome Statement
100% Revenue
55% Cost of Goods Sold (COGS)
35% Selling, General,an,dAdm-inistrative

(IS is 3% of Total Revenue)
10% Profit Before Tax (PST)

If IS Lowers:

• SG&A costs by 20%, PST increases 70%

• COGS costs by 5%, PST increases 30%

• IS.c()stsbY50~,< PST increases 15%
AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
IS has limitedresourc.es-in terms of knowledgeable and capable staff that. it
can apply to business-oriented rightsizing. projects.

Past experience shows that rightsizing projects focusing on how an
enterprise operates have the potential to reduce overhead costs by' 20%
and increase profitability by 70%~" The major fear of every CEO is that a
competitor will: take this approach first and then .reduceprice to the point
that others·will be driven into an unprofitable situation.

~....-

Merely attempting to ,lower IS, costs through rightsizing is self defeating for
an enterprise ...... 'the 'returns are, minimal compared to business -and process
re-engineering.

Audience Notes:
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Architecture

Components

Timing

Integration

Organization

New···eoonomics
AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
To summarize the essential points required to successfully rightsize,
Aberdeen has created a simple· acronym ACTION.

The vast majority of rightsizing projects· that fail do so. because IS
management does not create a vision. of the future with senior business
managers. Aberdeen cannot overemphasize how· important it is· for IS
executives to take charge of the process. to createar-rightsized information
architecture for their enterprise. that automates efficient business processes
that provide superior customer satisfaction than the competitors can offer.
With this architectural vision·as .• a·basis, the technical components; timing,
application. integration, organizational changes,. and new economic realities
can pragmatically be derived.

Audience Notes:
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Three-tier."Plu's······ina distributed
topology is state..of...tl1e att

Enterprise server Plus decision .support

i;:!::~~Won.mJ + C~~:;~~cal
flflpl icated/depart.rnental···.systems

~i •.•••~.~/i~/~

PCs,VVo..k$t~tiOI1!S, .Mac;s,.Terminals

.:....... . AberthenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Aberdeen's .research shows that the three-tier pll.ls. architectureme~ts the
need~. of.})oth.users and J~professi()nals.••Quitef.r~y, the.major
technic~•.•• fai1ures .• of·rights~zingprojects•bave occu11"ed.within .ente""rises
that attetnpted tQimplementtwo-tier architectures - t()day's t~chnolQgy

cannot support this overly simplisticapproacll. to rightsizi~g.

The key to user satisfaction is the emphasis IS puts on providing line
middle managers with an analytical systems from which they can access
current data to make realtime decisions. · AndIS can provide. remote·back
up, data integrity, security, and application version control throughHP
systems software operated by IS professionals from. the.enterprise's
production system.

Audience. Notes:
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C~ntrallS
De'dicated Application Data Mass Storage
Systems

Gateways

Distributed ,and Remote Sites AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Even central IS datacenters~are rightsizing, by removing the, mainframe. In
this topology, an.applicati()Il is dedicated' to a single midrange system __ a
very large application can even be spread over multiple midrange systemS.
This approach 'lowers software licensing costs and allows IS to upgrade
systems by application requirements.
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Critic;aITf)ch;OQlogy Areas

Hardware

Enterpr/sflilS
Topology

Application
Development
A~q..,/~lf/on

Systems
Software

Multiuser
versus

Siingle.user

AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Rightsized enterprise architectures are, created by blendingtechnology
components out of four ll1ain groups - hardware, systemss,oftware,
application dev~lopment and/or acquisition,' and networking. By ·using
open systems components thCJ.t 'II1eet industry standards,enterp!isesare able
to create adynamic envirOnment that can be ilIlprovedas part ofa
continuous process over time.

At the box level, too many nOll-technical executives are 'naively confusing
the single-user computing they are familiar with with multiuser enterprise
computing. The two are verydifferentandpelieving that PC technology
can be used to, rona •~()()rdinated enterprise will result" ill'disastrolls
mistakes. And we all need .more expertise in networking .technology.

Audience Notes:
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• IS must start rightsizing before CEO

• Evolution or Revolution is real
enterprise d,ilemma

• Business-critical applications rightsized
first,"'-· Back-,office applications later
Outsource mainframe application~

• Plan to roll the last mainfram,olJtttle
door in 1996

AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Enterprise managem/~nt expects IS to be,.proactive and initiate right~izingefforts within the enterprise - or it will surmise that the current IS
organization is incapable of doi~g so.

While many enterprises have been attempting tomaQage to an
evolutionary approach to rightsizing off the mainframe, the trend is towarda full revolutionary stance - the business benefits are so compe!ling andthe results of failure to rightsize quickly enough so enormous.

Applications that have the largest impact on the enterprise such as orderentry and customer service are typically fe-engineered first and then
integrated into updat~d count-the-pt0ney back-office applications later.

Audience Notes:
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Ifntegr.ati·on···,
• Dataconversi.og isakEtyissue

• Surround themainfra'me with operational
decisi()nsup.port systems

• Asynchrol'l()uSdatatransfer •.. time
postingiof,dall i

--,.amongappl~ieatlollsis
keyneVVdimensiori

• Use,;qp,n.,¥§te,rris··~om.po nel'lt'7-: ..·.·1C!da'l's
new applications are .', tomorrowl$legac:¥

AberdeenGroup

.Aberdeen Notes:
Never underestimate the'11lanagementeff9rtrequired t()cop.vertcurrent
data into the new rigbtsizedsystems.¥uch lega.cy.data. is '. incorrect and yet
organizations have found ways of working around the problem- but
moving. to new systems brings tllis hidden issue .,.to the. surface.

Rightsized architectures must take intoaccouJ}tt~erequirementto
integrate ne'Yappl!cations.,wit~existing]~gacy.ones. that.\-Villbe
transformedataJater date __ a.Ild th~f~ct t~~t newapplicatioIlSin 1~94

will be legacy applications in1996. The open systeDls approach is the.only
method to a.lleviate the problems of neediqgto int~~ateevennewer
applications, into, the next-generation ones we are' working Oll today.

Audience Notes:
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Organizational Impact

Central IS

Network
Services

Information
Architecture

Data
Services

Development
Method$'~

AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Contrary to what some media. headlines proclaim, central IS not going
away - but it is evolving to better manage rightsized architectures.

The Information Architecture function is' responsible for' coordinating the
enterprise's strategy with IS' continuously changing capabilities; Network
Services monitors performance, detects and corrects faults, and manages
program versions; Data Services coordinates personal, enterprise, customer,
supplier, electronic: and non-electronic data; Operational Services supports
and enhances departmental applications; and DevelopmentMethods acts
as the technology evaluator and establishes an enterprise-wide development
methodology and practices'~
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O.rganizatlonil· ··Itrnpact

Line
-------

CEO

Mil1dle
Managers

Staff

I
I-I
I
I

I
I
I
I.

MlS
- -.- - - - --

CIO

E>ireetot
of\··MIS

AJerdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
There are six major groups With the organiZation thatwillbeiInpactedby

the transformation of IS to a rightsized enviroDIIlent.. IS~xecutives should

ideally·. meet the requirements.of each of thesegroup§ to ensure .a smooth

transition.

Ofparticular cOllfernarethe C;EO who \lelieve~ today thatesta~lishing the

proper IS infrastructure.is ~i significan.t Part ofthis most~eni(Jrjob.'

function; line mid4le<managers.who ~re deIl13l1ding better I~. tools todo

their jobs .more effectively;. ~ISstaff~ especially. mainfraIIle·.trained ·staff,

that know how the enterprise works. but do not know the tools.ofrig~tsized

systems; and the CIO who is under increasing pressure to make business

decisions, not"merely technical.
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• Maxirn,i~e. total ent~rprise profitability
and (!Ueotiveness -- not just; IS

• Prio.ritize IS functions by ecpnomic
return t6 enterprise

• Onlyupgr:ade technical c.omponents
Wherl economic returns justify

• Continuously evaluate ways IS can
improve business processe,s--in all
areas AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
The mainframe IS shop is viewed by sellior line management as 3:. cost
center that is a draill on the enterprise's resources - the old ,economics.
The New Economics focuses on the concept that an investment in IS will
provide positive returns - IS is a way to lower costs and make money.

Almost all enterprises that have successfully rightsized report that many of
the greatest benefits came from IS executives who' reviewed operational
aspects of the business 'with the intention of improving effectiveness
through the. flexibility rightsized systems provide. In the new economics, IS
executives take even greater responsibility for the financial strength of their
entire enterprise.
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Minimizingtnel\.,~estment Spike

Central>I'S"Costs

Investment
Spike

A'" -'-;""-,'., , ,
~

~,

Traditional
Mainframe
Mod.el

Op,en,
'Client-server
Model

Today Time AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
The cost justification for investing inrightsized systems is that open, client
server systems will lead to lower IS costs than the traditional mainframe
model.

Investment costs required include training, hardware, software, and
professional services. The investment spike can be best leveled though the
use of leasing vehicles.

Many enterprises that have actively pursued the rightsizing process for
several years report IS costs' do 'not decline· -- the enterprise'finds the
return,{)f incre~ed investIllents. justifies expanded" spending to,both
increase profitability and gain a competitive advantage.

Audience Notes:
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Buying Senrices versus
Internal ··Staff

• BuyIng professional services levels staffing and
p'·;·omotes technology transfer

Minimum Requirement

Maximum Requirement

- - -- ..- ',- - - '- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- }PSO
80% --- - --Rlg-iltslzed-Optimum---

100%

Staff
Needs

Time
AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Recognizing that managing. the efficient transfer of continuously changingtechnology into internal IS· is a key aspect of the rightsizing process,. IS
executives are staffing their internal organizations at 80% of their
maximum personnel needs and using professional service organizations to
fill the gap.

The new economics of rightsizing dictates that no IS organization is .bigenough and smart enough to do everything itself. Therefore, professionalservice organizations (PSOs) are used to augment internal IS staff. ThePSOs act as a technology catalyst for change and improvement.

Audience Notes:
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BuyillgSer-vciees<;:versus
InlernalStaff

Buyingpro1~~~iQnal ... servic~,$;~~yel~tohit •.. ~arget
c()mpletion.date~ f()rnew applicCl,tions

:,Six-month.s.is,.. , .., . .
I optimum in 1994
I

;~TJItl~;·.t~PI"OJ~;C~ Cgrt1pl~tion
AberdeenGroup

•

Profit
B.enefits

Aberdeen Notes:
One of the.. major reasons. for moving toa rightsized IS topology is to put; '..
applicationsinto.produc;tionwithin are'\Sonable tiO}~•..••• Quite frankly, major,
mainframe applications typically take 18-30 months ~o iplBlemeIltafter
approval. Senior line management finds this uIlac~~ptable.

Under the new e.conomics,it appears that six IllQnths is the 0Rtim~m.titpe

between when Illajor new applic;}tio~are ..'apprroved and when they are put
into production. Less tpat six .. months.d()~s lIot seen. to .provide aqequate
time for business. planningproce,sses __ after six months alld the business
environment .has changed. The .neweconomi~~ of rightsi.~ing shows. that
purchasing PSO services should be .usedtoaugIllellt int~rnal IS staff
resources to meet the six-month optimum criteria.

Audience Notes:
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ISOutsourc.ing
•. Lowers today·s mainframe> costs ASAP

• Seductive to business managers wanting to
r;leet nextquarler·s' profit goals

• Good mainfrarnetransition strategy

• The Dark Side of Outsourcing: 1) Assumes a
static world; 2) Restricts enterprise1s use of
its own information; 3) Costs in years 2-5 are
higher. than anticipated

• Outsourcing solves maiFl.frarnelScost
problem-- not enterprise S6&A problem

AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
An alternative to mainframe IS rightsizing is simply outsourcing· all the
enterprise's central data processing resources. While outsourcing is a good
mainframe transition strategy to rightsizing, past experience shows that the
long-term benefits have proven highly· elusive.

Total IS outsourcing ~ay lower· central IS costs in the short term, it does
not help the enterprise lower total overhead. costs as· rightsizing does.
More to the point, an enterprise that outsources its IS resources is now
faced with the very real probability that· it will not be able to use IS
technology to address critical operational issues due to the costs associated
with modifying or defaulting on··the outsourcing contract.

Audience Notes:
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IBM
Rightsizing Broduct .Strategy

DB2 on ES/9'OOO --iDB2on RSI6000--DB2 "on OS/2

All systems networked using DeE

Significant Issues For Interex Members

RS/6000 product transition imminent -- processor
(RIOStoPowerPC) and compil'ersto be changed

Marketing messages are becoming fanatical as
IBM reduces workforce dramatically:.

AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
IBM is taking a very different approach to what it calls ,"open, client-server"
systems thanHP.• At IBM's last major corporate briefing, IBM d~scribed

its rightsizing vision as one of DB2 running on the mainframe,. midrange,
and PC, with· all systems communicating·through ·DCE.

IBM is taking the RS/6000· through yet another technology transition to
attempt to make it right. IBM has: announced that by 19.95 all its major
platforms··(ES/9000; AS/400,.RS/6000, and PS/2)willbe.based on.the
PowerPC processor jointly developed with Motorola. "This is a major
technical challenge for a company that has had so few su:ccess~Sirecent1y.

And public perceptionsl?maybe'clondedby an IBM staff that, is now willing
to say just·about anything'to avoid being part of the 28% personnel
downsizing effort underway.

Audience Notes:
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Sun Microsystems
Rightsizing/Product Strategy

MI.lltiprocessingi SPARCserverlSPARCcenter
servers interoperating ""ith Solaris on client

Two-tier client-server architecture is sufficient

Significant Issues For Interex Members

Sun is still going through Solarls 1.Xto Solaris2.X
transition glitches

Assumes commercial middle manager users will"
accept Unix on the desktop

Aberdeen Notes:
Sun Microsystems is aggressively promoting ·its two-tier. client-server
architecture consisting of Unix on the client-desktop with upgradeable,
multiprocessing power built into the server. .. The glue to make the client
and server work together is primarily software provided by· independent
RDBMS and application suppliers.

Users continue to report that a considerable amount of technical expertise
is required to support a Sun system as Sun is technically struggling with the
transition between generations of operating systems and hardware
platforms. In addition, the majority of end-users want·an. MS
DOS/Windows client on the desktop·- a SPARCstation has too many
drawbacks (price, source availability, mobility) to be acceptable in 1993.

Audience Notes:
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Rightsizing i9rocluctStra,teg,.

64-bitAlpha witheitherOpenVMS, NT,or OSF/1 on
all computing systems'within the enterprise

~rod,ui~ti'()floperiltingE!n'(irQflmentsareinfl;~x

Significant Issues For Interex Members

64-bit Alpha applications will not be available until
mid~1994

DEC is attuned mostly to the ne~ds of itsio~l~II~~
base,~uringcurrent headcount reduc~ion phase

>.. , . • AberdeenGroup

AberCleen Notes:
DEC has betthe co~pany's ability to capture new ac~ounts in the mid
1990s on the success ()f the. 64-~itAl~haprocessora~d .. OpenVMS,N!, and
OSF/1.;.I-I0wever~ whilet~esemaybe the underlying technology, '"
components, Digital has a considerable amount of work to; complete befor~
its operating environments, including languages' andrtetworking, •are
compatible.

Alpha's strength is its design for fastintegerpfocessing- its weakness isa
lack ,of volume sales to justify: expanded :R&D.spen<:iing .to. ensure,l?ng~
term scalability. While Alpha/OpenVMS will help meet the performance
and price/performance needs of DEC's installed base, there seems ·to b~
little general interest on the part of vendor-neutral IS executives today.

Audience Notes:
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Microsoft
Rightsizing Product .Strategy

NT.on.lntel···.·and·Riscprocessorsforserver
a(Jplicationsin1994·· replaces OS/2'

Windows·to Chlca'go to.Cairool'desklop .... and
then Cairo on server in 1995

Significant Issues For Interex Members

Windows/DOS is what users want on desktop

NT in 1993 could be a CLD
AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
While Microsoft dominates the desktop in the world of rightsizing, it. still is
seeking a position offering the server software-of-choice.. Its latest entry in
server software is Windows/NT. The questions many IS executives are
facing are whether the product is stable enough for production applica~ions

and will Microsoft support it long term.

Based on initial evaluations, Aberdeen Group is advising its clients to be
very cautious regarding investments in Windows/NT in 1993.

Audience Notes:
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Hewlett~Packard··

PA-RISC powering better than malnframeservers

Bett~~;tban••.• m,inframe·•• fLJ~cti.onatitYji ..... three..tier
plus.loPQlogy •••• through.·.·•• le..dingisystems ·sQftware

Significant Issues For Interex Members

PA-RISC willnee.d improvedlnteger perform.ance
to stay ahead in 1994

HPisfinally advertising toCE<:).decisiQAJll"kers
AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Hewlett-Packard has solved all the technical problems, especially I/O
bandwidth, security, performance, .and backup, that have. in the past
restricted> the use of midrange systems to the departmental level.

Thepro~uctreasonstIP.systeD1Sicontinue to .~~ the rightsizing •• platform-of
choice is the robustness :o~the systems·.software (middleware),scalability
and power of'PA-RISC,. and extensibility of the' entire architecture.

Now thatHP.is finally advertiSing directly totheCEO·level within
enterprises, IS executives responsible forHP installations should· anticipate
more requests for informatiol1~bouthow HP-based ~omputing is .poth
different and better than traditional IBM mainframe methods.

Audience Notes:
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AberdeenGroup

• Proactivelyes't()bl ish$eni,or mant,ige'I11~l1t

vision of how enterprise can win through IS
ri'!J'htsizing

• Enthusiasti"cally"describe today·smultiuser
technologycapabi litiesto mainframe·IS
and line managers

• Base IS decisions on ROI to total enterprise
.._, not just I'S

• Be a catalyst to create culture of change as a
way of life withIn IS

Aberdeen Notes:
Just because Interex members understand howrightsizedarchitectures
operate, you cannot assume that, either senior line management or your
mainframe-trained IS peers do.

Senior management is looking for you., to proactively propose new ways to
run your enterprise's operations. Non-technical managers do, not· know' the
questions to ask to start or promote the r~ghtsizing process - it is· now your
obligation to assume more responsibility for the business benefits of IS
advances. This necessitates the ability to base IS decisions on the financial
benefits to the entire enterprise as well as technical capabilities.

Audience Notes:
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Rightsizing For Success

IBM,Unisys, NCR, DEC, SUN, ICL, Olivetti,
DG, SNI, Bull, and others tell Ab.erdeenthat
HP is the industry leader for Rightsizing
multiuser .platforms

The obvious conclusion is that:

Interex".,emberstjre the most
qualified in the ··world .to/ead.their
enterprises by rightsizing for
success AberdeenGroup

Aberdeen Notes:
Interex members now face the challenge of managing success within their
enterprises. .They now find themselves in charge.of the right platform and
with the right experience.• Others IS professionals. using supplier
technology that did not stay ahead are racing to catch up to you.

Butjust being technically qualified is not enough- you must be
individually motivated to use this ••• technical knowledge to. successfully direct
your enterprise's •transition to adopt the rightsizing approach to IS. The
management concepts on whichACflON are based can provide you with a
foundation. for making the correct rightsizing technical.and business·choices
both now· and in the future.

Audience Notes:
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Paper 1000
Usinq RTB More Bffec~ively in an Increasinqly non-RTE

BP World
F. stepbenGauss
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3450 MassacbusettsAve. NW
Wasbington, DC 20392-5420

202-653-1510
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In recent years RTE has been evolvinqin ways ,that make
it easier to use in a mUlti--computer environment,
especiallywbentbe 'otbercomputers are based ontbeUnix
operating system. In many cases tbe RTEimplementation
is actuallyfriendliertban tbeHP-UXimplementation, but
the important point is,tbat tbecomputerusersbouldbe
able ···t'o move" from system. to 'system witbrelative" ease.
witb"improvements made to tbe .networking interface .in
recent, releases, it . is quite practical .... to. use
workstations to open multiple windows into tbeHP1000 and
to bave.many of the advantages ofa··windowed···environment
even though RTE does not formally support sucbatbing.
Recent.· products ·······released by both the RTEand' HP-UX
support groups baveprovided manyoftbe tools to ease
tbeuse ofRTEinthenon-RTE env-ironment, especially if
the otber systems are> HP-UX. TheGfoxproductprovides
a graphical' terminal interface that is fasterthantbe
terminal it is emUlating. Softbencb/1000permits tbe use
of the Hp....UX programdeV'elopment tools with RTE, while at
the same time some of the HP-tJX tools bave'been made
available directly inRTE. And with an Edit/1000 version
available from a thirdpartyforHP-tJX,tbe' user can work
in whatever environment he is'most comfortablewitb and
can Use the tools withwbichheismost familiar.

However, there remain a number of areas where
integrated' solutions do not yet exist. Methods have·.·been
devised to work around,some,oftheseareas and they will
be described iritheremainder of this paper. Some
involve features provided at release 6.0 of RTE, some
interact with HP-tJX systems via Berkeley Sockets and some
provide temporary workarounds for features that are .known
to beunderdevelopmentatHP.. In cases where code can
be modularly developed to support the operation, that
code has been contributedtoeitbertbe 1993"CSLor tbe
1993swap·tape. Wberemodulesare required onbothtbe
RTE and HP-UX platforms, tbose- modules have been
contributed to·both CSLI",s.
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E-Mail SupportJvia Modem

In the Unix world a system of int"er-machine communication
called uucp was developed to'callow computers to talk to
each other regardless of'. the mechanism·- available. RTE
has a fine E-mail support system"consisting of Mail/1000
and either NS/DS1,.QOOor'the ARPAsmtp service. However,
one of our RTE systems 'is loca:ted'in another country and,
for a number of reasons, no network connection is
available. There are dial-up modems operating at 9600
baud and aS,cheme has 'been implemented(to allow standard
E-mail to be passed ,back and forth between RTE systems in
b.atches. This processhasbeen·",given the name "bulk""':'
mail"~ The.CONNECTprogram from ICT isuseq·to provide
the communication interface. Because ,·of the delays<' in
the signal when communicating half way around the world,
the ENQ-ACK handshaking used on HP ,computers is
unsuitable. The ports and the modem must be set to use
XON-XOFF. Because certain RTEpr09rams use some of the
handshaking characters for ... identification purposes, it is
important that all of. the XON...XOFF characters be passed
through the modems'. Most modems have such a "pass-thru"
mode· associated with the XON-XOFF menu choice. In
addition the HP1000 mux port must be set to half-HPmode
(203b), which allows both XON-XOFFand ENQ-ACK to appear
on the port, even though only. -,XON-XOFF is, used for
handshaking.

Bulk-mail transfers can be initiated from either end of
the connection. For purposes of illustration, let the
computer where the operator is located. be called the
local system and the unattended computer at the other end
be called <the remote system. At release 6.0 a feature
was added to Mail/ 1000 allowing "mail directed ,to a
specific node to be diverted into a directory. The node
name of the remote computer is given the same address as
the local computer. Thus, any mail sent .to, the remote
computer's node name arrives atthe·local computer and is
redirected .into,:. a 'directory called lMAIL/BULK OUTMAIL .•
Since the remote computer is NOT connected to""':'"the same
network, there, .is no prob'lem in assigning the two node
names to a. single address. At this point ,;theremote
computer appears :to be a perfectly legittma'be E-mail
address. However, all mail sent to it ends up as files
in the above mentioned directory <on the local cOlllputer.
Note,thou.gh,thatwithin those E-mail files, the To:
address specifies, .thef, name of the remotecompute.r, not
the local computer. The nextst.ep is to make' a.modem
connection using CONNECT between the two systems and to
use Kermit to transfer all the files in the
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lMAIL/BULKOUTMAIL directory to a /MAIL/BULK_INMAIL
directory on the remote computer. ln. the same operation
all files in the/MAIL/BULK OUTMAIL directory on the
remote computer are transferred to the ./MAILlBULK INMAIE.
dire~toryon the local computer~Thus,allaccumulated
mail·on.·.·.both· systems istransferredtotheother ..sy~tem.
Tn.is ···.canbe done 'at aschedul.edtime·..·(when .... pnonerates
are low,for· example") or whenever someone dials up the
other system for anyotl1er····· reason.

Once the <ftles are transferrad,thesendmail.program is
scheduled on each of the files. since the node >name
referenced·· in each message is now the real node name of
the computer that the mail is on, the mail is delivered
to .the '.. proper address •

There are a~ewCaYeCltf3; mail sent to lists of names on.
the remote computer is delivered to eacn. name at the
locctlcomputer, but then when the file is transferred to
the remote computer it is redelivered to the same list,
thuf;,causin~mUltiple messages to be delivered .. This. can
be avoided by editing the file to use the TO: line.rather
than the·' To :>};·irie. occasionally, a transmission problem
willcau.sethe processtc.labort,· so as·the maiiissent
off ,it is .. also copied into. a /MAIL/BULKSCRA.TCH
directory,which'can be purged every once in awhile.

I

This system works reasonably well and provides a.
transparent··· method forpassinq standard E-mail over
modems... It requires several transfer files for CONNECT
and EDITlI000. and···they···· are shown iI'1·Appendix A.. These
files are provided here for purposes of illustration
only. While they are slightly modified copies of working
files, no guarantee that they will work as shown is
implied.

Remote HP-UX Services

Whenwol:king in a mix of RTE and .HP-UX environments it' is
convenient ·to····have some·' 'frequently used information
available on ·······bothsystems. An efficien'\: way ·topass
information back and·.·fortn is via Berkeley.Sockets. Once
a client-server relationship nas been est.ablished,it is
quite ·feasible·······to send almost any kind: ofin.format.ion
between the two .systems. Such a mechanism has been
presented previously in both a paper f"usinqBsDIPC to
Synchronize RTE and HP-UX System. Times", King,
Proceedings of the Inte'rex 1992 conference) and programs
contributed to the <CSLs (King, Schmidt<andGauss, 1992
CSLIRTE and CSL/HP-UX). Wendy <King and Rich Schmidt
developed client-server programs to>synchronize time
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1)etween al1 HP-UXsystem ~nd an RTE s,ystem. since either
()nE:\.could q.ct.. as· .th~ source of th~,time, four··modules
were developed·to alloweither system.to be the -. client
and either one-,the server.,- Using the same basiccod~,i.t

was relativ,ely easy to create a new ... set of programs. to
provide inf.ormCition about the users logged on to either
system.']:'he program<WHOZN hCid,;l>een written for RTEand
allowed an RTE.sys:tem to.shqw who wCis"logged onto itse.lf
or any other RTE system. It- used both NetIPC andDS
transparency so that it worked with both RTE-A and RTE-6.
It has since been enhanced to add a aSD modu;>le,which
permits, it' to. access HP-UX systems as, well. In~ddition

the complementary modules were wri.ttenfor HP-UX,toallow
the same functions to be performed from that end. Thu.s,
a user on an HP-UX system can displCiY users logged onto
that system, other HP-UX or RTE systems and a user logged
on to an RTE system can see who is logged on )to otper RTE
or HP-UX systems. The,. user runs the· client which
connects to a server module on the other computer and
supplies the required information.

However, WHOZN was somewhat complicated tQ write, s.i·nce
it needs to access system tables in RTEto obtain the
necessary information. A new set of proqrall\s (rser'Ver,
r client) was written to handle the simpler sItuati.on
where all·, that is' necessary is.,. to have·.the.remote
computer run a program to obtain the information and then
pass it back .to the local (calling) computer. This
program pair provides an NSLOOKUP function for RTE,
displays disk space information;. for both RTE .. ' and HP-UX
systems, allows HP-UX manual pages .to. beciisplayed' on the
RTE system and allows a method of communicating with a
user on another system. .

The programs take advantage of a new feature at RTE
release 6.0, symbolic links, that provides a way to
create multiple names for the same file (or program) 'L,

Using symbolic linkS, a single program can be called by
several names. The progra-n,tcane)(:amine its runstring to
determine which name was used to call it·and act
accordingly'. Thus, the single program, r_client., ,pan be
called !:?ythe names nslookup, bdf"man and·to_user.

In each ca~e the" sequence of.~vents. is as follows:
the r client program

0- determines Which s~rvice is to b~ p:rovided
o sends the service number. and any PA)~ameters

to the. other system
o sends .... any." data to the other . system
o waitsfor ..apo1ppletion

the r~server program
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o is scheduledbY'inetd
o retrieves the service number and .·.parameters

:.from the input· stream
o schedules >a program ·or shell script, passing

it the necessary parameters .··.and> directing its
output into'a temporary file

o reads.the·temporary file.· and. sends·" it baCK to
the callingisystem

The operation of the program when called by each of these
names is as follows:

nslookup, node name, [remote system]

nslookup iSdan HP-UX utilityithat searches 'the n~etworkto

det~t:"minethe,IPaddressof a' qivennode name. 'This is
an.' easy way ····.·.··1:0 determin~' .lrihetheryou •.•. havethe right
spelling for •..• an addre'ss .o'r whether' .such: an address
exists. Ifn'siookup.·.doesn't .. knowabout it, there is ·no·
point in sending E-mail to it! The RTE user types
nslopkup an,d' the name· of.a .node that·· is'. to be looked ·up.
The<,nameofa system where the nslookup utility is to be
run can, optionally, be given, but the program provides
for a name ito be builtin a,s a.default. This system
should bea' name' server or have access· to a name'· server
and must.be running the r server part of the, pair. The
node .·name .•• is passed •. ··tothe 'remote system, which runs
nslookup on the. node name and ... returns the information
that it fi'nds to the calling program which"'displays it.

bdf[, ·remote system]

bdf is an HP-UX utility that displays the free space
available on the disks. This can be useful.·to·.·know
before transferring' large amounts of data onto.the
system. The name of the remote system whose disk space
is desired must be given. lfno 'system name 'is given,
then the local' •• system is assumed. As in the', previous
example, the remote system rtinsthe bdf u.tility (or, if
it 'is anRTEsystem,FREES ....M) and pa.ssestheinformation
back to the calling system.

man, man page[,remote system]

manils'an HP-UX utility that displays the manual pages
for a given sUbject or utility. Its··format' is not
particu~arly friendly. This"function . on]~y'" ·makes sense
when run .from anRTEsystem, isinceall HP-UX systems have
the sameiman pages., In this case~therequest is se,ntto
the HP-t1X system' .' which then o.pens· an anon,ymous ftp
connection back to theRTEsystem •. (for information on
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setting up an anonymous ftpaccount, see below). It then
transfers the man ." page to the RTEsystem.. The man
program (r_client) on theRTEsystemthen lists ways to
display the man page using the more friendly RTE
utilities. The information is given in a way<that the
command stack can be used ·toaccess them. BothEdit/1000
and LI C.an be used, although, since man pages, tend to be
full of HP-UX control sequences (tabs, etc.), it is
sometimes faster to use Edit/1000 and kill the HP-UX
tabs.

to_user, logon name[, remote system]

to user is used to send a message from an HP-UX or anRTE
system to a user "logged" onto.' <the "same or another system.
The logon name must be the name that. the User is logged
on by. If no remote system is specified,t.he message/is
sent,tothe local system. To user is interactive and
allows you to enter a message. -At the conclusion of the
message it is sent to the user. If· the user is located
on an HP-UX system, the utility xtnessage is used to put
the message into an X-window. Note that<,the·xtnes,sage
utility is",·.a previous CSL contribution ," that creates 'a
message window on the user's session. If·, the user is
located on an RTE sy'stem, the message'is simply copied to
a temporary file and the program BC is used to inform the
user of this fact. BC is a previous. CSL contribution,
that puts a single line message in the soft key area of
the screen without disrupting the user's display. If the
user is not logged on, an appropriate message is
returned. The user name "all" can be used to send the
message to,everyone who is logged on.

The services provided by r server and r client can be
easily expanded by simply adding modules to the program.
The connection across the network is provided
automatically by one-line entries in theletc/inetd.conf
and letc/services files, which now exist on RTE as well
as HP-UX systems. A file,letc/r server. file, contains
entries for the name of the local -System and the name ,of
the default remote system.

Anonymous ttp

HP-UX systems generally have an anonymous ftp account,
which allows any user to connect to a directory for the
purpose of uploading or .',,' downloadingfiles. Manysystem
managers prefer :to have files reqUired by outside
(anonymous) users>,placed in this temporary directory,
rather than .' directly .• into user accounts. Itprovides
better security, since'" theuser~oes not need to know a
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password, has no access.to·user directories and need not
even know about . the accounting structure on .the- isystem.
Furthermore, the directory can be managed such that large
file sizes will not use up '. critical disk spac.e. This
type of account.can beset up onan,RTEsystem in the
following way. An anonymou$account. withno.password '.' is
created using GRUMP. To prevent anyone from logging on
to this unprotected account, the startup command
(normally RU,CIl should be aninvalidstrinq(I use RS.).
The homedirectol:':Y for the acc,ount·, should be placed on a
disk LU by itself or in an area where no harm will be
done if, a· user fills the directory with avery large
file. The' account should have as many> LU's disabled in
the LV map tabl~ as'possible . 'Th~Si account. is also
useful for programs that must automatically transfer data
to the RTE system, since it does not require that a
password be written into ,a program.'1'he.p.reviously
described manJ1tility makes use:-of thiis account to
transfer the man pages from theHP~IIXsystem totheRTE
system.

The addition ,of ". Berkeley Sockets,along,.with ••·HP""!'UX-like
utilities to RTE has provided considerable flexibility tin
developing interactions '. between the two. ,It is becoming
increasingly easy to move between RTE and HP-UX,which
has enhanced the attractiveness of addingHP-UX~systems

to an RTE network, while extending the useful life of the
RTE systems.
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Appen4ix.·.·.A
Command files that makeup the bUlk_mail operation.

File 1 •• /cmdfileslbulk mail.cmd
Command file on remote system to initiate· the transfer of
mail ·.betweenthe .local and the .remote systems

setdirect=$wd
* setup inmaildirectory to receive files from remote
* Set up outmail directory to send files to remote
*wd /mail/bulk inmail
pu /mail/bulk outmail/tempfile.tmp
edit -b /mail/bulkoutmail/tempfile.tmp i&&&ler
pu @.tmp ok -
** start kermit in server mode
* Break back to CONNECT and run the command file
* on theinmaildirectory
*echo '========================================'
echo '=:::;Enter .your CONNECT break· character·· =='
echo '==then tr,bulk mail =='
echo '===============;========================'
echo ' ,
kermit· server
*
* All files transmitted in both directions
* Prepare a command file that will pass the
* file names to sendmail
*
pu send.cmd
pu tempfile.tmp
dl @.tmp s send.cmd
if is $returnl = -50 -i
then

echo 'No files transferred TO.'
else
* Create the command file needed to pass the file names
* to sendmail and transfer to that command file

edit -b send.cmd seasof~tr,/mail/bulk/send.edit

echo 'Sending mail to addressees.'
tr,send.cmd

fi
** Preserve the files in a temporary directory in case
* of transmission problems

*mo /mail/bulk outmail/@.tmp /mail/bulk_scratch!
wd $direct -
unset direct

Using RTE In An Increasingly non-RTE HP World
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File 2. /connect/bulk mail.cmd
Command flle on locat .•.• system to carry out transfers
interacting with the remote system

..
* This command "flIe is' stored on the directory
* from which CONNECT is .run ·.and the modem is
* operated (assumed to be /connect)
** switch the working directory to inmail
*ru,ci,/mail/bulk inmail/sd.cmd,lmail/bulk inmail
pu /maiIlbulk_outmailltempfile.tmp -
** Create a command file for kermit to communicate with
* the kermit server that is now active on the other
* end
*edit -b /mail/bulk_outmail/tempfile.tmp i---Ier
** Send the mail files
*kermit tr /mail/bulk/send_mail~krmt

of, kermit
** Escape back to connect and complete the operation
* of mal ling out the flIes that were sent to the
* local end
*\ rU,ci,/mail/bulk/finish get.cmd
\ ru,ci,/mail/bulk_inmail/sd.cmd,/connect
x
&&&

File 3. /mail/bulk inmail/sd.cmd
Command file forCT'to switch working directories
(required by CONNECT)

wd,~l
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File 4. /mail/bulk/finish get.cmd
Command file to complete the. -transfer and send the
mail on the local system

*
* Mail out all of the files that were passed-fromithe
* remote system to the 'local sy:stem
*
wd /mail/bulk_inmail
** Save files in case of transmisison problems
*mo /mail/bulk outmail/tmsg@.tmp /mail/bulk_scratch!
pu send.cmd -
pu tempfile.tmp
** List all received files into a file that will be
* edited into a command file
*dl @.tmp s send.cmd
if is $returnl = -50 -i
then

echo 'No files transfered FROM.'
else

** Create a command file' that passes the names of the
* mail files to-sendmail then transfer to that file
* edit -b send.cmd seasof:tr,/mail/bulk/send.edit

echo 'Sending mail to addressees.'
tr,send.cmd
fi
ex

File 5. /mail/bulk/send.edit
Edit a directory list file into a sendmail file

$
p&&&%%%&&&
1
1,3,d,/&&&%%%&&&/,a
sele20
bk
sele
sewcl,l
l,$,u//tr,\/mail\/bulk\/sendout /q
sewc
l,$,d,/&&&%%%&&&/,a,v
er
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File 6. /mail/bulk/sendmail.krmt
Kermit command file to communicate with the kermit server

send /mail/bulk outmail/@.tmp
get /mail/bulk-outmail/@.tmp
finish -
quit

File 7. /mail/bulklsendout.cmd
Sends out the mail on the remote system

** For each file, change any occurrences of
* "apparently to" to "to", make sure that the correct
* node is used in the case of LHOPs and then pass the
* file name to sendmail
*set file = $1
edit $file seasofl'l,$,x/Apparently-To:/To:/ler'
edit $file seasofltr,/mail/bulk/node.edit
sendmail -s $file

File 8. /mail/bulk/node.edit
Edit file to ensure that the proper "To" routing -is used

sereon
secfof
f/TO +\</
X/TO /TO\:/
secfon
.+1 $ x/To\:/To /
b/to\: @\@alpha/
x/{to\: @}\@alpha.@/&l
x/{@}%{.[A%]}/&1@&2/
x/\<//
x/\>//
er
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Paper 1001

Transferring CPLOTand LPlOT Graphics from the ... HP 1000 toa.PC

by, Gerald Lisowski and Dan Kukla
ZENECA, Inc.

Western Research Center
1200S.47th Street

Richmond, California 94804
510-231-1390

In the PC.· world· HPGLhas become a iJe !actographics standard. Most
graphics •• plotters.acceptHP(JLineut .. a9dmost •graphics programs can
produce ·.HPGL.• output.•. Recently high. end' word·· processors,· such· ·as
WordPerfect by WordPerfect~rp. and Word by Microsoft, have acquired
the ability to import HPGL graphics. They can impo):"ttbe graphics either
directly (Microsoft Word) ortl1rough 3 conversion program (WordPerfect).

Incorporating graphics into our documents is an importapt feature. Before
our word processors obtained this ability, the only work around was to create
the graphic separately and leav~ space for it in the document.• If the graphic
occupied space in t1}ebodyofthetext we would ~s\J.ally paste the graphic
and d~cument together and phQtocopy ther~sultiJlg]Jage.This increased
the time and effort. needed toiproduce.·a .document.•. If something was later
added orremoved,·it usually meant the whole pr{)cesswould need to be
repeated, typically with a lot .of aggravation.•• If the graphic occupied .a whole
page,things were a little bit easier. But even with fullpage graphics we often
need· to add .captions, •running· heads, or page numbers.•• We still. had to·go
through the pastci>and photocopy rOl.ltine.) Now\ye let the word processor
handle the layout details.·· It does it faster and smoother thanw.e ever could.

One type of graphicwearecspeciallyinterested in is chromatograms.• When
a chemist injects a mixture < of compounds into a machine called a
chromatograph, the chromatograph separates the compounds and sends
them to a detector. ... The •. detector sends the output toa device. capable of
accepting· its signaL.. If the. device. is •. 3 recorder a chromatogram •.• is obtained.
A. chromatogram plots detector response on they-axis.verses time on the x
axis.· .The chromatogram contains two valuable pieces of infOrmation, the
retention time and peak area. The retention time is how long the compound
spentinthe,chromatograph,andcanhelp •. tbe< chemist> identify the
compound. .·Th~peakarea.ls proportional to •. how much •• of·. the·. compound
was placed .inithechromatograpb.Using this ,. informationtbechellllst.·can
qli.antitate how much oftbe material wasinthe< originalsalllele.Fi~re1;
supplied by HPas part ofits Laboratory AutomationSys~em (LAS) training
c<>,urse,· is . an <example of a chromatogram. Figure. 2 is .. the same
chromatogram with the base lines•. drawn.·in after processing by LAS.
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Figure 2. Processed chromatogram

A· recorder is Dot the only device capable of accepting the signal from a
chromatographic detector. The signal: also could go" to a coI,llputer wit~ the
hardware necessary to receive the signal, and the software necessary to process it.
Such a system is called a chromatography data system. 'Given that lIP is a leader
in analytical·· instrumentation and computers, it's not 'Surprising that they make a
chrom~tographY"data system. Iniact they make several.. ,One family ~f these, the
LAS systems;' are based on the lIP 1000. The··system used on an'EIF series
computer runningRTE-6 is the;'3357 while the system used on an A series
computer running RTE-A is the 3350A. Both units can store the raw data points
to allow for subsequent reanalysis and replotting of the data.' . ' ..,. ',I

One program 'that :carl replot the· data stored in' .a 3357 or .3350A is:CPLOT.
Another program, available only for the HP-3350A is LPLOT.I Both programs
are available from Hewlett-Packard.2 CPLOT and LPLOT use Graphics/1000~II
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andean take the chromatographic data and replot it on a graphics terminal,or
send the plot to various graphics printers or plotters~Twosupporteddevices are
the'HP7475 andHP75S0, both HPGLplotters~ ··CPLOToutput also can be sent to
a spool file... ·. UsingCPLOTwe·can.sendthe output to a spool file that CPLOT
thinks is'an HP7475 or HP7S50. ·.LPLOT is. able to directly output to.a file. The
file is a text file· that can. be .sent to aPC using ·a variety. of programs. The
program we use is Reflection 7 by WalkerRicher & Quinn, Inc.

Preliminary setup

CPLOT

On <both .RTE-6 .and RTE-Asystems,file "USERC or ISYSTEM/USERC.TXT
needs to beset up correctly before CPLOTcanbeused toproduceanHPGLfile.
It must contain spool table entries for at least one of the two supported HPGL
plotters. The text below was taken from a' "USERC .file set up' to allow the
spooler to emulate either the HP7475 or theHP7550.

ISPOOL
spool table - line 1=no. of entries, each entry on separate line:
wspname, plot limits xl,x2,yl,y2,direction code,aspect.ratio
=;=>2
W7475,O.,O..,O.,O.,250,.6232
W75S0,O.,O.,O.,O.,250,.7700

Information.' ·on···· ... what· ..···.the. entries .. mean .and bow to· .. ·.modify "USERC or
ISYSTEMIUSERC.TXTcanbefound intheCPLOT manual.

You also may need to modify the pen section of "USERC or
/SYSTEM/USERC.TXT to have all the pens be" 1. When Microsoft Word prints
an incorporated.HPGL file,.·the characters drawn with pens otherthan 1are fuzzy.
The characters drawn·withpenl,are nice and sharp.

If. CPLOT is run '. fromCI, the work station. programs (wsp files) .must .' be in the
PROGRAMS Of working directory.

ForJ1PLOTyouneed to have a device definition file. These are usually in the
/LAS/DEVlCE diFectory and have theextentDEV.. These files are described in
the LPLOTmanual. .,Although not necessary, aPLOTTOFlLE.DEVfile maybe
used. .Ifthis file does not already exist it can be prepared by copying. an existing
HP7550 device definition file. The files are text files and can be modified with
EDIT. .The following lines .may.needtebe<changedl'

LU =Any valid spoolableLU.

Workstation = Iprogramslw7475.run or Iprograms/w7550.run

XAspect
YASpect=
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These should be set for the aspect ratio of the surface to be printed on.. For
example ona 6 inch. wide piece of paper, Microsoft Word for DOS says ,a 4.411"
high picture will preserve the aspect ratio' of the picture. For the best fit for these
circumstances, the XAspect would be set to 600.0 and the YAspectwould be·set
to 441.1. '

Producing the HPGL file on the 1000

The first step in getting the PC graphic is to create the HPGL fHeon the"1000.

CPLOT

CPLOTdoesnot .have a procedure to .directly plot to file. Two .indirect· pro
cedures can be used; interactive and batch.

Interactive mode

The interactive mode is available only with the RTE-6 version of CPLOT. It's
more involved than the batch mode, but also more flexible.

The first thing is to set up the spool file that will contain the HPGL commands.
Log on with a capability of at least 30. Next use the CR command to create a
type 3 or 4 file to hold the HPGL commands. With theCR command you must
specify a size for the file. A size of 24 is suggested. This is the default size for
scratch files, and the Programmer~ Reference Manual recommends it for user
created files. If more file space is needed the system will automatically create it.
Next issue the command RP,SMP, if SMP has not already been RP'd. Finally
issue the command SL,lu,filenamr,WR.. LU must be in your SST and should not
be in use.. Filenamr is the name of the type 3 or 4 file created above with the CR
command. You now are set up to redirect output from an lu into a file.

Next run CPLOT. In CPLOT select your raw file and 'any other parameters you
wish to modify. If necessary, you can modify, plot, and analyze until satisfied
with the results. When all the parameters are set press F4, the menu function 'key.
Then press F5, the plotter function key. In the plotter menu, press' F6, and type
the number of the spool LU. Then press F7 to choose the plotter. Type W7475 or
W7550, whichever is in the spool table in "USERC. Plot to the spool file by
pressing the plot function key, F5. After plotting is complete press F4, the menu
function key. Finally'press the end key, F8, to exit,and answer yes~o the ".ARE
YOU SURE YOU WANT TO QUIT' question. At this point you will be in
graphics' mode. If.you are using' Reflection, get back to alpha Inodeby pressing'
alt~7 on the nlJmeric key pad.

Once you are back into RTE type.CS,lu,EN to close the spool file~ If you do not
want to keep SMP around, and you have the capability, type OF,SMP.

Batch mode

Batch mode can be used with the RTE-6 version of CPLOT, and is the only way
to get an HPGL file from the RTE-A version. As in the interactive mode, the
RTE-6 version of CPLOT requires setting up a spool file to contain the <HPGL
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commands. This is done using the same commands described above for the in
teractive mode.

SpoolingHPGL output on older versiOD\RTE-A systems> requires that the
appropriate;plotting device is present in the~ystem,and its LUis below M.A
dummyLU can be generated for plottingpwposes.Thefollowing ·isanexample
of an/.Interface and Device Table entry for an RTE-A answer file· to generate a
dummyLU (LU 9) to support plotting to HP747SandHP'75S0 plotters:

IFT,%ID*37::RTE A,SC:2'7B
DVf",TO:2000,DT:77B,TX:O,DX:1:36B,PR:O,LU:OO9

Newer versions of RTE-A do notrequire thisdummyLU, or that the plotting
device be present in the system.... When theoutput,LU is specified, an unusedLU
should be designated~Thiswillinsurethat legitimate output is not accidentally
routed toa spool file.

(

Tum·· spooling· on .. to redirect·· the output.···fr()m .' .. the ..... LU to a tile .by. entering
SP,ON,LU,FlLENAME.; where LUis the 'Dumber of the plotterLU and
FILENAME is the name of theHPGL file you want to create.

After theLU. is set'" up .'. to direct its output.to.~sp()()lnle~ generate .·the .pl(Jtby
running CPLOT in batch mode. OnanRTE-Asystem the spooling;~(SP)option

must be usedalongwiththecod~.foraddingretention tilDes,. nam~, andib~e

lines to the plot. ..... This ... 'is;~Qne '..,by . issuing tbec'~command
CPLOT,WSP,LU"RESULTFILE"SP•••. at .the system prompt. 'Therunstring
parameters are described. in the CPLOT manual.

As an example, on an RTE-A system the commands

SP,ON,9,PLOT.PLT
CPLOT,W7475,9"DATARES"SPBL

will redirect output from LU 9 to the file PLOT.PLT andgetleratc'a plot
emulating anHP7475 based on the chromatographic data in the f~leDATARES.
The plot will have base lines drawn in.

On an RTE-6 system the spooling option. must not be used. For an RTE-6.system
the.equivalent setof commands is

CR,PLOT::-17:3:24
RP,SMP· .. (ifSMP. is notalready RP'a)
SL,33,PLOT::~li?,WR.

CPLOT,W7475,33"DATA"BL

On an RTE-6 system the spoolfile should be closed after the plotting is finished.
As in the interactive mode type CS,lu,EN. On an RTE-A system the spool file is
automatically closed when the plotting is completed.
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LF?lOT

LPLOT has the capability of creatiIlg an HPGL file as a menu choice from within
the program. First get the plot. on the screen and set any normalizations. . The
output will ·be,...•.detetmined .. by the ~ifi.led normalizations, not what is on the
screen. •From the top .menu select OUTPUT. "Then.choose Select Device from
the side menu. The,· program will ask for a device definition file name. Type in
the appropriate' file nante, for'example PlOTTOFllE~. Finally select Outputto
File from the'side menu. The program will ask for a plot file name. After the
name is entered LPLOT will send th~ plot to the .designatC(J file.

Transferring the HPGL file to a PC

You now have theHPGLfile onthe'1000.·.How do you get it to the PC? Ifthe
HPGL file was a normal text file the answer would be simple. Do a, LOG
BOtTOM with the TO DEVICE set to TO DISK. Then copy, store, or dump the
file to LU 1. Unfortunately this won't work with HP_GL files. HPGL files are not
normal text files. To see why, run EDIT on"the HPGLfile. Ifyou list it out it
looks like a regular text file~ However if you go into screenooit mode you get
something like figure 3. ,.

»HIHEH line . ..... IIIIJUII.II cnt! Q,eads ~ cotlQ cntl QDol'ts~(
[~iln:~~~r~~I'IN8,B,7848,7848; PU;sn: ... •. .. . ..... · .
IWI, Ill117'1619lifII ,5961B. 38BilllB,B,.1117B,,6891iSIB.596I.B•635;PU:SP1:1
IWll.l,llllB 28,7,68;111, 211,11128,7,61;SII~593,1,632;Pu;Rf;
PU;rAB 1,IB'· ' .' ,
PU'PA566a 6i6B'1
SI',169 a:383'~['PA2631 1453'~
LBSAMPLt: LAB' EX~T 2 INJECtED AT 14:15:23 ON SEP 16, 1988 t&1
mi,nt3!~~1;~ Ra..: OPRll Pl'Oc: OPPBl ,
PUlPA2125i1757;~
LBMT in Minutes 'I

Rtll~BI~
PUi.~A1265 ,2414i~ .
LBKanl~ NOl'Mallzed ,~
PUl'PA4H99,2414;~

~;;:I!il'~:~))------ 1i ne 21 ------------------ '" NODASE: :17:3: 72 -~~~-~--------------( (
••••21••••

Figure 3~ EDIT screen of an HPGL file.

The funny looking characters3 atthe end of some ofthe lines are control
characters that are an integral part of the HPGL file. IIi Reflection a· simple LOG
BOTIOM strips out these necessary characters. A way must be found to transmit
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these characters to the PC. In Reflection 7 this is done with·the CAPTURE
command.

The CAPTURE command passes through all characters. The following comm~nd
file can be used to transmit··an HPGL file to a PC.

DISPLAY "What is the host filename?"
ACCEPT VI
DISPLAY"AM"J"
DISPLAY "What is the PCfilename?"
ACCEPTV2
DISPLAY ""M"J"
TRANSMIT··"··,$1,1"
OPEN $2
SET CAPTURE YES
TRANSMIT ""M"
WAIT FOR tI"Qtt
CLOSE DISK
SET·CAPTURE·NO

Where .* is DU for an RTE-6 system and eo for an RTE-A system. The HPGL
file is now ready to be used by MS-DOS programs.

Using the. above command. file causes some header and ending Itiunklt
. to be

introduced .into the Pefile. This seems. to present no problem.s, either. to
programs that use· the filedireetly, such as Microsoft Word, of programs that
translate the file into their own format,· such as Word Perfect

One. fact needstobementionedabouttheHPGL file. It cancontainalot-o{space
around. its border. CPLOToutputtQ a,n HP"7550 using th~ settings described
earlier .produces.· the-leastamount·ofextraneousspaee.. Figure 4.is .. a directly
impooed.HPGLfilewithabox aroundjtsperimeter. It is the file used to produce
figure 1.
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Figure 4. Directly imported HPGL chromatogram

You can see that there is a lot of blank space around it, especially at the top and
bottom. If you use a program like WordPerfect for Windows, with its· own
graphics editing, this· is only a· minor annoyance. On the other hand if you use a
program like Microsoft Word, with no graphics editing capabilities; you probably
will want to use another program to edit out the superfluous blank space.

Although we have described using CPLOT and LPLOT to generate the HPGL file
and Reflection 7 to get the file to a PC, the techniques we have demonstrated can
be adapted to other programs. Any lIP 1000 program that can send graphics to an
HPGL plotter should be able to have its output redirected to a spool file, either
directly or indirectly. Any good terminal emulator should allow you to copy the
HPGL file from the HP 1000 to your PC. Just remember to make sure that it
passes control characters as well as normal alphanumeric characters.

References

1. HP19471A Advanced Graphic Chromatogram Processor.
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2. Hewlett-Packard sells and supports CPLOT for the HP-3350A CPLOT is
bundled with new HP-3350A systems. HP no longer sells CPLOT for the HP
3357. If you wish to obtain CPLOT for an HP-3357 contact your sales rep.

3. Figure 3 was taken from the. screen of a PC with a Hercules compatible
graphics card. The control characters are shown in their mM character set
representation. HP terminals display the control characters differently.
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Golf and the HPIOOO

Dave Medlicott

Hewlett-Packard
Software Technology Division

11000 Wolfe Road
Cupertino, CA.

Introduction

For the past several years, one of the projects that everyone in the RTE lab agrees we must
do, but which always seems to get put on the back burner until the last possible minute, is a
good demonstration for the INTEREXconference. When we speak of a "good demo", there
are a few key requirements that must be met: it must demonstrate an important capability
of the HPI000, such as realtime response or network connectivity, it must be interesting
(to· at least a few people) and we must be able to do it. Thus, we have had to scrap· such
ideas as a mock factory floor and (one of my favorites) an automated chicken farm (where
real chickens would lay eggs that would roll onto a conveyor belt, etc.).

This year, one of the proposals involved combining the favorite activity of some of the RTE
lab engineers, golf, with work. The idea was a realtime golf swing analyzer. When a golfer
swings the club at a golf ball, many factors affect how the ball will travel after contact has
been made. These factors include the weather, the ball construction, the club construction
and the various components of the swing itself. At impact, the major components of the
swing that will affect the ball's flight path are: the speed at which the head of the club is
moving, the path that the club is moving along, the angle at which the clubface meets the
ball and the location on the clubface where contact with the ball is made.

Our goal was to develop a device to measure these factors using the HPI000 as the realtime
data collector and analyzer. Devices which measure these components and analyze the
golfers swing are already widely available. However, these devices require dedicating a
processor to the task. In addition to collecting and analyzing the data, our goal was to
show that the HPI000 can do this while simultaneously performing other tasks. In other
words, it is not necessary to dedicate your HPI000 to a single realtime task.

The three components of such a collection and analysis system are: the detector, the col
lector and the analyzer. The detector is a specialized device consisting of an array of
photovoltaic sensors that detect a break in a light source. The output of these sensors is
connected to an HP 12006A Parallel Interface Card (PIC) which is controlled by a privi
leged interface driver (ID55) on the HPI000. Data analysis is performed by a FORTRAN
program on the HPIOOO. This paper will discuss the driver that was written for this pur
pose with an emphasis on why a privileged driver was required and the major differences
between standard non-privileged drivers and privileged drivers.
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Introduction to Drivers

In general, programs do not directly communicate with interface cards. The usual procedure
is for a program to make an EXEC request to RTE, passing it the parameters specifying an
input or output operation, buffer location and size and to which device the request should
be directed. RTE then looks through its tables to determine which of the operating system
modules will be called to perform the processing needed to execute the requested task.
These operating system modules are the I/O drivers.

Under RTE-A, drivers may be classified as device drivers or interface drivers. This is because
a variety of devices may be connected to the same interface card. The device driver packages
device specific requests to the interface driver which then issues the I/O instructions that
allow the interface card to perform the requested tasks. In many cases, including ours, it is
possible that only one device will be connected to an interface card .. In these cases, a device
driver may not be required. This is the case for many devices connected to the PIC card.
ID.50 is the standard PIC driver supplied with RTE-A.. It is a non-privileged driver and
usually there is no device driver associated with it. Though ID.50 would suffice for many
of our tasks, there were a few requirements of our application which required a privileged
driver. We will get to that in a few moments. First, however, we will examine the interface
between the operating system and the drivers.

Operating System Functions

I/O Tables

The operating system must perform several tasks which ease the task of the driver designer.
Most RTE supplied drivers are written to handle a wide variety of devices while most
user written drivers are written for a very specific interfacing task. RTE implements a
standard set of tables and protocols which allows drivers to be written with a standard set
of procedures.

Among the tables which RTE maintains are the interface table (1FT) and the device table
(DVT). The 1FT contains an entry for every interface and the DVT contains an entry for
every device. When an I/O request is made, RTE takes the information from the request
and places it in the tables at locations known to the driver designer. This gives the driver
the flexibility of servicing several interfaces or devices.

Driver Entry

Before entering the driver, RTE sets up the 1FT and DVT for the current request. It may
also be necessary for RTE to initialize an I/O port map. This is a map that describes the
area of memory where the I/O buffer resides. When a user makes an I/O request with an
EXEC call, the address of the I/O buffer is within the user's address space. If the I/O
transfer is a direct memory address (DMA) transfer, then the transfer will begin executing
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and control may proceed on to a different user program.· The map set which describes the
new user program is different than the one which describes addresses used in the DMA
transfer. For this reason, the memory map that is used for the DMA transfer must be
independent of the memory map used for user program execution.

Prior to entering the driver, RTE sets a code in the A-register telling the driver why it is
being entered. The codes and usages are as follows:

o - Abort the request in progress
1 - Initiate a nev request
2 - The interface has generated an interrupt (Continuation)
3 - The current request has timed out
4 - The system poverfailed

The entries of prima,r~ interest for us are the Initiation entry and the Continuation entry.
For both privileged and non-privileged drivers, initiation requests are made through RTE.
That is, RTE processes the request a,lJ.d sets up .the tables as described above. Once the
I/O transfer has been started, the driver may exit and return to RTE which then goes
on to perform other tasks. When the I/O transfer completes, the interface card generates
an interrupt. After acknowledging the interrupt, the next instruction to be executed will
be the one at the memory location (trap cell) that corresponds to the select code of the
interface card generating the interrupt. For all non-privileged interface cards this instruction
is a branch to the central interrupt processor ($CIC) within· RTE. For privileged interface
cards, this is a branch directly into the interface driver.

For most non-privileged drivers, the sequence of operations is as follows:

1) An EXEC call is made to perform an IiOrequest.
2) RTE is entered and tables are initialized.
3) The driver is entered vith an Initiation code.
4) The driver starts the I/O transfer and returns to RTE.

vith an indication that ·the·I/Ois underway.
5) The I/O transfer proceeds. at the same time thatRTE dispatches

another user program.
6) The I/O transfer completes, generating an interrupt.
7) RTE is. entered·· aga.in,o($CIC)vhich. sets up the required tables.

and passes control to the drivervithaContinuation code.
8) Thedriver'performsany cleanup·tas!tsandreturns.toRTE.

with an' indication that •the I/O is done.
9) RTE.· performsits,<'c¥ean up and' returns status indicators to the

program which made the EXEC ';call.
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For privileged drivers,the sequence is the same up until step 6. Figure 1 shows the non
privileged entries and exits for our privileged driver.

Standard {Non - Privileged)
1055 Entries and Exits

USER

RTE

Standard
(Non- PrivileQed)

Entry & EXit

The Standard entry does the following:

Read
Started

• Save 1FT and DVT addresses needed later

• Configure DMA read transfer

• Enable STO interrupt

Figure 1

Privileged drivers have two entry points. The first entry point is the same as for standard
drivers except that there is no continuation entry.... Continuation entries are made when an
interface card generates an interrupt. For privileged drivers, the trap cell contains a branch
to a privileged entry point within the driver thereby bypassing RTE. Thus, whena>privileged
driver is entered after an interrupt, RTE has not set up the tables or performed any of the
processing that it performs .befor~· entering a standard driver..••.. The driver. is. responsible
for setting up the table addresses and. any of the other· processing normally done'byRTE.
When a. standard driver returns toRTE, it is much like returning from a subroutine call.
However, since RTEdid not make the "call" to.the privileged driver, the privileged driver.
cannot simply "return" to the as. Before looking at the special processing required ofa
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privileged driver, we will look at the situation that required us to use a privileged driver in
the first place.

Why use a privileged driver?

RTE-A is shipped with interface drivers which control a.wide variety of interface cards;
none of them privileged. So it may be reasonable to wond~rwhya privileged driver is ever
necessary. The answer is that for many realtime applications, it is critical to service an
interrupt as quickly as possible. Except for the period where RTE is saving or restoring the
state of the machine, privileged interrupts are always enabled. Non-privileged interrupts are
only enabled when a user program is being executed. They are always disabled during RTE
processing. This period can be on the order ofD}illiseconds depending on the functions that
the operating system is performing.• For many realtime applications, this delay is excessive.

In our exa.mple of the golf swing, most professional golfers can swing a golf club in excess
of 100 miles per hour. At this speed, the clubhead will travel 1 inch in 568 microseconds.
For us to collect aU of the data, it is critical that we detect the interrupt and read the data
as fast as possible. If we don't, then we miss the swing. For many I/O transfers, the time
constraints are much less stringent. For example, when reading a disk, the data will still be
on the disk whether we get to the· interrupt immediately or in the neatfuture.

Golf Swing Analysis

Before going on to further discussion of privileged drivers, we will need to further clarify
some of the needs ofour specific application. When a golfer starts to swing the club, quite
often the clubhead will move back and forth a bit before starting the actual swing. In golf
parlance, this is called a waggle. It is important for the analyzer to distinguish between a
waggle and a real swing. Thus, triggering is an important factor. Once the club has been
taken all the way back and a downswing started, the plane along which the clubhead moves
is critical. The clubhead can move along one of three paths: outside in, straight or inside
out. At impact, the clubface can be open, straight or closed. The combination of these is
what will determine the flight path of the ball. For example, an inside out. swing with a
closed clubface will cause the ball to draw· (slight curve from right to left) or hook (severe
curve from right to left). A slice (severe curve from left to right) is caused by bringing the
clubfrom the outside in and leaving theclubface open.

After careful consideration (and some trial and error) we determined that building the data
collector with the geometry used in Figure 2 suited our needs best.

The PICcardis.a 16~bit parallel card. We w~reable to get 32-bitsof sensitivity by tying
the photocells in the left column to the corresponding photocell in the right column. During
a. normal golf swing, the 16-bits will start off at O. As the club passes through the right
column of photocells, some bits will get set. Because the distance between the left and right
columns is greater than width of the 1:lead of the golf club, all· bits will return to 0 as the
club clears. the right column. Then, more bits. will get set as theclubhead crosses the left
column. Finally, after theclubh~ad strikes<the ball, allbits will return to 0 again.

The PIC card has 4 bits available for the swing analyzer to use as status bits. These are
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labeled STO, STl, ST2and ST3. A feature of the PIC card is that STOcan be programmed
so that triggering it will generate an interrupt to the HPIOOO. We have tied two photocells
to STO and two to STl. When either STO cell is triggered, an unsolicited privileged interrupt
is generated and our special interface driver IDSS is entered. ID55 then goes into a loop
checking to see if an STI photocell has triggered.. Our processing must take into account
any waggle that maybe underway. If the timi~g is not correct, the driver must then re
enable the STO triggerand exitth~.driver at the point atwhich the system was inte.rrup~ed.

If the timing is acceptable, the driver starts a DMA transferpfull to 32k readings of the
photocells.

Golf Swing Analyzer

Rt5 0

Rt4 0
0 Lt5 RtS 0

0 L14 R12 0

0 L1S Rtt 0

0 L12 R10 0
0 Lt1 RD 0

0 LtO R8 0 STtO S1'oO

0 L9 R7 0
0 L8 RS 0
0 L7 RS 0

0 L6 R4 0

0 L5 RS 0
0 L4 R2 0
0 L3 Rt 0

0 L2
RO 0

0 Lt

Ball 0 LO ~ Direction .of Swing STtO STOO

Figure 2

This is where some of the key distinguishing characteristics of our needs comes. into play.
The photocells put out a continuous voltage that to us looks like a 0 (not triggered) or a
1 (triggered). Our measurements require that we know the relative times that the various
photocells are triggered. For example, if we know that RS triggered at tla.nd LS triggered
at t2, then the velocity of the dubhead can be calculated by taking the distance d(RS,LS)
and dividing by the time difference (t2-tl). Likewise, the angle of the dubface at impact
can be determined by taking the time differential between triggering cells L3 and LS. For
example, if LS triggers before L3, then the dubface is dosed. The· time difference tells us
by how much.
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Since we are taking data continuously fronl the start of the downswing until 32k samples
have been collected, the question is how do we time tag the data? Normally, once a DMA
transfer has begun, the driver will return control to RTE which will then determine the next
task to perform. Under this scenario, when a. DMA. transfer is underway, the I/O processor
(lOP) on the interface card is always competing with the CPU for memory cycles. When
theIOP is granted control of the memory bus, it will transfer a data value directly from the
interface card to memory. Then the lOP anddCPU will contend for the memory bus again.
This means that we cannot assume that the time period between any two data elements
is a co~stant. In order to ensure a .. constant time value, .our driver.must begin ". a DMA
transfer and then, instead of returning to RTE, it goes into a WFI (Wait For Interrupt)
cycle (see Figure 3). This will hold off any other processing in the machine except for our
data transfer.

Privileged
1055 Entries and Exits

R••dCompl....

~

If U..,.lnterrupted.
mow uved atate
10 10 Segment-.nd
return to RTE at
SPOON

RTEUSER

If ST1not valid (waggle):

• Reatore atate of machine
• Retum to Interrupted proce..

(UHrorRTE)

STO Generates
Interrupt -¥

~.D.Own..... _."ng\~tartad

(2U551)When STO Interrupts:• sa.ve. _. ~ .-h~i..... i': ..'.•......••...•.•
·CheckST1 .. . ..

ST1valid

Figr,ue3
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Once CPU· contention had been eliminated, there was still one other factor to think about.
Because the A900 and A990 CPUshave a cached memory structure the.time differential
between any two.data items collected on them may. not be constant.' For example, A990
cachelines are 32 bits and writing a 16 bit word to memory may result in a,hit ora miss to
16 ofthe 32 bits. Depending on the circumstances, a write may result in no write to main
lllemQry, a write to memory ora read frommemory.then a write. The effect is that we can
never be sure exactly '. what t.he time' between any two data items is on aca.chedmachi1\e.

- One other effect that' we considered was the dynamic memory re!~eshcycles.. Dynamic
RAMs require being refreshed periodically. ..This varies, from every 2 to,4milliseconds
depending on the size of the RAMs. The refresh only takes 1 memory cycle, .however, so
these effects can be' ignored.

Thus, we determined that in order to obtain the most consistent time differential between
samples, we needed to use an A600 or A400 CPU using a privileged driver which did not
re-enter the operating system during the DMA transfer.

Privileged Drivers

The initiation section of our driver is fairly indistinguishable from a standard driver. Upon
entry, the request type (read ,write or control) is obtained from word 15 of the DVT ($DV15).
Some drivers have various flavors of these requests (for example, binary, ASCII~ Z-buffer
etc.). Our driver, howev~r, is designed for a very specific purpose and is therefore fairly
simple. It can handle only a very few control requests (specifying how sensitive to make
the trigger sensing) which are used mainly for calibrating the photocells.

The write function was added to send output to a bus mouse. This allows our PIC card to
send the commands to a PC which look like someone is moving the mouse. When the driver
receives a write request, it configures and starts the DMA write. One of the bits in the DMA
control word specifies whether or not the interface card should generate an interrupt when
the transfer is complete. For the write,. we tell the card not to interrupt on completion.
Thus, once we start the DMAwrite, we return to RTE telling it that the request has been
successfully completed (even though it is taking place at that very moment).

The read request is where the true privileged aspect of the driver comes into play. The
read request can be broken into three distinct sections. The initiation section is the non
privileged entry into the driver. The driver performs all initialization -functions here and
enables the STO bits to generate an interrupt.

When STO is triggered, the interface card generates an interrupt request and a branch is
made to the privileged portion of the driver. The interrupt could be generated by a waggle
or by a real downswing. The driver polls STI to see if it triggered within a pre-determined
amount of time and if so, we initiate a DMA read. If not, STO is re-enabled and control
is returned to the point that was interrupted (either a user program or the OS). To the
interrupted process, the interrupt is totally transparent.

When the DMA read is started~ all interrupts are disabled except those from the PIC card
and the driver executes a .WFI instruction. The result is that the· only activity on the
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system is the DMA transfer of the swing data. When the last word is transferred, the
interface card generates an interrupt which again branches to ~he privileged' portion of the
driver. Because the driver was entered without knowledge of RTE, the driver must place
the I/O transfer status information in a location known to RTE and then inform RTE that
it has done so. At some future point, RTE will return control to the calling program and
inform it that the requested transfer is now complete.

We will now look at the three sections of the read request in greater detail.

Read Initiation

The initiate section of the driver is entered from and returns to the operating system. The
read reqllestperforms three functions: save, any. required parameters, set up the DMA
transfer,enablethe STO interrupt. B~cause,the read initiation section is called by RTE
all I/O. table setup and mapping has been performed., .,During the initiation section, the
driver performs all the set up and configuration tasks needed to execute the read, but it
doesn't actually start the rea.<i. Instea<i, it enables theSTO interrupt. and returns to the
operating systemtellingit that the read is underway. ,At that point, RTE determines which
process (if any) to schedule next and normal system operations .continue. When STO does
trigger, indicating a potential downswing, the PIC'card will generate ,an interrupt and .. the
privileged section of the driver will be entered directly. That is, RTEwill be bypassed and
the tables needed for the I/O transfer will not be configured. Any pointers that ne~d to be
accessed during the privileged operation must be saved dUring the non-privileged initiate
section. Our driver only needs to save the address of the1thword of theIFT(SIFT7), the
16th word of the DVT($DV16) and the starting address of the 1FT extension (SIFTX) (a
driver specific number of words beyond those allocated by default for an 1FT). Local copies
of these addresses are stored within' the driver's address space.

The driver next .configures the DMA transfer.,. That is, it sets the appropriate bits in the
DMA ,control block which specifies how ,the ,DMA transfer should proceed.Normally.at this
point, the next step is to send,{headdress of the DMA control block to the interface card
and then issue the command to start the transfer. However, we are not yet ready to take
the data. We configure it now because we won't have time to do it later when the actual
downswing begins.

Th~ DMAcontrol block wellse specifies an input transfer, in word mode, which ~ill cause
an interrupt when the requested number of words is transferred. Also,.a Device Command
Signal will be asserted for.eachdataelement transferred. The Device Command Signal is
critical· to our application. The interface card sets Device Command to signal the device
that it is ready for the I/O transfer to begin. The device puts the data on the input lines
and asserts the Device Flag Signal to indicate that the data is available. In our case, the
data is always available and we are just waiting for the card to read it. Thus, we have tied
Device Command to the Device Flag. When the interface card is ready to receive data, it
sets. Device Command. This in turn sets' Device Flag which tells the interface card that
the data is ready. The interface then latches the data on the input lines and saves it as an
input value.
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Before returning toRTE, the. driver has one last·· function to perform. ..• It must send a
message to the PIC card. telling it to generate an interrupt when the STO is set. We send
a command to the PIC card that tells it to allow this bit to generate an interrupt when it
is enabled.

LDA =b420
OTA 31b
STC 30b,c

As mentioned earlier, when the device is ready, it sets Device Flag which causes the card to
generate an interrupt. The above instruction sequence causes Device Flag to get set when
STO gets set. The STC instruction,however, stands for Set Control. This instruction is
what enables the card to generate an interrupt. Because our device has the control and
flag signals tied together, this has the effect of not only telling the card to allow STO to
generate an interrupt, but it will generate an interrupt immediately unless we clear the flag
signal. Before returning to·· the operating system we must issue the CLF 30b instruction
which ~lears the flag and therefore the interrupt request.

Privileged· Interrupt on STO

When STO is triggered, a privileged interrupt is generated and the driver isentered directly.
The driver first disables the interrupt system to prevent another event from causing us to
lose this interrupt. Next, the driver checks to seeif this i.nterrupt was caused by STO being
triggered or because the DMA read transfer completed. In order to determine this, the
driver sets a flag when it starts the DMA transfer~ When the DMA transfer begins, the
STO interrupt is· disabled. So, the next interrupt after theDMA tra.nsfer starts, must be
the DMA completion. Before discussing the processing that must be done after the transfer
completes, we will look at what· happens during the STOinterrupt processing.

When STO causes an interrupt, it could be a waggle or an actual downswing. The difference
is determined by the time difference between setting STO and setting STl. If this difference
is not within the predetermined limits, then the process that was interrupted is resumed
with the state of the machine set to exactly what it was when it was interrupted. This is
done by saving the state of the machine whenSTO interrupts. The values that are saved
are: the A, B, E, 0, WMAP, C, Q, Zand global registers and the interrupt mask. Also
saved are the point of suspension for the· interrupted process and the· RTE flag $MPTF.
This flag will allow us to determine later whether it was RTE or a user process that was
interrupted.

If it was a real downswing, then. weare ready to start our. DMA .read. The driver issues
a eLC 6 to turn· off theTBG, starts the DMA. transfer, turns the interrupt system on
~nd executes the WFIinstruction. The net effect is that our DMA transfer is the only
thing happening on the system. When the DMA transfer completes, the interface card will
generate an interrupt and the driver will be re-entered.
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DMA Completion Interrupt

When theDMAcompletes, the driver must then tell RTE that the transfer completed and
then. transfer control to the operating system. There •are two cases to consider: whether
it wasRTE or a user program that was interrupted by STO. If it was RTE that was
interrupted, then we must return control to RTE at the point at which it was executing
prior to the interrupt. This is because RTE. is not re-entrant. Before returning to RTE,
though, the address of the 1FT extension (SIFTX, which was saved whenthe read request
was initiated) must be linked offthe privileged driver doneJist headed by the system entry
point SQ.PV. When we return, RTE will check this queue after it finishes processing its
current task. To.return toRTE, we follow the same procedure as retnrning.fromthe STO
interrupt. above~ The state of the machine that was save is restored and a branch to the
interrupted location is executed.

H the interrupted process was a user routine, the return is much different. The state of the
machine at interrupt reflects the state. of the user program. The saved registers are stored
in the program'sID segment, the interrupt system is enabled and a branch to the system
entry pointSPDON is made. Whenthe branch to SPDON is made, theB-register is set to
the. 1FT address for the interface card whose interrupt was just serviced. RTE then uses
this address to determine. which process initiated the I/O request on thatinterface and it
later returns control to that process telling it that the transfer was successful.

Conclusion

The •major differences between privileged drivers and standard drivers are in the services
provided by RTEand in returning from the .driver to RTE. Standard drivers provide most
of the functionality of privileged drivers, but when the time between generating an interrupt
and servicing the interrupt is critical, privileged drivers are the solution.

It. should be noted that it may not be a good idea to disable all interrupts during a DMA
transfer as we have. By using·a logic analyzer, we were able to determinethat. we did achieve
our desired results. The spacing between data items was a constant of "1.6 microseconds.
Fora 32k transfer, this means .that. all interrupts, including the TBG, will be disabled for
>.50. milliseconds. For many applications, this could be unacceptable.. For other privileged
drivers, it is. often. acceptable to keep privileged interrupts enabled, but. increment the
SMPTFflag.This allows the TBG tick to interrupt, but normal processing for the tick will
beheld off until after the privileged driver has completed its processing.
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I.NTRODUCTION

lbeprojectlmanage (MAXS+byCombs International, Inc.) requires me to
sUPPQrtoyer a dozen HPIOOOsystemsat severalout-of-areaandout-of-state
sites within the Hewlett-Packard. organization. When. a new release .of the
application software or the RTE-A operating system comes along, it requires
efficient distribution to •• each user site. <It must be standardized, needing
minimumcustomization by the. HPIOOO system manager (some.ofwhom have
linlited .operating-system .and/orprogramming •• knowledge).This •. paper
describes one solution developed to handle this situation.

DEFINITION

Several tasks were identified that mustbe .done .to meet the.goal of producing
generic,customizable, bundled systems.(thesemay be done in any sequence):

1.. Define the variables~•• List all iteIus thatare<uniquely different between
systems.

2. Define the constants. This list should include those items that do NOT
(or rarely) change. •. Group them by product or subsystem.

3. Define$tandard~ Decide early-on whatform the variables will take
(name,. style). ..Also define. how they .• will bem.adeavailable .to both
users and to the operating system. [That is what this paper is about.]

After making the first rough list of variables and grouping them by 'product
or subsystem I came up with several unique items (this is only a partial list):

Product or. subsystem:
Variable and value:

None; system identifiers
System ID CPU0001
O/S rev. 6000
Gen. rev. CA

Product or subsystem:
Variable and value:

NS-ARPA/1000
Nodename
IP Address
Domain
GatewaylP

HPXYZZY
123.4.56.7
PLUGH.COM
123.4.0.1
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A much longer list of constants was produced Gust about everything· else fit
in this class!), so I'll list only a few examples: root directories and their
locations (/SYSTEM, /PROGRAMS, /LIBRARIES,•••), device LUnumbers,
etc. This list was informative, but useful·. ·only as·· a reference during the
customization process.

With all of the unique variables identified, the next step involved standards
definition. First, all of these variables are in a single flat text file that could
be easily edited and viewed. Second, the syntax for all variable definitions is
fixed as well. This resulted in the following criteria:

1. Filename and location: /SYSTEM/ENVIRONMENT.VARS
(Type 4 file)

2.. Comment lines start with '*' with blank lines allowed.

3. Variable names to be a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 16
characters long and could contain· only alphanumeric and
underscore characters; not case-sensitive. Also, they should not
begin with a number (Le., "A1" would be valid, but "1A" would
not).

4. The value of a variable may be of any type (text or numeric),
separated from the variable name by an '='. It may contain
embedded blanks and punctuation and may be as long as the
rest of the line allows (i.e.,· "FOO= Hello, Worldl").

5. The variables must be accessable by both CI and user programs.

The resultant file would be created by EDIT/I000 and made to look similar
to the following figure:
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IMPLEMENTATION

After identifying the variables and placing them in the
ENVIRONMENT.VARS file, it is necessary .to write a program to access the
file and the·variables within.

The program is to provide the follQwing(minimum} types of.access to the
variables:

1. Return the value· ofthe· variable. specified in therunstring into
the Clvariable$RETURN_S.

2. Change the value of thevaria.ple.specified in the runstring.

3. List the variables and their values to the terminal or printer.

4. Provide a user-callable routine to perform the same functions
as·... items·l and2.above.

The· resulting·· program is. named. ENV.RUN.This program is .. designed to· be
used in several ways:
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RU,ENV,opt [, >list] [, <fromfile]
or

=Value of variable requested or changed.
=Will be <0 if an error was detected; otherwise
will be > = 0 if successful.

=Option: "or '1' gives help information.
'-I' shows list of variables in file.
'-q'quiet mode; no printed.error msgs.

=List device or file for '-I' option (leading '>' is
required).
=Variable name to get (or change) value of.
=Required if variable's value is to be changed.
=Value to change the variable to; may be text or
numeric. If text string, be sure to put "s around it to
prevent. CI from modifying the string.
=If specified· (leading .' <' required) use this file for the
variables instead of the default,
ENVIRONMENT.VARS.

'='

list

fromfile

var

value

Returns:
$RETURN S
$RETURNl

RU,ENV,var [, = ,value] [, <fromfile]
where

opt

ENV is intended for use within CI command files. The results of the call to
get a variable's value is assignable to a CI variable (usually of the same
name). Here is an example:

Example CI command file

Executing this command file will display: System ID is CPU0001.

Changing the value of an existing Variable· is also simple (NOTE: Ita
variable does not exist, an entry is appended to the file):
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Example of changing a variable

Note that ENV returns a negative'value in $RETURNt if'an'error occurs
during variable access... An error message is displayed, unless the'-q' option
is specified (as in' this example).

CUSTOMIZATION

After all system variables have been, defined and placed within the
ENVIRONMENT.VARS file, one can now proceed to customizing the system
to use them. To simplify maintenance of the s.ystem I have tried to .limit this
customization to command files... EDIT/lOOOis used in batch mode to edit
template files with the environmentyariablevalues.
Since the number of customized files 'mayvary~ .depending· oIl·your needs, I
have chos~n oneexaIllple· that shows.the flexibility of this. method.

All that is required: to customize afi~e is to have a current copy ofthe specific
file with your values in place. 'Copy it iutoa template file. Now edit the
template.file, sunstitutingallnique pattern f(}r the-actual·valuethat you'will
be substituting for it later.

The following example' initializes < NS-ARPA/IOOO (WELCOMEl.CMD
schedules NS INIT.CMD at bootup). The original file was
/ETC(NSINIT.ANS~ .... Th~ new template file is /ETC/NSINIT.TPT. The
localized file is locaLsystemid_NSINIT.TEMP.
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Here is the process (only portions of the actual files are shown for brevity):

Ori~inal file:
* /ETC/NSINIT.ANS

2
HPXYZZY.PLUGH.COM
/0

N
123.4.56.7,255.255.248.0,LAN"140,E
/0

Template file:
* /ETC/NSINIT.TPT

2
!nodename!.PLUGH.COM
/0

N.
lipaddr!,255.255.248.0,LAN"140,E
/0

Here is a portion of the command file (NS INIT.CMD) that copies the
template file and then performs the batch edits-of the resulting localized file:

The actual file created from the template (in our example system) would be
/ETC/CPUOOOI NSINIT.TEMP. Continue in this saine manner with any of
your files that need localization.
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SUMMARY

This customized, centralized approach to managing multiple systems is of
great benefit. Much time (time=$$$) and effort is saved by this method. The
ENV program is a powerful tool that. allows centralized control of global
environment variables. (NOTE: The ENVIRONMENT program ancl
associated modules are available through the INTEREX CSL/IOOO
distribution channels.) Used with the enhancements to RTEat 6.0 (an EVB
for each user) makes a very versatile combination. The use of these ideas is
limited only by your .imagination.

* * *
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Standards-based Networking Senices on the lIP 1000

Lynn Rodoni
MydungTran

Hewlett-Packard Company
Software Technology Divisi9rt (SWI)

11000 Wolfe Road
Cupertino, CA 95014

ThispaperdiscussesJheindustIy standard ne~orking services ayailable on the HP
1000. General descripti01lSofFI'P and TELNET as wen asdetaJled descriptions of
enhancements in the 6.0 release of RTE-A will be provided. These will cover the
areas offtmctionality, interoperability; RTE unique features, and perfonnance. The
addition ofInetd into the networking services model will also be presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Resource sharing and infonnation exchange are significant features of computer networking: N8
ARPAll000 is a data communication product that enables HP 1000 systems to share access to
resources such as disc files, printers, magnetic tapes, tenninals, etc. with other computers. The
layered design architecture ofNS-ARPAI1000 otTers a sbuctur'ed, modular approach to the different
tasks that have to be perfonned in order to transmit and interpret data across a network.

At the top of the model are User Services· such as file transfer, remote command execution, and
remote file access. There are no separate Session Layer,· Presentation Layer, or Application Layer
within the NS-ARPAllOOO and ARPA/lOOO architectures. Rather, each seIVice incorporates the
appropriate networking protocol within its individual implementation. This has historically been a
common approach to network implementations.

Below is a summary of the different services available on the HP 1000. The ARPA Setvices are
available in both the ARPAllOOO and the NS-ARPA/IOOOproducts. The remaining services are only
available in the NS-ARPA/lOOO product.· ·OSNetworking and NSNetworkingwere developed as
proprietary solutions and made available on HP systems including the ·HP 1000. Proprietary
solutions are too restrictive for many within today's world. TCP/IP and ARPA Setvices have become
the de/acto standard within the industty and are supported by the HP 1000 in the NS-ARPAllOOO
and ARPA/I000 products. In addition, there area number of services developed at UC Berkeley
called the Berkeley Services which are often fotmd along with the services defined by ARPA. At this
time, Berkeley Sockets or BSO IPC is available with the NS-ARPAll000 product.

a. ARPA Setvices: TELNET, FTP
b. Berkeley Services: BSD IPC
b. NS Common Setvices : NFT,NetlPC, RPM
c. OS/1000-IV Compatible Setvices: these services are also part of the OSlIGOO-IV product

(the predecessor to NS-ARPAll000)
• RTE-RTE Services that can used for backward compatibility with OS/1000-IV as well

as for NS-ARPAllOOO to NS-ARPAllOOO communication.
• Transparent File Access (fRFAS), part ofRTE-RTE services, also known as OS File

Transparency, which allows users to access HP 1000 remote tiles using RTE file
manipulation commands.

• RTE-MPE services that can be used for backward compatibility with DS/3000 as well
as for NS-ARPAll000 to NS3OOQ/V communication.
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The Transport Layer bandles end-to-end communication between source· an~ destination systems.
TCP is the ARPA transport protocol and NetiPC or Berkeley Sockets provide programmatic access
to the network at the Transport level.

The Network Layer (also referred to as the IP layer)is responsible for addressing fimctions. It makes
sure that packets ofdata are acquired 1l,y the system to whicb they are addressed.

The actual transmission ofthe data over the ~unication link is governed by the Data LinkLayer.
This layer is a combination of10 card and driver on the HP 1000. They work together to send and
receive data in useful chunks called packets.

The lowest .layer, thePhyncai Layer, provideselectiical. and mechanical specification for the
transmission ofbits across the link. This corresponds to the LAN cable or other means ofphysically
transmitting the data from one system. to another.

Figure 1illustrates the overall NS-ARPAllOOO architecture.

NetIPC

~
'-- T...-cp 1

IP

___IE_E_E...-80_2_'3_--,1 1~__E_th.--em_e_t -,

Figure 1: NS-ARPA/l000 Architecture

User SenJices

Transport Interface

Transport Layer

Network Layer

Data Link Layer

Physical Layer
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NIT (Network File Transfer) and RPM (Remote Process management) are proprietary services
which are available over TCP/IP.These services· are supported. for~compatibilitywithother HP
systems. SMTP is a standard protocolused by electronic mailfaciJities in a TCPIIP network... It is
used by MAIUlooo..... Berkeley.'Sookets(BSD..IPC) •is.an interface' to .• the. Transport Layer •. and is
discussed in detail in theNS-ARPAlIOOOBSD IPCReferenee Mallual as well asBSD IPC _ the
HPIOOI, a paper published as part ofthe San Diego INTEREXProceeding$, 1991. .NetlP~ is an HP
proprietary interface to· the Transport Layer. These services and interfaces will not be· discussed
within the rest oftbis paper.

The mam focus ofthis paper is on the User Services, specificallythosewhichare.ap~oftheA.R.PA
Services. These areFTP and TELNET which are both included in ARPAll000<andN~

ARPAIIOOO. lnetd, a general monitoring facility for user seMces, will also be discussed..••. 1bis
monitor has been incorporated into NS·ARPAllOOO andARPA/lOOO·asofthe6.0Releaseand
replaces previous individual monitors forFTP and TELNET.

Description

FTP •• stands for· File Transfer Protocol andallowsauthorizeduser5 to log into .• a •remote system,
identify themselves, perfonn file management operations, such as changing, listing, creating and
deleting remote directories.. Simple textor executable.binaries c~betransferredvillFTP reliably and
efficiently. FTP shields users from variations in file storage systems among hosts.

FTP is used to transfer files interactively or programmatically. Users can extracfand deposit files
from one system to another via the network rather tbanusing tapes or ()therphY$ical media to
transport data from one geographicallooation to another. The saving in time is great especially when
the twolocations are quite far apart. FTP simplifies the file transfer task a great deaL With FTP, one
computer can act as the go-between for two other computers. ·.In•other words,. users can initiate a
transfer between two computers other than the host. Aspecial service, .. "AnonymousFfP", is easily
used to distribute software. Users can depositwhatever files they want to make available to others
into a special directory.

Example

The following example describes a session of FTP iJf~hic~ mu1tipl~fi1es are transferredftom.an HP
1000 computer to anHP 9000 system. At the system P~~tllPt(systeml»theuserinvokesthe FfP
program specifying the source system.• ·.The source orremotesysternis ~herethefiles to be
transferred reside. The user is prompted to enter the user account and <password on the source
system. Ifthe correct infonnation is entered, thelogin process completes successfully and the user
can change the destination.directory.(whereth~. files •",ill be ·dep()sited).. atld •th~s9l;tfce.directory
(where the files to be copied reside). In this example a source directory listing is requested to
continn the existence ofthe desired files (nssys libraries, cds and non_cds versions). 11leuser se,ts
the transfer mode to binary and initiatiesthe transfer. Since this is a. multiple file transfer, FTP
validates each file before transferring it. .. Finally, the uSer exits the FI'P program.

Below is the dialog representingthe example described above.lhe textwhichthe user specifies is in
italics .and under1ined. Comments describing the specific actionslresults.fU"e indented and ..are .. not a
part ofthe actual dialog.
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system1> tqJ ~vstem2
Connected to system2.
220 FTP/1000 Rev. 6000 Service ready for new user.

Systeml and system2 are now connected. Access to system2must be validated.

Name(system2:~u~

331 User name okay. need password.
Password:
230 User logged In. proceed.
Remote system type Is RTE-A.

The user has successfully logged in to system2 which is recognized as an RTE-A
system.

ttp> Icdttmp
Local.dlrectory nowItmp

The local directory (on system1) is now Itmp.

ftp> cdAlbrades
250 CD command successful.

The remote directory (on system 2) is now /libraries.

ftp> Isos@
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening data connection for file list.
total 4906
-rw-r-r- 1 system system 601344 Dec 9 1991 nssysJlb
-rw-r-r- 1 system system 654080 Dec 9 1991 nsSYS_CdLIb
-rw-r-r- 1 system system 654080 Dec 9 1991 nssys_cds_s.e
-rw-r-r- 1 system system 601344 Dec 9 1991 nssys_s.1b

226 Closing data connection.

A listing ofthe interesting source files (on system 2) is requested and displayed.

ftp> IJIo
200 Type set to I.

The 1ransfer mode is set to binary.
ftp> mgetosSJ(S@

The user requests a transfer ofmultiple files be initiated.
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mget nssysJlb?¥

FTPaslcs the user to yaJidatethe _feroftheJirstfile itfindsmatching fl$SYS@ intlJe
soUrce'direCtory.

mget nssysJlb1J(
~ ,.' " .....,'

FTP~kst.b.eusettovalidate thetnmsfer ofthe secon<i file it tinds.matchingnsayS@itt the
sQurce directory.

200PORTcommaodsuccessflll.
15O-0penlng BINARY mode data connection for
150· NSSYS.lIB:::5:2350:128
226 Closing data connection.
601346 bytes received In 13.48 seconds (43.58 Kbytesis)

FfP completes the transfer and reports statistics regarding the transfer to the user.directory.

This dialog continues until all files selected are transferred.

mget nssys_cdsJlb?,v
200.'PORTtommandstJccessful.
150-0penlngBINARYmodedata connection for
150NSSVS_CDS.LIB:::5:2556:128
65.4082 bytes received In 11.93 seconds (35.63 Kbytesls)

mgetnssys_cds_s.llb1.o

Here is an example.ofa file the user does not want transferred.

mget nssys_s.llb?.o
ftp>1lJte
221 Service closing control connection.

The.user exits FTP.



T... FTP ......

For N8-ARPAll000, FrP &Bows users to tlansfer files among HP, 1000, HP 3000, HP 9000, HP
Vectra PC, IBM PC, Sun, •.. VAX, and other compUtem. 'Which'support the tmnsport and routing
protocol TCPIIP. The ARPA Services on the HP 1000 use s1andanls defined by·the Advanced
Research Project Agency (ARPA) and FI'P uses ARPA Standard File Tnmsfer Protocol

The FfP model, il1us1mted in Figure 2, consists oftwo programs, the client and the server. There are
two processes associated with each program, the conttol connection. process and the data ttansfer
process. Two separate TCP connections are· establishc=d. The con1rol connection· copnects the client
control process with the seNei' control process which carries commands. The data ttansfer
connection cxmnects the client data transfer process with the server data 1Iansfer .process .which
carries all data.

~ISystem I ..
1.--1

CUENT

~ata.. r=)
Transfer \
PIoc:esI , Process

..... , ... ", .

SERVER

Control Connection

Data Connection

Figure 2: +he FTP Model
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List ofc:ommaDds

The commands currently supported as ofthe 6.0R.eleaSeareJisted in the table below. Note that an
connnands, oth~rilian those with an asterisk (*) in theRTE Only colum~aresupported by HP-UX
FfP Services with the identical syntax.Thjs proyides for interoperability at the user level with a
minimum amooot of,special' commands to remember.

Command RYE DescrtptloD
Only

?or'n

I
APPEND
ASCII .. c

BELh
BINARY
BYE

CD

ChOSE
DEBUG
DEhETE

DIR

DL

EXIT

FORM

GET
GLOB

HASH

HELP

LCD
LL

LS

MDELETE
MDIR.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Invokes cr on the local,host.
Displays.FrPcommands..and.he1p infonnation.· Same'as
HEhP.
Sets the working directory on the remote host to the parent '..
directory, i.e. one level above the cUlTent one.
Displays the·.FI'P·command stack.
Transfers looallile to the end ofremote file
Sets.theFTP 'file ttansfer·.we· to 1\SCll
Sounds abeD afteI'each file transfer completes.
SetstheFTP file transfer type to BINARY.
Gloses the remote connection and exits from FfP. Same
as E'XIT. and QUIT.
Set the'working directory onthe remote host to the
speci.fied remote directorY.
Closes the remote' connection and remains in·FfP.
Prints commands that are sent to the remote host.
Deletes the specified remote file or empties the remote
directory.
Writes 'an extended directory listing ofa remote directory
or remote fileta thetenninal or.to a local file.
Writes an extended·directoryJisting in RTE-A DL fonnat

.... to the· terminal.orto'a local.file.
Closes the·remote .connection and exits from FfP. Same
8$SYEandQBtr.
Sets theF'I'P file tratl$ferConn to the specified fonnat. The
onlysupported fonnat isnon-print.
Transfers remote file toJocal file. Same as RECV.
Toggles filename globbing (expansion) for multiple file
operations.
'Toggles hash-sign (#) printing for each data block
transferred.
Displays FTP'commands and help infonnation. Same as?
and ??
Sets or displays the local working directory.
Specifies a log file to which FfP sends the commands and
miscellaneous messages'ordinarily displayed.to the user'S
terminal. \t

Writes an extended directory listing ofa remote·directory
or remote file tothe terminal or to a local file.
Deletes multiple remote files.
Writes anHextendeddirectory'listing ofremote directories.or
remote files toa local file.
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MGET Transfers multiple remote files to the local system, using
the same file names.

MKDIR Creates a remote directory.
MLS Writes an abbreviated directory listing ofremote directories

or remote files to a local file.
MODE Sets the FrP file transfer mode to the specified mode. The

only supported mode is stream.
MPlJf Transfers multiple locatfiles to.the remote system, using

the same filenames.
NLIST Writes,'anabbreviateddirectoty listing ofa remote directory

or remote file to the tenninal or to a local file
OPEN Establishes a connectionto the remote host.
PROMPT Tomdes interactive promptina.
Pur Transfers local files to remote files. Same as SEND.
PWD Writes the name ofthe remote w()rking directory to the

tenninal.
QUIT Closes the remote connection and exits FrP. Same as BYE

and EXIT.
QUOTE Sends arbitrary FrP server commands to the remote host.
RECV Transfers remote file to local file. Same as GET.
REMOTEHELP Requests help infonnation from the remote host.
RENAME Renames a remote file or remote directoIY.
RMDIR Deletes an empty remote directory.
RTEBIN * Sets the FTP file transfer type to BINARY. PUfwill create

destination file names with the full RTE file descriptor.
SEND Transfers local file to remote file. Same as PlJf.
SITE Perfonns server specific services.
STA11JS Writes the current status ofFfP to the tenninal.
STRUCT Sets the FrP file transfer structure to the specified

structure. The only supported stmctUre is file.
SYSTEM * Shows the remote system type.
TR * Specifies an input file from which to get FfP commands.
TYPE Sets the FfP file transfer type to the specified type. ASCII

and BINARY are the types currently supported.
USER Logs into the remote host on the cwrent connection, which

must already be opened
VERBOSE Toggles verbose output. When verbose output is enabled,

FfP displays responses from the remote host.

3. TELNET

Description

The TELNET protocol is a standard ARPA· service that provides a virtual connectian to a remote
system on thenetly'ork. It enables a,user to logon toa remote system as ifhelshe was on a tenninal
directly attached to the remote system. The user enters commands and receives responses at the
local tenninal just as if the users session were local. Input and output to the local tenninalpass
through a HvirtualHtenninal configured onthe~ote system. The remote commands are 1ransmitted
over network connections, sent to' the· virtual tenninal, and subsequently executed on the remote
system. ,
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To connect to a remote host that is known on the usa's network, the user simply invokes·T£LNET
specifying the name of the desired remote system as an 81JU1Dent. Users can also chain several
TELNET sessions. Chaining makes it possible to hop··across·the netwOrk to different hosts, which is
-not known directly within the~s machine subnet butviagatewll.ys, ie•. systemstbat are attached
to two or more networks.

Local Host

Telnet
Session #1

/ "I Remote Host #ll~_---------3Iol
Il...-__"""",",-...o...-....JI

Figure 3: Chained Telnetsessions to··reach a distant bast

TIle TELNET .....

Sitmlar to F11', TELNETalso conaiStsoftwo programs, the client on the usa's macbinedand the
server on the remote system. A TCPconnection is. established between the client and the server.
Keystrokes are .. typed. on the uset's teJminaI,~ ·lJY... tbe· client program, and sent· ·over ·the
connection to the &elVer•.. The server sends backcharacteDandthe client displays thelrton the user's
temlina1.

CLIENT SERVER

rtgUre 4: The Telnet Model



TELNETcommaDdl

TBLNET has 12 commands which are listed below.

COIIIIDaDd RYE Descrlp1loD
ONLY

? Displays TELNET commands and help
infonnation. Same as HELP

CLOSE Closes the remote connection and logs off the
remote session.

ESCAPE * Defines the TELNETescapecharacter.
EXIT * Closes the remote connection, logs off the remote

session, and tenninates TELNET. Same as QUIT.
HELP * Displays TELNET commands and help

infonnation. Same as ?
INTERRUPf * Changes the TELNET remote intenupt character.
MODE Changes the data transmission to either line or

character mode.
OPEN Establishes a connection to a remote host.
QUIT loses the remote connection, logs off the remote

session, and tenninates TEL·NET. Same as EXIT.
RUN * Runs a local program.
SEND ~ends. special. characters or commands .to the

remote system..
STAlUS Displays status ofthe TELNET remote connection.

4. New 6.0 features

For networking in the 6.0 release ther were two primary goals. The first was to maintain networking
perfonnance relative to 5.24. This was of particular interest for FI'P since a major new RTE file
system feature, symbolic links, introduced some significant file handling overhead. The perfonnance
data presented in the next section shows that this goal was achieved. The second goal was to make
FrP easier to use and address particular RTE issues. This· section describes new FrP command
sadded as ofthe 6.0 release.

Enhancements were made to FI'P at release 6.0 to take advantage of the RTE file system features.
File attributes (file type, file size, and record size) are retained for transfers between one RTE
revision 6.0 or later and a second RTE revision 6.0 or later system. Whenever a transfer between
two RTE revision 6.0 or later systems occurs, FrP automatically sets the transfer type to BINARY
for better performance~ Along with perfonnance improvement, new commands for useability were
added:
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DL this commalld. requests artRTE-A format directory listing from· a revision 6.0 or later
FrP HP-lOOO server, therefore, it only works when a revision 6.0 or later FTP client
communicates with a revision 6.0 or later FrP server.

NLIST provides an abbreviated directory listing. The fonowing table .shows the FTPcommands
available for listing remote directories and files:

LI a SID iFlIe
DIR extended listing
DL exten4ed RTE listing
LS extended listing
NLIST abbreviated' .

EDDlples

MLS ektendedliSting

628Sep .. 30 .. 1992.. inet~.conf
532 Sep 30 1992 s~rvlces

1. To obtain infonnation such as protection mode, owner, file size, time stamp offiles, mvoke the dir
command in FrP.

ftp) ./lIB
200 Type set to A
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening data connection for file list.
total 3
--IW-r-r- ·lmanagersystelll
-rw-r-r- 1 manager system
226 Closing data connection.
147 bytes transferred in 0.21seqoncis [0.70 kbyt~slsecood]

200.Type ••~ettot

2. To get RTE. file attributes, the dJ command is the correct one for FTP.

ftp>12I.

~OO Typeset to."
200 PORT c'ommal'ld succes'sful.
150 Opening data connection for file list.
directory IINT1/ETC
.nCJm~... ..< ••...• f:!)( prottypeblkswords recs addrnu
NETD.CONF rwIr Ir 4 3 314 13 321160/16
SERVICES rw/r Ir -4 3 266 12 328320116
226C1()!.ilngda*~connecti°rl·
204 bytes transferred in 0.21 seconds [0.91 kbyteslsecond]
200 Type set to I.
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628 Sep.~O .·lgg2Inetd.conf
532. Sep 30 1992s~rvtces

3. For UNIX users who h4ppen to work on RTE, theb command is more famitiarthan the dlr
command.

ftp>J.S
200 Type set to A.
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening c:ta.til connection for file Jist.
total 3
-rw-r.-..r- 1 manager ...~ystem
-rw-r-r-1mal1a.ger system
226 Qoslng data connection.
147 bytes transferred In 0.23 seconds [0.63 kbyteslsecond]
200 Typeset to I.

4. Ifone is only interested in the list ofthe files and does not care about other tile attributes such.as
size, time stamps..., the nllst command provides a faster response especiaJly when the directory
contains a large number offiles.

ftp> lIJ./9
200 Type set to A
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening .data connection for fJlellst.
Inetd.conf
services
226 Qoslng data connection.
22 bytes transferred In 0.17 seconds [0.12 kbyteslsE!cond ]
200 Type set to I.

RTEBIN

SITE

SYSTEM

This new command is specific to RTE. It has two fimctions. It sets the transfer
type to BINARY. It also causes FfP to add the file type, size and record length to
the destination file descriptor(s) when the user does a Pur or MPlJr, thus retaining
this information in their file names on non-RTE-A systems. ·This command is
recommended when using PlJrorMPUf from a revision 6.0 or later. to a pre
revision 6.0 RTE HP 1000 system to preserve the file attributes and improve
perfonnance.

This command is used to pass commands that request server-specific functions.
The user must use a· REMOTEHELP SITE command to list the functions that the
server supports.

The server wiD respond with its system type when this command is used. When
FI'P knows that the server is an Hp· 1000, it· will set the transfer mode to· DINARY
and transfer the file type, size and record length along with the file.



lnetd

Inetd,has been added to NS-ARPAllOOOandARPAlIOOO to replace FFPMN,(FTI> Monttor) arid
TNMON (fELNET Monitor). Inetd isthemonitorthatJistens for incoming'FTI>, TELNET,>and
Mail/I000 connection requests· and schedules the .appropriate server to handle the connection.
Similar to the'metd,superdaemon in'UNI"". inetd musfbe running beforeotherh.osts can•connect to
the local host through mail, ftp, or TELNET.lnetdisscheduled by NSINIT.Inetdfalsooffersan
extra level of security by allowing users to specify which hosts mayor may not use a service. With
inetd as the only monitor tbat can listen to many .servers, •... system; resources such as' number •of
processes and the system load are reduced. ,Pre-6.0·revision; >tbreeprocesses(ftpmn, tmnon, and
inetd) were required to monitor incoming request for>ftp,teJnet,mail services~' With 6.0 or later
revision, only one. process, ine;,tdis required..

The'fonowing table silininarizesFfP performance results onthreedifferentplatfonns,the A400,the
A9OO,arid the.'A990.

FTPT.......puf
KBytelsee

CPU

A400
A900
A990

Release 5.1

7-15
16-21

Release 5.14

10-21
23-43

Release 6.0

10-21

44-75

Improvement
5.1fo5.14

40-43%
39-44%

Imp~eJBeIIt
"5:24 to 6.0

(3)-0%

N/A

FfP on the A400 experienced a slight degradation (3%)·orily>dUring PtJrs'usingthe ASCII transfer
mode. ,BINARY Il19d~is the. preferredf:r!tlSfer meth<>d inapy e"ent sinc~italways results in a faster
transfer rate. ' ,
Networking on the A.~isthelo\V~~ limit in all c~s. ()fIDoreit1.terest to many is the A990 which
delivers twice the throughput oftheA900 on 5.24.. Irt some cases it is even better. 6.0 FrP on an
A990 isalm~st e~~tor of4 fastefthan 5·f F.jP0n~.A900.ThisisJ1Combinationofimproved CPU
perfonnance and improved networking softWare. '

The fonowing table swnma:rizes TELNET perfonnance results on three different platfonns and three
software releases.

TELNET Transfer Rate
Char/see

CPU Release 5.2 Release 5.24 Release 6.0 Improvement Improvement
5.2 to 5.14 5.14"6.0

A400 2247-2659 3104-3494 3350-3750 31-38% 7-SOJO
A900 4190-4588 5330-5797 --- 26.27% ---
A990 8650-9300 N/A N/A

As can be seen, the A400 TELNET perfonnance continued to improve by 7-8% in the 6.0 release.
Another way to look at TELNET is to compare the perfonnance ofa TELNET connection to that ofa
tenninal connected directly to the system. The Transfer Rate in this case is roughly 5800 char/sec for
all platfonns. This means that a TELNET connection to an A990 will see better perfonnance than a
direct connect tenninal!
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,. SummarY

Without data conununicationproducts,a<userislimited .,to using one computer system at a time
unless he/she is surrounded by several terminals each connected to a different system.' Networking
products provide.the user with the capability ofsitting in front ofonly one screen able to eonnecttO
.any computer mown to the usel's,network.•·Resources aremoreetliciently utiJizedvia the network,
i.e. many computers can share disks, printers, tape devices ....

ARPA Services and TCPIIP have become a defactostandard·across many. platfonns in the industIy.
The HP 1000 incorporates these in two products,·. ARPAllOOO andNS"ARPAll000~·The primaty
differences between these two products is that NS-ARPAllOOO includes a number of semcesand
transports for compatibility with other HP proprietary networking and programmatic intertaces lathe
transport.

With the 6.0 release, FI'P, the ARPA service for transfening files, was enhanced to support new and
existing features ofthe RTE file system. This was done in three ways. The firstwas to autottlati~~

select the optimum transfer mode for RTE to RTE 1ransfers between systems 'running 6.0 and later
revisions. The second was to add the commandRTEBIN to preserveRTE file attributes when
transfening files using a UNIX system as an intennediary. Finally, FfP supports the new file system
feature, symbolic Jinks.
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1\.n HP-UX Compatible Spooler for RTE

Todd Poynor

Hewlett-Packard Company
Software Technology. ,Division (SWT)

11000 Wolfe Road
Cupertino, CA 95014

The forthcoming 6.1 release of RTE-A/VC+ provides a new printer spooling
system that offers interoperability with the HP-UX spooler. This paper aims to
introduce the spooler at a very high level, as well as discuss a number of design
choices made in theHP '1000 implementation.

Background on the New Spooler Project

This paper will plunge into adescriptioll of theu.ew spool systeInallingood time. .But
first, we try to begin at the beginning by presenting some of the issues that influenced the
overall design of the system.

The existing RTE-A/VC+ spooler, that is, tpeSP prograIn ~nd friends, isamongtoday's
most glaring examples of RTE functionality in a state of disrepair. A perennial least-favorite
among customers and HPpersonnel, the strikes against it include both;asizable collection
of outstanding defect reports and a lack of flexibility to accomodate the many enhancements
requested of it. In addition, long-time RTE users arefond of'pointing out that the RTE-A
spooler lacks significant functionality included in its predecessors on RTE-IVB and RTE-6.

HP~.as indicatedfof sometime now that we inten~ to take aC,tion otlthe sp~olingsituation.

At the .. 1?92 IN!ER~XEonference we solicited suggestions .. on. spooler improvements and
future directions from the INTEREX membership 1, with the implication that your feedback
would be addressed in a future RTE release.

Rationale For A·NewSpool System

Jtis possible that the existingspool system could havebeen br()ughtup to a reasonable' level
of quality through major revamping, but concern for backward compatibility suggested that
we leave that system more or less intact. It is difficult to envision the many needed modi
ficationsbeiIlg made without adversely affectingestablished applications insomemallner.
For' instance, the layout of the basic data structure used to Keep track of spooling operations
is 'documented. This .data structure may be passed to,customer-"written software by a sup
ported means, thereby forbidding any major changes to it if some semblance of backward
compatibility ..,}s tOl>~ maintained.

1 Open Discussion on Spooling and Graphics Enhancements, moderated by Scott Anderson and this au
thor. Transcript available from INTEREX.
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Additionally, we wished to itnplementa "standard,". user interface and .nehyorked spooling
strategy, as detailed in a following section. The existing spooler suffers the twin drawbacks
of a clumsy interactive interface and a programmatic EXEC call interface (via the SMP
p'rogram) that is quite limiting.

For these reasons, we chose to develop anew system that can execute concurrently with
the existing system. This is not to imply that the old spooler is neglected in the 6.1 release;
indeed, a large percentage of the outstanding defect reports and enhancement requests are
addressed in the release. Furthermore, the old spooler still occupies an important position
in the RTE-A/VC+ product, since it provides functionality not covered by the new system,
as we shall see.

Design Guidelines··for the New Spooler

From the outset, it was decided that the new spool system would 1.>egeared toward the
spooling of output destined for printers. This is by far the most common usage of the
existing system, and the subject of most enhancement requests we receive. Nonetheless,
any device handled by the existing system may be serviced by the new system through
custom device handlers.

Certain "exotic" aspects of the old system are not addressed in the new spooler. These
include:

• The "redirection of I/O between LUs" feature. .

• The "redirection of I/O bound for an LU to a file" feature.

• The "system error logging" feature.

All of these features are felt to be reasonably well covered by the existing implementation,
as enhanced in the 6.1 release. The argument may also be 'made that these. areas are
not strictly within the domain of a spooling system, when defined as a mechanism for
coordinating access to shared peripherals among multiple users.

The concept of "inspooling" is not addressed. To some people, this term suggests redirection
of input between LUs and files. This notion is usually then expanded into UNIX2-style shell
command line I/O redirection, which is, in turn., tied to the definition of "standard input
and output" files for processes. The solution to these problems quickly balloons into a much
larger issue than the. spool· system complaints we originally proposed to tackle. The term
"inspooling" is also sometimes used to mean input batch job processing as provided by the
RTE-IVB and RTE-6 Batch and Spooling System. Batch processing remains of importance
to a few customers, but is a much .less serious concern for the vast majority of RTE users
than is printer outspooling. '

2UNIX isa trademark of UNIX Systems Laboratories, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.
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Coexistence of the Old and New Systems

Because the old spooler provides needed functionality not offered by the new system, and
because of the .usual goals of backward compatibility,' both the new and dId spool. systems
must,.be able to execute concurrently. Both systems must thus be able to attempt to send
output to the same devices concurrently without incurring "interleaved output", using LU
locking to gain exclusive. control of the device during output.

A Paradigm for ·the New, Spooler

Given the decision to provide a new spool system alongside the old, we then had to decide
on. an overallsystelIl design:. howsh.ould the spooler.oper«l,te, and what user interface should
be provided? Should we invellt. Yet AnotherSpoolS);stem from. scratch, fine-tuned for the
It'l'E. environm,ent,or should we base our n~w,work qn existing models?

HP, in recent years,has te~.<led topattern newRTEfunctionality~ftefexistingUNIX func
tionalit:.. ror this project, we were particularly pushedin that direction by the requireme~t

that the new design encompass remote spooling between~TE andHP-UX.. Hen5~' it should
come as no great surprise that we required the user interface to be modelled after a UNIX
interface. Some seasoned RTE veterans might be happier had we copied the RTE-IVB
spooler design instead. But the HP 1000 is no longer an isl'and; compatibility and·inteI'
operability with current networ~ed services on otherIIlp,chines i~ of paramount importance
these days.

Unfortunately, there is considerable debate over the relative merits of the various spool
~ystemscommonlyus~d on" UNIX. There aretwoJongtime mainstays:

• The Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) spooler (lpr, lpd, etc.).

• The ATtT .. System V spooler (lp, Ipsched, etc.). A •• modified version of this spooler
is currently shipped withHP-UX.

Bothsystem~'.··afe in fairly ,\Vide disrepute' for, .Yariousrea.sons..Both r~ceive criti~isIll for a
Jct<:k ofrobustness (af<tIlliliart,heme to theRTE-A commullity when it comes. to spoolers).
Both are widely considered difficult· to use, although'~friendly".., interfaces, such as SAM
on HP-UX, allev~ate this problem somewhat. The BSD spooler takes additional hits for a
lack of flexibility and for only supporting relatively 'simple operations tobe performed. One
of the most frequentlYc-heardcomplaints'is.thatthis system has ,precious little support for
passing device-specific options to spooled device handlers.Device~dependent.opti6ns are
typically specifi~d by embedding the proper escape or control sequences into the spooled file,
makillgformscontrol' and fontm~nagell1entsomethil,lg of a heaqache.DeBate continues as'
to whether ~his sor~of fonpatting is, the proper dOll1ai~of thes:Pooler Of \Vhether it should
be left up to 'the utilities that produce the spooled output; no undisputed best answer has
been found.

One saving gra.ce of theBSD spooler is that ifsttpports'network printing,whereas the stock
System V spooler does not. HP-UX and other System V im.plementations transcend that
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limitation by grafting BSD-style network printing onto the "SystemYspooler.The~nion
of the two is less than seamless, but isserviceable..

These two; spoolersarenot the only systems:in use on UNIX. Other spoolers have been
developed and continue to be developed that attempt to correct the defidencies of the Big
Two spoolers. When deciding the strategy for the new RTE spooler we chose not to try to
predict the future directions in spooling that are likely to become prevalent in the computer
industry. Our' customers need solutions now that are of use in present-day networks and
that are based on established models. Thus, we restricted our choice ofmodels to the Big
Two.

While neither of the Big Two UNIX interfaces presented a clear winner,we felt that our
best .strategy was to provide' user interface compatibility withHP-UX. Therefore, we chose
to implement an interface very similar to the System V spooler, also implementing theBSD
networking extensions that HP-UX provides. This decision today seems fortuitous: it now
appears that the industry trend is moving away from BSD in·favor?f SystemV. ~ongtime
BSD stalwart Sun Microsystems. has recently converted to a System V operating system
(and spooler) with a BSD compatibility layer on top.

Introducing the LP Spool System

The new spooler is named the "LP spool system", somewhat in keeping with System V
terminology. Confusingly enough, there are now three spoolers that run on RTE-A:

e. The "SP spool system". This' is the "old spooler", historically known as the "VC+
spooler", that we discussed in the previous section. Most of the printer spooling
capabilities of this system are superceded by the LP spool system, but are retained for
backward compatibility. The SP' spool system continues to provide the only support
for LU redirection,diverting output from an LU to a file, system error logging, and
built-in support for magnetic tape devices.

e The RTE-A PRINT and PRINO programs, which are dedicated to spooling files to
printers. These programs are not usually thought· of as a spool system, but a spooler
is, in effect, what is implemented. This is the only spooler available on RTE-A without
the VC+ system enhancement package.

e The. new LP spool system, which spools files to local printers andplotters,and
which supports network printing between UNIX hosts and other RTE systems via
NS-ARPA/IOOO orARPA/lOOO.

Each of the above spoolers may execute concurrently without interfering with the operation
of the other systems. Because the output device LUis locked to the program performing the
output, all three systems' may simultaneously attempt to access the same device without
disrupting the output of another system. It was not necessary to modify the existing
spoolers. to coordinate their device access with the new system. TheLU locking fe(\tureof
RTEturnsout to be quite useful in this regard.
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As discussed previously, the user interface to the LP spool system is very similarto that
~f the Hpo-U,X LP spooler. People,. who are. already familiar with the HP-UX spooler.()r
with another'. implementation of the. System V spooler. will, be instant experts .on the RTE
implementation.

This new. spool.s~stemjs intended, to be a replacement .for the printer spooling ca,pabilities
of the existingspoolers, both the SP,andPRINT systems. FutureHP efforts atimproving
printer spooling functionalityareexpe.cted to be focused on theLP spooler.

The rest of this section introduces LP spool system concepts at a. rather high level.

LP. Spool System Overview

TheLP .spool system con.sistsof several programs, the majority of which present ·.a user
interface' that· is' very similar to ,. the LP" spool system. that· runs on·' HP-UX" systems.' All
programs in the 'system take commands only from·' the runstring;' there ate no interactive
programs.. Therefore, the "programmatic" and "interactive" modes ofaccess to the system
are ve,ry similar, the programmatic interface consisting of FmpRunProgramcallsthat are
functionally equivalent to entering ,the runstrings ata.CI proIIlpt. "As an aid toprogrCl.lIl
matic usage, most of the,p~ogramsreturn error status to the schedulingpro~amand allow
any output generated to be redirected to a file for programmatic processing.

Each ,printing task that the LP spooler handles is called a request. A req~est specifiesthat
a certain collection offiles is tobeprinted on acertainp~inter(or on any member ofaclass
ofprinters,· as discussed later) ina certain format. There are other properties associated
witlrarequestas well. For example,each request has a priority value that the spooler uses
to determine which request sh()uldnext be sent to a printer. Requestsareu:sually crea.ted
\\Then a user runs the program named lp.. Each request isassigned a unique request IDf.hat
is used when performing sllbsequentLPspoolercommands on the request, and in tracking
the progress ofthe request through the system.

The LP spooler must be told about each printer it may access. A nameisassocia,ted with
the printer. That name, rather than the device LU number, is used to refer to the printer
within the LP spool system.

Output Destinations

TheLP spool system refers to any device that it can outputto as a printer,in keeping with
the ,HP-UX terminology. The actual type ,ofoutput device is not restricted by theLP spool
system, although HP'provides support only for printer and plotter devices•. In', this paper,
the term "printer" is used to mean any output device, unless printer devices are specifically
indicated.

Three general categories of printers are accessed by the LP spool system: local printers,
which are actual print devices directly connected to tlie local system, network peripherals,
which are printers connected to a LAN (not to anyone system), and remote printers, which
are network links to printerslocated on remote hosts.
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Local ·Printers

Local printers are physical print devices·· directly con~ected. to. the local. system, usually
through a MUX, ASIC, or HP~IB interface. TheLP spooler prints to any supported printer
or plotter in a supported configuration using the standard RTE drivers.

Additionall!,~~ucandevelopyourown custom device handlers for other devic,es towhi~h
you wish to spooloutp~t..TheFO~TRA.N~nd Macro source,code to liP's local printer
handlers is provided· with the VC+ product, complete with instructions on how to modify
the sources to support other devices~,

Network Peripherals

The LP spooler prints to network peripherals connected to Ethernet LANs byHP JetDirect
cards. You must have the NS-ARPA/IOOO or ARP.A./IOOOsubsystem installed to print to
these devices. Network peripherals function somewhat as if theYCJ.re local devices connected
to your. system. via a, LAN.

The initial release of the spooler does· not support printers connected to a Data commu
nications and Terminal Controller (DTC)~ However, the protocol used to access JetDirect
network peripherals may also be used to a~cess printers on certain DTC types. The JetDi
rect protocol accesses the printer by opening aTCP connection to a certain TCP port on the
IP address.of the network peripheral, sending the data to be printed across the cqnnection,
and closing the connection. If you have a DTC printer that may be accessed in anidentical
fashion, but using a different. TCP port. number, then the LP. sP90ler may be configured
to allow the printer to be accessed.1:'heLP spooler network peripheral printer interface
allows the d~stinationTCPport,to. be configured for just such a purpose. Note that PTCs
from some manufacturers do not flush any buffered data received from the network when
the c()nnection isc1osed. Thus, the DTC printer handler must send enough null characters
(ASCII 0) to flush out any data buffered in the DTC before closing the connection. This
author has no experience using DTCs, and so cannot provide pointers on which models
behave in this manner.

Remote Printers

A remote printer is a network link to a printer connected on a remote host. ;A request
sent to a remote printer is transferred into the spool system on the remote host via the
NS-ARPA/IOOO or ARPA/IOOO subsystem. The transfer is accomplished using a semi
standardized Internet protocol. The protocol also supports performing these operations on
the local spool system from a remote host:

• Cancelling print requests.

• Obtaining listings of the spool system queues.

In this manner, each host in your network· may access' any printer connected to any'other
host in the network. The host types that support this network printing include other RTE
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Interface

generic
pcl
passthru
hpnp_pcl
hpnp_passthru
rrte
rhpwc
rbsd

Usage

Generic non-PCllocal printer
local PCL printer
local plotter or other "non-RTE-printer device
pel network peripherals
Network· peripheral.plotters
Remote printers on RTE hosts
Remote printers on HP-UXhosts
Remote printers on BSo UNIX hosts

Table 1: LP spooler printer interfaces.

hosts running NS-ARPAlIOOO or ARPAlIOOO, HP 9000 hostsrunningHP~ UX,and usn
UNIX machines towhichNS orARPAconIlectivity from theHPIOOOis supported. Both
clients and servers for the network printing protocol are provided with the LP spooler.
!hus, network spooling.may occurineither· direction between RTE and UNIX machines,
and between RTEand other RTE-A/VC+machines.

Printer Interfaces

Device-specific print handlers, known. as printer interfaces, maybe defined for each kind
of printer. In general,. a printerjnterfac~isaset of routines linked into a program named
Ipout. Each printerinterface has a name that identifies that interface to the Ipout program.

HPsupplies a number of printer interfaces with theLP spooler. A list ofth~se interfaces
is shown in Table 1. In· that table, the term· "PCL" refers the Printer .Control Language
implemented by .. most HP printers. No LP spooler printer interface provides printer con
figuration options· for. PostScript3 printers, but· PostScript-formatted docum~nts may be
spooled to capable printers by sending the data in "raw" format to the printer.

As mentioned previously,"the source code to the local printer interfaces ishihcluded with
theLP spooler-:Yoll may add your own interfaces or customize the existing ones, following
instructions included in the source code. The portion oltlie PCL local printer interface that
handles PCL:,;related options is also used by the PCL network peripheral printer interface.
Hence, changes made to the PCL handler for local printers .may also be loaded into the
PCLnetworkperipheral·. interface.

Printer Classes

A class of printers may be defined in the LP spool system. A printer class· is a named
collection of local printers of similar type. For example, ifa host has two printers connected,
a LaserJet Plus and a LaserJet III, then class "laserjet" could be created with both printers
as members of the class. If a print request names a class, rather than a specific printer,

3PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems Inc. in the U.8. and other countries.
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as the desired destination then the request is printed on the first available metnberof the
class.Using the same example, specifying. destination "laserjet" ina request prints the
request on either the LaserJet Plus or the LaserJet III, depending on which printer first
becomes available. A printer may be a member' of only one class. Neither remote printers
nor network peripherals may be made members of a class".

Spooled File Formats

The LP spool system does not create files to be printed, as can the SP spool system when
spooling output from an LU to a spoolfile. Instead, the ~P.~pQoler prints files that have
already been created by some other means.

Any RTE file type may be spooled. In general, the files fall into three categories:

• ,Record-structured text files of type Oortypes 2 a.nd above. These files are printed as
a series of FMP records, using a separate XLUEX call to write .each record if printed
on an RTE~ystem.

• Redirected LU output captured using the. SP spool syst~lIl' Thes~ files may. have
headers that contain the EXEC CNTWD parameters and EXEC(3) control request
information from the redirected EXEC calls that generated the output4 • The .. LP
spooler can use these headers when printing the file on an RTE system to reproduce
the print formatting specified in the original EXEC calls.

• Files of type 1, which contain a UNIX-style "byte stream" of print datathatJs not
organized into FMP records. Type-1 files must conform to a special format used by
the LP spooler. These files are normally introduced into the spool system only by the
LP spool system itself when receiving a request spooled from a remote UNIX host.

Request Options

Various options may be specified in a request to specify print formatting, and other request
characteristics. Many options are interpreted by the printer interface that handles the
printing of the request, thus, the documentation for the destination printer interface must
be consulted to determine the set of options available. The following is a generalized list of
the types of options. that may be entered for a request that· is printed using an RTE printer
interface. Note that some of these options are standard System V spooler options,andothers
are interface-specific options that may not be interpreted by all RTE printer interfaces.
Options are available that set the following request characteristics (among others):

• Set the number. of copies to print.

• Set the priority of the request.

4The feature of retaining EXEC headers in user-specified spool files is new inthe 6.1 release of the SP
spooler.
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Program

lp
Ipstat
¢ancel
lpalt
Ipadmin
lpsched
lpshut
enable
disable
accept
reject
Ipmove
lpfence
lpout
rlpout
rIpdaemon

.Usage

Create a print request
Display spooler status'
Cancel requests
Alter requests
Spooler administration
Start up spooler
Shut 'down 'spooler
Enable printers
Disable' printers
Accept new, requests for destinations
Reject n~w Jreq uests ,for destinations
M()ve "requestsbetw~en destinations
Set printer priority fence
Output to directly-connected local printer
Output to remote prinfer or network peripheral
Remote printing daemon for incoming requests

Table2:LP spooler programs.

• Send mail or run Notify when the'req'Uest finishes printing.

• Add a user..defined banner to the' banner page.

• Inhibit printing the banner page.

• Treat column one of th~ ,printdat'a.as. FORTRAN-styleca,rriage, control.

• Inhibit standard driver-processing ofthe print data (sllch as treating trailing under
scores as line. continua.tion, etc.).

• Suspend before and after ontpu.tfor forms changes.

• Set v<l,rious peL characteristics (such as landscape mode, compressed.pitch, etc.).

The. LP Spool System Programs

Although, this paper does not delve into the" details,of LP spooler usage, a. listing of the'
programs provided may be useful, to those of you who are familiar with the SystemY
spooler. The LPsJlool systemJncludesanarray ofprogram~thatmay be overwhelming at
first. The programsare listed in Table 2. together with a brief description.

HP-UX c;Jompatibility
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The reader familiar with the HP-UX spooler may be curious as to how much of the HP-UX
offering is implemented on RTE, as well as other compatibility issues.

The RTE LP spooler provides very much the same functio~ality as its HP-UX <;ounter
part, especially from the point of view of a user (as ()pposed to a system administr~tor).

In general, the runstring syntax of each RTE program is almost identical to it~ HP-UX
counterpart, within the limits imposed by the different ~unstringhandling philosoPllies of
the two systems. The RTE implementation of some functionality is substantiC)lly different
than the HP- UX implementation in an attempt to provide greater.~fliciency with~n the RTE
environment. This is why two programs appear in Table 2, Ipout and rlpout, that do not
have UNIX counterparts, and certain "lower-level" HP-U?, progr~s are absent, such as
rIp and rcancel.

Of the spooler "proper", the one utility missing is the Ipana program, which prints spooler
performance analysis information. This program is apparently not in' widespread use; many
people with extensive HP-UX spooler experience have nevetrun it.

Certain Ipadmin options related to tbe UNIX I/O system and the HP-UX Diskless Clus
tered Environment are not .provided. i No provision exists for specifying custom remote
printer cancel and status interrogation procedures; these functions are "hard-coded" to
operate using the standard protocols.

The RTE implementation provides most of the HP-UX. print-time formatting options that
simply specify PCL escape sequences to be sent to printers. In fact, we added certain options
that we felt to be of value but which do not appear in the PCL-related model scripts on
HP-UX at present. However, RTE does not provide allth~'printerformattingutilities that
HP-UX does. This includes formatting utilities that are usually run before printing, such as
pr and asa, and output filters typically invoked by model scripts, such as Iprpp, divpage,
reverse, etc. Thus, HP- UX offers a greater wealth of print formatting styles than does
RTE. However, some of these utilities may be provided for RTE in the future, as customers
inform HP of missing print formatting functionality that is important to them.

Differences in the I/O systems between RTE and HP-UX may cause some (hopefully minor)
headaches. Problems may arise due to printer output processing that· is performed at the
driver level on one system but not on the other. For example, the treatment of tab characters
and FORTRAN-style column one carriage control is different between the two systems. This
is another area where customer feedback can .be useful in lettingHP know what problems
are encountered in the real world, and how the RTE LP spooler can be enhanced to coexist
more peacefully in customers' networks.

The implementation of printer interfaces on RTE is substantially different than that of HP
UX. On HP-UX an interface usually consists ofa shell script thatis invoked to perform
printer output. We chose not t~ go with that approach on R'~E largely because:the limited
CI command language does not lend itself to implementing this relatively complicated task.
The amount of code necessary to perform this task is also typically higher on RTE than on
HP-UX for a number of reasons related to the differing process scheduling and I/O systems.
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On H.P:.UX, a file that has been spooled for printingin a request may safely be purged, even
if the request has not yet been printed. Not so on .RTE, unless the spoolerisspecifica.lly
told to make a copy ofthe spooled file, somewhere else at .request creation. See the following
section on SymlJolic Link Files for more information.

RTE· Implementation· Discussion

The remainder of this .paper discusses various LP spooler implementation details that may
possibly be of interest, primarily to RTE programmers~

Disk Usage

The LP spooler keeps almost all of its state information on the disk. Thespooler status
is containedin.ovarious files. in a layout similar to that ofHP-UX, although. the contents
of each file are in an RTE~specific format. We won't delve into the details of these files
here; suffice to say th~y hold information about queued requests, the status of printers and
printer classes, including which request is currently active on,which printer,and so forth.
The spooler is thus a rather I/O-intensive subsystem, even apart from the actual output of
print data. However, this scheme provides a number of benefits, including:

• Very little state is lost when thesystem is rebooted (this is a major complaint about
theSP spooler). Any requests that were activelyprintingatthetimeof reboot will
bereprintedintlleir entirety when the spooler is restartedrhowever.. ~oInethod of
restartingou,tputatany point other thanthe beginning of the print data exists that
is reliable Jor all print. data and printer types.

• No "monitor" process must be present· to coordinatespool~roperations,as is the case
for many RTE applications.

• Spooling activity is not restricted by the amount of information that can beheld in
a static-sized memory area, as would be the case if a memory-based approach were
used.

• The inner workings. of the spooler are rather .visible to the outside world using the
standard file system utilities. Each control file is human-readable,that is, the contents
are represented as ASCII text. Accordingly, if any portion of the spooler "locks up"
(heaven forbid) theIl the ·spooler need not be relied upon to obtain. in/ormation on the
state of the spooler, or to modify spooler "tables" . Admittedly, it is a lot harder to
do this yourself than to let the spooler handle the details.

One note for the future: the current· industry trend on UNIX is to place the spooler files
in directory jvarjspool/lpinstead ofjusrlspooljlp, in an attempt to separate "static"
portions of the file system from more "dynamic" portions. The RTE implementation may
eventually switchto that directory strncturefor compatibility.

Lock Files
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Since competing processes are reading and updating information at the same time without
a central controlling process present, a means of coordinating access to those files is needed.
The file: "open flags" maintained by the file system are useful in this regard, blitalone are
insufficient for the needs of the spooler. The spooler updates text files of variable record
lengths, requiring an existing file to be copied to a new file that incorporates the changes.
If this operation is to be performed with the existing file open exclusively .(as the means of
"locking" the file to the updating process) then the new file must then be copied back on
top of the' existing file before the existing file is closed. This results in an extra shufHing< of
the data on the disk that seems wasteful.

Access to files that are updated by competing processes is coordinated through the use .of
lock files. Lock files are a concept more familiar on UNIX systems, whicb historically have
not implemented exclusive file opens5 • In general, the presence of a lock file on the disk
tells cooperating programs that some process' has' an associated' data file 'or files, "locked"
to it. A process that successfully creates a lock file is granted sole access to some other
set of disk-resident· information, as defined 'by the cooperating processes. When access is
complete then the lock file is removed. In this manner, the file system is used to provide a
semaphoring technique.

The usage of lock files in the RTE spooler does rely on the exclusive file open feature of the
file system for reliability. A program that requires access to a data file that is controlled
in this manner attempts to exclusively open a lock file that has the same path and name
as the data file, but which has type extension .lock. If the lock file is alrea.dy opeil then
the program sleeps for a few seconds and then retries opening the lock file. When the lock
file is opened successfully then the program holds exclusive access to the data file. The
reliability provided by the exclusive open flags that we mentioned above comes into play
when alocking process is aborted for some reason, since the exclusive open is released by
the file system.

Symbolic Link Files

The LP spooler is perhaps the first HP-supplied application to make use of the symbolic
link files capability added to the file system at the 6.0 release6 • The spooler uses these files
to avoid file copying overhead and disk space usage by the print data files in requests.

Both the HP- UX and RTE spoolers do not,. by default, make their own copies o.f the files
to be printed, (unless the file is transferred to a remote system for printing). Instead,
the print data files are left where they are and links to the files are made in directory
fusrfspoolflpfrequestfprintername. All access to the data filesis Il1ade through these
link files.

On HP-UX, a different kind of link file known asa hard link is made. We won't try to explain
these in any depth here; suffice to say, this type of link functions as an alternate directory
entry for the filelinked to. If the original file is purged then the disk blocks containing the

5 An even more flexible feature known as' record locking is now prevalent on UNIX systems.
6See the paper Symbolic Links on RTE-A/VC PLUS by Gary Gan, 1992 INTEREX Proceedings paper

number 1010, for more information.
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file data are not actually reclaimed until. the hard link is also purged.· Therefore, if a data
file is purged before the request is printed then the operation of the spooler is n<?t disturbed
-- the file isstiU printed. RTE does not contain the hard link feature in its file system; we
only have symboUclinksavailable. Symbolic lit,\ks provide a much looser coupling with the
linked-to file that does not prevent the original file from being purgedjn :its >entirety. Thus,
the RTE spooler cannotprintanydatet>file that is purged beforeha.nd.lf you wish to do
this then'youmust instruct the< spooler to make a copy ·of the file, rather than a symbolic
linkto it.

Network·· Spooling

The network spooling implementationi~ based on .the.LPDP protocoldocumented in In
ternet document RFC-11797 • This protocol has not been formally standardized, but has
hecomesomething.oLa de facto standard,and, is likely to remain reasollably stable8 •

The networ!ting-spe~ificcode of the RT.~implementation·of LPDPclients •••~s.\Vrittenjn the' C
language llsingthe BSD I;J?C interface. 'This interface is handy for writing' applications that
interact with UNIX, since th~ stan.dard behavior ofthe calls is so similar to that of UNIX~
Unfortunately" the networking codeo,r the R'rE se~~ers.iswritten_usi~gtJ.leproprietary
NetIPC interface, since the inetd pro,gram is used toUsten for conllections from clients;
inetd at present cannot Usten for cpnnectiolls that are serviced by BSD. IPC programs.

UN;IXSpooled File FOJ."wat

As,mentioned·in a previous section,., data files spooled from UNIX are represented astype:-1
files that contain.>the unaltered· byte. stream of the UNIX file.' This special forma-tallows
the spooler to accomodate any UNIX file without truncating data.

The reader familiar with the UNIX file system will recall that UNIX tex~ file~ are store~ as
a series of characters with line-feed {"newline"} characters separating lines. The LP spooler
does not attempt to collect" newlinez.terminated lines of data files spooled from UNIX into
separate FMPrecords (which would requite truncating lines at an arbitrary maximum buffer
size) .• There is no particular need. todo'so,'sincethe spooled data file will he handled solely
by the~pooler; it does not ~eed to beJ?rmatted for processing by the standard set of RTE
record-oriented utilities,' such as grep, Ii, etc. In addition, the spooler cannot know at
the time a data file is transferred into the system whether the file should be processed as
ASCII text or as binary data':HP deeme.d unacceptable any file representation scheme that
would allow binary dataC\tobe lost,suchasa sc~eme that would drop bytes th~t do not
fit witrin an FMP record assembly buffer. Accordingly, the data .of lJNIX files is stored
without formatconv~~sion.Type-Lfiles were chosen to hold these files, since no FMP record
unpackaging overhead is incurred for that file type.

The LP spooler imppses a certain structure\on the type-l files it creates and processes. The

'lMcLaughlin,L.III., RPC-1179:DinePrinter Daemon Protocol. "1990., Available from the Internet
Networkblforma.~ion.Center at the Stanford Research Institute in Palo Alto, CA.

8RFC-1l79 does not propose a standard; it is published for informational purposes only. The status of
this protocol as registered by the Internet Activities Board (lAB) is "informational", indicating it is not
planned to be adopted as an Internet standard.
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first 12 characters .of the first block ofa type-l file must .contain an ASCII< representation
of the '. number of valid bytes in the file. .This count tells the. spooler how. many bytes .• to
actually print, since type-l files contain no EOFpositioninformation.Therest of block
I is unused. The remaining blocks, starting. at· block 2, contain the byte stream to print.
The directory entry for the file would make a much handier place to store thevaJid:byte
count than does the first· file data block. We avoided redefining any of the existing file size
fields of the ,directory entry. to hold this count because we didn't want. to break any existing
FMP routines or utilities. We didn't stash the byte size in some other relatively harmless
directory entry field, such as the "create time" field, because the bogus value would cause
some FMP utilities, such as dl, to report nonsense that might alarm some customers. It is
possible that an FMP-based solution to this problem will be impl~mented in th~ future, as
HP continues to focus efforts on UNIX .. interoperability issues.

Note that the spooler· does ·have to convert files from FMP' record format to UNIX text
format when.transferring files Jrom RTE to UNIX (and the request options do not indicate
that the files are binary data to be transferred verbatim). This conversion basically entails
adding a newline character to the end of the data of each record. sent. Spooling files to
UNIX is an even higher overhead operation. than you might expect, because the remote
spooling protocol dictates that an ASCII representation of the number of bytes in a file be
sent across the. connection first, followed by that number of bytes of file data. The spooler
must first read through the entire file, counting data bytes and adding one byte for each
record to account for the "newline" character that will be appended. After sending the byte
count to the remote server, another pass through the file is made to send the file data. RTE
does keep file size information in the EOF position field of the directory entry, but the size
is a word, not byte, count that includes the overhead words that hold the length of each
record.

The RTELPDP Protocol Extension

The RTE implementation of the LPDP protocol includes a minor extension that is used
when spooling requests between two RTE systems. This extension saves considerable over,,:
head by not performing the data format. conversions that are required when spooling files
to UNIX (including the byte counting pass through the file). It is because of this difference
in spooling to RTE systems versus UNIX systems that separate interfaces are provided for
remote spooling to the two system types.

The RTE implementation adds a new command code to the standard protocol. Non-RTE
systems reject the additional command code, such that an attempt to treat a remote UNIX
host as if it were an RTE host fails. This code enables the two RTE machines to transfer
the file in "forced type-I" mode9 , where the file data sent consists of the unaltered 128-word
blocks read from the disk. Thus, FMP record unpacking overhead is also avoided.

The new command also contains information that allows the destination RTE host to re
construct the proper file type (for correct interpretation of the file's record structure), EOF
position, and record count '(forcosmetic reasons). This method of file transfer is similar to

9This name comes from the description of the "F" option of the FmpOpen call, which· specifies this mode
of file access.
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the processing normally performed by the FmpCopy routine, which copies files in "forced
type.;.!" mode and sets the destination file attributes to those of the source file.

Note, •• that. the. 'spooler ..preserves., the orjginalJi.le ..attributeson ~}le destination, system by
nec.essityaris'ing from the "forced type.-l".. mode file tp,-psfer.On~Jl.aturallyexpects any
RTE application that transfers.files .between RTE. systems to ensure that· the· destination
file. is identical to the. soprce.file in these,resp~cts. But the basic goal of the spooler is not
to provide a generalized file copying service, but to print files. Is the spooler required to
preserve the original file attributes on the destination system in order to generate the correct
output? Let us suppose the spooler did not implement the protocol extension discussed
here.·· In that ••"case, a remote spooling transactionwouldtsitnply convert any RTErecord..
structured file into· UNIX text format; during the tran.sfer (without knowing whether the
destination host was an·'RTEor···UNIX system). Could the spooler have been·.implemented
such thatthetemoteRTE system wouldreproducethe<correct output from the resultant
type-l file, regardless of the. original attributes of the spooled'file?lo]nmostcases,the
ans\Ver is "yes" .• B~tthere isone case where the c~nversion from RT~ to UNI~.text format
is~n"informationlosing transaction": t~e case()farecor~-structure~file that contains
anewline. chara.cter (line-feed, ASCII. c~de 10) inside a record...Thus,whi1e~heextended
protocol effectively ~avoidsi~his problem forRTE-to-RT~ transfers,it remains a problem for
RT~~?-UNIX s~ooling ... Thisproble~. perp~tuallYicauseshead~hes forl?rog~ammeis.".th~t
impleIIlent RTE-to-UNIX text file transfers.. Fortunately forthe spo()ler, newlin~~har~cters
tend to be embedded only in "raw1'(that is, binary) print image,s that are, transferred to
U"NIX .verbatim, without conversion to text file format. The spooler may be told •. w~ich
format, text or binary, to use in sending the file to the UNIX system. This is similar to the
usage of~he"ASCII" versus· "binary" .data transfer modes ..of tlle.fTP.utility.

Just. How Goo<l Is Tbis Network Spooling, Anylu2»w?

Let's' be up front 'about thequality ofthe System V network spooling implementation: it
isn't very good. The LPDP protocol is reasonablyweU'suited to the basic task of shipping
a request to a remote machine for printing - when no errors are encountered along the way.
Tpus, the protocol doesg;et the jop done, mest.?f the time,a.~dmanyusersdon't have. major
cO;IPplaintsabout thenetworkprjnting setup. But thereis plentypfroom{o:rimprovement
on .this'pro,tocol. -- ,

The protocol contai~~preci~l1sli~tl~!support•fors~atus to be sent ,froIll spo~ling servers,
to clients, .such as to inform the client of etr0r,s 'encou~tered du~ing .the proc~ssing of an
operation, or even that the operation was successful. Because of this, it is often difficult for
the user .todetennine whether.<l.I"emoteoperation~as~x~cut.ed ~silltended,andif not"why
not~i,F'orex~mple,the"remo~e cancellation of print requests"operation retllrnsl}()status at
all. This is why th~.c:ancel pr()gramissomewhat.t~citurn·whilecancelling remote requests:
cancel has no idea what was accomplished on the server side. For other operations a simple
"pass/fail" status is returned, providing only tepid friendliness at best.

The LPDP,Pf()tocol,requires the. use·of8-character hostnfl,mes., ·an,itJrcha,ic form of host

LUN()tethatthe spooler wasnotimplemented in this faShion;tberefore, therrte interface should be used
fOr remote access to RTE hosts.
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naming kept. alive by this and other antiquatedUNIX·netwQrkservices. Part ()fthe protocol
for transferring·arequesi to another system involves transmitting file names that contain
the name of the originating host in the file name. These file names must be acceptable to
UN'IXimplementations with amaxitIlUmfi'lenamesize of 14 characters. Accordingly,"we
can ndlongeravoid the need for this host naming convention on the HP 1000. At present,
the 8-character host name is kept in a file specific to the spooler. If other future services also
need access to this host name then it may 'have to be moved toa more generally-accessible
location.

Some of the. "clunkiness" of the networking implementation results from the grafting of the
BSD protocols onto the· System. V. spooler,which was not originally intended. to be used in
any networked fashion. One outgrowth of this situation is that the networked usage and
behavior·of many of the spooler programs is not .. exactly obvious. Certain programs do not
function remotely at all. This presents a documentation .challenge that is seldom,1f ever,
met to everyone's satisfaction.

Another element of the System V spooler. that suffers from the introduction of networking
is the request ID syntax. Recall that a request ID is .. a unique identifier for. a particular
request assigned by the spooler. For various reasons, some ofwhich we won't bother to go
into here, a request ID must· often be modified to a new value when a request is transferred
to another system. Not only does this diminish the usefulness of the request ID in tracking
the .. progress of a request through the. network, but in certain cases. the originating user
may find it difficult to determine the new value of the request ID, complicating remote
operations.

In the RTE implementation, we chose to make the name of the host on which the request
originated an integral part of the request ID. For any request transferred into an RTE
system, the request ID has the string "Ghostname" tacked onto it. This is a rather significant
diversion from HP-UX functionality, which we generally sought to copy almost exactly, but
it provides these two important benefits:

• A unique request ID generated on one machine never "collides" with a request' ID
that· was generated on another machine. If the originating host name is not included
in the request ID then two requests may arrive on the same host that have the· same
ID. If ambiguity in request IDs is to be avoided then one of the IDs must be modified
to preserye uniqueness, thereby complicating matters for the originating user wpo no
longer knows how to refer tothe request .

• The originating host is always identified· whenever the request is referenced in soine
manner, for example, in a queue status listing or log file entry. This information is
felt to be· important enough to' include in each mention of the request.

In general, the networking implementation is functional but inadequate by today's standards
for networked services. More modern spool systems not only correct many ofthe deficiencies
listed here, butare. implemented fully under the client-server paradigm. Each componentof
the system is intended to be used within a network; much of the spooler "state" information
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kept privately on the local host in the System V spooler is made available to the entire
network. This allows, for example, "classes" of similar printers to be distributed across the
network, such that a request may be printed on the first available printer on any machine
in your network (with some sort of notification to the user as to where the printed output
may be found).

To Conclude

This paper has presented HP's long-awaited solution to the spooling woes of RTE-A. We
at HP hope that you find the LP spool system to be a solution that is powerful, flexible,
and easy to integrate into your network.
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An operating system that is compatible with the HP-UX* operating systemthtough
compliance.with the POSIX industry standards uses a multi-threaded kernel and other
mechanisms to provide guaranteed real-time response to high-priority operations.

HP-RTt is Hewlett-Packard's'real-time operating systemfor,PA-RISCcomputers.1t is a
run-time-oriented product (as opposed to a program-development-oriented product)
based on industry standard software and hardware interfa~s.IIP-RT is intended to be
used as a real-time data acquisition and system ,control operating system. It is designed
around the real-time system principles of determinism (predictable behavior), responsive
ness, user control, reliability, and fail-soft operation. These characteristics distinguish a
real-time operating system from a nonreal-time operating system. This'article reviews
some of these characteristics of HP-RT and discusses t~esl)'ecificdesigns used to provide
these features. '

HP-RT runs on the HP 9000 Model 742rtVMEbus board-Iev~rcomputer,which is based
on HP's PA-RIse 7100 technology. The 742rt is designesl toJit into a VMEbus card
cage or an HP 9000 Model 747i industrial workstation cabinet.1

The HP-RT kernel is compatibt"e with the HP-UXoperating system through compliance
with the following industry standards:

• POSIX (Portable Operating System Interface) 1003.1, which defines a standard set of
programmatic interfaces for basic operating. system facilities

• POSIX 1003.4 draft 9, which defines the standards for real-time extensions

• POSIX 1003.4a draft 4, which defines the standards for process-level threads.

HP-RTalsnsupport~C/ANSI•• C,C+.+, PA-RISCas~emblyl~hgUage,.andlllany'SVIDI
BSD'(SystemV IIlter-faVe Defjnition/Berkeley Soft\\,areDistribution)comm~nds.and
functions.

HP-:R.TSoftwafe
The HP-RT software is divided into two main categories: the HP-RT kernel and the
optional HP-RT services (see Fig. 1).

HP-RT Services
The optional HP-RT services include the following components:

t HP-RT is derived from a third-party operating system called LynxOS from Lynx Real-Time Systems Inc. All
kernel-level algorithms and data structures described in this paper are based on LynxOS features.
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• Network s~rvi~sincluding the N~twot:kFileSystem(NFS),TCP/IP,~ :Berkeley
sockets, and ARPNBerkeley.networking services

• Libraries for developing OSF/Motifgraphical user interfaces and X clients

.• Development tools to help users create applications to run in the HP-RT environment

• Cross debuggers hosted on an HP-UX development workstation for debugging the
HP-RT kernel or applications running on all HP-RTtarget system.

Kemel Software
The HP-RT kernel is designed so that itcan be scaled to balance memory and perfor
mance requirements. It is small to reduce overhead. The kernel components include:

• A counting semaphore mechanism for process synchronization and to help ensure
atomicity around critical sections of code.

HP.;.RT Services

• Development Tools

• Cross Debuggers

• Graphical User Interface
(GUI) Tools

• TCPIIP, NFS

HP-RTKemel

• File System

• I/O Driven

• Semaphores
• Memory Management

• System Clock and Timen

• Scheduling, Multitasking, Multithreading

• Interrupt Handling

• Character I/O

• Interprocesa Communication

Application Program

HP 9000 Model 742rt Hardware

Fig. 1. The HP-RT kemel and services.

• A system clock that generates time interrupts every 10 milliseconds. Thus, time
events using standard software interfaces have a 10-millisecond·resolution. For·higher
timing accuracies', drivers and user processes can access the hardware timers on the
Model 742rt. These timers have 1-~s resolutions and are 16 and 32 bits wide.

• I/O drivers for Ethernet, SCSI II, RS-232-C, and parallel I/O for the Model742rt
computer, and guidelines for writing VMEbus drivers

• Standard operating system services such as:

• Scheduling, multitasking, and multithreading

• Memory management

• Interrupt handling

• Character I/O
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• Interprocesscommunication

• POSIX 1003.1, .4, and .4a kernel services.

Many of these components are described tn more detail later in this article.

"P-RT Development Environment

The development environm~n~ for· HP-RT}s sho\VIl. in Fig. 2. Programs created to fun. on
theM~deI742rt.intheHP-RTenvironmeIl~aredeveloped (using PA:-RISCoompil~rsand
linkers)onanH~9000Serie~700or 80QI1P-UX systelll.Tlteexecu~ble programs can
be downI9adedyia LANto ~localdiskon the target srsteI1l(Mode1742rt), oritpplicitly
downlo~~ed.when the, program is ~".ecutedvia NFSmounting. between theH;P-RT,and... '
HP-UX systems.• The user can debug the downloaded program from the hosrsrste~lvia

the RS-232-C.~nd IAN eonnectioIlsbetweenthe two systems. Users can customize the
SoftBen~hs~ftware development environment2 on the development host to la\1nch pro
grams to a remote HP-RTsystem and to launch the correct program debuggerfor HP-RT
program debugging.

The. items that come with the.HI>-RTdevelopmenttoolkit include:

• Librarjes for building HP~RT kemelsanduser progratns

Serial Terminal Disk DAT

Fig. 2.The HP-RT developOlentenvironment.
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• Include files for compiling user programs and I/O drivers for executing';iIl an HP-RT
operating environment

• Installation an~ J~~er pro~~m~mpHation scripts
• A pair of source-level debuggers: one for user program debugging and one for I/O

driver and kernel-level debugging.

The two r~rnote debuggers included 'withthe,I1~-~~ development kit are derived frQrn
the standard xdb debugger p~Qductproviged wit~ the HP-illt operating system. The de
bugger used fo'r~ser progr~m debuggingis~pable~fdeblJggingmUltithr~~ded user pro
cesses and com~unicating with the'targetHP-RTsystem usinga TCP (Tnmsmission
Control P~otocol) virtual circuit socket The kernel debqggeris'for;kernel-Ievel apd I/O
driver debugging and communicates with the targetHP-RT system via a dedicated .~ .•. '
RS-232-C serial communication~ink.Using a dedicated colllmunication link allows the
kernel deb¥gger to op~rate withollt interfering with the norm.al opera~ion of the target
operating system.

A set of user commands, a bootable kernel, and miscellaneous files are included with the
HP-RT system. These iteins canbe installed via LAN on a disk connectl~d to the target
system. The HP-RT kernel can also be booted across aLAN and commands and user
programs can either reside in RAM memory (via a RAM disk facility) or be accessed
across the network via NFS mount points. The command set on the HP-RT target system
is oriented around run-time operations and system administration. Commands related to
program development (such as ec and the res andsees tools) are not supported and 'can
only be used on the host.

HP-RT Hardware
The hardware that supports execution of the HP-RT operating system'is the HP 9000
Model 742rt VMEbus board computer. This system consumes consumes two slots of a
VMEbus backplane. The system processing unit and onboard I/O features of the Model
742rt include:

• PA-RISC 7100 processor, which has a clock frequency of 50 MHz and, is capable of
executing 61 MIPS

• 8M bytes of ECC (error correction code) RAM for main memory, which can be
upgraded to 64M bytes ofECC RAM (The ECC RAM comes in a pair of SIMMs and
provides single-bit error correction and multiple-bit error detection.)

• 64K-byte external instruction cache and 64K-byte external data cache

• Onboard I/O ports for one SCSI II interface (up to seven devices), two serial
RS-232-C interfaces, one parallel interface, and one Ethernet LAN interface

• VMEbus D64 interface, which provides an asynchronous, 32-bit data bus that is
capable of transfer rates of up (040 Mbytes/s.

The Real-Time Kernel
The HP-RT kernel and I/O drivers are designed for real-time response and determinism at
a level never before accomplished in a H;ewleU-Packard op~rating system product. The
HP-RT kernel ensures that the highest-priority operations are serviced within 50 to 110
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microseconds in the worst case and typically much faster depending on the specific op
eration. To accomplish this" the HP-RT kernel uses a fully reentrant and interruptable
design and makes extensive use of full kernel'support for threads for user and kernel pro
cesses.

Multithreaded Kemel
The fundamental unit of an executing task in HP-RTis the concept and structure of a
thread. A thread contains aprogramcouDter (next instf\1ction pointer) and a stackJor re
cording local subroutine variables and calling sequence parameters. Threads do not own
a specific address space or a specificset of code. Threads typically share address space
(data·area) and code with other threads. The concept of a process is simply a combination
of a single thread, a CQdesegment"and a data area (see:Fig. 3a).HP-RT extends this con
cept by allowing a single process to create'multiple threads (see:Fig. 3b). These addition
althreads execute code in the same process code area and have identical access rights to
all data areas in the process. See "An.OverviewofThreads," on page 1008-8 for a brief
tutorial on threads.

HP-RT also implements the concept of a kernel thread. A kernel thread isa thread of
execution that only executes kernel code at a kernel privilege leveL Kernelthreads are
used in HP-RT to provide kernel services asynchronously for any specific user process or
thread with eachservice executing at a user-specified priority.

Reentrancy and Interruptability
The HP-RTkernel's general model is to execute on behalCof a thread of execution with
interrupts enabled and context switching 'allowed. The specific thread executing may be a
thread'associated with a 'user process' ora 'kernel thread.,All· threads, regardless of type,
have their own user-specified priority, scheduling policy (time-sliced versus run-to
c()mpletion),and system level.

The system level is a specification of th~modein which a thread is e~ecuting.Atsystem
level zero, a thread runs in user mode, with Qser-Ievel privileges. Kernel threads by defi
nitionneverusethissystemleveLAt system level one, a thread executes keIIlel code
with kernel-levelprivilege~and with allinterruptsenabledandcontextswitchingal
lowed. At system level two, 3 thread executes kernel code with Context switching dis
abled, but intern.lpts enabled. Finally, at systeIlllevel three, a thread .executeskernel-level
code with both"context switching and interrupts disabled. Table I summarizes these'sys
tern 'levels and execution modes.

Context switcbingand interrupt handlingin HP-RT are described in more detail in paper
1010.

The Hp"RT system supports one nonthread modeo! execution, which is based' onexecu:
tion using a single 'interrupt stack~ However, unlike timesharing systems and many real
time systems,'HP..RT makes very limited use of interrupt-stack-based e:x:ecution because
this mode ofexecntionisalways ala higher priority than thread execution. Execution
using an interruptstack means that a fuUthreadcontext is not established, which means
that a context switch to a thread cannotbe alloweduntiltheinterrupt-stack-based execu
tion is complete. Most interrupt service routines, socnas'the handlers Jor the S€SI bus
and LAN intermpts,are instead handled by a specific kemelthread~Thesethreads are
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scheduled when their corresponding interruptoccurs at their specific priority and are not
executed until-all higher-priority thread execution is complete.

Table 1. System Levels and Ext:cution Modes

System Execution Context Interrupts
Level Mode Switching

Zero User Allowed Enabled

One Kernel Allowed Enabled

Two Kernel Disallowed Enabled

Three Kernel Disallowed Disabled

PC=Program Counter

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Thread configurations. (a) Atypical single-thread process. (b) A multiple-thread proceSS.

Because of the general reentrancy of HP-RT, explicit calls are used in kernel code and
I/O drivers for managing reentrancy.t The macros sdisableO, srestoreO, disableO, and
restoreO ·are used to move a process to system "levels two (context switch disabled) or
three (both context switching and interrupts disabled) and back to the premove system
level. Turning context switching off guarantees atomicity with respect to the execution of
other threads. Turning off interrupts guarantees atomicity with respect to execution of
both threads"and interrupf·stack-based handlers.

Data structures used by the kernel are generally global to the entire kernel and nonreen
trant operations must be properly protected. A simple example of this i~~h:e use_count
field of the in-core inodett data structure. The use_count field indicates the number of
instances of a particular file that are active (e.g., open). When anew process accesses an
inode, the equivalent of the code statement inodeytr->in_use++ (increment use_count)
must be ex~cuted.OnPA-Rlse (and most RISe processors), this code translates to a
sequence pf instructions that loads the us~~,:ountvalue, in<;rements it, and then stores the
valuetothememory locatipn it came from. Interleaving such operations,which can easi
ly happen becauseofa context s'\Vitch from one thread to another, will cause th~.

use_count to miss an incremen~, producing deva~t,ating long-term results.

t A reentrant process consistsof logically separate code and data segments andJaprivate stack. Multiple instances
of a reentrant pr()cesscan share the same code segment but each instance has its own data ~egment and stack.

ttAn-inode is the -internal representation ora file in a UNIX·-system-based operating system. An in-core inode
is one that resides in main memory.
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For example, Fig. 4 shows what can happen when a thread is interrupted before finishing
incrementing the use_count field for a particular inode. Theuse_cQuntfield is repre
sented

by the variableX,whichis initially equal to()Jl~(i.e.,soJl1e other,thread or process is
ac~ssing the same file). ,At @ Thread l"begins executing the instructions to increment X,
but just bef()restorin~theresultinX,Thread2 interrupts at ® and the$cheduler hands
contrQI, over to ,Thread 2. Thread 2 increments, the same use.....count, field. When: Thread2
is finished,X = 2 and the scheduler returns ~n,~~olbackto Thread ,1 at. @. At @ Thread"l
finishes its work on the u$e_countJi~ldby storing the value it coDlPuted 1>efore being
interrupted into ',X. At this pQint X should be e,qual to t\1ree, but becauseJ1uead twas
interrupted before it finished its critical section, X =2.

The need for atoDlic increment a~d decre,ment operationsis so pervasivei,n the HP-RT
kernel that special macros caHedATOMICJNC()andATOMIC~DECO are used. These.
macros generate inline assembly code that disables interrupts"perf()rDls the. increment or
decrement operation, and reenablesinterrupts.

Thread 1 Thread 1

X =.se_co••• Field in I.ode Data Structure riO, rll =Registers

Fig. 4. What can happen when a thread is context switched in the middle of a critical operation.
Thread 1 is interrupted and'contextswitchedjust beforeitisabout to increment the use_count
value. As a result, when Thread lis finally'able to finish its operation, the wrong value is
stored in use_count.

Use of an interrupt disable versus a contextswitchdisableis a key design decision for
every critical section,of HP-RT kernel code. The main question asked in arriving at a de
cision is whether the operation is critical relative to execution of code that can run on the
interrupt stack. Since very little code in HP-RT executes,on the interrupt stack, ,a context
switch disable usually suffices for protection. However, a context switch disable is a
more expensive operation than an interrupt disable operation. A context switch requires
memory access and an interrupt'disable only requires execution of an inlineassembly
statement which turns off the interrupt enable bit in the PA~RISCprocessor status word.
Thus"very short operations are, better pr9tecte(lwith interrupt disables.

This raises the question of how HP-RTsolves the problem of long critical sections for
which a context switch or an 'interrupt disable last too long. In the analysis of customer
requirements and competitive systems, it was determined that context switch off times
should beheld to as close to 100 microseconds as possible, and ideally less, and interrupt
disables should be held as close to 50 microseconds as possible, and ideally less. Longer
critical sections are managed using kernel-level semaphores.
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An Overview of Threads

When a process is running it executes a se~uence of instructions stored in its address
space in memory. This execution of a sequence of instructions is called a thread of execu
tion, or simply a thread. The execution of a" thread requires that it have its own program
counter to point to' the next instruction in the sequence, some registers to hold 'variables,
a~da stack to keep track of. local. variables and pr()cedure.call' information. ~though
threads have some of the same characteristics as a" regular process, they are sometimes
called a "lightweight" process because they don't carry around the overhead (or extra
weight) of regular processes. Table 2 lists· some'typicalitems associated with each. thread
and each process.

Fig. 5 models processes andtlueads running in a computer. !he processes in Fig. Sa have
one thread of execution each. They also have their own address spaces making them
independent of each other. To communicate with.. each other (for exal11ple, to share
resources) they must do so through the system's interprocess communication primitives,
such as semaphores, monitors, or messages. In Fig. 5b the three threads are in one
process. Thus they share the same address space and have access to all the per-process
items listed in Table 2.

One of the reasons threads were invented was to provide a degree of quasiparallel execu
tion to be combined with sequential execution and blocking system calls. For example,
consider a file server that must block occasionally to wait for the disk. In a single-process

(a)

Fig. S. Models of processes and threads running in a computer. (a) Multiple processes.
(b) Multiple threads in one process.
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situation the server would get a request and service it to completion before moving.on to
the next request. Thus,no other requests would be serviced while· the server is waiting on
the disk. If the machine isa dedicatedfileserver,theCP'l]isalso idle whHethe server
process is waiting on the disk.

Table 1•. Items Associated with Threads and Processes

Per-Thread Items*

Program counter

Stack

Registers

Per-Process Items

!\ddress $pace

Global variables

Files

Child processes

Signals

Semaphores

*,AH per-thread itemsare also per-process items. -

If the server is a multithreaded process, one thread could be responsible for reading and
examining.incomingrequestsand then passing therequesttoa thread that will do the
work~ When a thread must block waiting on the disk,t-he scheduling thread can get
another request and invoke anotherthread to run. The result ofusing threadsin this case
would be higher throughput becausethe C;::PUwouldnotsit idle, and better p~rformance
becauseit is much faster to switch threads than to switch processes. "

In areal-tfmesystemwhere a quick response to interrupts and other events is critical,
threads offer some definite advantages, especially ifoneconsiders context switching
between processes versus switching between threads. Table 3summarizessome·ofthe
main differences .·between threads· and processes.

Table 3. Differences between Threads and Processes

Processes

Program-sized

Context switch may be slower

Difficult to share data

Owns resources such asJiles
and memory

Threads

Function-sized

Contextswitch may
be faster

Easy to share data

Owns stack space and
registers only
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Kernel Semaphores and Priority Inheritance
An example of an extended critical section is the manipulation of an in-core inode. Criti
cal inode operations such as"the addition of a file to the directory data of a directory in
ode must be performed atomically.,Each inode holds a semaphore which is locked and
unlocked around these critical. operations.

The :fIP-RT kernel uses the simple semaphore primitives swait() and ssignal() (corre
sponding to Dijkstra's P and V operations)3 for.process synchronization, mutualexclu
sioo, and atomic resourcemaoagement. A single 32-bit integer is used as a kernel
semaphore data structure. This data structure supports two semaphore'types: counting
semaphores and priority-inheritance semaphores. With an additional level of lock and
unlock code and using a separate integeras a counter, priority-inheritance semaphores
can also be used as the basis for counting semaphores. Priority-inheritancesemaphores
are described later in this paper.

The semaphore primitives ssignal and swait have the code to interpret the contents of the
kernel semaphore data structure and are able to differentiate between counting and prior
ity-inheritance semaphores.

A counting semaphore in HP-RT holds a positive count value when the semaphore is un
locked and a resource is available. An swait() operation on a positive-valued semaphore
causes the semaphore to be atomically decremented, and the calling thread continues
execution. An swaitO on a zero or negative-valued semaphore (the resource is not avail
able) causes the thread to block(suspend) on the semaphore.

When one or more threads are blocked on a counting semaphore, the threads are placed
into a priority-ordered linked list with the semaphore heading the list. To identify a sema
phore that is locked and has one or more waiting threads, the semaphore is set to the neg
ative address of the first waiting thread (see Fig. 6). The sem and owner fields shown in
Fig. 6 are described below.

An ssignal() on an unlocked or locked-with-no-waiters counting semaphore merely
causes the nonnegative value of the semaphore to be atomically incremented. An ssig
nai() on a locked semaphore with one or more waiters (one that holds a negative thread
structure address) causes the first (highest-priority) waiting process to be unlinked and
scheduled. Table 4 summarizes the different states of HP-RT counting semaphores.
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Locked Semaphore

Linked List or
Waiting Threads
in Priority Order

Fig. 6. A locked counting semaphore and waiting threads.

Table 4. DitTerent States of Counting Semaphores

State

o
-Address

Meaning

Locked with no waiters

Locked with waiters (The address
points to the first thread in the list of
waiting threads.)

Unlocked

One drawback of this semaphore methodolog¥ is that there is no clear ownership of a
locked semaphore. The second drawback is the·risk of priority inversion.

Priority. Inversion
In most.• real-timeoperatin.g s}1~t:C<ll1s? .a. prior~ty-driv~n preemptive sCl1yduling apP~0(lc4. is
used. This scheduling method works well.when a higher-priority process (or thread) can
preempt a lower-priority process with no delays. One important problem that sometimes
hampers the effectiveness of this scheduling algorithm is the problem of blocking caused
by the synchronization of processes that share physical or logical resources.
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PI Blocked

___0......Zrl~:_0_· .......Executing

P Idle or PI Is Blocked

1 Blocked

PI Done

P
Z

P
3

I~~_
t

PZDone

Priority (PI) > Priority (PZ) > Priority (P3)

Fig. 7. A time line illustrating priority inversion.

The most common situation occurs when two processes attempt to access shared data. In
a normal situation, if the higher-priority process gains access to the resource first, then
good priority order is maintained. However, if a higher-priority process tries to gain ac
cess to a shared resource after a lower-priority process has already gained access to the
resource, then a priority inversion condition takes place because the higher-priority pro
cess is required to wait for a lower-priority process to complete.

The following example, which is loosely based on an example first described by Lamp
son and Redell,4 shows how a priority inversion can occur. Although the term process is
used in the following example, the executing entity could just as well be a thread.

Let Pi, P2, and P3 be three processes arranged in descending order of priority. Let pro
cesses Pi and P3 share a common data structure which is guarded by the binary sema
phore X. Fig. 7 and the following sequence shows the events that can lead to a priority
inversion:

1. P3 locks X and enters its critical section.

2. Pl arrives, preempts P3 aDo begins its processing.

3. Pl tries to lock X, but because X belongs to P3, Pi is blocked.

4. P3 again attempts to finish its critical section.

5. P2 arrives and preempts P3 before it finishes its critical section.

6. Assuming there are no more preemptions at some point P2 finishes, then P3 finishes,
and Pi finally is unblocked on resource X and allowed to finish its critical section.

In this scenario the duration ofPl 's blocking is unpredictable because otller processes
can show up before P3finishes its critical section and is able to release X.
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Priority Inheritance
The methodology used in HP-RT to avoid the priority inversion problem employs prior
ity-inheritance semaphores. The basic concept of priority-inheritance semaphores is that
when process P blocks a higher-priority process, it executes its critical section at the
highest priority level of all of the blocked jobs. Process P returns to its original priority
level when it completes its critical section, which then allows the highest-priority
blocked process to execut~.

From the example above if.P1 is blocked by P3then according to the priority-inheritance
concept, P3 inherits the same priority as P1 while itexec~tes in its critical section. When
process P2 arrives (while P3 is in its critiCal sectiori) it would not be able to preempt pro
cess P3 because P3 would be running at a higher priority thanP2. Thus, process P2 will
not begin execution. When P3 finishes its critical section, process P1 can preempt P3 and
run to completion. Then process P2 can begin execution.

Priority-inheritance semaphores can become quite complex when nested semaphore locks
are allowed as they are in the HP-RT kernel. Notonlylllust the current owner and all
waiters for a semaphore be known, but given the owner of a particular semaphore, the
highest-priority waiters of all semaphores currently owned by that owner must be known.
This allows the system to manipulate priority properly as semaphores are released. The
priority must revert to the priority of the current highest-priority waiter of all still-owned
semaphores.

To manage this complexity and yet retain a single interface and data structure forsema
phore operations, HP-RT uses the semaphore value -1 to indicate unlocked for a priority
inheritance semaphore. A value of one is not a possible thread structure address, so this
value cannot be confused with the negative address of the first waiter of a counting sema
phore.

Two fields in the thread structure are used todifferentiatebetweert the various states of
priority-inheritance and counting semaphores when they are locked. A counting sema
phore that is locked and has waiters will have the sem field in the first waiter thread hold
ing the address of the seJt,1aphore and an owner field containing zero (s~e fig. 6). A
priority- inheritance semaphore that is locked and has no waiters wHI hold the negative
address of the owner thread, which has a sem field with a value of zero (see Fig. 8a).
Lastly, a locked priority-inheritance semaphore that has waiters will hold the negative
address of the highest-priority waiting thread. This thread structure has a sem field hold
ing the address of the semaphore and an owner field holding the address of the owning
thread (see Fig. 8b).

To keep track of the highest-priority waiters for all owned priority-inheritance sema
phores, a doubly linked list containing the highest-priority waiters for each owned sema
phore is attached to the thread structure of each semaphore ()wner.

The different states of priority-inheritance semaphores are summarized in Table 5.
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Owner
Thread

<a)

Semaphore

~J-----I 1_

Semaphore
Owner

List ofWaitin.
Threads

List ofBi.hest·Priority
Wailen for All Sema

phores Owned by Owaer

Semaphore
Waiter

Semaphore
Waiter

(b)

···
Fig. 8. Data structures associated with priority-inheritance semaphores. (a) A locked semaphore

with no waiting threads. (b) A locked semaphore with waiting threads.

Table s. Different States of Priority-Inheritance Semaphores

State

-1

-Address of thread owner

-Address of highest-priority
waiting thread (sem field in
highest-priority waiting thread
= semaphore address and
owner field =thread owner
address)

Meaning

Unlocked

Locked without waiters
(sem field in thread
own~r =0)

Locked with waiters
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Executable
Threads at

Priority 1023

992

~32Bits---

1023 992
Two-Level Ready Mask

(32 Groups or32 Priorities)

32 Words

Run-Queue Table

Fig. 9. Data structures for process scheduling in HP-RT.

ProcessScheduUng
HP-RT currently uses 64 distinct priority levels with the ability to extend support to 1024
distinct priority levels. Half ofall HP-RT priorities are reserved for use by kernel man
agement software. There is no explicit user program interface provided for placing a
priority at these reserved levels. The reserved priorities are interleaved with the user prio
rities and are.considered a "priority boost" on a user priority. Thus, between any two user
priorities Nand N + 1 lies a priority N + boost, which is more important than prioriiy N
and less important than priority N + 1. Boosted priorities are used by kernel service
threads to provide service just above the priority of the highest-priority requesting pro
cess, but not at the next highest user priority which may be in use by the system user.
Priority boosting is also used for temporary elevation of the priority of processes block
ing on I/O operations to maximize throughput. This type of algorithm is only used in a
user-specified portion of the overall priority range.

The HP-RT kernel internally manages priorities by converting from the user priority plus
a possible boost value to a run queue table index by using the formula:

Internal Priority =(user priority) x 2 + boost,

where boost is either zero or one. Hence, if user priorities range from zero to 127, the
internal priorities range from zero to 255.

HP-RT maintains a run-queue table with one entry per internal priority. Each entryholds
a ready thread list head and a list tail pointer (see Fig. 9). To determine quickly the high
est priority for which there is a runnable thread, HP-RT uses a two-level bit mask called
a ready mask in which a set bit indicates a runnable thread. The top level of the ready
mask is one 32-bit word. Each bit in this word indicates that within a set of 32 priorities,
at least one thread is executable. Thus, if as shown in Fig. 9 the high-order bit of the first
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word of the ready mask is set, then there is at least one thread in the internal priority
range of 1023 to 992 that is executable. The second level of the ready mask holds up to
32 32-bit entries each of which indicates which of these 32 priorities holds executable
threads.

By using high-speed assembly language code to find the first set bit in the ready mask,
the highest-priority thread in the nonempty run queue can be quickly determined.
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In the HP-RT operating system, the interrupt-h~ndling.architectureisespeciaUy

constructed to manage the high-performance timing requirements ofreal-time systems.

The task of an operating system is to manage the computer system's resources. This"
management should be done so as to give the best possible performance to user tasks or
jobs presented t6 thesystem. How this performance is measured and valued differs
depending on the task or.mission of the system. The three major classes of tasks or mis
sionspresented to an operating system (lfetimeshare,batch,. and real time. The important
aspects of performance of these three classifications differ, and, because they differ,
require tbe\operating syst~m to lise different algorithms to manage system· resources.

Timeshare
Timeshare systems.are usually designed tQshare system resources witit all contending
processes. The major resource to be shared is CPU time, which is usually sliced into
small units (called time slices) and allocated to all runnable processes in a "fair" way.
Various·l1otions of fair exist and have been used, but in general,runnable processes con
tend at the same level or priority for CPU time. Some(or'even most) systems modify
this notion of fair to give more time to a process that blocks often and less to a process
thatis computep()und.Somesystems Ill~Y also havepreferredpriori~iesfor processes
that run on beha~fof the. system..•Such processes may be handling printers, communica
tion lines,or other things that are shared with several processes,.

Batch
Batch systems are usually designed to maximize the throughput of the system. That is to
say, they attempt to get the most work done in a given period of time. Such systems will
not usually use a timeshare scheduling algorithm"because it introduces overhead that
does not add. to··· the desiied·.result.Lthroughput. To help··achievemaximum throughput,
one/popular batch scheduling algorithm is to run the job that has the least amount of time
left to run. The point is that batch systems typically do not need~o make any attempt to
share CPU time.

Real Time
Real-tilne systems,·unlike timeshare or batch systems,. are usually designed to run the
most important process that is ready. ImportapcrJ~assignedby the user ()rdesigner of
the system, and the operating system has little or nothing to say about it. The system
designer (Le., the user who sets upthe system)decides the order of process importance
and assigns priorities for all processes on the system. The operating system's job then is
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very simple: give the cpU to the highest-priority process that is ready. The performance
of a real-time system is usually measured by how fast it can respond to events that
change the identity of the highest-priority ready •. process. Such events are usually external
and come to the system in the form· of interrupts, but can also be internal in the form of
processes that promote other processes to higher priorities (or demote themselves to
lower priorities). Another major event that real-time systems must respond to is the pas
sage of time. The indication of the passage of time also comes to the system in the form
of an external interrupt.

From this discussion, it is apparent that one major measure of a real-time system is how
quickly it can respond to an interrupt. A response consists of:

• Recognizing that the interrupt is pending

• Processing the interrupt (Le., deciding what to do about it)
• Taking the indicated action.

Usually the indicated action will be to switch context to the process that is to handle the
interrupt. Context switching encompasses the actions taken when control or execution
moves from one process to another as a result of an interrupt or some other event (see
"Context Switching in HP-RT" on page 1010-3 for more about context switching).

From a system's point of view the response (or response time) is the time it takes the
whole systemt to do something that changes the environment it is monitoring or control
ling. From an operating system vendor's point of view the response stops when th~ ~er

code gets control and the operating system's·responsiveness is no longer key to system
performance.

While the system is dealing with one interrupt and preparing a response, it may need to
contend with other interrupts that .are less urgent. The system must take the time to deter
mine this.

It is also possible that, at the time an interrupt arrives, the system is ina state in which
the interrupt system or context switching is off. The system needs to go into these states
to protect shared data from corruption by contending processes (see "Protecting Shared
Data Structures," on page 1010-6). Some systems protect themselves and their shared
data by turning off conteXt switching whenever they are in system code.

This is not reasonable for a high-performance real-time system that is trying to switch
contexts in less than 50· f!s. For these systems it is necessary to recognize and process
interrupts in the 25-f!s range. This implies that the interrupt off time plus the interrupt
processing. time must be kept below 25 J!s.

This paper will explore the problems a PA-Rlse architecture presents to real-time pro
cessing. These problems revolve around the need for fast context switching, interrupt
handling, and repeatability. Next, possible solutions to these problems will be discus~ed,

detailing the solutions used in the HP-RT (real-tim~) operating system,,,,hichruns onthe
HP 9000 Model 742rtVMEbus board computer. The hardware and software components
of the Model 742rt are described in paper 1008.

tThis includes the operating system, the userapplication, and the external devices.
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Context·Switching in HP-RT

Context switching can be defined as moving abruptly from one area of code to another as
the direct result ofsome influence outside of the program or programs being switched to
or from. Usually the context switch·is the direct result of an interrupt or trap (a trap .is an
internal interrupt .C3used by some program activity. such as divide by zero or·illegal
memory access). A context .switch can also occur· as a.result of a program or thread
blocking..In. this case the operating system will. context switch toa program or thread
that is not blocked. These two different ways of generating a context switch have differ
ent o~erheadcostsas will be~xplained below. One of the measures of a real-time system
is how fast it context switches. When used in this way the reference is to how fast one
user process can be suspended and another user process restarted.

To context switch, the operating system must save the from process's state. The state
consists of all the machine registers that the program may ··depend on~After saving the
from process state, the to process's state must be restOred. As a resultofthis save and
restore, both the to and from processes have their view of the world preserved and
restored respectively even ifth~y are susp~nded for .3 very longtime.

For example,considertbecaseofa.user pro~amtbathasaskedfor some device input.
The program willbe suspended or blocked on the device driver waiting for the device to
respond with the desired data. While waiting, the operating systemwill··find· some other
program that is ready to run and switch to it. When the desired data arrives,theprocessor
will be interrupted and the operating system will switch control of the processor to the
waiting program.

As an example of a context switch that is strictly the result ofan external interrupt, con
siderthe case inwbich a time Sliceis~xbausted.lnthiscase,boththe program being
switched from and the one being switched to are interrupted as opposed to having to
block and wait for a resource.

From a system overhead point of view there are four different types ofCQntext switch:

• Both the from and the to processes enter the blocked state programmatically

• The from process blocks programmatically and the to process is interrupted

• The from process is interrupted and the to process· is blocked programmatically

• Both processes are interrupted.

Because ofcalling sequence conventions,.processes that are interrupted incur additional
overhead to save and restore caller registers.

To take. advantag~.of the\savings possible when processes block·programmatically,
HP-RT uses a context switch routin~.basedonthistype of block.. The extra work required
when processes are interrupted is performed by .code in the system··interruptllandler.
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PA-RISC Architecture
The RISC architecture is used to speed up CPUs by designing them so that each instruc
tion is simple and can be executed quickly. The goal is usually to have each instruction
take the same amount of time to execute and to design the machine so that several
instructions can be pipelined. To get all instructions to execute in the same time requires
that no one instruction can be complex. Operations that are complex and require more
than one instruction time are either handled by subroutines or by coprocessors. Coproces
sors are desigried to run independently allowing the main processor to do other useful
work while the coprocessor does its work. For example, UP's PA-RISC machines use
coprocessors to do floating-?oint math.

In UP's PA-RISCprocessors, the following characteristics are important for real-tilDe
applications:

• Memory reference instructions eith~r load or store and do nothing else. This means
that there is no read-modify-writeipstruction.

• Memory reference instructions may stall if the data is not available. To help in this
regard, a cache memory is used to .speed up the average access to memory.

• Since memory accesses are potential roadblocks, 32 general-purpose registers are
available as well as 27 control registers and 32 64-bit-wide floating-point registers.
This allows the processor to keep most of the variables of interest. in .registers,
avoidipg slow memory access operations.

• All interrupt context is kept in control registers.

Real Time and UP's PA-RISC
From a real-time perspective, the characteristics of UP's PA-RISC that are of concern are
those that limit performance in the real-time sense. As discussed above, a real-time sys
tem must be able to change its mind (context switch) quickly. This implies that the large
context associated with a process can·be a problem. Also, while changing context, as
well as doing other things, the system needs to be even more responsive to interrupts.
This means we must not tum the interrupt system off for long times. In particular, we
must not tum it off for the duration of a context switch.

HP-RT is the result of porting a third-party operating systemt to the HP 9000 Model
742rt board level real-time computer.

As such, the porting team was constrained to work with the conventions existing in the
system being ported. Likewise, the porting team was not empowered to change any of
the language or hardware conventions that exist in HP's PA-RIse machines and the HP
UX* host operating system.

To take advantage of the best of HP's PA-RISC processors, the port team decided to
restrict the system to PA-RISe 1.1 architectures. The 1.1 architecture provides shadow
registers that allow system· interrupt code to be run without saving any context (see "The
Shadow Register Environment," on page 1010-8).

On examining the way the system we were porting recommends that drivers be written
we found the following:

tLynxOS from Lynx Real-Time Systems Inc.
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• After an interrupt, the system'enters the interrupt service routine. The routine should
be written in C and should make a call to the operating system function ssignal and
then return.

• The functionssig1tflJ increments a counting semaphore, and if the result isO, the
interrupt service thread is put in the ready list (execution threads and counting
semaphores used in the HP-RT operating system are described in paper 1008)..

• Ifthe newentry,intheread~listhas a higher priority than tnecurrentprocess, a flag
is set indicating that a context switch is needed. (Context cannot be switched while in
an interrupt handler.)

• Whenthe driver's interrupt service. routine returns, the system notices~hethera

contextswitch is pending and if so takes the required aetion.lfnot, the system just
returns to the point of the interrupt. -

The problem with this picture is that to call the interruptservice routine' the system has to
save most of the system state. This is a lot of overhe~d for only one function calland
return.

The team decided, that a better way to handle interrupt servicing would· be to code a com/
panion ssignal function. The new ssignal runsusing only t~e shadowre~ist~rsand still
does everything the original' ssignal did..This scheme allows the whole ssignal call to be
made'without establishillg a'Ccontext,which involves saving'and restoring the C envi
ronment (see "C Environment," on page 1010-11). However, some restrictions are placed
onI/O drivers in that they have to make their semaphores known to the operating system.

In some cases; calling the ssignal function· is almost all that,an interrupt service routine
will do.'ltis' also· possible that a 'few Jines ofassembly code might be required' to •com
plete the interrupt service routine. Such code might move a byte of incoming data from
the I/O device to an internal buffer. For applications that. have these kinds of interrupts,
the system provides the, ability to call an assembly langtlageinterruptservice.rolltine.To
keep overhead low, the assembly language interrupt routine is restricted to using the
shadow registers and no system resources~Thesystem interrupt dispatcher calls the ssig
nal function if the assembly .language routine retuntS a nonzero semaphore.

Some I/O devices and drivers require.full·C-codeinterrupt handlers.. For these interrupts,
the system establishes a Ccontext on an interrupt control stack. fu this context interrupts
of higher priority are turned on while the interrupt is processed. These routines 'can also
call a limited number of system functions. For example, the system'time base interrupt is
handled by a C interrupt handler.

With. three different possible· interrupt handling situations,· the operating system needs to
have the ability todecide quickly which interrupt service routine to use. Usually this is
done by either a table, index, in which the system determines the method to use via a
number that is an index into a table of ,routines to call, or a case statement, in Which the
indicated method,againexpressed as a number, is used to indicate which code to
execute. A much quicker methodthanttiese twois to put the address ofthe irtterrupfser
vice routine in the driver's table structure. This also allows the system to be expanded
easily to handle other interrupthandler environments.
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Protecting Shared Data Structures

Shared data structures are needed in any operating system to keep track of the resources
that the system is sharing among several processes. For example,each process will need
memory for its. code and data. This memory is a shared resource and the management
structures must be accessed in a way that will not allow the system to lo~e.parts 9f the
resource. Onem~thod of,keeping track of a resource HkememorY,is"to.keep free pages of
memory in a free Est. When a page of memory is needed, the page at the, head of the free
list is removed from the list and given to the requesting process. This removal (and its
subsequent return) must be ,done in an atomicoperation with respect to the contending
processes. By this we mean that, as far as any process cares, the removal of a page from
the free list happens as one indivisible operation. Otherwise, a contending process could
get control and possibly get the same page.

The importance of maintaining atomicity in dealing with a shared resource such as
memory on a free list is illustrated in the following example. The process of removing
page A from the free list involves:

1. Picking up the pointerto page A from the list head

2. Using the resulting pointer to get the pointer to page B, which is in the first word of
page A

3. Storing the pointer to page B in the list head.

If the removal is interrupted after step 1 but before step 3,and the interrupting process
also tries to remove a page from the free list, both processes will get the same page and
most likely the system will fail. Similar problems on returning of pages to the free list
canresult in lost pages or even circularfree lists.

The solution to these problems is to make asensitive operation atomic with respect to
contenders. If only processes can contend, it is sufficient to prevent context switches for
these periods of time. If one or more of the contenders runs on an interrupt, then inter
rupts must be disabled to achieve the required atomic operation.

The HP-RT system supports three'levels of contention protection:

• Interrupts disabled

• Context switch disabled

• Semaphore locking.

From an overhead point of view, the cost is lowest for the interrupt disable and highest
for the semaphore lock. Froman impacton performance point of view,interrupts should
be disabled only for short periods of thne,conteXt switch disabled only for slightly
longer times, and semaphores held as long as needed.

For shQI'toperations, such as the list removal opera,ion described .3.bove, the interrupt
disab~emethod is the be~t ~o.use.{eve~ if the ~tomic te~t does, notrequir~this level of
protection) because the disable time is short and the overhead ofinterruptdisable protec
tion is the lowest of the three methods.
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ANew.IntelTUpt Environment
The need to deal with the three interrupt handling situations described above andtbe
requirement to handle interrupts from the VMEbus meant that we had to design and
implement a new interrupt handling environment. Fig. 1 shows a simplified view of the
logical I/Oarcbitecture that the HP-RTinterrupt>handling,subsystemisdesigned toser- /
vice.

The nature of the VMEbus requires a second level of interrupt dispateh. This is necessary
because VMEbus. interrupts come into the PA-RISCprocessor via·one·of seven lines or
PA-RISC interrupt levels. As shown in Fig. 1, each of these lines can handle several
independent devices, which implies several interrupts.

Up to
321/0
Groups

VMEbus
Devices

Fig. 1. A logical view of the I/O architecture the HP-RT operating
system is designed to work with.

TheVMEbus standard specifies that a device requesting an int~rruptmust assert its
request onthe. interrupt line it is using. The interrupt responder sees the request and
sends back an interrupt acknowledgment for that interrupt line. Each·device using the
same line blocksth~.acknowledgJllentsignalfrom being seen by devices farther away
from slot 0t while it has an interrupt request pending. When a device witbaninterrupt
pending sees an interrupt acknowledge it responds by sending back an interrupt vector.
The interrupt vector is·a data element (byte or word) that identifies the interrupting
device and is used by the interrupt·responder to dispatch the interrupt.

t8101 0 in a VMEbus cardcage typically houses the card or cards that contain the VMEbussystem
controller·and other resources.
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The Shadow Register Environment

The PA-RISe 1.1 implementation added shadow registers to the basic machine architec
ture.Shadow registers are seven registers into which· the contents of GRs· (general regis
ters) 1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24, and 25 are copied upon interruption. The contents of these gen
eral registers are restored. from their shadow registers when an RFIR (return from
interruption and restore) instruction is executed.

The shadow register environment includes code that executes between a processor inter
rupt and the following RFIR instruction. This code is executed in HP-RT using only the
shadow registers. It is important to note that the nature of this environment is further
defined by the nature of the processor's behavior on interrupt. When an interrupt occurs
the processor transfers control to the interrupt Code with the following state:

• Interrupt system off

• Interrupt state collection disabled

• Virtual memory system (both code and data) off

• All access protection off.

Since the virtual memory system is off, all memory for both code and data must reside in
and be accessed by physical addresses. Usually an operating system will put the interrupt
handling code in an area of memory that is "equivalently mapped." This means that the
physical and virtual addresses are the same. This also means that code running in the
shadow register environment cannotaCcess memory with virtual addresses that are not
equivalent since to do so would require the hardware to map the address using its TLB
(translation lookaside buffer).t The hazard here is that the required entry may not be in
the TLB, which would cause a trap to- the TLB miss handler. Since traps are a form of
interrupt, the miss handler would not be provided with the interrupt state (because the
interrupt state collection is disabled) and thus would notknow how to return to the point
of the trap.

On the plus side, if the whole interrupt can be processed in the shadow register environ
ment, the RFIR instruction is all that is needed to return to the point of interruption.

tThe translation lookaside buffer or TLB isa hardware address translation table. The TLB speeds up
virtual-to-real address translations by acting as a cache for recent translations.
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The original plani forth~ Model 742rt hardware was to interrupt the PA-RIse processor
when a VMEbus interruptrequest wasasse~ed and to do the/interrupt acknowledgment
when the processor attempted to read the interruptvector. This plan required the operat
ingsystem to stall in the interrupthandler with the interrupt system offfor an unspecified
length of time because VMEbusdevices are not required to yield the bus to a requester,
making the actual time required to do an operation on the bus open-ended. To solve this
problem, the HP-RTteam decided that the interrupt vectorshould1>eprefetched by the
hardware before interrupting the. PA..RISe processor. In .this ·w.ay·a VMEbus .interrupt can
be dispatched without the PA-RISe pr.0cessor having to wait forth~VMEbusprocessor
to fetch. the interrupt vector. The current hard\Varealwaysdoes the interrupt acknowledge
as soon as possible but has the option of assertingthe processor interrupt either immedi
ately or on completion of the interruptacknowledgment.

Fig. 2 shows thestepsinvolved~b~dlill~aY~Ebus interrupt and Fig. 3shows apor
tion ofthe system interrupttabl~~which is <used for handling second-level VMEbus inter
rupts .and non-VMEbus interrupts. Note the correspondence between the interrupt table
structure and logical 110 architecture showni~Fig.l.The three differenti1)terrupt han
dling situations mentioned above are taken care of byaHowjpgone ofthe threetypes of
interrupt routines to be specified in the table (see the intel!Upt action entry in Fig. 3).

Interruptlng.VMEbua I/O carel
r-~ 1. Send interrupt to VMEbusproce~sor.

c-+-~3. Acknowledge thelAK and send an inter
rupt vector to the•VMEbus processor.

VMEbus Processor

'-~ 2. SendlAK· (interrupt acknowledge) mes
sage totheinterrupting device.

'--~ 4. Store interrupt vector at the arbiter
address~

r-------------------_+__ 5. Interrupt HP-RI

HP-RT Operating System Running on a PA-RISC Processor

4 6. Decode interrupt to determine which one of 32
interrupt lines caused theinter~pt.

7. Use the result from step 6to index into the
HP-RT interrupt table (@ in Fig. 3).

8. Since this interrupt is associated with a VME
bus
device, the second-level interrupt table is
accessed
( @in Fig. 3).

9. The second-level code (@ in Fig. 3) is
responsible for interpreting the entries ·inthe
second-level interupt table.

10.Thecode mentioned in step 9 performs the
following:

• Retrieves the interrupt vector that had been
placed at the arbiteraddress in step 4 (@
in Fig. 3).

• Creates an index to the interrupt action
pointer by ANDing the value in the mask entry

(@ .• in Fig. 3) with the interrupt vector.

• U$$sthe index to find the handler that will
process the interrupt from the interrupting
device(Q). in Fig. 3).

• Transfers control to the handler.

Fig. 2. An example of the VMEbus interrupt handling process.
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HP;.RT Interrupt
Table· Indexed by the
Bit Position in the
Interrupt Word

SemaphoreAddress

Driver-Detined Data

Types of Interrupt
Handlers Called

Index Interrupt
Action Pointer

Interrupt Bit

Driver Address

Not Used

Interrupt
Action Pointer

Interrupt Bit

Driver Address

Not Used

Second-Level Interrupt
Table for VMEbus Interrupts
(There can be up toseven of
these structures.)

o
Second-Level Code

Not Used

Arbiter Address 0
Mask G)

This group of entries
is repeated 32 times
(one group for each
bit in the PA-RISC
interrupt word).

At this point the
entriesfor first and
second levels are
the same.

Interrupt
Action Pointer

Not Used

RetumValue

Semaphore Address

Driver-Detined Data

Fig. 3. The HP-RT interrupt table structure.
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Second-level VMEbus interrupts are handled by reading the returned interrupt vector,
masking it, and using the result to index to the interruptaetion that will handle the inter
rupt (CD in Fig. 3). The masking is done to prevent indexing to a location outside of the
table and to allow the interrupting device to pass back status information in the high part
of the word. The mask is computed at system configuration time from the user's'specifi
cation of the.high number to be returned on a given interrupt line. This number is
rounded up to the nearest power of two (20). For example, if the highest number to be
returned on a particular interrupt line is 12 thenn is four because 24 provides the nearest
power of two greater than 12.t This results in a table that is larger than needed but elimi
nates the need to check if the masked number is too large. Unused entries in both the
first-level and second-level interrupt tables are filled with entries that result in system
illegal interrupt messages should suchan interrupt ever happen.

Initially, the HP-RT team wanted the interrupt handler and the interrupt off times to be
"blind" to interrupts for a maximum of 100 instruction times, including any stall states
minus cache misses. The notion of blind10 interrupts was. introduced to cover the case in
which the system keeps the interrupt system off, but still processes the interrupt in a
timely fashion. This occurs in the interrupt handler,for.example, when after it processes
an interrupt it looks at the pending interfupts and if it finds one, processes it without
turning on the interrupt system. The operating system interrupt dispatching code met the
100-instruction time limit.

CEnvironment

C environment refers to the implied machine state when executing in aC language pro~

gram. This machine state is reallya~et ofregister use conventions that are defined in the
soft\Yat"~ architecture for the PA-RISC processor~(~ee Fig. 4). Some of the basic assump-
tionsmade. in C about these registers include: .

• RegiSter 30 isthe stackpointer and points althe first available double word on the
stack~ The stackgt"ows with' increasing addresses:

• lust below the 'current stackpointer isa standard stack fralllewith room for the return
address to be saved (if the calleeneeds to' save itJandfoom for each ofthe qlll
parametersto be saved.

• Registers 26,25, 24, and 23 (as needed) contaillthecallarguments. Ifmore than four
arguments are passed, those above the first' fourargulllents are stored in the stack
fram~..

• Register 27 is the global data register and is used to address any global data neede.d
bythe procedure.

• Register·2contains the address to retum to when the procedure is.done.
• Registers 28(}1ld if ne~ded29 are tocqntain the function result w~en. the function

returns. " "
• Registers 3 throughl~(the callee-savesI~gisters)cap, be used only if they are ,saved

and rest()Ied before retuming to the caller.
• Registers 19 through 22 (the caller-si.I:yes registers) and registers 1 and 31 are

available to use as scratch r~gisters.
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There are other conventions for floating-point and space registers which are usually not
important in operating system code.

The shadow register environment, which consists of registers 1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 24,and 25,
is not compatible with the e environment.

GRO Zero (by Hardware Convention)

GRI Scratch

GR2 RP (Retum Pointer)

GR3
: Callee-Saves Registen·GR18

GR19 1--------------1

: Caller-Saves Regiiten
GR22~ ~

GR23·• Araumenta..
GR26 ~....."...- ~

GR27 DP (Global Data Pointer)

GR28 Retum Values
GR29

GR30 SP (Stack Pointer)

GR31 MaP (Millicode Retum Pointer)

Fig. 4. Register use conventions in the C environment.

Handling Large Contexts
The PA-RIse architecture divides a program's context into two register sets: caller-saves
and callee-saves registers. The caller-saves registers consist of registers.that are expected
to contain values that do not need to be preserved across a procedure call, that is, values
the calling function does not care about. Therefore, these, registers are available for use as
scratch registers or for parameter passing by the called routine. The callee-saves registers
are used for values that must be preserved across a procedure call. Thus, if the called rou
tine wants to use a callee-saves register, it must first save it and then restore it before it
returns. The PA-RIse architecture also specifies where these registers must be saved on
the call stack (see Fig. 5). This caller-saves andcallee-saves convention is used by the
PA-RIse compilers so that the system can depend on it.

HP-RT depends on the caller-saves and callee-saves division to keep context manage
ment code to a minimum. In particular, on system calls the system saves only the user's
(caller's) return address, global register, and stack pointer. The system call handler then
calls the requested system call function depending onthat function to save and restore

any callee-saves'registers it may want to·use. Likewise, on interrupts or traps where con
trol must be transferred to the kernel stack, only the caller-saves registers need to be
saved because HP-RT depends on callee-saves registers'to be saved by any function
called. Therefore, since the context switch code is called as a function, all ifhas to save
are the callee-saves registers. By saving only what needsto be saved ateacb step, the
system keeps the overhead low for register saves and restores.
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Function fl (Caller)

Stack
Area
forfl

Stack

Stack
Saves Area Area

forf2

Saves Area

:;:::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:

...-.ii!...Ji~~~~~ ..•ii\\\\
\

\Callee-Saves Registen

:f Values that Must
Function f2 (Callee) '. Be Saved Aeross

Function Calls
E~try .: :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.:.:.:.'

·C~If3··Exit

Fig. S. The relationships between function (or procedure) calls, the caller- and callee-saves registers,
and the stack area. The caller puts dataitwa.nts to preserve in the callee-saves registers. before

making a call. If the called routine (callee) need&to use any ofthecallee-savesregis~ers,it
saves ~he value contained in the register and res~ores the value back into the register before

returning to the caller.

HP-RT also takes advantage of the fact that the floating-point coprocessor is enabled by
setting bits in a control register. If the coprocessor is not enabled, the system will gener
ate anetnulation trap when a process attempts to use any floating-point instructions. Pro
cessesstartwith the floating-point coprocessor disabled. When a process attempts to use
floating-point instructions, the code in the emulation trap handler saves the old process's
floating-point registers and loads the current process's floating-point registers. In this
way, the overhead of floating~pointcontextswitching is limited to only the times when it
is needed.

In deference to maintaining a low interrupt-off time, the system checks for pending inter
rupts once it has stored t~eold process's floating-point registers. If any external inter
rupts are pending at t~is time, the system will set the floating-point ownership flags to
showthat the coprocessor is not owned and then handle the interrupt. The current process
will be redispatched still notowning the floating-point coprocessor, but will immediately
end up in the emulation trap which will finish the context switch. Ofcoursethe inteI1llpt
could cause the current process to lose the CPU, possibly even to the process whoSe state
the system justsaved. For this reas0l!' a flag iskept to show thattheregisters wereinot
changed so the process may proceed with only 'a quick pass through the emulation code
to get the coprocessor bits set again.
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Setjmp and Longjmp Solutions
On rare occasions the operating system is required to abort a system call. This occurs
when the user sets up a signal handler and the signal handler is specified as requiring the
termination of any system call that is pending when the signal is delivered. As mentioned
above, the system takes advantage of the fact that functions called on a system call will
restore the callee-saves registers. These registers are saved on the stack by each function
in the call chain, starting from the system call handler to· the code that delivers the signal
to the user. The problem then is how to recover these registers so the user code will have
the correct register set when control is returned to it. The n0rntal way to handle this kind
of situation is to do a setjmp call to save the callee-saves registers. in a local buffer and
then do a longjmp call (which restores tbe saved registers) from the signal·delivering
code. The porting team decided that the .overhead of a setjmpon every system call was
too high.

One solution that was considered was to identify all possible places in the kernel where
such a signal could be delivered. Code could then be put in place to do a setjmp only
when the signal delivery was possible. This approach was abandoned when it was found
that these calls could come from user-written drivers. The solution used is to unwind the
stack, picking up each of the saved registers until the stack is back to the system call han
dler. This solution takes more time in the rare case of a call being aborted, but does not
put overhead in the path of all system calls.

Hardware Help
It was mentioned above that the VMEbus hardware holds off interrupts until the informa
tion needed to process the interrupt is available. The HP-RTteam also requested and
received a real-time mode in the interrupt convention for onboard I/O device interrupts.
The normal convention was that all onboard device interrupts were collected into one bit
(each bit corresponds to one interrupt line). Under this convention the software interrupt
handler would first decode the interrupt source to this bit and then read an I/O space reg
ister that contained a bit map of all the onboard devices requesting interrupt service. The
hardware convention used was to clear this register when itwas read. This required· the
software to keep track of all the bits that were set and to call the handler for each bit. The
software management task for this convention would have been fairly high because the
real-time system wants the interrupt system on most ofthe time,whichmeans.tha1itis
possible for another interrupt to be received from another onboard device before thecur~

rent interrupt is completely processed. At the same time, the rest of the main processor's
interrupt register would not be in use.

The HP-RT team asked for an interrupt mode in which each onboard device has its own
interrupt bit on which it can interrupt the.main processor. This convention not only elimi
nates the need ~o remember which bits were set, but also eliminates a level of decoding
in the interrupt path.

Conclusion
One of the main goals of the HP-RT project was to minimize the time to handle inter
rupts. Table I, which shows the results of these efforts, is a task response time line that
shows the time consu~ed by each activity in the path from an interrupt to the task (e.g.,
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user code) that does something to respond to the interrupt. For cases in which an inter
rupt is handled by an interrupt service routine in the operating system and not user code,
the interrupts disabled and dispatch interrupts times shown in Table I are the only times
involved in determining the total task response time. Their worst-case times in this situa
tion are 80 J!s and 6 J!s respectively, giving a total task response time of 86 J!s. The 80 Jts
time is rare and work is continuing to reduce this time.

Table 1. Time Line for HP·RT Running on the
HP 9000 Model 742rt

Tasks Performed
After an External Event

Task Response

Best Case Worst Case

Interrupts disabled

Dispatch interrupts

Other interrupts

Context switch off

Scheduling and switching

Return from system call

Total time

o
3 f.ls

o
o

27f.ls

1.2 f.ls

31.2 f.ls

o
6 f.ls

9 f.lst

166 f.lstt

45 f.ls

4.6 f.ls

230.6 f.ls

t Three interrupts

tt This time is rare and is in code other than the interrupt and context switch code. Work is continuing to
reduce this time.

HP-UX is based on and is compatible with UNIX System Laboratories' UNIX* operating system. It also
complies with XlOpen's* XPG3, POSIX 1003.1 and SVID2 interface specifications.

UNIX is a registered trademark of UNIX System Laboratories Inc. in the U.S.A. and other countries.

XlOpen is a trademark of XlOpen Company Limited in the UK and other countries.
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Abstract

Most programmers who have moved applications from the 16-bit RTE environment to the
32-bit HP-UX (or other UNIX) environment have experienced significant surprises hidden
in their applications, or at least in the differences in the operating systems. This paper will
describe currently existing tools and techniques to minimize both the surprises and the
time migration actually takes.

It will review the migration tools already in the HP-UX CSL, including RTE file routines,
the RTE library, and the Migration Analysis Utility Q~U).

Discussion of some typical·migration situations will show. the size of. typical conversion
projects. Strategies will include bringing up applications fast. Some discussion will reflect
on moving to a graphical user interface (GUI) and its.implications.

1. Overview
In the 1980's Hewlett Packard introduced the 9000 800 Series computer. It sported a new
operating system called HP-UX; lIP's flavor ofUNIX. RTE Users were told that this was
the replacement machine for the HPI000's, and that the HP-UX machines would support
real-time applications. Keep in mind that the folks. making these claims did not •come from
the real-time portion of lIP, and/probably thought real-time meant the opposite of batch
job submission.

Consequently, an RTE·look-alike environment was offered by HP called PORTIRX. In
many respects it did a fair rendition of an RTE. But because it was mostly an emulator
with shadow files and other run-time atrocities, users found it actually ran slower than the
slowest HP1000. Worse yet, real-time applications couldn't run with anydetertninistic
assurances. lIP's claims of real-time functionality in HP-UX became a nasty joke to the
RTE Users. And tothiscday, most real-time aficionados consider UNIX just that; a nasty
joke.
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In fairness, there was a very useful side to poor.PORTIRX. It had a Migration Analysis
Utility (MAU), and a native mode library of many of the common RTE Library routines.
HP, mostly due ·to the bad ··press, decided.to deep. six the PORTIRX product. But
fortunately some saw its usefulness and got HP to contribute the workable portions to the
INTEREX HP-UX CSL.

Some years have passed since the introdqctioll.oflIP-UX, and most RTE Users now'
accept UNIX; either oftheir own free will, or by their management's "free will". True PA
RISC machines have gotten faster, but HP-UX •• $till isn't real-time. While for many
applications it may not matter, for some it is a critical issue holding them to the. 16-bit
architecture ofthe HP1000. Enter HP-RT.

HP-RT is a real-time UNIX which has come from the same lab folks in HP who brought
us RTE. It operates on PA-RISC architecture and boasts real-time response beyond that
achievable by RTE systems.

So, there"'is life after RTE, and now we' have choices.

The biggest software headache is still "How do I migrate my code to UNIX with the least
amount ofeffort?". Its this least amount ofeffort which we'll focus on below.

2. Planning the Migration
Planning a migration starts with a fundamental question about the need for real-time. This
will define whether to migrate to HP-UX or HP-RT. If hard real-time is required
(response times below tenths of a second), then you will need to migrate to HP~RT.

Otherwise HP-UX will probably' suffice.

Most RTE users have written their applications in FORTRAN. We'll be focusing on how
to migrate FORTRAN, but C and PASCAL can also be migrated with the same level of
ease. Obviously any code written in MACRO will have to be rewritten from scratch.

Since many have· known they were eventually going to, migrate, they have been writing
their applications in such a way as to localize theRTE connections to· a few. central
routines. This reduces the amount ofmigration recoding needed. Centralized modules are
generally.· . used for input/output, program scheduling, .and program-to-program
communication.

2.1. Step·1
Determine the statistics ofyour package. How many programs? How many modules?
How many lines ofcode?

Use MAU to determine the changes .and how many will need to be tnade. Withthese
numbers, you can estimate how much time is required to modify code.
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Before you make your estimates, scan through the MAU output, ignoring any flagged
code'that you, can, use 'library routines from the libraries listed below.' The estimate
should be made on the' MAU numbers less the count of what can be recovered" from
the libraries.

2.2. Step 2
Set your code conversion standards. The first part of this is to set a list of the
language syntax that needs to be' changed. For',example, ,use UNIX's sed,'(streams
editor) to delete, add, or modify certain FORTRAN statements which are different
from RTE to UNIX.

The second, part is to examine, the MAU outputs and begin developing routines or
code sequences that can be used to replace those calls which cannot be obtained from
the"migration 'libraries. This should include program scheduling calls,,' program-to
program communication, etc.

2.3. Step 3
Determine the implementation sequence. Your specific application Will dictate what
has to be implemented in what order.

For example, ifthe application is mostly screen,110, you'll need to gel your screen 110
r()utinesd~buggedfirst tobe able to debug the application processing.

2.4. Step 4
Do it.

3. 'RTE'versus,UNIX
There are many glaring differences between RTE,and UNIX. For example, let's look at
the scheduling ofprograms.

3.1. Real-time Scheduling
RTEallows programs to schedule, in a time-sliced manner for' background, or,. as a
foreground high p~ority... We'll define foreground asthe high priority (10\V number)
area where a process is below both the time slice fence, and the background .fence.
Rea.l-timeprogramsl.lseJhe foreground since it allows them to ,schedule based upon
some event~When thateven~occurs, all other programs are pre-emptied until the
real-time program,has completed'1t processing.

IIP-UX has, a background and "real-time" processing ~apability, but ",while its
background scheduling'operates similar to RTE's, its real-time scheduling is not able to
truly pre-empt upon aoevent. The HP-UX system still waits until the next time-Slice
clock interrupt tocheckifa~'real ...time" processds requesting controL "Another flaw in
IIP-UX's real-time capabilities is that' multiple "real-time" processes at the same
priority are time sliced. The duration of the time slice period, for each' "real-time"
priority isconfigurable.
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3.2.· Address Space
Since RTE is a 16-bit machine and UNIX is a 32-bit machine, it comes as no surprise
that overlays are not needed when moving programs to UNIX.

Also, .sharing memory under RTE requires either system COl\1MON or SharedEMA.
UNIX uses shared memory which is part of the address space of a· program.
Therefore, UNIX's shared· memory is· quicker to access· than RTE's SHEMA, but
coding changes are required.

Most ofprograms use 16-bit integers (Integer*2). The easiest migration will be to not
attempt to convert to 32-bit but to retain the 16-bit structure.

3.3.··EXEC Calls
The most obvious difference is the EXEC calls, which underRTE are used for most
system level control or low-level If0 requests. The EXEC call under HP-UX will call
for another program to be loaded over your current program. The two types of calls
are not compatible.

HP-UX routine suggestion
fread or fgets
fwrite or puts
ioctl
exit
fork & exec & wait
fork & exec
time
msgsnd, msgrcv
msgget, msgctl

RTEEXEC#
EXEC 1
EXEC 2
EXEC 3
EXEC 6
EXEC 9
EXEC 10
EXEC 11
EXEC 20
EXEC 21

Here are some suggestions to examine as replacement routines for the RTE EXEC
calls.

RTE function
read
write
i/o control
terminate
schedule
schedule w/o wait
get time
read/write msg
setup msg queue

3.4. Character Packing
The HPIOOO packs characters into the left (upper) byte first and then the right (lower)
byte. Most other machines, including PA-RISC pack from right to left. Fortunately,
the compilers will correct most ofthis by simply recompiling on the HP-UXmachine.
It is something that should be watched for if programs are masking certain bytes. For
example,

C=l:AND(ISBFT(WD,-S),O'377 1
)

will generate a bug since the first character is in the right byte, not the left.

4. FORTRAN Code
Thereare several differences in FORTRAN under RTEversus FORTRAN under HP-UX.

4.1. Control Line
The control line is not used under UX. Delete the line "FTN77" etc.
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4.2. Qptions
SinceUX is already code and data·separated, the option"$CDSON"·is not needed,
and will not be recognized bythe.UX compiler.

In fact, most ofthe $ options are different.

There are two.options which should be added to the top.ofthe source. modules,
$SBORT
$BP1000 ARRAYS

The "$SHORT" option tells the.compilerthat the. default ",alue size will be 16-bit Gust
like RTE). The $HPIOOO ARRAYS" option tells the compiler to handle arrays as they
are under RTE.

By default, the UX compiler ·.will ac.~pt up .to ·19 continuations of a.line. Programs
that have more than 19 cotltinuation lines will need to add the option to setthe number
oflines higher. For example,

$CONT1NOAT10NS··99

4.3.·EMA
The RTE compiler option fo(EMA,

$EMA .•. l~.~~l
can·be convertedtoUX. shared memory by changing to· the UX option

$SHARED_cOMMON· DY-"lh~l" l~abel1

Note that the key value "lbll" is the actual shared memory key.

4.4. PROGRAM
RTE can have a program type and priority, plus a relocatable comment field with the
program statement, i.e.

PROGRAM MYPRG(3,99)~ myprog<930624.1426>

SinceUXdoesnotsupport these, they must be stripped off;
PROGRAM. MYPRG

Also,· the comment field. is not allowedundetUXforfunetions or sUbroutines.

4.5.· Octal Constants
Oetalconstants have a differentformat .under ill{ .•. (standard. FORTRAN77) than the
typicalRTE use. Under RTE,a value followed by the letter Bdenotesanoctal value.
UX does not support this, so value must be converted to the standard form. The
standard uses the letter o. followed by a string ofdigits in (single) quotes.

The RTE·. octal··constant
1=20040B

must b~·changed und~UX to
1-0'20040'
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Don't overlook the usefulness of the UNIX streams editor, sed. A simple script. file for
sed can be used to perform bulk modifications on the ported FORTRAN source files.

For example, the following sed script file can be used to edit FORTRAN sources.
groom.sed

/FTN/a\
$SBORT \
$BP1000 ARRAYS
/FTN/d
/$CDS ON/d
/PROGRAM/ s/\(PROGRAM .*\) (.*/\1/
/ [0-7] [0-7]*B/ s/\ ([0-7] [0-7] *\)B/O' \1'1

This file will perform the following:
• insert the SSHORTand $HPI000 ARRAYS lines
• delete the·FTN77 line
• delete the $CDS ON line
• strip the program type, priority and comment off the PROGRAM statement
• convert octal constants from the B format to the 0 format

To execute the file run
sed -f groom. sed myprog.ftn > myprog.f

This will edit myprog.ftn using the groom.sed script and save the edited results in
myprog.f

5. HP-UX CSL Tools
All of these tools can be found on the INTEREX HP-UX Contributed Software ~ibrary

(CSL) tape, rev. 3321.

5.1. Migration Analysis Utility (MAU)
The Migration Analysis Utility (MAU) is a piece of the.PORTlRXproduct which
scans an RTE FORTRAN program and Hags each of the calls which·are RTE specific.
That is, those portions of the RTE program which must be changed to compile and
execute under HP-UX.

The number of each type of non-HP-UX call is counted· and both the raw counts and
the percent of code·. needing to be··changed is reported. These numbers can then be
used in estimating the size ofthe job.

Since many of the RTE routines are supplied in the libraries described below, you
should look closely at the MAU results before blindly accepting all the lines of code as
needing change. For the most part, the EXEC calls are what willrteed to be changed.
As you'll note below, the generic RTE library routines and most of the FMP routines
are available for HP-UX.
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charsmatch
cnumdlcnumo
elapsedtime
19buf
numerietime
putincommas
sget
sput

FmpClose
FmpParsePath
FmpRead
FmpRunProgram
FmpSize

5.2. RTE Library (Iibnat)
Libnat is the RTEJibrary in nativeHP-UX form. These routines are not emulated,
they are implemented using ·.UNIX calls and •aretherefore very efficient. ••. Most ofthese
routines are· documented intheRTELibrary manual. Here's a brief sampling ofsome
ofthe routines contained in this library.
abreg casefold
clcuc clearbuffet
daytime decimaltoirit
jscom kcvt
Iimem movewords
opsys parse
resettimer still
smove splitstring
timenow trimlen

A.scan b~ SeeD, most oftheltlPr~cOmmonf()utines are available.

5.3. File Management Routines (libfmp)
Most.· of the more •common ·FMP routines are already available in the .FMP. Library.
The library contains the following routines.
FmpBuildName FmpBuildPath
FmpOpen FmpParseName
FmpPosition FmpPost
FmpReadString FmpRewind
FmpSetPosition FmpSetWorkingDir
FmpWrite FmpWriteString

5.4. EDIT/1000
There was·aversion of the EDIT/I000 editor which was supplied with PORTIRX, but
it is not in the CSL. That editor, called. "edl000", w~s really a bunch of~acroswhich

sat on top of UNIX's "vi" editor. While the editor was functional, it still had a look
and feel more like "vi".

There is an actual versionofEDIT/lOOO available form a third party for HP-UXcalled
"edlk".. If is Paul W. Miller, Inc.'sPC/EDIT-IOOO ported onto HP-UX. Thiseditor
has the full look andfeel ofEDIT/l000, including regular expressions.

5.5. What's Missing?
The items missing are perhaps some of the less frequently used routines. These
include the mathematical routines, double integer routines, the VIS· routines, and the
HpCrt library.

Of course, there isn't any command shell which looks like CI. Perhaps someone wiD
consider implementing "ksh" macros to provide a Cllike environment in the future.
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6. Possible Future Tools
The Real-Time Advisory Council (RTAC) has been lobbying with HP for several years to
provide more help in the migration fromRTE toHP-UX or HP-RT. HP has been very
interested in finding ways to support the RTE users and their migration to UNIX.
Currently several proposals are being considered.

One proposal which the· RTAC favors is for HP. to provide many of the tools previously
mentioned, and a FORTRAN translator. This FORTRAN translator would sanitize the
code into acceptable UNIX FORTRAN and replace some of the RTE Calls into an
equivalent UNIX code. Perhaps the prime example would be to convert EXEC calls to a
UNIX equivalent. An·extension to this is to have the FORTRAN converted to C code as
well.
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ABSTRACT

Remote network monitoring and fault isolation for.large networks is often a labor
intensive, time-consuming process. Monitoring, problem resolution·and reporting
tools are required to perform the process. These tools often require considerable
operator effort to recog~izeproblems, document the resolution, and generate sum~

mary reports. In this paper we will demonstrate how the integration of these tools,
using the OpenView platform, can significantly reduce the amount of operator
intervention.. We will also explore how to enhance the system to provide remote
system •.management.

Introduction

Over the past several years the computer industry has seen a dramatic migration
of computer systems, from the "glass house" to the desktop. The power that once
resided!n the largest of mainframes can now be obtained in a machine the size of
a pizza box. ·With this new, relatively low cost source of compute power has come
an increasing dependence on local (LAN) and wide (WAN) area networks..• The
applications and data that once resided. on the company mainframe, in a central
location are now distributed throughout several remote sites and are accessed re
motely via the network. As companies distribute the applications and data across
the geographical topology of the company, the size and complexity of the network
grows accordingly..•. The network thatcould.oncebe monitored with a pad of yel
low post notes and a walk around the computer room now requires a team of
network and system engineers located throughout the company and a·suite of so
phisticated network management applications.

This distribution, •and the dramatic increase in size and complexity, pose several
new problems to the network engineers responsibl~Jor maintaining the company
network.
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1. With the increase in network size, sophisticated network devices, such as routers,
bridges,. gateways, .• hubs and probes,· become essential. In·· addition· to the nonnal
system monitoring, these devices require constant monitoring and maintenance, to
ensure that the network does not become overloaded! Since these devices are often
located remotely, and r~quire special expeIt!se,tooperate, it would not be cost
effective to have a network engineer at each device location.

2. Since the network is no longer contained at a central site, the network engineers
are-distributed at key sites throughout it. Problem resolution tools and procedures
must be implemented to ensure that the responsible parties work in unison to· re
store service when an outage occurs. Known problems and resolutions must be
electronically accessible to ensure that a network engineer is not spending time
working on a problem with a known solution.

3. Due to the sheer number of the devices located on the network, historical data
must be collected and trend analysis performed to ensure that the network traffic is
appropriately distributed across the network devices. Heavily loaded·devices and
links must be identified and corrected before failure occurs.

These issues have prompted a large number of software companies to develop
software tools to monitor and identify problems with network devices. HP Open
View Network Node Manager, SunNet Manager, and IBM NetView are all
examples. These tools typically provide mechanisms to collect statistics and gen
erate reports on individual network devices.

Software companies have also targeted the need for problem resolution (trouble
ticketing) systems, with products such as, Remedy Action Request System, Net
worx Paradigm, Quintus SMS, and Peregrine PNMS. These tools all provide
mechanisms to allow users to·· open, assign, document, and close· trouble tickets.
They provide away for multiple engineers to work on and solve a given problem,
each using their special expertise.

Even with these sophisticated tools, network engineers are oftenconsumed by fire..
fighting exercises and cannot·accurately document and resolve network events.
Consider the following example:

A network engineer notices a workstation down when the monitor
ing tool he is using turns an icon representing the device red.. The engineer
starts to open a trouble ticket, when another workstation icon turns red.
The engineer notices the outage but must continue opening the ticket. Be-
fore he can finish, a critical router turns red and his attention is automati
cally taken from the two workstations and applied to the router. He
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successfully restarts the router and documents the solution. By this time the
two workstations have comeback up and no action is required.

All seems to be okay: both of the workstations are up, and network· traffic is re
stored through the router. The problem occurs when trying to determine the
availability of the workstations. Both of the workstations would not have any ex
planation as to why they were.down during the router outage. This can really be a
problem if the workstations have actual defects,and are constantly overlooked due
to fire-fighting. In this case, the workstations could fail completely, and there
would be no preliminary notification. Worse yet, if a network service provider
were responsible for monitoring the network,they would ha"e no explanation as to
why the workstations were down and would have a hard. time justifying their cost.

In the pages that follow we will construct an environment, usingHP OpenView as
the base, that will simplify the network engineer's job. When we arethrough .with
our, construction, we will automatically generate trouble tickets based on qualified
network events.· We will be able to automatically reconcile the· trouble tickets to
explain why a given device was down at any time. We will also be able to exclude
any outages that may be related to scheduled maintenance. The data collected by
the monitoring system and the trouble ticketing system can also be correlated and
used to anticipate problems. We will then take our Jllonitoring to the system level
and show how a system management tool easily fits into the environment.

Model
For the purposes of our discussion we will use the following system mod~t

Ile.mote Network Monitoring Model

Workst:1::tjrs~ •
••••••••• .. ••• Ri:ID

\':~·-iv

........ ~.
-m~\f

..~~

Network Monitoring Station



We will assulTle that we are monitoring a.large (>1000 node) TCP/IP based inter
net, from a remote site located somewhere· in the internet. We will assume the
network has a number of bridges, routers, hubs, and probes, in addition to the com
puters and printers.

HP Open View Network Node Manager will be usedasthemonitoring.tool on the
monitoring station. In practice, any •network· management tool· with a graphical
representation of the network and the ability to create an event log file would
suffice.

We will assume that network engineers or service providers·are dispersed through
out·the network, and are coordinated by the networkengmeer at the·monitoring
station. Based on these assumptions, we will now construct our environment.

Monitoring Faults

The fITst item to consider is the network faults (events). yop want to monitor fqr~

The most obvious is the status (up/down) of the device.. On TCP/IP based networks
this can be determined by.sending an ICMP echo request (ping) to each device
monitored. If the device does not reply within a given time period then the device
is considered down. Network Node Manager performs this function via the "net
mon" daemon. If "netmon" determines a device is down, it will change the color
of the graphical icon representing the device, then generate an SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol) trap with an event ID specifying it as a "Node
Down" event.

It is not required that all of the devices on the network support the SNMP protocol.
Open View utilizes it to channel all network events through a single point of access,
namely the "trap" daemon. SNMP does make application generation and statistical
data collection much easier, given that the protocol is independent of platforms,
thus allowing network engineers to access information in the same method on an
HP machine as on a Sun system.. We do not need to discuss theSNMP protocol in
any greater detail for our discussion. Recognizing that each network event can
have a unique identifier associated with it, and the fact that it provides a platform
independent mechanism to collect and store information, will be enough.
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Change status color
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The fault detection diagram illustrates· how the Network Node Manager handles
network events.

Fault Detection

Netmon sends an ICMP echo request
to a device and the device does not respond

Traps generated by
nodes supporting SNM

~.D~T~ 1

Gra hical User Interface

We may also wish to monitor network devices for heavy utilization. We could
establish· thresholds for a performance characteristic and then periodically check
the characteristic on the network devices from the management station or from a
process running on the device. If the statistic exceeds· the threshold,we would
generate an SNMP trap with an event ID for threshold exceeded.

It's clear that we could extend this principle to· monitor non-network information
such as critical applications, disk space, and processes.

We now have a tool that will notify the network engineer of the events we wish to
monitor. In the next sections we will examine the process that needs to occur when
a network engineer is notified of a network event.

Problem Resolution

Due to the size of our network (>1000 nodes), we can expect to have a team of
network engineers whose sole function is to keep the network and its devices
working. To ensure that the network events detected are resolved without any un'
necessary engineering effort, we will use a problem resolution (trouble ticketing)
tool. This tool will provide the engineers a way to document the problem resolution

process.
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Each· time· a qualified network event is detected, an engineer will open a trouble
ticket. The trouble ticket will. document the effort performed by the engineering
team to solve the problem. The trouble ticket willremain open until the problem is
solved. The difficulty with this type of toollies in the amount of time it takes just
to document the device, time, customer, problem description, and the other admin
fstrative information necessary to track the resolution.

We could make the engineer's job much easier if we could automatically open the
trouble ticket and then fill in the administrative information. The engineer would
then only need to start documenting the resoJ.ution.

To perform this function, we could monitor the log file created by the monitoring
software, in our example trapd.log. If a change is detected in the file we could filter
the new entries for logs with the event ID we are monitoring for. If a log met the
criteria we would create a new trouble ticket.with the device information, a textual
description which matches the event ID,the time, and any other relevant
information. Since we may want to monitorfor different events on two of the same
type of devices, we will also want to filter each network event for specific devices.

For example:

Suppose we would like to monitor 3. workstations. Obviously, we
would want to monitor them allfor up/down status. In addition, one ofthe
workstations is utilized as a gateway and thus we would like to monitor the
LAN traffic through it.

If we only filtered on the event ID we would have trouble tickets generated each
time any of the devices went down. However, since we are only filtering on the
event ID we would also get a trouble ticket each time any of the devices had .a high
level of LAN throughptI't:-To overcome this problem, we could filter the log entries
a second time for specific devices.
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The following diagram illustrates this principle.

!....NetwO.rk
•. Events

~
Trapd . ..... .' T....r~bl." Ticket

f-=~// &em.

LTrapd.log ~---~----..._-_..---

Automatic Ticket
Generation

.EDIIl Qppfisaurlt'Pp

1.2.3.4.5.6658916865
HP9000_700 6 5891686

-----
hpnst.mayfi.l.hp.CX)fT1

......-- 15.3.33.201
hpcco1.corp.hp.com

.As can be seen from the illustration, only the logs matching the event ill and device
name will cause the generation of a trouble ticket.

A more sophisticated model would search the trouble ticket database for similar
solutions and then invoke a process which would correct the problem. If a match
could not be found then the system couldsearch a database ofengineerprofI1es and
then assign the trouble ticket to an engineer with the expertise required.

In any of the models we implement, we will have to accommodate scheduled
maintenance.

Scheduled Maintenance

In a ttideal world" computers would never need maintenance. Unfortunately, for
network and system engineers, the real world is far from ideal. Network.devices
are routinely being removed from service for upgrades, patches, and repairs.

These outages. are normally scheduled such that they have the least amount of im
pact on the users dependent on the devices. These "scheduled.·outages" are often
cause for false alarm. Ifthe outage is not documented in a manner easily accessible
by the network engineers performing the/monitoring, a new trouble ticket will be
opened and valuable engineering time will be wasted. To prevent this from occur-
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ring, we will create a database of scheduled outages. Each time a trouble ticket is
created, we wilLsearch the scheduled outage database to .determine if the device is
scheduled to be down. If a match is discovered, we will indicate so in the trouble
ticket and the engineer can .close the ..... ticket. We will avoid closing tickets auto
matically to prevent network events unrelated to the scheduled outages from being
dismissed. The following diagram integrates this principle into our environment.

SCheduled Outage
Verification

One could further simplify the process by automatically loading the schedulect out
ages periodically, using e-mail or some other electronic mechanism.

We now have a management station which monitors network events, collects de
vice statistics, and automatically creates trouble tickets. We now need a mecha
nism that will correlate and report the information.

Report Generation

Our environment is now configured to collect and log all network events we are
monitoring. Each time a qualified event is detected a trouble ticket is generated. If
a scheduled outage is associated with a trouble ticket it is duly noted on the ticket.
Using this information,wecan·generate anumber·of useful· reports.

To simplify the report generation process we will load all of theeverit logs, statis
tics, .and trouble tickets into a database. This step can· be avoided if the trouble
ticketing, and monitoring systems all utilized the same data store.
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Thefust and probably most importantreport we can generate is the device avail
ability report. This report will tell us' the percentage of time that a device was
reachable via the network during a given time period. We determine availability by
computing the total amount of time in the specified time period, then subtract the

amount of time,spent, inoutages.!\n outage can be determined by subtracting the
time ofa"NodeDown", event fora ,giv~ndevice, from the next occurring "Node
Up" event. \

We can.enhance this report by indicating which percentage of the outag~s were
scheduled maint~nance.For those.outages\Vhich were notscheduled, we could
print '. the. problem "des;criptionfield"from the trouble ,ticket, ,to indicate why the
availability percentage was "low~, ,The following is a sample,rep9rt.

AvaI labUIty Report
hpnst.rnayfleld.hp.com

2 3 4 5 ,6 7 8 9 10 1112 13

Day of Month

Usingthe trouble ticketinformation we can also generate reports on the types of
problems certain devices have been experiencing. From this data we can determine
the need for hardware, software and training. For example:

Suppose we noticed that we were getting a'large'number oftrouble
tickets for a particular device, with the problem 'description: ndisk space
threshold exceeded". Using this data we coulddetenninethe needfor a
new disk, or justify the purchase ofdata compression software.

Since we are >now generating' the trouble tickets as the •events 'occur, 'we will have
accurate statistics,as to the amount of time expired'between problem detection and
problem resolution From this 'information we can accurately determine staffing
levels and'measure the impact ofprocess improvement tools~

Now that we have established a solid management environment, we will examine
how we can successfully integrate other tools. In the next section, we will discuss
Remote Network Monitoring and Fault ISOlation 2000.9



how we can add remote system management capabilities to our environment.

Adding New Tools

As companies migrate to a distributed computing environment, there is a growing
concern as to how to manage these distributed computers. A number of companies
have developed system management tools to meet this need.

The true test of our environment will be the ability to add new tools and have those
tools generate trouble tickets. To achieve this goal we will integrate new tools at
the source of our trouble tickets, the event stream. ·If the new tool generates SNMP
events when problems occur, then we could use ourexistirtg process without
modification. It would be a matter of configuring our trouble ticketing daemon to
generate tickets on the new events. If the tool does not generate SNMP events we
have the following options:

1.) Encapsu~ate the output of the tool and generate our own SNMP events.

2.) Start another trouble ticketing daemon to monitor the output of the tool and then
generate trouble tickets.

Either of the choices requires that the new tool provide, the device identifier, the
time the event occurred and a unique description of the event. All of the monitoring
tools, which run on the OpenView platform provide this information. In fact, most
of them provide the ability to generate SNMP events and could therefore be inte
grated with only configuration changes. The following scenario will demonstrate
this principle using a system management tool.

Suppose we wanted to integrate a system management tool into our
model environment. The tool will have a controlling process at the man
agement station which allows operators to send commands to the remote
systems. The controlling process· will also have a mechanism to receive
events from the remote systems. when problems develop. On the remote
system would be an agent process, responsible for executing the commands
sentto it by the controlling process and notifying the controlling process of
any problems.

If a remote system was having problems the agentprocess running
on it would notify the controlling process, using any communication
protocol. The controlling process could then use the same model as the
"netmon" daemon. The controlling process would generate an SNMP trap
with a unique event id and send it to th~ "trapd" daemon. The trapd daemon
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would log it to thefile trapd.log. Our trouble ticketing process would detect
this new entry and thenfilter it. If the entry met the criteria established by
the event and device filters then a new trouble ticket would be created.

If the tool did notgenerate SNMP traps then we could have our
trouble· ticketing daemon monitor the log file· it creates. ·The device filter
would remain the same; the event filter would need to use thesame identi
fiers as the system management tool.

It is clear that our environment can accommodate any network or system manage
ment tool that generates a log entries with the device, time, and.a. unique event ID.

Conclusion

In this paper we have examined how to •integrate network monitoring, problem
resolution and reporting tools.. We have demonstrated how the successful inte
gration of these tools can simplify the network engineer's job. We have also
examined how new tools. can. be· added to the environment without significant
effort.

Although we used HPOpenView in our model, the architecture discussed could be
applied to. any network management environment.
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Benchmarks af(~ useful for predicting performance with new hardware configurations

or software releases.. fIowever, no benchmark can exactly duplicate the. system being

studied. .Altern.ately, performance·.~easureJllent~ from the live. system are used with

analytical modeling to quantify system performance, yetthisteclmique sometimesresuIts

in a larger marginfor error.This paper will proyide HPUX benchmarking information as it

relates to movingcllstomerspecific applications and databases from an mM environment

to a HPUX environment.

A benchmark can be constructed which is representative ofthe workload on the

system. For thi~,asubset oftheconfigpration'sworkload is chosen . This may be all the

programs if feasi~le,.orjust a few that do most ofthe.work(or use most ofthe resources.)

Hopefully ,the programs that use most ofthe resources are doing most ofthe \\lork.This

particular benchmarkused a complete Oracle database fully loaded with "live"·customer

data.. The ()racle application topology consisted ofthe following versions ofOracle:
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RDB~.1S == 6.0.36

FORMS30 = ·,,).0.15

MENUS = 5.0.11

REPORT WRITER = 1.1

The application and directory structure was provided by the customer to insure

continuity across 'all the vendor platforms in which they were bench'marking. The

customer provided scripts necessary to properly build the Oracle system table spaces and

the proper term/type files necessary to run their particular application. An Oracle export

ofthe customer's data was provided to HEWLETT-PACKARD to use in rebuilding the

application at the Capacity Planning Center. The customer export consumed

approximately 2 gigabytes ofdisk storage plus the storage required to load the necessary

modules ofOracle and database log files.

Several tasks should be completed before the benchmark begins. Defining the

benchmark with the customer is very important. Developing a methodology for

conducting the test is also just as important. In some cases, such as in this one, other

systems were used to drive the work flows in conjunction with workload scripts. An

actual transaction log from the system could be replayed, or actual users could be called in

to perform scripts. The method chosen will depend on many factors, including the

availability oftesting software(i.e. Empower, etc.), and the amount ofresources available

for the benchmark and its setup. Fortunately, HP has the available resources to perform

such benchmarks if the need arises. Next, assemble a hardware configuration for the

benchmark. In some cases use a subset ofthe full configuration. The goal is to get

IBM->HPUX Bnchmrk Case Study
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accurate enough results, withoutexpending too many resources in the process. Ifonly the

CPU is being benchmarked, configure the 110, memory to support this functionality.

What is important is that the ·final configuration. ofsoftware and hardware will provide the

results thatyou are seeking.

The cusfomer'sbenchmark.·consistedofa mix oftests •• consisting ofretirement related

transactions. Postings( ·.deposits,transfers,etc.),inquirieslupdatesto plans and

participants~ >.The c1lstonterhadinformed.HEWLETT-PA.€KAlID ofthe following

responsetime standardsfor these various tests:

ADP Tests- Each ofthe people will doone ADPtest. The test wiD be monitored in three

pieces. The first will be the setup .where the data is entered in to the form. Tbecustomer

expected sub-second response time in this t~st. .The second. would be the calculation of

the test.(from the point where you press FlO until you are prompted with the "Continue

producing report ... (YIN)" They expected that the response time. to be no worse than 1

minute and a maximum of5 minutes for any ofthe ADP tests. The third would be the

commit.. Again, the commit.should take no longer thana median of30 seconds. and a

maximum of2minutes.

Employer·Allocations _. Each ofthe people will do one employer allocation. Again, we

monitored this in three pieces. The set-up average response time should beJess than 1

second, •the calculation ( from the time you· press F7 until the database posting is

complete). The customer expected the average response time to be 1 minutes or less and

no more than 5 minutes for any ofthe employer allocations.

IBM->HPUX. Bnchmrk Case Study
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The final test consisted ofall the "scripted".users doing a/combination ofthe previous tests

in random order. The·customer expected the response times to be no worse than

described in the above tests.

The current application resides on an mM RS6000 which the customer decided has

resulted in less than acceptable response times and currently having little or no upgrade

paths. Benchmarks were also done by Sequent using a Symmetry 200/70 processor (10

CPU system at 208MB Ram), and Amdahl using a 5990-700A with 128MB Ram. A NCR

benchmark will be arranged after the.presentation ofthe HEWLETT-PACKARD results.

The HEWLETT-PACKARD benchmark consisted ofa Series 890/400 Corporate

Business System consisting of 1 Gbyte ofmain memory and 6 2.0 GB SCSI disk

drives(disk arrays using "striping"). This system was the SUT system(system under test).

The system which was used to drive the benchmark scripts on the SUT was a Series 877

with 256 Mbytes ofmemory and 21.3GB SCSI disk drives (See Chart 1).

Chart 1

SUT --------------------------

Series 890/400--------------------

1GB Main Memory

2.0GB Array 2.0GBArray

2.0GB Array 2.0GB Array

(DISK STRIPING) 2.0GB Array 2.0GB Array

Both machines were communicating via a Lan

IBM->HPUX BnchmrkCase Study
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Benchmark ScripfSystem

Series 877------------------------ 1.3GB Disk 1.3GB Disk

The customer used a bench marking script development tool called Empower by

Performix. This tool allows the user to capture the keystroke sequences ofa particular

application and replay these scripts to emulate users performing these tasks on a given

system in order to determine whether or not. the SUT will perform within the given

guidelines.· Because the customer scripts were·generated using this·product we were

obligated to use the same product to replay the scripts on the HEWLETT-PACKARD

hardware. The .customer captured the application keystrokes with the Empower product

using a HEWLETT-PACKARD Series 700/44 terminal. Therefore, we were able to

simply compile the scripts on the Series 877 and replay these script loads on the SUT.

The Series 700/44 terminal enabled HEWLETT-PACKARD to perform a couple ofkey

functions during the benchmark. This device allowed HP to insure that access to the

Oracle database could be 8:ccomplished and that a user could access all the data entry

screens ofthe customer~s application. And second, the .terminal allowed. us to replay the

logs from the scripts on the terminal and observe any errors which might have occurred

during the execution ofany ofthe benchmark scripts.

_flM..>HPUX BnchmrkCase Study
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The success of-this benchmark was dependent on several key factors, some ofwhich

were in HP's control and some in the control ofthe customer. The customer was

responsible for capturing the appropriate scripts from their application using the Empower

product. They were also responsible for thoroughly defining how they wanted the Oracle

database to be configured and how the appropriate data table spaces were to be evenly

distributed across the configured disk drives. HP was responsible for understanding the

application and scripts to the extent in which they would function properly according to

the customer's specifications. Tuning the Oracle application, ifnecessary, was the

responsibility ofHP. HP was responsible for compiling the results and .presenting them to

the customer at the completion ofthe benchmark.

The representative benchmark is then run, with the important flows being executed.

This could involve running them one at a time, as requested by this benchmark, or slowly

increasing the workload until the maximum acceptable response time is reached. What

this does is allow the person performing the benchmark to determine which resource is

being over utilized and at what load level.

The actual preparation and execution ofthe HP-UX benchmark took place over a

course oftwo weeks. Week one consisted ofworking with the customer to test load the

Oracle database and subsequent scripts on a smaller lIP-UX system to insure that the

Oracle database could be installed as prescribed by the customer and that the test scripts

could be successfully run to completion on a HP system. Without this dry run and

preparation, .this and many other benchmarks are prone to failure. After a successful dry

run, all the data, script files, and appropriate third party application documentation was

taken to the HP capacity planning center in Cupertino, California. Upon arrival at the

capacity center, one day was spent insuring the proper configuration ofthe HP-UX
IBM->HPUX Bnchmrk Case Study
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operating system·and peripherals,.and installing the appropriate version ofOracle.and

applicable products. Oracle 6.0.36 required a few changes to the HP-UX kernel

parameters(shared memory panns).•• The system disks were installed and partitioned using

logical volume manager on the Series 890/400.. This allowed for one large logical volume

to be "striped". for optimum disk performance(spreading the I/O's across several physical

disks). Day two was spent completing the Oracle installation and importing the

customer's data. As stated earlier, the operation ofthe customer's application.depended

upon certain account and directory structures·to be in place. These specifications were

provided to HP by the customer (See chart 2).

Charf2

Oracle

Application

Forms30Path

Menu5Path

Database

Redo Logs

Archive Logs

IBM->HPUXBnchmrk Case Study
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To insure that the application was properly installed along with Oracle, thecu$tomer

was contacted to walk through several ofthe application screens proving without adoubt

that the, application and th~rdatabase was accessible.' The700/44tenninal provided this

functionality. These tasks were completed on day three. >On dayfour, ~heEmpower

scripts and software were installed on 'the' Series 877·' "driver" 'system. Proper installation

ofthe software in the appropriate account was imperative to the correct compiling and

executioni ofthe customer scripts.

HP was provided with 19 separate scripts which were requested to be executed on the

SUT(890/400). Each script had to be compiled using the Empower software which in

,tum generated an executable script. After'pre-testing a compile and a run ofone ofthe

provided scripts, the full benchmark scenario was started. The request was to have each

ofthe 19 scripts, which were described earlier in the paper, one at a time and collect the

results. At the conclusion ofthose tests, all 19 scripts were to be executed at the same

time. Because each ofthe scripts executed at different rates of speed, a suspend statement

was added at the same point in every script, allowing each script to suspend itselfat the

same point. Using the Empower product, the scripts could·all, be resumed at the same

time providing for continuity in the test. After each completion ofa script, an output file

is generated. Each output file must then have the data extracted in order to generate a

standard report. The customer was interested in the standard report which provides

average and maximum response times for each individual script. Observing for any

abnormalities during the execution ofthese scripts is a very important function ofthis

benchmark or any benchmark; For instance, during the execution ofa few ofthese scripts,

there appeared to be errors logged to the log file generated during the run. However, the

script appeared to run to completion. What had happened was the driver system sent a

mM->HPUX Bnchmrk Case Study
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keyboard sequence to the SUT, the SUT returned a. sequence it thought was appropriate.

The driver system, however, was expecting something different. Even though the script

appeared to complete successfully, it really did not. The scripts for these had to be

corrected, recompiled and rerun because ofthe errors.. Another error occurred.where a

table could not be found or a field could-norbe updated. These were problems which

were unexpected and had to be corrected With the help ofthe ·customer. Provided the

resources are available to help in these crisis situations, the benchmark can be back on

track in a relatively short period oftime. That is why being prepared is VERY important'

Arrange to have all the necessary peopleiavailable in case help is required.

The results ofthe benchmark were very positive. HPmef,·and in many cases,

exceeded the response tillle standards s~tbythe customerforthis application.. All short

ADP transactions resllitedin sub-second response times and."crunch" calculatiol1s.resulted

in less than the average required response time requirements. During the execution ofthe

full 19 scripts, the CPU utilization was wellbelow 75% with I/O and memory barely being

affected.• Using disksiriping resulted ina significant advantage over "vanilla"independent

mode disk drives (See chart 3)

ffiM..>HPUX BnchmrkCase Study
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There are alternatives to the full benchmark ifthe situation does not warrant the time

and expense ofdoing a complete benchmark.. Another approach would be to use some

form ofanalytic modeling..•.This procedure involves collecting perfo~ance information

from the "live" system to quantify the base performance level.. This information is used as

input to the modeling tool (HP Caplan) to build a base model ofthe customer's system.

This base model is then validated against the measured data to· insure accuracy.for the task

ofbuilding future projections or "what-if".scenarios.What-ifI increase my data entry

personnel 50%? •What-if I add another workload with 30 users? .What will these changes

do ·to my current response time values? These are some ofthe tasks that could be

accomplished using an analytic modeling tool.. However, given sufficient resources,

bench marking is one ofthe best ways to obtain accurate predictions offuture

performance,·provided also·that sufficient planning has taken place.•. Benchmarks appear

to be one ofthe more •. accurate ways to determine the effects hardware and· software have

on performance.

mM->HPUX BnchmrkCase Study
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Unlocking the Secrets of. UNIX Security
Donna Borsani

The proper administration of UNIX requires a
planned, well impl eme.ntedand •systematicapproach to
issues involvi ng •. the •• security of .the. computer .and
network, important topics in the plan must include the
fundamentals. of system protection, data protection,
and. accountability. System protection. is controlling
access to themachi ne, whe.redata protection is the
control of access to specific objects, such.as
directions and files, once admitted. Finally,
accountability is the tracing of actions performed by
users and activities performed by programs, so you
know "who did what when."

The goal of this discussion is to give the system
manager insight into the various aspects of security
which Will. enable him to begin security evaluation
needs at his/her own site ... Details will include
discussion about security elements of identification,
authentication, authorization and sensitivity levels
for people,privileges and sensitivity labels for
objects and the differences in the use of discretionary
Access Control (DAC) and· Mandatory Access Control
(MAC) .

Additionally the discussion will encompass basic
mechanics of network and data transmission, files that
control network access, as well as network
authentication schemes,such as Kerberos. Lastly we
will see how these three fundamental areas of security
and their elements are mapped into the different
levels of the trusted computer system evaluation
criteria, such as C-level (trusted) and B-level
(BlS/8.04/8.08).
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Unix Panic?··· ·Don't Panic!
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Abstract

Unix USes the colorful. term"p~nid~to ti.esignate ~rt operatin~ system.failure,
insi~~ the .' cQmputer.It.might also describe what happens .to us .outside the
computer. .Our tiJlerllnceof F01llputer crllShes·is lower than. ever.

Sinpe portingUnixaru;ldevelojJing HP-..UX, '. HPhasimprovef! therel~alJility.with

hundreds offixes tlzat prevent panic:s.Thesefixi!s(J,r~<Rossibl(!.be.cau.se .of
diagnostic data gathered from failures. The same ..'diagnostic data from your
system.'s failur.e can help .HPprovide you with a fix.

W1lat···..~houldyou lit) if your. HP90()(Jhas' a.Unixpanic,()r some'. other .. kind"of
Iff-rash"? .. Can .you~afherthe right ..·diagnostic .info.rrnati0'l., .or is it more
i"lportantjustto get (he system back up andru,nningr ..·You .can do. b()th, ifyou
are prepared. None ofit is bY.default,putitiseasy when you.knowwhat.. t{) do.

This paper will discuss coredumps that happen automatically, andho~ to getone
manually. It will discuss the tricky lijecycle ofa coredump, from being written
origin~l!yln the swap area, to being~avedin a part ofyourfile system, where
it ..·max;take.>up.~onstd~~able .. disk .. sR{lH~.lt< willtjescribe the ·tools used by
ResponseCe'!te~engineers t()determinethefaults, and to find a fix for the
problem. .

~oretllP1lpSClln be\helpfuJ inpinpointing)zardwareerrors. The paper will cover
ailditiOrzal specijicprocedures forfailuri!s in .PA-RlSCsystems..

Tfzesefuilctions canOe done quickly a1uJ call'nlyinthee~entolapanic,proving
invaluable .. to the system .administrator.

Dennis .... J,lcClurejs ... a. Response' Center .Engineer .. ~nAtlanta,.·.where hehllS
provided help on down systems since 1984. He was'afounding memberof~h(!

HP3000 System Interrupt Team, and is now worldng on HP9000's.
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Panic! Could it be that the HP-PX' kernel panics because it does not know what
else to do? Yes, although it would be more aqcurate to say that it panics because
there is no better choice. Consider ·that the kernel has'just detected an illogical
condition, which. the original. programmer. thinks. should never happen.
Something is very seriously wrong.. The extent of the wrong condition probably
goes ~eyond whatev~r the' kernel d~.tect~.•. ~ther ·.t~an .risk writing .corrupted
data, It IS preferable Just to stopabruptl~~ •. Also, . the lIkelIhood of getting a fault
fixed is greater if the system stops .. and. provides .a diagnostic· coredump.

Writing a coredump. An HP-UX panic is one of three events in which a
coredump is written, and signifies that.software detected something wrong. The
fault could be in either software or hardware. A second source of coredumps is
an HPMC, or High Priority MachineCheck,onanHr<JOOO/700 or 800. The
"machine", or hardwar~,detectsthe fault in. thiscase,which is. always a fault
in the hardware. The third source of coredurnpsis the operator, who canill,jtiate
a transfer of control (TOC). A TOC transfers control from' the kernel, which is
presumably hung, to the hardware's on-board code,whichperforms thec0n-~t

series·ofevents.fora·hang: .. dump memory, reset hardware, and reboot. TOe's
are pe~formed"differently on different models. ()f HP9000's.

Most newer 800's, including all the 8x7's, can perform a TOC from the console.
Press < control> b, get a· CM> .prompt,. and~nter TC.. If there is no response
to the <control >b, you may have a model with (\ front panel on which)'ou
must first enable the access ..port or "unlock" the console. This.could be. done
by akeyswitch or a button,depending on the model. Other older 800'shave
a keyswitch on which the farthest clockwise position is a TOC. This position
could be labeled "TC" or "reset". Refer to the owner's manual for your
particular' model.

Current 700's have a button for thispurp<>se, labeled TOC, TC, or RESET.
3()O's and 400's do not have a TOC capability, in spite of the reset button on
400's.. It just does a reset/reboot. Getting a manual dump on a 300 or 400
requires debug mode.

Where is the dump written? Unless the dump is directed. to a specific device,
coredumps are written to priInary swap. This means the swap' .space on your
root <:lisk, •or the swap space that was compiled into the kernel. ThesW(lp~p~c~
is available to write a coredump at the time of the crash, because the swap. data
there will no longer be needed. On the other hand, sometime after the system
reboots, the swap space will be needed again for swapping. Most users prefer
letting' swap space do double duty as. the dump area, but some flexibility is
possible. .

On 800's, you can direct dumps to a specific hard partition or logical volume
using the. "dumps on ... " statement. It is used the same way as "swap on ... ",
in the S800 file. As of 9.0, you can use multiple areas for dumps. See System
Administration Tasks, Chapter 7, pp. 42-45, for this and other details.

On 700's, you can use the dump statement in the dfile to specify an alternate
dump device. Unfortunately, it must be an entire disk, without a file system on
it. On the other hand, you can u~e the swap statement in the dfile to specify that
the primary swap space is on a certain disk, and you can specify whether or not
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that swap space follows a. file .system. This .indirectly puts dumps. on the
alternate· device.. With this approach, the· minimum .• disk environment .for
operation is two disks, •.. the rootdisk and the primary swap' disk.' For protection,
youmiglltconfigure ISYSBCKUP to., use default swap and dump. ." Sl':~.· System
Administration Tasks,· ehapter 7, p. 16.

On 300's and 4oo's, the dump area defaults to primary swap, asonother9000's.
No flexibility for redirecting the dump area is documented.. 'However,~ the·kernel
code for swap and dump is the same as on 700's,sotheabovetechniquesmay
be used.

Where does the dump go after rebooting? During the reboot,the/etc/rcscript
performs a savecore routine. It is conditional; it runs automatically only if a
directory exists called Itmp/syscore. ...•. Savecore checks to see if the.. dumps area
has'ca'dump in it.·••••·•. 1£·.so,·. savecore copies.··the.••• dump.·.to.·/tmp/syscore.>This
directory is,notprovidedbyHP by default,,· and ,someusershave:,been unhappy
about that. One good reason is because the saving of ,a 'coredump can be, a
serious drain of available disk space.• I like the fact that we don't fill up the
file system without the ,system administrator'silmowledge ofthe liability.

The coredump itself will be in a file called hp-c()re.O. .It will be a copy of
everything in memory at the time of the crash. The file hp-ux.O will be a copy
of the kemelthat was executing at the time. Another file,. bounds, keeps track
of the numeric suffix that was used, so the next set of files will have It. 1II for a
su£fix.

Thesavecoreprogram" also writes ..an .entry in .' the<Jusr/adm/shutdownlog •file,
telling the reason for the crash, which it cleverly obtains from the;kemel message
buffer ill. the dump~

Is disk· space available? Thecoredumpfile, .hp~core.0, will be the size of main
memory. The hp-ux.O file will be aoout 2 mb. The bounds file is 1 byte. If
disk;space is limited ateither'step.;.-in the dump area when the dump is first
written,'or'inrthe file system when the dump is being saved--the files will
~run~te." ,Although partial'coredumps "are· ~ftencriticized, they are usually
sufficient to characterize .whatwentwrong;;·and to·'match with· known. problems.
A-'truncated· .dump. is ... insufficient. in two ··.problem areas: ••.... /new problems, •. and
system hangs. In either of these situations, it may be necessary to follow
pointers into areas of the dump. that are missing.

What if l~rashed and Itmp/syscore does not exist? The dump will not be
sav~(automatically,bat there. is still a •• good.chance to· save .... it maIlually if you
act.quickly. Ina few situations, possibly with lotsofswap·.spaceavailable,and
not 'much need to do swapping, Ihave saved, dumps manually up. to a c,ouple of
hours. after the reboot. The steps are:

login~as root
#mkdir Itmplsyscor:e
# savecorettmp/syscore

Can.I.use a different file system than I? The output from savecoregoes to the
directory 'name that is used as a parameter in its execution. If you are running



savecoremanually, just direct the output to. w~atever directory you want to use.
We ··do· not recommend .changing. the· directory ..·.· name.·. in. the. letc/rc ·script,
however, ·because this change.wilt be a nuisanCe to remember and to. duplicate
when getting anew version of HP-UX. It is easier to leave le~c/rcas provided,
but create Itmp/syscore as a symbolic link to the desired disk. For example:

#rmdir Itmp/syscore
#mkdir lotherdisklsyscore
# In -s lotherdisk/syscore/tmplsyscore

All references to /tmp/syscore will work ok, but will take place on
lotherdisklsyscore.

It is also possible· to run savecore with .• tape output, using the -t option. The
dump cannot be analyzed unless it is .put back on a disk, but this option does
allow· saving the dump .. even if no disk space .is ..• available. The tape option is
available on HP-UXversions 8.06, 8.07,9.0 and later.

# savecore -t Idev/rmt/Om ldummy-directory-parameter

To read the dump back in from tape:

# savecore -x -t /dev/rmt/Om /destination-directory

Other savecore options. In HP-UX 9.0, a number of changes were. made.
Savecore will check for enough disk space before the saving the dump, and will
skip saving the dump rather than· write a partial file. The~p·· option .will· allow
it to save as much as fits, like it used to do. You can reserve space in the
destination directory using a file called "minfree". On 800~s, the -i and -k
options let you save only the most "important" parts of the dump. See the man
pages for these and other .options· that might be useful in special circumstances.

What about diskless clients? A truly diskless client is a problem for··the dump
facility, since dumps are written without· depending. on much intelligence left in
the system.. The system is crashing .at this time, after all. This rules out the use
of network·software to write the dump. on a remote disk drive...Qnly··a "diskless"
client that has a local disk for swapping can writeadump~ Sometimes ..ifa
troublesome situation persists on a client, ·a local swap disk can .• be··.···added
temporarily to capture a dump.

Reading the dump. Once the· dump is safely copied to a file system, what
information can you get from it? At this point, I recommend calling for help
from theHPResponse Center. The steps to obtain information are not difficult,
but the·. interpretation may<depend.on specialized experience or HP's accumulated
data.

Panic message. The first objective is to see an accurate and complete copy of
the messages that occurred in the crash. The messages .may .. notbave .been
successfully displayed on the console, or they may not have been observed or
recorded by the operator. The following commands will· run adb and display the
entirekemel message buffer.
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cd to the directory with the dump files

On 700'sand 800's:
#adb -k.hp-ux.O hp-core.O
msgbuf+8/s

On 300/400's:
# adb hp-ux.O hp-core.O
Msgbuf+8/s

On either, to terminate, enter Sq.

This is not user-friendly software. Notice that 700's and 800's need a "-k"
parameter, and 3OO/400's use an upper case "M". After executing adb, you may
or may •not get a .line of output that .looks "like jibberish (but is.not). In'either
case, '.·without 'waiting for····any ·kind ·ofprompt, enter the',' message buffer
command.

The' output will.'. look like what youget.from.admesg comm~d on a running
system.. It is'> a circular'buffer of a Jixed size~ causing the space 'to be reuse<J if
necessary... 'Unless there have been a .l<;>t<of error .messages, you· will. see(every
kernel message from booting to panicking. and dumping.• >' After.<boot messages,
and before dump messages, there will likely be a couple of lines about the panic,
including a setof words telling"what ·type.of panic it was.

Stack trace.' Of"allthe numbers, the most useful are the.ones·following ..,"staek
trace". The stack trace addresses may. be entered interactively in adb one by
one,andtheoutputfromeach will be the name ofthe software routine 'at that
address. It willconstitutea'listof nested procedure calls, in reverse
chronological'order. See the example below.

Interpretation•. The HP.ResponseCenteris your best source of information
about the things •• you.can.·.see .•.·in··the dump..You'.might also search the HP
SupportLine database and patches. Sometimes the interpretation will be possible
to ••• guess•. \Here, is .•. an example '.,. from' a .700 (the size '. of the .output .has '. been
trimmed •significantly):

#adb-k hp-ux.Ohp-core.O
u' 7FFE6000·.u.uyrocp 4565D8
msgbuf+8/s

SCSI: bus timeout... bus=· Oxl
SCSI:"humoring "'bus=Oxl, tgt=:'·Ox6,sbcl = Ox22, spc=Ox92~
SCSI: dev:.· 7201600 . '

cdb: •. 28 00 00,20 fa 48 00 00·1800
opcode: (28) Read (10)
statuSc:" (4oo) 'None -- Incomplete

Retry count exceeded!

B2352A HP-UX (A.09.01) #3: Fri Dec18'09:16:3LMST 1992'
panic: (display==OxbtUO, flags==OxO) pageiodone: B_ERROR set in buffer
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PC-Offset Stack·Trace (read·across, most recent is· 1st):
OxOO125e38 OxOO18cdaO OxOO191a2c OxOO19148c OxOO13f95c OxOO13eb34
OxOO13e500 OxOO13e040 OxOOl135f8 OxOOOb35dO OxOOO25570

End Of Stack

Ox125e38
panic+40:
Ox18cdaO
devswapyagein+804:
$q
#

Note in the SCSI error that the "tgt = Ox6" indicates the device at SCSI target
address 6. The device·isalso identified with a number "7201600", which is a
combination of the major and minor numbers. The panic message indicates. an
io error. The stack trace shows that "panic" was called by "devswapyagein".
Based on this dump,you would correctly guess there was a hardware fault while
swapping from the disk at address 6. There are usually some subtleties that are
not shown, such as whether the· fault is on the disk mech, disk controller, scsi
interface, etc,· but at least you are on the right track.

One category of panics you can·dea1 with yourself is file system corruption.•. One
of the most common is "panic: free: freeing free frag". This means that theHP
UX routine II free II was called to· change the status of a fragment of disk space
from "in useltto "free", but the routine found that the frag was already marked
free. At. the first· sign of such illogical trouble, HP-UX will panic ratherthan
risk further corruption. There are a variety of other file system faults, often
involving the term "inode" or an abbreviation starting with "i", like "ialloc: dup
alloc" . An inode was being allocated, and was found to be a duplicate of one
already there. File.system panics usually .have a line of information showing
the device. address, .block number, and the name of the file· system.

Fileisystem .corruption will be fixed by fsck, and there is nothing further to do
about it unless it recurs. Recurring file system corruption can bea sign of disk
faults. Corruption is also a normal part of any abrupt stop, .like a crash or
shutting off the power without a shutdown. We depend on fsckto detect and fix
things that are wrong. Choosing not to fix sOqlething in fsck,· by answering· "no"
to its prompt, is to risk panicking over the fault later.

Dumps other than panics. In a hang or TOC dump, the above technique will
not yield good.results,unless some coincidental·kemel.messages have to do with
the fault. Likewise, an HPMC dump may have. nothing in the message buffer
to indicate what happened. A true analysis of the dump> is required, using
"analyze", HP's dump analysis software. Until recently, this software was not
included with customer software distribution. ..Response Center .engineers have
had to ask for the dump to be sent in on .tape, using a tar relative backup:

# cd /tmp/syscore
# tar cvf /devlrmt/Om hp-ux.O··hp-core.O
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As·' of 9.0, on 800's, only, a version of analyze is distributed called
lusr/contrib/bin/scancore. With a dial-in modem, this makes it possible for a
Response Center engineer. to .checkout a dump.'withoul,the'delay of shipping' a
tape.•.••.. In •time, this capability. may be available on·700's.as •. well. As indicated
by ,the directory, we do not·· provide support for you to use it independently.
Note that scancore does not have all of analyze's features, so shipping a dump
may still be necessary ifscancore's output is inconclusive.

Hangs. A dump of a system hang is one of the most difficult dumps to solve.
It requires a meticulous analysis of every process on the system, so a full dump
is needed. In some cases, multiple TOC dumps are needed to establish patterns
between the hangs. . As in all cases, your help in describing the circumstances
of the dump and helping to isolate the problem will mean faster resolution.

HPMC. A dump of an HPMC can be easy, since the information needed is a
concise list of register values. From these values, a Response Center engineer or
a Customer Engineer (CE) can, determine the failed component. The problem is
that certain HPMC's use two registers that are not shown in'analyze/scancore
output. For that type of HPMC it is. necessary to go to the system itself for the
data. It is stored in processor independent memory (pim). To' display pim,
initiate a reboot and interrupt it.

On 8oo's:
Boot' from primary? no l
Boot fromaltemate? no
Enter command: pim

On 7oo's:
From the menu, select "a" for boot admin
Enter "pim_info"

The display will include.a massive amount of data that is not needed for our
purposes, and a few registers that are important. The following is an example
of the pertinent part of the display on an 8x7:

IIA Space
IIA Offset
Check Type
CPU State
Cache Check
TLB Check
Bus Check
Assists Check
Assist State
System Responder Address
System Requestor Address
Path Info
Viper Status Register

= OxOOOOOOOa
= OxOOb81blO
= Ox20000000
='Ox9e000004
= OxOOOOOOOO
= OxOOOOOOOO
= Ox0031oooo
= OxOOOOOOOO
= OxOOOOOOOO
= Oxfftb5000
= OxfftbeOOO
= OxOOOOOOOO
= OxOOOOOl02

This information should then be reported for interpretation by the Response
Center or aCE.
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Conclusion. It is bad enough when your system crashes once. It is>too much
to ... expect that .it ··.·mighthavetocrash .additional times just to .get. the.· right
diagnostics...... Withthe above information and a bit of planning, itwill be possible
to capture,· retain, and. analyze a. coredump the .first time. Then, at least, you
gain •... some control over ,the· bad event, and· ... have a··· chance to prevent its
recurrance.

###
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Client/server computin~basv~r,y9uicklybecome one of them()st widely used
ter~in .. theco~f>Uterindustty.. )tccording to a surveytjken by the Society for
InfonnationM!amlge~ent,cUent/se!'Ver is the· most important technology to watch,
topp~gelectronicdata interchan~e, . optical di~csand computer-aided software
e~gineering. Forrester Research of Cambridge, Mass. predicts that client/server
is .... thetechnologytbat will drive .. ·the .U.S... computer .industry's growth. They
believe that client/serversystem shipmentswill~owfrom28,000 units in 1992
to.183 ,000 units by .1995 with revenuesgr~wing .f£omS4.9 billion to $38.3 billion
inth?se same rears. .. Thegraphbelowsho~sthat customers alr~dr have moved
from investigating client/server ... ~omputing .to running .. pilots· or .. even full
producti()ncli~~t/server .§ystems.

HP isalreadyrecogJ:li~dasa major player in the .client/~rvercomputing market
with excellent mainfra~e and .. PC connectivity,·.. cli~nt .. aHdserverscalability,a
number of client/server application development tools and third-party clientlserver
application· solutions. This document will answer theSebasicquestioDS about
client/server computing:

o What is client/server· computiflg?

o Whyisclien~/server computingsuch a big det,tl?
(or: ... What.~enefitswillyou receive 'from cli~ntlse..ver

computing?)

o ..··Where do~·clientlserver·coRtputingfit .wit~bl your.organiZation?

o ·What are the·components oCa client/server·.computing solution?

o What is Hpls strategy Cor client/server computing?
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What is this conceptcalledClient/Server?

Client/server computing is the computer industry's response to the the business
challenges of the decade: global competition, time-to-market and sustained
profitability.•.• Fpc businesse~ to succeed in these competitive times, decisions will
have to be made more. quickly, product development cycles will have to be
shortened and companies will have to ." become more flexible so that they can
respond to their changing business environments. Client/server offers a model
of computing by which. information can flow more freely within the
organization while retaining the integrity of the data' on which that
information is based.. '. ,

Every vendor, consultant and' trade journalist has a definition of client/server
computing, but all agree·· thatclientlservercomputing .is an architecture and an
enabling technology, nota collection of'hardwareproducts. In the simplest sense,
client/server computing is an environment in which users -- clients -- request
services from resources on a network of servers. The part of the application that
resides on the client or on the server should be determined by the application
processing environment. Some examples and their benefits are described below.

.Ease of Use by adding a .GUI.tothe Client
(G-lJ]:~n C,lient; Application and Dat~on'Server) .... ', ,:
SQmecustomers ,.have .implemented. a .client/server cOlllputing .environment. by
ad4,ing a GUI to a client that. works .with legacy applications that run on a
lIlainfr"me. HP has worked closely with a major oil company that has a variety
of mainframe-based applications to collect and process seismic and stratification
data and to track site drilling history. The company learned that only 20% of the
company's technical staff actually uses the applications .that exist. The rest rely
on' traditional reporting because they don't know where the tools reside and they
are unwilling to ,learn. the differ~nt access routines... required buy each application.
HP helped this customer implement a client/server computing. model by
encapsulating the old applications with a new programming interface that can talk
to UNIX clients. The workstation clients now have a consistent interface or GUI
across all appli~tions to ..• shQrten the end-user learning curve... The result is a
uniform way of using the important applications and accessing data without having
to wait for a management printout.

Responsiveness to Customers through Easy Access to Information
(GUI and Application on Client; Data on.Server)
By allowing PC- or workstation-based applications to utilize data that resides
elsewhere end-users can.be more ... responsive to .their customers. One of the early
adopters of. client/server complltirig usesHP.9000 servers to give them access to
mainframe data. This telecommunications. company's service reps use a client
system to access data from the server that" pulls customer information from a
variety.. of mainframe-based.... sY~Wjms ..' WIlen. a .customer calls,the incoming call
automatically triggers a display of information about that particular phone number
on the .service rep' ~ client screen. The. service .' person can immediately answer
questions and suggest new services' that can turn those complaint calls or questions
into sales opportunities.
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Quicker Processing when Applications can be run on the Desktop
(GUI and. Application on Client;· Data on·Server)
By having applications run anPC~sorworkstationswhileshadng data that resides
on .... ·.. a· file server, .. 'companies.. can ·.. reap ,the benefits .... of .qt1icker.applications
processing and. improved flexibility. A Jargebankin the Mid-West has
implemented a clientlserversolutionwith UNIX' workstations·· and servers. The
traders' utilize· workstations .' for. applications..•. that hook intQ HP 9000··· file .•. servers
that bold .inventory·and position ..data. Each workstations ·.·supports .an.' X-stations
that is used for administrative tasks. Applications al'e being run more efficiently
and allow/the traders to be· IIloreresponsive to tlteircustomers.

Increased Competitiveness through timely Access to Information
(GUIon Client; Application on Server; Data on "Super" Server)
By having accesstoinformationatthefingertips Qftltose who need it customers
can increctsethere ..competitive .position" in' the marketplace.'· .. A· large. aerospace
company implemented.a three. tiered clientlserversolutionandis speeding. up
product development cycled and reducing processing .and communication costs as
a result.· Thte company'replaced·their3210terminals with PC'srunningaMotif
like user interface from Neuron Data. These PC'sareclients that request
information from "HP .9000 .servers . that are running purchasing, .scheduling and
MRPapplications' that previously' resided·.on···ntainframes. TheHP9000· business
server"acts asaclient.to a .setaf.· IBM, .mainframes .that .bold ·the data for. the
applications.thatare, now·· run .on···tb~ ...server.···. The data is downloaded,. to the server
on a weekly or daily basis, depending ·on .the· application-- financial information' is
downloaded weekly; .. inventoJ;y information, daily... The mainframt;S continue .to
run some legacy applications that will move to .the server \\Ihenth~y need to be
revised. '. Hughes has been able to make a smootb transition from its proprietary
host-based environment to a more flexible open clientlserver environment.

In~r~d Efficiency and Effectiveness withClientlServereomputing
(GUI .. :on •Client; .. SiandaJone.·Applications·.·.and·•.··.·Data on Clients; Shared
Applications' and, BatBon Server)
By connecting "islands of information" , sharing resources and making
applications easier to user with standard user interfaces, a client/server
implementation can .help to .make employees .more .productive and better able to
respond. to. ·.·change~ A ... la.rge ..•.• bank holding company has implemented a
clieritlserver··.computing.environment· with·. an ..enterprise~wide network .that will
connect .office proc.essautomation workstations, teller workstations, . printers
terminals and. servers from four different vendors. The bankJeltpl'essure to re
engineer. their operations because. their customers required' more "information and
services. . The ·HP •. solution .... at .the branch level .will provide office. automation
applica:tionssuch as OpenMail, Information Access, NewWave Access and HP
Office Fax. AppUcations thatreside on mainframe systems will be moved to HP
9000 servers to reduce the costof processing and to provide easier access to the
information. The bank is receiving considerable benefits in the categories of
efticiencyand effectiveness Their efficiency benefits include: .time' savings in
processing..·;accountsu ··and.loans ·and.reduced.· communications .. an(t· printing costs.
Effectiveness is increased in the areas· of customer service, customer retention and
lead-generation~
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UP Offers our Customers these Ben~nts -- and More
These examples illustrate the types of benefitS that HP's customers"have received
by' locating parts· of the applications where they best serve the' need' of the
organization GUrs running on a client make text-based centralized applications
easier to use. Customers with PC's that have had little access to data on other
systems can become more productive and more responsive when they are able to
sharecentraUzed·data.··· These" changes don't 'require customers to completely
overhaul their information technology environments. ',. One of the advantages of
HP's client/server implementation is that· we build 'a client/server .environment
based on a customers existing,' technology infrastructure. This evolutionary
approach means that customers can evolve to a true client/server model at their
own pace and as their business situations'. dictate.

The First Steps Toward Client/ServerComputing
A client/server' architecture may be introduced to your·. account in the following
ways and for the following reasons:

o adding a Series 800 Business Server to .an'existing,·PC-LAN provides
better·managemenfof shared resources

o adding a Series 800 Business Server or a Series'700 workstation as a
server in an engineering environment, to a group of standalone clients
will give the users the capability, to share resources and collaborate on

'work

o adding Series 700 workstations or PC's with a GUI to a mainframe or
centralized' system rdakes host 'applications easier to use

o adding Series 800 Business Servers to a mainframe or centralized
system can provide faster application .processing if an· application is
ofOoaded to the ·.server· and allows" for better and easier.' access to
information that continues to reside on the,host

Adding a Server to a LAN
For Small businesses or small workgroups a PC LAN may be sufficient for
servicing the file·' and print sharing needs' of the organization or workgroup. In
fact:today in situations where file sharing and print sharing will remain as the sole

, function of the server in the long term,PC LANsare likely to be the most cost
effective·' solution.

As the company or user community grows and,as cooperative processing across
the LAN"'becomes more prevalent, the PC's will no- longer be 'personal', they
will become ·shared resources. .In this environment, "systems management issues
such as backup,' software. distributioll and security becomes critical. A more
robust server such as the' HP9000 Series' 800 Business Servers may be added to
the LAN to, perform functions such 'as backup' initiation and to··· etlSure that
application vetsioningissues won't impede the·benefits of cooperative·processing.

As businesses continue to streamline their business processes, applications
supported on a LAN will become more transaction based and as companies
flatten their organizational structures the need to distribute information will
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become more important and may result in the .implementation of distributed
databases... ·.Both ·OLTP .and .distributed· database applications require a degree of
management,integrityandperformancethafonly a··midrangeserver~ such as the
Series 800 Business Server '. will be able to .costeffectiyelyprovide.Industry
consultants at the META GROUP evaluated the role of PC's and midrange
systems as servers in aclientlserverenvironmentand concluded ·tbat·PC's will not
have·· .. the systeltls .and .···network .management~pabilitiescomparable ··to those
available on midrange systems today,' for atJeasttbreemore··years and PC's will
not·have. the robust. capabilities needed for OLTP, distributed database and other
mission critical applications for at least S.more years.

Adding .. Servertoa.Group ()fStandaloneS~.ems

>Another .oPportlu1ityi to introduce clientlserver computing .to .your customer is to
find groups' of .professionals, .. for example in. engineering and design areas or
desktop publishing, that are using standalone UNIX workstations or PC's. 'These
groups can bemademoreproducti~ebysbaringdataaPdilaving the ability to
collaborate via a . network ·tbatgi:ves them~ccessto each other's work.
Introducing a Series 800 .orSeries 700··· ~rver ;. to· ... storeengineetingdrawings,
pfoductspecifications.or.pther .data that. can·· be shared ·•. among ··the.·professionals
el)3))les.·your ..• custoDIer .. ·to experience· ,the . productivity benefits ;of· client/server
computing.

A manufacturer of,igstrQments·and .sensors for .. oommercialan4milita~aircraft
uses two Series 800i servers as central file servers' providing.netWork-wide design
managemelltforover 150 PC'sandSI7()()workstatiollS. The design tools
available forw()...kstationsandPC~s providea'PQwerfuldesign environment for
the engineers ·but it creates. a .problem in managing design data. '. The ··Series 800
servers'" were added so that rather than using'. a. paper drawing, the master .file for
a design could be stored in one of the servers. The server also performs
authorization checks before files are accessed by engineer and routes designs for
review and approval at· the appropriate stages. A client/server .computing·solution
enabled. this company to improve the quality of their products and to decrease
their. time· to market

Adding·Clients to a Mainframe
Most large companies rely heavily on legacy applications residing on mainframes.
These applications are usually.difficult for users. to· access and use. Because so
many of these applications are ,mission critical, companies are reluctant to offload
them to less costly· 'andmore .open platforms. HPcan still add value to the
applications byprovidingagraphicalfront-end thatruos on· a workstation or X-
statioflS.··like ..·••.•·the HP.9000 Apollo .Series 700 workstations,·'· Series·· .700IRX-
terminals, and HPVectra PC's as described in the oil company example earlier.
The. end~users are more likely to use the application, become more productive
with it sooner and make fewer mistakes when a graphical· user interface is added
to. the application.

Adding Servers.toaMainframe
Series 800 BusinessSe1"Verscanbe)addedas ftont-endor .back-end servers toa
mainframe that is running mission critical applications. They can also be used to
offload.mainframe applications altogether. In both cases the S/800 servers make
data more accessible and·more usable to those who need it. While acting as a
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client to the mainframe,the Series·800 isa server to the end-users who access the
data via PC's, .MAC's or UNIX workstations. A large" bank in Tokyo has
implemented a . top-down, ·.client/server .' computing solution. Their ···mainframe
system is the,·repository.for customer information and other infortnationthat·they
collect, but now,theapplicationsthe the bank's managers need to make use of
the data now run on multiple Series.800 servers that are accessed via X-terminals.
Now applications· reside closer, to" the' people ,who need them,permitting them to
share the .same '. information,.butapply·it .' in,a 'way.that satisfies .their customers'
requirements.

Why is Client/Server such a big deal?
Client/server computing offers ,'sigllifica.nt· "'benefits 'to·,·end..users ..' and MIS
departments making both groups more productive while utilizing IT resources in a

;"'costeffective manner.

Benefits'For the End-User'·~FreedOinfrom,Technology
Client/server computing gives organizations freedom from technology. In the
past~" .the, .development .' of business processes' were .sometimes constrained by a
company's existing technology infrastructure and capabilities. End-users, instead
of defining'business processes with their own work-style in mind,were:forced to
conform to the capabilities of their centralized computing environments. Today,
client/server computing frees them from those constraints. By giving the end-user
ownership of processing power (through an"intelligent"client on their' desk) and a
link to data and/or applications that' ate managed centrally'{to, ensure integrity and
performance levels) technology is now able to accommodate theend-user's work
style and the business processes that the end-user has defined.

Advantages of CIS

EasierlBetter Access to Data
Many of the client/server tools
allow access' to data that resides
on multiple and incompatible
platforms.

Ease of Use
In a client/server environment
graphical user interfaces can
be added to legacy applications
and cOlne standard on neW,
applications.

Faster Response Time
The client/server computing
model allows for the optimal
placement of applications and
data.
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Productivity Benefit/Cost Reduction

End-users can now' have transparent access to data.
They' donIt need to know whereon the network the
data reside. Users can now spend' more time making
use of information rather .than trying to fmd it -- or
worse yet, making decisions without it.
Better decisions are made' when information.is
available to those who need it.

Front-endingapplicationS and applications and appli
cation, development tools with consistent graphical
user interfac~ can cut down or eliminate training time
and expense, .reducing costs and enabling users to
become proouctivemore quickly. In addition the use
of GUI's ·can·lead to an increased number of

'completed tasks.

Intelligent desktop devices can be used to offload
applications that bad previously ron on host systems,
resulting in faster' response' times for the 'offloaded
applications sinc~theyare no longer vying for the
same resources demanded by other ,applications and



USers. The host system is freed up for faster process
ing of the batch or legacy applications tbatstill reside
there. ·Users of both systems will no longer
experience:and become fmstrated by the wait time
typically·associated with· centralized· .applications. In
addition, they can continue their work with local
applications·during host downtime.

ltenefitSfol" the MIS Department·.·.... Better·AppliCations Faster
TodaY's· business ... climate finds .·most .•. MIS .. managers facing a flat.· or decreased
budget. Yetthe demands fromtheircustomers-- the end users - havent ! stopped
and in fact, now that end-users have had PC's and their own applications running
ontheirdes~, it. is likely. that their demands for access to centralized data and
increased~fullctionalityfrom the applications the MIS •department provides have
probably increased. Acfientlserver computing model, built on the existing IT
structure, can help MIS toimplement change quickly and thus be more responsive
to the needs of the· MIS·customer.

Advantages ·of GIS

Modularity of Applications
Application development time
can be greatly reduced, more
code is reusable and appli
cations are easier to maintain
to the modularity of clientl
server application code.

Centralized Control
With a client/server model the
.MISdep8J'tlllent can, reclaiJ.n
control over user PC's and
workstations.
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Because clientserver code is designed to be modular,
development teams· can proceed in parallel--- one group
working on the client, the other on the server. Modular
ity ofcode allows for specialization of programmer skills
(some··are .better at writing··6UI's others ·.data access due
routines.) Mote code is reusable.because one may
choose to develop a server for multiple applications. In
general·applications for a clientlserverenvironment are
simplerthan.·traditional·mainframe applications where
one large application performs a variety of functions.
The 46L'sand·CASE tools .available for client/server
enviroomentsalso.simplify application development.
Maintaining and updating applicatioll$ are easier because
functions are segtJl~ntedbetweenthe·clients·ana servers.
If an.application and·OUlare nmning-.Ol1a. client and an
elKl'-llSerwantsanewcapability in the user interface or
application logic, insteadofttiI,U application change
affecting the entire application and th~entireus~r-base,

the change can take place on the client· for justtltose end
users that need it.

Clientlserver computing helps to ensure the integrity of
data. The model separates .the datafrom the: applications
sparing the IT. group from keeping copies of the same
data on several different systems. The server also has
the JUles ·for how to access and interact .with the data
ensuring tl)at, although it may be available toa wide
range of end-us~rs,itcan,onlybe changed or updated by
the appropriate individuals. In generalclientlserver
computing helps IT to reconcile the divergent needs ·for



Ability to Grow Incrementally
The client/server computing
model allows for the optimal
plac~ment.of applications and
data.

"responsiveness to the community while ensuring data
int~grity through MIS control. In a client server model,
tlte server g9vems data integrity and access with roles
imposed by the IT community, but because the interfaces
betw~~ client and server are clearly defined, anyone
can write and application to ron against the server.

Both clients and servers are available in a range of sizes,
strengths and prices, enabling customers to tailor their
cli~ntlserverrelationshipsto meettheir needs.Previous
ly under-used p~ocessing.~wer can be exploited with
GUI ..front~nds and applications .that are made more
useful by being able. to. access enterprise data that may
reside on a. server. As client applications grow they are
not limited by existing memory andproc~sing power
because additional processing .power and large storage
are available through •.. the server.

What's Included in a Client/Server Solution?
A client/server computing is not an add-on feature or a specific.product solution.
It is an approach to computing that can be used to define and describe a
customer's computing environment. ' Components of a client/server computing
solution include:

- clients and servers
- .networking

- graphical user interfaces
-. applications

- application development tools
- application'integration tools

- databases

lIP's'Strategy For Client/Server Computing
HP's strategy is to provide a set of tools and solutions that make it possible for
customers to move from their present computing environment to a client/server
computing environment at their own pace, as dictated by their business needs.
HP>' s .. emphasis on a standards"based, Open Systems environment enables
customers to leverage their existing. information technology investment and
ensures that any new investment will be compatible with the technical advances of
the future.' In addition to offering a .complete client/server computing solution,
HP has broadened our definition of· client/server computing. to include the
following characteristics.

Open'Technologies
HP's client/server computing' solutions encompass a wide' .variety· of open
technologies based on industry and defacto standards to accomplish a given
task anddeUver solutions relevant .to .the business task at hand: For· example,

,·the'HP···model··blends ··the full complement of technologies needed for the
creation and delivery of client/server solutions such as advanced GU!'s,
networking; technology',objectprogramming and computing and 4GL's.
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WhatsetsHP apart is that we .. recognizethe need for.·.. "midateware": DCE
(Qistributed ComputingEnviroIllllent)alld DM)3 (Distributed Management
EnviroIllllent) components "such as. remote . procedure .calls, .' license
management services and. software that are essential for integrating and
supporting distributed applications. (Remember,by definition, •• client/server
meaJ:lS··.tbatapplications ·will be .distributed across more<than one platform.)
HP has taken a leadership role. in defining .• these ..standardsexemplifi~ by the
seven. liP technologies. that·have been chosen as coJ;e.CQmponentsof<I)CE and
DME. standards. HP is· delivering •.• cliept/server technologies today with
OpenVie.w, Net\vQ~kNodal M:a~ger, NetwQrk.<Cornputing Manager and

··Network License Ser,ver.

Legacy Pre.servation
.BP's client/server model .dQes·. no(req"ire .' your custorneJ;:s .• to ". throw out
everything they already have..'. We.arenotlike. some vendors who offer only a
piece ." ofa.client/server solution, .or .like those ..who .offer; to .provide a total
client/server solution -- but only if the customer is willing to start from
scratch. HP recognizes that 0111" custorne.rs already have.. asignificant
investtnentin information W~hnology. Our .client/server m04els' build on that
investtnentby. rede.fining where and how. the .processing.of information will
take place -- .thatisclo~r to the,~ople<who .. need' the.··. information.

Added Value
Finally .·HP's. client/server model is. committed ,to •adding .real value to the
existing investment by improving user interlaces which enable faster learning.
Our solutions provide easier.· .•• access to •• existing. <tata and applications while
maintaining data integrity.. Our model enables the integration of data from a
variety of.sources, many of which may beincompatible·with each other, and
transforms that data into useful information~OurCJtSEofferings provide fast
prototyping of client/server applications and our network·' rand systems
management environment enables fast and accurate deployment of
client/server systems.

HP'sClients and Servers
TheHP 9000 Series 800 Business Server
Mi<tra.ng~.>systems .Will play.an imwrtant and.growing. rol~ as companies move
toward client/server ·.architectures..•...... Companies. are '.' streamlining. their .·business
processes and moving frombatch-oriented to transaction-based applications. The
distribution. of ••• infortna,tion is .becoming •.•.. critical/as. companies .flatten their
organizational·•... structures. As .compames·rnove to' client/server .architectures to.
supP9rt these.businessand.information proce~sing changes, midrange systems
play·a ~ritical role.· ··OLTP. and'diSlributed database.applicatiqns reql.,lirea degree
ofmana,gement,. integrity,.' ~rformatlce scalability·and iexpandability,that only
midrange platforms can cost-effectively provide. ·.The robust systems and network
management capabilities of midrange systems also' make them an ideal choice as
systems and network management platforms.

The HP9000 Series SOO is HP's strategic Unix server. TheS/SOOoffers the
broadestraJlgeof performance, I/O expandabilityimemoty capacity;.and ·systems
and network <,management· .' capabilities···.in .•.. the ." ind.ustry. It ·••. offers many
price/petiorrnance.PQintswith excellent. .. upgrade •• pathS,;ip. addition .. ·. to future
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midrange. SMPto> match the competition. , The '•. S/800's .. fast high capacity
networking,server packaging, commercial functionality and applications and tools
availability .give the Series 800 a substantial edge over the competition.

A Choice of Clients
One of the benefits of client/server computing is to make better use of "sleeping"
desktopMIP~. .Many ofyour customers alr~dy have PC•s, MAC's or UNIX
workstations.• Many times thesedesktopthese.llOtentialclients ar~not utilized to
their full capacity. ·.·Forexample,~hena PC enters terminal emulation mode to
access a mainframe the user loses'all the advantages of having an intelligent
device on the desktop. Clients such as PC's. MAC,'s and UNIX workstations can
be made much more productive by pulling parts of an application from a larger,
centralized system to the desktop processors. Application processing time will be
much quicker when applications·are run·on a dedicated system, such as the single
user PC or workstation would be in this case.· Standalone desktop applications can
also become more llsefulwhen. they are able· to access and share data.

HP 9000 servers have a unmatched desktop· integration story. With partners like·
Novell,Microsoft .and, Pacer Software providing Netware, LAN Manager and
Pacer·respectively,·the HP,9000 is able to·support DOS, OS/2 and Windows PC's
as well as MAC's, X-Stations and UNIX workstations.. The networking products
that support these desktops also support standard API's for developing
client/server applications for these intelligent desktop clients. Thus HP provides
all the tools and connections to put your customer'ssleeping MIPs back to work.

The Series 700 and X-Terminals as Clients
For customers implementing a client/server solution where no desktop computing
currently exists, or for .customers .who are looking for a more versatile and
powerful client, ··the HP Series 700 workstations ··and HP· 700/RX X-terminals are
ideal clients.

HP's Strategic Clients and Servers -- Together
The combination of Series 800 servers and Series 700'sand 700/RX's as UNIX
clients provides your customer with an ideal· client/server implementation. The
Unix operating system is the most mature, robust open operating environment that
is supported from the desktop to datacenter-class systems and theHP PA-RISC
architecture is the only RISCoffering that is supported from the desktop to the
data center. ... The homogeneity of ofHP'S ·RISC/Unix client/server environment
means that customers can. spend· more time on application development·· and less
time on connectivity, interoperability .and other .networking and ... systems
management issues. HP'sbroad,' scalable, binary compatible product line means
that customers can implement,theclient/server model no matter how large or
small their computing needs and will be ensured that it has the capability to grow
with (or be· reorganized with} their organization.

Other Advantages
In addition to their absolute performance advantage, UNIX workstations have
significant advantages over PC's in the areas of network and systems
management. PC's require special·servers for· even· the simplestof administration
tools that are standard on workstations. Workstations are based on the concept of
workgroup productivity and come with the tools that allow workgroups to be
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managed more easily. An administratorcanuIXbJteall workstations with the latest
version,'of .software from the administrators workstations, rather .·than .plugging
floppies into each PC. An administrator can diagnose and fix 'problems on other
workstations even while the user may be performing other tasks on the system, by
logging into the, users' '.• system.fromremoteorlocal'servers rather than physically
woddngontheuser's PC..

Although PC'scostJessonitheJowend;whencustomers'~addmemory,additional
disk'capacity,'" ,.networking •.·.hardware\:and software and····high. resolution displays
they are well into the range of workstation prices. HP Series' 700 workstation
prices start at near $5,000 for grayscale and under $10,000 for color. The oost
per-seat can be even lower by combining S/7oo's with HP 7oo/RX>X stations. X
stations'offerthe lowest prioosOlution for adding multitasking, ,graphical user
interface seats to. a network of workstations and servers. They are ideal for users
who can r.ely onanserverf~rstotageand>processillg.HP 'X7statiOrls can even be
easily upgraded.toworkstanons,protectingthe customers investment.

<The. speedand'power of UNI~;workstationsmakethem:betterequippedthan PC's
for the demands' ofreal-timeapplications,':a.ndmost •... of .today!s! leading PC
applications are available on UNIX workstations. As new applications require
graphics, multimedia andvoice: annotation capabilities greater 'amounts of memory
and performance/will be required. WorkStations arebesfsuited too handle the
system requirements of these newer applications.

Graphical:;User"'lnterface
Graphical.\lserinterfaces .<GUI's) •provide users with a:consistent, easy-to-use
interface.across all client ,applicationswhicb .decreases •the,.amount .of time end
users.musfspendlearningnewapplications, thusbelping end iusers to be more
productive. Studies have shown.that the U8eofGUI'shaveoffeted productivity
benefits by increasing the number ofapplicationsend'users>actually use. One
study reflects a 35% increase in the number of tasks completed and a 16%
decrease in errors. "Fifty one percentofthose studied<experienced less frustrations
and 23% •attempted more •.• tasks·because of. the .• "friendlier"enviromnent. HP
supports a rich assortment of GUI's including:

HP VUE (based ontheOSF/Motifand X Windows standards)
- MS Windows
- HP· NewWave
- Presentation Manager

Networking
Because all transactions pass· over the network, client/server computing is not

,possible without a network connecting. all clients and servers. <Networking' for
client/server has many aspects including LAN and WANnetWorlcing standards,
interfaces, integration, and network management. HP has a comprehensive
networking offering that helps customers protecttheirexisting;invesUrient while
enabling·.••. them.·•.. totake,'advantage of .·'newer, .··more..,,open .technologies such as
client/server,computing...'•.•.. HP providesseamlessintegratioDto.proprietary legacy
systems, as ·.. weU,. as. to open '.• systems.· .·by complementing our·,'€Jwn. ··networking
technologies with. leading industry technologies .•• ". HP. recognizes.that .customers
need their distributed environments to. be ·secure' and ··manageableand we have
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enhanced our networking .offerings with the' management tools that provide these
capabilities. HPsupports thefollowing,networkcomponents that are critical in
clientlserverenvironments.

NetworkingFoundations: HP'snetworking foundation products provide the
infrastructure for Local and Wide Area Communications (LAN's and
WAN's). They also enable the HP 9000 to integrate into enterprise-wide
networks~Byprovidingsuch a foundation,.HP shields the end-user from the
complexities>of how the network is physically connected. The HP 9000
supports:

Token Ring
SNAIX.25

FOOl
SNA/SDLC

Ethernet
SNA/Token Ring

Desktop Integration: These products enable the HP 9000 to serve clients
such as terminals, PC's, MAC's and UNIX workstations and to integrate your
customers workgroups into their enterprise. The choice of clients and NOS's
(Network Operating Systems) •further demonstrates .. HP's capability to
integrate into your customer's existing environment.-

LAN. ManagerlX
Pacer Software

Netware for Unix
OSF/DCE NFS

ARPA
Appletalk

AFS
Banyan

Application Programming Interfaces (API's): Application programming
interfaces provide developers of client/server applicationS with ... access to the
capabilities offered by the .. network. The following API's enable two-way
communications between clients and. servers (or between servers and servers)
and.offer the capability for applications running on UNIX clients and servers
to be divided into sections so that each section can be processed by the next
available server on the· network.

DCE (NCS) RPC TCP/IP: Berkeley Sockets Named Pipes
OSI SPX/IPC (Novell) CSI(AppleAPI) SNA:LU6.2, HLLAPI

Network Management: HP offers industry leading manageability with
products likeHP OpenView which has been accepted as a key component of
OSF's DME and has been OEM'ed by IBM for their RS/6000. The
OpenView product enables one to manage multivendor networks from a single
point. There are currently 110 solution partners who have written
management applications (such as fault tracking, accounting and billing) to
this environment.

DME/OpenView
OpenSpool

OSFDCE Security(Kerberos) Omniback
PertView

Database Management
Fast and easy end-user access to data, while preserving the integrity ofdata is one
of the keydifferentiatorsofaclientlserver solution. The database management
component of a client/server solution assists· in offering. client/server users this
benefit. ,The placement of the database management component determines if a
syste.macts·as'. a client or asa· server.
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Sybase
Unify

The HP 9000 as a Data Server
The S/800's and S/700'sare frequently used as a data management servers,
meaning that the data and the database engine reside on the S/800or' S/700... (Part
or all of the application may also reside there.) •. The data residing on the server
can ·be· accessed 'by a variety of .clients via' '''NET'' products·· offered by most
database .vendors. NET products facilitate •.'. clientlservercommunications that
allow ·applications on.a client to interface with data on the server. Informix-NET
is an example ofa NET product.

The HP 9000 ina Distributed Database Environment
Parts of a distributed database may fUn on a Series 700 and/or 800. In this
scenario the application processing split .takes place within the data. management
layer. Data maybe distribtited,acrossa variety of clients and servers. Database
vendors' "STAR". products facilitate .. distri~Ute~ ... computing by enabling
communicati~~ ~tweendatabases·that reside on' multiple servers .and •... clients.
Most~fthe leadi~gdatabas:vendorstiave this' capability today, but in most cases
only.h~mo~eneous 'datab~se'environmentsare supported (i.e.. when. the databases
onea~llofthe~ys~tnsis'tlie.same: allI~gres, .aU ()racle~tc.) ..·· When .• a. database
is'distributedon700's and 800'seachsyStemcanbea.server,'and client to each
other .·.depending on wnere··therequesteddataresides.

The HP 9000 as a Client to a Mainframe Database Server
Finally, .~ .• Series .8001~usiness Server,also has the capability ofaccessing data that
resides on mainframe systems. Using SQh~,ccess prooucts> such as EDA/SQL
(EriterpriseData:Access) from Information Builders and "Gateway" products that
are available from Oracle, Ingres.SYbase, Inforlllix arid Cincom, Series 800
servers can act as clients requesting data from a mainframe database server with
IBM's DB2, .. IMS a~d SQL/J?S orCA:sIl?MSandJ)atacom databases. In turn
the same Se~ies800"a~ts as~ server to '. workstations or PC'~;thatrequest data
from the Series·800.•. The end-user does not need tokrt0\V if'the data is actually
stored on the HPsystem or on'one ofmultiple mainframes.

In each of these scenarios, it is important for the RDBMS to be tightly tuned with
the •server. HP's strong relationships with the leading relational database vendors
;ensure S\1chmhingfor theHP.9000.0ther database features especially important
for. client/server computing include:'

(). ··Rl.Ileintegrit,~;wherebybusiness rules can be predefined and .."triggers" ensure
that trallSactions against· the database donol circumvent the rules

o Locking, which allows client users to behave as if they. have sole database
access; most database vendors supportthis at a page or row level

o Distributed query management a:ndoptimization for filost efficient use of
: thtfdistributeddatabase ·.•. i;

o Two-ph~ecoml1lit fu~ttionality,s0tl1attransactionswon't be committed
urness'aU systems and databases involved. are' ready for the transaction

o Data access between clients arid servers and from heterogeneous databases

HP's database management partners who achieve client/server via combinations
of the above features are the following:

Cincom Ingres Progress
Informix Oracle Software AG
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Application Software
Application .software vendors are~ns\\,ering cus.tomers· demands for '.. client/server
implementagon .of .... their .software. ·paclaigesalthough . the '. vend()rs .. have taken
different approaches·.to offering this. functionality. Many application software
vendors have ~nhancedtheir standard product with a GUI that runs on.a PC or
UNIX workstation, .• offering customers the ability to take advantage of desktop
MIPs. Others have ..chosen to optimize the processing of· their .applications by
splitting the application logic across clients .and . servers .soJnetilDes giving
customers the choice of where processing modules will run. Finally, a number of
vendors have the ability for the database to re~ide,on.a.differelltplatform.than the
application, ." .perhaps on. a .•mainframe.."or centralized .'. serverfo( .broad end-user
access.••,SAP,., Peoplesoft.and •••.. Dun .·and .• Bradstreet are •. Some of the •leaders .in
reengineering or developing their applicatio~Jo a client/server modeL

Application Integration and Development .
Developing applications fora client/server environment differs. in several ways
,from traditional application development. Desjgn tools and code, generators must
generate code for a server and a client. Usability becomes> more important as
GUI's give, developers .many··· more ..' ,choices for application. presentation than
character-based design. Optimizing the 'applicatioll pr(>cessing split -- choosing
what parts of the application should run'on the server vs. client and allowing for
future flexibility add complexity to the application development process~ ,

The .. languages, standalone. tools, integration framework,. an<l integrated CASE
tools. that HP" offers as our CASEdge strategy ,reduces" the .• complexity of
developing in a client/server environment.

L811guages
Client/server applications can be developed.by using languages. products such
as COBOL ,CandC+ +. These are usually a lower cost alternative to
4GL's or CASE tools. They can be based on in-house expertise and tend to
be more "open" because they are defacto development standards.

Standalone Tools
HP has been successful in recruiting the .market. leaders,. in. standalone
application development tools. These tools .can be integrated .with upper
CASE tools and into open integration frameworks such HP's Softbench.
Although the tools are excellent for rapid prototyping applications, they
should not be considered a substitute for complete lifecycle planning.

Look for tools in the following categories:
o 4GL'sand screen painters without GUI support

- used for building terminal. style user interfaces
o 4GL's and screen printers .with partiaiGUI.support

- .for building lIlixedterminaland GUI. interfaces
o Full Gill client/server'development.tools . ,

- used strictly for GUI development with a 4GL
o Frontware

- used for adding a GUI to an existing application
o User interface management systems

- used for database independent GUI development
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Open Integration Framework - Softbench
The second product area within tbeCASEdge strategy includes tools that are
loosely integr~~t?~etberwi~inand open framewor~... HPSoftbench
pr5>vides ~chaframew~rk ..~ndachieves inte~ration by"ellcapsulating" tools,
giving themac0mtrl0n User inter~age an~ ,enablitlg •them. to pass messages to
and from one. anottt,er. Thiscateg0ty provides a h~~er leverof structure than
.~tan4..~10ne tools f()f larger, more c()mplex pr()jects~ '

,Softbench ~". 0llthelIr'9000t~,'. ~}Jdllo ~9~S~~~platf()rLTlStoday. and is
being~rtedt<>~~ditionalplatform§.JB¥h~sli~nSed it.for\lSe \Vith their
RS/6000's.· They call it Wor~pc~:;Infbr~nix~a~...• ~Iected .it t()be the
framework technology for its OpenCASE •.'Toolbus 'prOduct, and CDC has
licensed it to be used with their MIP's-based systems.

Integrated £ASE ',< •...•..• .....;> ..." "'>,'.'
IIl~gra~ ..• CA§E, .or. i-CASE,.provid~~••.•• full.Jifecycle, stnicture<l.••.. CASE
envirpmnents\forlarge-scale, cgmpl~x d~velpPtn~pl.. liP. offers i-CASE
prod~cts,. previ?usly .av~il~ble,()ll1~ ... pn ·mai9f~ames,.•.• of tlte~1~9in~.. yendors
whQ have chosen tie. HP9()O~l'as their break ip!?th~ commercial UNIX
market. ,Barh orthese~e1!dpr.s(e~peciallyAndersen·andTI) have been
rec()gnized for their clientl~rv~rdevelopm~nt functionality.

Andersen: Foundation for Cooperative Processing
CGI: PacBase, PAC/Lan, PAC/LanlX
Softlab: Maestro II
TI: IEF

Application.Integration
Two HP .. products that enable •diverse ,.ap~lications .to share data' and •• results
are. NewWave'sObject MamlgemeIltFacility (OMF) aIl~tHP Sockets. OMF
allowswor~~oupmembersto shareand combipe. different kip~s offiles in a
single document "object" . Data within the object r~mainsconsistent not
matter what the format. For example, if data in the spreadsheet or graphic is
changed, it is automatically changed wherever else. it appears in the word
processing text of the obJect..•..... HP •••• S?ckets l~r,dcs. applicati()ns. in;a Computer
Integrated!danufacturing ..•.. (CIM)en~ironment .allowipg'manufacturing
customers to '...• integrate !lew. .applications with existing .. applications on
multivendor compu~~ SYS~Dl~~ .

TbeHP.ClientlServer' Advantage
IIP'~. clientl~erver solutions offers, significant advantages including:

()More;e'fectived~isi()~~makingbecause users~ulget t~e information they
need. wben. tb~y. n~dit.' '. .•. .... ".... .....•.... " ..•. ..•. ;.' .... '

o Flexibility to respond to marketplace demands because users(8l1.acc~
information faster. '.

o Increased productivity throughout the organization due to standard
interfaces to applications and tools.

o Cost reduction due. to the ability .• to take advantage'of desktop compute
power and~o optimize the. placement ofapplications anddata.
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To help our customers to achieve these benefits HP offers.~me advantages that
differentiateusfrOIn our competitors.

Single Ven~or SolutiC)nISi~gle.Operatinl:EnviroPiJ1ent
HP's compr~h~nsive.clientlsen;.er.sohltion based on a single hardware architecture
~nd operating. environment offers .. advantages unmatched by our. competition. .A
single operating environmentano~sfor a .. single ;J.l'plication versi~neasing support
requirements .and training.· Integration of taskS between a client and server is
easier. becapse one qlayuse common· tools and utilities. .. Managing the systems
and networkis~one 1Il0reefficiently .for, the sarnei reason.......•.. A:. single vendor
solution also .allows·.custQmers to spe.nd less time managing vendor relationships
and more time managing. their busirteS$~

UP's Scalable Systems
The,. range of performance of BP's. clients and servers is b~oader than .that of our
competitors. This scalability is especially important in client/server computing
environments because· demand. for compute power grows once. users experience
capabilities like better access to data and applications that are easier to learn and
use. HP's scalable systems can grow along with your customers needs.
Scalability from the· desktop to the datacenter also gives HPthe ability to help our
customers experience the benefits of client/server' computing anywhere within
their organization.

UP's Networking Protects Current Technology Investment
HP's robust and comprehensive networking offerings and strong commitment to
industry standards enables us to· offer client/server capabilities that build on
customers' existing IT infrastructures, allowing them to ,move to client/server at
their own pace while retaining and enhancing their past investments. HP's
networking ~fferings allow customers to to.turn their desktop systems.into clients
and mainframe computers into servers· making .. their their existing technologies
more productive.

UP: a Technology Leader in "Middleware"
A distributed, networked environment is a characteristic of ··a client/server
environment: HP is an industry leader in enabling .customers tomal'Jilge this new
environment. The Distributed Management Environment (DME) will be the
standard for managing networkS of distributed systems. HP. provides customers
with the fastest and smoothest path ..'to .DME and addresses customer needs with
products available today. HP OpenView Network Management Server, HP
Network License System, (NetLS) and, H~, S()ftware Distxibution ,. Utilities were
selected as key components 'of the DME,reaffirming HP's focus,. commitment
and leadership in open systems and· in the 'management. or·,distributed
environments.

UP Partners with the Leaders
HP has developed .partnerships with .the leaders in providing ,. applications,
databases and toolsfor the client/server environment. Vendors like Sybase,
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Ingres,Dun & Bradstreet and Computer Associates all recognize the advantages
and· growth· •..·associated .·with client/server. They ····.also ...·recognize that HP is
positioned well to make the mostof the opportunity. HP has made client/server
solutions available than any other UNIX vendor.

HP has ClientlServer Experience
HP,has·.·.··experience ... implementing client/server solutions. Our ... Professional
Services Organization and systemsintegrationparmers Bave already provided a
number··of customers with·.• a smooth. transition to a responsive·.clientlserver model
of> computing. In .··fact,HP'SOWD IT organization ··hasalsoadopted . the
client/server model and has determinedtltatit will be the basis for our company-
'wide information·arcbitecture.

The Application Processing Split
Earlier in ···.oos document client/server· computing· ··was described ····as a. the
distriblltion of a single task or o~applicationbetween two or more systems. This
is a simple1 but accUrate definition. Some coDstaltantswiU describe the
distriblltionoftheproeessing task in more detail•....... Sorneof youccustomersmay
have attended seminars hosted ·by. these colJsUltants. or .read articleS .where ..are
more ··specific·.. model·of>clie~t/server computing is ..• disclJsSed.....••.This .··.·.section is
intended to· make you familiar with.· the differen~arcbitecturesthat your customer
maybe aware of and may refer···to as client/server~

The .diagram above depicts five .logical division points where an application
process can be· split for processing on a client and a server. These division points
are based .on a model where a· given application process bas .three distinct
functions: presentation, application logic and data.

Three. of theclientlserver· configurations result from a split within a particular
function (i.e. a split within the .presentation. function is· seen in a hostlterminal
typeset up where a GUIresides on both the host and the desktop device making
the host application more user-friendly; a .split within .the data management
function is exemplified by distributed databases which are used to optimize end
user· access to the information they need.) Two additional configurations result
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from~ a split . between .the application functions," having thefuU presentation
function'residing theonclientsucbasoccurs·whenanX-terminal is used as a
client, or having. the comple,te·· dataLmanagement function reside on" the server
resulting in its· sole function· as a dati repository ~

Purists will say that "true" client/server computing is the> case 'where the
application logi,c is splitbetween the two processors. For example: An application
running on a client requests specific infor·mationftom·a' server,'perhaps all
recordswith"a"balance of·more that $10,000 from a' certain ,customer file. If the
application processing split:was between' the application logic function .and data
management functions the server would 'return.:the entire customer file for further
processing by the client. In a "true" client/server·approacb,where the application
logic itself was split, the server would search for and return only those records
which fit the request of the cli¢nt,r~ucing the network traffic' and decreasing
response time.

Most applications available today·that claim to be client/server applications would
not fit the purists' deftnitionofclientlserver. As seen' in the applications list in
this document, many. vendors have.· added a 'GUIto. there ·.existing centralized
application and call .this '. a client/server application' and'according to /the simple
definition, it is. The· oil company example in this document describes how HP
offered one of our customers clie,nt/server .computing advantages by adding a GUI
to their mainframe applicati<)t1S. Other customers like the telecommunications
company, have added capabilities for PC- or workstation~basedapplicationsto
utilize data that resides elsewhere.

The examples illustrate evolutionary steps toward a purists' view of client/server
and offer significant benefits to. customers who are used .. to text-based centralized
applications and· custQmers who are using' PC.',s who previously have had little
access to data on other systems. . .One of the :advantages of HP's client/server
implementation is that we can build a client/server environment based on a
customers existing technology infrastructure. This evolutionary approach means
that customers can evolve to a true client/server model at their own pace and as
their business situations" dictate. Be sure to evalUate your customer's existing
technology and application processing environment before suggesting a particular
client/server implementation.
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Introduction

Most of the operators responsible for backup ·have probably ·.seen ·messages
like:

Error: Cannot access device

Warning: Some. ofyour files have not been backed up

FatalError SE·2314 occurred in proc.media.

Someof··thesemessages niigntbeself-explanatory and easy to handle.
However,experienceshowsthat most of theseerrorconditidns can lead toa
troublesomesitu3.tion.Especially in unusual error situations the result can .be
hours and hours of troubleshooting.

Why didf1,1'y Backup Fail ?
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Because of the complexity of today's backup solutions there are lot~ of
potential problem areas. This paper will identify and discuss the most
important areas that could lead to a failure of parts of your backup or in the
worst case of your complete backup. These areas include problems with your
backup product, the underlying network, device problems, restrictions of
computer resources and the whole areaQf backup policies and,their use.

In addition to potential problem· areas during backup, the paper will also
discuss problems which can occur during restore operations.
Recommendations will be made to guarantee trouble-free backup and restore
operations4

Cannot open logfile

ERROR: Device off-line

FATAL ERROR UT-271 occurred
during initialization

BACKUP

o~o
o

FAILED!

ERROR: TCP connect failed,
connection timed out !

INTERNAL ERROR:
Semaphore creation failed

Filesystem not accessible

Backup and recovery in complex environments

In today's system environments, backup is usually a task that is performed in
netw()rksof different machines. These machines may .. include entry-level
systems like PC.'s, mid-range systemslike workstations and high...end systems
like mainframes. Several heterogeneous systems are connected ona local or
wide area network. A typical UNIX environment may contain a huge amount

Why did my Backup Fail? .,
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of data, even data that must be on... line for 24 hours a day. Networks are
growing every day both in tenns of their capacity. and ·in· the type ofmachines
and devices they support.

The backup· in such an environment may be a network file system backup of
multiple machines. In this case backup devices areshared~Anotherapproach is
aloca},high-speedbackup Qfraw.datawhere···no networking is involved. No
matter .. which backup method.· or .backup tool is .. being used~ the major
requirements for the backup operation are:

-DatalntegrityandSecurity
- Reliability
- High Performance
-Implementation of Full and Incremental Backups
- Some kind of MediaMan3:g.~fl1~nt
- Complete Backup and Restore Management System

Most systetn tnanagers expect a complete backupinanetwor~enviro?mentto
be managed by their operators. However, because of the complexity of the
underlying· hard- and· software, .errors· and instabilities.may occur· in tiifferent
areas. I want to distinguish between the following potential problem areas:

- The Backup Product
- Computer Resources
• Network, Services
-The' BackupPo!icy
- Backup Media
-Baokup ·bevices
- ··RestoreOperatiorts

The Backup Product

The operating staffmusthaveatho~ough understl,nding o(thebackup product.
Especially~forrestoreoperations,wbich occur less frequently than bac}(up
operations, the operator needs to understand. the.process. It is very easy to
setup a restore· command· that accidentally overwrites a complete directory
structure or a complete disk.. In a data center environment, the operators need

Why did my BackupFai/?
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to be well trained on the product and' understand the underlying concepts. The
software': must be correctly installed.

oo~
o

~ ID BACKUP

~FAILED!

The $ackupProduct

&
Computer Resources

• Backup software not correc~ly installed

• Backup software does not work with OS release

• System parameters like shared memory not sufficient

• Not enough disk space for log entries

A common source of errors with the backup product itself is the whole area of
software updates. These updates can involve the backup product, the operating
system or other software necessary to execute the backups correctly. Especially
for network backups, you must ensure that all layers ofnetwofk software
necessary for the backup are up and running. When perform,ing an ,operating
system update, you must check that your backup product supports this new
release and that it, is compatible with older operating system versions in the
network.

The backup product must be able to handle files that are larger than on~

medium., For example ifyouhaveafiltfthatis400MB in size, then the backup
product must be able to span 'that file oVer 'lllultiple'MO(Magneto'Optical)
disks which'hold only325MB per disk.

Why did my Backup Fail?
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€omputer·Resources

Some backllpproductsuse computer resourcesexte~sively..Forexample, ..·if
you. use· a product. for a high-speed local backup to. multiple backup devices,
you· can· achi~ve ..~b~£~upperfonnance of up·to.20 GB/~.ln order to. achieve
thisperformanpe, ... s()me ....comp~ter .resources will exceed the .default .values.
These resourc~s canb~ parametersfor shared memoryorsemaphores.

Ifdllt;ing thebackup~ log entriesare~reatedf()rallfiles that. are backedup, you
must. Il1ake.·sure that enough disk spa5e is available. for these log.entties.Itwill
be very annoying if your backup fails just'because you experienced a
filesystem or database overflow due to the log entries.

A.notherareaof trouole· might be u.nm6unted filesystems. lfadisk. is
unmounted~nd thatdisk holds a file system,thisfilesystemwillnotbe backed
up if the backup.isafilesystem .. backup. In order. toav?idthat situation you
must make sure that all disks listed in fete/checklist are mounteti on your
system. During a restore, it might be even worse if you try to restore a
filesystem that is currently not mounted. For example, ifyourlusr~irector)'is
on a separate disk and it is unmounted during a restore operation· then the
restore will be done to the root disk. This could lead to a disk overflow problem
if you are not aware of this .situation. To guarantee a trouble-free restore you
should again check /etc/checklist to find out whether all disks are mounted.

Network· Services

Before you. do a backup inthe<network~ you must make sure thatt~e

appropriatenetworksoftwar~is up and runnipgin youren~ironmentFor.the
initialsetup·.OfyOUf backup environment, ·you must .configureseveral .. machines
inyournetwork that you .. want to.oackupfroma cen~al.machine. The n~twork

services on these machines .must be configuredac£ordinglyand the .. central
backup machine needs access to ...•.. theother<machi~es .. in the ·backup
environlllentThese machines can be m~chines that are being backed up or
machines to which a backup device is attached.

In environments with distributed filesystems, you canalsodoyourbackupwith
NFS. However, some older versions ····ofNFS may cause problems· when

Why did my Backup Fail?
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restoring files owned by root. The.preferred way of doing- netw:orkh~ckJ.lp~ is
always to use a backup product that launches a process locally. This process is
responsible. for. reading the data .. tobe back~d up and sending it over. the
network to the machine with the actual backup device.

In heterogeneous networks you must ensure that the appropriate services ary.
configured for the backup operation. It is strongly recommended that you use.a
backup product which really exploits the features of network services. These
network services could.be Remote Procedure Calls.(RPCs) or data interchange
on the TCPIIP level. If your backup relies on tools like.cpi() or tar, you· will
soon rea.ch limits in terms of network support and other features necessary for
backups. These tools have been developed for data. interchange in the pre-~

network era, e.g. for transfer of data from a machine of vendor A to a machine
of vendor B. Some people use complex scripts around these tools to expand
their usage in a network environment. But since these tools were neither;
designed for network usage nor for the backup requirements oftoday the reslll,t
is always more like a workaround than a sophisticated backup solution.

The Backup Policy

In workgroup environments there can be several people responsible for backup
policies and procedures. However it is helpful if there are (lverall guidelines for
the backup procedure. In this case a company could internally train their
personnel on this procedure. With this approach it is easier to share resources,
people and computer machinery.

One of the major tasks in designing a backup policy is to determine which data
needs to be backed up. Typic~lly t~e important data is user data and appliC':\tion
data. The operating system .. itself· does not need. to be backed up since it is
recoverable from install tapes. When determining what files need to be
included in the backup procedure~you must be careful to avoid a possible data
loss in the event ofcorrupted data on the hard disk. Some backup tools allow
end .users tospec~fy data to be backed up. In this case it is a question .... of
educating the end users to understand what they are requesting for backup. It is
the end user's responsibility to make sure that all. important user .and
appli~ation data is included in a secure backyp. Duplicate dataJhat is being
backed up from a different place should not be included in the backup.

Why did my Backup Fair?
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The Backup Policy

• Not all mission-critical user data included in backUp

• Important configuration files like letc/rcnot baf:ked up

• Backup frequency not appropriate)

• End users excluded important data from the backup

The other ... important" issue' of ••.a .~~ckup policy.. is the" b~ckup. frequency.
Determine how Illuch data you can afford to lose and plan y~ur backup
frequency. ac~ordin~ly.,You. sh()uld .also decide jf it is,reallY.?ecessafY to
backuPyollr dataev~1)'nightIf your, d~ta changes only in(requently you might
choose (l, backup ollly everY odlprllight.

If YOllf ~nyir()nlIleM~g\Jir~~ .llmhliIr1a)tirne\Vind()w'·foicol11t)1~te .~lr~ys~M
restores~ you must adjust your schedule of full and incremental backups
accordi~gly.•• For •.. e~al'I1pl~'.if you do fullbackupseve~YMon<iay and
increlll.ental.backups 9yeryTuesday .through ..' FriQflY, .•. it .could •...t~p .' hours ..... to
r9store a complete diSk. ~ere are alternatives like more frequent full backups
or local high-speed ba~lcups.

~n-?rsinth~ ~etu.p.~f the b\lck~pp()li(;Y(;aI1l~~~exerj ,~;4.d; CJ)n~uerices .. PpJ:
example, ira user's directorY is not or only partially includedillthe;bac~,pp, !h~

data can be lost in the case of a disk failure. Even if you don't· backup the
operating system, you must include specific files, like letclpasswd or letclrc.
These files are important for the overall system configuration. It will be very
time-consuming to recover a system if the letclpasswdfile gets lost.
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Backup Media

Concerning backup media an important issue is that you. are able·· to easily
identify the medium from which you want to restore your data. Even if the
restore operation is sOlTl~timesconsideredas,\ an<e?,ceptionalUlsk, the process
of media handling is essential for a trouble-free backupJind res~ore.

There should be a well defined process· in place for media· handling. This
process should cover issues like:

eLabelling
e Initialization of media
• Physical storage
e Deletion of obsolete media

The labelling of the media must be correct and consistent. The media· should
have physical label stickers as well as virtual label information at the
beginning of the tape. There must be a clear and simple way to identify a
particular medium. The label should consist of information based on the
current backup date and the data contained on this medium. In order to
guarantee that· media is not used· for another purpose the media should .be
stored in a safe place physically separate from the actual machine environment.
If you use a medium for the first time you should make sure that the medium is
initialized by the backup tool before the actual backup. In this way you make
sure that the medium can be easily identified as a medium for backup purposes.

There must also be a process in place to discard ,backup media that. will not be
used for backup in the future. Otherwise there· is a chance. that you could load
the tape for a restore and norfind the data that you actlJaHy wantto restore. The
media must guarantee good data integrity and good shelflife. There should be
a procedure}o .determin~ how often a specific medium has been used.
Depending; on the kind of'medium, it should not be overwritten againaft~rit

has passed a certain age or usage thr~shold.
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Backup Media

&.
Backup Devices

• Incorrect labelling

• Capacity of media insufficient

• Device file not setup or not specified correctly

• Device driver not present

Onepossiblecaus~..of a backup failure is that the capacity of your backup
Illedium is insuffi£iellt. Youwi11then see allJessage telling you that onlYP¥t
of the scheduleddat~ has been bac~ed up. ,In terms of capa~ity pe~,medium"th~
DDS t~chnology offers acheap and reliable soilltion-. If, however, you want t~
perform unattended backup 6f large amounts of o~-linedata'youmi~htcllQ?se
some kind of repository system. In this case'the MO (Magneto-Optical)
autoch3Jlgermight be' an alternative, since these devices offer .an on-line
capacit}' of up to 100 YB.

For most environments the support of a variety of backup devices is available.
These devices include the more traditiona11/2 inch 9-track tape and 1/4 inch
16- or 32-track tape drives as well as newer technology like the DAT (DDS
Format) tape drives and the MO (Magneto Optical) disk drives.
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A new compression DAT drive byHP offers a capacity of 8 GB. This,amount
of data can be stored on a 90 meter DDS tape in a little more than 1 hour. With
this fast developing technology the trend is towards more local high-speed
backup solution~.lnsomee?~:ironments a complete ba,?kupis only a question
of minutes..The advantage is that users can do a' fast, reliable backup that is
cheap and easy.to handle.

Another area of trotlblemight be the whole areapf the device files. Suppose,
you do a backup to a drive with the special device file ./devlrmtiOm. If this
device file has been erased for whatever reason, the result is either a failed
backup or a backup into a regular disk file called /dev/rmt/Om. This can cause a
filesystem overflow. The same behavior occurs when the device file name is
misspelled, e.g./dev/rmtlom instead of /dev/rmtlOm.

Another common source of errors is that the backup user does not have write
access to the device file or that the device driver for the backup device is not
present. In this case the backup will fail immediately.

Restore Operations

A lot of issues concerning .restore operations have already .been discussed.
However, I want to emphasize this particular area, since several unexpected
errors can occur during such an operation. I am sure that most operators have
already. been in a situation where they .couldn't do a requested restore or
experienced other unexpected side effects.

Before performing an actual restore operation there must,be a well defined way
to. identify the medium that holds the data that needs to be restored. Usually,
this is done through the logging information made during the backup. This
logging information might be available on-line on a computer system or off
line on paper or on any other medium. No matter where the information
resides, there must be an easy and fast way to access it.

Why did my Backup Fait?
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~FAlLED!

Fl~st()re .'. Operations

• l3~sl()re rJ~I~led.he,directQ(Y slruc:ture

• File system overflow because deleted files are not tracked

• File could not be identified on tape

• Restore'done to the wrong machine

A very sensitive area during the restore process is conflict resolution. A restore
conflict exists. if the .. files or directories found on' the backup' medium •. already
exist on the computer's disk. If the.opera.tordid not e",-plicitly specify that he
wants to overwrite existing files and directories, the restore will simply, not be
done. On the other hand, if the operator specifies overwriting during a restore
operation, it is very easy to destroy a large amount of data on the disk. Just
suppose.. that .. you· restorea-filelusers to· a···disk with a directory '. called/users.
During the restore the whole directory lusers with all underlying directories
and files willbe removed and replaced by the file lusers.

Ae()~~t·problemc~ be IJn~~()~fti?dfile~x~tefri
1
()"frfl~Ws.So~~ .re~sons.for

tharf have .•..• alre~~y .oiscuss~din the section .. ~bou.t c~mputer re~our~~~ ...• An
additio~alproblern can show up \Vh~n.the bac~up produ~t does .not keep track
q~idelete~.files.lf. alld~ta fr?m .'. a. \full. backup t~e. :wd th~ .\ subSt;quy~t
incremental backup tapes. is rest?red wi~~out the ope~ator taking 11(lte of the
files that have actually been deleted from' the computer's disk, a file system
overflow might occur.

Why didmyBackupFail'!
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When the restore command is entered, the operator must be careful to restore
only the precise data necessary.·· OtherWise, restoring less data .win· not ... satisfy
the.users,· and restoring more. data could have other ·oegative side-effects. In
addition, the data mustbe restored to the right location. Especially ina network
backup environment, there are many ways of restoring to the wrong place. The
data could be restoredto a wrong diJ:ectory or a wrong file system, and it might
even be restored to the wrong computer system!

Summary

Backup ofdatabase
"accoun6ng" finished

Disk /dev/rdsk/c200 1dOs2
done at 11:35:08

Backup of/u$8(s completed
In 44 min 23 seco~o

o

o~

BACKUP

SUCCEEDED!

Backup session completed
(0 errors, 0 warnings)

3 tapes have been used for
the backup of "system A"

7163 files successfully backup up

This paper has provided an overview of potential problem areas during backup
and rest~re operations. It is the responsibility, of system administrators and
backup oper~tors.t9guarantee.a hassle-free operation. In some environfQents
even the end users might be responsible fora successful backup. Most of the
issues can"be solved. through car~ful planning of policies andprocedure~.Since
backup is one of the.rnost sensitive areas in data ce~ter.ma~agement,.the
establishment and. monitoring of ttte defined policies and, prpcedures is
essential.
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Introduction

A complex, .evolving global economy is. creatiIlg interdependencies among .different
countnes and organizations. With this comes the need for· timely, accurate transfer
of high .. quality .multimedia .. information -- implying infon;natiQnage.. capabilities for
everyone Applicationusers·.. will require· information .access and .communication
capabilities in any combination of media -- .voice, data, image--· anytime,. anywhere,
in a timely, cost-effective manner. High-speed networks and distributed systems are
critical needs in this area of enterprise integration.

Limitations ofCurrent Networks

Over ·the past several years, the .role of Local Area Networks (LANs) .has changed
considerably. For. example, ... many corporations are .organizing people into
workgroups by project Of.businessllnit rath~r than geographical lpcatipn. These
workgroups require control over theirown resources as welL as access to corporate
resources on the network.. The growth in numbers and speeds of the attached
c()mputing devices is taxing LANs tothepointthatne~orksare beginning to run
()utof~andwidth. .!he BrobleJ!l·. is..expectep ·.to· becolI1e.· •.mo~e .acute .as·. distributed
computln~.a.nd~ultlmedlaapphcatlonsa~eImplemented.

Today's architecture,· built OIlhubs,bridges,and routers incorporating distributed or
collapsed backbone concepts, have not been able to provide the needed flexibility.
The limitation of today's. LANs has introduced performance alld congestion
problems that become more· pronounced by sharedmedia.·.·access.·· ···Thepopular
solutions of· segmenting.and resegmenting LANsbave not completely .reso~yed·the
bandwidth issues.



A lon~ term innovative ·····architectural solution· is needed to address the lAN
bandWidth problem. A lot of work is being done in the development of
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) ..·.a.nd Fiber Channel switching fabrics to
address these issues.

Current Generic LAN 'nternet Topology

LAN-1r--:-----------------------~~~

LAN-4 LAN-S

Figure· 1. An existing LAN topology based on shared media hubs, bridges,and rou,ters.

The real challenge facing the network managers today is to develop a cost-effective
mi~ration path that will fulfill the short~term requiremen~s and lead th~ro toward
budding the ATM infrastructure. The following sections will discuss the switching
hub and. ATM.technologies as well as briefly describe FibreChannel.and Photonics.

SwitchioaHubs

Conceptually, switching hubs represent the first step towards migration from shared
media access to switched LANs. A switching hub is more like a multiport bridge
rather than a multiport repeater, with routing protocol support. It uses an
intelligent filtering mechanism to forward traffic to only those ports that need to
hear it. This is essentially done at the media speed, that is, they are just as fast as
the cablin~ media to which they are connected. This combination of multiport
switching (filtering) and media speed moves us from shared to switched lANSe In a
shared lAN, all ports on the hub compete for the same 10 Megabits per second
(Mbps) bandwidth. In a switched lAN, eachrort or a combination of ports on the
hub may be configured to see the equivalent 0 a dedicated 10 Mbps.
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Theswitching hubs extend theJife ef existing19~ps~thernet~etw()rks. They will
provide network managers with· enough·- -breathing space until -100+ Mbps
technologies (1ooMbps Ethernet, 1ooBaseVG, ATM LAN and Fibre Channel
LAN) become available. These _hubs also .provide the flexibility .of network
reconfiguration. For example,critical servers. could be assigned dedicatedper port
bandwidth. Workgroup networks may be'configured for reduced congestion or
broadcast problems. . Diskless clients. and X-Terminals are sensitive to network
performance. .Switching hubs provideoptiops to avoidthese problems. They can be
configured to be less susceptible to network performance degradation due to
variables. such as delay and traffic levels. As apart of their· technologx, migration
strategy,._ switching -hub vendors are developing ATM backplanes for· adding cell-
switching fabric and multimedia support. . .

FigtlJ'e2. --As numbers and speeds Qfattached LAN devices..increase, switclUnghubsofferan interim
solution to bandwidth bottlenecks.
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PO$sible;'Fulure Topology-2

LAN-6

LAN-4

LAN-2

&-.--..8

LAN...3

Figure 3. Multiple switching hubs incorporated in a LAN infrastructure can be configured to provide
dedicated per port bandwidth for critical systems and applications.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode' lATM>

The ATM is an evolvIng Broad~and Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN)
standard that allows dynamic integration and multiplexing of voice, video, and data
services on Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) links operating at speeds of 150
Mbps or higher. Although, it was originally envisioned as a wide area technology,
ATM has also gained acceptance as' the local area Iletwork technology. For users
who do not require very high transmission speeds, vendor initiatives are coming
from several dIrections to make ATM products and services available ,at lower
speeds. ,Sevpral product vendors have presented the ATM Forum with proposals for
low-speed ATMfor local area networks.'Forexample"AT&T arid Hewlett-Packard
Company have jointly presented a'51 Mbps proposaL' '

ATM allows dynamic bandwidth allocation on demand. It uses fixed length cells
and is referred to as cell relay. The fixed length, 53-byte ATM cell consists of 5-byte
header and 48-byte information field (payload) (Figure 4). ATM network routes
traffic by encapsulating 48-byte information payload of fixed size cells and switching
these cells through very fast packet switches. It sup£orts data rates of 150 Mbps, 600
Mbps, and potentially several Gigabits per second (Gbps) speeds.



ATMCell

~8byfes

Figure 4. The fIXed-length, 53-byte AN cell consistsof5-"byte header and 48-byte information field
(payload).

As illustrated in Figure 5, ATM protocol operates over.aphysical ·layer. .. The
protocols iIIUnediately above theATM layer are used to adopt various .services. The
cont.r91plan~<Wl..th its layeredstructur.e .providlls si~an!...ngand ~olUlectio.• ·. ncontro.l
functIons. The . user .. ··.plane transfers' i applIcatIon.· ··ulfhrmatlon, whereas .. the
management plane provides .... maintenance, . operation, .... and . other ..... management
functions. .
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Protocol Iayers involved
for Initial deployment

•
. Extra Jayers necess.ry

for switched service

User-Network {

Interfaces (

Figure '5.·· ATM layered architecture model.

How does ATM Fit in Existina Networks?

Inthe long run~ the eventual vision calls for a homogeneous end-to-end, cell-based
infrastructure (Figure 8).·· However,celLswitching would initially be implemented in
the backbone ·and high-performance workgroups without completely replacing
existing networks. Current protocols and applications as well as wiring. plants can
remain unchanged. ATM switches can be selectively deployed where they solve
acute problems, thereby protecting investments in existing network components like
shared bandwidth hubs, routers, bridges, and switching hubs. Heavily utilized
resources such as high-end application servers can be provided direct ATM
connections.

In short, the local ATM can be deployed for the following reasons:

1. Backbone ATM for connecting hubs, routers, and bridges.

2. Workgroup ATM for distributed client server computing deploying high-end
servers and workstations.

3. Wide area ATM network connectivity.
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One of thellloreitnpQrtantattractions of.· ATM: technologxis its·· scalability and
growth path. It can utilize any combination of spe.ed.s, from. .. DS-3 (45 Mb.)ps) to
SONET OC-48 (2.5 Gbps), over a variety of medIa such as twisted pair and fiber
optics.

Generic ATM LAN .... Example 1

Multimedia

Workstation

Figure 6. ATM switch can be integrated into existing infrastructure to support critical·LAN segments.
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Ge-neric ATM LAN- Example 2

Figure 7. ATMwill support emerging multimedia applications and provide interoperability with legacy
networks such as Ethernet, token ring, and FODI.
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Generic .AT.M LAN - Example 3

PC Computer. Computer

Interoffice Trunk

SONET (OC-3)

Multimedia
Workstation

Figure 8. Eventual vision of an elld-to:endJ\TM and SONET network that would also integrate legacy
networks and systems.

FibreCltannel

Fibre C9~pnel.standard.. is being defined by. the Ametican .National Standards
Institute '~ANSI). Some Qfthe industry e~eI1s believe that the channel-attached
architectureth'l.! is usually associated WJ.~~, host~peripheI'alconnections could
emerge as a viable alternative to today's hi~h·"~J.ld.~·.architecture. Recently it has
enlisted support'among computer manuf~~~urers.l~Jce He~l~tt-Packard Company,
IBM, and Sun Microsystems. Fibre challl1elprovides th~~e types.pf connections:
point-to-point I/O (example: mass data storage); clusters of high-end workstations;
and high-speed switched LAN connections.

Fibre ··channelprodl.1ct vendorsp~lieve that the .... higb.-speed ·challl1el·•. architecture
operating'at up to IGbpscanpe'coll:yertedbyadding a switch ~pecifi~d in the new
standard.;Channel"based adapters do most of the processing in hardware and
hence, achieve high speeds and low delays.

Fibre channel specifications define an encapsulation technique to handle both LAN
and high-performance channel protocols. Fibre channel supported interfaces
include .High Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI), Small Computer Systems
Interface (SCSI), and Intelligent Peripheral Interface (IPI). Also, Fiber Distributed
Data Interface (FDDI), ATM, Token Ring, and Ethernet LAN traffic will be
supported. In order to gain acceptance as a network solution, Fibre Channel will
need to ensure interoperability among different vendors' products. Recently, a
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Fibre Channel S~stem.s Initiative (FCSI) . has .been formed.· by Hewlett-Packard
Company, IBM, and SunMicros~stems to address the interoperability. issue. The
FCSI is developing three profiles providing enough details for vendors to produce
interoperable products. These profiles include:

1. St()r~ge profile -~design guidance for products used in point-to-point data storage
applications such as, backing up data to disk arra~s.

2. . Networking profile -- define IP ..• ellcapsulation for transmission over Fibre
Channel networks and design guidance for switches.

3. Intemetworking profile -- define interfaces between Fibre Channel equipment
and existing .LAN protocols for legacy network support.

Architecture Trends - Switched LAN
Architecture

Figure 9. An- integrated hybrid network ofFibre Channel alld ATMswitching fabt,ics interconnected
via bridge/router.·. ATM provides multimedia communications support and IAN to WAN integration.

Fibre Channel provides mass storage integration.and high-end workgroup cluster support.
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cErnergingApplications

Simulation Collaborat ion

'-:""'-',', ',.'- ,"

;.,:.>. ,..-" :., , :., " : .. <.; ..;-.... ,>

figure 10. Swit<:hedF~brics that Will provide en,terprise-wide integraHop;ofhigh-penol'mance systems~

This would enallie efijciellt implem~ntation of~merging applications such as client/servet,imaging,
collaboratiQn, .silIlulation, and mult~edia.

Photonics

Photonic computil1g, switcbing,and transmission are ~hethree technology drivers
thatwill have tremendous impact·.on high performance interconnection.networks of
tlle1990s and beyond.. Next generation of computing would:require developmentof
systems.·.··. '.' capable .•• of. Teraflop .'Ilrocessing •·••. rates, .. \Terabit .•.... per •.• second ,(Tbps)
commuJ1icatiollsspeeds and Terabyte storage capacity. Effectlve<architectureswill
balance resources). betweencol1lIl1unications,.... processing; .and storage ,system
components...·.····Oneof the. impQrtant .considerations in .successful ..bigh-perfonnance
systems i~ the scalabilityqf t~e architectpre, 'l?otentially.exten~ing'over global scales
for •. multlproc~ssorapphcatlons. ThIS' wIll· place. ·IncreasIng demand an the
jnterC9n.nection network.•...• All-electronic·interconnects .•. impose- a ·..communications
bottleneck, since the link bandwidth and thephysicaldistaIl,ce these links can cover
are limited by power dissipation and electronic crosstalk. Optoelectronics and
photonic tech;nulogiescould play,a _critical~ole'in the future .·architectutes .af the
highly. scalable •• an<i.·flexible interconnects ...•. for multicomputer parallel. processing
systems.

~lg::\:~~~~&~ftQ~~~::J~~:~1~~::S'Jd:O~~ig~:~V~:~~~~~f
tl)e,applications tbatwould provide market .Rlace incentives for theevolutiqno£'an
all-fiber private and publicnetwor:k including fiber to the home..• Puringthe 198(}s,
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transmission .began tll.~, transiti()n ..... to photonics'i •• lea~jl1gto the progressive
replacement of copper with fiber. Aside from the. low-foss fiber and surface
emitting .lasers, recent advances in lightwave transmi&sion capability have come
from using optic~ amplifiers and coherent systems. Nonlinear cro~stalkjn .the
optical fiber IS aD. important limitation to transmission of multiple simu1tan~ous
wavelengtq§_ Optical amplifiers eliminate the need for high~spee4 electroni~ to
regetleratesignals..,. They use light to control light. A single aInplifier will boost
signals carried.by different wavelengths (colors) of light, as ·is the case in ~avelength
divisjon multiplexing,(WDM).Coherent systems offer longe~fi~erspans between
regenerators and greater receiver sensitivity. .Similar to the-Frequency Modulation
(FM) radio tuning, they also offer greater selectivity and "'channel drop-add
functionality.

~~ct:f~ :&:~~~eTod~y~~;h~~e~~6~cnn:=Q::litte~i~~W~~d=
and .. converted. to .. electronic format·· for processing in, relatively' slow electronic
switches. >During the 1990s', we would see the transition ofswitching to photonics.
Device technology for independent modulation of multiple optical wavelengths is
maturing rapidly. .Laser arrays can beam light into optical media or free .space to
reach other photonic· arrays. Wireless photonicconnections would free us from
physical wiring constraints and allow flexible and rapid systemsreconfiguration.

During thelaterlart of this decade and beyond, we would see the tra.nsition··of
computingtowarphotonics. Since light beams do not interact with .one another,
massively parallel computing architectures should be possible. Wireless photonic
interconnections will provide nearly instantaneous computing. We are at the
threshold" of .developln~ Integrated Photonic Circuits (IPCs) that may rival
Integrated Electronic CIrcuits (IECs).· Experimental disital photonic processors
offer the promise of computers with orders ofmagnitude hIgher processing power of
today's electronic machines.

Concludine Remarks

Switching hubs are becoming part of the LAN··infrastructure for high-end computing
and bandwidth ,intensive' applIcations. This will allow users the option·of squeezing
one to three additional years .out. of investment in existing LAN technologies.
Eventually, these hubs will inco~orate ATMbackolanes. ATM LAN switches and
ATM switching hubs will combIne to deliver high bandwidth on demand to' the
desktop. End-to-end .. ATM is a vision.with different perspectives. .Some· industry
experts believe· that ATM will start from ·LANs and· move out into the WANs;
whereas, others are 'of the opinion, that ATM will· move from WAN. to LAN.
Despite these differences in outlook, one can visualize an integrated systents
network that will link legacy systems and network components (routers, bridges, and
hubs) with ATM and Fibre Channel switching fabrics.

Historically, .' networks. ha.ve m..igrated from Kilobits •. per second (Kb'ps) (host to
terminalconnection) to Mbps LANs (Ethernet, Token Ring, and FDDI).Currently

~d1~g;eng;;ei~:~d:r~~e~t~~c~~:~d:d~h~~~Co~~~I~/~~
potentlallyproVldeThps communlcatlon.·speeds. ,·The future paradIgm shlft'brought
about bypfiotonic computing, switching, and transmission would move <us closer to
offering universal' infor~ation service~.·. --, the-ability-!?· provide'any· c0tnbination .pf
voice, video, and data anywhere, anytime with convenience and economy.
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Abstract

Toeffective{v. manageafomputingenvironment we ne~~to understt;md antl",onitor workloads. resp~nse

ti",es .andth~o~ghputs . fro,,:. th~busin~s~.pe,:sp~ctive. . '.. Distributed, heterogeneous computing
environments present additional challenges to achieving this objective. In a distributed, .client-server
application. a single business transaction may. require several interactions between the user and' the
desktop as weUtt~requestsfrom the desktopt() o"eorm()reservers.1Vethere!Qre need to identify.
measure andmonitor business transactions qnd user-perceived response times by application.

T~i~ ~a{Jerex~min~s t~e'needto measufe and. monitorbysin~~s.:~raTlsactioI1S and explorescurrefltqnq
future technolQgv ~oenable thisin distributed opensy§tem e1Jyi/~()nmenis.

Background

0J>ensys,tem'envir()nments}nc~rporatesystenland•• networ~Jadlitieswhich cOlllInunicateand inter
operate to stlpport distribut~ applicatiolls. These facilitiesw~npr()bablybe heterogeneous in natur~ .and
supplied by.llluitiple. vendors. Distributed., applications (including client-server applications) ..• at:e
developed as cooperating modules which reside on ditIerent systems within the network, and work
together to provide the functionality users require to achieve their business objectives.

More c~rporations·~lfe im~leT~nting .. distributed .processingbuilt~h open. syst~m~ and utiliziIlg.clin~t

selVer application~. These dis~ritmted appli~tions s,uPP9rtall aspec;ts of the.l?~~inessin~ludingtec~nj.cal,
comme~cial.and. ma~ufacturin~ activities;·.~nd are increasingly criti~al to the su<:?ess,ofthe busiIl~ss. ',.••. In
these .•,ellvirontnents a gr~ater.'emphas~s ~s'~illg •. placed ". on theabiljty to etIectiyely ,manage distributed
aPl?licCitions. '•• Monitoring and optimizing' the .'. perfo~a~ce .of, these distributed appliqitions .is a very
important element of this management. The objectiyesof performance management are.. to. accOInplish the
following:

,ensure user productivity. is' notnegativel~ impaCted by the ,service .. levels '(availability~ response
times~ job turnaround times) provide9 ~y the computer facilities;
optimize the return on investment in thecomp~terfa~ilities;

plan for support of future business goals and strategies by the computer facilities.

The remainder of this paper will focus on each of these objectives'within open system environments.

Measuring User Producth'ity

User prO<i~ctivity is usually measllfed' in terms of the~ser'sabilitytocompleteanamoullt ofwo~kwit,hi~:.~
given time' period. Another important. factor which. sh()uld. be consi4ered whe[l me~suring.use!

Measuring and Monitoring Business Transactions in an Open System Environment
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productivity is responsiveness to customer requests. '.Adequate response to user requests provides a
competitive advantage particularly in industries where direct customer interaction is required to complete
atransaetion~ and where cust()mer service is. an important differentiator between competitors. Examples
are the banking, airline and car rental industries. .

In computing terms the first measure above can be thought of as throughput, while the second is related to
response times and availability.

Measuring Computer Service Levels

Traditionally, the service levels provided by computing facilities are measured from a systems perspective.
The typical measures of system responsiveness are response time measures such as first response and
reSJXlnse to prompt. These take a very s~mplistica~pr()3ch using a single system view. Firstresponse is
how long the user waits until something appears on the screen .... following a request for service, while
response to prompt is how long the user has to wait before another command can be issued following. a
request for service.

These measurements are captured by operating system' instrumentation whicbcan identify events such as
terminal read and write requests. and terminal read and write completions. The time intervals between
these events is used to derive response time values. This methodc~n suffer problems on a single system
where there is not a consistent definition ~f transactionswhich trigger these events, or where l1!0re than
one system is involved in supporting distributed applications. Response times captured in the above
fashion on UNIX-based systems for example can represent single characters being echoed. or blocks of
data being transferred between the user t~rminal and the system. In the case of a distributed application~

response times as reported on a single system may have no meaning or value. Consider the case of a
client-server transaction where the user-interface presentation and a .Iocal ~tabase. is supported. on the
user's local workstation, while the main traJlsaction processing engine and corporate database is supported
on another system elsewhere in the corporate network. In this caSe having a measure of the response from
the local system is meaningless unless we can also capture and correlate the response from the 5e,t\'er
system.

The other difficulty in measuring response time is that typically we would like to know response times by
transaction by application~ whereas most operating systems.provide response times either on a global basis
(aggregated for all applications on. the system) or for an individual process. This again can limit the
usefulness of the response time data as there may bea number of processes that make up a single
application, and we may want to see response times a~gregated by user application. This is important
where consistent response time is required for a number of transactions within a single application, and
we need to easily compare response times across transactions for each application.

The above problems can~ to varying degrees. be .. overcome by post. processing the captured performance
information~ however this makes it difficult to effectively measure and monitor application performance in
an on-line real time fashion. The post processing approach by itself is also unlikely. to help. us identify
meaningful response times that relate to business activity or to track transactions that' span multiple
systems in distributed applications. This then leads us to the necessity to take a. fresh approach to the
problem,.which is more attuned to the distributed nature of open system environments and applications.

Measuring Business Transactions

To ,support our ability to achieve. the first goal. of performance .management \vbiCh is maintaining user
pf(xiuetivity,. we need meaningful. response. times •. tijat are directly related to the way users perceive the
responsiveness of the computing facilities and the way we measure user productivity.

lv/easuring and Jvfonitoring Business Transactions in an Open System Environment
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F"undamental to this approach is the concept of business transactions. ..A· business transaction is the
complete, process ·the user.·follows in order to .. satisfy a. QUstomer .request or to undertake .·some.task .related
to· achieving the business .objectives. ·.The transaction coUld be.as..simple as. providing an account ba~nce
to a customerin a bank or ascomplex as updating a CAD design for an engineeringapplication~ It could
be time critical such as a financial trading transaction, and may involve several user interactions with the
local system as well as a number of data or processing requests fropt the local systemto one or more
remote servers. In the extreme it could involve· requests to a system e:\1ernal. to the corporation,· for
exampleinq\Jiries· to an .e~tert1al;stock excllange(jata base... Identifying business .transactions· has been
important for workloadforecasting and capacity. planning as outlined il.1.[ZAH88].

'rb~se busin~ss ··transactions relate to inclividuaJ. applications where all.application is defined asa group of
processes which together automate Of SUpport a .• group of related .. aetivitieswhich are associated with one
aspect of the business.. Tocompletely understand performance relative to these business transactions, we
need .sopte.mechanism for identifying •. tbe begin•. and ... end·....ofeacbsuch ... transaqtio~ .;andther~fore. the
associated response timesan<inllmber ofthese transactionsw!,icbarecompleted.ina given time period.

With the.· limitations .of currently avaHable measurement technology,·.·.theonJy fe,asible way of measuting
business .transactions istoinstrurnent th~.actual. application itself. .. The. ~pplication code .Itself could
c~lculate response times .alld transaction ·rates ;and simply ··Iogtbis iIlformatioD: .. This will·.. usually not
support the allocation of resources utilized ,by each transaction type, since therewilLnotbeptarkers in the
system performance logs to indicate when transactions commenced and completed.·. This limitsourapility
to achieve the second goal of performance management. optimizing resourceutilizations .and hence return
on investm~ntin the computing fa,pilities..·... Analtematiye is to place •calls within ··the application code to
another shared .. module or .perhaps to an '.. Qperatingsystemintrinsic to (ienotethe beginning and end of
e,ach·transaction.to be.tr(}cked. and have a generalmonitoring·facilitytrack these· transactions.

There.are.$omespecific consideratignswith this approach, particularlywithUNlX-based;systemswbich
are process oriented~ ... Weneedtohave .amechanisl1'lJor determining whether·a transaction/started by one
process pall be completed by another, or whether~ve.wa,ntthesame:process. to botheomm~nceand

complete. the transaction..·We· also need .. toconsider the case of.a transaction which.commences'on· one
system and completes on··allother (suqh asa· banking transaction which completeswhen.·.thc;: accounts. on
the corporate mainframe. are updated), and those transactions. which start and complete on the same
~stem. but which.·have some.·client"'server.interaction ·..imbedded·.within them. ·Inthe·.. la,tter ..case, .. total
elapsed time maybe av~ilable.but the components ofthatTespon~time maybe difficultto identify.

~ew technology is. becoming available~¥hich supportsHcapturingidentifiedbusiness.transactions. ioopen
system environments..'·.System vendors may provi(ieoperating system intrinsicsto.mark the beginning.and
end of business transactions. which can then be correlated with the other service level and resource
\Jtilizatign.·metricscapturedby .. the ... operating. system· performance.measurement facility. .. Third ·party
~rformance .management software vendors could also .providecode,moduleswhicb.could·· be.called to
identify· transactigns, .andagain this would allow correlation with .other information. captured. by these
monitors.. ·Corporationscouldin<iependently;.develop. theirown.· facilities to at .least provide service ·level
measures ··suchas .response.·. time and th£oughputrates fQr business transactions by.instmmentingtbeir
application code..... This information. togeth~r withotherperformancejnformationcould bep()st. processed
in. ordertoprovidesollle correlation of re~urc~ consumption, however. this will .typically ·be highly
summarized and·somewhat inaccurate.

Today's technol()gyas described abovewiltallo\Vustoaccuratelyrepresenttme response times and
transaction .. rates Jrolll the u~r .an<i·business. perspective,· but will not generally ;·allowustoidentify
pomponentsofresponsetjme such as. network delay and time spent in the· server. ··If the transaction takes
place on. single system, we may also be able ·to identify resource consumption for each ·transaction,
however if the ·application .is client-server involving .multiple systems,. it is very difficult to allocate all
resource usage across the systems and network to the individual transactions. Additional research is being
undertaken· into tracking business transactions across· the network, including. the. ability to identify and

Afeasuringand A/oni/oring Business Transactions in an Open System El1cvironment
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allocate response time components and resource utilization· by transaction. Approaches under
examination include the ability to send the transaction identifier in the header of the remote procedure call
and instrumenting the remote procedure call itself to capture response time compOnents~

Monitoring Performance from a .Business Perspective

Once we have the ability to identify, capture' and measure service levels by .business, transaction, we can
then monitor performance and identify situations' where we are failing to provide .the required .service
levels to maintain user productivity. We also have the ability to view performance from the same
perspective as the computing facility users which should greatly help in the"proeess of understanding
users' concerns and in characterizing perceived performance problems.

The capability to measure performance from the user's perspective 'supports more effective on-line
performance management of open system' environments. Instead of waiting for users to be affected by
performance problems, or actively monitoring all of the resources and applications within the computing
facilities, .we can focus on areas requiring.attention by.looking for deviations from a normal or desired
state. .This technique. referred to as management.;.by-exception, generally involves some form of alarm
notification based on pre-determined thresholds- being exceeded.' This concept is particularly important
when managing large numbers of' systems within a· distributed environment where it isn't· viable to
examine performance ona system by system basis.

Management by exception is implemented by determining the .important .performance measures to be
monitored and the· corresponding thresholds which' will indicate exception conditions. ,'. Then'as the
performance information is captured and "logged, it, is ·,examined by 'an intelligent' alarm agent which
identifies exception conditions and notifies a central analysis station. Only the alarm notification and
supporting ··information' is sent to the' central location to ensure' the network is' not· overloaded. .By
measuring business transactions~ we have the most accurate indicator of how user productivity is impacted
by' any degradation in the performance of the computing facilities, whether the problem is occurring on a
particular system or within' the' connecting network. . Because we are focusing' only on those areas
requiring attention. this technique can also help lower our management overhead.

Depending· on the alarm technology employed and how the thresholds are set, this technique can warn of
potential problems before ·userS experience. difficulty. Instead of waiting for "user complaints,\ve can
identify, characterize and correct problems before user productivity is affected. thereby achieving our first
objective for performance' management. We could,' identify these potential problems by looking for
deterioration in service levels over time or by looking for instances of over utilized resources.

Resource utilizations can generally be captured at a global, application and process level, although certain
measurement technologies don't provide application measurement· on-line, . rather' they require •process
records to be post processed in order to' produce application illformation. It· is also important to capture
resource'consumptions at an individual transaction level. Ifwe determine that a particular application is
consuming excessive resource. we need to go· further to· identify which particular transaction is the
problem. This will help us to determine an· appropriate cause of action which may involve tuning' the
applicationmodtileswhich support that transaction or perhaps 'altering the process such that a background
job is spawned to complete that transaction if it is not time critical. .' By allocating resource usage to
individual transactions we can also implement more effective charge back for the computing facilities
where' the direct· costs:associated ." for each business transaction are accounted for. .This allows.·more
illformed .business 'planning' and· decision making. '.. As indicated previously~ it is .possible to allocate
resource consumption by transaction if it· accurson a single system, but more difficult ifthe·application is
distributed'"across multiple systems.

AfeasuringandAlonitoringBusiness Transactions in an Open System Environment
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Ollr third objective' of performance management is. to plan for future c~pacity requirements based' on
changing. business .needs~ and this obj~tive is also well. supported by adQptingthebqsiness transaction
approach;

Capacity Planning using Business Transactions

The starting' point for any capacity. plan is to review the' objectives of the business, the various user
applications·and. how. these support the aspects .of t1)ebusiness., ... We. then need·.•tounderstand the priority,
workloads and required service levels of each Qfthese applications; We also need to examine the
corporation'sbllsinessplan to determine hQwthedemand on these applications will change in the future,
(lndwhatnewapplieations and work!oads willberequired to meet other future business demands~

If we are identifying and measuring ,businesstransaetiQn re~psetimes,transaetionratesand resource
consumption. we have excellent background information for both quantifying current performance and for
projecting fUwregrowth in terms whicharerelaJed to· the business and whi~l1>canbe directly~rrelated to
computing facility performance_ 'ThisapproachisanextensiQnoftbe use of NaturalJ:o(ecast, Units which
has been utilizedJor some years.. [L08611BOW87]

There are various techniques which are, used in producing a caP(lcity plan. Theseinclude statistical
forecasting, analytic modeling, simulation and benchmarking. Statistical forecasting is best used for
detel1Ilinillg future •... workload.and resource utilization levels on .a .'. single '" node...,••·.Itutilizes .' time series
analysis tQ.<!eterminefutllre levels· based on extending past trends.. More SQphisticated statistical
forecasting lechniquesalso>incQrporate business units where key indicat()rs .of, future business activity
influence tI~e .outC.Qmeofthe.for~st. ..Iewe are already trackingbusine~lransactions thenth~can.form

the.,llasis of ouri>usiness pnil inputs; ·Wecan.then.. use .. thecQrporation's business plaQto,·project future
business transaction volumes" and as we hayehistorical data. relating business transactions.t<> both service
levels and resource 'consumption,'wecanconfidentlyJorecastfuture performclDceandresou,(ce .utilizatiQn
levels.

An(llyticmodelinghasbeen predominately used to predict future performance of computer systems. This
approach builds alllathematical model of the system utilizing mean valueancl1ysis~. and can answer "what
if" questions such as "what happens to response tirne if I addt~n more .users to a specific, application?"
The analyticappr,oach has .' not traditionaUy ,been used tQ,modeltheperformanCe ofn~t\VQr~

configul"ati()ns. A~inhere.th~Jl.se of business transactions enhances this approachas;we define our
workloads by· these ·transactions. 'We know resource· consumptions by transaction and can.validate ·.the
base model by comparing predicted performance with measured performance for each transaction. This
then allows us to conduct "what if' analysis based on varying the number of business transactions, number
ofusers or some aspect of the system configuration.

Simulation .• has> been a popularrnethod . for modeling performance .of networks. It provides· a
representation.of the' environment~and' simulates the flow of each transaction and event through the
networked •computing ..environment.·..... Simulation· takes, more'· resources and a .longer. time to produce a
result than does statistical forecasting or .. analytic rnc:xleling,blltcan be used .to provjde ·.more· accurate
results for complex situations..The ability to identify, track and simulate business transactions will enable
amore, .. xealistic and accurate picture of futureperfoflllance based onprojectedcbanges within the
business.

Modeling distributed environments is a developing area for both ex-pertise and tools. Most capacity
planning products to date have either focused on the network or the individual systems within the
network~ To effectively predict future performance of distributed applications,we need to model both the
network and system elements. We also need to be able to track and measure client-server transactions
across the distributed environment in order to validate these predictions. This is where utilizing business
transactions as the core performance'metric can be invaluable as a way of uflderstanding transactions with

AJeasuring andAfonitoring Business TransQctionsin .an·OpenSystem Environment
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client-servei' open systemenvironmeots.....• Much work· is currently undenvay in the area of· capacity
planning distributed environments, and some of the previously mentioned research into tracking
transactions across the distributed environment will be required for accurate distributed environment
modeling.

Conclusions

The open system environment requires a· fresh·perspeetive on the definitions of· response ··timesand
transaction rates.•·····The traditional definitions assume a terminal device accessing a central system and are
oot consistent fot different UNIX-based systems·'and applications~ nor ·do they· support distributed' client
server type applications. Identifying business transaetionswithinappiications provides an excellent (and
with the limitations of today's measurement technology the only effective) method for accurately
monitoring computer facility performance from the business and user persPeCtives.

Once thiS' step of instrumenting applications has been undertaken, .the benefits are great in •• terms of
supporting the three·objectives· of performance ··management.' We have the same view of performance as
do the users. and hence we are more effectively able to· identify situations which \vill lead to a loss ofuser
productivity. When we do experience performance problems. we will be able to discuss issues with users
in familiar terms' related to the business applications. and hence characterize the problem more easily.

We can also use the business transaction perspective when· we optimize resource utilization and manage
the capacity of our computing facilities. By looking at the resources consumed by individual business
transactionS,· together with a knowledge of the relative importance of each transaction, we can take more
informed decisions regarding tuning opportunities or workload balancing 'if we·· become constrained on
available resources. Similarly, projecting future workloads for capacity planning exercises"is madceasier
by using business transactions. as our workload projections·canbe derived directly form" the business' plali
and by discussing future requirements with facility users in business terms they understand.

Today, the business transaction approach can be implemented either by system vendors providing
operating system calls. by performance management software vendors providing code modules which
identify and log business transaction information, or by corpOrations taking the initiative and developing
such facilities in house. Additional research is being undertaken by· several vendors in· the area of
tracking transactions·· across the network. and· this work should result in more sophiSticated .resource
consumption information, which in tum will assist in·more accurate capacity and configuration planning
and management.
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Michel Ferachoglou - HP

Meeting customer security requirements: a cryptographic
security module for theHP 9000

-Numerous important trends are dramatically complicating the
challenge of securing an organization's information
resources. For example, the increasing competitive pressure
for an organization. to share and access data securely on a
global basis; the need to improve 6rganizationalefficiency
and productivity by decentralizing the computing power from
large data centers to the user desktop in aclient/server
paradigm; the adoption of an open systems strategy to cost
effectively distribute computing and information; and the
growing threat·· of hackers •
HP has a good understanding of the global enterprise-wide
security .problem and thus, has developed the Secure Open
Computing strategy. We think that this will maintain our
leadership in the area of open systems and distributed
computing solutions.

Crypto.devices and associated services are key components of
the Secure Open Computing framework: Encryption Cards
provide a tamper-resistent environment for the
implementation of security services such as data
confidentiality, data integrity and message non-repudiation
via cryptographic means; Smart Cards provide a tamper
resistent environment for .the implementation of strong end
user authentication.
Applications are many (secure messaging, secure EDI,
software distribution, etc ••• ) • security modules will play
an important role toward ensuring the success of
client/server deployment by providing efficient high-speed
end-to-end encryption services integrated under DCE.

The session will briefly review the evolving security needs
of businesses, highlight the benefits provided by
Encryption Cards and Smart Cards, and explain their position
within the HP Secure Open Computing • As an example, the
audience will be presented a banking application
implementing Electronics Funds Transfers that takes
advantage of the Cryptographic Security Module for the HP
9000 ·Series 800. This device· offers a high degree of trust,
far beyond that which can be placed in computer operators,
applications or even the main operating system software.
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SETTING A DESKTOP STRATEGY

The roles of computing and o·f the IT Manager. have gone
through a.tremendous change.·' There. has been a significant
series of events that have caused this to happen. Global
competition and opportunity, more savvy customers,
significant cost pressures on budgets and the literal
explosion of technologies. have changed both,the role of IT
and. its place in the organization forever.

Executives are. seeking out ways for their companies to
become more competitive and are viewing IT as a potential
competitive edge. Most importantly, the requirement to know
your· customer has created •• a whole new series. of needs that
require that organizations think differently about how they
are organized and how they track information.

All of these requirements have landed broadly on the
shoulders of<the IT manager who must nowwrestle.with both
the legacy environments created' in the years past and try to
meeting the· challenge ofke,eping the organization
competitive through it.use of information.

In most cases, businesses are looking at re.-:-engineering
their business processes as well as their .. systems. In fact,
recent articles (ie .• June ,,14, 1993 ··BusinessWeek on the
Technology Payoff) have indicated that companies who benefit
from white collar productivity gains due to the use of IT
are the companies who havere-engineering their bllsiness
processes as well.

We <believe that the ability to change and the
management of· that Change· is the key .<:iifferentiator of·· the
most successful businesses. At Hewlett Packard, we are
constantJ..ychangingto.meet newmarket requirements,but.we
also recognize that cgnstantchangedoes not meanthra§hing.
Rath~r, the management of the change and. the.·.• flexibilityof
the environment to embracechange~hould,be,builtintoevery
companies' strategy and underlying system architecture.
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Programs like our Mainframe Alternative Program which
assist our customers in either moving toa newarchitecutre
or in providing for new technologies that still work within
the legacy environment have been extremely successful
because they deal with the overall strategy (people,
networks and systems). Once .. a company has decided to. make a
change in their overall system and network architecture we
find that many are opting to implement new systems with a
client/server architecture and we have teams available that
will assist with that process. One of the key decisions
that·arises out of the client/server strategy is what ·is the
future direction and plan for the organization.and how do I
choose the right desktop to meet both my current and future
needs?

We believe that the decision of what to put on the
desktop to assure the right desktop for the right.job both
today and tomorrow is·critical. We are allona path that
will lead us to object technology within the next few years
and we need to ensure that our current architecture will get
us there. In the best of circumstances, we want to be able
to provide as little change to the user's interface as
possible while continuing to add to the capabilities of that
desktop and benefits that its users derive fromit~ Lt is
critical that we understand what the ongoing<requirement of
a user (or class of users) will be. Once those are defined
we can begin to segment the users and their desktops.

Overall we believe that there are 3 major segments
within the desktop market. These can be characterized as
the traditional engineering/scientific desktop which we
characterize as the Design Desktop; the productivity desktop
which we characterize as the Personal Desktop; and a newly
emerging category of use who needs the integrated
performance, multi-tasking and communications of the
workstation without compromising the familiarity,
application legacy and price points of the Personal desktop!
We categorize this as the Enterprise Desktop.

There are certainly different platforms that are
associated with these classes of users and often they often
overlap. Today, I will review the examples of these
platforms and finally spend more time developing the use and
user of the Enterprise Desktop along with the needs of that
segment.

Today's choices of desktop platform are varied. At
Hewlett Packard for example, we have a wide range of Intel
based Vectras, a newly announced terminal replacement
product called the Windows Client, and a leading family of
Xstations and workstations. One of the questions that I am
asked most often by the IT management that I present to is
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how determine the right desktop for the right job given all
these choices.-

Perhaps the best place to start ~is with the Design
User. Obviously the workstation. has been the traditional
choicain th±s space,~with the use ~fXstations on the
design desks where local performance is less of an issue,
but the need to windowintothedesign~environmentand to
collaborate ·iscritical. With each decrease in the pric:e
points o~ both workstations and Xstations.we see a
significant increase in the' number of users who·take
advantage of workstations andxstations.

The design user is characterized by their need for high
performance on the desktop and a high level of workgroup
communications. This user generally accesses>only~oneor

two databases but then spends'considerablettme and effort
on computing and manipulating that information. This'user
is also characterized by the generally numerous simultaneous
operations ··thatthey spawn.

The>irlcreasing sophistication of the tools available to
the Design segment requires. greater and greater performance
and sophistication in the platform that they use.·Certainly~

Risc based Unix platforms will continue to dominate this
space· for both the local •.. performance the Rise bas.ed
platforms allow and for the distributed windowing and
integrated graphical capabilities of the Unix Operating
environment. -

The second area of computing on the desktop which I
mentioned ·is what we call the Personal desktop. This is the
desktop/user who is primarily accessing one application,
likethe·HR system or the accounts payable system and may
also need to use traditional productivity tools like word
processing, mail, spreadsheet, presentation graphics etc.
This' user. is characterized by low levels of "local
computation, data manipulation and simultaneous. activities.
This user also spends' most of hislher time working with
information that resides either on their one application-
(which they downloadLoronthe local productivity tools
resident on their desktop.

This segment of users is·best servedbyalow~cost
client which offers the .benefitsof·aterminal <~ for ease of
administration and·managementby IT) and· offers the local
productivity of the PC . In Hewlett Packard.' s case, we of.fer
several desktopsthatfitthis classi ficat·ion: the~ ·fuilline
of' Vectrabased PCs in a,networkedenvironment .. certainly
will appeal to •.··the. users .• ,who do more ~ocal·,computati()n.and

manipulation, while our newly announced WindowsClien-t and
our~ leading family of Xstatlons.allowuse of productivity
tools and application performance with the benefit of being
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easier to administer than PCs or workstations for that
matter.

The final segment is the area which! will spend the
most time one: this is the user that needs what weare
calling the "Enterprise Desktop". The "Enterprise Desktop"
reflects not a product, buta.set of characteristics that
separates than user from both the Design and Personal user.

The Enterprise Desktop segment is characterized by the
time critical nature of the jobs they perform and o£
enterprise wide< implications of the decisions that they make
and/or the customer they contact. GenerallYitheworkgroup
that supports this user is global and cross functional and
therefore thesupportinqtechnologyrequirements are global
in nature as well:. i.e •. · high performing networked systems;.
The application environment that this user works intends to
be different as well.

Generally this user is characterized by the combination
of information and resources necessary for his/her decision
making. Whereas the technicaluser~scharacterizedby
heavy use and computation of information from one or two
applications, and the personal user is characterized by use
of multiple personal applications along with access to one
or two server based applications, the Enterprise user is one
who accesses many databases and applications simultaneously.,
computes and manipulates that information and uses output
from one source as input to another.

This user's need for enterprise wide information and
for manipulationof,that information is time critical and
allows that individual to make decisions quickly and
effectively. This user 1 s rlecisionsare mission critical and
directly related to the revenue of that corporation.
Examples of this type of user are Financial Traders,
Customer Service representatives (both sales and support),
Brand Managers in the Packaged Goods and Retail sectors~ and
financial analysts/business managers cross industry.

Until now the user which we characterize as the
Enterprise User had to choose between desktop technologies·
and either sacrificed the benefits of the "other" desktop or
put both on his/her desktop. 'An example of this is the
financial trader who adopted workstations early because of
the high performance and multi-tasking requirements of their
application but who had to also put a PC on the desk to do
his/her personal applications. On the other side, there are
many users who haveoptedfornetworkedPCs.with Windows who
are suffering. •from lack of balanced .performance' and true
multi-taking and distributed windowing capabilities
necessaryto·do their jobs.
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T0ciay, rnoreandmore users are Enterprise users and
need. to -,have the capabilities listed previously. . They do
not want a desktop that is just a vehicle to ACCESS
information (asm.anyhave·· deployed Client/Server tocla.y) but
ratherfobe an active and integral meIn.berofthe
information architecture ... The "battle" for the Enterprise
Desktop will play out between PC world moving up to new
hardware and· OS ·technologies··. and the ·traditional .workstation
technolegymoving tocommoditize Unix and run new OS
environments as well.

In order· foreither·of these twotechnologies·to be
successful and to trUly serve the Enterprise De,sktop
customer we need to ensure that the desktop meets the
following criteria:

(1) Enterprise System and Network Management
(2) Application Availability

Personal/Shrink wrap
Application ··Development Tools
Mission Critical

(3) Integrated Communications
Integrated LAN, Wan and Remote networking
Multimedia communications

(4) Intuitive
(5) LowCost

At Hewlett Packard we are working to meet and exceed the
baseline requirements in all of these areas as they pertain
to the Enterprise user.

Specifically, asa company weha.vededicated an entire
division to solving the problems that large IT organizations
face ~ntrying to offer the benefits of distributed
processing to their users while managing and serving that
environment·· like a mainframe! OurOpenview product· is an
industry standard network and systems management product and
we are continuing to innovate in this area. Ina.ddition, we
are porting or have '. available allof'the other leading
Enterprise. systems management products··· available ·or
announced on our server and desktopplatforms~

We are also looking at ways that we can integrate our
offerings to our users with a much more intuitive and
natural GUI •... (standards based of course) and to make it
easier to· manage and secure information in distributed
environments.

The second key. area is the availability of
applications: The EIiterprisedesktopuserneeds to have a
breadth of applications that.span areas such as ERP,
finaricial·tradirig, statistical analysis, distribution> etc.
and provide access to the world of shrinkwrapped software
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currently availabl~only inthepersonalwqrld. In
addition, most of the users of the Enterprise Desktop
require a high.·level.of ·involvement··of their IT departments
to provide informCl,tion access and update, security and even
a customized environment. Finally, .the environment must be
able toprovicieas if PC (current standard 486)applicat:ion
availability. and performance and·evenMacapplication
availability all. on the.SCl.me desktop.

The next area that is critical to the Enterprise
Desktop user is in the area of communications. Thiscovers
two areas: the physical computing communications· between the
various systems and architectures intalled and the intuitive
communications from user to 1.:iSer. The Enterprise Desktop
user needs the integration of audio, video, telephony and
workgroup sharing capabilities to better do his or her job.
The user must also have easy access to legacy data and cross
functional information and· then b~ableto manipulate it
with personal tools and print as if he/she is on the PC LAN.

Finally, last but not least, the desktop must be
familiar, intuitive to use and have a low overall cost -
both in terms of the capital investment and long term cost
of ownership. HP has innovated with products like HP Vue
which is now the basis for the Cose Desktop Environment. In
addition, products which continue to further this area:
intuitive, easy to manage and custom tailor "able" will be
announced within the next few weeks.

In terms of the cost of the desktop, I believe that all
of you in the audience understand what is happening to the
cost of technology. Certainly, lower cost and higher
performance are now standards of all of our business plans
and our next year's plans are no exception.

So, now that you understand the Enterprise Desktop concept,
what technology can support those needs? This user must
have an architecture that supports his/her requirements.
Unlike the traditional mainframe/terminal model of
computing, or even the way that many have implemented
client/server architectures-- with PC accessing a large
mainframe-like system, the Enterprise User need to be an
integral part of a distributed environment. This user is
not just accessing information but.using the output from
multiple data sources as input to the next series of
decisions. In addition, this architecture must be capable of
allowing change and flexibility. In many of the examples
mentioned, the ability to change the system to meet changing
needs can allow for greater revenues and profits.

We believe that today the technologies available for
the Unix workstation and the new and .ever lower price points
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make it the ideal Enterprise Desktop. Certainly ih the
future new OSes will offer some of the same characteristics,
espec~allywhen available on Risc workstations.

However, today Unix is the only real answer. It offers a
true pre-emptive multi-tasking operating environment,
supports advanced multi-vendor networking, allows true
distributed windowing capabilities and with technologies
like our announced WABIport you can run most of your
personal applications, emulate a Mac and operate in an
environment that is less expensive to support and manage
thana PC -~all on your Unix workstation. In fact, our
internal studies and customer information corroborate the
fact that the cost of ownership of a Uriixworkstation is
significantly less than a PC despite the differences in
their initial capital c_osts!

So the decision of what technology to place on each
person's desk is not an easy one. However, if you break up
the person's job into a series of-measurable activities and
potential future activities, you will determine that there
are different groups and functions of users within your
organization whose technology and business needs are
different. Your goal should be-to work with your vendor
(hopefully Hewlett Packard)to·ensure that your ch()ices
leave open room for change and innovation.

'I'he easy way out is to t_reat all users the same and to
drive to a common hardware and/or desktop platform.
However, today, there is no one answer that will provide the
right solution across the entire spectrum of users (despite
what some companies are saying)! Your decisions need·to take
into account the uses and users of-the desktop and the
various hardware, software environments, applications and
tools available. In addition, you~hould-reallytest the
ease of management of the chosen environments. Often times
the benefits of system management, scaleability and cost ot
ownership are lost to the immediate goal of lower capital
costs

As the IT management of global businesses it is your
obligation to provide the best suited desktops to the users
and to also provide an environment that is not too difficult
to manage. With new environments becoming available on
multiple platforms (NTan~ Next for example) and with
efforts like the Common Operating Software Environment and
CDE initiative the desktop and its role in the overall
"system" is gaining more and more importance. Comapnies
that recognize this and use this to add value to their
mission critical users will ultimately be more competitive
and pro-fitable.
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Prior to HP Task Broker
Networked computer users:

• Gathered and analyzed m.achinespecific inform.ation

- Selected the m.ostavailable server

- Connected to ,'the selected 'server via;telnet, rem.sh, or
crp

-Copied program. and data files to the selected,server via
ftp or NFS '

- Invoked applications over the network

• Copied resulting files~ackfrom. server via ftp or NFS
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HPTaskBroker
The Product

Selects best.netty?~~ ·r~~?~r£e~ased ·on
availability, processing power, an.d loading

~••• Distrll.,utes(!o:ffipt.1.fati~rlalfasksatnong heterogeneous
UNIX-b~ice~~?~~~;~~rs

• •.•••.R~quireSeQ .••·.·chajgl.\•• to tbeapplication
•..En~blesaq.q~sstO<U1A~e ...q~~I?'\lt~iPQwer wherl·needed,

and reduced hardware costs

• TJ'an~palel'it1y,16€atestheIilQst a;va.ila\')le .serV'er+for.a
computationaltas~

Resulting in ...
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HP Task Broker
The"Solution

... maximum throughput and productivity through

• Efficient Job Distribution

• Load Balanci~g

• Transparent Data Access

• Fault Tolerance

thus utilizing the full potential of your network
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HP Task Broker Features
Features (1)

• .AtJ.lo,ln.a.ti9.server,•• s.electi()n'ifor job/application

Selec~ionprocess transparent to user

L,o..cation·;of service need not be known

• Work assign11lent based. on "bidding" by servers

• ~J~xiQl~"b~d4jng,alg«>;Jj~hItl considers time of day,
cJ.tl'J:"~l\~,Cr,u lead, d.~~,!< spa.c~, et«::~

• No application changes required
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HP Task Broker Features
Features (2)

• Users can control which ltlachines are servers, and
when they are available

• ,Runs'in a heterogeneous environltlent

HP-UX

DoltlainlOS

SUN/OS

• Other·ltlachines can act as servers..viasurrogate

• Heterogeneous ltlachines can interoperate and
exchange work load
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How Task Broker Works'
A ChrCJitoIogiea1Description (1) .

Task Broker clients and servers interact as' follo/ws:

• +!&+~~~rsul:>mits a requestf()rsei'vicelo th.e local
d~eJ.non'(cljent)

• Theiiaemon sen4s a m~ss.age to theigroupof
serve/rs, r~questing bids to service the job
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How HP Task Broker Works
A Chronological Description (2)

Idle

Busy

?

? .10
:;oe-

0111 Idle

I ? _BUSYJobSu'btttitted
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How HP Task Broker Works
A Chronological Description (3)

•The servers cotnpute their bids, or "affinity values",
for the requested service,

• Thei:client selects tite>. server with the highest bid

• The job is placed at the selected server
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How HP Task Broker Works
A Chronological Description (4)

Idle

Idle

o

25 0
;;;;;;op

. 75 10

Bids Returned
Job Placed
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Features of Task Broker 1.1
Group Configuration

• Single ce'ntralized configuration file for the entire Task
Broker Group

• Replaces per-m.achinecoll.figuration files of previous
versions

• Ell\ploysmaster/replica scheme preventing single
point of failure

• E'ditedwith aft integrated forms based editor
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Features of Task Broker 1.1
Configuration Editor

• Graphical interface to edit groupconfigu:ration file

• All configuration parallleters are displayed

• Eliminates sYJ;ltax and selllantic errors

• Displays entire group configuration

• Optionally displays a lllachine resolvedconfig\lratioll
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Features of Task Broker·l.l
Configuration Manager"',

e.Enables ~ingle point managem~t1.tofloca.laJ:id remote
Task Broker daemons .

-Enableand'disableTask'Brokerservi~es

e E~po/ an4'or save task Btokt!r1()8\ifi1es

- Reconfigurean.d/orshutdownTask::BrQker daemons

-Obtain iQfonnationon the"stateo:fTask Broker
daelllons

- Start the Configuration Editor

- Must be root (or in tbroker group) Illost operations
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Task "Broker Configuration Manager
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Features of Task Broker >1.1
Task Manager

• Graphi£c~l infe~fa~etQmonit()r andD;lodify.'I'asl<l{~oker
service requesls('tasks)-

• Allowsllsel'stQ~onitor tasks ouloeal andi'emofeTask
Brokerlnachines

• Can;11lodifyiqueued, and runnmg'ta.sksstibntitt¢dfrom
the l()callnachine

• Able to display detailed task state information
, . .' '.' ......., ..' .. '; " (

• Cal1 m.onitor alltasks,tasks byagiv~n.l.Js~~.()rtasKSfor
a sl'ecificService
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Featuresof;TaskBroker 1.1
O'nlineHelp

·Onlin·e access to information on all graphical
interfaces

• Inc0l'p0rates<th.eHP Help System

.• Context sensitive help· is available at yourfin.gertips

.< Hyperlink capabilities guides.'you to.' related topics

• Task Manager ntanpages available:'

• Itnbedded Task Broker tutorial
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Task Broker Online Help
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HP Task Broker /1.1
Summary

With Task Broker one can...

• Itnprove time to completion

• Facilitate progratn execution on most "appropriate"
machine:

• with availableprQcessing power
• with special hardware devices
• with special software

• Enableworktobe done in parallel

• Make detailed network knowledge unn,ecessary
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HP Task Broker 1.1
Summary

Task Broker solves problems by providing:

• A truly distributed solution - providing equal access
to heterogeneous compute resources for all users

• Graphic User Interfaces - greatly simplifying ease of
use· ·

• A development and support organization
committed to providing th~e best solution for our
customers' distributing computing needs
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Abstract

There····is a myth that COBOL is ··the language.· for· mainframe
application developmenf only,· and Cis the language for developing
applications on·· personal computer ·systems running DOS; •OS/2· and
UNIX.

This paper examines some of the considerations involved with moving
commercial applications from mainframes and mini-eomputers to the
desktop.·· Development. trends, perfotinance factors, alternative
development tools, and support of mission critical data processing
applications are all discussed.

It will be seen· that,· as on the tnainframe, COBOL is particnlarlywell
suited for the design, development, execution and maintenance of
commercial applications that will run on a multiplicity of desktop
workstations, networked·PCs, and··multi-user server· systems.

1. Introduction

The value of computer systems installed worldwide continues to grow year on year. In 1986, . the
worldwide systems market value was placed at $95 billion.·· In 1991 it had· grown to $186 billion, and at
the current rate of~r()wth,•it is. projected to reach $304bilfion by ·1996 [I). Single-user systems ~epresent

a significant and increasing share of the system market. Personal computers and workstations are winning \
the battle for the desktop.

IDC reports that 56 percent of all programming worldwide is performed .. inthefCOBOL language.· This
figure represents all classes of systems, but is mostly characterized· by mainframe and minicomputer
installations. The ex:isting. investment in COBOL applications is approximated at $70 billion worldwide,
representing over 700 billion lines of code. .. In order to preserve this investment, COBOL compilers and
development tools continue to evolve.. The deployment of commercial applications can take advantage of
the significant price/performance of intelligent desktop workstations. This paper examines the reasons for
the continuing dominance·of COBOL as the language of choiceforcommercial·application development,
reviews a number of considerations relating to the downsizing of mainframe applications, and discuses· a
COBOL-based approach to client/server commercial application development.

2. COBOL for Commercial Applications

The criteria. for selectillganeasily maintainable language for the development and support of commercial
applications are the following:
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The language chosen for the development of commercial applications must be designed specifically for
that purpose. It must contain a wealth of features suitable for commercial use. The language should
support "state of the art" structured programming capabilities and well-defined standards. The language
should be established enough that it will be available for the life of the application and flexible enough to
add enhancement features. COBOL meets this definition. Thirty years ago, the COBOL language was
designed and developed to satisfy the needs of the data processing community. Today, COBOL continues
to fulfill the requirements of the commercial application developer.

COBOL was designed to be particularly strong in the areas of character handling and data presentation to
allow clear and concise specification of the fields that make-up file records. The creation and
manipulation of files of character strings makes COBOL ideal for business data processing. A wide range
of advanced facilities are built into the language•.•• These include indexed file handling, sorting and
merging of data files, and report generation.. Specialized syntax for interactive screen and keyboard
handling, along with the tight coupling of COBOL to DOS,. OS/2 and UNIX operating systems, ensure
that business applications take advantage of the immediacy ofminicomputers and microcomputers. At the
same time, business applications have all the power offered by COBOL on the mainframe.

COBOL is an established language. Eighty-three percent of Fortune 500 companies use COBOL to
develop their software applications.

COBOL has the benefit of experienced programmers. Recent surveys estimate that there are over three
million COBOL programmers worldwide.

COBOL is easy to learn. Program source code is largely self documenting and recent implementations of
the language are highly competitive in raw processing power when compared to 4GLs.

COBOL is a non-proprietary language. Standard versions have been published by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) since 1968. The 1968 ANSI Standard was refined in 1974. In 1985, ANSI
updated the COBOL defmition to include structured programming techniques, such as the in-line perform
statement that permits a loop to be written without resorting to GO TOs and paragraph names. Further
recent enhancements have added intrinsic functions into the COBOL language.

The massive investment in existing applications and commitment by the industry to develop future
applications in COBOL indicates that COBOL is here to stay. COBOL, however, is not resting on its
laurels. The large COBOL installed base is not static. As corporations move from centralized mainframes
to distributed computing, COBOL is evolving with .the industry. It remains the leading language for
business application development by offering support for new technologies as they emerge.

3. COBOL Futures -- Object Orientation

The future of COBOL is directed by industry standards. organizations and compiler vendors.. New
features, proposed by compiler vendors. are ratified, modified and tuned for publication as officially
defined standards.

One recently proposed standard. is the .addition of· object- oriented.· features in COBOL. At this time
Object-Orientation (00) COBOL has backing from a number of compiler vendors and hardware
manufacturers, including IBM, Hewlett-Packard and Micro Focus.· There are two major concepts
underlying object-orientation. The primary premise of object-orientation is that software should be built
from reusable components. Components that have been thoroughly •tested and .. can be reli~ upon to
function correctly when employed in a new application. Secondly, because object-oriented roots are in
computer simulation that needs to model the real world as .closely· as possible, •. an object-oriented
programming language must be able to accept and work with •data types .introduc~ by the user.
Language extensibility is the feature that allows a user to tell the language what data types they are going
to use.
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A user-deflneddata type in object-orienteatenninology is known_as a 'claSs'.Classes~mprisehidden
data items, ·procedural,c()de to tnaIlipulate the data items (these'procedures 'are called 'methods')· and a
published user interface. An 'object' is a copy of a class in an application program.

Object-orientation in COBOL is currently under discussion by the 00 COBOLCODASYLworking
group. A number of compiler vendors are active in formulating a common syntax to bring object-oriented
features .to COBOL and to. ensure the longevity ofthe language and the applications written using it.
MicroFocus has released an 00 option to COBOL on the PC as a stepping stone to the~implementation

6ffull 00 capabilities.

4. Multi-Platfonn Downsizing Considerations

COBOLbas been traditionally dominant in mainframe programming. However, over the past few years
the distinct· differences between microcomputers,"minicomputers and mainframes,bave begun to blur.

The processing power levels ofthese three distinct computersysttllls(anddistinct vendors)· have' begun
to overlap. Traditional mainframe applications continue to'. be passed down" and_ distributed to work
groups and individuals. As the PC continues to build from. the departmental level and become more and
more .co~ected'. the. Local-Area . Network .(LAN) ..•.•. is •emerging as· the new •model •.•. for. application
deployment. In t~e future, conn~tivity to, and interoperabilitywith,'larger systems will be. based on
multi-platform, multi-vendor· environments' as open systems strategies continue to be developed by
hardware manufacturers.

The power of the intelligent workstation can be used perhaps most· effectively to . integrate .multiple
applications andsystems on multiple platforms,. and to present to the end-user a single, integrated· image
of what· ap~rs to .• ·be•. a.single .. system.• The desktop .. system,. as an end-user computing and
communications device, enables the user to access data easily ina heterogeneous, multi-platform network
environment.

While standards are beginning to take some primitive shape, theindtlstry as a whole has alongway to go
to agree upon a. set of standards for building applications. The need .by hardware and software vendors to
innovate and differentiate by addingproJlrietary features to a pr<xiuct range will continue to result in
standards fragmentation. Even if such universal standards were available today, and all applications built
from now on were built on that standard, the weightof existing legacy systems is so vast that it will be
well into the next century before even a small percentage of those systems have been converted.

The •. future of desktop computing is not, .however, .. limited to technology. The. human, .. organizational
factor is equally important, as it is the Information Systems (IS) organizations that must guide their
companies through the jungle of computing·opportunity.

s. IS Role

Users must realize thatinfonnation anddther Infol'llUltion Tecliriology(IT) assets must be protected and
managed. They should also realize that theydcannot yet solve all the enterprise application needs with PCs
orLANs.

Many'· companies are addressing these issu.es· by realignmg their IS organizations according to function
rather than technology' platforms, by aggressively incorporating •.PCs into. the .'. IT architecture, and by
moving to next-generation systems .. to reduce. the enterprise cost of computing and increase group
productivity. '

The challenge facing IS organizations is how to implement a broad range of application architectures to
fully exploit the PC platform. In addition to monolithic server-based applications, IS must implement
client/server and monolithic PC-based applications.
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Eff~tive utilization of the· intelligent workstation requires IS .to d()more than supply users .with off-the
shelf PC applications and terminal emulation. Just moving all or part ofa host-based application will not
significantly reduce the •application •backlog. IS must focus. on empowering end:-users,. boththl'ough
corporate development of network applications and through delivery of client-side tools and applications,
and back-end services.

In order to help the move from mainframes. to micros and networks, IS will need to leam PC skills.
Micro Focus tools help bridge. this knowledge gap bYip~viding development tools within the context of
the familiar mainframe tools, with COBOL at the core of the technology. As well as the traditional
editor/compiler/debugger array of components, COBOL based tools are presented in a number of ways.

CASE tools including Life-Cycle CASE and Integrated CASE (I-CASE), llenefit from the ability
to work with, and emit as necessary, standard COBOL. I-CASE solutions are proprietary in
development, but some are moving towards the generation of "open" code. For example TI's
IEF will cross-generate .COBOL and C.

It is noteworthy that, in a Gartner Group survey. published in August 1991, among 30 CASE
vendor products, Micro Focus was the .most commonly used by those users participating. Micro
Focus stood out with a high number of users, .and not one declining to purchase the product
again.

Integrated Development Environments

The Micro Focus COBOL Workbench is perhaps one of the most significant renderings Of.8O
application development.enviromnent available.today. UNIX and open systems bring with them
their own needs for integrated development environments. Extensibility, the ability to integrate
the development environment with end-user developed and third party tools, is a primary feature
of such tools as IBM's. Workbench/6000 and NCR'sApplication Development Environment.
Both of these environments support COBOL compilation and debugging tools supplied by Micro
Focus. These development environments combine the connectivity of the. integrated desktop,
with the GUI "friendliness" of the individual tools. Developers become much more productive
when individual and inter-tool access is optimized.

It is important that IS organizations examine alternate methods of application development and
maintenance. One set of alternatives to COBOL as a business application language,. are Fourth
Generation Languages (4GL). While 4GLs claim to write, debug, and maintain code easier and
faster than a Third Generation Language (3GL), there are some important limitations.

In the area of fast application development,. 4GLs are impressive when generating. routines of
commonly used functions, such as simple file maintenance transactions. However, they are
noticeably slower when non-standard functionality is required. For example, a user can spend
weeks "bending" a 4GL product to produce more sophisticated functions, such as bar code
routines. These routines would take only an hour to code in ~. cOllventional 3GL like COBOL.
Ifapplications require enhancements to meet corporate or market objectives, developing ina
4GL may not be. the best. alternative. 4GLsrequire. that the programmer change the original
specification and regenerate the code for the entire application. A 3GL allows.you to make
simple modifications to existing code.
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A4GL will also place additional overhead on the target execution system, beca~4GLs<are
designed to select the closest fit option for code generation. The elements adaptable by the end
user often lead to the production of complex reporting tasks that consume large amounts of CPU
time. Additional hardware may be required to accommodate a newly acquired 4GL.

While4GLs .have an advantage in handling simple data manipulation, they do Dot allow the
degree of customization, flexibility or ease of maintenance required for serious data processing
operations on open systems.

6. Commercial Cooperative Processing

One significant trend· in commercial application development and execution, is the every .increasing
instance of cooperative processing installations. In order to understand how DOS and UNIX COBOL
development environments. can play a significant role,in the implementation of network based
applications, it is importantto·firstdistinguishbetweencooperaJive processing, and client/server
processing.

Cooperative processing. is defined .. as two or more complementary. programs ·.·interacting and executing
concurrently on two or more machines as part of an overall business function, whereby each component
exploits the characteristics of its. respective platform.

Client/Server. isa subset of~perative processing in which a programmable·workstation executes SOme
portion of the application . logic (beyond terminal· emulation) .including, .. but not limited to, the user
interface.

A client is defined· as the driving or initiating component of an intelligent workstation, .. delegating
predefined types of tasks to a server and making requests of a server, usually for which it awaits a
response. A server is a host acting on behalf of a client for a class of functions, e.g. , database requests.

There·are three main instances of client/server applications:

Both data management~d the application function< are, performed on the server. The application
user interface is performed on the client This is proving not to be a dominant architecture as it
does not make good use ofthe power ·of the desktop client system.

Distributed function

Data management· and part of· the .application function·· are performed on the server. The
remainder of the ·.application function and the. application user .,. interface are executed on the
client.

Data management is performed on the server. The application function and the presentation of
the application user interface are performed on the client.. An example of this is a configuration
where the database resides on· the shared server, •while .the. manipulation, ...eport generation and
presentation of the data.·are carried out on the client.

The creation of cooperative processing applications requires tools that embody the flexibility and
performance.·.of .. 3GLs with the visualization ·and modularity.of4GL ·forms. generation packages. ···The
objective is to off-load the more m"Undane:IS programming tasks such as changing a report layout or
generating custom reports to users by providing them with tools to generate their own reports.
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The following section of this· papei' reviews a specific example of~DOS, OS/2· and .UNIX client/server
distributed .function, ~d the tools necessary to· create the network application.

7. DOS and UNIX: Distributed Function

PCsexecuting DOS are the desktop systems ofchoice. They execute word~processors, spreadsheets and
databases. They also act as gateways to central, corporate data repositories. Large. UNIX server systems
are ideal as data storage systems. UNIX is a mature, scalable operating system that enjoys widespread
industry support and attractive price/performance.

A number of benefits can be realized from a network of PCs connected to a central UNIX system acting
as a database server:

• The largely untapped power ·of the ·client PC is utilized to· manipulate and present data downloaded
from the setver in the way that the user wants, not as defined by an IS organization.

• The server, which is running an interrupt driven operating system, is not wasting its time driving
computer displays, it merely downloads the client· requested data in the most optimal way and
proceeds to handle other client requests.

For commercial applications, Micro Focus COBOL and Dialog System are the development tools that
make the construction and maintenance of distributed function client/server applications simple. A
COBOL application performs the data storage and retrieval· on the server while Dialog System brings
considerable power to the way that the human interface to the application is designed, implemented and
maintained on the client.

Dialog System: The Tool

Before the role that Dialog System plays in a distributed function client/server application is presented, it
is important to understand more about Dialog System.

The challenge that faces all developers of applications is how to best design, code and maintain a user
friendly interface. All applications are comprised of code to perform the core processing task, data
storage and manipulation, and a method in which the application presents .information to users and
gathers data from them.· The traditional approach to the construction of application user interfaces has
been to write large amounts of highly specific code to perform the data display and information input
task. It has always been difficult for the developer to visualize how sequential lines of code will "look"
when creating a visual screen display. Changes to the design or layout require complex source code
changes and recompilation, consequently code is often repeated and complex.

Structured programming techniques teach us how to modularize applications. Application. Program
Interfaces, or API's, are clearly defined code interfaces that allow for structured, reusable code modules
to be interfaced together. Structured Query Language (SQL) is an example of an API. SQL provides a
clean interface between the process element of an application and a Relational Database. Management
System (RDBMS). The RDBMS is provided by a third party, removing the need for the application
developer to design and implement an entire suite of data managementprograms.

Micro Focus has followed this· model with the introduction of Dialog System. Dialog System is a user
interface definition and execution tool that supports a simple API· between the process element of an
application and the human interface element. Using Dialog System, the developer can rapidly prototype
the human interface to an application. The developer uses the Dialog System screen set defmition tool to
paint how the screen should look to the user~ ·1Oe screen layout design task is·· performed independently
from the development of the process element of the application and can be updated and revised at any
time. Dialog System supports powerful features to allow screen sets and the data that is to flow between
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the user and the application, to be rapidly defmed.Screen sets can be enhanced or updated very rapidly
without change· to the application.

Dialog System dramatically reduces the· amount of sequential COBOL source code that needs to be
written· by. up to. 75 .percent. Because the COBOL application is smaller. it is easier to understand and
maintain. Maintenance ofthe~pplication and the human interface become independent tasks.

What is Dialog System?

Dialog System comprises a development environment for screen definition and testing and a RunTime
Environment .for the deployment of completed applications.

The development environmentincludes.a.series of tools that are used .. to define· the layout of the .. data to be
passed between the application and Dialog System. Painting tools are used to defineoverlapping "panels"
of information and how these panels interact.. There is. also a test. execution and debugging tool that
allows the developer to fully test a Dialog System screen set completely independently of the application.

The RunTime Environment supports screen sets that are called using the standard COBOL CALL verb.
The Run Time Environment manages the exchange ofdata and control information with the application.

Di;alog System--Distributed .Function Application Model

It can be seentbatbecause, .of the clean .API, •the CALL .. interface that controls the· flow of information
between···the .application·· and Dialog..System,.· .there .·is· no constraint that. the application must be executing
on the same hardware system as the Dialog System Screen Set.

A remote PCclientcan·support the Dialog System·.Run Timeexecutinga.Screen Set.. The link between
Dialog System and the application is maintained between the client system and the server system, where
the application is resident, by a communications package.. A single server is capable of supporting many
client systems ruolling different· Dialog, System· Screen Sets..Different Dialog System Screen Sets can be
used, all supported by the same, single application without change,andalltakillg maximum advantage of
the display technology and· inteUigenceprovidedhy· the client. Complex,colorbased Screen Sets can be
executed on DOS, OS/2, Qr· UNIX Workstations connected to the remote server. 'This is because the
intelligence and power needed to control the display is local and available.

Simple DialogSystem.ScreenSets·can be executed on lowcost,serial terminals suppqrted;,hy the·.server
itself. Because UNIX is an interrupt driven operating system, it isimportant to minimize 'the amount of
operations performed on serial terminals astney rely on the UNIX processor to service each and every
keystroke. This is in stark .opposition. to .inteUigent,client ··workstations .that· ·ollly interrupt the UNIX
server when data,inputllythe user, has been locally validated and has been sent viathe communications
package to the server for processing.. The application has no knowledge of the display technology· being
used in any instance.

8. Application Portability

When discussing the benefits of commercial application development for DOS, OS/2 and UNIX, it is
important to consider the needs of .non-corporate users such as Independent Software Vendors. (ISVs).
Theability to run a single version of an applicatiOlfondifferent hardware platforms supporting different
operating systems is one of the prime o~nsystemsgoals from whichlSVscan benefit.

The C and FORTRAN path towards application portabilityJs to write applications in away that is
hardware-independent, using standard . versions .of the programming languages. However, .because
applications are distributed in a compiled, "object code" form, and object code is specific to a particular
hardware architecture, users must purchase and install a different version ofeach application they want to
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use· for each different computer architecture they want to run it ·on. ISVs must, at minimum, modify,
recompile, relink, repackage, and redistribute their applications for each hardware platform that they
wish to make their application available for.

For ISVs, the inability to capitalize on the market potential of their products is due, in part, to the need
to divert resources from product development into product porting and maintenance. For hardware
vendors, the result is the limited availability of applications for new, innovative systems and,
consequently, a higher risk associated with innovation.

Micro Focus COBOL achieves the application portability vision for open systems. The Micro Focus
COBOL compiler enables developers to compile and distribute their applications in a fonn that can be
installed and executed on any hardware architecture and operating system combination that supports a
Micro Focus Run Time Environment .(RTE). Micro Focus compiler intermediate code is hardware and
operating system independent, requiring only. the libraries that constitute the Micro Focus Run Time
Environment to allow the COBOL application to be fully executable.

This brings a number of benefits to the end user:

Increased availability of software for open systems.
Ability to decouple software and hardware purchasing decisions. rEnd users are able to buy hardware
systems with the knowledge that their [COBOL] application will execute on whatever hardware
system they chose.
Ease of distribution throughout large corporations, across multiple hardware architectures.
Reduction in training costs when end-users move from one platform to another. With the availability
of the same applications on a variety of platforms, the transition for end users from an obsolete to a
new platform will be less expensive.
Increased longevity of software investments because of the de-eoupling of software from hardware
obsolescence. COBOL· applications will run on new hardware that support the Micro Focus Run
Time Environment.
Scalability of applications. The same COBOL application will run· on all types of systems -- from
microcomputers to super computers.
Reduced need to upgrade an application for new system versions. When new versions of an operating
system are· released along with· new releases of the COBOL RTE, the original COBOL application
will execute unchanged.

Application developers benefit· from cost reductions in software development, maintenance, testing and
distribution when they write their application in machine independent COBOL. Other benefits include:

Simplified application development and increased· p(oduct consistency across platforms.
Reduced maintenance. costs by limiting development and support to a single source version of an
application.
Reduced testing costs.
Reduced manufacturing and distribution cost as only one version of an application is produced.

9. Conclusion

In .1991, single user DOS and OS/2. systems constituted half of the $186 .billion· worldwide· ·systems
market [2J. 1.17 million UNIX systems were delivered in 1991 representing $16.5 billion in revenue. The
fastest growing segment of the UNIX market is workstations, representing 51.1 percent· of all UNIX
revenues. It is generally believed that UNIX will achieve no more than a 10 percent share of the
conunercial desktop market; but will have a large share of the server market. [3]
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Traditional computing has focused on optimizing the application for the most efficient use of the
mainframe or minicomputer. PC and workstation developmentemphasize optimization based on the users
needs, .even when this requires more code and greater execution system power. The PC approach
provides dividends in terms of greater user productivity, better decisions and lower end-user training,
suppOrt and operations costs. •When coupledwithtbe maturity, power and flexibility of the COBOL
language and COBOL application development tools, the developer becomes more productive, and
system and network resources are used more effectively.
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Computational Clusters from Hewlett-Packard Company

Background
Cluster computing has becomepopular as a.result oftwoltends,oneeeonomic andonetechnical.On
the economicside, many mainframe andsupercomputers have been leased andthe leases are ending.
Even· supercomputers that have been paid for cost approximately a million dollars a year to keep
running. As aresult,manyhig~performance computing usersare ~valuating solutions other than
traditional supercomputers to run their numerically intensive computations.

On the technical. side, RISe workstati9ns •. have continually improved in performance. at a very fast
rate since. their introduction inthe mid-1980s. RISCprocessorperformanceleap-frogs nearly every
18 month~; supercomputer performance continues to improve also, but notnearly a.s fast. Another
important fact is that, while workstations are getting faster, .they are also becOming more affordable.
Supercomputers, on the other hand, are becoming more.expensive with time.

Today, .Illany scalar applications used insupercomputing(such as thecolJlDlo~lyusedMonte Carlo
simulation)actuaUy.runJaster on individualRISCworkstations than they doon the fast~stsuper

computers,~incetraditionalsupercpmputers relyon specialized vector processors for most 9f their
speed.. Inf?ct~,m?JlY users have successfully utilized the powerof multiple wo!kstationstosolve their
compute-inten~iyetasks.There ismuch workullderway to improve the hardware and software tech
nologies used in workstation clusters. .

ComputationalClusteroefinition
A computationalcluster. is a group of twoor··.D1ore workstationsne~orkedto~etherandusedasa
virt~a~ single computational resource'· Workstation cluster:s c~n augmentor replace the computing
power of traditional.mainframes and supercomputers to.perform batch or parallel processing. As
shown. below, a .computational cluster is confi~red with. twoor more headlessworksta~ions·con
nected via Ethernet or a higher-speed, lower-latency networki'lg link such as FDDI,HiP~I,or, inthe
future, Fi~reChannelandATM(Asy~chronousTransfer~ode). A \Y0rkstationor setver connected
to the cluster setvesas a console toman~ge the workstations in the duster. Software residing on the
front end machine manages the task distribution.

Desktop workstation used
as 8.control console

~ .",
~,

"Example Workstation Cluster

3007-1
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Cluster Advantages
Workstation clusters are, by their nature, modular and flexible. In the past, users would actually buy
more supercomputing power than they needed at the time to have room to grow over time. Now, with
workstation clusters, users can simply add more workstations to the cluster as their needs grow or
swap out older systemswith more powerful systems. Additionally,users have flexibility in configur
ing clusters to meet this specific application and environmental requirement$.

Many researchers are also IQOking at clusters asa low-risk entry into the world ofMassively Parallel
Processing (MPP). Many believe that an industry standard will develop with MPP machines and are
afraid of locking irto the "wrong" technology. Until a standard emerges, many resear~hersare using
the workstation d\;~ste,. as a platform to develop their parallel progr~m3. The binary compatibility
between workstation clusters from Hewlett-Packard and the SPP from Convex will makeit possible
for scientists to run parallelized applications developed on. a cluster on a MPP machille.

Cluster Scalability
The size of a cluster may vary according to the application and the processing mode (batch or paral
lel). The maximum number ofworkstations used in a batch processing cluster is unlimited, with cur
rent installations topping 100 workstations. The optimal number ofworkstations in a parallel pro
cessing Cluster ranges from 8 to 16. Although, the optimal number of nodes in a cluster is largely
application dependent. Beyond the optimal number of workstations (for a specific parallelized
application), the message passing between machines starts to overcome the additional useful work
being done.

Batch Processing with Clusters
Here a computational cluster acts as a throughput accelerator. This mode is the most popular way of
using computational clusters because there is no imp~cton application code. As shown in the follow
ing diagram, when a computational cluster is in batch processing mode, jobs are sent to the cluster
from workstations, X terminals, and other available clients. Thsks are automatically sent to the Clus
ter via a central queue or a distributed queue, depending on the batch queueing solution used. Jobs
sent to a queue are large compute-intensive calculations, background jobs, and other non-interac
tive tasks which typically require more than ten minutes processing time. Batch processing is useful
for applications such as CAE, CAD, software development, and scientific analysis. For example, a
software developer uses batch queueing software to run compiles on a cluster·while the ·developer's
own workstation is free to do more interactive development. The batch software, such as Task Broker
or NQS, performs functions such as task distribution and balancing the workload to maximize per
formance.
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Parallel Proc~ssingwith Clusters
When a cluster operates in parallel processing mode, as shown in~he following figure, alarge job sent
to the cluster is divided among multiple CPUs..Parallel processing is an advallced!orm ofclustering
and requires modifications to the applic~tion software to bf~ak it up intor~latiyelyindependent
tasks. The customer uses software tools such a~Lindaor PVM:~~helpparse tltellrograrn int() small
er pieces ofcode or information. In a parallel processing c1uster,interaction between processors can
be slower than in a traditional multiprocessor compllter.J\pp!ications must~~,,~ahig?ratioof
compute-intensive calculations to 110 communications to perform well in a cluster computingenvi
ronment. This type of application is called a c~arse-grained aeplication. Moleculcu;d.ynamic&,ray
tracing used in visualization, and seismicdata·analysis are examples ofcoarse-graiq~dapplications.

ws Parallel

One Job to
Lots ofCPUs

700 700

700 700

700 700

700 700

700 700

Cluster

The Ways to Cluster
There are seyeral waystoconfigure a clustt:r.The&irnplestway is tocreate a "desktop" or ''virtual''
cluster composedon the workstations on the LAN.. With the addition of the right batch or parallel
processing software, existing desktop workstations are utilized as a single computationalr~source in
off-hours to do batch or parallel processing in addition to the interactive design work they were pur
chased for.

Many people have already set up "dedi£ated" clusters ofsegregatedworkstations in addition to those
on the desktop to off-load the very computationally intensive parts of their work to free up the inter
activity of the desktop client. Typically several high-performance workstation servers are set up for
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this task. Additionally, customers now have the option to purchas~ a "pre;-assembled" cluster,
which is already assembled in a rack. Hewlett-Packard and Convex offer configurations of up to
eight Series 700 workstations can be mounted into a rack with the system. already pre-configured
with the· selected network installed.

The highest level ofclustering isto create a MetaComputer, a computer composed of different types
of processors. The objectis match the right j?b to the right processor. Conve~offers a "MetaSeries"
containing a C series supercomputer and a cluster of 2-8 HP workstations. The Meta Series inte
grates the vector processing and large data handling capabilities ofa supercomputer with the scalar
processing ofworkstations and is·appropriate for customers who require both.processing methods.
This product is sold by Convex.

Dedicated auater
of Workstation Servertt

Meta SerIes
Convex C Serle. Super Computer with
Series 700 Workstation.

I
CONVEX

Pre-assembled
auaterI

Desktop Cluster
Existing· Workstation.

on a LAN Cluster Options

Future Directions

Workstation clusters are an evolving technology.· There are several areas where cluster technology
can be improved to provide a more robust and versatile computing environment. Specific technolo
gies leaders in the industry are focusing on are

* Networking
* System administration
* System management

Areas of investigation in networking include higher bandwidth, lower latency connections between
machines in a cluster. In addition to FDDI, networking products under development include HiPPI
(High Performance Parallel Interface), Fibre Channel and ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode).
With faster interconnects, more finer grained parallel applications may be ported to a cluster. Addi
tionally, we are studying methods to reduce the protocol stack (used for message passing) to further
improve communications between processors.

In addition, improving the methods with which to administer and manage a workstation cluster will
make a workstation cluster appear as a single system.
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introduction
The X Window System has evolved significantly from its·origins.atMIT. Today, X is the
most widely supported solution for distributed-computing from the desktop. The.chief
attraction of X is that it is an open standard providing trueinteroperability. While X isstill
used more frequently. in technical applications,. shrink-wrapped and in-house applications
are being developed. This phenomenon is accelerating the use of X incorporate
computing.

From the desktop, X is .primarily run on X terminals,.workstations, or pes.••There are
specific instances when each of these platforms is optimal. Typically,workstations and X
terminals are used for performing graphic intensiVe applications (Le., CAD/CAM, GIS,
etc.). The PC is generallyusedto accessX.applicationsthathave traditionally been in the
domainof MIS (e.g., databases, electronic mail).

Ariy organization thathasimplemented, or is planning toimplement X, needs to consider
PC-X integration~ PCX servers often provide a practical connectivity solution in
organizations with a large installed base of PCs,but it s important determine what
platform makes sense in each computing environment

Components of X
X.canbe.·bestdescribed as a .hardware-and network-independent windowing and'graphics
protocoL •• It is a software standard providing a framework for window-managed
applications to run over a network.

In the X Window environment, end-user applications are called X clients. The client is the
computational portion of an application residing on a host· The X server is the portion of
the X environment thathandles the front-end display tasks. The X server software can•run
ona variety ofmachines--PC, Macintosh, X terminal, UNIX workstation, etc. The
server's purpose is toconttolthe display and input devices such as the keyboard arid
mouse.·' Itperforms the-fairly passive role of listening for commands from clients and input
from users (key presses and mouse clicks), which it passes on to the client.

To display objects on the screen, the program makes calls to various X run-time libraries.
The highest level of object functionality is provided by a library called a widget setor
toolkit. Widget sets implement facilitieslike pull-down menus and text windows. The
mostimportant widget sets are theXm Motif toolk:it,~and the Xol OpenLook toolkit Ata
lower level come the/Intrinsic functions, which provide basic drawing and display
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capabilities; almost all X Window programs \lsethe X Consortium's Xtk intrinsics. The
lowest-level interface is Xlib, a subroutine library that performs the actual interaction with
the server over the network connection.

Another important component is the concept ofa window manager. A window manager
is a program that controls windows on the screen. These programs control different
windowing policies like minimizing andtnaximizing, scaling, and the title bar. In·X terms,
the window manager is a special X client which can be run (either locally or remotely) for
each X server. This program is given special privileges and is allowed to "supervise" all of
the windows being .displayed by the X server. The window manager will typically place
some form of window decoration around the outside of each X client .window that
includes resize and move buttons as well· as a title bar. It then becomes a function ofthe
window manager to •resize, move, or rearrange a window according· to .the .wishes of the
user by mouse clicks on·a window's decoration or selections from a window manager
menu.

At present, there are several managers forthe X Window System, the mostprominent of
which are theOSF/Motif, Open Look and the Tab Window Managers. Also; kernel-based
window managers like Microsoft's MS-Windowsor the Macintosh. It is important to note
that the window manager only creates the "look and feel" of an X client with its window
decoration. Whatever an X client chooses to display in its output window is independent
of the window manager. Program libraries are available to X Client developers that allow
them to create an application with a specific look - either an Open Look or OSF/Motif
look, for example. As mentioned above, these tasks are handled via toolkits.

X Advantages
There are several advantages to the technology. X provides significant productivity for
users. Since all X applications are written to support a single display device, the X
Window System allows users to execute applications running on different machines across
a network.. X provides a common interface across multiple platforms and X shields users
from different systems. This results in applications having the same "look and feel" across
any desktop platform, reducing training time.

X provides advantages to developer's, too. X allows a developer to write a single
program for use on any host. .Since X splits an application into two functional halves, the
developer only needs to write the client portion.. The front-end portion is already specified
within X. Perhaps the most attractive advantage of the X Window System is·its·solution
to interoperability. X allows for a distributed computing scheme: Applications can run on
any machine and can be displayed on any machine. And since it is not specific to anyone
vendor, X is very attractive to organizations in a heterogeneous computing environment.

Users Of X
The X market has been traditionally technically..based, although, X has been making
increasing gains·in the commercial sector.· X use is popular in industries.likefinancial
institutions and insurance companies. Other industry sectorS that heavily use X are .
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aerospace/defense, manufacturing, petro-chemical, business services, education, health
care, banking and finance, telecommunications, retail distribution, as well as government
agencies.

For instance, X is very popular in organizations that have commercial transaction-intensive
telecommunications operations (such as the regional bell operating companies) and
fmancial service environments (such as American Express), where customer and billing
information may reside in separate applications on different hosts. X, by its very nature,
can tie· the computing network' together, providing'a COlnmon' interface for different
platforms on a single.

X Application Environment
As mentioned earlier, X has technical roots, which has influenced the areas of application
development. Users of UNIX workstations are technical users such as engineers. •.Typical
applications include CAD/CAM, statistical modeling, etc. The move of X into the
commercial sector has attracted some major application developers like WordPerfect
Frame Technology, Lotus, Oracle, Informix. But, X is still in-house technology.
Corporations are building custom database front-ends and customer serVice systems. In
other words, X is being .used. for mission-critical applications.

The majority.of X sites are UNIX-based. X is the standard.windowing architecture for
UNIX. Since the UNIX market is growing the X market will grow ,too.. One of the
primary complaints users have had abouthost-based systems is the cryptic nature of their
user interfaces. In particular, the UNIX command line has been a prime target. ·X
addresses that problem by letting developers build friendly interfaces for UNIX-based
legacy systems, making UNIX-based applications accessible to non-technical users.

The development of these custom applications is easier with the growing popularity of
GUI builders.. These types of applications are useful since X toolkits provide low-level
functionality ..• Coding. X applications was, at first, an excruciating process oftinkering
with display parameters, positioning, and>sizing, ofterfthrougheditingpixel values in C
source code.GUI tools are used for building GUI-programs which allow the developer to
edit the application's appearance graphically.

Which Platform to Choose?
There are three main platforms for X Window implementationsfroITI the desktop: X
terminals, UNIX Workstations, and PCs. The X Business'Group estimates that in 1992
there were approximately 2.1 million X seats worldwide. Of these, 60% were UNIX
workstations, .. 19% were X terminals,' and 21 % were pes.

The UNIX workstation segment is an easily defined customer base made up of highly
technical users. These users typically require graphically intensive applications, such as
CAD/CAM, as well as substantial local processing power. The fact that workstation users
make up the majority of X use is also a strong indicator that X is heavily used in the
scientific and technical sectors.
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It is becoming increasingly difficult to determine whether itis better to implementa PC
running an X server. Because ·an X terminal is a dedicated X server, performance levels
are naturally better than those of a PC. There are also some environments where X
terminals are the preferred implementation. For instance, sites with efficient network
resources, centralized management, and a need for a very high level of security often
require dedicated X devices. Notevery data processing department wants to exchange its
dumb terminals for intelligent.workstations.. Low cost,.diskless terminals' are more secure
than workstations and PCs with local storage; they run only those applications you want
users to access. For such departments, dedicated terminals using the X Window system
provide an inexpensive way to run graphical applications on a network.

The PC Meets X
Recently, PCs have become a more popular platform than X terminals. As PCs achieved
more network capabilities and their relative performance levels have risen, they are
handling more difficult computing tasks. Also, the stability of PC X servers has improved,
making them much more attractive.

In addition to the advances in PC technologies, PC X servers have an inherent advantage
over other desktop platforms. The main reason organizations choose PC X servers is to
leverage the investment in their PC installed base. Users who once only needed access to
word processing, spreadsheets, and other locally-based applications now often need to
work on mission-critical X applications too. Instead of adding another device to the
desktop, such as an X terminal, a PC X server package can be added as a low-cost
solution.

The savings on hardware costs is not the only benefit. PC users are usually reluctant to
add another computing device to their desktops. The typical PC user is very comfortable
with his or her current environment and does not want·to learn how to use another
platform. The chief advantage to users is that putting an X server on the PC lets them
easily integrate two environments. An MS-Windows-based PC X server lets the user cut a
graphic from an X-based drawing package and paste it into another Windows application
like MS-Word for Windows, which saves a lot of time and effort.

PC X server functionality
Options for implementing X on a PC are OS/2, DOS, Macintosh, NT, and Windows.
Since, the most popular platform.is a Microsoft Windows-based PC, let's focus on
common features found in Windows-based PC X servers.

Vendors of PC X servers typically offer a basic feature set. For example, most PC X
servers support XIIR5 (X Window System version 11 release 5) that was released in
September of 1991. At the very least, a PC X server should support all of the major X
Window GUI standards, including Motif, Open Look, DECwindows, and others.
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Support for multiple-and single-window modes is usually provided, too. Offering different
window modes lets users choose either the local window manager in Microsoft Windows
or a remote X Window manager, such as Motif or Open Look. Remote window managers
generate significant network traffic, because window management functions (window
resizing, minimizing, iconifying, etc.) are remote processes. With Microsoft Windows as
the window manager, network traffic is reduced, since the windowing operations can be
performed locally. Also, by using the local window manager, users benefit by having the
same Microsoft "look and feel" with their X applications.

Microsoft Windows-based X servers also provide the ability to cut and paste data from
one application to another. PC X servers make sharing information between X and
Microsoft Windows virtually seamless, which can make a real difference in productivity.
For example, a user could paste chart from an X application on an HP 9000 and include it
in a word processor documenton the PC.

More important are the issues of performance and reliability. Running two windowing
systems - X and MS-Windows - is very demanding for aPC. The minimum
requirements for a PC are at least a 386 with more than 2Mb of RAM. Of course, the
more powerful the PC the better. Reliability is an issue since X is used with key
applications. PC X servers should be tested in-house and evaluated with a company's
home-grown applications.

PC X servers should offer a wide variety of support for networking software. Since their
are many vendors that offer TCP/IP implementations. It is important to find a vendor that
effectively supports the appropriate stack.

Conclusion
As companies increasingly migrate to UNIX to run their mission-critical applications the
need for smooth integration between the PC and UNIX is essential. The.decision
concerning what platform to implement X on will become less distinct as PCs become
increasingly powerful. In fact, the as the lines between PC and workstation performance
start to blur, the PC will become a mission-critical machine. In respect to X, each
organization should consider their particular needs and how the various desktop platforms
provide a solution. But, consideration should be given to the undeniable trends within the
PC industry and Microsoft Windows, for any organization looking to the future.
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Abstract

There isa tremendous amount offanfarefromvendors about standards. However,the
end user is faced with the dilemma ofsorting the wheat from the chaff {or the D.CE from
the DME). In addition, vendors sometimes specify complete standards when only a subset
may apply to the product or the needs ofan organization.· •This paper will.cover what
standards are important, bow end users •call.benefit from standards, and what it means
when avendor says they are "compliant with IEEE POSIX, XPG3 and XPG4, and the
SVID".

Standards, plus theirasso~iated committees, organizations, and consortiums have been
createduto either clearup or confuse theissue. A few that will be discussed include:

IEEE
ISO
OMG
SVR4
TCP/IP
UI
WINDOWS

DME
FIPS
DCE
OSF
MOSES
CMIS
POSIX

SVID
GOSIP
XPG4
CORBA
MOTIF
CMIP
CAIRO

ODBC
WOSA
COSE
880PEN
OPENLOOK
SNMP
ABI

Some ofthe questions that will be answered include:

Why do we need.standards?
What is meant by "portability", "interoperability", "source portability", "binary.portability",
and "compliance"?
Which standards are important to my organization, and why?
How"'open"areOpen Systems? What does "open" mean?
When does a proprietary system become an open system?
When does an open systenl beeoille a proprietary.system?
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OVERVIEW

W1lileanymajortransitionfrom one operating system to another is
vulnerable to .slipped .schedules and cost. overruns, the transition·. from· a
solely MPE"based platform to the mix ofMPE and UNIX holds unique
surprises. This paper discusses problems related to system'administration,
so management can anticipate thelll,and adopt a proactive stance to
provide a more cost-effective and better planned transition.

PROBLEMS ADDRESSED

The conversion from a strictlyMPE environmenr to arnixed MPE and
UNIX· environment. presents·some. new· challenges because .of t1le radically
different philosophical bases of each operating system. In addition, moving
from the comfort and predictability of MPE to the unknown UNIX
provides a variety of new technical delights,>but it can also open a
Pandora's box ful10fsecuntyandaudit problems. Whilen.ewstate-of-the
art technology, attractive and .easy-to-use graphical user··interfaces,.··and
robust networking become possible, the shock of a comparatively hostile
operating>... system interface combined·····with.accountability.·problems
produces significant management challenges. This paper will present
installation .options for using the standard MPE and·UNIXutilitiesand
wiIloffer suggestions for- supplementing them with better software so that
yoursnop will benefit from the decision to bring inlJNIX.

System administration includes hardware and software configuration·.as
well as ongoing maintenance tasks to provide data processing facilities to
the user. community. The administrator performs ·many·functions in order
to manage the ... multiple tes{)urcesin the· UNIX environment. These
resources incltideCPU ... and· peripheral hardware, user accounts, operating
systems, and utility programs. Please·note that we use the plural .since most
shops have more thall one UNIX system. The· administrator is faced with
installing network· hardwateand software systems~ .Often, the computers
are not of the same type, and a managementnightmareisbom.
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Since the management tasks are many, the administrator needs programs
and procedures that are easy to setup (install and configure), time
efficient, easy to ·use,. offer good· performance,and result in high system
availability. We also know that the administrator needs reliability so that
tasks are repeatable and. auditable by a third party. The MPE user is
accustomed to getting hard copy audit trails of all system administration
tasks. With UNIX, audit records are not always available.

SYSTEM ACCOUNTING

Management wants to know who is using what resources, how often, and
when. In order to obtain this kind of information,a monitor process runs
continuously. in order to collect raw data such as user logins, programs
executed, disk consumption,printer activity, and port connections. Once
collected, .the raw data is analyzed and organized into categories for
management reports, user bills, graphical presentations, or data files. Very
often, the summary information is exported to a master location and used
for a corporate accounting application.

How is this done in an installation with both MPE and UNIX systems?
With your MPE eyes, you see that system logging is. accomplished by the
monitor process. The MPE logfiles hold the raw data, some standard
utilities (LOGUTIL) and command (REPORT) functions organize the
data and generate reports for the system administrator. Third-party
software takes this reporting to a higher level with price tables,
consolidation options, discounts, minimum charges, and multiple-machine
presenta~ions.

Your l)'NIX system also collects system accounting information. The
kernel monitors all tasks, the wtmp and pacct files store the raw. data, and a
suite of commands (acctconl, acctcon2, dskusg, runacct, and many, many
others) organize and report. system accounting information. Only two price
schedules (prime time· and non-prime time) are standard with UNIX and
few statistical reports are available.

The problem here is complexity. Your management wants more
information for accounting and security purposes. First of all, we all want
to know who is printing what, when, and how much. Then we want to
have a complete picture of the. installation. This means having system
accounting utilities that capture and combine information for all machines
in the organization. And with today's sophisticated graphical presentation
tools, .. why settle for the same old reports when you can .get a picture?
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With your MPE, eyes, •you expect to see pricing tables", rate schedules,
quantity discounts,minimum charges,and much more in the UNIX
environment. This ,'should'be the minimum requirement.

WORK LOAD'MANAGEMEN'F

Imagine you have 1700 I..JNIX boxes in separate locations allover North
America.' ·'¥out>organization has an Order Processing application in place
where'someusers ','enter orders, others "send ,the ,. orders throughout: the
network and, at some time during the day, the orders 'are summarized and
acknowledged in a' warehouse. This open systems environment' has a
clientlserverarchitectureand there isa great, deal of work, that must" be
done by the user community.

The system administrator ,cannot have one person·at each of 1700 stations
throughout the nation.' He 'can use 'work load rnanagementsoftware' to
schedule tasks, 'monitor activity, ,verify ,task ','completion' and,ifnecessary,
recover from ,unsuccessfuloperations. We' expect this softwarewi111ook for
optimization, opportunities as •it monitors the ", realtime operation. What\Ve
hope for is 'anefficient,software product that works in the background and
maintains audit trailsof data processing,activity.

What the system administrator wants is a program or setofprograrns that
automate launching jobs or.tasks,optimizeprocessing for maximum
throughput, and record activities throughout the network. To get started,
the system administrator ,must establish rules for 'each location:· including
such items, as task, ,date, requirements, and 'recovery.

With MPE" the user establishes rules with the STREAM facility. "Fhe
environment is further •refined and tuned with job fences, priorities,
queues, and job limits. The' operating system dispatches jobs and the user
can monitor activity with the SHOWJOB, command. System logging
generates an audit trail and: userscanperforrnmanual STIDUST analysis
to determine task completion. Automated·recovetyisnot provided.

With UNIX, the. system administrator usesaneditortociefineup to 26
processing queues and 'to set their'characteristics. Users then establish their
own job schedules with crontab for repetitive tasks, and ,at or batch for one
time requests. The 'cronprogramruns, continuously' in the ,background and
dispatches work, monitors progress, checks the exit status, and 'sends 'the
task status and output to the task submitter. The user can monitor activity
status,with,theps·,command (process status). ,For 'audit pU1]'>oses, .• thepacct
(process accounting file) is updated whenever a task is complete.
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Is this what you. need in a multiple system environment? With your MPE
eyes, do you see enough automation to get the job done~ You need system
administration utilities to. automatically manage the workload and
maXimize throughput. You need a big picture view so you can see what is
scheduled, what is running and what is completed on all systems in your
network. Equally important is the need to have an easy method for defining
workload and establishing processing rules. In fact"more rule granularity is
required than standard UNIX supports. Scheduling rules include task,
time, date, ·andprer.equisites such as previous taskchecking,··operator
prompting,' and output content.analysis.

CODE MANAGEMENT

Operators and programmers often fight over the issue of code
management. Who is responsible for it? The system, administrator is
usually pretty clear .about two functional areas,. program .development and
file distribution. Engineering is usually responsible for the former,
Operations the latter. With a' dozen UNIX boxes for engineering
workstations, we have a problem that needs a solution. These engineers are
all working on the same project,"but each has his' or her own assignments.
During the program development phase, the engineers need some ·.basic
checkoutlcheckin procedures to avoid getting in each other's way. When
the development is complete, the operators ,need an automated move-to
production process to handle file distribution.

System administrators solve. the code management· problems in several
phases. Engineers identify library files and set" up an official master index~
Then, system administrators locate critical files, identify user classes, and
restrict access to specific ,users. Next, they establish a process for basic
checkout and,checkin so,that the engineers' work is preserved'and,the
software asset,is protected.

If the code management issues are related to production activities, then the
system administrator defines an approval process and file distribution
technique to take tested code from the engineers and move it to a
production location. "Standard separation of duties are implemented so that
untested code cannot get in to the live.productionworld.

Code management is enforced with proper implementation and audit trails
are automatically generated for tracingpurp'oses. With any code
management impleme~tation, release control a,ndversion co,ntro! are
'necessary. In the production environment, automatic recovery and code
rollback are vital.
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What do· we have for the MPEenvironment? Nothing comes standard with
the operating system,but there are third-party products available that
handle checkout/checkin and sophisticatedmove-to-production
procedures.

In the UNIX world, engineers have two standard packages, sees and
ReS, for source code management (notice the word "source"). With
SCCS, the .admin function is·· used to setup a library.·Engineersaccess··files
with the get and delta .... commands..Audittrails ... are maintained·· with the .. prs
function. If. the<engineers prefer .• RCS, the·· rcscotnmand. is used .to·· define
the master 1ibrary~eheckout and checkinfunctions are executed with the
co and ci commands. The audit trail is maintainedwiththerlogcommand.

SCCS and RCS are·entrenched in the UNIX· world. But, with ourMPE
eyes, we demand a more powerful, comprehensive, multi-system solution.
First of all, the administrative setup must be easy to use. We must be able
to associate· more than one file to a class category and then use that
category to access a collection of related files. Enforcing procedures must
bettansparent to the engineer because, as we all know, they have better
things to do than spend time learning new commands in order to gain
access. to their source code (and usually resent the access controls in· the
first place!). In addition, generating audit trails must be automatic and
comprehensive.

Operations management needs an automatic method to distribute files
across the network. Automation ensures that object code is matched to
source code and that the tested version of object code is sent to the correct
production platform. After .a11· the hard work that engineers accomplish, it
would·be criminal· to compromise on sloppy (or non-existent) procedures
for moving code into a live environment.

CONCLUSION

Recognizing the significant differences between MPE and UNIX is a good
first step to planning. the System Administrative procedures for your
environment. The demand for robust and efficient system utilities is
obvious to the new user since the standard programs do not handle
multiple machines and do not automate repetitive tasks. The utilities that
do exist are difficult to use and have limited online help facilities. When the
EDP audit is performed, the administrator will have a hard time finding
xcomprehensive audit trails and evidence that disaster recovery procedures
are available.
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Don't settle for less than you need! You will pay for it twice- once when
you identify the missing utility, backtrack, and loca:tewhatever evidence
may exist, and a second time when you write your own comprehensive
utility program. How much pain are you and your users willing to endure?
Who do you want to pay? How much are you willing to pay? When do you
want to pay?

Be strong and take action before this environment eats you and your users
alive. It is not smart to grin and bear it; you are advised to either write your
own system administrative utilities or purchase third-party·.· software..The
decision is yours after. you estimate the costs of make versus buy.
Remember, you deserve the best!
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ABSTRACT

Multimediatebhnologies .sbould expand an individual's communications potential
and ·increase···the··effectiveness· of· communication io···.a· networked environment.
HP MPower ·i8 an·integtated mllltimedia~enrichedgraphicaruserenvironment that
is delivetedand·.installed in .·'a client. and serVer configuration. ..This· paper/will
describe ,the- ~a.pabilitiesof. MPo\Verandthe delivery mechanism for· the product
in a netWorked workstation environment.

M~ltitnedi~ •Tecltnologies: •... Concepts
Multimedia .tecfm()logiesbav~ .beendelivered'~n' b()t~ JX'fsonal~omput~s and
~orkstatio~~for •several years, .but the¥hav~ not· been ··embraced •as mainstre~

technologies; •....• The .• reasoning forthisi~t\Vofold: •..~ .lack ofg~eral. purpose
appli~atio~ and~os~s. ~ile the: creation' 'of slide presentations, a~diotapes,and
video clips, ." all···haverelevan~ein. the •• \Vorkplace,many .• applicationsutilizing
multimedia infonnationare designed with the professionalgraphic artist or video
technician in·mind. These applications· do have their merits, but the expertise
required for competent usage is beyond the casual user's level. The comp\1terhas
provided apo\Verfult~ol.forallusers,but·hasbeet11imited to simple data, i.e. text
and numbers.··'·' Pictures and audio .are readily usable bits of infonnation,but they
have been ··left/outofthe ···typical·da.ta: fonn·'on ·computers. These data. types
require additidhalhardwarean.d software' in order to fully utilize theinfotmation.
Intheearly~980's,severalpeople/weregrappli~gwith thep~sonalcomputer.

}iere.was a device 'that could provide.c?mputing~wer on one's desk. Thefirst
applications were simply" .adaptations of. applications that had·beeniwritten on
mainfmmes~dmiIli~omputers.Theparadigmwassimple.. The user ~tered
data, thecomputercruncned, tbeanswers/were·givenusuall~ displayed .orprinted.
The concept of an electronic spreadsheet was unheard of and the personal
computer was limited to a small setofhobbyists'and·· engineers.VisiCalc·and
1..2..3 revolutionized the usage of the personal computer. The ·user still enters
data, ,but·· gets··feedbaek.·inferaetively... ··Infont1ation···can b~ analyZed,··· graphed,
printed, andUIlderstood.Theapplication has made the computet ah/essentialtool

Multimedia As Information
Multimedia is information. People make decisions, take action, understand others
with the co~unication of inform~tion. The· electronic spreadsheet·gave.people
the power•to conununicate information. in a usable and~ynamicform. •... Im~ges,
audio, and video can· be powerful sets of· information.· .Electronic. mail· has
brollgnt'people closer, but' has been mostly used for messaging. The evolution of
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communication from the· telegraph to the telephone has·increased co~unication

by increasing the information content and removed Morse co<ie as an interface
barrier. Treating multimedia as extensions of infonnation types will improve the
communication of ideas and the depth of the information. .

Building Upon Existing Technology
Delivering a fully enabled multimedia environment needs to. utilize existing
technologies as much as possible. Voicemail systems· have had ..•.. ~emendous
growth over the past few years. I contend that this growth is directly tied to the
a\)ilityof this tecbnology tQ leverage e;xisting te9lm()logie~~4\l~· par~igD.lS.

The system could be .installed in a generally non-itlvasjve rnanner~·. Most llsers of
the voicemailsystem are unaw~eof the technQIQgies that areibeingutilized~The
phone.-a very familiar .(ievice, has a few IlCW functiQl1S that tna)(e use of the
existingba.rdware... For.somepeople,·voicemail.may.have·b~.·the·.first.time that
they even used two of the buttons on the· phone,( ! .. and.#).•.••··.·Th~concept of
leaving a message on a machine was readily understood. Answering machines
were just tape recorders tied to the phone. Voicemail took advantage of these
basic .·cQncepts.Which leads .... to ··workstations, the •..•UNI~operating sy~tem, and
multimedia hardwareiavailability. Workstations. are networked devi~s. ·,.pata is
readily transmitted across the network. FAX macbinesare everywhere,· ey~i~
people's bomes. Audio .. and·· image data are simple ,extensigDsoftextwbicb .is
readily utilized, in .everyday communication. .I~ag~ ,and video hardware.,·ltCl,ve
beendevelop~ tha,t can bring this information into the computer.

TheWorkstatiotl Solution
By.·· focusing on the, basic task ,of .. communication, multimedia ... ,is, a ,.logical
extension·of existing forms of information, e.g. text, data bases,and· slides... The
workstation has thecolJlputational.,. horsepower to handle this information
explosion and can deliver it across the network. Many disparate pieces exist, but
ha,ve not been integrated·,into,a consistent environment., The user ~as been given
several tools, but not empowered with a cohesive enviroDlllent.Retumingtothe
spreadsheet analogy may shed light .. on the situation. ,•...·Separat~ applications
existed to· perfonncurve fits ·,OD .... data, graph results, print .tables, but the
spreadsheet brought these·' ,separate applications ,into 'a single application. The
spreadsheet has become a tool, that can be cllStomized to' specific applications, e.g.
a pricing analysis, an engineering analysis,etc.

liP. has integrated the user.environment withmultimediatechnologiC$inthe
MPower, product offering. TIlls. solution is •. ·· •. designed. for.·workstatiopsand
recognizes the networked nature of these machines and the UNIX operating
system.

The User Ellvironment
The development of the. graphical user .environmentextends the illteraction ,model
of the·. computer. A. simple.point. and click or drag· and drop .allo'Y$<users·to
readily". interact with applications.in ,3 more intuitive', manner. Bystandardizing
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the user interfaces, people can depend on consistent behavi,?r.•.. '. Basing
development on MIT's X Window. System and the Motif environment delivers a
consistent behavior..... ·Human .factors ... canbe utilized to.' improve i usability.
Usability testing can provide immediate insight into design flaws. Visual cues,
while· s~ng elementary,. can significantly improve the immediate
understanding of the us.er interface.

User. Perspective
Irlorder formu.ltimedia to bea readily accepted technology, barriers to
acceptance must be identified and eliminated. Some of the obvious barriers are
the invasive nature of audio andthe lackofin!Cgrationof ~heFAXmachineinto
the<computer etlvironment." While .. some of thebaniers . could have . been
eliminated. in.. the past,. the •costs outweighed the perceived •..• valueof .. the
infonnation.The solution needs tobescalable.from.a..,b.asicl~vel to a more
robust, albeit costly, set of technology. The. basic level' needs to .deliver an
immediate return to the user that extends their communication capabilities.· The
user paradigm needs to be a simple extension of the existingqata model. In
MPower,alldioan~jmage~ar~justnew.da~obje~tsthat~anbeexcltang~dillthe
same mannerasa ~aragt"aphof f()rrna.ttedi text.}f therecipien~hasan.. application
that can decode the fonnattingspecification, •. the .ftIllcontentof~l1eobjectc~ be
seeIl •.• in the •• ~anner in.wltich it was. created. '.. Irthe applica~ondoes. n<1t .ltave•. the
decoding capability, theobiect must be identifiable so. that proper action can'be
taken.

Online Ifelp
No. l11atter •.•• how. much •.developers,w~uld ·lik~. to ••...•thi~'that .• their .• solutions •.. are
re~dily c()mpreh~sible; by •anY user,.there. is ..•••••~.• ~eed.fo!~1.lID~':lta:tion. .... Most
IIlaJ1~1 .. writer~ ..kl1o~ that. their.work .•. is .• genei't.ny~}gno!ed unl~~~the. user •• has
reached. a level of frustration that verges on the; violent before a J1latlual is
consulted. At this point, manuals. may become projectil~s as often as they ~e
read and understood. One of the improvements in application development is the
incorporation ofonline help. In many instances, this form. of information can lead
a user througb .• a difficult task, especially if it. is . context .sensitive... Th~
development of hypettext help systems enable users to browse from one. topic to
another seekiD;g additional information.

Personaliied Environment
Compute!shav~been •called.cold, hostile Illachines whicbhave no reflection of
their user'spe~sC?~alityor preferences. Th~graphical user envirorunent,.esp. on a
color 'Yprlcstati0tl' pr()vides ••~ J)owerful foulldation for user personalizatio~. In
MPower, .• the •.. environmeJltcan ·be.· stylized to.Illeet .the. preferences' of the. \1ser
including colors, backdrops, mouse characteristics, etc..

~l1ltimedia Compo~ents

MPower is th~in~egration .ofmultirnedia.components, e~na1:>oration tpols,andHP
VUE 3.0 into a cohesive user environment. The components that were integrated
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intoMPowerare: HP VUE 3.0 user environment, FAX sofbvar~to control a
connected FAX modem,.scanner software to control aScanJet IIc color scanner,
image viewer, audio editor with~ stereo headset (with a built-in microphone),
~sterOps VideoLivecard and St)ftware for live videoin a window, win40w
capture $()ftware, whiteboard for creatingsilllple drawings or 'sketching on
existing images, HP SharedX for real-time, collaboration on a network, ,HP
SharedPrint for processing print jobs including automatic.switehing between peL
and PostScript and spooling, print jobs to the printer, ,multimedia •mailer for the
distribution of electronic tnail with multimedia components including audiQ', and
imag~s.

These disparate "comp,gnents. have been., integr~ted into, a single ,environment.
Access to most of the components is via a slide-up panel from the HP VUE front
panel. Access to SharedPrint and the mailer utilized existing front panel controls.
A FAX ,drop, zone has,been integrated into the front panel in the same way astbe
printer,control.

Client/Server Delivery
MPower with its enhanced audio an4, EISJ\ 'bus' utilization, is best suited to t~e

newer 8700 workstations, the Model 715, ~odel 725, and Model 735, but much
oftheMPower functionality is accessible from other platforms. An EISA slot is
required for the RasterOps .VideoLiveCard. A fully functional MPower
installation will support all of the components of MPower, i.e. FAX modem,
ScanJet Ilc, CD-quality audio, VideoLive card, and a printer. The typical
installation may not have some of these components, e.g. the VideoLive card or
the ScanJet lIe., These two items must, be, installed on the client system and
cannot be shared resources in the, same way as the printer and FAX modem are.
The client and the server can be on the same machine, but the server has
additional memory and disk"space requirements. The system requirements
depend on the applications running on the client and server systems, butMPower
requirements can be itemized separately.

There are two options for the client system: client-based VUE and server-based
VUE. The difference between these two options, is the location for, VUE
execution. This option is specified during the ,installation process. ,MPower has
been designed using a client/server model' to provide access to multimedia
services on lower cost platforms. In order to deliver a fully functional MPower
system without re<Juiring addi~onal" RAM and disk space for .sharable code, the
execution of tbeMPower system isdivjded between a client andaserversystern.
The client system executes all of the code that requiresclient-sp~ific batd'\\'are or
is bestsuitedto executing on the client,system, e.g. tlteYideoLiVr softwa..~or th~
SharedX client. ,The execution., of.V1JE., on the server, the, server-based ,VUE,
provides the advantages of an MPower environment on lower cost platforms. In
some cases, esp. when ,existing hardware exists, this distributed client, solution
does not utilize the existing hardware resourcc;s, e.g. the RAM in the workstatio,n.
For tlleseinstances, an installation optiQpenables a system to be configured with
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a client-based VUE. This second option requires an .. additional· 16Mb of RAM
and 300Mb of additional disk space on the client machine.

TbeMPower server system nee<ts to allow for the client systems tbatmayor may
not .be installed with· it. ·For.estimatingpurposes .6Mb of RAM· on··the server
needs to be allocated for each· client system.... A typical server, e.g. a 735 .with
64MB ofRAM can support between 6to 10 client systems.

One of the realities of distributed· netWork solutiollsis the growth of memory
usage ·······by· .. applica.tions~ the ·operating .•. system, .and····the ·user environment. ..•• With
MPower built on existing technologies, e.g. HP VUE 3.0, the Motif enVironment,
and the X Window.System, the spacerequiren:tents do not go down\Vhen
MPower· functionality is added, but MPower does provide an· opportunity for
exploring the memory utilization issue and to configure the whole environment
for t~e best usage of RAM. and disk space. An M~owerconfiguration.needs to
incorporate more than just the cost of the components, but alSO) the network and
applicationenvironment. Since each installation of MPower will involve more
that the installation of the MPower code, an anatysisof the net\\T0rk configuration
and the application environment .must also be performed. In .the case of the
client-based solution, only 100Mb ofdis~<space· ··would be· -.available •. for
applications. In the.case of the server-based solution, over 300Mb of disk space
would be available on each node fdrapplications.

Table-·I: MPower System Configurations

Configuration
Minimum RAM

Activity Configuration
Minimum Disk

Usage
Client
Swap

Xstation
Server-based
Client-based
Client-on-Server

6·.Mb
16Mb
32'Mb
64Mb

O·Mb 6Mb
250Mb 40Mb
425Mb 50Mb
800 Mb min. 100Mb

Client Activity is a relative comparison between the four configurations. The
metric can be used to understand where the execution of the MPower software is
taking place.

The swap space for the client-on-server configuration is 100Mb swap + 50Mb per
Xstation user + 20 Mb per server-based user + 10Mb for each client-based user.

An. MPower system configuration can· be set up in ··fourconfigurations from X
terminals to running both the client and server code on·the· same machine. The
dynamics of these configurations. have a direct effect on required resources and
the resulting performance. Table 1 is provided to characterize· these four
configurations.
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M:power ha$, been configured as two. products to. reflect the. component,. costs and
the concept of distributed client/server computing.. By. dividing the software into
two pieces, both the computation resources and component costs can be shared.
The MPowerserver contains some components which. can .be .shared 'by. multiple
client systems, .e.g. FAX server and the, Po~tScript conv~. Sincethese
components can be shared, including them in ~eMPower server focuses the costs
on the server rather thancl'1a.rgiJ.lg .• each user with. the.co~ irl the MPower client
product. Table 2 will show for each MPower component the delivery vehicle and
execution location for each default configuration. Wheathe clieJlt is.JWlftingon
the server.,as in the fourth .configuration, ,.the server and, client .machines are·.one
and the same.

Table 2: MPower Components and Execution Location (. denotes these
components are included with HP-UX.)

Execution Location
Component Delivery Server- Client- Client-on-

Vehicle XStation baSed based Server

HPVUE Server* Server Server Client C-on-S
Online Help Files Server· Server Server Server C..on-S
FAX server Server Server Server Server C-on-S
FAX composer Client Server ,Client Client C-on-S
FAX browser Client Server Client Client C-on-S
Scanner DeskScanlUX Server Client Client C-on-S
Image viewer Client· Server Client Client C-on-S
Icon Images Server Server Server Client C-on-S
PostScript viewer Server Server Server Server C-on-S
Fonts & font server Server· Server Server Client C-on-S
Audio editor Client· N.A. Client Client C-on~S

Audio server Client* N.A. Client Client C-on-S
VideoLive client Client N.A. Client Client C..on-S
Capture client Client· Server Client Client C...on-S
Whiteboard client Client Server Client Client C-on-S
SharedPrint clients - Client Server Client Client C-on-S

sprint & spadmin
SharedX client Client Server Client Client C~on-S

XIIR5 server with Client* Server Client Client C-on-S
video & SharedX
extensions

SharedPrint server Server Server Server Server C-on-S
Mail viewer, Server· Server Server Client C-on-S

composer & server
MIME converter Server Server Server Client C-on-S
MPower .Electronic Mail Architecture
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MPower has .built upon available- technologies. to ..... deliver a fobu$t, integrated
collaborative multimedia environment.· Electronic mail can be divided into three
distinct areas: the Mail'window, the MailViewer, and the MailEditor.
Mul~mediamessages·canbe:created in twp ways:
.Out~ideofthe.mailer, multimedia files are selected either si~gly'orin a group and
then transmitted by dragging and <iroppingthe desireditemsonth~ Mail control.

Withint~eMailEditor 'lllultimedia >files.can be· dragged ". and dropped '. into. the
editor window and then sent in the same fashiOD.

When muldmediacompc:>nents are dropped into the edit willdow, they are
depicted in t~ebQdyof.l;bt'mail messageasi 811 ieo~. Thisjeonobj~eannot be
~ited, but.itean be·copi~ .J!l0ved,·ordeletCti in whole.····· .·One..• canthink.ofthese
objects as special eh~etets:th~ "can. be copi¢, D1O~ed, and deleted., .but .the dot
pattern of the ebaractereannot be altered. This allows the creation of
multimedia-enriched mail. messages. that are syntactic~llY~90rrect. ....• In ;otb~words,

audio, image, and videofratnes can be int~sedthrouglt.outthe body of the
mail as opposed to attaching these.objects at the·bottom ofthe message only. In
this way, the readerofthemessagekno~s exactly towh~tthese. media objects
refer in' the context·.·of the' message... ~ile>in.ithelvfailEditorthe multimedia
objects in 'messages can be viewed or 'heard by double--clicking the icon. The
relevant client~11beinyokedforviewingorllayingth~selected object. By
making enhancements.tostaJldard UNIXemail,MPower.providesthecapability
to send mail to other MPower users as well as anyuserwbouses standard UNIX
email. Though a user who is not using'MPower or a mailer with MIME
(Multipurpose Internet MailExtension)~upportwil1notbeable to read the
multimedia pomonsof email containing audio, images,orvideo .frames, the
message can still .be, .•receiyedby .t\\~uset;...•··.In this .way" commWlications can still
occur, but text-01l1Y;tnessag~\Vo.ld_~.lheJ>est1l)ediatype.< As members ofthe
Interactive. Multimedia Association (IMA), HP and othermernbersare working
towards /defining a set of multimedia. standards. When· these standards become
available, HPwillbe able.to ()ffer IIlulti-vendor, multimedia-based maityln
addition to MPower from HP, there are several MIME implementations on other
platforms,eitherpending or available.

The MailVie\\,er window is used forreading messa.ges. Any multimediCl<objectin
. the message that can be recognized will be s1'!()wuin iconic fonn with the

appropriate media icon. AS.in .the.MailEditor, these objects can be viewed or
heard by doubleclieking on theieon.Th~appropriate client}Villbe inv()ke<lfor
each object. ,To store the media objects, the appropriate client must be invoked
by double~clickingon theiconat!dtiteDstoringtheselectedQ})ject from the client
and '. not tile .MailViewer. On .. nol1~MIMl} ·systetns,:rnultimedia·. objects .' will be
receivable in mQst cases... Thetext"Thisis a message in MJME fo~t.nwiU be
displayetibefore' the '. ASCII representation·.ofthe· multimedia. object.. Savi~gthis

obJect.with, a· .miDl suffix and tbenopeningthe resultantfilein.thCfFileManager
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on an MPower system wiU'invoke'a MIME viewer and expose the contents'ofthe
message in a viewable form.

The transmission of multimedia objects may exceed.site specific 'email file .size
limits. Since these limits may have been instituted prior to the need for larger file
sizes,sending and receiving multimedia messages may require a basic change in a
site's email policies. Recognizing these constraints and preparing for the
possibility of large messages' is critical ··to the" usability and acceptability 'of
multimedia messaging. Even' with significant compression, both audio .... and
images have the potential for creating huge files. Audio files require around
16,000 bytes/sec. and a single JPEG'video frame takes approximately 90,000
bytes. Scanned images can require several megabytes depending on •the
resolution, .size, ··andcolors specified. A picture may be worth a'thousand words,
but one must allow for the space required to use multimedia.

Table 3: MPower Standards Supports
Area Standards Supported

Audio

Image

Video

FAX

Printing

Mulaw, Alaw, linear8, linear80ffset, linear16,
RIFF (PC), Sun & NeXT

TIFF (LZW, Packbits, CCITT Group 3 & 4, JPEG),
FAX Group 3 & 4, GIF, JFIF, PostScript, &
limited XWDsupport '

NTSC,' ROB, PAL, SECAM

CCITT V.33 Group3 with the ability to convert
and FAX ASCII, FAX, and all the supported image
filetypes.

ASCII, PCL & all the supported image filetypes

Electronic Mail MIME/Metamail, SMTp'via sendmail

User Environment MIT's X Window System Version 11 Release 5
(XIIRS) & Motif 1~1

Standards 'Used in the MPower Environment
One of the major strengths of·.the'MPower· environment is' the utilization and
support for industrystandatds..• 'By supporting standards,' barriers to '. productivity
can 'be eliminated and communication' is enhanced. Table 3 ·documents the
current standards that are .supported. As standards evolve, MPower will evolve
with them and add additional'standardsas necessary. Standards enable the
transmission of infonnationandexecution of programs across disparate platforms
and environments. MPower will continue to evolve in the area of supported
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standards. Having information that is. not viewable is unacceptable if a standard
exists. Each. of the MPower components has supported standards to ensure that
information can be accessed and transmittedin an accessible form.

Conclusion
The .• MPower. environment is a robust, integrated environment •which .• has been
designed to take advantage of the power and distributed nature ofworkstations.
The approacbin the design and delivery of MPower has been· to integrate
multimedia capabilities to increase user performance and effectiveness ,with
increased.communications bandwidth.•.. Just as.color..hasenhanced the·conveyance
of information in text, the inclusion of audio and video in the user environment
adds to·thepotential .•. for communication... The added capability of doing· real-time
collaboration across a.networkprovides an. immediacy of infonnation that cannot
be delivered otherwise.

VisiCalc and 1-2-3. are U.S. registered trademarks .• of .• Lotus •Development
Corporation.

UNIX. is a registered trademark ofUNIX System Laboratories, Inc.jntie U.S.A.
and other countries.

Motif is a trademark of the Open Software Foundation, Inc.

PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.
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Abstract

The size and .complexity .ofcomputer and teleCOmmunications networks has grown to the
point\\Therethe needfor automated networkmanagement systems has become necessary
fortheetIicient ?peratio~ ofthose networks.. Nearly all organizations'are experiencing the
increasediHlportanceofdata cOlJllllunications and· are thus forced to. face the daunting
task ofmanaging agrowmg. infrastructure.

The rapidgrowth ofLAN technologyin•the last fiVe years has created the need for better
management. services applied to those LANs.. TCPlIPhasevolvedas the defactostandard
for internetworking in open systems.•.• The solution applied to the management ofthe
network is yetanother defactostandard -SNMP.. This paper wiUdiscussthe current
management solutions and the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) Reference Model
functions of

o Fault Management
o ConfigurationManagement
o Accounting Management
o .Performance management
o Security management

Some ofthe questions that will·beanswered. include:

What is Network Man~gel1lent?

How does it differ from Networked .Systems Management?
What are the objectives ofNetwork Management?
What are the Real~WorldgoaJs ofNetwork Management?
What is the hierarchy ofNetwork Managementneeds?
Who.are. the major vendors of Integrated Network Management Platforms?
What are the .vendors .providing•• with ·.the •.Integrated .Network Management Platforms?
What are SNMP,·SNMPvZ, CMIS/CMIP, and DME?
What·should a."good" Network Management Platform do?
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Changes .in•.busine~$ practices~dthe·iftcoIDPa.tibilitYQfproprieta.ry systemsbave
fQrced·.t1leneedJorjndustry standardsandba\'eincre~coqlorate. iItte~~tin

moving to()pen ~~stel11senvirollD1ents •...•Th~objectiveistoll1fl.kecoJ:PP\lting
systems inter()~l1lble and cOlllpatible .\Vitl'lipaheterogeneouscQmpllting
environment, while providing the.basis of anintegratedcomputer/communications
infrastructure that·addresses bothintemalandextemal infonnationneeds.

The benefits·of opellsys~l11~areclea.r..'Usersbave transparentacc~ss.Ul

infonnation, regardless of its.location within the overall computing environment
Systel11Sare ven40rirtdependeflt, whicha1lovvsth~ user to.c1}.ooscth<e .best solution
for the businessleqllirements(l-Qm·any:ven<ior.... AnclsYS~l11S COIlfol1llUl
standar~,·.vvhich.protects invt;stmentaqdproyides·.. Wrtability·and
interc°ntlectivity.

But why bave onJya.cQmparativ~.Jew>companiesmadethell1ovefronlstrategic

c()mmitglent toacltJal itlvesttnentin()~nsystems, despite its obvious bellefits?
For several reasons.. First, companies are concernedaboutproteeting existing
investments. Second, the industry assumes there are no commercially viable,
robust, high.end.~()lutionsay;ailable ..l'his~s11lJ1ptionlea.yesonlyone foreseeable
option--to ·gowitbri~J.qrstart-ups.Third, companiesalso~sumethatthetJNIX:

tecbnical.environmell~is ..not~ sophisticated~l11QfCestaJ;,lishedenvirolUl1ellts~

Finally, lac:lcQfskillsandresources.probibil,tI1c.change.

Blocked·by these concerns and.assURlPUons, companies may not be aware of the
choices available that will help them transition to an open systems environment
This presentation will describe transition approaches to help compamesl11ove
beyond the excuses they use to· delay a transition and into action to more quicldy
gain th~ benefits open sys~msprovide.

The1"earetbreedistinct ways totrapsition.$ystems:re..architeeting,re-engineering,
and re-hosting.Each requires an analysis ofthe benefits an<.ldisadvantages, the
types .ofcog')oratiollsbe$tsuited toeacb.approach .. and the software, hardware·and
human~nvestrnentsrequired.
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Re-architecting. ,

The re-architecting approach allows companies to maintain existing investments
while adding functionality through client/server applications. This approach is
ideally suited to companies that h~ve major:gapsio,theirexisting systems and that
want to obtain additional functionality. Companies requiring re-architecting may
also have a significant number of databases to migrate.

This approach bridges the old and the new, providing a means to·useexisting
investments with newerful1ctionality. It also allows companies to gaiJlexperience
in open systems to understand basic open systems principles. And ithelps to avoid
the incrementalcosts associated withmaiJltaining proprietary systems.

Additional benefits of this approach include minimal dismption to users and
retraining requirements. Companies can incrementally add skill sets, allowing them
to reduce disruption and better manage the costs of the .transition.

For example,ari Aberdeen Group report published a few months ago in the U.S.'
cited a national stockbrokerage firm that implemented a problem resolution
tracking system for service centers, supporting both stockbrokers and sales
assistants. The application significantly reduced the time it takes to·research·and
resolve customer and internal problems and was replicated to other sites. The fmn
also implemented a human resource system that uses a compensation planning
database to give managers a consistent planning modelfor compensation, including
year-end bonuses and budgeting.

There are, however, several disadvantages" associated with re-architecting.
Human, hardware and software costs tend to be higher. Costs may not
immediately decrease since systems'and skills must be duplicated for a period of
time and because multiple licenses are maintained. Also, companies must continue
training with current operating systems releases. This approach also adds a level
of complexity that may be difficult to successfully adjust

Re-engineering

Re-engineering is suited to companies.that want to make· a fundamental change to
improve operations and cannot do so by simply putting quick repairs on old
systems.. Instead, taking risks is the means to significant gain. In general, systems
within these companies are not meeting current needs and their disp()sal:iseither
financially justified or simply mandated In other cases,' hardware 'Of .software
systems have been orphaned and are no longer supported by the company or the
original supplier. Companies well suited to this approach, therefore, require
immediate systems change.
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The advantages of this·approach are, primarily, associated-with cost. While initial
investment is high,moving immediately to open systems is less costly overall and ~

permits a unifiedfoclls.·on forward thinking development. This allows companies
to place new developmentactivity on a single·platfonnrather than trying to
maintain two platforms. Often, this approach gives access to innovative solutions
since these are frequently incompatible \\'ith legacy solutions.

The disadvantages of re-engineering are obvious. First, re-engineering involves
abrupt change. It is an ,ttallor no;thingt'methoo to gaining open systems benefits,
makingthestrategy·.of testi11gpilotprogramsimpossible. Second, it is highly
dis~p~veto user organizations and requires significant retraining. Tfie complexity
levelin dealing with anew technology cannot be underestimated.Thitd, this type
of move involves risk, because companies may need to tum to lesser-known
vendors, mcluding start-ups, that may have solutions immediately. This is a
potentially dangerous path. Companies must calculate the potential payback of
vendors that may·not have the "staying power" required to support business in the
future.

Re-hosting

The re-hosting approach allows companies to maintain the functionality they
already have but move to a different, open platfonn. •Ideal candidates<for this
approach include companies that are satisfied with the functionality of their current
systems but want to reduce infonnationtechnology costs. These companies are
not willing to risk significant disruption in their organization to gain cost benefits.
They are not risk averse but they do require security. In many cases, companies
assume they must expect less functionality to reduce IT costs. This iS,however,
an inaccurate assumption.

The primary advantages of re-hosting.are· that companies protect investments and
endure minimal disruption while reducing the overall costs of the computing
platfonn. They can reduce the load on existing platforms and place functions in
more appropriate environments. As a result, productivity improves, existing
platforms can be descoped to save costs and new users can be introduced without
incurring further costs. A complete move to open systems is achieved through
pilot projects and then later through a gradual move, providing better control of
change and the learning process.

For example, a Southeastern hospital had disparate hardware and software systems
and needed to integrate systems and reduce costs. It found that a mainframe
solution was an excessive and unnecessary expense, so it downsized operations.
The resulting savings in maintenance and depreciation/amortization expenses saved
the company approximately $800,000 per year.
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The disadvantages witbthisapproacb are similar totbose associated with the re
architecting method. "Primarily,thet:eisaclC'ar cost associatedwithstntddling two
systems--oneoldand one new. ·'~()mPanies mustmaintainbo~a.nd.,th.eir

associated skill sets. ,They mustalso continue training with currentoperating
systems'.releases. 'Costs may.not,,therefore, reduceimmediately.

Conclusions

It is not easy f()rcQmpanies tQmake the move to()pen ~ystems computin,giftbey
do not fully ul1.derstand,theadvantagesanddisadvantage~of several transitiop
approaches. "Awareness ofQptionsan<i.anability, to work witltvendorstbatll,"ve
similarchoice~will help'comp311ies quicklyre~ open systems benefits and Will
be prerequisites for success.
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68K Workstation Operating System Strategy

))oul BI~kwood
Hewlett-Packard Company
~~ •. 'rechnology))bisiOD

Fort.ColIins, Colorado

Today, Tomorrow, 2000 ••• with 68K Domain and BP-UX

HP's lifecycle for. software includes providing extended support and assuring a long term viable
operating environment for the systems. Toward this end, the Software Technology ••. Divisi()n
(SWf), of the Worldwide Customer Support Operations, is responsible for established products.
S\VT'scharter istoensure>thatj~ basecust()me~continue to receive quality support for
S()ft.warethat is in the latterpartofits.lifecycle.•... The.divisioncurrentlysupportsMfE·Y,. RTE,
I>()mainatld HP-UX(Series 300/400}operating systems.

Es.tended SUpPQIt forBPSoftware

HP's Software TecbnologyDivision, is focused on providing investment protection to customers
that maintain software support contracts by:

• Transitioning software to extended support stage at the proper point in its lifecycle
• Providing support - Fixes, enhancement, and interoperability for extended period
• Supporting migration to next generation products by helping·toprovide a "bridge" to the

future (see illustration)

Today 2000

Increased Support for Usen.. ofDomain&BP-UX

HP recognizes the diversity of the Motorola-based workstation users (tecbnical& industrial),· and
is committed to provide ongoing support and enhancements of the Domain and HP-UX OS
products.
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For HP-UX and Domain this means...
• Current product engineering (maintenance ofexisting systems, fixes to serious /critical

defects, patch delivery)
• Interoperability enhancements (with Series 700, PA-RISCIHP-UX)
• Customer driven enhancements (such as extended peripheral support)
• Improved communication ofthe availability ofsofhyare updates, as well as improved

distribution of those updates
• Improved methods to receive and'respc>~ topr~~ctrequests or suggestions
• Specials, where the additional investments for uDiquerequirements pay off in extended

use ofcurrent systems
• Migration paths and upgrade programs customers can use to move to HP open systems

over time aad at reasonable cost
• Incentives to renew or add support contracts'

Domain:

In early 1992,·'SWT·'assumed responsibility to provide' eXtended: support of the Domain/OS (ON
Series &,Series '400)','through the •year 2000. This change has been positively 'received',by the
Domain installed base as it provides support frOm an organization that is able,to "focus',on their
particular needs.

This past year SWf worked closely with users via customer visits, ,surveys, letters;' phone calls,
and through involvement with users groups (InterWor~, HPWorks, and InterWorks - Japan) to
identify and implement necessary enhancements. Ali upgrade, with the enhancements is, now
available.

Some o/the key enhancements are:
1. Xl IRS run-time environment
2. Motif 1.2 run-time
3. hpterm 1.3
4. User Environment Development Kit
5. Domain patch process improvements

HP-UX for Series 300/400:

HP has moved responsibility for support of Motorola-based 68000 HP-UX (Seri~ 300 & 400) to
SWf. As in the case ofDomain, this transition will enable the installed base to drive their needs
with an organization dedicated to focus on those needs. SWT has successfully provided focused,
customer-driven support for other operating systems to allow users to extend the value of their
existing investments. This experience is transferable to, HP-UX.

The HP-UX operating system (Series 300 & 400) will be, supported at least through the year
2000. SWT will provide the satIleprogram for support as with Domain.

SWf will work with the Domain and HP-UX installed base to provide support which will allow
users to maintain, mix (interoperate), or migrate their OS investment. The needs of Series
300/400 installed base customers which include. a mOre/stable enviromnent, ,will be"addressed.
Some specific functionality for Series 300/400 liP-UX'that is viewed as critical to system
interoperability and migration will ~providecl.
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COlDparl~on

Hewl~tt P3ckard CQrporatioD

3404. E..Harmon)' Rd., Fort Collins, CO 80525

(303)226-3800

Abstract

The·SOftbench Framework dlfdTooTJ;alkboth offer toolconurumicationseTVices. Both pmducfs

messaging services are; similar,beut the~oftBenchFrameworkalsoprovides featur~that enable
developers to integrate ~ting>applications withoutsoUTfe ~ode modifications, as ,well as offers
essentitll utilities for properly integrating'a wide'variety ofapplications.

Introduction

Wtiat is a frameworlc, anyway? The answer is, itdepends uponwbat framework you .-e talking

about.: On Unix wotbtationsin general,framewoib ~~de a means for software tools to
~ under the control ofmessaging provided by a message'server. Tbecommonfnpneworks

available on Unix wotbtations are the SoftBeocl:1 Frameworkl ,provided by HewlettPacbrd and
TooiTaDe· provided .by .Sun3 Microsystems. 'I'bese .two .frameworks have· simllar messaging

CODlP()Dents ·but have interesting differences dUe ·to choices 'inven<lor focus. .Tool1a1t's focus
remained in tbemessagingtecbnology areas, while the'· SoftBencb Framework ereatedadditional

facilities for building <listribUted applications.·Similarities aDd differencesbetwee.n SoftBeneh and

ToolTalk are the subject of this paper as weB as a look into the future to see what a joint COSB

(Common Open Software Environment) framework of the future could hold.

Fkstapd .,f~ll1ost."T~ITa1k .··as·a;~w~rk··~.,.·~.SoftBe~h·Frame~ort ate.•'ootequal.

!ool~~ntly"providesa<:.......• ApplicationProgramJller'slDterface (API)tf:1at is used .. to.add

messaging capabilities only to an existing application or when writing DeW programs. The

I. SoftBench is a tradema-k of Hewlett Packard Corporation..
2. Copyright ofSun Microsyste~Inc.
3. Sun is a JeSisterd trademark ofSun Microsys~Inc.
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SoftBench Framework also provides an API for messaging, but in addition, provides components

for controlling processes on another machine (SPC), accessing data on distributed systems

(RDA)4, event loop support and GUI ~ponents. Why then, is.thete su.ch a difference in what

two venom call p.,..on products? SoftBench Tool Developem recogoi22d tbat having

additional facilities for building distributed heterogenous· applications was a oeeded emphasis. As

these facilities grew and developed, they became part ofthe SoftBendl FramewOlk. The 1bolTa1t
focus bas been to providCpoweriut messaging withprocedurat and·object orieoted interfaces. A

true comparison of the two fmmewolts can legitimately be made only for tile component that is die
same, messaging. Figure 1 shows the facilities provided by each framewotk.

ISoftBench Framework Tool Talk Framework I

(SPC )

(RDA1
)

(DISPLAY)

MESSAGE

process

objects

broadcast

Figure 1. Components of SoftBench and ToolTaik frameworks

J:Vst we wiD explore the differences in tbemessaging theme between the .systems.. Second, we
wiD elaborate on the ,additional facilities provided by S«>.ftBench. Finally, hintS about w~t the

common fmmew~rk from the COSE effort might provide. A consumer reports style grading will
be given to all areas reviewed.

4. Toorralk: his some Remote Data Access via messages only.
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Messaging. archit~;cture

Botl1·Too~and~ .SoftBenchFmmewo~provide···alibratyeDablil1gclietlt·Pro~to~
aIldreceivelllessages to a separate process ca1Ied as~ssionormessage server. }d}AP1 is proVided
fortbe C1ie.·S11se andtbe server maintains tbe ~ility of toolstarting8add1e rouoogof
messages. ToolTalk is based on ONe's RPC while the SoftBench Framewolk is b8sedonTCP/lP

and Unix domain sockets. Both framewolts· have. the S8JJ.1e~giIlglllodel.fortool

communication. .The view is that some messages will be requests for the· services of another tool
and a reply is e:xpeetedin~. Request are sent .froQla.tool with little or Q()knowledge of
wbattool~be servicingit. .Applications tbat.wantto seJNice the message tegister tbeirinterest
withtbeserv~Jor d()ing so. <This is tile basis for a<:ooperative~n~nt..In acJdition.some
~g~i~notifieatiODS,ithat "iJ:lteresting~·tbingshave~IIM~MODIFIEI)intbe

SoftBench~wott,Jore~ple) •.. BayesdJ:oPRingOD requests and teplies is avaiJal>teinboth
~ms•.. SeeFi~2 for tbearchiteeture ofeachframewo~

Architectural Differences
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As seen in the previous figure and geoeraldescrlptioo, the' messaging components '" ofeacb

framework are'very similar. ,There are SUbtle differences, howev4'l""in these. ateas: 1) Tbeway tbat

integrated tools are started from the server. , This, is,known as .execution management. 2) How
integrated tools are described both statically and. dyoamica11y. 3) How integrated tools are
addressed ,and'scoped.

Execution management

The SoftBench Framewort tri3intains the tool enVironment, automatically via the EXecution
Management facility. The Bxeaition'Manager is responsible for,invoking tools when' a message is

sent and there is not an appropriate tool already numing to bandle tbat request. 'This meaostbat the

user need not be concemed with whether or not a tool bas been started in the correct place in the

network to bandle a task that is desired. ,~ Execution Manager uses an'execution string to know

how to start the appropriate tool somewhere in the netwodt. Tbestring looks much like the

command line that the use.. would enter to invoke theapplieatioo, but the execution string also

contains macro expllWion capabilities that allows the Execution Manager to start the encapsulation

with data supplied from thecorrespooding request message. For example, a user may be in the

editor about to make an enhancement to a piece ofsoftware, but the file must first be chedced-out of

a source code management system. 1be' user doesn't know whether or not, the source code

management application has been invoked yet and'may not know, exactly where, it should be

invoked in the network. With the Execution Manager, the user need' not ever know this

information. The check-out request is made from the editor and the Execution Manager detennines

that the source code management encapsulation bas not yet been invoked. So, the request message
is queued while the source code management application is invoked somewhere in the netwotk.

When that application announces to the message server that it is ready to accept messages, the

Execution Manager re-sends the queued request message, which is then forwarded to that

encapsulation.

The ToolTaIk ttsession (server) gets its information about how to start an application from the

application's ptype or otype database that the application writer created, ,COD1piled and installed.

This database has a large amount of information including a start string that can be used by the

ttsession if the ttsession cannot find a numing version of the application to send the message to.

This start string contains a Unix shell command. The start command nms in the environment of
the ttsession, which means that it will ron on the host where thettsession is numing only. This is

somewhat less sophisticated than the SoftBench Framework execution management facility.

Addressing

One of the primary functions of both message server implementations is to determine which

process is going to be selected to service a particular requeSlBoth systems encourage the sender

of a message to know as little possible about the receiver, and let the default delivery mechanism
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determine .the receiver. Tools that want. to service a message repter.their interest·with tbe serve~

ToolTaJk provides additional' "addressing" modes· beyondtbis. The first is to have the sender

explicitly'.indicate.which tool ..··wiD be. the .·mceiver,and is.refened .to ·aspl'Ocess··addressing• ... The
second addressing mode ToolTalkpmvides is an objeetbased deJiverymecbaais., wllicb uses the
objeetspecified (actually, the type Oftbeobjectspecuied) .to detet:lRiDe·dae receiveroldJe.message.
TIle.···SoftBeachFra8:lewolk allows' "broadcast"messp,ipg, that is, so.. messages (such as STOP)

caD beseMwal toolscarrently I1UlBiDg that baveexpreaiDteteat

The SOftBench Framewolk alows multiple sets. of"cooperating tools within a single nmoing

ins~ of tbesel'Ve~ ~toolsam~~totbepl'Ojeettbey are currently woddDg
OIL This project is always.associatedwith a Unix filesystem directory, which provides a convenient

stomge location for project specific .. data. .Pel example, a blJId tool·JDigbt have dilfereot· sets of

options if.its working on one coJlettion ofsc:M1rCeS vs. at:1Otber.

ToolTalk bas a differentCQ~ of·"SCC?PO"~Messages ean.~sessiol1 SCOped, fiI~ scoped, 'both'

scoped, or file..in-session seoped(tbe' latter tWo am the oonjunctiC)ll anc.I disjunction oftbe fonner

two). These specify sessionlev~1~l~onor to()l COOpenUion;based on tht:. interest in a
specific file. The latteris~ported intemaHy across sessions. "InOther wolds, regardless ofwhich

ttsession anappJieation is.liDked to, it wiDhe.... messages'frf)m anyotJiertoOl~ to that file.

This is more difficult to accomplish with the SoftBenchFramewolk since its C()Qperation is

centered around projects using the same message serve~ ToolTalkdefinitely ltaanadvantage here.

Interest in files 'is common among users.' o~ ..... ditf~~~tsystems using .separate ~ions. For
example, file modification is.an event·1tiat 1I1~.~.wouldbein~sted·.in reganlless of what

ttsessiontheireclitor is JiDkedto. It SoftBendJ FnuDeworkwith asingieglObal projt-etwotdd be
equivalent to session scoping in TooITalk. The .SoftBench Framewolk doesn't diteetly have· an

equivalent to file scoping, but this can be implemented using multiple message server connections

(see below). Figure 3 shoWs the project~model suppolted by the SoftBench Frameworlt and

the TooiTaIk: scaping model and the'seSSion/file View of the ToolTaIk: modeL

Tool Descriptions

ToolTalk alows tools to statically c1escribe the services they provide and the notifications they

listen to (via ptypes and otypes). The static clescription ofToolTalk·also offers additional'featutes
above its API that can set up constraints based on the· typeoftobl. For exampIe, 'only so many

processes Qfa~.. type can ot>servea,p-mClJ1arfile... 1"he:$oftBencb Framework does,not

provi~astaticclescription .. to.the •. g.ranularitytbatToo~alkcloes. SoftBeilCb statically .~. the

!ool~~ type.. aqc1 a set ofservicesisimpJi~by<thattool~~•.......SOftBeDCb aJsoprovides a Vf,8:Y.to
4YrJamicallY quel)'\V~ch requ~tsatool c~ service.
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Multiple Connection Models

The SoftBench Framework provides a general-pmpose mechanism to allow a message object to

connect to any SoftBenehmessage server. Processes can have multiple message objects open at
once to the •same server or to different servers. This is useful for implementing super too,lsin the

first case and in implementing, server bridges in the second case. Super tools are tools that have

been identified as a specific tool. burcontrol sub tools within the same process. · Both Softvi and

Softedit have used this concept. Bridges allow an application writer to put together arbitrary

networks ofmessage servers. ToolTaIk advocates only a single CODDection to the message serVer,

thus resttieting the ftexibility of the application writec This is reviewed in the API discussion.

SoItBeuDb Scop'"

Cooperating ToolOroup

SoItBeDDh Me888ge Server

TooD'alk Ieop..

Object Oriented Features

The SoftBench Framework· allows overloading based on the type of the file specified in the

message. In other wordS~'amessage with'the same toolclass and operatioll name may be disp~tbed

to different tools based.on the type of the operand referred to in· the' message. ToolTalk has more

sophisticated 00 features. Each file can have additional ttobjectSpecstt associated with it. These

object specs can be thought ofas object instances, and are basically collections ofproperties. 'Ibere
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can be many object specs associated with a sing1efile~Tbepropertiesare not stored in tbe file

itself, but rather in an associated database;.Tbis~ptob.emsif>tbe original file is removed,

copied, or renamed. ToolTalk provides library calls candsheDutilities toperfonn these functions

correctly.

Object type definiti~~~~tbo<Isare,~desC1ibecliin~"otype"fil~.'Ihisfile describes tbe
methods available on an objeetvia "sigb8tUleS~"'wbichassociate8B~ratiOD8ndarguments with a

particular tooL It is ~iblefO~agjven object ..~.toiDherit~thOdsfaQulOther types, buttbis
inheritance is specifiecJ,OIlasi~by si~basis.

'~.',;,':,'",:--- ," ' ' '''-''.-- '._: ' ~-.~-••..•• '.; ......•..•.. ', ,•.••......'.......•,.•.,..•...• "•. ·.·F'

Object bluJed messagingmToOl'ThIkisperr~ .. follows. The sender ofa message fiBs in

the operation name, tbe~jectid(object reference>~·.Y arguments. 'Ibis message is sent to its

ttsession. 1'he server gets theo~of the~bjeet:i"aJ)(I~the operation name and arguments to
determine the~'7i~g tools. It then forwatdsthe message to these receiving tools. Since this

lookup is based OO;tIle type of the object,ovedo3ding is supported.

API Differences

In the last section, a description of the differences between architectural features was elaborated

upon. There are differences in the API ,as well. Some of these differences refteet the architecture

mentioned in the former section. Other differences are due to the vendor'scbosen level of

exposure~ The SoftBench Framework provides an easy to use 'interface that isconsistentfot the

many Components provided by the framewodc. There are 'also several different access methods to

the messaging component. TooITaIk's API is slightly lower level with a focus on message structure
manipulation. "It is important to undetStaDd the basiC differences between the two framework APIs

before moving on to detailed code examples. Code examples for each type of messaging activity
are mown for both ToolTalk and the SoftBench Framework.

General·Description

SoftBeneh Framework
The SoftBenchFramework provides multiple access methods for writing integration software.

These methods are called direct library access, unobtrusive accesstand shell access. (see Figure 4>

Direct library access is used when calls to an archived or shared library.are added to an application.

This API is calledEncap,,,lato,.. UnobtrUsive access is used when an application has sOme form of

programmaticiDterface, either textuat; through sockets, remote proCedure calls;'ortbtough some

0thertextpassing mecbarlisDl.·· In 'this case, no source code modifications to>the applieationare

IleCeSsaty, ()hlyaeeess to the binary progr8m isrequired'Shell access isprovidedsotbat. shell
scripts.can be.~tten to access the message servet.. Shell. access is also used by programs such as

'emacs', that have the ability to execute a.process. By providing multiple access methods,

integrators can choose the method that best Suits their application.

("
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-- Framework Access Methods
Via Encapsulator

Figure 4. Access methods available from Encapsulator

The Encapsulator. provides an API for messaging that reinforces .the project model for

applications. Messageconneetioos .. ate made by creating a message object t:hat bq scoping

cbaracteristics specified as~ute,. E"ent, are declared for registeriJ:lg interest in specific

messages in the same project Attributes and events are added.to an object and become part of the

object. These objects are lJSe(f for._ sending messages as .well as receiving them. All the

info11llation needed to match an incoming. request is av~able in the .. attributes and events of the

Message. Object. Messages are never created or destroyed. That .part of the implementation is

handled for the user which keeps the interface simple. In all, there are less than 50 functions

needed to supply messaging to a program.

SoftBench messages themselves ate string fields separated by wbitespace. Pattern matching of

message events received by a tool is therefore string based. The fields. of the. message striJlg

represent the address, toolclass, action and data.

ToolTalk
The ToolTalk: approach provides data structures· called patterns. and me~sages. 'I1le. API

supports full manipulation of these data structures.. Explicit calls to set up.and.close the· connection

to the server, ttsession are .provided as wen. . Functions are provided for memory management, but

the responsibility ofthat management falls on the shoulders of the· application writer. 'll1e .API bas
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over 250 calls.

The Tf...JNlttern structure is'used to provide the server WithinfOt'maDOIl aboutwbat messages
the tool is interested based on tile ToolTalkmoctel of scope, address and type. Argmnents of

various types are·aDowed to tbrthet :restrietwbatpatterIIS ate matched. AUc>WiDgmu11ipleseparate

~~~or pattel11matctri~g bas a~timteadvanta~overthe~patteJD,a~lein
Sofl:Bendt· N()t 'only can you match·:on differem typeS, but stri.D8'pattems with embedded

whitespace'may tie'matdledaswe~t

The 01ber data sttuetute, T1'_.essages, is the structure passecllogical1y from tool. to tool This

struetureholds an of the information for the state of the message, tbe pattem matebed,-uset.

~ ••soOD.'•."'~.API,.'·. forrnanipulatingthis sttuetureprtlvidesereatiOn, 'vatue seUing,vt.tuerettieval

aDd~~~~~ '.'••~ same message"stm~is p~: ..aroutJ(Jtoan ..iltelesttd party,
~tbe'sentf)adcwith a.~odifie.dstate~ the tepl~: ~' di1fers frOm the SoftBelldi
FramewOrk: which never gives you a handle'tothe actualm~e.

Tooltalk bas little support for multiple~C)DS in it$ API.. ~ ~.~()IS and
conneCtion information are held in global variablestbatmay be DlaQipulated.17bisis enor'.,fl'C¥le
and becomesp~ to keep track of.

Joining a Server

Both ToolTalk and the SoftBench Framewodc provide a, me31lSfor starting' the 'procesSing of
Message traffic.

ToolTalk
These functions are required to create a conneCtion (apell a file de$ciiptPrllDd".~,.VIbich

ToolTalk message server is joined. A global variable for the session id is set With tbiSfunction.

my-Pt'ocid - tt_openO;
ttfd - tt_fdO;

tt_sessiorl.Join(tt.....fa.ult2se.ssion(» ;

SoftBench Framework
The message server ofinterest is specified as an attribute of the message_object when the.,object

is created. The cbannel is.()pe~ dqring Cleati()llas 'Yell.
m~ssage.:..~-el"glp.:..make_o"~t(NUll, "M02., •.... encap.....Nle~ge, 0,

MSERVE(·somehost:id·), . event1,
event2,event3,O);

r This function is required to start the message traffic. */
encap_start_message_connection(message_object);
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Opening Multiple Channels to the Server

1'ool~~oes QOt,advocatemlJl~ple~ODS•. to. a~OD,()J',multipleCODll&'cdoasto
ditfe,reJ)t .•.~io~in. tbe.saane~. l)yiDs. to accomplish muitipleCOQDeCtioas·to the

ttsesssion~1hthe'rooITalk ~I ..~ tbe fact~.. it uses many .globatv:ariab1es,sucb. the
usession~~~li~ t0f!'e~on. It ispos&\.ble to getmuitipJe CCQleCtiOllS, but~ mea,us
tbatthe userwill.bave to· manage. swe of these variable,s (via functioas bf maaipulat.e them)
when attemptinl this. Message Objects oaturaDy support multiple. COQDeCtiOllS, totliesaane or

diffeteDt SoftBendt messap servers.

ToolTalk
Mult;ipleCOQDeCtioos to. clifft,teDt me_ge servers can be.~edin ToolTaIk.by ..~

tLopen()andU_fdO multiple ~es. The. session specification is doDe·via tbeJt.Jt.session can
1ri1hahost seecification. ~file descriptorsre~ may be adcIedto1be~OD'8 eve.
loop. (For example XYleWS calI ..·~_set_ipput_tUoc().) Multiple. cogoectiQD8 .~ .. tbe ..

messale server may be accomplished iftbe global procid is maiJaioed by the use~

*lnitiali%eTooITalk, using the Initial default sessiOn, and
*obtein ,the file descriptor"thald become active whenever
* TooITalk has a message for this process.
*/

mY-PfOC1d • tt_oPenO;
ttfd. tt_fdO:
tt__sessionjoin(tt.....defauJt__..iqnO);

r Add additional connection to a session on hpfccg */
my_session. tt_X_88ssionrhost2:0,;
r This resets the global var holding the ttsessionid *'
~_default_session_set(my_session);

my-P"ocid .,tt_openO;
ttfd. tLfd();
tt_sessionjoin(tt_defaLlt_session(»;

Softbench Framework
Message comeetions may be specified to be made to differem SoftBeBchFrameworb·whentbe

Message Object is created via tbe MSERVB attribute for the Mess. Object. This at1ribute carries
the id fer the mes~e server ofiDteJeSt and.~~~ to the local message server.

message1 • encap_make_of)j~ULL, "M01", encap_Me ge, 0, 0,0, 0);
message2 • encap_make_object(NUll,"M02",encap_ , 0,·MSERVeranyhoet:ld"),.0, O};

Handling of Events

ToolTaIt returns access to the file descripter of the 1BeIS. dIaDneI. 'The application waiter

weUI add this file descriptor te the DaIi¥e wiDdew system event leep'atilt of inp8ts, or H!lect'6



event loops ·'list of inputs. SoftBench Bncapsulator provideS an event "loop for automatic

dispatching ofevents for an ofencapsulator object types. These include message objects, display
objects, subproaess control objects, and signal objeCts. ···This event loop wiD ca11eitber the

Encapsulator event loop or the event loop of the Dative window system depending upon bow die

event loop interfacz is set up.

ToolTalk
This is an example of a function that enables Tool1i1t input to be added to an application. It is

provided by XViews in this case.This event 199P function is provided by XViews.

notify_set_lnput_func(base_frame,(Notify_func)recelve_tt_message, ttfd);
xv_mainJoop(base_frame);

Softbencb Framework
Encapsulations RquUe the encapsu1ator event loop function, encap_eveDt_loop,to be Used.

This means that under certain circumstances, wrappers are needed around,tile functions of the

native window system that add. input file descriptors, exception bandlers,:reDlove, inputbandlers,

etc.

ncap_add_input_handler - add_Input_wrapper;
eneap_dlspatch_event - maln_loop_wrapper;

evenLIoop();

ReceivingMessages

In tooltalk,.pattem strueturesare created that •specify what type of message theapplieation· is

looking for. Specifyingame-.geof interest is done by addingtotbe pattern SbUeture restrictions
forwbat kind of. message. you are looking for. ··.Scopingcanbe' ebangedtobemotelike the

SoftBench •Framework'siproject·by .·adding/arguments to .·the ·..pauemthat specify, t()Olclass, ·and
ditectoryCOD~t.

Callbacks (;8D be specified for direct calling when a matching message occurs using the

tt....pattem_caUback....add function.

ToolTalk
pat - tLPattem_create();
tt"pattern_category_set(pat, IT_OBSERVE);
tt"pattern_sc0p8_add(pat, IT_SESSION);
tt"pattern_op_add(pat, "ttsample1_value");
tt"pattern_register(pat);
tt"pattern_callback_add(pat, somefunction);

SoftBencb Framework
When an incoming message of interest occurs,an instance sttueture.i$ passed. in providing the
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infOll\ation Qeeded. about the message. Usinga:Replytriuer~~is aoalogous to~
theTI....OBSERVB eategoryinToolT~ EncapsWatorprovides a melDS. tQhave eveutsdhectly

1'O\1tedto~c~badc function wben amatch with the.··context, ac1ion aodlype (reply or notify) of
message~.

r_trigger .encap_make_reply_trlgger( 0, rtoolclasa·'
0, rhost·'
0, rdr·'
0, rflle·'
"ttsample1_vah...·, rdatafJ

'

0); rstatus·,

ev. encap_make_event(encap_ReplyTrigger, r_trigger, receive_tt_message,NULL);

encap_add_event (message1 , ev);
encap_fr88_reply__trigger (r_trigger);

recelw_message(encap_object obJ; eneap_lnstance Inst, char·data)
{

XV_88t(gauge, PANEL_VALUE, atoi(encaPJJet_instance_data(inst», NULL);
retum;

}

Sending request messages

In the ToolTaIk: world, messages are the structures that should be aeated and filled appropriately

with the right address, state, data, and specific matching infOlDlation. Callback functions can be
added to·· the 'message. These callbacks·are··invoked wben·the message is sent aDd again when the
message returns with a reply. An application sending request messages toitselfrequires careful

understanding abouttbe callback execution sequence. Callbacks for~ are exeetued before

callbacks for patterns. In other wolds, the callback for the send command will beexecutecl before

the callback for the service. The state of the message will be available in the message in order to
tell when to actually provide service.

SoftBench's send_request function sends the request and catcbes the"response totbatrequest.

Even if the request is caught by the same process, the callback associated with.the response is not

invoked until the request bas been handled, and a response bas been given.

ToolTalk
n callback action
cnl_mSSLcallback(message, pattern)
{
mark - tt_markO;
switch (tt_message_state(message»

case TT_STARTED: break;
caselT_HANDLED: r retum thereplydata·'
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TLstatus
send_a_message(char • action)
{}r

mag - tt~message_q'~~'O;
tt_message_op_set(msg, action);
tt_message_address_set(msg, TT_PROCEDURE);

tLmessage_ar9-add(msg, TT_IN, TOOLCLASS, tooIcIass);
tt_message_file_set(msg, file);
tt_message_callback_add(msg, cntI_msg_callback);

result - tt_message_send(msg);
retum result;

}

SoftBench Framework
Encapsulator sends the message out on the channel of the specific message object. All tools

listening witbinthe scope ofdtatmessage object will bave access to the message ifdeSW
void
cntl_mS9-callback(encap_object obj, eneap_instance inst, void • data)
(

encap_string data_string;

data__string - enc&p.jJ8t_instance_data(inst);
I7prOC4:)SS the data·'

} ,~

send_a_message(encap_object obj, chaf •actioJl,qtw· q,ta)
{
r pattern matchin inforamtion has already been placed in message object••,
encap.....sendJequest(obj, TOOLCLASS,.action, NUll, c.data, .cntl_msg..;..caliback,US8r_data);

}

Sending'notify messages

ToolTalk
Tool Talk requires aeating a message and setting up the attributes within the message. Message

space allocation is destroyed after the message is sent
void
broadcast_value(item, event)
Panel1..item item;
Event·even1;
{
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Tt_messag8 mSSLout;
Tt_messag8 mSSLout;
mSSLout - tt.j»nOtlce_create(TT_SESSION, "tI8ampIe1_value,
tLmessage_arsLadd(mSSLout, TT_IN, -Int.", NULL)
tt_message_arsLlval_set(mSSLout. 0, ~nt)xv..,get(sllder, PANEL_VALUIS»:
tt_message_send(mSSLout);
tt_message_destroy(mSSLout);
0);

}

SoftBencb Framework
Bncapsulator seods the message out on the cbaDoel of.the specific messa. object. All tools

listeDing within the scope of tbat message object will have access to the ·messaaeifcleshed.
void
broac:Icast_value(ltem, event)

Panel_item item;
Event -.vent;

{
char buff[200];

sprintf (buff, '%d\n-,
xv..,get(slider, PANEL_VALUE»;

encap_send_notify(message1, r meg object-I
'1tsarnple1_value-, r action -,

NULL, r .. *,
buff, relata *'
-PASS", r status *'

Additional SoftBencb Framework Components

As mentioned earlier, in addition to providing a programmer imerface· for· messagiDg,

Encapsulator provides convenience routines and O1ber services that ate frequently. needed when

creating or modifying a distributed application. These facilities lie pteSented in a CODSisteDt aod
easy to use manner along with the interface to messaging. Theseare:

• A general subprocess interface that captures the output of the subprocess.
* OperlltitlgSystem interfllce facilities.
*Remote Data Access utilities
*A general event loop facility.
* User interface library based on Motif widgets, including a cursor
addressllbk tenftin.lIlwidget.

Sub-Process Control

The SoftBench Fmnew_ provides • ~ of die UDiJt plOCeIS ... 1R8CIII, .···caUed
Subprocess CoacroI. spc. This abstraction allows ere__ofsubprocesses. I/O to subprocesses,
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signals, and notification of the termination of>subproeesses.1bis abstrattiOli allows a single

proc.ea to conttol multiple subprocesses. A major feature of SPC is the ability to create a remote

~·oo. ~~.lIIlldline:>~~·.or.., ••:·~~1IJe ~ isnrnni?S: .... 'I1Ie .remote
macbi.r1e does not have to be of the same arcbitecture as the '1ocal" macbi.r1e, and doesn't even have

to be mnningUDix.

'Ibe BnCapsul8lorprodles two kindS ofaccess to tbisfaci1ity.ODe is a .syndJrODous. use ofit .

and the other is asyncbronous use. 'Ibe API for S)'DCbronous.use is a simple function, while the

asyocbrous use ofcontto11ingsub-l?roce~.;uses~Bocapsulat.Qr'sobjectmodel·....'J1;lis enables
multiple subprocesses to be controlled within the same application. The API provides a choice of

type ofconoeetion to the subprocess viapipei or ptys.Wben aprcx:es8is executedmJjotely, a
sub-process control daemon"'s the COJ1,I1eCIi~ .ff9m. the SPCD to tbeappJFjation in the
manner specified by the user: See figure 5.

B

M

S

Synchronous distributed process control

r This function always uses a pipe for the connection with the application */
string system (command, host)

system(string_concat(WspeIlW, path), host);

This function will ron a shell command by foddng a.shell first, nmning the command and then

waiting until the command has finished to return its output. The second parameter allows the

application writer to specify the host upon which the command is ron.
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~yncbronousdist..ibutedsubp~essc:ontrol

Su~obP pmvi~~, ~Ui~,su~ ,controL Eveotl may be.
defioecl f9r Ibis object.~ events are,'*" to Dlatd1 pieces of~stdoul orstderrofthe process
when the subprocess produces it, thus the even1S are asyncbronous. ODe or mOle subprocess
objects may be introduced'into a propam.5 Tbisobject is used for unobtrusive encapsuladoa. ,If

theappli~onbeiQg~reads"fromstanda1'd" iI;t",and wri~.Jo.S1aIIdaJd ,out" OJ is a
terminal'based appHcation, it can be eucapsutated..

attribute a- merge':8ttribut*(COMMAND(wJbIh/tIh"EXECHOST(host1»;

evnt-make~.",nt(Application,"Thia is pid ([0-9]+)W,app~callbac:k,

(void *)WNOTDONEW);
8pC_obJ- make_obJ8Ct(NULL, wSPC__OBJ", 'SUl)pr0c888, NULL, a, e\lnt, 0);

startJ)l'OC8SS (apc_obj);

The pattem being matched in this case is the stting "This is pid " foBowedby ODe ormOle dip1S.

The subprocess is JbiD/sh and the execution host is the v~ue ofthe variable hostl.

OS Interface Facilities

Signal objects are provided to synchronize OS signals and bandle them during tbe event'loop

processing. Events set up for the various·'signals are the "bandleD" for the incoming signal of
interest.

The event loop facility provided byBDcapsulator bandies all event types for· all Bncapsulator

objects. This event loop is able to merge with·the event loop ofa ~motifbased appHeation such

as XViews. When this is done, the native window interface componew take the' place of display

objects.

Signal objects are also available for' creating synchronous signal handling. The signal object

provides an easy means ofcatching the signals that are sent to the application.

object aya_obj;
event ays_ev;

void catch_signal(object obj, instance inat, void *user_data)
{
prlntf(WSignaIOf. received\nw, getJnstance.Jsigval(inst»;
}

s. This object is created in the same fashion that the Message Object is created. Likewise,
even1S are set up identicaDy to the Message Object'S events.
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sys_obJ - mak._ob~NULL, "Sy,t.mObject", Signal",NULL,NULL).;
sys_ev - make_.vent_callback(System,·SIGINr,catch....slgnal(), ~IGINT");

add_event(sys_.v, sys_obj);

Remote Data Access

The SoftBench FramewoJt is deSigned to supportdistJibuteel·· enWoomeots, CODSisting of
applications nmning on ctiffereDt hosts. 'fbese appJica1ionsWill bavett)dsbaJe data. The SoftBeDdl

FraDtewOlk supports this datasllatillg-vhlthe Unix filesystem aDd NFS•. NFS, however, does not

requite that the fi1esystem'layout i (mount points, etc.) be CODSistentamong different hosts. Thus, a

file which is accessed on oDe bOstb)r ODe pathname might have to be· accessed by a ctiffereDt

pathnameona ditfere.,. b9st.The SoftBench FramewOJk:supports .··tIle.····correct communication
patbnames between differentappJicatioos,even if they are nmoing on ctiffereDt hosts. ··It does tbis
by providing routines to .trans1ite:frOJr! apatbtWne.iDto aNetYIo"kl.~ndentName, Wbidl can be

transferred to any host. .This NetwoD: Independent Name" caDtbentie tranUated back into ·a
pathname which is valid for that bost.

Intbisexample, the datat,bat is beiDg sought is in adirectoryrelati.veto the project of interest

specified by the Message Object passed in.

path - make_filenam.(message_object,host, dir, operand, True);

The last field speCifies whether it is important orllOt that the:file exists.

COSE and the Future

The COSB (Common. Open' S0'"rareEnvittbnent)etfortwiU'cbm.ge'messa&ing. based .tool

communication·for the bettet·. Some'of the proposedsoluuoos ·Will capture the best elements .from

bothSoftBench's and ToolTalk's framewoJt produets.The:expedatioos are that distributed

features frotn the SOftBeDCh.FramewOD: Will be added, and. the ~c. tool descriptiousand object

messaging from ToolTaUc will be me!lecLAn API that is easier to lISe and follows the SoftBench

Encapsulator's object modelis being proposed in an attempttomaketbe COSB framewodt flexible

and easy to use.
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The HP-UXhigh performance file system (HFS) creates a lot of
structure on your disks ,in .an attempt to provide a flexible and fast
data storage and retrieval envirAnment. For. <many . applications this
structure ... mayQ.ec~easeinstead· of increqse system performance. This
presentationwillproviq,e a limited description of the HFS structure,
concentrating on the areas we,as'users,have some·po:wer to c.ontrol.
On top of the HP-UX file system, applications' add other files
structures. In many cases the files use· an indexed sequential (iccess
method (IS.1\M)to store and retrieve information . The last section
of. the ..pre~entation will explain how to manage these files .... Onlythe
series 800 HFS will be discussed, but much of the discussion also
applies to t.he otherHJ?~UX platforms.

Basics

Much of the following discussion will concern file sizes. The sizes
are measured in bytes . A byte is just a character, such ·.as>a letter
or digit . A kilobyte· is .a thousand bytes, but this isa computer
thousand. A computer thousand is 1024, not 1000 . This is because
computers count in base 2 instead ofbas.elO and2tothelOthpower,
whichisthefirs'tpower of2 that results in a number greater· than
decimal 1000,equals 1024.. The letter Kis used as shorthand for
kilobyte. Si.milarly, a megabyte isa computer million bytes, 1024
times 1024, and> a gigabyte is a computer billion bytes, 1024 times
1024 times 1024. The lettersM andGare llsedas shorthand for
megabyte and gigabyte.

Blocks
The HP~UX disk management system divides the di.skinto fixed length

number of bytes called blocks. Historically UNIX block sizes have
been 512 or 1024 bytes. The Series 800 HFS,however, permits the
_user to choose a block size of 4Kormore. The rational behind the
use of a smaller block: size is that.most files on computers are less
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than 10K bytes long. If a large block size is used, more disk space
would be wasted. For example, if a file is 2000 bytes long, the
smaller block size would only require 2048 bytes of disk space (two
1K blocks), while the 8K block size system would require 8192 bytes
(one block).

The problem with the smaller block size systems is that even if 80
percent of the files on your system are less than 10K bytes long, the
other 20 percent of the files are accessed 80 percent of. the time.
It is the large files that your programs continually use. As we
will see later, the larger the file the longer it takes to access the
data.

Files
From your exposure to other computer systems or even if you write

COBOL programs, you may be familiar with the concept of relative
record files. These are files that· are broken into fixed length
records that are accessed by the record number. All HP-UX files are
essentially relative record~files with a record size of 1 byte .

A file, to the file" management system, is just a bunch of bytes. It
doesn't care that the byte .. values are or if they are related to each
other. It doesn't even care if the bytes are written in order. The
program just tells the file system it wants to write X number of
bytes to location Y of the file. If a program opens a new file and
writes one byte to location 1 million only one block is allocated to
the file. The HFS Idoes not add any structure to the internals of
the file.

File System
HP-UX does add structure· to the disk in order to help manage your

files. This structure is called a file system. A file system can be
a portion of a disk, an entire disk or portions of multiple disks.
The maximum file system size on HP-UX systems is four gigabytes.
Most other UNIX systems only permit files systems to be two
gigabytes. This is due to the basic design of the UNIX file system.
Some of the structures associated with the file system have a field
that contains the byte offset into the file system. Since this field
is 32 bits in length and is sign sensitive, only 31 bits can be used
to represent a byte location. Two to the 31st power is 2 gigabytes.
Since a file system can only be 2G, the largest file on a UNIX system
is only 2G. Even on the HP-UX system, the largest file is limited
to 2G. This means that if your programs use 500 byte records, you
can at most have 4 million records in the file. By using a data base
subsystem that uses character compression, this limitation can be
circumvented. I have encountered . a si tuation where I wanted to
convert a file from the TISAM file structure to C-ISAM. The problem
was that the file contained 5 million 1000 bytes records. Using
TISAM, which has compression, the data . file only took up 800
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megabytes. TheC-ISAM data file. would have required 5gigabyt~s. We
ended up staying with theTISAM structure and using some other method
of solving our problem (we wanted to access the data ,using a 4GL).

Inode ..... ~

The' structure that keeps track .. of····all··· .of. the ... fileintormation you
see when. you perfqrm a ls-al command is called an iIlode . The inode
contains file information, such. as, .access and.modified times,· size,
access' rights and who owns it. It also has fields for the blocks
allocated' to the file. Since the inodesare fixed length structures
there are a limited number of fields .available for pointing to
blocks.. Specifically, in HFS, there are 14 fields. Since files must
be" permitt~dtogrow up t02 gigabytes, .sO~Qf the 14 fields are
used ,to point to.blocksthat contain the .. block. numbers allocated to
the .file.

01) other... U'NIX systems. thatuse1Kblocks,· the ... first 10 of 13 fields
contain the'· actual· block numbers of. the blocks that> contain the first
10k bytes of .'. data ..., .. The .eleventhinode block field .contaills the block
number of a block that contains the pointers to the ·'actttal data
blocks. Since a block is 1K long, and the pointers are 4 bytes
long, 256 block numbers can be stored in 1K block. Therefore, the
eleventh inode block field identifies bytes 10K '.' through 256ICoftl1e
file. These bytes .are accessed by what is known .a~ .• a.singleindirect
a,ccess. Byte 256K plus 1 of a file. requires the twelfth inodeblock
field.

This field contains a block number of a block that contains . block
numbers of blocks that contains block numbers of blocks that co,ntain
actual file data. This isa double indirect access and is used for
all bytes in the file greater than 256K and less than 64M.
Therefore, in order; to read or write byte 256~ + 1 oia file, three
disk r/os must be performed instead of just one.

Any .. byte grea.ter. than ',64M requires four·. dis.k .. 1/0s. Thethirteenth
inode blockfield···.is . used for .these bytes. This ... ,fieldcontains.a
block number' that contains pointers to more double indirect blocks.
Thus, the thirteenthinodeblock field is a triple indirect pointer.
The reason there are only 10 direct pointers is because when the
designers of UNIX looke(j at their existing systems they determined
that. the largemajorit'y of fiaeswereless than .·.·10K bytes long.
Therefore, they wanted to make access >to> those·files as fast as
possible. Also, if the block size was larger than 1K,too much disk
space .would .'. be wasted. Reltlel1!ber, thesedecisions were .made over ,a
decade ago when disk space was a very big concern.

This design made access to the majorityo:fthe iileson file systems
fast at the e~pen~e of the.few large files. But, it ist,he large
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files you use more than the small. Your customer master and
inventory· files, I aSsume, are much larger than 10K. For this
reason, HFSpermits you to" define the" file system block size.
Series 800 HFS even forces you to pick a good size (4K or larger) so
all of your files can be accessed via at most a double indirect
pointer. This is a big advantage of using HFS over other UNIX file
systems. To get around the problem of wasting up t08K-1 bytes of
disk space at the end of each file, the last block allocated'·· to a
file, that is less than 13 blocks long, uses a user defined fragment
of a block.

Fragment
A fragment may be lK, 2K, 4K or 8K long. :If a file is 8K+1 byte

long, the first8Kbytes will be placed in a block and"" the last 1
byte will be placed in a fragment. If the fragment size is 1K (the
default), then only 9K bytes of disk space will be used by the file
instead of 16K. The other 7K of the block the fragment occupies will
be used for fragments of other files . This algorithm permits you to
have your cake and eat it too. You have faster data :access due to
the large block size and' you don't have much allocated but unused
disk space.

Cylinder Group
The HFS has another feature other UNIX systems don't which is the

concept of a cylinder group. On other files systems all of the
inodes are kept at the beginning of the file system and all of the
free blocks are kept ina global free list. When a file is opened,
this structures forces the disk to go to beginning of the file system
to read the inode and then go some place into the file system,
possibly all the way to the end, to read the first block. The free
list keeps 'track of all of the blocks that are available for use.
This starts out as a nice orderly list but as"" files are added and
deleted from the file "system, the order of the blocks within the
free list can become very disorganized. It is not unreasonable for
the first block of a newly created file to be near the beginning of
the file system and the next block near the end. The cylinder group
structure corrects these problems.

In the HFS, every X number of disk cylinder's is handled like a
miniature file system. X is a user definable number between 1 and
32 inclusive. Each group has it's own set of inodes and manages its
free space. When" a directory is created it is placed in the
cylinder group that has the greatest 'number of free blocks and the
fewest directories. When files are created, they areplaced"in the
same cylinder group as their parent directory (if possible). This
algorithm ensures locality of reference for small files. That is,
the internal structures required to manage a file system and the
flIes data are physically close to each other on "". the disk. This
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makes' stand alone access to the files data fast .

The other problem that HFScorrects concerns the handling of free
space. Instead()f a global free block' list ,each;cylinder, group has
its own >freeblockbit map (an array of words in which each bit
represents a block in the cylinder group). The use of a bit map
ensures •that when a file '. grows' .and requires another· block, the
"best" block can be allocated. The best may or may not be the
physically next block depending on a user definable parameter land
what is available. But, at least some intelligence will used to
make the choice instead of')'Ustusing< the next block on the free
list.

Directories
Directories are ,..'. special '•• files that would rarely require the

indirect· pointers6f itsinode. On most UNIX systems ,that use alK
block, directories contain 16 byte entries .,-wo bytes contain the
inode number of the file and 14 bytes contain the actual file name.
Each block can thus hold 64 entries . As files are added to .... the
directory the' next available? entry is used. Directory management is
a sequential process. To add the 577th{(9 *64) + 11 file to a
directory requires the dfirst,g '. blocks to be read and searched for an
empty entrybefo:re anew block is allOcated for the directory and
placed in the tenth inode block field~ If there .are .·641 filEfs in the
directory, the last file would require an indirect block .. access to
get the directory entry. Therefore, just to find the inode of the
last file would require 14 disk.reads (10 direct blocks, .1 indirect
block, 1 pointed to by indirect block, 1 for the directory entry
block and 1 to read the inode). If the fiist 638 files are deleted,
the entries for and "are always defined, the directory will
stay the same size. It will still take 14 disk reads to/get the
inode of the only file in the directory. Again HFS. rides to our
rescue save us from this primitive environment.

Series 800 HP-UX directories' come •...•.. in two forms. Directories may
have a maximum file. name. size of 14 characters or a m.aximum of 255 .
Btit,because·bf the large blocks used by HFS·· andbecatisethere is
s,tructur:>added to the ,directory entries, the problems .•.• '" that other
UNIX' sliave ··are mostly'overcome by HP""'"UX. While large full
directorie~stillrequirethefile ?ame to>be found via a sequential
search~f.the directory blocks, t~e ""larger .blocks r~duce .the f number
of disk reads required. The internal directory . entry· structure
permits HP-UX to only look at used entries instead of used' and empty
ones. This" COrrects the.· problem of . large sparse· directories.

Witli directories· you·· obviously want to keep the number 'of files in
them small, one or two blocks. If 'yanda •. have a "directory'that
contains hundreds of transient files, be sure to> remoVe the files
when·' they are, no longer required. Tfallof the . files in the
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transient directory do not ,get deleted ,and the directory requir~s

more than one block, move the ones that remain. Either by hand or
with a script, perform a JIlv operation o'n each file thatremaills
after the massive purge. Move it, to a different directory and then
back, or to a different name in the same directory and then back to
the, original name. This will plac~all of the files" in the first
block, of .the directory. J'ust because '. HFSpermits,You to have 255
character, ii Ie names doesn't mean you have to; create, th~m tha~ large.
Sys,tem performance>and personal sanity will be ,better served with
reasonablysize(lfile names. I would ' use' the la:r:g-e filenames
option .(newfs -L)when creating file 'systems. Not for·the, ability to
have long names but because each directory entry only uses the number
of bytes it requires. The short file name entries (newfs -8) are
all 32 bytes long while the long entries only use the sPClce<requi:r:~d

for the name plus overhead. Generally the long file, ,name file
systems will place more directory entries per directory block, than
the short file name systems.'

Attempt at hUllor
According to HP-UX Reference manual Volume 3, page 471, "You can

tune a file system, but you can' t tune. a fish .. ". This is wrong!
You can tune a fish if you know the correct scale and do it in the
key of sea. Tuning a file, system is what "this" presentation is about.
I will leave fish tuning asa home work assignment.

Tuping

The commands I will be discussing are newfs and tunefs. Newfsis a
front end' command to mkfs and so. the mkfs options will also be
discussed.

rile System Sections
When creating a file system, the first parameter to be determined

is where, on the disk you want to place it. Series 800 disks are
divided into sections. There are ,up to 16 sections on a' disk
depending on it's type. The disk type also determines which
sections overlap each other ,', and, the maximum number of non-overlapping
sections. The file letc./disktab describes the disk sectiqning. An
example of a disktab, entry is the following for disks greater than
350M bytes and less than 2G bytes. The numbers are the section
numbers. This is the number that" is used in the, fi Ie system pathname
as the last number (following thes). /dev/dsk/cldOs7' identifies
section 7 .of the disk. The table shows that sections 15 and 14
represent the same area of the disk as sections 0 and 1. And section
9 overlaps sections 4 and, 5. sectlon 2 overlaps, all of ,the, other
sections. Since the file systems on a disk can not overlap, if you
decided that one of the file systems was going to be ~e9tion ).J the
other file systems would have to be sections 6 and IS! You ,could
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pick 6 and 0 but then you would be wasting diskspace~
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10 10
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9

5

8
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11

I find the figur~·.from the "How HP-UX. Works: Concepts for the System
Administrator" book page 8-12 easier to visualize ·the disk sectioning
concept.

For disks of this tyge, you could>specify the entire disk to be used
by one file. system by specifying.· s2 .••. as the section portion of the
pathname. Or, you could have 7 file systems on the disk by specify
s6, sO, s1 s10, s3, s4 and s5 as the file system sections.
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If the disk was an hp2203 and you made file" systems using sections
13, 6 and 0, as mentioned earlier, you would use

603,872 + 1,998 + 24,280- = 630150K blocks.
Specifying 13, 15 and 6 would use

603,872 + 1,998 +48,~60= 654430K blocks.
Therefore, using section -n instead of 15 would waste ov~r 23

megabytes. S.pecifying just section 2. would use the -entire disk,
654, 948K blocks.

hp~203 hp7935
section # 1K blocks # 1K blocks
----------- ------------------- -----_._---------

0 24,280 24,280
1 48,560 48,560
2 654,948 394,979
3 29,298 29,298
4 107,426 t07,426
5 313,236 53,520
6 1,998 1,998
7 75,484 75,348
8 450,192 190,462
9 420,812 161,160

10 129,024 129,924
11 579,464 319,630
12 652,688 392,886
13 603,872 344,148
14 24,280 24,280
15 48,560 48,560
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newfs
Now that we understand the disk sectioning we are ready to create

our file system(s)onlhe disk. This section will explain how to
do this using the ..newfs command. . Only. the optional arguments that
when changed from their default values may affect system performance
will"be discussed.

n~wfs requires a disk section pathname and a disk type. The section
pathnamemust be of the form /dev/rdsk/cxxdOsyywhere xx is the
log~cal' unit number of the. disk •an? .yy.is the desired section . on
the. disk. '.. The. disk type. is defined in the /etc. /disktab file... To
determine the disk type 'of .•. a given disk, .... enter the' diskinfo command
alld .. look at .the. returned product id number. For example
on.t.he system lam using

diskinfO /dev/rdsk/c1dOs7
returns a product id of 2203. Therefore, my disk type ishp2203.

The newfs command that uses default values for the Oplional
arguments would be:

newfs /dev/ rdsk/clqOs! hp2203
The optional arguments!' will be discussing are b, f, C and·m.

The Series 800 HFS. permits us to define: the •• block '. size to 'be used by
the file system. In order toguaran~e~that . no file will require
triple. illdirect addressing within its inode, the. minimllm.• b19cksize
is defined to be 4096. The "only other size .we .will. consider is
8192. Blocks can be made as large as 64K,·· but that is . not a
realistic size for the environments we are discussing oA. bloc~ is
read or .. written when a. pr09':r"am performs file I/O. . The block is kept

. in memory until the space is required. for. other activity or the
file is no longer .. be~ng us.ed. ..• A.larger block,fors.ome types of
fil~s, will result .'. ill better. sys~em performance bec.:ause there will be
fewer dis~ accesses .... requ~::~d . to . read the file's data. There are .. some
cases that. a larger bloC'ksize· hinder~ performance 0 This will be
discussed later . .

Fragment
As T mentioned earlier, the' HFS plac:sthe last part. of a file in

a ·fraction of a block. This fraction 'iscalled' a fragment 0 The
concept of block fragments is included intheHFS in order to prevent
the last block of every file on the system from wasting an aveJ:"age of
4~ bytes ...'. As a ..• file .• grows, .. the.. data that.makes up .. the .la.st bl?Ck •... of
the file is placed' in.' a~ragmentof.a<block.". If the defined. fragment
sizeislK ,and a. file is be~ween;8K and 9Kbytes in size,. the
first8K bytes will he placedin=ablockand the bytes left over will
be placed' in IK bytes of a block being used for fragments. Once
the file grows beyond 9K, the fragment will requi:r~ ..• another. IK If
within. the. fragment block the lK f()l~owing the current. fragment. is
free, it will be allocated for the file. If the next IK fragment
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is not available, a 2K fragment must be found in a different
frag;ment block. . The current 1K fragment ismoyed> to the new 2K
fragment and the new data added to the newly allocated . area. This
process i~,continueduntil the fragment fills an entire block.
Fragment blocks are only used for the direct access blocks (the
first 12). Once data blocks have to be accessed via indirect
blocks, only whole blocks are allocated.

A test Iranona new file system that~ad lKfrag;ments and 8Kblocks
pointed out ... that .fragIllents . are moved even., when the file system is
empty... . I ,then tried a . file. system with 8K fragments and 8K blocks.
And found a slight degradation in perfo:rmance, ,. My< tests ,showed a
performance improvem~nt when the block .... si,ze was.8K ....• and the fragment
size was 4K. It is surprising that there isa measurable difference
since only the first 12 blocks worry about ... fragments.

Cylinder Group .,
The number of cylinders that make up a cylinder group is also. a

configurable parameter. The default value is 16 cylinders per group
and the maximum value is 32. There is a small amount of overhead
associated with each cylinder gro'up to manage the blocks and inodes.
If the number of cylinders per group is too small, this percent of
overhead blocks to usable blocks becomes high and a significant
portion of .the disk is not available. for user data. Also, more
processing power may be required to manage mariy small groups instead
of a few larger groups.

Free space
The -m option peI'mits you to specify how much of the file system

will not be available for normal' use. The default is 10 percent.
This ,means when your file system becomes 90 percent full, no one
except the super user can allocate any more space to any file. This
parameter is intended to prevent system performance from degrading.
It reduces the time required to find free space when a file is
expanding. By having the minimum free space at 10 percent, or
larger, the system is suppose to run better because there is ,a
greater: locality of reference when accessing files. The disk do~sn' t
have to search as far from where it. currently is to find the next
block the OS has requested.

tunefs
Once a file system is created, .the command tunefs .can be used to

modify some more file system parameters . The two I will discuss are
d and e (the percentage of free space, -m, may also be set by
tunefs).

Rotational Delay
The -d argument specifies the time in milliseconds it takes .. to

complete a data transfer and initiate another one. Using this
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information, the system can determine· the optimal positioningofa
file's blocks on the disk. If the blocks are placed correctly, 'then
when they are read the data seek times will be minimal. As the disk
platter is spinning, all of the blocks that have been placed on' a
given track would be read in one revolution of the platter instead of
requiring about one revolution per block. ,Th~s is a.. very sensitive
parameter and should not be touched by the faint of hear~.

Blocks per group
"'e,defines the maximum number of blocks per cylinder group that any

one file is permitted to allocate. The., d~fault value is about 25
percent of the •total block in the cylinder group. , ,This is to prevent
one large' file· fr0II,l using, al~, o.f>the blocks.' in the group and, forcin9
the other files within the same directory to be placed in other
cxlinder groups. ,,', This,parameter • tri~s to ensure locality of
reference for' most files with their inodes.

Tuning"., ATG (ACSQfding To Glen)

If the files on your 'system are all'" small' bin and text files and you
use a data base that manages its own partition HFS is built for you.
The default , param,eter settings, were set \"ith you inm~nd.

Especially if your system is' seldom used by mor-ethan a couple' people
at a time doing highly interactive work.

If" however, you have, a , heavily ,used system tha.t'has several·· large
files. ,And, ,those. files '.are, a '~ype, of ISAM (index, sequential access
method) file, such as C-ISAM or TISAM. Or, if you use your own
indexing scheme built into a flat file, read on.

One of the great philosophers of my generation has said many times;
"You can't always get what you want

But if you try some times
You just might'find
You get what you need."

HFS is not what I want. Let's see if it is all I need.

rile System. Sections
The HFS does force us to pick lof up to'16 locations on the disk

fbrour file systems. This isn' twhat I want. I would like to
have more freedom. I 'hate external cOnstraints. But,' it is
definitely a.ll I need (especially if the Logical Volume Manager is
used, ',' but that's another paper).

My goal in life' is to .ke~~p ,things as simple as possible . To that
end, if resources are not~ ." l~miting. factor" Iwould.,have one file
system per disk. This simplifies performance tuning since I would
now only have to worry about load balancing disks and not file
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systems .... on .. disks. One of. tl)e main rea~ons the HFS has cylinder
groups is . to reduce dis.k .seek: times .. by increasing the likelihood· that
successive disk acces..s are physically near each other. By having
multiple file systems on a disk, we are forcing the possible accesses
to be far apart.

Unfortunately we, or at, least I , don.'t live in apeI'fect world where
the accountants give us afl of the money we want for equipment.
Therefore, in this imperfect world, .we do have to pla,ce mUl,tip~efile

systems on some of our disks. <Some files perform best. when the file
system is tuned,one way a~d others when it is tuned another way. . We
obviously want ... to separat"ethese fil~s into differ~nt file systems.
~in .. files are generally accessed best on a file. system thatus~~ the
default setting while large data files require different settings.

Or , if during the day time one set of files are primarily accessed
and in the evening,when reports are run, a different set are
accessed, it would make sense to separate them into two file systems.
If they were kept i~on.e file systeIll' .. the blocks •of both sets would
be spread across the entire disk. If each set was in their own file
system, then their blocks would be closer to each other.

If you have to use multiple file systems, try to put an infrequently
accessed one (or two) on the same disk as one that is frequently
accessed.

I like some things
For files that are opened and then the whole thing, or large

chunks, are sucked into memory is one read, the HFS is what I. need
and want. The large blocks, rotational spacing, and inode placement
algorithms are beautiful. Every millisecond of performance is
accounted for while still being realistic.

Tuning Parameters
For large data bases that are randomly accessed, though, tuning is

required.

-b
Large is a relative term. If your system has 100 megabytes of data

that is accessed most often (80% of the time) and you can use 25
megabytes of memory for buffer cache, that is not large. 100M of
data in this case isn't large becau.se there is so much buffer cache
that you can expect a high buffer cache hit to miss ratio and thus
logically reduce the amount of data. In. almost all cases like this
it is best to use a 8K block size. If, however, your system only has

. 2 megabytes of buffer cache, very few of the disk buffers can be
cached and the buffer cache hit ratio becomes small. In cases like
this,a smaller.buffer results in better performance.
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-f
The. fragmentparameteronlyaffectsperforrnance when files are

being Increased in,sfz~. . It. is .possible·. with a 1K, fra~ment and an·· 8K
block. to .. havetomove· the original IKo! data seven times .. beforeit
is placed into an 8K block. This file data moveme;nt causess,}1stem
overhe,ad which degrades performance. Fragmentation is only' 'used
with the first 12 blocks of a file. After that , an entire block is
allocateci eve~y ti~e. ..... Ibadexpectedtbis para~eterto have lit,tle
af~e~t<on .performance.on thebuildiQg ofalargedata 'file .... I was
surprised.. With all 8Kblock I had best p.erformancewhen .usini~ :,a. 4K
fragxnent Witha4K;block afragm~ntof lI<\torkedbetter thana4l<
fragment. '. These . results fora large database.aremo:r~ interesting
than imt>ortant.. However, for. a file system that has. Itlany small
transient files I belieye an 8K .'. block size and .4K fragment~ouldwork

best.

-c
For large files, cylinder groups jus~get in, the way. By se~~ing

-c to the maximum value,. 32, and making the re¢ommend modifications
to-d .. ~nd-e .. file ·.acce~ses. a:re a little faster. ..It is not
significant ,.an~ .leCiving it set to 16p~()bably.wo1l'tm;Clke>,a

noticeable difference on your system. Be sure to make the '-d and-e
qhanges ..' .Ju~tchangingthe -eto. 32 .... actually .. causedmy .tests to
run a lit.tlelonge:r. The' amount either way is small,butevery
little bit helps . '

-d
-dO will cause ··the blocks of a" file to be placed . contiguously on

the disk, if possible . For ISAM or ISAM like files, .the blocks are
not read sequentially . To perform a single record.read,bloc:k 10
then 31024< then 392 then . 51324 may have to be read. ..Using
rotational ,delay> to.try·. to time.theplacementof.block.negatively
affects performance "because .it increases the scattering. of the
file's blocks. -d 0 by itself, helps performance to some extent but
by adding the -e
modification, large files" are helped a lot.

-e
This .... optipn specifies the maximum number of blocks a file .. can use

within a cylinder group. Rememberthe.purposeof cylinder .. groups .. is
toincrease.thelocalityof referencebetwe.en a,file's inode and the
first several blockso~ the file. . For large files we want locality
ofreferenqe '. to be as, small as possible between the blocks of a
file. I don't care how far from the . inode the data is because It
won't be accessed. very ..·.. ·often .compared .... to·howoften. the data is
accessed. Therefore,'set-e to t~e blocks per group value. If you
don't want to look for that value .lby doing a tunefs-v) just enter
-e 99999~ That. is large enough,! .' -e by itself .. will not keep the
block of a file close to each . other. You must also specify -d O.
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If you do not, the system will. permit the ... file to use. the entire
cylinder group for one file but since '·theallocation scheme is
skipping· X number .of blocks between allocations, when i tgets to the
end of one cylinder, instead 'of using free blocks earlier in the
group, it will move on to the next cylinder group .

..om.
For file systems that are used for large data files a.nd' tuned as I

have suggested above, I would set -m to 1., LeaveatJttle space for
the·· super user to maneuver . The purpose of leaving 10 percent free
space is to aid performallce. For file systems that contain mainly
small transient files, this may help while allocating files. But for
file systems with a few large files, all this accomplishes is to
waste 10 percent of you'rdisk. The free space is not kept equally
spread among the cylinder groups. depending on how the files in the
files system are created and expanded, the free space may be all in
one cylinder group or spread around in a few. The free space is not
forced to be spread among the cylinder groups. It is not the
amount of free space in a file system that affects . performance but
the distribution of the files. If we a're suppose to not use 10% of
our disks, then R.P. should charge us 10% less for the disks.

The -b, -d and -e options affect performance the most. The
others, -m, -c (16 or 32) and -f for large file systems have
minimal affect.

Also, be aware that when directories are created they are placed in
the least full cylinder group. The files that go into that
directory will then be place in the same cylinder' group as the
directory, if possible. Therefore, if a file system has 12 cylinder
groups and you create 12 directories in it each containing one small
file. You may be only using one percent to .the disk, but you are
requiring the system to span the entire disk in order to access the
data.

A Bold Statement
File systems that are heavily used by multiple processes and are

nearly full, generally do NOT adversely affect individual process
performance or overall system performance if the files . are overly
fragmented. This is because the next block to be read is likely from
a file other than the current one. Since the files are spread across
the entire file system, the average seek distance would be half of
the disk. If the file were not fragmented, the average seek distance
would still be half of the disk. But, if
1) the files are spread across the entire file system and the

system is less' than two thirds full, .or
2) the file system is lightly used by multiple processes or
3) the file system is used by a si~gle process such as a report

generator '
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performance is adversely af.fecteciby file and .file .system
fragmentation. All of these situations' cause the average seek time
for each disk I/O to .. be longer than •. i~ the files~n the file system
were contiguous .. ' ". One, way to . correc~ .' this situation is to ,c:reatea
new file system and copy all of the 'files, one~t ..~ time, from the
fragmented file system to the new one. A less attractive way is to
backQp the. file .... of .a system to tape, recreate the file systeIll .and
then restore the files ...••....... Thisis ". a scary metho~becau~e the files
mQstbe .. deletedfromthe ,ciiskand onlyije .on· t~pe. .If (•. you use .'.' thi~
me~hod be sure't?h~vemultiplegoocibackup~(col.or.~eparanoid)• . \A
better way is to use a utility to unfragment the file system in
place. This is. better but to my knowledge not yet available on the
HP-UX. There is at leastonecoIllpanyworking on porting a file
system compression program to the HP-UX,but at this time it is
stilifutuieware.

Wish List
I would like' to be able' to specify a cylinder group of 64 or ". (gasp)

128 cylinders instead of a maximum of 32. Or," even better, would be
to say that the entire file system was one cylinder group. This
would reduce the system overhead of jumping between cylinder groups
as .well. as give m~ bacJcsoIlle disk space <.1 know, :pipky,picky). .....>1
would. not use thisfeatu!:,.efor all file~ystems, bQtit may help ill
some cases.

I would like to be able t?turn' the fragment block fea.ture. qff."If
I say-'f, Owhiledoingallewfs, let that mean to .alway~. all(}catef\lll
blocks to the file. Never add the overhead' of moving fragments just
to save a little disk space. I am still researching tpe ,st~an~e

results I . saw in .. my testing. When·. I .have.a .block. size of8K,.a 4K
fragmentsisoptim~l. . . hadthoughtan8KwQuldbebest... An8K
f:rag~nta9tually gave'mesl~g~tl.yworseperformanc~,. . Wllen I have
ablpcksizeof4K,a 1Kf;J;agment is best. Perhapsat'Interex I will
have this anomalyexplaine~.

I would like to be able to set the block size tolK or 2K. For
ISAM.files that perform I/O in 1K blocks, having larger file system
block' sizes adds needlesscjverhead.
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Manlging 131M ril.s

The ,.. rest of this paper concerns managing ISAM files. If you do not
use ISAMs or are not responsible for maintaining your data base, it
probably isn't for you!

In general files on the HP-UX system, ..... as is tr,ue with most operating
systems, should.. be., kept as 'small ·aspossible. .This is . not always
something you have control over, but· as' .you will see in the next
section, you do have' some- optfons with most of your large data base
files.

If you do not use a data base that manages its own partitions, your
large files are likely 'to be ISAM files. ISAM is an acronym for
indexed sequential access method. Some of you are using a version. of
this file type created by Texas Instruments called TISAM and the
rest are likely using a version created by Informix called C-I SAM or
a d~rivative of it. The internal structures of the two versions are
different but they use the same concepts.

Each uses two UNIX files to represent one" ISAM file. There is the
data, or' dat, file .and the index, or idx, file. The files have
the same name and are distinguished by the UNIX extensions' 'of .dat
and . idx. Some implementations of the C- I SAM version do not place
the .dat after the data file name. Only the .idx is added to the
index file to distinguish from and associate it with the data file.

Data File
The data files are just a byte stream like any other HP~UX file.

TISAM files do hav~ a lot of internal structure per record but the
records are organized in the file as a by~e stream. The records ,are
not in ISAM defined blocks. Record X is phys,ically followed by
record X+l. There are no unused bytes within the file until records
are removed from it.

The version of C-ISAM file you are likely using does not... provide any
form of compression. Newer versions do, but we will concentrate on
the version you are most likely using. All of the bytes within the
file are bytes your programs have written to the file except one per
record. Each record written to the file has a line feed character,
hex a, appended to it. Therefore, the total size of a data file is
the record size plus one times the number of records in it. This
assumes there have been no records deleted from the file.

TISAM data files have a lot of structure added to each record. Some
of these overhead bytes are to aid in TISAM's implementation of data
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integrity. Most of them are used to implementTISAM' s same,- character
compressJ.on algorithm. Most records will ~ave consecutive by.tes
with the same value. Usually the bytes are blanks but they may be
any value. By using a compression scheme, a stream of 20 blanks, for
example,. can be, internally stored. us~ng 0l'lly 3 bytes. Most data
file records have .enough,instances ofcon$ecutiv~ sa~e bytes that
even when the overhead bytes are added 1:oe.ach re,cordto implement
compression, '.', the overall,. size ····ofthe .record become,s smaller. Most
data files become significantly smaller. I have seen some ··that are
one sixth the size of what they.wouldbeunpompresseci.

IQdex File
An index file contains structures that permit programs to store and

retrie"{erecords ••. from the. data f.ileusing the. ,'. contentotpredefined
fields of the records. These predefined fields are called keys.
Other files store and·, retrievedat.a by., t~e position of the data
within the file. The program must .. ·.knowthat the data' .it, .... wants
starts at byte X' and is. Y. bytes long. ISAM files use keys' to permit
programs to specify they want the record with a social security field
of 123-45-6789 .

.There are also internal $tructures to keep track of the locations in
thedata.fil~ that have. had records deleted. Thisspa~e is tpen
available' for .... new .. re.cordstope.. added. ..' . The index/ file may also have
locations freed .up whenrecord~ (ire deleted .... from the data file, since
the corresponding keys must also be deleted. Theref.ore, there is
also an internal structure for ", free index file locations.-~

Unlike the data file, the index, file is not a byte stream~ The file
is divideci into fixed length blocks.or nodes. The block size is
usually .1K. Thus, the free locations within the index file stored
in the .. internal. structure only handles blocks . that are tota.lly.emp1:Y.
The normal state of index blocks that c:~ntainkeys is that there are
unused bytes in them. Rare.ly are the blQCks in an index file fUll.

If most of the index blocks.of a file are only part~ally full,
unnecessary disk reads maybe required in order to read and write
data file records . Even when the index blocks are completely full,
at least' one and usually several disk operations must be performed
before the data file is accessed. The additiona! disk accesses are
requir~d ·to· ,implement1:he ability to ,access. data by content instead
of .lo'cation. Your goal is .... to eliminate all unnecessary disk
activity. The last section explains how to do this.

Requir.d., I/O
First, however, let's determine what disk activity i~ necessary.

If the ,keys ofa file are. defined to not use the key compression
features, it is possible to calculate exactly the number of
necessarydisk<reads that are required to transverse the index file
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structure. If compression is used, only educated guesses can be
made. For this discussion we' will assume the keys are not
compressed.

The index file structure···· is called a tree. The tree is made up' of
nodes. All accesses to a tree start by reading the same node called
the root. If all of the keys cannot fit within the root node, the
:toot node subdivides the keys' into othe'r nodes. The most keys .that
could fit into the root node is the block size minus a few overhead
bytes divided by the internal key size plus some bytes of
overhead. The additional key overhead varies from 4 to 11 bytes
depending on the key attributes. If the keys cannot fit in the
subdivided nodes, they are defined to be a· branch node and that
further subdivide the keys into more nodes. This subdividing
continues until a level is reached that contains enough nodes to' hold
all of the keys. Nodes at this level are called leaf nodes. The
keys within the leaf node point to the actual information within the
data file.

For example, let's assume the maximum number of keys per node is 100~

This would be the case for keys with a defined size of 6 bytes or
fewer depending on the' keya'ttributes. If the data file contains
100 or fewer records, then all' of the keys could fit within the
root node. The tree in this case would only be 1 level and thus
only one disk read is required to determine where to read the record
from the data file. If there are 101 records, then two nodes are
required in the tree. The root node would point to two other nodes.
One of the them would contain 50 keys and the other 51. Note that
the keys are split between the two nodes. One doesn't contain 100
keys and the other just 1. Since the root node can contain 100
branch node pointers and each branch node can contain 100 keys, the
maximum number of records that can be identified using a two level
tree is 100 'times 100 or '10,000. But, this is not a realistic
number. Since during normal operations the leaf nodes are not
completely full, a more accurate number would result by assuming that
all nodes under the root node are about 75% full. So a two level
tree would hold about 7,500 pointers (100 * 75). A three level
tree could hold pointers to 562,500 (100 * 75* 75) records~

The above example was for a small key. If the key was about 30
bytes long, it would take six levels to manage a half million
records! That adds a lot of drag on the performance of your
applications as well as the performance of the entire system.

The tree structures require at least one additional disk read before
the' data can be read. This is a fact of life when using ISAM
files. But all unnecessary disk operations should' be eliminated.
The key trees should be maintained at the minimum number of levels
possible. Both the data and index files should be kept as small as
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possible to prevent the problems all UNIX files have when they
become large. When records are deleted from the data. file, the file
remains the same size. The freed space is internally managed. To
eliminate the internal file fragmentation and reduce the size of the
file, it must be rebuilt.

Similarly, deleting keys from a .. tree does not reduce the number of
levels·in the tree. Ifbe~:ore.a large number. of records· (ire purged
from the file,· it has a tree that is six levels deep, even if all
o·fthe keys are removed from the tree, it .will remain six levels
deep. TheoIlly way to decrease the number of levels is to rebuild
the index..tree after the keys have been, removed ..

Most systems have three methods available to rebuild ISAM files.
The first is to copy the records from the I SAM to a flat file,
delete. the I SAM, create and empty ISAM and copy ··the flat file. to ,new
ISAM.r,rhisoperation can>besped l1P. by creating .. th~ n~wISAMand

copying directly tq :it frO,mtheold 19AM. Either way requiresen()'tlgh
disk space to keep tile data online twice" This method is<alsothe
slowest. For:fileswith many records, several keys or very large
keys, . this opera,tionlnay .take se'V~ralday:s. If the index ordata
file is corrupted, this method :wi.ll like!ynot work.

BCHECK and 'VI'ISAK
To correct "corrupted fj).es, .C·... IS,Mlsystems ,·provideautilc~ty called

BOBECK and.TISAM/systemsprO'\lid~>.VFIS~..These utilities can be
used to rebuild index trees-to reduce the number of levels .. of the
key trees and eliminate the Jnternal fragmentat i 011 of the index <file~

This is done. byreplacingth~existing indexfil~with a newly
created one and executingthecommal1~. . This ..' :is the best way t9
rebuild the trees. If. the existing index file"isuse.d, theutility
must first delete the trees. r.rhenwhil~rebuild:i.ngthetree$, it
will reuse the nodes in the order they appear on the free node
structure. The resulting index file will not be smaller and the
trees will be spread throughout the file. VFISAM can also be
used to compress the data' file. It does not reduce the size of the
file, but all of the data will be contiguous from . the beginning of
the file and the free space moved to the end. Since these
utilities use the ISAM provided add index command, the result ing key
nodes are not completely full. The end size of the index file will
be about the same as the first method. Both of these utilities are
faster than the first method but they can still take a long time.
In one case, we had a TISAM file with 10.5 million records and two
keys. It took VFISAM 9 days. to rebuild the index file!

ISUATIOB
The third method is a suite of utilities and scripts created by



Computer Solutions Inc. to compress and correct corrupted I SAM files
in place and very quickly. It is generally ten times faster than
BCHECK ·andVFISAM (it took 19 hours' to rebuild'· the 10.5 million
record file). Both the data and index files are also made as .small
as they can be.

I SAM files may become corrupted due to problems with hardware,
software '. Or poltergeists. When this occurs, often· very little of
the file's data is actually lost. It is still on disk but you
cannot access it. VFISAM and BCHECK ". will be' able to rebuild most
of these files but since it uses the ISAM add index command to create
the indexes, it is slow.'Also, if the data file contains parity
errors, these utilities will terminate. I SAMATION uses its own
sorting algorithms to greatly speed up the building of indexes. If
it encounters a parity error in the data file, it will by-pass the
bad block and continue processing.

Conclusion
Many times the data file is not corrupted at all. It is the index

file that is no longer correct. In these cases, no' data is lost
and all that is involved is time to rebuild the index-. You don't
have to have files with millions· of records in them to cause your
system to be down for a day' if they have to be rebuilt. Files with
many keys or with large)" keys and only a few' hundred thousand records
will also take an extremely long time to rebuild.

While rebuilding a corrupted ISAM file usually has to be' performed,
"right now", perfornling data base·· maintenance operat iorts can'" be
scheduled. Keeping ISAM files cOlllpressednot only saves disk space
but usually helps overall system performance. Most shops' reorgani ze
their files after' their yearly archive and purge takes place. This
is a good idea. But, what has surprised me is how fragmented ISAM
files can get with just normal use. And, how much file system space
can be recovered by regularly reorganizing them.

This concludes my sermon.
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UNIX: The Universal Gateway
For Cross-Platform Communications

Paper No. 4019

Gwen Peterson
Vice President, Marketing
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2700 Garcia Avenue, Mountain View CA 94043

(415) 691-0320

Abstract

With the built-in networking capabilities ofUNIX, workstation users have been
dependent on electronic mail for communications; with the growth ofPC LANs, PC
users are realizing the potential for this technology as •. well. But a gulf exists
between the two islands ofcomputing: to communicate across it users must either
limit themselves to ASCII text or force-fit a single e-mail system on all users.

A software product exists for the HP 9000 that bridges this gap -- not only
allowing the sending of robust compound documents between PCs, Macintoshes,
and UNIX users, but automatically converting documents between users according
to their profiles of preferred application formats. Clarity Rapport products allow
HP workstations to become communications hubs for cross-platform electronic mail
and faxing.
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•.. i"lslands" of users

Problem: •.. Multipie, .. 1ncompatibleiPlatforms
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o Different platforms

o Different applications

•• Little.communication across
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Problem: Multiple, Incompatible Applications

• Each application has its own format

e Converters exist; but with disadvantages:
o

~ i I 0
1.0

~111~7i
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Interim Solution 1: Same Application
Across Platforms

• Advantages:
o Noorlitt.lefHeconversi.onsmeeded

o Red~ce(jJrqi~j.pg.arld •.9.uPPRrt Ic)adforend users

!1!8I

• ExarnpJ~s:

o c.c:MaiJ,l..ot~$t-2-:3fr()mLo~u~ ... Development

o Wordperfec·t frorT1WordPerfect

~

o
I-'
\0
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Disadvantages of Interim Solution 1

.:::..
o
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• Force users into applications they may not like

o A "standard" on one platform may be unfamiliar or poorly
implemented o.n another platform

.0 Us~rsmayhave already learned other applications and
have files in other formats - lots of up-front training and
conversions required to make them switch

• Filef·ormats are not always the same

• Does not a.ddress the media issue

• Does not address interoperability needs outside
the organization
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Interim Solution2: Universal FiIe Viewer

• Everyone can see what you have created

• Comp9ul1ddocuments look [almost] the same to
I I everyo.ne

~ I
~ ·1 • Exa.m.••·...•.. ··p>le.•... s..·.·:..•
\0 I

I 0 Adobe's<Acrobat
i

I 0 NOHands' ,Common Gr.ound
I

o Farrslon Cdmputing's'RepHca

7

• Can get s.imHar results via.elect~onicfa)(
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Disadvantages of Interim Solution 2

e Recipients cannot edit received documents
(though that's good for distribution of manuals,
etc.)

e Expensive; buy new,software just for this purpose

e Everyone has to have the same viewer or it
doesn't work '
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Interim Solution 3: E-mail Attachments

eSerld,whatever files you. work with ; let ,each
re,cipienl,worry .about,."•.conv~rting It

e File~,comea.s independel1tattachments

'Jl .•••.. ' •.• ·••,."lspreadsh~et·!!bd.• ~; •.• \i~dr:··\
':':~' ..... "'""... ·!11irL

Document Erector Set
(assembly Instructions not Included)
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Disadvantages of Interim Solution 3

e Converters may not be available on receiving end

e Must either all use the same mail system or have
gateways that can process attachments correctly

e Attachments have no inherent relationship to one
another; sequencei.s unclear

"Like getting a document as a collection of separate
paragraphs, with no idea how they go together. "
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The Optimum Solution: . Wish Li$t

• Everyon.ei can.· use theapplicationsthey,prefer

• Noextraste~)'s.are needed to. accomtnodate
conversions to other applications

• Multimedia····documents...retaiIlJrJforrnatl~()nregarding
all document elements ' '

o AHelem~nts received.in place, or'

O'Oocumenl is ··'ann}otatedto· reflecf:Whereattaehments
belong , '

e Keep,,~osts down

• Don't have to have. aspe,cJalenvironrnent .00
receiving end .
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Qptimal Document Composition

~

o.....
1.0

"12-

• Integrates information
from popular productivity
applications

o Word processing

o Spreadsheets

o Graphics

o Vertical···applications

e All applications are
embedded as objects

o Editable within the document

o Intermix any way you want

llU :
I

Old New
$35 $221(~:::~

$77 $26

$25 $18

$15 $13
~ $152 $79

Savings: $73
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Getting The Message Ac.ross Optimally

• Conversion~are automatic.throughelectronicmail

o Each person has an individual Address Book profile

o Incoming conversions are.al.so
automatic

~

~ II • Files·receiv.ed are formatted
and editable in the ···ap·plica
tio.nsofeach user's choice

e Mati is formatted as each
mail system expects it

• Message goes out in a form usable by each recipient
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Receiving Cross-Platform Messages

e No special software required by recipients·

o Use, whatever applications they want

o Use whatever mail system they have

o No additional cost

e Files received are formatted and editable in the
applications of each user's choice

• Changes can be made and the files. mailed back;
incoming conversions are done automatically as
well
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UNIX as the Optimum Platform

• Multitasking

o Conversions done as aoacKgrouna process

o Have several applications active a{'tince

~ II • Networking
o Op~rating ~\I~to".,

0,Virtually every system has network connections,
electronic mail

° Standard e-mail transports:>SMTP, X.400
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The Optimal Solution: Transparency
of Platforms and Applications

. ...--............. ..............
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Clarity Rapport lets you integratelmag8$, Drawings,
Spreadsheets and Charts into a single document or
slide set.
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Example of UNIX-Based OptimalSolotion:
Clarity ..•.•Rapport
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• Sross-PlatformE...Mail
o Automatic conversions

basedon.;,user.•.. profile

o No·.special •••software •• neededt?yr~cipients

•
~
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It Can Be Done!

..UnderlyingUNIXcapabilities are key
o Multitasking

o Inherent networking support

• Well-designed applications building on the l.JNIX
foundation -

o Inherent recognition and support of heterogeneous
platforms and applications .

o Use of standards

o True objeqt-basedarchitecture
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Analysis 01 a
Mainframe Replacement Project

by Gary Gagliardi

115 NE 100th Street
Seattle, WA 98125

(206) 522-0055

How can you ·have predictable success in moving from yourmainftame?Predictable
result~ are possible only with experience. By definition, experience at the beginning ofa
change like this is li11lited.Aroundtheworld,companies are just beginning to replace
mainframes and they are learning about the process as they go. They are discovering that
the process isdifficult and fun·ofpitfalls:

After working on a large. number. of· successful .large-scale computer downsizing
projects-and.after analyzing a number of other projects that have been less than success
ful---a pattern can be detected in.the .successful projects. Whenever the elements·of this
pattern are ·inplace,the·· move.frorn· the .mainframe·. takes place· smoothly. When elementS
are missing, problems·inevitably follow.

The Phased Rollout and Risk

There are a number.ofrisks associated with computerdOWllsizing.The beSt way to reduce
risk is to use a phased approach in the downsizing project.

In a phased approach, each step·forward should be made tentativel)'- It is a test of technol
ogy and products. You must putenough planningandresonrces into that test to give itan
opportunity to succeed, but you cannot afford to pour an endless amount ofresources into
something that clearlydoesn't work.

Analysis.of·a Mainframe ReRlacementProjeet 4020-1



The idea of a phased implementation is;,to take the smaller, less expensive steps first to test
the ground before making larger, more costly .. decisions~ ..Each of the basic phases repre
sents an increased level of confidence and. investment.·· It· also. represents an increased
amount of. knc.>wledger,"regardingtherealities.Qf .. making the transition .from old, well
understood systems to newer ones that are not as well understood.

The five basic phases in a mainframe replacement project are:

The Information Gathering Phase .where standar4s are selected and the information
strategy is set.

The Project Planning Phase where products are selected, a team assembled, and the plan
for the Proof-of-Concept site is developed.

The Proof-of-Concept Phase where the first mainframe application is replaced at one site.

The Multi-Site Rollout Phase Where the first mainframe application is replaced at all sites
within the business unit.

The Gradual Expansion Phase where the other applications are targeted to be moved off
the mainframe in greater numbers and the project is expanded to reach out to other busi
ness units that are sharing the mainframe.

At each phase, you answer a specific question about the feasibility of the project before
moving on to ·.the next phase. In going .through the process, you deal with the long-and
short-term risks associated with moving from. the mainframe. Each of the. risk areas
long-and short-term technological, operational, economic, and political-must be dealt
with at the appropriate phase of the project. It is either" impractical, too expensive, or sim
ply impossible to deal with these risks at a different phase.

The entir~purposeof the phased approach is to deal.with the various types of risks at the
most appropriate and cost-effectiv:e point. you don't want to fool yourself into thinking
you have navigated a certain area of risk early in the process when you really can't deal
with it fully until much later. But neither do you want to confront a certain type of risk
later in the process when you could have handled it less expensively much earlier. You
can't forget any of the risks at any phase, but each phase focuses on a particular set of
risks.

Ideall}T, we would like to eliminate all risk in the Information Gathering Phase. However,
this is impossible, and companies that try to eliminate all risks at that phase create a series
of problems for themselves because they are attempting the impossible.. ·We.·discuss this
problem in more detail in the next section entitled uCo~onMistakes in Downsizing."

The Information Gathering Phase de4ls with .long-term technological risk· and sets·. t,he
stageJor long-term political issues. These long-term issues require the involvement, suI>'
port, and understanding of the top management. In this phase,". you should determine
which technological standards are the most likely to make the project a long-term success.

"Analysis of a Mainframe Replacement Project



The Pr(JjectPlanningPhase.deals with short-term technological and political risks. Dur
ing this phase, you first establish that the chosen products are already working using the
standards you have targeted. You then get consensus from intemal-users on the need for
change. A small group of those users want tfteclulnge tosuch a d.egreethattheyare will
ing to be the "guinea pigs" for the Proof-of~ConeeptPhase. Other uSJars oJlly have to com
mit to the degree that they are willing to change after the technology has been proven.

The Proof-of-Concept JJhasedealswithshort-term .op¢!ationa.land economic risks. At the
end of the implementation of one application at one site, you should know if the chosen
hardware, software, and project team can integrate the new technology into your opera
tions. You should also know the true~stof in.stalling the new technolog}To

The Multi-Site Rollout Phase .addresses many .0/ the long-tennoperationalantJ, economic
risks. By the time you have rolled out the first application to a numberofsites, you should
be able to discontinue supportil}gthatparticular application on the mainframe and start
maintaining it in the newenvironmeflt. At this time,you should seedistinct economic and
business"advan~gesarising from the project.

The Gradual Expansion Phase is.necessary to deal· with the total long-term economic risk
and with the long-term political risk. Unless you can move all applications off.of the
mainframe, allowingi>yoll to tum it offcompletel~you are never going to get the cost
reductions youneed. Youalsohaveto give the organization as a whole a technologydirec
tion it can utilizeto reduce costs everywhere. If you don't, your "local" solution is never
going to be politic.ally suc~ssfuL .This~sespecia1ly true when the mainframe is shared
with other business units in the corporation.

Suc.cess ateach Pha~isJairlyeasyJo define. Thisi~especial1y trueregardingthe"cost"
issues: what you expect to pay and how long you expect the process to take. If a given
phase runs dramatically over those targets, serious questions are naturally raised about
the viability of going on to the next phase.

Before going from one phase·to anotller, you need to make sure thatyou have answered
the appropriate questions at that point in the process. If you haven't found'Scitisfaetory
answers, you must be Willing to.repeqt tile stag~ or·evenfall backa'stepin the.processto
anearlier phase. A picture of this decision-making process is shownin Figure 6-3.
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Does it meetlong-term
technology standards?

Does the technology work?
Do users buy-in to change?

Does application do what
is needed?

Is it affordable to get working?

Can the application adjust?
What does it cost to support?

Can we get off the mainframe?
Does this serve the company asa whole?

Figure 1. PHASES IN A MAINFRAME REPLACEMENT PROJECT

Each phase acts asa test answering a basic question about the solution before you go on to the next
phase.

Downsizing Phases

These Five Phases of Downsizing can be described in tenl\S of:

• the people involved,
• the main purpose of their activit}',
• the problems encountered,
• and the amount of time they take.
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The Information Gathering Phase

During this phase, you are seeking a clear pictureof what you are attempting to accom
plishby replacing the mainframe. In other words, the purpose ofthis stage is to articulate
exactly why you are downsizing.

One way to articulate .these goals is in· measurableeconoIrtic and operational terms. For
example, you may want to cut the cost of transaction. processing by a·certain percentage,
or speed up a certain type ·of processing, performing it in .days instead of weeks, or give
people access to a .type of inf,ormation they haveibeen unable. to get in the past. 'These
goals serve as the benchmark for the rest of the project. One ofthe purposes of this stage is
to identify goals that are·aggressive but reasonable.

From a longer term. perspective, however, these econoIrticand operational goals must be
matched by an information strategy. This meansJdentifying the standards that the organi..
zation needs to adopt in order to c.reate a more connected and supportable base for corpo
rate applications. The IBM mainframe was the old standard. This phase must articulate for
the organization t1l.erequirec:ielements of the new standard. This standard isa long-term
direction.for the organizationas a whole, not what·is best for a particular partof the orga
nization at a particular time. These· standards·.·are ·the.ifoundation. ... They should be
designed so that you·build on it in·the years to come. Without these standards clearly·in
place, good decisions about product selection are nearly impossible.

The common activitiesin this phase in~lude:

1. Involvement of senior management in review of the potential risks and'rewards of
mainframe replacement.

The initiative to replace the mainframe can start anywhere within the organization, but
the project cannot be said to truly begin until senior management becomes directly
involved. This buy-in must be more.than the authorization of a budget. The CEO and CPO
ofthe organization are the only ones who can truly set the long-termstrategic direction of
the.organization. This cannotbe done .within i the MIS department..·The MIS departn'l.ent
can only attempt to fulfill the organization's requirements once this direction has been set.

This project starts as an educational process where senior management learns abOut the
p()ssibilities and problems of mainframe rep!acement. Without the knowledgable support
and direct participation of senior management in setting these goals, moving from the
mainframe has proven to be politicallyimpossible.

2. Appointing an information gathering team and giving them deadlines.

This team's job is to articulate the long-term. goals of the organization. in mainframe
replacementand to organize thesearch,for possible ways to approach· those goals.
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This team should involve people from both operations and MIS. In some cases, the direct
participation of senior management may extend to membership on this team or at least
SOIne direct oversight of its meetings. The initial job of this teamis·to articulatethe.infor
mation strategy. This teamsprovides.,the manpower to perform the remaining tasks at this
phase.

This team needs a .deadline. Without a deadline, the task of gathering information can
expand beyond any reasonable scope~

3. Defining the goals. and scope of the mainframe project in a'Request for Proposal
(RFP). '

This proposal should not be the detailed specification of a solution, but a high-level state
ment of goals and standards for the future and a request for information from the market
about how those goals might be met. This document should focus only on the "critical
success factors" that define at a high-level whether or not this project will be a success. At
this stage, a ten-p'age document is more useful and less expensive than a one hundred
page document. It should state the information management goals ofthe organization in
way that are relevant and approved by' senior management and' in a way which can'be
understood and appreciated by outside organizations.

The challenge at this stage is to avoid· getting bogged down ina huge amount of detail
about the applications being replaced. The most common mistake is to create a large list of
desired functionality without defining their critical qualities or effect on high4evel goals.
Given a relatively few measurable, prioritized features, you can get the information you
need at this stage in the process.

The critical success factors parallel the risks associated with mainframe replacement.
There are critical technological factors that are associated with long-tenn standards that
reduce your maintenance cost over time. There are critical operational factors associated
with the perfonnance of the system and the cycle time of transactions~ There are critical
economic. factors that are associated with the cost and time of installing the system and
with how quickly you see a return on your investment and with how you measure it.
Finally; There are critical political factors regarding who.has to be satisfied with the sys
tem and who outside the company its implementation affects.

4. Dishibuting this high-level RFP to likely candidates for ~volvement in Ute,project.

At this stage, the organization's attention tums to the marketplace to askthose in the mar
ketplace for their input about how to best satisfy the organization's articulated long-term
desires. The market input is absolutely critical at this point. Setting idealized goals that
cannot be realized given current technology is a waste of time.

The infol"lJl4~iongathering team should have identified those organizations with the most
experience and knowledge about the mainframe replacement process. These organiza
tions should include Big Six firms, system integrators, system integration divisions of
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hardware companies,. and application providers. All of these organizations should have
experience in mainframe replacement projects. The team should distribute their'RFP to
the identified organizations, and the responses should suggest specific routes to address
ing your IOJ.'\g-term needs for mainfr~me replacement.

s. Analyzing their responses to create a Ushort-list" of possible partners and teclutolo-
gies.

As written responses are received, the respondents and their proposals need to be evalu
ated in lightof how likely they are tofulfill theneeds of the organization. Proposals which
are simpl,.pitchingproducts ,with little understanding of your organization'sneeds'or the
process~ywhichthose needs can be'Olet over the, long term. can be eliminated. The orga
nizations ·that provide the .more credible proposals should'be selected for further 'inter
view.

6. Interviewing candidates to determine their value as partners in the project.

These inte~views too should involve seriiorcmanagement. At this stage, th~organizationis
looking for partners ilcan workwith. This is determined as much as anything by the peo
ple involved and the "fit"between different organiZational cultures. Before going onto
the next stage, you must identify the organizations your company can work with and the
people your company can trust. Ilis not necessary that you select th~best ofth6sepeople
at thisstcl.~e,butuI\tilyou are comfortable ~hat such companies exist, goingon to tile next
phase in the process makes little ~ense.

Avoid attempting to answer all possible questions at this phase before proceeding for
ward. This simply cannot be done. Each phase canpr()vi~eonly a certain amount of the
information you need. You can ()nly get better information by moviI\g forward in the pro
cess. If your project finds itself stalled, it is simply because you are trying to al\swer ques
tions at one·phase that can only be answered ata later phase. The best you cando at this
phase is to develop reasonable economic and 'business goals and identify' the standards
you want to support in the long term.

Thisphase.continues••l1ntilyouf:el.coInfor~a?lethatyour orga~zationunderstandswhat
is,realisti~ in te:rm~ofeconomics"operationalcl1ange,and technologicalstandards. Ideally,
youhav~,alsouncovered all potential vendor~andidatesto help you .in tlris process.Yo~
donothaveto pick your suppliers atthis time, but you have to know who the candi(jates
are and their relative positions in the market.

The Project Planning Phase

During this phase, management makes the decisions necessary to go forward with the
Proof-of-Concept implementation. The goals of this phase'are: to create'a team to manage
the project; to identify the application that should be replaced first and the site which will
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be the Proof-.of-Concept site; to pick specific products from specific vendors; to put
together a comprehensive project plan and timetable; and to get your internal users to buy
into the plan.

This phase requires from two to three months given the availability of experienced people
and.a good planning guide. The activities in the process are:

1. Selecting a core implementation team for the project.

The first problem at this phase is finding a good team of people. You need an internal team
and team management but you also need to out-source the. project managementsupervi
sionto get an objective, outside. view ofhow wellyour internal people are doing. One of
the common mistakes is relying too heavily on internal people who·are inexperienced at
this particular type of project. Projects are much more successful when they include inde
pendent third. party service companies who have more experience at managing these
types of projects. These third. party. companies are also. much better positioned to deal
with the short-term and long-term political issues involved in the project. Experience has
made it clear that these external people. are betterat getting buy-in from internal users and
much, much better at handling the later stages of the project where you a~ trying to get
buy-infrom the organization as a whole.

2. Identifying a target application to move off the mainframe.

The first job of this team is to identify a target application for moving off ofthe mainframe.
There are several criteria for picking this application. The right application might be the
one that:

• is the most costly to support,
• is the most "broken" in terms of fulfilling company objectives,
• has the greatest effect on customer satisfaction,
• is the most generally used application,
• is the least risky to replace.

In reality, most companies start.with either order-processing applications or general led
ger applications~Both.of these applications are a primary use. of the mainframe today.
Order-processing is chosen usually because of issues relCiting to customer satisfaction and
cost of support. The general ledger is chosen because it seems less risky tp support and
because of the need to get consolidation-type information together more quickly.

3. Identifying a willing Proof-of-Concept site.

The next step is to find a site willing to work as a Proof-.of-Concept test. This site has to be
motivated toward change for their own .reasons so that they are willing to contribute the
time and resources this initial effort requires.
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4. Identifying the products and vendors team you need.

After pickingyourJeam and targeting an application and· a site, ilis time. to make a deci
sionaboutthe'vendorS with whom you wanttowork~You start with a short list of ven.
dors who can supply the type of technological. standards the organization-decided -upon
in the. Information Gathering Phase. From that -short Ust-theteammust nolY pickthe most
likely candidates.

The shortlist should already consistonly of companies who can meet';your.long!"'term
requirements for standards and who have a good. idea ofbow to make thisprojectsuccesfi
ful.

Beware pf selecting products on the basis of demonstrations alone at this stage.•Demon
strations are extremelY' misleading.~ln them, every vendor shows their unique, exciting
features, butthosellexciting'~featul"esare never critical to the success of the/project. The
realissu~sof performance and suitability for your needs are not demonstrable.. Too many
companies have leamed, much to their chagrin, that a great demonstration doesnoteven
guaranty- that the p~ductworks.

The-~t vendorsa~e those. with the most proven successesin projects similar in ••-size -and
complexity- to your own. Every/vendor can come up with one or two .reference sites; but
surprisinglY' few vendors can offer meaningfulnumbers.ofmainframe replacement instal
lationsinJarger,crediblecompanies. Certainly, the broader the base of 'experience and the
higher •the quality-of users, the more confident Y'0ucan be that the vendors can deal with
the unique situations likely to be encountered in your own installation.

IEthe __ "realworldinstallations'~ teststillleaves..youwith a shortlist, the next decision
point should •• be the ..<fuality-of- the.vendors"- installation-plan and your impression -- of their
ability to work with your team.

Seldom ~remore _. ~~pepsive .tie-break~fs n~ed.,to pick a _produ£t, bqt _if uCfCssal)T, _.~
workable objective measurement at this phase is a relative performance test of different
ve1'lclqrs'solutioll8.TJUs pr()Cessis tn0l'eexpensiveand,perl:)aps surprisinglY', less indica
tive of success than real~Qrldins~bt.tionexperienc~(.)rthequaJilY';ofthe~llS~lla.ti9nplan

~ndpeople!In.goj1'lg thropgh this step, you ma.yac~allY'lose $e,particip~gQn'()fso11'\eof
the best companies because it raises their cost of sales to unacceptable level~. Inany case, a
comparative performance testis not a "real world" test. That can only be done affordablY'
in thene:t •phase. This isa overlY' simplified- version of the realworld.-thatmeasu~s--ea~h
vendors' transaction 'throughput with a -standard database· and platfo~'thatthe'various
contending vendorsca.n.agreeupon. In general, low volumes of throughput indicate
higher costs for the system.
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5. Winning the buy-in of end users.

Since alolofother end users besides the'l'roof-of-Concept" site are going to be affected
by this decision, you should get their basic buy-in to the process before going further. A
commonlnistakeis· to .wait .on this step until after ·the Proof-of-Concept Phase when the
application'is proven, but by then, some of these groups may be'pursuingtheirownalter
natives.

You first 'need to educate this group regarding the organization's long-term big picture
goals and show them how meeting these m()re general goals need not conflict with their
local, more specialized needs.

This, is where those exciting demonstrations that vendors are so good at· doing become
useful..You can use them to excite users and:getthem to' buy in to the process. They
should see enough that is newandexciting,inthe applications and the technology that
they can agree that, if the Proof-of..concept is successful,. that they will be willing to make
the-transition.

You should make it clear that problems are expected both at the Proof-of-Concept site and
in their own individual installations and that benefits maybe a little bit more long term
than anyone would like. A common mistake here is painting an overly optimistic picture
so that when they encounter problems in the process, they lose confidence in the project.
By predicting such problems and getting them to give you their support before those
problems are encountered, those inevitable problems will enhance the project team'scred
ibility instead of undermining it.

If you can only get buy-in by promising instant, painless perfection, do not go· forward.
You will be unable to deliver this level of satisfaction immediately. Users must understand
the long-term, as opposed to immediate, benefits of this change.

6. Putting together aworkabl~plan for the Proof~of~Concept implementation.

After you have gotten the buy-in from the end users, you heed to work withyour team to
put together the complete implementation plan. This plan should describe each task in the
Proof-of-C()~ceptimplementation, the responsibility for that task, and the timetable for
the project as a whole.

Creating such a plan to avoid all of the pitfalls in moving from the mainframe is impossi
ble without experience in similar projects. This is where the experience of your partners
comes into play. They shQuld be able to offer a template for your plan based upon similar
projects in the past. It is easy to miss some of the steps in this process-such'as the subtle
ties in setting up data communication and conversion with the existing mainframe
unless you have been through it many times before.
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The plan should define ,the various roles in the, conversion, describe resources needed·.on
the implementation team and on the site, describe reporting and meeting methods,com
munication channels, how timetables will be kept updated, and howto manage the inevi~

table "defects" list generatedduring the course of the project.

7.~e8()tiating the purchaseofneededltardware,softw~,and services.

This step' involves ,the purchasing'process. After you 'have.made a plan and each ou.tside
source's role is defined, you need to know what the project, as defined is going to cost you
and what the contractual responsibilities various parties are.

At this point, commitments should be made only for the next phase, the Proof-of-Concept,
but some pricing issue related to later stages may also be,negotiated.

Though you may buy certain software licenses from others in this process, you must iden
tify a primal'}', centralized contractor to manage the project as a whole. It is bestif this Con
tractor is an outside pa~independentofinternal MIS and of the <software vendors
themselves. It is the jobot this organization. to secure performance. from •others in the
project or replace their technology withaltemative suppliers.

The Proof-of~Coricept Phase

During this phase, the targeted application isinstalled at the selected site and daily
transaction processing is moved froIn the mainframe to ,.the client/server system. This
phase involves the direct involvement of 'a project •team, the site end, users, and the
solution providers. ,The goal, is to solve the unavoidable problems discovered in
implementation at a reasonable cost and 'ina reasonable amount of time.

Most companies look at this step as an opportunity to re-engineer the processes they are
downsizing. A common failing of,downsizing projects is that they- incorporate the pro
cessing bottlenecks and w~ste that was inherent the old sys~em. Users are. comfortable
with those processes and, ifgiven complete control over the project, will probablyreinsti
tute mostof them, if the software or thecustomization ()f~t, allows.

The most cost-effective process of ~ngineeringis really a very simple process. It does
not start with-an expensive"exteri\al, time-consuming professional analysis. Instead, it
starts with usingthe application software in the simplest and most straightforward way it
was designed, to 'work. This standard way ofworldng willnot be~entirelyright for your
company's specific needs, but it allows your users to be retrained and to try a different
approach.

When they are using the software as delivered, the real re-engineering process begins as
the software is adjusted to their real needs. The software should adapt fairly quickly to
most of the users' real demands. In the process, users also learn the capabilities of the new
software and are able to rethink their old problems in a new context. Over a fairly short
period of time, they start to make use of ,the new client/server distributed model.
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Usually, this Proof-of-Concept tailoring.process takes only·three to· six tnonths.to get the
software to a point where it is ,ready to be installed at other, less dedicated sites. The
Multi-Site·Rollout Phase that follows should take another.three to six months.· However,
some adjustment at each additional site should be expected as well.

One critical product <?f this re-engineeringprocessis the education of users to the ideathat
they can have greater control and effect·upon how their software works. This assures that
the software can co.ntinueto adapt to. the organization'sneeds after·. the installation pro
cess. Usually, significantchanges in the system continue to take place for up to two years
as users and management test the.horizQns of the new technology:

Stages in a successful Proof-of-Conceptimplementation include:

• Site team creation, product ordering, and organization.
• Hardware and software delivery, installation, and system audit.
• System setup and administration training.
• Application setup, user security, and implementation.
• Definition ofreporting tomeet site and management requirements.
• Data import and conversion from the old system.
• End user training, testing, and transaction processing.
• Final scheduling of data import/exports, period closing, reporting, and mainte

nance.
• System cut-over during which live processing is moved to the new system.

Multi-Site Rollout Phase

Until all sites using this application are moved off of the mainframe, mostof the costs
associated with application maintenance remain.

During this phase, the work in application implementation from· the Proof-of-Concept
Phase is moved to all other sites which are running that application on the mainframe.
This phase· involves the original implementation team from theProof-of-Concept site, users
at the new sites, and local support people. When many sites are being installed at one
time, the original team must be augmented by temporary service personnel.

The goal of this phase is to transfer the learning from the original sites to other sites with a
minimum of cost and effort. lYPically each· installation requires less time and effort than
the last as the organization climbs the learning curve and more resources are educated in
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supporting the. new system. This .. phase typically lasts·for from three to ·five months
depending on the number ofsites involved and the ease with which.knowledge is moved
from site to site. An illustration oftwo multi-site rollouts is shown below:

Proof Site: Tempe
4 Months
Order Entry/AR
Customlz8tlon

Rollout Sites: 40
5 Months
International Sites
30 Countries

Flgur•.~•. EXAMPLES OF MULTI-SITE ~OLLOUT TIME LINES

Typically: the Proof-of-Concept dnd Multi-SIte Rollout· Phases take from three. to six m.onths each for a
single application. These examples are FourGen application Installations.

The dangers at this phase are that knowledge will not be transferred easily between sites
and that the not enough resources will be dedicated to the individual needs of each site.

The Gradual Expansion Phase

Until all mission-eritical applications are moved off of the mainframe, the support of the
mainframe itself cannot be discontinued.
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In thisphase,otherapplications are targeted for downsizing and the techniques learned in
the first application rollout are applied to moving the other applications to the new tech
nological base. Given that the organization now has a proven understanding of what this
requires, eachapplicationtrans£er will be progressively easier than the last as long as the
experience gained in the first move is not lost.

o First Application ) Second ) Thirit)
.111

Time

Figure 3. APPUCATION CONVERSION LEARNING

Each new application takes less time to Install. The first application requires the longest time to Install. As
more Is learned about the process and more people are trained, the Installation times shorten.

The danger at this phase is that instead of duplicating and building on past success, new
project teams Will, attempt very different and completely, unproven courses. of action.
These experiments can dramatically increase th~ cost of the downsizing project. The basic
rule is to try to improve each implementation, but on ,the 'basis of· extending hard-won
knowledge rather than by reinventing the entire process. This means keeping the original
team together and, if more teams are needed, growing the team before it is split into sepa
rate teams.

This phase can take between six and twelvemonths depending on the number of mission
critical applications involved.
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This phase also involves the spread ofthe application technology to new partsof theorga
nizationoutside of tbe initialbusiness unit. This step is criti«:alwhen the mainframe has
been shared by other independent business units. Even when.mainframes are not shared,
this step is necessary to make the project a long-term.political success .. within the larger
organization.

Spreading Technology tQ Other Business Units

Figure 4. GRADUAL EXPANSION TO OTHER BUSINESS UNITS

Typically, this expansion ellmlnmesl()ng~term ~oU't1cal probl~rns andfurther reduces the cost of appli
cation support. The above examples are FourGen application Installations.
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The spread of technology within the company reduCes everyone's cost of support. As
knowledge about how to support the application becomes more wide-spread, the number
of teams' capable of installing and supporting these applications grows.

Other Division Conversions

Figure 5~ SIMULTANEOUS PROJECTS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE COMPANY

When a technology Is successful and offers meaningful cost and productivity advantages. more and
more people Ir) the organization become Involv~q,lnJt$Jf'lstallation.This grows Its support base.

Though this process inevitably invol'\f~~ multiple teams working on simultaneous
projects, the original team provides the,seed-for these other teams. Knowledge is trans
ferred to the new teams mostly by the ~ansfer of'members from the original team. Docu
mentation of the process is also important.

This spread of technology through thelcompany can take years depending on the number
of separate business units involved and th~ ease with which information flows through
the organization.

The C'ritical Elements

In meeting with large companies at the early stages of their venture into mainframe
replacement, most people we see are focused on issues that have little or nothing to do
with the eventual success of their project. At one such meeting with a regional airline, the
MIS technicians and the operations people were embroiled in an on-going debate about
the need for color monitors, mice, and fifteen-inch screens. (Surprisingl}T, the MIS people
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tho\1gh color, mice, and •large screens were needed; the operations people didn't want
them.).No one stopped to consider·for a moment whether any of these issues would spell
the difference between the success or failure of the project asa whole.

Mainframe replacement projects do not stand or fall on such relatively minor issues•about
which workstation to use. If the organization spends twice as much as it had planned and
runs two years late in the project, it won't be because it chose the wrong size monitors.

Why do such trivial issues so often dominate the debates concerning large, mission-criti
cal project? The answer is that the people involved in the transition don't realize what the
critical, make-or-break is.sues really are. They are nervous about these projects, so their
nervousness focuses on the most visible issues instead of the most important. Usuall}j
they don't know what the real issues are.

So, what are the criticalelements in downsizing?

FIrSt, you need a good understandingthe.problems with your current system and a con
ceptual framework. for understanding how those problems •might be solved. Providing
this understanding is the purpose of this book. The centerpiece of this understanding is a
clear appreciationfor the enduring importance of standards.

Next, you need a migrationplan that takes into account the problems inherent in this type
ofproject. This chaptergives a basic outline of a workable plan, but this isonly an outline.
In projects of this. nature, the difference between success and failure is in the details, but
this outline should give you an idea of whether or not you are starting in the right·place
and aimed in the right direction.

Next, you need. the right team.•..This·team includes people inside your. company and out
side experts. One of the most common mistakes made in these projects. is·an excessive.reli
ance on internal. resources. Most companies, no matter how large,· lack the internal
experience these projects require. Furthermore, internalresources aren't flexible enough to
adjust to the dynamic nature of thes~projectsas they progress. Probably most impor
tantly,wehave found that the political issues that downsizing inevitably raises are best
handled by third party professionals, who are .somewhat insulated from .th~friction of
internal.company politics.

Lest you think I am being self-serving in recommending outside professional to help
guide these projects, let me assure you that neither I nor my company offer such services
perse. We are recognized for our success in downsizinglargely because we know our par
ticular area of expertise, which is applications. We can help with this process, but weinsist
that our customers go elsewhere for project management. As a vendor ofapplications, we
and all other such vendors should automatically be disqualified from playing a central
role in this process.

The last critical element is the attitude ofyour company: The attitude that makes these
projects successful is one of optimism heavily fortified by a desire to avoid risk. You must
understand that the task at hand is difficult, but completely doable. You should expect
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and be prepared for "problems and confident that you are, working.·with people who can
solve them. This attitude of trust and partnership is critical to success iJ;\ ventures such as
this. .
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Abstract

The reason that SNMP was created way back when was
essentially that once a network was bUilt, it·had to be
managed. At first, this management process involved
walking over to where a piece of equipment was
physically located, and then typing commands on it's
console. As networks grew more complex a.nd spanned
larger geographic areas, the process of finding and
fixing problems required personnel in any location that
harbored network equipment. This soon became
impossible, and a technology was required that would
allow management of network devices from a single
location on the .same network that is being managed.

One of these technologies was dubbed SNMP, the (S)imple
(N)etwork (M)anagement (P)rotocol. The two key concepts
being simple, so that. implementation. is relatively
easy,and.protocol, implying a standard that would
allow communication and management of many varied
devices. In the early years at Berkeley, even devices
such as Coke machines and.toasters·could be "managed"
using this protocol. In fact, •almost ANY device can be
managed by SNMP, since the proce$s is simply to add an
agent to the device that provides whatever .. measure of
control you need for .that.device. This can be as simple
as the· toaster, or as complex as a router or a multiple
CPU machine.
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The purpose of this paper is to communicate both
concepts and some specific practices relating to SNMP
and it's use in present day environments. There is
considerable documentation available on the Internet
regarding SNMP, and I will reference someo·fthe RFC' s
(R)equest .(F) or (Cl·omments,.where appropriate. TheRFCs
are a set ·of official ~documents ',' that are available for
anyone to read and form the basis for many of the
tech,nologies used in networking. See reference 2 fo·r
more details about the RFCs. Amore or less complete
listing is contained in Appendix A.' Since' thisisa
technical paper,theuseof'some three letter acronyms
is unavoidable. So, Iha.ve included a glossary .of t.erms
near the end of this paper where acronyms are decoded.

I hope that the reader can gain enough insight from
this'material to understand how SNMP can be used, what
is required in order to use it effectively, and a few
examples of how Hewlett-Packard's Atlanta technology
center makes use of SNMP. First, the general concepts
of SNMP are covered for completeness, and 1;hensome
speci.,fic ways to fit the requirements to the technology
are examined, finally a few new or emerging products
and technologies ,are mentioned. In this way, I will try
to answer, in'· order, the following questions:

Where did SNMP come from ?
How does it wo.rk?
What needs does it ·-fulfill; ?
What are the, pieces invol.ved ?
How can these pieces be used ?
Where is>SNMP going from here?

overview

t.echnical ]
examples ]

Background - Where did ,SNMP Come·from?

SNMP was originally designed, to help locate and correct
problems on TCP/IP internetworks. It was first used to
control and configure II;> '. routers. In 1988, ·SNMP was
chosen as the "short term"network·management standard
by the Internet Activities Board. This selection was
due in part .' to the ..'inh.erent .simplicity of the protocol.
Today, SNMP is used extensively on the Internet, and
also over such diverse networks as Appletalk, Netware,
DECnet and OSI. Hewlett-Packard, like many other
companies,.maintainsan·IPlnternet for internal use
and can theref,oremake immediate amd practical use of
SNMP .technology. A good general reference is "The
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SIMPLE Book", by Marshall T. Rose.

SNMP Overview - Howddoesit work?

SNMP typically consists of a manager that requests
information from one or more "agents". The agents
reside (and execute) on the devices to be managed. The
manager can initiate only get~ get~next~ ~nd s~t

requests. This simplifies the implementation of agents
and helps to keep·the SNMP processing overhead minimal
(i.e. - the "simple" part). For troubleshooting, this
process can be compared to adoctor/patientinteraction
where the doctor asks the --patient questions and the
patient answers each question.

Example SNMP Interaction

SNMP I
Manager I

---- request ---------->
<-~-----~--- reply -----

I SNMP
I Agent

The process of requesting and receiving information
requires both a transport mechanism and a description
of the data that is of interest. Conceptually then,
SNMP can be divided into four interdependant parts.
Most everyone else says three, but I think that four is
both easier to understand, and more descriptive.

First is the agent, which is the piece of code, or
"processing entity", that executes on each device that
supports SNMP. The agents' job is basically to collect
and maintain information about the device, and provide
that information upon request.

The second piece is the management station, or manager,
that provides the user interface to the agents being
managed. Whenever I use -the term manager, assume that
I mean an SNMP manager, rather thana person employed
ina supervisory' role.

Third is the protocol itself, that is, the
communication between the agents and the manager. SNMP
defines both .the syntax and meaning of the messages
exchanged between agents and management stations. In
addition to the get and set operations, SNMP also
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provides for a "trap''', which can be thought of as way
for the agent to notify the manager about some event.
The trap is.the only time that an agent initates a
communication. One last point worthy of note is
regarding security, SNMP provides a "community-name"
that functions as a password. 'I'hecommunity nCime is
included with each.maIlage:r request and:Lf; verified by
the·a.gent.

Last, we have the tM).anagement Ilnformation .•. (B)aseor
MIB, this is a hierarchical data structure that both
the agent andi.themanager know about. Th~MIB/st;~uctllre

can be ..'compared to, a UNI~< oJ; MS-I)()S directory "t;ree",
wherein one traverses •. oneor more "branches" in order
to reach. the "fruit" at the .end. I will:use. the terms
object and· variable interchangeably t.o describe the
individual componentso!aMIB. Toe concept'of the MIB
isimportantbecauseall:communicatiop'between managers
and agents .refer to one or·· more.MIB objects ..

Example SNMP/XL Agent MIBvalues for a lab system'in
Atlanta.. Theseva:l:"iables areiIl tbe system group under
the mib-2 brancb,and.sbou.ld be available on any SNMP
agent th.at irnplementsmib-2 ..

sysDescr

sysObj~ctID

sysUp'I'ime
sysCont'act
sysName
sysLocation

sysServices

HP30·00 SE~IES "927LX,
MPE XL version C.45.00 NS Transport
version ··B. 05.05
. iso •. o:rg~dod.·i:nte,;rnet. prlvate,.enterprises.
hp. om. system. 4.'2
1:19:19:00
John Vandegri!ttJ23) 456-7690
R3125:K.L.1.NAFO.HP.COM -Deep.···.Tbought
Technology Solutions Lab, 2nd Floor,
Bldg'.. 2015, Atlanta
72

Formally, the SNMP MIB is constructed so that just
about any set of variables can be llsed fo·r any pu:rP9se.
Several organi~ations •.. have ,input. into the .. design, and
this fact is reflected.:Ln th.e structure, which may seem
somewhat cumbersome. One important point about MIBs is
that .• whi,.le .the RFCs define .a "standard" MIB structure',
there is also 'a "prtvate"pranch . that vendors use for
"extending" the MIB to include their proprietary
extensions. The technical section discusses each of
these ••' in sligh.tly more detail.;
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Summary - What needs does' SNMP fulfill?

The benefits derived from implementing and usin9 the
SNMP protocol can be summarized as follows. The
manager makes a request of the agent, like "tell me how
many errors you have seen", then the agent, after
reading the proper MIB vatiable, replies to the· query
with the requested information. In this way, a dialog
between a manager and an agent takes place that
provides the basis for, network problem resol,,itfon.

The communication protocol for SNMP, while< simple, can
be more or less powerful depending upon the degree of
access and control the agent has over it's particular
device. The management station should be flexible
enough to support the MIBs, agents, and management
tasks that ate~desired, andpowerfulenoug~to be used
in realtime. AS shown by the Jetdirect example later
in this text, an SNMP manager can be specific to one
type of device, and yet still be useful.

First and foremost, SNMP was created. to help in
managing 'networks, and therefore should be judged
against how well it does the job. "The job" might well
be defined by how well a system can aid the individual
responsible for management ofthenetwork~

I believe it makes some sense to classify this "aid"
into these five management catagories:

Fault Mgmt - be able to diagnose and repair problems
when they occur. This is the essence of
network trOUbleshooting.

Config. Mgmt - be able to determine and modify a
devices configuration parameters when
needed.

Performance Mgmt - be able to determine what reasonable
network performance is, and when
there is a problem.

SecurityMgmt- be able to determine if a machine is
secure, and if untoward events are
occuring.

Accounting - maintain a database of the nodes on the
network, along with specific information
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abollteach node.

In order to achieve tbese aims, it is llsllally.necessary
to·be able to .. provide historical statistics for trend
analysis and establishing a baseline. Usually, ·.. the
ability to support mu~ti-vendor and mlllti-protocol
environments is important ,aswell ..... Ttiseasyto see
that SNMPis a good fit for configllration management,
bllt the other catagories I have listed really .. become
the fllnction of the SNMP manager, rather than the
protocol itself. Therefore, it is of paramount
importancetoensllre that the manager you choose fits
your needs welli and can provide the featllres .. that you
require.

The most visible problem Wi t.h using SNMP is a lack of
secllrity. More specifically the fact that there is
presently no way to' "hide n the SNMP dialog between.a
manger and agent from anyone else on the network. This
results in there being no effective way.t.p keep unknown
parties from performing get and set operations. on your
agents, since commllnity names and MIB variables are
visible to anyone on the local network with enough
knowledge of networking and SNMP. Of course, one can
disable· the set fllnction ", to' avoid· this problem , but
this results in restricting tne SNMP functionality to
being a monitor-onlY proces.s, with no way to make any
changes to the devices under management. All is not
lost, however,because new SNMP products and standards
like SNMPv2, .aremote monitoring MIB (RMON MIB) , and
many operating systems that sllpport SNMP agents
(Windows NT , MPE. 4.0) "', will address this and other
network management issu·es. ,See futures. section near the
end for some more information about new products and
standards.

Using the five point yardstick described earlier in
this section., ... SNMP rates overall quite well. For fault
management, I would saySNMPrates good to excellent.
This is because many of the pieces of information
necessary to diagnosis and repair a network are readily
available from SNMP agents. For configuration
management, SNMP again scores well. This is dlleto the
fact that, given the proper initial setup,SNMP cannot
only show the netwo!:,k manager what··thecurrentnetwork
configurationsare,but.canalso make real-time changes
to those configurations. For performance management,
scoring is difficult becallse.this fllnction relies more
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on the functionality of the SNMP>manager than on the
agent. Of course, given a manager that includes
performance data gathering and history, this catagory
would berated'strong also. Be sure to read the future
products section for additional information on this
subject •. For security management, I would say·· that this
is theSNMP's weakestcatagory. This is because what
little security featu~es are built in oplydetect
SNMP-related security· issues, and do not provide any
inform.ation about other protocols. Likewise, the
protocol itself isn't designed for secure environments.
Again, the section on new products provides more timely
info:rmationabout this issue. For accounting, this
again boils down to a question of the features provided
by the management station, rather than the agents.
Since each agent should provide some textual
information about the device, who owns it, and where it
is located, I will give this an "OK" rating.

What are the pieces involved ?

The SNMP Protocol

SNMP uses UDP datagrams for communication, specifically
port 161 for managers sending requests to agents, and
port 162 for agents sending traps to managers. The
following shows the protocol stack used in the NAFO
network environment.

Session 4 SNMP get, get-next, set or trap
ASN.1 syntax for MIB data

Connection 3 UDP connectionless - send a packet
and hope for an answer

Network 2 IP the standard,routable network
protocol

Hardware 1 Ethernet or 802.3

SNMP defines both the syntax and meaning of the
messages that managers and agents exchange. It uses
ASN.1 (A)bstract (S)yntax (N)otationto specify both
the format of messages and MIB variable names (also
known as object identifiers in ASN.l). This is why
SNMP messages do not have a fixed format and therefore
cannot be decoded using fixed structures. The basic set
of requests from the management station and responses
by the agent are defined inRFC 1157~ In essence, the
manage~functions are limited to "get", "get-next", and
"set" operations, corresponding to read a value, read
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the next value and write a value to MIB variables. Of
course, > there is also t>he.trap operation, but that isa
special case and is initiated by the agent. The trap
typically occurs due to s.omeexternal event"like 'a
largenumbe'r of errors, and the destination to which
traps aresent.must be defined in advance. The manager
also defines a "threshold" for traps, and a trap maybe
sent to more that one manager.

SNMP uses a·."community-name", or password, to provide
access to agents. Most agents are shipped with this
value set to "public" for read access, and no value set
for write access, which results in write access being
disabled There is also a trap community name and a
the trap destinationli.st rnentlonedabove that is known
by t'he agent. ··.·This provides the<extent of security in
the SNMP world today. The initia)..zationprocess·for the
agent provides. a means. of setting up community names.

The SNMP MIBs - names and numbers

The management information· base, or MIB,· is "'a term· used
to define the set of variables that SNMP agents and
managers understand. All of· the interaction between an
SNMP agent., and manager is done/using MIB variables. For
example, in the Overview section I listed the standard
MIB obj.ects in the. System group along with · their values
for one of our '.' machines. In the real world, any SNMP
age:r;lt should suppo,rt: these MTBvariablesi.

When using IP networks, allMIBreferences begin: with
the iso.org.dod.internet branch. That is, we are
interested in the •• subtree rooted/at. thfs point. I will
discuss only objects that are in this subtree,' as I
ha.ve little exper,;ience with; the rest of-the MIB
de'fini tionc• There are four"branches stemming fro.m this
point, and they are:

dir
mgmt.

experimental

private

directory services, mostly unused today
most'used; this defines the "standard"
objects .
used by the internet>engineerlng; tas·k
force for test.ing purposes
vendor specific ::extensions under here

There are two sep~rate MIBs in use today, MIB-1 (RFC
1212) and MIB~2 (RFC ·1213). MIB-1 defines, about' 114
objects, and MIB-2 defines 171 objects. Objects are
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defined by a·name and a·number, and each object has
access rights associated with it. In addition, many
vendors add their own objects onto the private branch,
increasing the number of objects even further. In
general, every vendor supporting mib-2should provide
MIB objects for all of the following groups as
spe~ified in RFC1213

system - This branch contains a description, the
system uptime, contact, location·, name. and
a code.for the services that are available
from the agent.

interfaces- This branch contains values and counters
for each interface on the device (usually
only one) . These include status, speed,
low-level address, and counters for
errors, broadcasts unicasts and total
traffic.

at - This is the address translation table~ and
consists of the contents of the ARP cache.

ip - This branch contains the IP routing table and
counters relating to IP datagrams and addresses.

The other branches (icmp, tcp, udp and snmp) all
contain counters and other values relating to the given
protocol. To add value and enhance agent
functionality, many companies add vendor-specific
"extensions" onto the private branch of mib-2.

These" extensions provide more control by and better
features for agents. For example, the extensions to
MIB-2 implemented by Hewlett-Packard include' counters
for each interface at the MAC, or IEEE 802.3 protocol
layer, a Volume (or file system) group that deals
specifically with disc drives. A Processor group that
allows for multiple processors and also provides
information about process tables, and a Cluster group
specifically for HP-UX clusters containing information
about the server. and cnodes.

Since the numbers .can.··get lengthy, and.ASN.1 syntax is
not a trivial concept, this notation can be somewhat
confusing. To aid in clarifying, here is a short
example from the SNMP/XL User's Guide (reference 7):
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suppose one wanted to identify an instance of the
variable sysDescr in MIB-2. The object class for
sysDescr would look like:

iso org dod internet mgmt mib-2 system sysDescr
136 121 1 1

Since each field in the object class corresponds to a
number, the object ID for sysDescr would be
.1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1 to which is appended an instance
sub-identifier of O. Therefore, 1.3.6.1.2.1.1.1.0
identifies the oneandonlylnstance ofsysDescr.The
actual value for sysDescr is a strin.g of ASCII
characters, or text. ··.SNMP deals with'the exchanging of
text strings in two ways. First and easiest, if the
string is less than 128 bytes, its'length ~sgiven in
the first byte, and the string follows immediately. In
this case, the most significant bit if the length is
always O. If it was a one, that illdicatesthat the
secoRd metho,d is used. The second method involves
codingt~enumberof,bytesthatrepresent the length of
the "string plus 128 into the first byte,followingthat
byte with the .given number of bytes ···thatare"·the· l.ength
of the string, followed by the string itself. This
results in the actual size limit of an SNMP string
Deing imposed by the IP protocol being used, rather
than any real limit being imposed by SNMP. The limit
generally imposed by IPis 64Kbytes,so an· SNMP string
can be up to 65535 bytes long.

Fora more globalview,I have in.cluded a subset of the
mib~2 object· "tree". This is useful for depicting the
structure of MIBs. The ntnnbers in parenthesi'sbeside
each object name show .. the Inib nuInber of that object.

A depiction of the structure of SNMP MIB-2

iso (1)
org (3)
dod (6)

internet (1)
I
I

I
experimental

I
directory (1)

I
mgmt(2)

t
mib-2 (1)
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I
system (1)

I

I
interfaces (2)

I
at (3)

I I
ip (4) •.• snmp (11)

I
sysDescr (1)

I
sysObjectID (2)

I
sysServices (7)

What this really means is that SNMP uses numbers to
represent MIB variable names, and. vice versa. That is
one reason why SNMP packets can be relatively large and
only request a small amount of data.

The SNMP Agent

The agent provides all access to the devices hardware
and software. Communication is in the form of requests
from the manage~ent station, either a "get" - me(ining
reply with some information, or a "set" -mean~ngwr~te

some information ..All this information is contained .. in
a hie"rarchical data structure· called a MIBthat the
agent manipulates (see RFC 1212 and RFC 1.213).

So, the agent can b~ described as an entity that reads
incoming SNMP requests, translates these requests into
an internal (and more understandable) representation,
sets or gets the given MIB.value, and then sends the
information back to the requestor. An agent can reply
withQne of the following: the objects value, a null
value (0), or a noSuchName error if the requested
variable. is not contained in the agents-MIB. The agent
is asynchronous, in that the agent assumes no
connection or relationship between any two requests.

In short, an SNMP agent performs the following steps
for each request that it re~eives.

Step (0)
step (1)

Step (2)

Step (3)
step (4)
step (5)

- Request arrives
- verify the community name and IP addr.,

if not OK, discard the request.
- convert each MIB object ID from ASN.1 into

machine readable format.
- Perform the given request and save result.
- Convert the ·r~sult back into ASN .1. e format.
- Send reply back to requestor.
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Qfcourse,thereis also the infamous "trap", which the
agent initiates. This occureswhen a pre--defined
threshold is reached, like 100 or more errors on an
interface. At that point, the agent sends a messag'e to
the devices that it has configured as trap destinations
informing them of the fact that a trap threshold was
reached or exceeded, 'what· threshold···.itwas, and'what
the specific value-was.

ExampleSNMP/XLAgents

The SNMP/XL agent provides managers with the "standard"
seto~mib-2:variables0and functions. That is, the
getlset,get-next:andtraps are.provided, along with the
object tree defined by mib~2. In order to add
additional functionality, several extensions to the
standard'mib-2are'provided under the private' branch.
This path used by Hewlett--Packard' is "
private.enterprises.hp.nm"~ Below this, there is a
system group, aninterfacegrotip, an tcmp and ansnmp
group. We are just starting to use these additional
variables, and we have found that these extensions do
provide significant additional information and
functionality toSNMP managers: For example, ···the.re are
different variables for hp-ux andMPE systems. For
MPE, there is a volume group ,that provides a variety of
information about each disc volume inclUding percent
used, largest free area, total free space, spool file
usage and temp file usage. There is also a processor
group specifically" designed to·help··.·martage· .mulitiple CPU
machines. For hp~ux, there isa fileSystem'group and
cluster group that can provide similar information to
SNMP management stations.

To use the SNMP/XL agent, just use the SNMPCONTROL UDC
to start up the agent by typing:SNMPCONTROL START. The
SNMP stack on the HP3000 is normally started and
stopped by the LAN·.· transport.

Another example of an SNMP agent is theNPI agent that
comes with HPJetDirect cards .. This agent is "smaller"
in the sense that the device it controls is simpler and
therefore supports aMIBwith less complexity. But,. the
NPI has specific needs that are particular to output
devices and so supports it own set of MIB extensions
(seethe JetDirect example under SNMP managers).

The SNMP Manager
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The SNMP manager is 'what the user of SNMP;interacts
with, that is managers normally provide theGUI as well
as the, functionality that makes SNMP useful in the real
world.Conunercially, there are several to choose from,
OpenView and SunNet mana.ger are the first two that come
to mind. I have no experience whatsoever with the Sun
product, and so I cannot provide any comparisons. I
have used OpenView, and therefore will mostly l;imit my
discussion to that. However, it is worth mentioning
that both agents and managers are also available for
PCs at reasonable costs, and more products and features
are being announced all the time. In fact, thecost·of
adding an SNMP agent to a device is approximately
$50.00, and can typically be implemented on a single
chip. With this in mind, it makes little sense to
purchase any network device that does not support SNMP,
since the extra cost can be more than offset during the
first troubleshooting experience. Furthermore, SNMP
managers for PCs are quickly becoming available, with
prices as low as $500.00 per copy.

For those of you with hp~ux machines, you already have
access to a very useful tool called snmpwalk. This
program provides the basic functionality inherent in an
SNMP manager, in that it can perform get and set
requests to agents. To provide user-friendly features,
all one need do is create a script that calls snmpwalk
to perform the required functions. For example, to
retrieve the system description from any standardSNMP
agent, the command "snmpwalk <device> system.syDescr "
where <device> is the IP address or name of the SNMP
agent's device will return the proper MIB value.

OpenView Network Node Manager Example

Hewlett-Packard OpenView provides a set of tools' for
network managenent that are flexible, scalable, and
conform to network standards. OpenView enhances its'
flexibility by providing a MIB compiler. This allows
the user to fully utilize vendor-specific extensions by
"compiling" the ASN.l definition of the MIB structure
into the OpenViewmanager.Another :valuable feature of
OpenView is the application builder. This provides an
easy way to pre-define network management tasks and the
information needed to perform them so that these tasks
can be automated by the SNMP manager.
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The network environment usedbytheNAFOsales offices
is evolving from a large bridged structure towards an
IF ba~ed, . routed .network. with .each . office using a
different subnet and all wide-,,-areaicommunication links
terminalting in Atlanta. This network is used by over
100 HP300·0s,· over two thouSand HP-UX workstations and
servers,'andalike "nUInber ·ofPCs.·····There are. also.· about
1400 terminals.··· and hundreds' of DTCs, along with the
routers, hUbs, bridges andpprinters·.······ that"'comprise}the
infrastructure. All of these computers and devices
need to interoperate of course, and most network
management functions, including administration, are
performed remotely.

To keep a handle on this ever-changing internetwork,
the network management group in Atlanta uses
interconnect manager ( a module" for OpenView )to
manage the hubs, routers and bridges that are part of
HPsinternal network. Their use has so far beetlmostly
"reactive"or troubleshooting, but the features that
they use are significant. Specifically, both IPand
MAC layer loopbacktestsarel.lseful, along with both
ping and the remote ping feature to determine network
conectivity. They also use the locate function to
quickly "find" a node in what has grown to be a rather
large network map .. Interconnect manager also p,rovides
the capability to examine counters and address tables
in HP hubs and bridges,. which has solved some tricky
problems in the past. Tl'iisgroupalsollses LanFrobeII
atsome:ofthelarger sites to more closely monitor
traffic and develop "baseline" traffic statistics· for
those sites.

Fora less grandiose example, lalso keep track of the
lab's departmental resources using the Hewlett.-packard
OpenView Network Node Manager product con:figuredto
manage just our 90r<so servers and·shalf a dozen PCs.
I have found several features to be very useful, and
work is still ongbingwith:regard to applications and
integration with existing network management tools.

One of the features that I' like is the fact that one
can "learn" all the adaresses assoc:Katedwith a device
simply :Oy askiIlg.it's agent. This includes MAC .layer
addresses, network masks (both of which are important
in our environment), and what interface type happens to
be configured. I also use the inter~ace traffic
variable along with the graphics capabilities of
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OpenView to establish "b,pseline" traffic values ,which I
can later· compare and contrast. 'rhis.interface traffic
variable is one of the "stand~rd"ones, .and I haven't
found a device that doesn't support it·yet. The MIB
Browser is another feature that I find particularly
interesting, since on.e can~ essentially dete.,J:'mine the
structure. of any vendor': smib, ~imply by asking~'~'It is
also useful for me to instantly-get disc and CPU usage
information from any server. in my; domain, without even
having to log in. While this is true forcbo.th the
HP3000 and. HP9000s, it,~ould be ev~nm()re useful to>be
able to get this information from the PC·s.
Unfortunately, it appears that only Lan Manager 2.1
servers can provide this functionality, and then only
by "proxy". Windows NT, however, has an SNMP agent
built in that provides a significant amount of
inormation about the PC.

One last item is that while it is great to be able to
get information on demand, someone has to key in the
values for the location and contact variables before
they are useful ! I recommend that this s.tep' be
included in the nQrmal policie~ and proceQures for
adding a node to your network.

A Homegrown JetDirect Example

In Atlan.ta, we·" make extens,ive use of the (N) etwork
(P) eripheral. (I) nterfacej or NPI ... this is the term
given to the JetDirect interface card~ We use these
cards with TCP/IP protocols and 'use BOOTP to configure
these printers from machines that are dubbed "print
hubs". These print hubs control many printers, and
there are several print hubs for each geographic
region ... This results in a large number ofprinteJ:'s that
nee,d to be mana,ged, and this management must be driven
from the Atlanta site.

~n order to manage this di~tril:>uted printing in a more
timely. manner, a~tool was developed. to help the output
services group. This tool is' essentially a mini SNMP
manager that can communicate withjetdirect cards
anywhere on the network. Well.se only those programs
that either come .with the JetDirect card (~.e.

hpnpCi~in, J:,1pnpf, and hpnpstat) or come with HP-UX (
ping,linkloop, Ip, nslookupan.d some others). Inthis
way, we canpJ:'ovide the benefits of SNMP based device
management to those who need it, without having to make
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any other' changes to the. network, .or .any" other network
management platforms that may be. operating.

This tool is>essentially.aiUNIXshell script that calls
one.ormore·of the programs listed above with the
proper parameters. By using this framework, we can
test functionality from the lowest protocol layer
(using linkloop··to the MAC address), 'up thru. sending·. a
testfilewith. hpnpf and/or using the .·.lp spooler. This
relatively simple <shell "script <can even be used> to tell
if the remote printer in .. question is having . serious
problems, is improperly configured/or is just out of
paper.

Since the two j.etdirect programs, hpnpadmin and
hpnpstat, are specifically written for JetDirectcards,
they provide access.to.theMIBextensions<provided.by
the NPI~Inadditionto>displayingnetwork,statistics,
counters, and textual .information, once.a set· community
name has been configured, one can even reset the
interface card. using SNMP.Thereis> even a "debug" mode
~hat shows . the 'SNMP >packets sent and .'. received by the
hpnpstat utility for testing purposes.

Future Directions - What about new products ?

More recently, a new iteration ofSNMP, called SNMP
version 2, .or SNMPv2, ..•. has been discussed ..This .' new
version addresses thesecuri ty·issue'by incorp.orating
authentication,. encryption, and. more • robust ... acces~
controltoMIBvariables/.Of •.c;ourse , ...•• how •one chooses to
use> this .• additional functionality "isdependant .•• upon the
particular situation. This version uses a "shared
secret", known by manager and agent, to provide this
security level.

Another relatively new product is the new LanProb.e II
that uses th'e'RMON,MIB ( RFC1271 ).and an 80386SX to
process network traffic in real time. I see the.RMON
MIB as a way to define aLAN segment, in the same way
that the original 'MIBsdefin.ed ·aro'Uterthat connects
LAN segments together. TheRMON MIBcontains branches
for general segment statistics, traffic history,
alarms, filters, and a traffic matrix that shows who
was talking with whom along with muchother·dataof
interest.

I recently had an opport.unity to make use of a PC on
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our local network that was running the beta version of
Windows NT. This -version included an SNMB agent that
supported an extended MIB-II and used a DLL to
incorporate the agent functionality. The agent was not
only built-in but also quite easy to use and configure.
The functionality demonstrated by this agent-was very
promising, as it provided a variety of information
about the PC, including details about server usage, who
is using the PC, and signal when disc free space get
low or when multiple errors are detected. I see this
PC agent as a-way to finally include PCs as "managed"
machines, like HP9000s or HP3000s.

Lastly, I will note that there are also RFCsdefining
standards for agents that manage RS-232 and parallel
ports that can be accessed via the network. Four
significant vendors, including Hewlett-Packard, have
agreed to support these standards on their devices.
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Appendix A

A Short List (in no particular order) of Some RFCs
relating to SNMP

RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC
RFC

1109 
1212 
1213 
1352 
1351 
1303 -
1270 
1157 
1156 
1155 
1158 
1271 
1318
1317 -

Strategy
Objects
MIB-2 Specifications
Security
The Administration Model
Convention for describing Agents
Communication services
The SNMP Standard
MIB Specifications
SMI-Structure of Management Information
More MIB-2 Stuff
RMON MIB
Parallel Interface
RS-232 Interface

GLOSSARY

Internet - a world-wide IP network begun by Dod.
IP - internet protocol
TCP transmission control protocol, a session

oriented method of communicating over IP
UDP - user datagram protocol
MAC - media access control, the lowest protocol

layer
GUI - graphical user interface
linkloop - a method of sending and receiving packets at

the MAC layer
NPI - network peripheral interface, the term used

name HP jetdirect cards
ARP cache- a table of IP address to MAC address

mappings
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Getting Ready for the New Standards in Distributed Systems Management

Mike O'Rourkef Director ofBusiness Programs
Tivoli Systems, Inc.
6034 West Courtyard Drive, Suite 210
Austin, TX 78730
(S12) 794-9070

A number ofevolving standards -- including the Open Software Foundation's Distributed. Management
Environment and UNIX Systems Laboratories' Distributed Manager -- will soon make it easier, theoretically, to
manage distributed, heterogeneous computers.

Central·to these standards is an object-oriented. framework and related technologies from Tivoli Systems, Inc.
Tivoli's object-:oriented technology was chosen for the systems-management framework for these standards because;
it meets several critical requirements for distributed systems management: 1) the ability to hide the complexity of
underlying networks and systems behind a single, unifying paradigm; 2) enhanced control combined. with
flexibility; 3) approachability by systems and network managers, as well as by less technical systems staffand
end-users; and 4} easy extensibility and customizability.

This presentation will describe the object-oriented systems management framework, its role in the DME and in
other emerging standards for distributed systems management, and how it will benefit systems administrators
charged with managing downsized, distributed computing environments.

Discussion points include:

an update on the DME, Distributed Manager, and other standards efforts in distributed systems
management

what systems administrators should do and when to plan for the DME and other standards

migration issues: how to transition your current expertise and programs to the DME and DM

organizational issues: how to sell your management on standards, how standards will change, for the
better, how you use your systems management staff'

what organizations can look for in the future in standards-based DSM technologies

In addition to supplying the core systems-management technology ofthe DME and Distributed. Manager, Tivoli
offers the Tivoli Management Environment, a commercially available suite of software for managing the
distributed computer based on these standards. Because TME is the first systems management software compatible
with the base framework of the DME, a number oforganizations are using TME today to implement
DME-eompliant distributed systems management solutions.

• Handouts of the presentation will be available at the session. •
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Adaptive Applications for a Client/Server Environment

Increasingly, user organizations have adopted architectural standards to ensure. that new
applications both address an immediate operational need, and can conform to the corporate
information architecture as it evolves· toward open systems. At the· same time, users have
grown to expect that the personal computing environment can be molded to the business
practices. of their workgroup. or department, and that both personal and business applications
should operate from one user interface...• The general success •. of client/server computing will
depend on achieving •an .. acceptable balance across· personal, •• workgroup, •and corporate
computing styles and needs. The emergence ora new class· of applications- adaptive
client/server applications -. holds significant promise for breaking through the .client/server
gridlock.

Adaptive. applications provide the corporate application developer with the best of two
worlds by offering the imm~diate usefulness ofpackaged applications along~ith tbe tools to
modify andextendthe.packaged applications as needed.to·suitthe users.• Adaptiveapplica
tions have emerged as a new class ofapplications that bridge the yawning gap be.tween the
class of rigidly preconfigureddesktopapplications and the class of blank slate .general
purpose programmers workbenches. Adaptive applications provide a basic set of applications
or.functions integrated with a set of tools that can be used to customize the appearance,
function, interoperation, of the>applications,or. even integrate additional or replacement
applications to meet.unique personal,.workgroup,or enterprise requirements.

In this seminar Tom Axbey will discuss examples of adaptive applications in the enterprise.





Future Directions forOSF User· Environment
Technology

Vania Joloboff
Technical Director, User Environment

Open Software Foundation,· Inc.
11 Cambriddge Center
Cambridge,MA 02142

617-621-8700

Summary: .. OSF/Motif® is one ofthe. few user environments available
across virtually all major computing platforms. Motif is based on the X
Window System technology from the.MIT·XConsortium,and is the de facto
standard user interface for Open Systems..• Thepresent~tion will elaborate on
the Euture direction and enhancements to the OSFUserEnvironment.• It will
also suggest how the next generation of user environment technology from
OSF would benefit end users and software developers.

OSF/Mptif®and the XWindowSystem-- An.opensystemssuccessstory
Availability across •• platforms
Adherence to industry standards
Consistency with Windows and CUA

OSFI Motif Program Status:
Motifl.2
The next release... Motif 2.0, the "Motif Extensibility Release"
Position .withinCOSEComlTIOn Desktop Environment
_Motif specification to XIOpen
Motif progress in IEEEP1295.1
Automated test technology and process

Challenges for· Motif:
Consistency through validation and certification
A .collaborative approach to enhancements
Integration with other WindOWing environments
The evolution of· standards





Choices for the Future:
Structured Graphics
Networked application .interoperability
Multimedia...

Toward the next generation:
Human.>Factors innovations
"Write-once" user interfaces
Distributed display services
Investment protectionJn current user interfaces,. applications,

and· equipment

Copies of the presentation will be available by request.
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National I.JanguageSupport: Providing Data Processing
Applications .for··· the Global ··.. Marketplace

PaperNo. 4028

INl1tl1sha. flahertv
Technical Stall

Oracle C~orportltion

liP Products Division

50{) Oracle Parlwav
Bo:rf>59408 .

Redlt'()(uJ Shores.··CA ·94065
(415 )506-7()()()

Multi-nationalcOfllpaniesarebeconling·. ITI()re i prevalent in ... today·s global
economy than ever before. It is becoming increasingly common for one
corporationto ownseveralsubsidi(lries~or for several companies to work together
inan international partnership. Inthese situations~languagccan be a barrierwhen
people comrnunicate with each. other and.cotnputers.

Thc.global ..·nlarketplace·presentssollleuniquechallenges.fordata.. prdCessing
applications. ~ro be eff~ctive, an application mustinteract withtheuser in his or her
~~nlanguage. pata~lustbe displayed in. accordance with the .local custonlsofthat
region. ·.A.nd for luaximunlefficiency,data IUust· be shared enterprise-wide, among
the multi.::national organizations.

Fronl a .·software. developJn~ntperspective,. the task. of providing
multi-national software fllug,tbe carefully considered. How .can one build
multi-national software without a nlulti~national staff? What is the best way to
package and nlaintainthi~ code'? And. what"aresolne options for architecting a
product thatwill be usable by aU of the customer base?

This paperwill define and explore the basic issues surrounding such
National Language ,Support. .. An appn)ach to the. problem will be considered using
business. applications in the .. Financial, Manufacturing, and Hunlan .Resources
arenas as an example. This paperis written fronl a developer·sperspective but (nay
be enjoyed by anyolle wishing to learn nlore aboutNationalLanguage Support
tc,'hnology.
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Intoday's global econonlywe see an increasing nunlber of multi-national
corporations and ·pa~nerships. Very oftendevelopingeqlerging .markets entails
going beyond national boundaries. Political events of recent years indicate that this
trend is likely to continue. How\\Iill data processing applications keep up with this
trend and meet the needs of the global marketplace'?

First, some background about the market issues that must be addressed in
order to enable National Language Support in end user applications is in order.
Perhaps the most basic requirement is that applications must conlmunicate
information in the user's native language. For some multi-lingual countries, this
challenge is Inet everyday at honle with the use of multiple signs or duplicate
infonnation on product packaging... But in the case of computer applications.. it
would not be very efficient to place an English application, for example.. in front of
a non-English speaking user and expect the user to refer to a printed Dlanual which
contained translations of the boilerplate text that was displayed on the screen.
lJnfortunately.. in most cases duplicating the information on-screen would prove
both too costly in screen real estate and too distracting to the user.

Effective applications must adhere to the local customs and conventions of
their users. A European colleague of mine learned the hard way about date
fonnatting in the l..fnited States. To maintain continuous enlployment he wanted
the renewal of his work visa to be effective April 5, 1991. However, on the visa
paperwork.. he wrote the start date as 5-4-91. Despite attenlpts by his lawyers to
rectify the mistake.. government authorities insisted that he leave the country when
his current visaexpired~ andretumtQ the lLS. no earlier than May 4 .. 1991.

Currency sYlnbols, radix symbols, ~nd group separators are important
notational conventions for financial applications. For example, the sum of one
nlillion U.s. dollars is written as $ 1,000.000.00, while one nlillion French Francs
is denoted as 1 000 000,00 FF.. Note the different uses for th~.comma symbol
here: in the l1.S. exanlple it is the thousands separator, while in French it is used
as the radix symbol or decimal point. Additionally~ we see that the French group
separator symbol isn't really a symbol at all~ rather. it is a space. Also.. we see that
the location of the currency symbol is different: in the t1.5. it precedes the amount,
while in France it follows the currency amount.

As another. exalnple, when using ·the· in;ternational currency symboL
¥ 1'1000,000 denotes one nlilliQn Japanese yen. Although one will see the decimal
point used in currency exchange rates .. ther~ is no currency denomination smaller
than 1 yen. Because of this, fractions of yen and decimal points are not normally
written in a currency arllounts. To put this in perspective. the SUI11 of ¥10 isjust
enough to initiate a local telephone call. Since this is a small anlOupl.. in Japan it is

much more common to se·e it written as 10F9 . Again, We see that the placement
and shape of the currency symbol can differ.. even in the same language!

Acconllnodating the nlyriad bf business rules that apply in different
countries nlay be one of the most difficult tasks of all. In Australia, forexanlple,
depreciation of an asset is calculated at a daily rate. Etllployees in the lJnited States
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are usually associated with a Social Security number" while employees in the
lJnited Kingdom have a National Identification number. And of course, how you
account for currency exchange rates in your business transactions can greatly affect
your bottom line.

Anurnberof technicalconcems nlust also'beaddressedby applications with
NationalLanguageSupport.>Theprimary one is the issue of supporting different
character encoding schemes,,'· also known· as character sets ·or code ••. pages. A
character encoding scheme lnaps 'a particular binary value to the appropriate
'character shape.•.. When a terminalrec{~ives a keystroke. it filustuse its character
encoding scheme to determine which pixels to light up on the display. Th~rearea

numberofdifferent charactcrencodingschemes.used today.' Some are hardware
specific,\vhile.others have been developed by standards organizations. Sharing
information can pose difficulties ina heterogeneous computing environment when
different character sets are in use.

It is iIllportantto understand therelationship between character set order and
a correct linguistic sort.· Inmost instances, sorting a group of word~ by their binary
val lie· will not produce correct results. For example". the US7ASCfl charactersetis
organizedsuch that uppcricaselettcrs comehefore lower case letters. H~nce a sort
using comparisons of binary values would return the results in Table'l. In the
EBCDIC characterset.. lower case letters come before uppercase letters, so a binary
sort ofthe. same data would produce the results inTable 2.

Character encoding .. schemes that handle•European languageshavesinli la'r
problemsw'hen producing a linguistically correct sort.: .Hewlett-Packard has
developed the 8-:-bitcharacterencodingscheme"RoluanS'" to handle American
English.. French Canadian .. Danish" .Dutch.. English, Finnish, French, German"
Icelandic" Italian, Norwegian .. Portuguese. Spanish" and S\\'edish. This is an S-bit
scheme \vhere the lo\verl28 bytes are similarto the ASCII character set and the
upper 94 bytes contain the additional characters (such as a.. a" <; .. e"andB) required
to 'support the non-English languages mentioned above. Additionally.. lhe £and¢
symbols are provided in the upper characters. 34 bytes in thisS-bit scheme remain
undefined. .The International Standards Organization has developed a set of
character encoding schemes with the narne "'ISO 8859-'" and a suffix numeraL The
ISO 8859-1 character set supports the same languages as Roman8 and is one ofthe
character sets also supported by Hewlett-Packard for portability reasons.

With this background infornlation,thecomplexity oflingui'sticsorts in
rnultiple European langu~ges can be more readily explained. For example,the set
A.Be,ABZ,BCD,'.andA,BC (Alun/aut) i s-sorted by binary value in'the-HP
Ronlan8characterset. .1~his alsohappen~.tobethecon:ect orderfor a linguistic sort
in Swedish. However..inGermanthe.Ais sorted between ,A and B. Hence the
correct result in Gennan.would beABC\ ABZ~ABC,BCD.

An interesting problem happens in Spanish and other languages with double
characters. The Spanish ""Ir"is linguistically treated as a single character that is
sorted after "·FLand before "'m". Sirhilady,thc ..ch in Spanish 'is treated as. a single
character which is sorted after ""c'" and before"'d Sort,ing by binary value in the
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ROlnan8 character set gives the results in Table 3. Table 4, however, shows the
results of a linguistically correct Spanish sort.

With the introduction of support for Asian languages, character encoding
schemes have become increasingly complex. Most European languages can be
encoded witha70r8 bit encoding schelne, where one character is one byte in
length.. But to support the Japanese,(~hinese,andKoreanlanguages.. a· nli ninlunl
of tWQ bytes per character is required. Additionally .. standard ASCII l~haracters

nlustalso be contained in the character set, for operating system communication and
backvvards compatibility. This poses two issues that must be addressed: How CLUJ

multi-byte characters be distinguished frool single-bytecharactersina character
streanl, and how can characters which take two display positions.> such as most
multi-byte characters, be displayed alongside single-byte characters taking up a
single display position on the screen? I wil1hriefly·explain multi-byte encoding
schemes in the latter part of this paper.

('lursordirection can be an issue as well. Not all languages are written
left-to-right~ top-down as English is. SonleMiddle Eastern languages, such as
Arabic, are written fronl right-to-Ieft although nUlnerals are written with the
len-to-right convention and European words can be expected to appear on an
occasional basis. Special terminal hardware Tnust be llsed in this l·ase. but it also
requires the sofhvare developer to design \vith these special data display and sorting
issues in mind. The challengcs\vith Arabic are compounded by the fact that
character shape can change depending on the location in the \\'ord. However. this
issue is usually handled at the terminal display level. (~urrently. languages that are
traditionally written in a top-down~rjght-to-Ieft format, such as Japanese and
Chinese arc supported using the westenl format of left-to-right top-down. This
has proven to be acceptable in Asian tuarkets.

Now that we have established sOlne of the basic issues of National
Language Support, \ve turn to the. topic of National Language Support in data
processing applications. Perhaps the most difficult scenario is that of a
111ulti-national corporation with offices in Inultiple locations transacting with a single
database in several different languages. In this scenario, several issues need to be
addressed. FirsL we are assunling users in different countries share the sanlC
logical database. Secondly, since th~se are lTIulti-national users~ they do not share a
COOlmon language. Thirdly. since users arc in multiple locations. itis very likely
that a numher of different terminals and various hardware platforms are in use
throughout the corporation. Infight of these issues~ it becomes clear that each user
session must be configured for the user's language. locale. and terminal code page.
In addition, the database Inust be able to accept and manipulate each users' data.
This is the approach used by the ORACLE Server and other ORACLE products.
Since NLSfunctionality has been enhanced in the ORACLE7 Server, this
discussion will focus on the new rnethods and paranlcters used to configure all
()RA(~LE7 session.

With ()RACI...E7~ all langllage~dependcntbchavior can be specified by
defining the environment variableNLS_LANG.This variable has three
cOlllponents and each cOlnponent specifi.es a certain subset of NLS functionality for
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the session. It is specified in the fann:
NLS_I.JANG = -language_tef'ritory.charset.

The languageconlponent specifies conventions such as the language used for
()RACLE-mcssages, day and-month names, the symbols for AD, BC, AM, and
PM, and the default sorting mechanisnl. It also specifies default values for the
territory and character set argunlents, so thateither or both tet-ritory or (:harset can
be omitted. "he territory component specifies -conventions such as the date
format decimal and group separator characters, day and week numbering scheme,
and default-ISO alld local cllrrencysYn1bo~s. Thecharset component specifies the
character set to· be used in that session'. The value of this component is an
ORAC'I.lE acronym- for each,. supported chanlcter enctxiing schenle.' ,Sonle examples
of values forNIJS_LANGare shown in l'able 5.

An ()RA(7LE7 Server uses database paraflletcrs'NI.lS_IJANGUAGE and
NI.,SJ.TERRITORY as the primary controlsfor NLS functionality. When an
application conneetsto the database, if NIJS_I.lANG is set in the client's
envif()utnent, anAL;rER SESSION statement is autolnatically executed. This sets
the· values ()f NIJS--..LANGUAGE and, NI.lS_TERRITORY to the lanJ.:uage and
territory paramete'rs of NLS_LANG.. respectively.Any default values specified in
the database paranlctcrfile are.· subsequently overridden Jor the duration of the
session, and for all instances that the session is connected to.

Several other paranleters can be specified in the database initialization file to
configUre/the behavior of an ()RACLE7 database. rFhey are:
NI.JSC U RR E·NCY ,N 1..1 S<DA T E FO R M AT.
N L- S -D ATE 1.1 A -N GU AGE, N 1.1 SIS 0 -C U R R E N C Y ,
NLS__NUMERIC_CHARACTERS, and NLS_SORT. The default value for
aU of these paranleters is derived from either NIJS_LANGUAGE or
NI..S_TERRITORY.

\Viththeuse ofone enVirOJUllcnt variable, a user can easilycustonlize his or
her ORAC'LEsession tosuitindividual and terminal hardware needs. But ho\v will
the infonnati()nenteredbythis.user be seen -and utilized by an()ther user with a
different environlnent? -·The key is to create the database using a character set that is
a superset of all of the client appHcationcharactersets. When a user enters data at
his or her temlinal. it will beautonlaticallyconverted and stored in the codeset used
by the server. • Then .,- when another user -requests the information. -it \vitl be
autonlatically converted.if necessary, to that user's- chosen character set. If the
destination character set does not contain all the characters necessary to represent
the original data, specified replacement chara5ters will hensed.Forexample. e.e,
e. and e might all be replaced bye if the destination character set is lJS7 ASCIL a
seven hit code that does not contain non-English characters. And while e will be
displayed as ei nWE8ROMAN8tHP' sRolnan8).· WE8DEC. and JA 16SJIS, the

characters T 5'1) - fronl the Japanese Shift JIScharacter set (JA 16SJ18) have
no-counterpart in either WE8ROMAN8 or WE8.DEC:. and replacenlent characters
\\-ill be substituted. Unfortunately. there is no widely ,accepted character encoding
schcllle for all the languages of the "'orld at the present tiole.
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The software provider is faced with a unique challenge, ""How can I provide
rnulti-national applications without a multi-national staff?"" Gneof the key
developnlcnt strategies for this problem is to separate code that the user sees frool
code that the user does not see.• Error 11leSsages~ other displayed nlessages, and
boilerplale text should all he externalized as language dependent data [rol11 lhe
language independent portion of the code. Like all Oracle products,Ora~le

Applications maintains externalized message files that ,can be translated
independently of the software ,development team. With this process.. product
translations can progress independently of each other. Autj)itythenconverts these
translated text fi les into machine;,.readable•.binarymessage, files" in, the desired
character set. Application forms which contain boilerplate text can also be easily
converted to other supported languages.

Modularity is also Jhe key for packaging and tnaintaining application code.
It is\vise to deconlpose the code design such that country or region specific
functionality can be separated from the generic part of the sofhvare.An Oracle
Applications package ITIay.actually have up to three conlponents. Jt \vill ahvays
have th,e Base product,w'hichincll1des C progranlsand libraries~ and AlllCrit'an
English fornls, reports~AlltoInstall text files. and denlonstration database. A
Language Translation portion may be included, ",'hich contains translated versions
of Base product fornls, reports. and Autolnstall text files for aspecifi.c language
and territory. And finally. should there be any modifications made by local
distributors that are not incorporated into the Base product, a Locali:zation portion
will be added. which contains either modified Base product fonns and reports or
forms and reports used for a completely separate and territory specific application~

When architecting applications that will offer National Language Support,
several key points Inust be kept in rnind. First. one character is no longer
guaranteed to be one byte in length. With the introduction of nlulti-byte character
encoding SChelllCs.. character handling rOlltines IllUSt operate on a language
independenl basis. For example. in the Japanese JIS encoding schclne. each
character is t\\t'O bytes in length~with>the O'lost significant bit determining whether
or not the upper byte is significant. The Japanese Shift ..JIS character encoding
schenle follows a different principle~using special "-shift-in'" and '"shift-out'''
characters around each stream of multi-byte characters. A "-shift-in." signjfi~s that
multi-byte characters are about to follow. while a ....shift-ouf.. signifies the end of a
ITluhi-hyte streanl. Because of the various methods used by nlulti-bytecharacter
sets, a function Inay no longer walk through a character stream by Jnerely
incrClllcnting a pointer. "This could result in only half ofa chara(~terbeing returned
or a nlulti-byte character being Inistakenfor a single-byte character. When using
the Shift-JIS character encoding scheme~ one mllst be careful not to split apart the
··shift-in·' or '-shift-out"" characters when retuming,a text streatn.Additional space
nlllst also beaUocated for lext array~,to accommodate the upper bytes and/or lhe
special si}jfting characters.

Secondly, character conlparison functions and sorting· routines nlust be
designed to operate OOe1 language independent basis. We ~ve already seen how
sorting by binary value alone does not always return \\t'hat is linguisticaHycorrect.

I\II,S: Providillg Dola Proces,\'illg App/icaliollslor Ille U/oha/ i\Jarkelp/ac('
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Functions that nlake cornparisons based on the linguistic collating sequence for the
target language nUlst be implenlented for proper NLS functionality.

Thirdly, functions that support proper conversions between upper and
lower case must be elllployed. With·ASC]( and EBC~D(C character sets, adding or
subtracting a constant amount Crolll the numerical value of the character would
produce the corresponding upper~ or lowercase character. For example, in lJS7
ASCII, the value of '"A''' is hexadecirnal 41 (41 H), while the value of ""a'''' is 61 H, a
difference of 20H. Hence. since ·'B.... has a nUlnerical value of 42H, '·b.... is
guaranteed to havc the value 62H. For ASCII. to find the lo\\/crcasc of a letter. just
add 20H~ to find the uppercase of a letter just subtract 20H. In the EBCDIC
character set. the ordering and the constant value are different. ""a" has the value
81 H in EBC"DIC. while ""A" has thevalne <=1 H. a difference of 5OH.'Since the
ordering is reversed. to uppercase a letter in EB("IDIC~ one must add SOH. while to
lowercase, a letter simply subtract SOH.

With extended character sets. there are no fixed offsets for the non-ASC"11
characters. Table 6 gives nUll1erical decimal values for eight characters in the
Hc\vlett-Packard Rornan8 character set. After doitlg the subtraction for",each
exanlple~we find that the deciplal difference between A and it is 39. between A and
a is 30. E and egives 38 and E and e is 29. Clearly. there is no linear relationship
between the international characters in this character encoding scheme. Other
encodingschenles yield similar results. i\dditional1y. soo]e languages have various
exceptions to the rules for uppercasing characters~Forexample~inEuropean
~rench diacritical marks on uppercase characters are llsually dropped~ \\lhilein
(~anadian French. diacritical markings are usually retained. Forthesereasons a
language independent uppercase/lowercase function must he employed.

Finally, character conversion routines rIlust be developed to convert
characters between different character encoding schenles. As we have seen. there is
no one universal character set \\:hichencompasses all languages and is used on all
hard\vare platfonns. Until this is the case. data \vill have to beconvcrted bet\\r"een
character sels in order to be shared across platfonns or COUlllries. If a certain
character is notavailable in a target character set, an intelligent substitution should
be made. For exatnple~ e could replace C. e~ e, and e. \vhile· u might be an
acceptable substitute for U. Ho\vever-it should ahvays be recognizable \vhen a
substitution has been made.

To effectively design software for the global tllarketplacel it is inlportant to
separate the language-independent and language-dependent portions of the code.
Sorne of the basic assumptions that held true for either ASCII or EBCDIC character
sets are no longer true when international character encoding scheilles are
considered. By functioning well in a heterogeneous cornputing environnlent..
flexible and adaptable sofhvare can help break down the language barrier \vhen
people cOlnmunicate \vith each other and computers.

/\lL,;: PnJ\'idillg /Jara /)roce.\'\"illg ApplicaTiolls/orT/te (ilo!Jal A1arkeTplan>
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Table I
(~hicago

Phoel~x
bears
suns

Table 3
chaleco
cuna
dia
lIava
loro
fllafz

Tables·· & Figures

Table 2
bears
suns
(~hicago

Phoenix

'rable 4
cuua
chaleco
dia
loro
lIava
1l1afz

TableS
AMERl(~AN AMERICA .. lJS7ASCII
FRENC.:H_FRANC.~E.IS08859Pl
FREN(~H__CANADA.WE8DEC
JAPANESE_JAPAN.JA J6EtJ(~

Table 6
A 161
a . 200
A 162
fa 192
t 163
e 201
E 164
e 193
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Business.IssuesofEDl:
12 Steps to SuccessfulEDllmplementation

by Phyllis Sokol,·· Director
and John Stelzer, .Senior EDIConsultant

COMMERCE:Institute

.EDlimplementationis.a twelve-step.pr()Cesslh~tconsists ofthree main phases:
planning, implementation, and leveraging your company's.EDlinvestment through
expansion of your EDI activity.· This article will discuss each of these three phases. This
article is ··.·a..condens~f.l:ver~ion·.of.a.fl.1~l-day(;ourse,Bysiness.Side ·ofEDTI!Dplemen~ation,
we..offer·at theCQMMERQE:!nstitute.·.•. ·· Because. the description.ofEplimplementationt.hat
we provide here is. an a~breviatedsummaryartdnotafullydetailed·acc()unt, this. article is
not recommended as· a complete guide to·EDI·implementation,,butrather is .•inten<ie4.as fln
overview for companies doing a preliminary investigation.of EDI.

Thcfrrstsectionfocuses on theiniti~plaIlningphas~ofEDlimplementation.This
phase.ismade of·upsix.steps...• ·• Steps.·1 .• tbrollgh .3 .describe.how ... tQ buildth.e business case
forEDI... Once you've done this necessary groundwork, <you're ready for Steps 4 through
6, which tell how to develop an implementation plan to gain the necessary commitment and
fundingJromyour·.coIllPapy'supper·tnaJ1ageme9~.· .. Qur;.approacht()lx!t!t§tage~ i~.Practical
andtasJ.c.,.oriented. In thisanicle, some of ~our .. discussions aredirec~ed toward' business
managers,···while others .are aimed attechnicalsuppottstaff. .Wetakelhis approach in our
conviction· that successful EDTimpletllentationrequrres·a Partnership "?/itmnyour company
of both business.and technical interests.

Steps.! through 3: Building the Case forEDl

Stell: ··Conductthe Initial Business and'EecllnicalAnalyses

The· first step .<. in·· building. the·· ···case ·.·for EDIinvolves ·achieving a· thorough
understanding of the business environment in which EDI willfunction. This understanding
isthegroundworkforsuccessfulEDl implementation.·...•. DUringthis step, it is imperative
that both business· andtechnicalmanagersanalyzetheissuesthat 'pertain to· them.

BUSINESS .~ASI'S: ..··Tostarton theroaQ< tosuccessfulEDlimpletnentation,
business managers need to document business activity asitexistswithoutEDl.. This
facilitates .the identification ... of areas within· the business environment that may need
improvement and that, therefore, provide excellent opportunities forutilizing EDI. .Several
key tasks are required ofyoufcompany's business managers during this step:

Task· I: . EV~luate tbeActivitvufEacb Functional > Business .Area,Eath
functional business'area \Vithinthe comPanY will identify the extemalQrganizations with
which it exchanges. information,· and will note the type ofinformation and the mode of
exchange. }tor example, the purchasing department should· list. suppliers ···as· the external
organization with whom they do business and··purchase .' orders, .. follow-up·· phone calls,
faxes, etc.. as. the business· transactions....They should then. identify the··. specific pieces of
information currently provided in each ofthe business transactions as well as alLof the
manual tasks that are currently performed to support the business transactions.

Task 2: . Deyelop a Procedural Flow for Each Area,Eachfunctionalbusiness
area· should draw a procedural flow chart based on the outside organizations, transactions,
business information and manual procedures gathered in Task 1.

Task 3: .Identify YourEDI Opportunities.·. With the flow chart in hand, you. are
now prepared to identify instances where a quicker movement of information is needed,
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where more complete and accurate infonnation is required, and where overall efficiency
could be improved by .allowing computer .applications to make decisions and conduct
editing currently done by peOple.

TECHNICAL TASKS:·· Just as functional business managers must evaluate
each business area to identify potential applications ofEDI, the technical staff must evaluate
"the existing systems and communication environment. Several key tasks are required of
your company's MIS managers at this time:

Task 1; Eyaluate Eaeb Functional Area's Systems and Communicatjon
Capabilities.· This task is crucial· to detennine what·functionality exists·in .application
programs today, and to identify inter-company communications capability (relevant because
EDI uses telecommunications lines).

Task 2; DevdOIJ a Data Fig for Each BusinesS Area. Just as each functional
business area drew up a procedural flow chart, MIS also needs to draw a data flow diagram
for each computer application used the functional area. This will show inputs·and outputs
of the application, as well as all system functionality.

Task]; Identify EDIHardware and Software OptiQns,Finally, MIS managers
should identify the computer and communications hardware and software currently in
place, to evaluate their EDI hardware and software implementation options and to develop
an estimate oftime and dollars for implementing ED!.

Ste'D 2; Recommend the Scope of the PropOsed EDI Project

Once the business and technical analyses are complete, it is possible to establish the
scope of the proposedEDI.project. The business and technical data flows should now be
combined. This consolidation will point out any difference in the understanding of the two
groups, and such discrepancies can be dealt with in arriving at a common data flow
diagram. With this. comprehensive data flow diagram in hand, you can base your
recommendations for streamlining business procedures and automating currently manual
tasks on actual, documented need, rather than on speculation .and guesswork.

It is important during this step to develop an EDI project scope large enough to
predict real benefits, while keeping the project small enough (at least initially) to be
realistically workable at the outset.

Step]; Get Preliminary Manalement Approyai

Using your combined business and technical data flow diagram, you can develop
the business case for EDI and gain senior management's approval to continue the planning
stages forEDI implementation. This preliminary report is not the EDI implementation plan
-that plan· will be developed later, in Step 6. Instead, in the current report, you are building
a business case showing how EDI will respond to real. business issues that exist today.
This will·be used to encourage management to make the investment in. a full and detailed
EDI implementation plan.

In your .. preliminary report to management, you should be sure to address the
following issues:

Current Problems and Inefficiencies
Business Impact of These Problems and Inefficiencies
Recolllll)end~EDI Project Scope
Expected Results
Estimated Costs
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Steps 4. tbroygll6:Gaining !\1allagelJlentCQlllmitment and
Funding for. EDI Implementation

This stepJis directed at· business managers~ln•performing thefour··taskS ·oudined
here,businessmanagerswiUbe investigating their information needs, the potential benefits
of using EDI asaptoductivity tool,andwhatwill be neededto make the business staff
trUst the EDI system.

Task· .. J; Identify .'. B~sjnesslnformation Requirements•......... Fortnis task, .business
managers in EDIsenderorganizations need to identify all pieces ofinformation availablet<>
be sent.EDI receivers need to identify theinfonnation thatisrequiredbytheirapplication
systems in order to process· the business transaction being received.

Task 2; .. ··ldeptj(yAudjt and Security.RegUiremepts.Webelievethatthe needs·for
tracking, controlling, accessing, and maintaining infonnationare identical for paper-based
andEDI .systems; ..• however, techniques used in the .. paper-based .. environment are Ilot
applicable to EDt During· this task you will· need to identify .the control points and
infOrmation access needs in each.business area in which you .are planning to implement
EDI.·.·.· .......•
Task· ·3;·····.•. ldepti(Y.NewProeeduresaod'PoUtiesTbatWjll.. AccompanyEDI
ImplementaljoD...··.•.. Using···thebusin~ss' information ;;andaudit/control. requirements
identified in Tasks l.and 2,· you can.·identifynew· procedures andptoductivity .tools (often
these include on-line systems).that are needed to .support the ED!environment."

Task· 4iDetine Bu§iness> Sveciti,atignsforMIS.IIDI productivity tools such as
on-line systems are ultimately developed by· a company's technical staff. Business
managers.ne~dto.develop business specifications to describe the functions they ·expect
these tools to perform. Technical people will use these specifications to insure that the
systems will·confonnto business needs.

Just as. the .·bllsinessmanagersdefilleti·.theirneeqsforEPI,somusithetecbnipal
staff.. The.·followillg .. three·tasks ·belp ··MJS managers.devise·a; plan that ·will· tum business
llXIuests into. sy&temrealities.

Task .1: Analyze· Business ..... S.pecjficatjonslorSystem .. Implicatjops.· The
technicalgroup must evaluateinfonnati0ll requirements of theproposed·BD!system fQr:
current. ,availability of infonnation.insystemfil~s, abiIi.ty.··to develop.new files .•. and
databases, compatibility with existing applications,.and availability of computing resources.

TaSk .. ·.2j·· ·.t;valuate. Iwglementatjoo·· OptioDs..'.• Based .on ·the.comput~r·resources
currently available in-house in·conjunction with the fllnctionality required by the business
community" the technical staff will choose the size and sophistication of.theEDI translator
that best fulfills the company's EDI requirements.

Task3:De)'elopI4:cbnj~ill RecommepdatigDS,Thefinal.task ill this step is for
the.·.. te~bnical.··group ... todraw .up ..their .. ED!.implementationrecommendations...These
recommendatiQns will then be jncQrpQrated into the finalimplementationplan lobe
presellted to management in Step··6.
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Step .'6:" ·Seek M.analcment'·Appcoyal ·foc ImplementatioD

This final step of the planning stage for EDI implementation is a joint venture
between businessan~technic~ iJlterests.11le finalpropos~$bQll1dinclud~ both a short
range and a long-range program to support the company's business needs and to work
within the company's existing computer and communications environments. To the
greatest extent possible, the goal here is tpdraw up·a clear1mplementationplan that will
accomplish the needed improvements that were identified and presented to management in
Step 3.

This comprehensive EDI implementation proposal should contain both business and
technical components. Not only should itrecotnmendsoftw~elPldpossiblyhardware
purchases, it should include a plan to enhance existing programs,. to develop new ones, and
to design and implement:new business procedures and job tasks, as necessary.

Once your EDI proposal has gained the support of upper management in terms of
financial allocations .and .commitment of in.tel11al resources,. you· are ready to move ahead
into the initial implementationphase~

The second phase of successful EDIimplementation is the actual installation and testing of
EDI within a pre-established supportive. business and technical environment. .During this
phase, the company follows through on the proposed EDI implementation plan and runs an
EDI pilot program ",i!p two or three trading partners..'This phase is made of up fQUr st,eps.
Thesefour steps involvedeveloping both a business and a technical environme.nt to support
EDI;' installing and testing the EDI system; and running and evaluating the EDIpilot
program.

Steps 7 through 10: Implementing EDI

Step 7; .Deyelop the Business Enyironment to Support EDI

Step 7 is made up of three specific tasks' to be perfonned'by· the· company's
business managers:

Task 1; Define Business Information Regui rements, To prepare the business
environment for EDI, business managers must first defme all· information the company will
need to send and receive. Because EDI is always a joint venture between a company and
its trading partners, it is necessary to examine business information within the context of
this partnership.

For example,in theory the EDlreceiveris the one who defines theinfonnation
requirements for a given" transaction set. Typically, however, the more influential or EDI
experienced trading partner is the one who defines what information is sent and how' it is
represented in the EDI standarddata fonnat.

In completing this task, you'll want to develop a list of the information fields that
you ·as'areceiver will'need, and that you as a sender have available to· send. You can
present this list to each prospective EDI trading partner, and each partner will, in turn,
present a similar list to you. Partners resolve differences by presenting their case and
negotiating.

Task 2;' Define· Business Procedures and PfOductjyityToQls. EDl will
be'embraced by a company's·.employees only ·when it makes iteasier for people todo their
jobs. In perfonningthis task,· you .should consult .• theractualstaff memoorswho' will· be
using EDI and EDI information. Ask them to identify their needsfor petfoirning their jobs
more effectively. Clearly define and then implement the business procedures and
productivity tools that are needed.
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Issues to be considered wiUinclude thefollowing:
Without manualprocedures, how will business activity be tracked?
How willdata,exceptionproblems be resolved?
How will new,EDItrading partners be broughton?
Who,will bere&ponsible for traekingEDI data?

Task 3; Define ,"Bnsiness, Traininl and',. Support ,'Needs. A .company'newly
involvedwithEDI needs to be sensitive to the factthatits busin~ssstaff may be unfamiliar
and'uncornfortable with the new technology and may even feelthreatenedl)y it.

The company should thus ,be prepared to explain to employees how,EPI: a) will
make them moreproducti\fce,b} will eliminate some ofthe routine ~lements of their current
jobs, andc).willprovidetheopportunity to use. tbeirskillsfor more creative,decision
1l1akingtasks~ During the. early stages, a company should be sure toexplainnQtonly what
EDI will do for the organization, but whatEDI has to offer the employees themselves.

Step 8; .peyeloptbe"TCS;bpiSQ1EuvjrouJDent to Support EDI

Step 8,is made,up of fQll1"specific, tasks tobeperfonned by the company's technical
managers.

Task I; Define Standard Usale.The technical staff evaluates business information
needs in the context Qfthe.EDI·standard. Sometimes the technical group may suggest',more
streamlined '. w",ys.of doing business viaED1", This: may mean thatwbile information
requirements, of theibusinesscornmunity ",wi1\ be fulfilled", actual'data •. fields "transmitted
and/or received via the EDI standard may appear di~ferent1y ,than was requested ,. by ,business
interests.

To fill infonnation,p.eedsof EDI transaction sets, the technical grQupmay' n.eedto
search ',in-house 'computer files. They will also need to locate places to storeincomingEPI
information~

Task 2; , Make ED! Translator and Communication Decisions. ,. ,The company's
technical, staff will evaluate specific EDI translator products.•, Now that the computer
enykQnment, required features,st",nda,rd, transaction sets, and.data fields 'are known, the
tecJtnicalgroup can selectthe produclthatbestJulfills the company's EDI needs.

'- - .- -" ~

Iask3; '" Developaudlmplement.ApplicationLink Software. ,,l.I~sedoni the
requir~mentsfor infQrmatjon, ,additional'editing, incorpQrationof audits and controls, and
on-line productivi~, tools, the technical,staIfcan develop and implementapplication link
software and other\enhanced functionality. 'rhe' technical group. should .be sure to check
witbthe business staff to make sure that allof their requirements are included in the overall
design.

Task 4: ' Define Technical'Traininland Support Needs. 'Like, the business staff,
the technical staff win require training. inEDI.' They will need to understand the new
products and application programs, a~well as,F:DI, in general, ,the ,standard being used, and
their individual resPQnsibilities in support of the new system. '

Step ';IUstaU and Test AIIElemellts of the EDI System

Application Program
Application Link
Associatedln~House,Col11PuterFiles

EDI Translator

The newEDI system will be comprised of a~arietyofindividual components,
inclUding:
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Communication Hardware and Software
EDI Third-Party Network

It will be necessary to test each of these. In so doing, you will follow the flow of
infonnation from and through the application.and translator· programs, verifying that all
infonnation is being passed as intended·and that business requirements are being met.

During testing, keep· in mind that you are not merely trying to establish that the
system works. Instead, it is recommendedthat.you try to actually make the system break
down by introducing all possible problems and errors. As you do so, check the system's
ability to identify errors'. androutt them to the appropriate person or department' for
correction.

As part of the· overall testing, you should also examine communications between
your company and your EDlthird-party network. In so doing, test your communication
hardware and software, as well as your ability to receive, understand, and use third-party
EDI control reports.

SteP 10: Run· and, Eyaluate .the Pilot P.,.ram

Insetting up a pilot program, you should be sure to choose trading partners with
whom you already have a positive working relationship. You should also make sure that
your chosen partner is willing to devote the time required to verify that EDI is.functioning
properly.

Look for partners with whom you transact a good deal of business. By succeeding
with such a partner, you'll experience a noticeable initial reduction of manual processing.
You should also select a partner with EDI experience, but if this is not possible, choose a
partner with a strong desire to do EDI·successfully.

During the pilot project, you'll develop a list of steps for you and your pilot trading
partner to use in testing all aspects of the EDI trading relationship, both when sending and
receiving.

Finally, be sure there is a EDI coordinator assigned within your company who is
responsible for the pilot program, and a responsible counterpart for this person within your
pilot trading partner's organization.

Once your EDI system has·been installed, tested, and piloted with one or two
trading partners, you are ready to move ahead into the final phase of leveraging your EDI
investment. In third phase, we will be examining how to leverage your EDI investment
into maximum benefits. During this phase the two main activities are 1. to expand or roll
out, to as many trading partners as possible, the program you have just implemented and 2.
to look for ways to implement additional EDI applications throughout your organization.

The overall goal of this third phase is to reduce the work needed for each new
trading partner and each new EDlapplication, so that each new partner and EDI application
will be easier and faster than the previous ones. By taking advantage of the work you have
done in implementing EDI thus far, you'll be on the right track to accomplishing the goal of
reducing implementation work and costs.

Steps 11 through 12: Leveraging your EDI· Investment

Step II: Roll Out the EDI PUot Pro&ram

Step 11 uses the results of the tasks we specified in Step 10 that evaluated the
results of your pilot program. Verifying that EDI data is being generated, transmitted,
received, and handled and processed in a timely and accurate manner is. essential as you
bring on each new trading partner. Once you have tailored the plan to work for you, it's
time to add more trading partners. The pilot plan you have.' developed will ~elp you
estimate the time and effort needed to bring up each new partner. Questions you'll need to
ask in your evaluation process include: How long does it take to add each new partner?
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How many staff members does it take to complete the required tasks? ····How· many people
are already assigned to the EDlproject team? Answering questions such as· these willhelp
you to·decidehow ·many trading partners you can bring.on in·a specified amount oftime.

Ollceyou'v.e"pmputed the· number of EDI trading·. partnetsyou can· reasonably
expect to·bring·on.··boardin a ·specifiedtime .. period with· your current ,head count, and
proouctivitylevel,you may find that you are unable t~·attainyourorganization's~DI
goals. Toincrease yourrate of partner implementations,. you may need toincreasethe
bu.manresources .. assigned .. to.· yourEDI roll-out .project.·.or, .alternatively .to .enlist. the
marketing and implementation assistance .·of·yourEDI third party .• networkservices
provider.

Your third-panyEDI provider can ,also help you. in ·marketing EDItoreluctant
trading partners., Sometimes <a. company discovers that, once it1s ready to expand its
prognttn to include.newEDI trading partners, such partners are hardlo fmd.··Some trading
partners maybeunwillingtoimplementEDI. Others may be willing, butare reluctant to
expend the necessary financial and human resourcesrequiredforEDI.implementation.
Your third party network can facilitate trading partner implementation by marketing EDI
products and services directly to yourtradingpa.rtners on your behalf, saving you .the time
and costs ass~iatedwitltdevelopingyQurownEDImarketingprogramor increasing the
size ofyour Eplteamu

Offering EDlqeducation· tOYQur trading"partner ba.se. is anQther .method .that .has
proved .useful in bringing on partpersthat .are reluctant, to implementEDl. In.some cases
tlteirreluctance may~based Qn ignorance or. fear'pf the newrechnology, and a few hours
ofEDI education.can overcome these obstacles.

Sometimes,however, theabove-mentionedmeth<>dswill .simply not work in
persuadingtraciing partners. to becomeEDI-capable. When this is the case, it may be
necessary to· increase the amount ofbusiness pressure .• you exert by getting Y9ur top level
managementtoopenly e;xpressYPurEDlcommitment, or by Illakingitclear t~tyouintend
to show preference to EDI-capable trading partners.

If you are in an industn'thatl1as already made a commitment .toEDI
itllplementation, you will be likely to find many trading partners withwI1Qm.· you can
implementEDI ina very shott period of time~WhenpqtentialEDI trading partners are in
abundance, you will wish .to.prioritize·them in. accordance with four key .factors.

The. first factor. to consider is the'. amountofbusinessyout:ransact. with
them.. Obviously it will be. to your advantage· to· bring on yout" biggest
trading partnersfrrst.
Thesec()Ildfa.~toris.thel~vel,{)fEI>Iexperience your potential. partner
possesses. StartingwithpartnerswhoareEDI-capable and have the most
EDI.. experienpe. will help ,.. you identify, .rninimize,and.. even .eliminate
possible errors·and proces$ing exceptions that may occur later OQ.
The third factor is the·wiIlingness·ofthepartnertoimplementEDI.····Partners
who are. committed.toEDIsuccess.and who are willing to devote their time
and effort to EDI implementationand testing will be easier to work with and
willresults in your most effective EDItTacling partners.
Finally, the fourth factor is the importance of the partnerto your overall

program.. In some cases, you may ha,ve apartnetthat isreluc,tanl to become involved with
EDI even though you consider tltem·a strategic partner to your long rangesuccess·inEDI.
In such a case you will needto follow the procedures outlined abovefor dealing with
unwilling potential EDI partner.

Step 12 involves increasingyourEDIactivit;y.As discussed inStep 11, using your
EDIinvestment to the greatest advantage throughoutthe company means expanding your
program to as manY trading partners asppssible.. There are, however, other ways to take
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advantage of the EDI work you have accomplished and the investment you have made thus
far.

One particularly cost-effective way is ,to increase the amount of EDI business you
transact with existingEDI trading partners. Once a partner is EDI~capable, you should plan
to transact ". more business, electronically' wifhthem' within the"same functional' business
area. DoingmoreEDIwith current partners in the same functional area is the most cost
effective way to develop yourEDI program as you fe-use both business and technical
expertise in both partners' organizations. III addition, by adding more electronic
transactions between yourself and atrading partner, you are further streamlining business
procedures between the companies, thereby decreasing further the costs of doing business
for both parties ofthe iriitial EDI implementation. • ',.. .

Another strategy for increasing EDIacbvity with current EDI trading partners is to
add new applications in other functional' business areas. ' For example, if.your purchasing
department is already sending EDI purchase orders, you should begin to receive invoices
into your accounts payable department

If the new functional area, in this case accounts payable, does not' yet have the
application required to support the EDltransaction, additional software'development work
will be needed to make this department EDI-capable. Therefore it is essential that you
return to phase 1, planning, for implementation ofEDI in this new functional area you will
also need to define the business needs and specifications for this department in order to
incorporate the new system functionality and business user productivity tools needed. If
the support group that handled the initial :EDIapplication is still available to handle this new
application, then its implementation will progress more rapidly than the flJ'St one did.

A third strategy for leveraging your EDI investment involves doing EDI within
other divisions of your company. Oftenoverlap exists between the trading partner bases of
the various divisions in a given company. Once EDIhas been implemented at one division,
substantially less effort is required for a second division to implement EDI and bring on
EDI trading partners.

When implementing EDI in other divisions within your organization, it is often not
practical to, share the EDI,software and communications links that you have already
installed. Therefore, an additional investment of people and'dollars may be required.
Moreover, it'S usually a good'idea to allow the original 'support organization to act as
consultants to the other division, since this'increases the speed and efficiency of the other's
EDI·implementation.

Conclusion; Achieyine Maximum EDI Benefits

As you move ahead with yourEDI program, your goal should be to take advantage
of both the' people' and the hardware, software, and communications structure you've
already put into place in implementing ED!.

Those companies realizing the,"greatest EDI benefits are those that share the
following characteristics:

They have implemented EDI with a large portion of their trading partner
base.
They are trading electronically for a large portion of the dollar value of their
business.
They have incorporated' EDI into several functional ',business "areas 'and
divisions of their company.
They are using ED! data constructively and creatively throughout their
organization.

By following the plan we've outlined in this article--developing an implementation
plan based on real business needs, implementingEDlln stich a way as to realize real
benefits, and,leve~ging your ~DIinvestmentthrougho~tyour organization--your company
is sure to become one of those who are gaining a major 'competitive,advantage through the
use of ED!.
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Systems Management For UNIX

Is UNIX Ready For Commercial
Applications?

Five Questions E,,~ryCI()and I~ l\1anager
Should Be Able To Answer



For two decades, UNIX was used primarily in scieptific and engineering applications,
or for university research. It offered little that was of interest to information systems
managers in commercial organizations or government. During the last three years,
however, anew commercial UNIX market has emerged. At over $8 billion in 1993
and growing at over 25 per cent per year, the commercial UNIX market will soon
surpass the scientific and engineering market.

Each CIO and IS manager must decide whether and when to begin to use UNIX
systems for commercial processing. This White Paper focuses directly on one of the
most important issues faced by those decision makers: how can UNIX systems be as
reliable and secure as the legacy systems they are to replace.

Question 1. What changed to make UNIX systems
acceptable for commercial processing?

The principal change that took place was that all three barriers that had slowed the
growth of commercial UNIX disappeared. The three barriers were (1) hardware
limitations, (2) lack of commercial software, and (3) limitations in system management.

1. Hardware: Initially, UNIX-based hardware was usually too small and
underpowered for major commercial applications. Today, however, UNIX-based
computers rival IBM mainframes in transaction processing speed and may
actually exceed mainframes in reliability.

2. Software: For decades, only a very small. number of industrial-strength
commercial applications were available for UNIX. Most successful independent
software vendors built their packages for IBM mainframes and other proprietary
platforms. But beginning in the early nineties, in a massive shift, the majority of
all the ISVs began moving their applications and building new applications for
UNIX-based open systems. Today, more and better applications are available
for UNIX computers than for most proprietary systems.

3. Systems management: The final barrier to commercial UNIX was weak
systems management software. Without solid, bullet-proof systems
management, most CIOs were reluctant to bet their businesses on UNIX. In
1992, the Meta Group explained the depth of these feelings, saying the lack of
systems management "has become a show stopper issue."
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Question 2. What types of problems arise when systems
management is •not in .place?

Without systems management,·UNIX computers .·.are vulnerable •. to a raft of problems
that arise whenever commercial processing is implemented in a new environment. The
same setof problems plaguedIBM mainframe users twenty years ago when commercial
processing was first implemented there. One experienced •. IS manager .said moving to
UNIX was "like going back to the Dark Ages" because he was experiencing all the
sa.me problems he· had faced decades earlier.

Any ofthese. problems canbecareer-threate.ning f()r.IS managers •. when they impact a
high-visibility project~

o Backup tapes can be. accidentally buteasilyde~troyed wh~nsy~tems do
not have tape prote~tion software that guarantees only the correct tapes
are used. Without tape protection data can be irretrievably lost. When
that happens to critical financial or customer files, the results are very
unpleasant.

o All processing can stop when file systems fill up. Without intelligent
software that senses and avoids imminent over-filling, systems can fail.
When this happens to· remote systems, staff must often by flown to the site
to correct the problem. In the process, processing can be stopped for
hours.

o Auditors can prepare very negative reports on information processing
projects when ultimate security is put in the hands of super users. Cliff
Stolle, the famous Berkeley scientist who discovered the German hackers
breaking into U.S. Defense Department computers, likens the UNIX
super user to an apartment manager who has a pass key that lets him into
every apartment where he can do anything he likes and never leave any
tracks. Without industrial-strength security -- far in excess of what is
commonly available in UNIX, your system has someone walking around
with a pass key to every piece of data.

o Data can be ruined when jobs are run in the wrong order. In commercial
processing, tasks have to be run in the right order. One Chi~ago-based

securities firm, for example, reported that its system administrator forgot
to start a set of jobs early enough. When UNIX's cron scheduler program
started another job that was supposed to use the results of the jobs the
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operator had delayed, data was ruined.

o In many UNIX environments, there is no user accountability and users
cannot be charged for their computing because there was no convenient
invoicing system that could match the user hierarchy;

o User problems are sometimes overlooked when there is no help-desk or
problem tracking· system;

o Very expensive operators are needed .when systems do not have automated
operations technology that lowers the administrative burden.

These are just a few· of the more challenging frustrations facing managers of UNIX
computers. For a more complete list of the management challenges, askyour
Computer Associates account manager for a copy of the booklet "Managing UNIX
Computers Effectively and Efficiently."



Question 3. Are there additional problems that occur when
systems are distributed?

The problems listed in the previous· answer are characteristic of commercial processing
environments whether they·· are distributed·or centralized. ·Today's distributed systems
create new management headaches,. as well. Ascompllting power is distributed,·extra
people have to be hired to manage remote systems, especially when because there is no
operations automation technology that could automatically respond to messages that
reached each system console. One experienced UNIX manager told a 1992 UNIX
Expo audience, "Our UNIX computers cost twice as much to manage as our
mainframes, "because the automation tools are not there.

Distributed systems create pressure for single-point console automation to reduce
administrative costs, for network-wide, common security access, for multi-platform job
scheduling, and for network-wide accounting and charge back. In other words; the
problems faced on mainframes are tougher to solve in distributed environments.

Distributed systems are usually heterog~neous .. Rarely are all parts boughtfrom a
single software vendor. Hence. the systems··management requirement in distributed
environments demand that management tools work on all the different platforms. ,And
that demand carries over from all the varieties of UNIX to Novell Netware, foTBM's
OS/2, and eve to Windows NT.
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Question 4. Why didn't .the UNIX vendors solve these
problems?

Most UNIX vendors concentrated on scientific computing or on.very small commercial
applications. In these environments, most machines have only a few users, security is
nota big issue,anda single administrator can juggle the taslcsand keep the system
operational.

It is only in the past three years that hundreds of large companies have begun
evaluating UNIX for their major business applications -- including customer.serviceand
sales applications and financial and manufacturing applications.... These applications
each have dozens or hundreds of users. If they fail or falter, the entire business stops.

But such concerns are new to UNIX vendors. Few of the people running the vendor
organizations had been involved in commercial processing. They didn't know that
systems management was necessary, so they didn't provide tools to protect. against the
problems.

And the vendors' traditional customers, UNIX system managers, reinforc~d the. fallacy.
Few UNIX system managers want to deal with the highly structured and controlled
environments necessary for safe commercial processing. It is easy to find UNIX
administrators saying that rigorous controls are II overkill. II Their misconceptions are
based entirely on the fact that they never ran a commercial facility, never received the 3
a.m. phone calls telling them the system had failed, never had to stand in front of a vice
president or president and be told that they had caused major damage to their
organizations.

System management controls are put in place not because commercial system managers
are "control freaks." They are put in place because there is no way to run a reliable
commercial processing facility without them.

Today the UNIX vendors have fully discovered the need for system management.
And, surprisingly, they have all reached the same conclusion on how to meet the need.



Question 5. What tools are available to make UNIX systems
safe for commercialprocessing?

The ten top UNIX. systemvendots, along with Microsoft for Windows NT," IBM for
OS/2, and Novell for Netware, have aILannounced support for CA-Unicentertohelp
make UNIX computers as well managed and bullet-proof as mainframe environments.
Each is taking a different approach to making it available to clients.HP, for example,
is bundling a trial copy of CA-Unicenter with all midrange and large UNIX servers
shipped between July 1993,and July 1994.

The vendors are not alone in their endorsementof CA-Unicenter. UNIXWorld
magazine awarded it the coveted Best Product of 1992 award and Corporate Computing
magazine chose it as one of the Most Important Technologies for1993.

CA-Unicenter solves the problems ofcommercial systems management fully and
effectively in large measure because its developer, CA, is the same company that
provides commercial systems manageme'ntsoftware for the mainframes in more than 90
per cent of the companies listed in the Fortune 500. Although CA developed CA
Unicenterby writing completely new code, every component reflects the lessons
learned in more than fifteen years of helping organizations manage commercial
processing environments.

Here are'a fewoLthehighlightsofwhat CA-Unicentercan do for your UNIX
environment:

1. Extends UNIX security so that your auditors will feel comfortable with
UNIX for commercial processing.

CA-Unicenter enhances login and access control and makes it all policy
based.•• ; It limits access ofany user,even the superuserwhen •that .is
necessany.· .. 'It bastime-of-day controls, and security monitoring and
phase-in facilities that are unique. '.. And-the policY"based design radically
reduces the effort needed to manage security for large numbers ofusers.

2. Ensure yourjobs run in the;rightorder to.avoid data corruption.

CA-Unicenter's job scheduling component has predecessor and successor
controls that allow jobs to run only when all the necessary pre-requisites
have been completed. It also allows trigger-based scheduling so that tasks
can be started whenever a key event occurs.
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Protects tapes from being accidentally overwritten.

The. tape management controls ensure that UNIX doesn't write ona tape
unless it is approved. It ensures that back-up tapes are kept the requisite
number of days or versions, and automatically checks·· tapes that are
mounted so that backups can run unattended.

4. Helps avoids system crashes caused by file systemsfilling>up.

The storage management system in CA-Unicenter automatically monitors
file systems and, when file system loads reach user-determined
thresholds, .automatically archives.· files.A. unique and powerful
component of this system moni'torsallUNIX file requests. If any
program requests a file that has been archived,CA-Unicenter
automatically suspends the requesting program, retrieves the file, and
continues theprogram. And all this is transparent to the user.

5. Automates message handling to reduce the load on system administrators.

Every message the comes to the console, from any system in the network,
is automatically scanned by CA-Unicenter. Users set up rules telling
Unicenter what to do when it sees any particular message. Based on the
message, its source, and the time of day or day of week, CA-Unicenter
will automatically take the action an administrator might have taken,· from
running another task to paging a programmer. This facility is of critical
importance in a distributed environment because it can radically reduce
the demand for·additional system administrators.

6. Provides accountability for use and charge-back to recover costs.

CA-Unicenter gathers all the UNIX accounting records and creates
financial reports and user bills that reflect the organizational structure. It
eases the burden of allocating overhead and making charge-back fair to all
users.

7. Automates problem detection and help-desk management to improve
service levels to your users and help ensure problems and promises don't
get forgotten.

CA-Unicenteroffers a completely automated problem-ticket management
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system that monitors all open problem tickets and automatically escalates
problem priority, or changes responsibility, when problems are not solved
within selected time frames. In addition, the system automatically
monitors the console log watching for pre-determined situations that
should lead to open problem tickets. Whenitfinds one, it automatically
opens a problem ticket and monitors it until it is solved.

8. Manages.reportdistribution to lower paper costs.andreduce user
frustration.

CA-Unicenter.can scan.all.printed reports,select the pages that should be
delivered to individual users, and then deliver only those pages, either
online or on paper.

9. Put the whole package in a graphical user interface that empowers users
to do their own work.

From security,to file. management, to automated. operations,and more,
CA-Unicenter offers push-button GUIcontrols thatlimit the $ystems
management knowledge required of users and eases the. burden on central
administration.

With the entire distributed processing industry backing Unicenter, and versions being
released for new·platforms every·two months, user can be confident that their.entire
network of systems can be managed as a cohesive whole.

CA-Unicenter is a unique tool. Since its first availability in late ·1992, hundreds of
organizations have come to depend on it to manage the.ir distributed systems.

For more·· information:

Computer Associates
703-709-4665
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Introduction

Object technology and objectoriented databaseJllallagementsystems (ODBMS)represent

the next generation oftechnology whose time may be nearer than you think. By offering

the promise ofgetting through the application backlog with code reusability, increase

productivity, higher quality, and graphical access to informatipQ,maDY ~mpanies have

already started pilot projects~

This p,.,per examines the integration ofobjecx databasetechnology with proven 4GL

technology~UsingHP's OpenODBand Information Builders FOCUS 4GLas the model

we will leamifthis integration represents a paradigttt shift or aparadignttransition.

Specific topics include:

• What are objects and object database management systems?

• Comparison between HP's OpenODB and traditional object databases

• Why is .OpenODB.consideredctbe·.next.generation· oftechn91QGY?

• How can a;4GLenhanceobj~datal)ase .JIlaIlagementsystemsappli~tions?

• AnapplioatipD example: QpenODBwitha4GL(FOCllS)

K~ords:Hewlett..PacQrd·Open Object Database _. HP QpenODB

Infonnation B1,Jilders, Inc., FOCU'S-IBI4GL

Information Builders, /Inc., Enterprise Data Access/SQL - mlClientlServer

EDA/SQL

Database Management System - DBMS

Object-Oriented Database Management System-·ODBMS

Object-Oriented SQL-OSQL

Relational·DatabaseManagementSystem-.RDBMS

Third Generation Language - 3GL

Fourth Generation Language - 4GL

Geographic Information System - GIS

Object Database ud4GLs a ParadigDI Slliftor a Paradigm TransitioB!
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Today's business environment presents increasing information management challenges

such as growing demand for applications, integrating new technologies with existing

technology" developing easier to use applications and accessing data regardless of

locations.

Growing demand for· applications:

,There is a continued demand for new applications as well as for extending capabilitiesto

existing ones. The application backlog problem has been around for many years, and

improving programmer productivity is one.way to address this problem. 4GLs have

addressed the ba.cklog problem·toa large extent by providing' programmer tools that

increases productivity 10 to 1 overtraditional3GLs, yet there is still a crying need to

reduce the application backlog. One reason for the every increasing backlog is.that since

4GLs provide the tools to deliver applications quicker, the long teon built-up demand for

new applications or requests for application enhancements are coming forth at an even
faster rate.

Integrating new tecbnologies witb existing tecbnology:

The ability to; integrate new technology while leveraging customer's current investment in

existing technologies and employee knowledge'is paramount; It is nOt cost effective nor

acceptable in today's competitive environment to introduce a new technology in which you

can not leverage existing knowledge. Training and acquisition ofknowledge is expensive

both in terms ofmoney and resource. New technology must be able to integrate into' the

existent knowledge-base otherwise in most cases'the introduction of,new technology will

not be acceptable.

Develop easier to use applications:

Customers continue to' state· the growing importance,ofend~user easy to use'applications

because it has such a tremendous impact on productivity. The combination ofuser friendly

end-user tools of4GLs combined with the reusability ofobjects provide the tools for the
development ofeasy to use applications.

Accessing data regardless or location:

The need is becoming increasingly critical as companies continue to integrate their

enterprise-wide information management systems to support all groups within an

organization. This trend makes the requirement ofaccessing data on all platforms and

Object Database aDd 4GLs a Paradigm Shift ora Paradigm T.....sidon?
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locations paramount to companies success today and in the future. Thus the capability .. of

objectsaccessibilityanda~ai1abilityacrossplatfonnsis ·critical.

Now that we ha~estated the requirements oftoday's business environment let's begin the

discussion of object database ll1anagementsystems.

What areobieets andobjeetdatab*semanagement.nstems?

Objeets are computer simulated business information. The idea is to directly represent

your business information in the computer, tnakingiteasier to track and manageyol.lf

most. valuable information. ·.An object.can by anything valuable you would find .around

you. For 'example a person, a.process, or an item such as ·atelephone..are examples ofan

object. An object is comprised ofboth data and the functions that are nonnally associated

in a business·object. l.1singan···example ofthe object, Person,' the object Person's data can
be' represented as Name, .Address and Business Phone Number.. Functions ofthe object

person can include: Hire.

An Objeet Database Management System (.ODBMS) ismadeup·ofobject$combined

with a database manager. An ODBMS provides capabilities to:· share the sam~ business

infonnation among many people, protect and manage the information, find information (no

Illatterwhere .itmay be), and manage the entire business process (from beginning to the

end ofthe process).

To detennine the feasibility ofincorporatingODBMS technology in your business, let's

look at the some ofthe benefits ofan ODBMS:

• Bring new services to market faster.

Access to all.information quickly and efficiently enable business decisions to be

quickly and efficiently.

• Enable different applications to work together

The sharing ofobjects across applications enable diverse applications to work

together.
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• Create more robust systems

Systems can be assembled from proven components (reusability) which result in

improved quality and reduced maintenance costs.

In addition to the benefits of ODBMS described above, ODBMS.off'ers a faster and more

efficient application development environment. Let's take a look at the application

environment evolution so we can see why an ODBMS. provid~ a more~tmt

methodology for rapid application development.

Flat riles: All work is handled by the application.. Applications were designed to

share data. All data was •saved in files. This gave rise for a need to structure

and share the data.

NDBMS: NetWork-model databases (including hierarchical) provide a common

structure where'data can·be accessed by multiple applications and multiple

~etwork users. However, each access method is unique making it difficult· to share

J!ata]lase between applications and transfer knowledge. This gave rise to the need for

Management an industry standard access method.

~stem

RDBMS:

Relational

!!atalase
Management

~stem

Relational databases took some ofthe uniqueness out ofthe access method

by providing an industry standard called SQL. SQL provides an ad-h~

request capability for data. The only thing lacking is a structure that

represents the relationship between data.

Object Database and 4GLs aPandigm,Sbiftor a PandigDI TrauitioD!
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ODBMS:

Qbject

DataBase
M~ement

~stem

Object-oriented databases combine the ad-hoc query capability found in

RDBMS and the structure from NOBMS. It also includes the object

modeling capabilities and the ability to reuse code.

A grapbierepresentation oftheapplieation environment evolutionean be viewed in
Example! below.

Application Environment Evolution

Unique Code

ODBMS

Data

~------_.

~_ ...... _-----

-------_...

Object-OrientedNetwork

UniqIIt Code
~-:...;.;.;----

10--------- 10--------

I Files
CD

XI.cas
is
C

File-Based

~L~~_
!~ll~__.Code__

~. -------
File 110

EXample 1

As you can see from,tI1e ~~~ di~~~t~ ap~eatie~devel0pfuent environment bas
evolved so that more work is"done in the Data Management System (DBMS): Objects,

such as user-defined functions a.nd types are stored "as reusable code managed by the
DBMS. The application programmer can then concentrate on program logic (application
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unique· code) making applications less complex and tberebyspeeding up application

development.

Comparison between HPt. OpenODB and tnditional obim databascs

There are several object database rmmagement systems (ODBMS) available in tbe market

today. However, there is only one ODBMS, HP's·OpenODB designed for commercial,

enterprise-wide use (see Example 2).HP's OpenODBbrings the customerforward to

object technology without giving up key database rmmagement system (DBMS) features

such as security, ad-hoc query language and database recovery. OpenODB is targeted at

complex, commercial applications whereas current ODBMSs available on tbe market

today have generally targeted engineering .CAD/CAM applications.

HP's. Open ODB Differentiators

Elltel'prise-witle FetItIIlY!S

On-line backup

On-line schema changes

Authorization at attribute level

Large number ofconcurrent users

Preservation ofexisting illwslllellt

Useof3GL ofyour choice

SQL-Iike query language to leverage knowledge

Access to legacy data

lllvesllllell' growth

HP is setting de facto standards

Research capability to maintain leadership

Mlmlre. software
Based on established relational technology

Example 2

Object Dataltue aad 4GLs ........·SIaift ............T........?
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OpenODBprotects your investment in technology by giving you the ability to incorporate

existing 3GL programs into your ODBMS as well as providing an SQL-like'query

language to access data. HP is an industry leader in setting defacto standards and is

currently working with the American National"StandardslDstitute (ANSI) and the Object

ManagementGroup (OMG}to make lIP's OSQL the industry standard. OpenODB is

based on lIP's relational tecbnology~ AllbaselSQL, which adds significant benefits

including on-line backup, and on-line schema changes, and based on TPC results is the

best performing relational database in the marketplace today.

One additionaladvantage of HP's OpenODB over'otherobject-orientedDBMSis

OpenODB's·facilityto· store·rw.sable··code .with·the,.·dataina shared environment. Other

object·oriented DBMS stores unique software'and reusable.code in the application

domain..••.Therefore,. using·.Open0DB technology.eru1blestheapplication unique software

to· remain separate and·'only the application. specific .cO<te 'for applications must be
developed.

Why is OoenODB cOllsideredtobettienextgeneratioDoftetbnololY?

openODB·is·considered the next generation oftechnology because·it.bUilds on existing

technology and also offers the object capabilitiesthat bringforward applicationdevelopers

to the next generation ofobject technology. Let's look at the way OpenODB has been

architected.

OpenODB" ··builds.on'thedeveloper'sknowledge,ojSQL.

OSQL (Object Structured Query Language) is OpenODB'sextension to SQL providing

the ability for the user to define, R1anage~andqueryobjeets. By.takingdtitTent·SQL

commands such as SELECT, OSQL adds the capability ofobjects.

Alliegacyllpplicationsund-i/Dta are accessible.
OSQL provides.accessand itttegration;'ofexisttng.applicatioDS}6DBMS canfront~end

existing code modules (such as C++; or .€OBOl..,) •and.all'legacy data is accessible through

InformationBuilders,lnc.~EDA (EhterpriseData'Access)/SQL. BDA/SQL is data access,

client/server technology.diat,providestheability to access ,over sa data structures across'

35 platforms (including HP-UX and HP MPE/iX) using standard protocols such as

TCPIIP and SNA.HPhasincorporatedEDAlSQL into·OpenODB'suchthatOt>ertODB

Object Database and 4GLs • Paradigm Shiftoraparadi" TriblitioD!
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can now gain' access to·relational,. hierarchical, network, and· keyed access·data enabling

investment ofexisting databases and technologies.

Common programming languages and tools can: be used

C, Pascal, FORTRAN, COBOL, C++ 3GL languages as weU'as 4GLs (FOCUS from

InfonnationBuilders, IQc~) ··offer.complete decision support tools tbatfront-end OpenODB

data.

Computer hardware strengths are maximized

OpenODB is architected to supportJarge work groups (500 users) thus enabling current

investment in hardware to be maximized. Other object databases such as Gemstone,

ObjectBase, Object Store,ObjectivitylDBand Ontosare targeted toward small work

groups (up to 8 users).HP'sOpenODB is designed to work with large work groups, runs

on the high performance 'HP-UXsystems,and thus provides a high performance object

oriented solution.

There are three object~oriented database approaches available today.

1) Relational DBMS with object oriented extensions has the DBMS basics ofmulti~

user, high availability, security, reliability but few ofthe object-oriented basics.

2) Object-oriented program langUage-based databases (e.g., C++, or Smalltalk)has

the object-oriented basics including unlimited user-defined types, inheritance,

referential integrity for code but not the complete'commercial DBMS basics.

3) OpenODB M$ both the power of relational DBMS coupled with object-oriented

constructs.

OpenODB meets the needs ofcomplex applications such as Geographic Information

Systems (GIS). and customer service. OpenODB supports GIS which models query

complex information relative to~ for example, locations on a map.

GIS as well as customer service applications are found in many industries, including

Telecommunications, Manufacturing, .AerospacelDefenseand·.Healthcare.

The Physician's Workstation is another example oran object-oriented·application..The

Object Databue ad 4GLsaParadigm Shift.ora Paradigm Transition?
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Physician's Workstation integrates a variety ofdata formats from around a·hospital so that

a doctor can view the whole picture about a· patient.· Incorporation ofa knowledge-base

can act as a filter working with the patient's information.

How caD ,··4GL·,nhIDc, object dltabp, "'Dag,m,nt·wt,ms applications?

Up to this point, we have been concentrating on the discussion ofobject databases. Before

we discuss how 4GL tools can benefit object database management system applications,

let's look at the tools available with Open ODB..

HP's OpenODB provides a grapbicalbrovvser,tbat enablesthe user tolook at the

metadata (data about the objects) as well as object-oriented SQL that provide for simple

query. 3GLprograms can be used to extract and report from the object datastruetures.

However, what tools are available for end-users to easily take OpenODB'sdataand tum it

into information? How can the end-user get information (reports, graphs) etc. from the

objects? A 4GL with easy to use, end-useftoolsthat allow fofquick de-velopmentof

reports and graphs is the answer~ As ofthis time, only one 4GL exists has beenarchitected

to workWith lIP's OpenODB andthal is FOCUS from Infonnation Builders, Inc.

FOCUS tools provides the front-end to HP's OpenODB product which enables end-users,

without any knowledge of FOCUS's·.4GL·lariguage, to quickly and easily de~elopsimple

to complex reports and graphs. For programmers, FOCUS provides additional tools to

address very sophisticated application development requireme11ts. Enterprise Data Access

(EDA)/SQL provides a backendextendeTto QpenODBsueh that it allows applications

access .(in addition to OpenODB data) over.50databases· (relatiollal,··nenvork, hierarchical,

and keyed access) across 35 platforms. HP'sindustrial strength OpenODB coupled with

FOCUS's comprehensive decision support tools as well asED:AlSQL's data access,

client/server capabilities provides for a most robust object oriented applications

environment.

Since there are over 1,000,000 users worldwide using FOCUS; OpenOnB with FOCUS

wiUprotect investment by leveraging FOCUSexpertisethroughoutyourbusinessentifies.

A well known industry consultant company, the Gartner Group, gives an excellent

endorsement to both HP's OpenODB and Information Builders products.

Object Database and 4GLs a Paradigm SlUftoraParadigm Tnmsitioll?
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The Gartner Group.on 0pe110DB:

Tony Percy, an analyst with the.Gartner Group said

"It's ahead ofits time because it's based on a proven, mature database engine. most

oftheproduets .called.object-oriented databases have been built from scratch and

really hasn't matured as far as recovery, integrity and multi-user support."

Workstation News

The Gartner Group on Infonnation Builders, Inc. (mIl:

Lynn Berg, .an analystwithtbe Gartner Group· said:

"Infonnation Builders has become lhe de faetostandard... to access legacy

databases."

Another analyst from the Gartner Group continues:

"Being an 'anything-to-anything'provider is a complex undertaking... but we

believe (IBrs) plan is sound."

An aoplication example: OoenODB with a 4GL (FOCUS>

Now that we have discussed the benefits ofusing object technology along with 4GLs we

will now look at a specific example using FOCUS and.OpenODB. Before we begin this

example, let's define some concepts and definitions.

OpenODB is based on four constructs:. objects, types, functions, and formats:

Object:

Type:

FURction:

Formats:

Provides concepts or things with identity

Provides' a mechanism to group similar objects together (like CLASS). A

subtypelsupertype is equivalent to SUBCLASS/SUPERCLASS.

Provides ways to associate attributes, relationships, and behavior with

objects (equivalent to ATTRIBUTE and METHOD).

Datatype

Object Database ..4GLa ........ SWft.f;W.P....... T...........?
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Aggregate object is a collection ofobjects such as:

Bag:

List:

Set:

Tuple:

Variable number ofobj~softhe same. type with. duplicates.aIlowed

Sort~bag

.Bag'Yith no duplicates allowed

Fixed number ofobjects, may be ofdifferent types

Ifwe take a look at a type declaration for asampleapplication'it would like thefonowing:

Type Declaration

typeVEIDCLE

functions:

model (vehicle) --> char (10)

color (vehicle) -->charJ8,)

COMPANY

functions:

l18»le(cornpany) ..rt~cltar (30)

locations'(compaI1Y)~>char(20)

typePBRSON

functions:

name (person) --> char (20)

age (person) --> int

typeEMPLOYEE,su~ypeofPERSON

funCtions:

salary(elllployee)-->double

A pictorial representing the functions with sample data can be found in EDmple3~

FOCUS requiresa'lllappingof the objectdatato tne'FOCt.JS .engine. Thetwo{2) files

required to map tneobjectdata to tneiFOCUSengineare the Master File Descnption

(MFD}arrdtheAccessFile.;

Object Database and 4GLs a Pa,..digm S"~or a Paradip Transition!
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Vehicle

Functions

Home

Student

manuf (vehicle) -> company
staff (company) ->bagtype (employee)
owns (person. date) -> home
marriage (person -> bagtype (tuplelype <char(20). date »
children (person) -> bagtype (person)

Example 3

With FOCUS, the dictionary that maps the object data to FOCUS·is called a Master File

Description. The Access File is a complement to the Master File Description that
detennines what access path as weD as other required information is stored. Both the

Master File Description as well as the Access File are automatically leDerateei for the

user thus the user ofFOCUS is not required to know the syntactical requirements ofthe

FOCUS language.

Once the Master File Description and Access file are created the developer is done. From

this point on, the end-user can create reports or graphs through fOCUS' end-user, point

and click window driven, facilities. The end-user will automatically be directed through a
series ofwindows where the user, for example, chooses fields, aggregation functions (such

as sum., minimum, maximulT~ etc.) as well as choices ofreport formats including matrix

reports. The FOCUS report language is automatically generated and users will have
Object Databue ad 4GLsa Pandi.... Slaift ora Paradi" TraJIIitioB?
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meaningful, easy to produce, reports from OpenODB data. FOCUS also enables.the.

dynamic joining ofheterogeneous data such as object, relational and network databases.

SinceQpepOD~basbeenintegrated··witbEDAISQL,providing~to.Qv~50

datab~s~across .35· platfoQJ1S, u~wou1dhavetheabilitytoaccess"joined ~eture

that·consistsot:for~le,llpeJtODB{fromHP-VX),ImgelSQL(fromHPMPEftX)

and VSAM(ftom MVS)..Therefore, feports can£Ontbinedatafro~JIl8P.Y ditferent

sources without. the·user knowing wheretht;data is S'tored.nor~eaccessrequirem~s,of
thevariousditrerent··databasestruttures.

Object Database and 4GLs a Paradigm Slaift or aPandigmTraDsitioB?
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Summary"

Flexible,object database management' systems coupled with 4GL technology enables you

to leverage your'investment in technology. HP's OpetiODB is an industrial strength

ODBMS that provides the'ability to'create reusable code providing for more expedient

application 'development 'satisfying the'ever growing demandfor new and,enhanced

applications.,FOCUS' easy to use decision support tools, otfersOpenODB users the ability

to tum data into meaningful infonnation quickly and efficiently>'OpetiODB's EDAlSQL

extender provides access to 35 heterogeneous data providing customers the ability to

leverage investment in legacy data.

In conclusion, we believe the integrated ODBMS/4GL solution represents a paradigm

transition that brings users forward into a new generation oftechnology. Users can

maintain investment in existing applications by providing SQL like access as well as access

to all data in the enterprise (through EDA/SQL). Users can continue to utilize proven 4GL

tools such as FOCUS, and 3GLs such as C, Pascal, FORTRAN, COBOL and C++.

Object technology is a passage into an new era oftechnology, a technology we perceive

that is worthwhile investigating today and for the future.

For more infonnation about lIP's OpenODB contact, Hewlett-Packard Company,
(408) 447-0000 (Doug Dedo or Cindi Nickol).

For more infonnation aboutffiI's FOCUS or EDAlSQL products contact, Information
Builders~ Inc. (212) 736-4433 ext. 4320

Object Database and 4GLs a Paradigm Shift or a Paradigm Traasitioa?
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Object Database and....4GLs:
A Paradigm Shift ora Paradigm Transition?

Michael Consoli
Information Builders

Copyright@ 1993

Object Database and 4GLs

Agenda

• What Is an ObjectDatabase?

• ... HP'sOpenODB Versus Traditional ODBs

•. Why.ls ODBtheNextGeneration of Technology?

III Howto Use Object.TechnOtogy With.·Existing
Applications

• How Cana.4GL'RelpYou Meet ODS Needs?

• An Exampfe: FOCUS With OpenODB

COpyright©1993
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Object Database and 4GLs
Today's Business Environment

Information management challenges:

• Growing demand for applications

• Integrating new technologies with old

• Developing easier-to-use applications

• Accessing data regardless of location

The need to do more with less

Copyright © 1993

Object Database and 4GLs
What Are Objects?

InforrnationBullders.lnc.

Copyrlght<¢) 1993
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Object Database and 4GLs
What Makes up an Object?

Person
/

Data i··.Name .
Address
Business Pho1re

Object Database .and ·4Gls
Easy Extension of Functionality

4031-1,7
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Object Database and 4GLs
What Does an ODBMS Do?

Shares the same business
information among many people

Copyright © 1993

Object Doatabase and 4GLs
Benefits of an ODBMS

Finds the information

•
Information Builders, Inc.

• Brings(new services to market faster

• Accesses all data with a business model view

• Enables different applications to work together

• Creates more robust systems

• Assembled from proven compon~nts

(re.usability)

• Resulting in improved quality and reduced
maintenance costs

Copyright © 1993 Information Builders, Inc.



Object Database and 4Gls

Application Environment Evolution

Copyright (f;) 1993

Network Relational Object-Oriented

Uniq~eCode

aeaMS

Data

Information Builders. Inc.

OpenOD.BVersus Traditional ()DBs

OpenODS· Differentiators

• Enterprise~wide features

• Online backup
• Online schema changes

-Authorization at attribute level

• large.nurober of concurrent·users

•. flreservatlon. ot~xisting investment

• ... Use.the3GL·of your choice

-SQL-likequery language to
levf3rage knowledge

• Access to legacy data

Copyright© 1993

403t-19
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OpenOOB Versus Traditi()nal OOBs

OpenODB Differentiators

• Investment growth

• HP is setting de facto standards

• Research capability to maintain
leadership

• Mature software

• Based on established relational
technology (not reinventing the wheel)

Copyrlght~) 1993

OpenOOB Versus Tr~ditional OOBs

Business Impact

InforrnationBuilders.lnc.

HP OpenODB Approach

• Large number of users
(1-500+)

• Data and application
coexistence

• Online schema changes
and online backup
provide high availability

• Use of existing program
ming languages and tools

Copyright © 1993

Other ODBMS·.Approaches
(Using C++,Smalitalk, etc.)

• Small workgroups (1-10)

• Move all data into the new
ODBMS

• Recompile applications and
stop ODBMS for schema
changes, no online backup

• Move to new programming
language and wait for tools

Information Builders, Inc.
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OpenOOB Versus Traditional OOBs
Object-Oriented Applications

Reusable
Object-Oriented

Software
HP

OpenODB
Approach

Copyright© 1993

Other
ODBMS
Approaches

Information BiJilders, Inc.

OOB: The Next Generation

Why Is OpenODB the Next Generation of Technology?

Evolutionary versus.revolutionary
r

• Builds on the· developer's knowledge
ofSQl

• OSQl - defines, manages, and
queries objects

• Takes current SQl commands
(ex. SELECT) and adds capability
of objects

Copyright<tJ 1993 InformatlonBuilders,lnc.



ODB: The Next Generation

Why Is OpenODB the Next Generation ofTechnology?

All legacy applications and data are accessible

• OSQL provides access and integration of
existing applications

• ODBMS can front end existing code
modules

• All data is accessible through EDAlSQL

Copyright © 1993

ODB: The Next Generation

Why Is OpenODB the Next Generation of Technology?

Common programming languages and
tools can be used:

• C, Pascal, FORTRAN, COBOL, C++

• 4GLs (FOCUS) for application
development

Copyright © 1993

4031-22
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ODS: The Next Generation

Why Is OpenODB the Next Generation of Technology?

Computer·hardware strengths are
maximized:

• OpenODB architected to support
many.users

• Current investment in hardware
can be maximized

COpyright© 1993

ODB: The Next Generation
OpenODB From Hewlett-Packard

Clients

Server

Copyright(l;l 1993
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Database Spectrum

Number of Users•
Relational

dBASE
R:BASE

Object-Oriented

Gemstone
ObjectBase
ObjectStore
Objectivity/DB
Ontos

Copyright©t993

How Can a 4GL Meet ODS Needs?
Information Builders and Hewlett-Packard

1500+J
•

ALLBASE/SQL
Informix
Ingres
Oracle
Sybase

HPOpenODB

Information BUilders,lnc.

Reports

Copyright (~) 1993

Graphics Statistics

Integrated Decision Support

Financial Benefits of integration
Reports • Integration of custom DBMSs

• Integration of commercial
DBMSs

• Faster application development
• More complete decision support

• Less complexity
• Enforcement of information

policies

Information Builders, Inc.
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How Can a 4GL Meet ODBNeeds?
Leverage FOCUS Expertise

• All decision support tools available:

• TABLE
.·Analyze

• GRAPH

• Dialogue Manager

• Subroutine support

.. Talk technology

• Extensions in the future to handle
multimedia data

Copyright © 1993

Aberdeen GrouponOpenOp~

Peter Kastner,an ar'lalyst with. Aberdeen .Group,agrees
with HP's claims that its object-oriented database technology
is two-to-three years ahead of the rest of the industry.

"HP made two very astute. decisions," said Kastner. "One
was to build itsobjeet-orienteddatabase on top of and in
conjunction with a relational database, which is going to ease
the impact on thousands of users who are just gearing up for
relational technology.... And they have designed it in such
a way that.itcouldwork on virtually any relational platform,
which is the open part of it."

----.The HPChronicle

Copyright © 1993
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Gartner Group onOpenODB

Tony Percy, an analyst with the Gartner Group, said, "It's
ahead of its time because it's based on a proven, mature
database engine. Most of the products called "object-oriented
databases" have been built more from scratch and really
haven't matured as far as recovery, integrity, and
multiuser support."

- Workstation

Copyright © 1993

Using New Technology With Existing Applications
Geographic Information' System

Information Builders, Inc.

Model and· query complex information
relative to locations on a map

Copyrlg~t!I:i 1993
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Using New Technology With Existing Applications
Integrating Medical Information

Integrated Set of Applications for a Doctor

An Example
Concepts and Definitions

OpenODB is basedon four c.onstrljcts:
objects, types, functions, and formats

• Object: Provides concepts or things· with identity

• Type: Provides a mechani~m to group similar
objects together (like CLASS).
A sUbtype/supertype is equivalentto
SUBCLASS/SUPERCLASS.

• Function: Provides ways to associate attributes,
relationships, .and behavior with objec.ts
(equivalent to. ATTRIBUTE and METHOD)

• Format: Datatype

Copyright©1993
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An Example

Concepts and Definitions: Objects

OpenODB supports atomic and aggregate objects:

• Atomic object is indivisible

• Aggregate object is a collection of objects, such as:

• Bag:

• List:

• Set:

• Tuple:

Copyrlghttl;l1993

An Example

Variable number·of objects.of the
same type with duplicates. allowed

Sorted bag

Bag with no duplicates allowed

Fixed number of objects, may be of
different types

InformationBuilders,lnc:.

Concepts and Definitions

• Types
• OpenODB supports type inheritance: all objects belonging

to a subtype belong to all its supertypes; a function defined
on a supertype is also defined for all subtypes, but may be
overriden. Multiple inheritance is also supported.

• Functions:
• Functions are defined over types and constrain the

behavior of objects. Functions in OpenODB are used to:
1. Define an attribute
2. Specify the relationships among objects
3. Specify behavior of objects

• Functions serve two purposes:
1. To get the value of an attribute
2. To establish a relationship between objects

• Formats
Decimal
Double
Real

Copyright<c' 1993

Integer
Smalllnt
Char (varlen)

Binary (varlen)
Boolean
Date

4031-28

Time
DateTime
Interval
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An Example

Type Declaration
type VEHICLE

functions:
model (vehicle) -> char(10)
color (vehicle)-> char(8)

type COMPANY
functions:

name (company)-> char(30)
locations.(company)·-> ct)ar(20)

type PERSON
functions:

name (person)-> char(20)
age (person) -> Int

type EMPLOYEE, sUbtype of PERSON
functions:

salary (employee) -> double

type STUDENT, subtype of PERSON
functions:

university (student) -> char(30)
gpa (student) ->double

type HOME
functions:

address (home)-> char(30)
price. (home)-> double

Copyright(('J1993

An Example

Functions

Copyright© 1993

Information BUikiE*"S, Inc.

Home
Company

Student

manuf (vehicle) -> company
staff (company) -> bagtype (employee)
owns (person, date) -> home
marriage (person) -> bagtype (tupl~type <~har(20), date »
children (person) -> bagtype (person)

InformatiOOBuilders. Inc.
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An Example
Vehicle

Functions

Copyright © 1993

Home

Student

manuf (vehicle) -> company
staff (company) -> bagtype (employee)
owns (person, date) -> home
marriage (person -> bagtype (tupletype < char(20), date »
children (person) -> bagtype (person)

Information Builders, Inc.

Corresponding Master File

FILE=VEHICLE, SUFFIX=ODS, $

SEGMENT=VEHICLE
FIELD=MODEL" AlO, AlO, $
FIELD=COLOR" AS, AS, $

SEGMENT=COMPANY, PARENT=VEHICLE
FIELD=NAME, , A30, A30, $
FIELD=LOCATIONS, A20, A20, $

SEGMENT-PERSON, PARENT=COMPANY

~i~tg:~~~: 'I~~O{4~2$O, $

~I~tg:~W~is fJ'y6
,.02Afo6

, •~~l, $
FIELD=GPA" D6.2, 6.2, $
FIELD=PERSEGTYPE, , AlO" $

SEG:r:l;~:fJE ~~:iO;~~~N$
FIELD=MARRIAGE:D, , YMD, YMD, $

SEGMENT=CHILDREN, PARENT=PERSON
FIELD=NAME" A20, A20, $

~i~tg:~~~Rl,4,' rJ64:2? D6 .2 $
FIELD=UN IVERS ITY , , A30, A!O, $
FIELD=GPA" 06.2, 06.2,$
FIELD=PERSEGTYPE, , AlO" $

SEGMENT=HDATE, PARENT=PERSON
FIELD=HD, , YMD, YMD, $

SEGMENT=HOME, PARENT=HDATE

~I~tg:~~~~E: ~~g: i:3g~ .$2, $

Copyright©1993
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Corresponding-Master File

F1LE=VEH1CLE, SUFF1X=ODB, $

SEGMENT=VEH1CLE
F1ELD=MODEL" AlO, AlO, $
F1ELD=COLOR, ,AS, AS, $

SEGMENT=COMPANY, -PARENT=VEH1CLE
F1ELD=NAME" A30, A30, $
FIELD=LOCAT10NS, A20, A20, $

SEGMENT=PERSON, PARENT=COMPANY
F1ELD=NAME, , A2 0, A2 0, $

~i~tg=~IDJy1,4,'r?64.'2? 06.2,$
F1ELD=UN1VERS1TY, , A30,A30, $
F1ELD=GPA, , D6.2, 06 ~2 ,$
F1ELD=PERSEGTYPE, , AI0, , _$

Copyright<G,1993

Corresponding Master File

SEGMENT=MARR1AGE, PARENT=PERSON
F1ELD=MARR1AGEC, , A2 0, A2°i·- $
FIELD=MARR1AGE=r>, , YMD, YMD, $

SEGMENT=CH1LDREN,PARENT=PERSON
FIELD=NAME, ,A20,-A20, $
F1ELD=AGE, ,14, 14, $
FTELD=SALARY, , D6.2, 06.2,$

~i~tg~g~l~Rrfl.Tl,'6t"?20,'$A30,$
FIELD=PERSEGTYPE, , AlO" $

SEGMENT=HDATE ,- _PARENT=PERSON
F1ELD=HD, , -- YMD, YMD,-$

SEGMENT=HOME, PARENT=HDATE

~i~tg~~¥~E: ,Agg~t3g~ .$2,$

Copyri9ht~'1993
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AGE

30
29
36
25
43

AGE

25

Structure of OpenODB

VEHICLE
61

Example: Table Requests

Retrieve name and age of all students
TABLE FILE ODBSSAM
PRINT NAME AGE
END

Result:

NAME

Ann Clark
Ann smith
John Doe
Judy Brown
Mike James

Retrieve name and age of all students
TABLE FILE ODBSSAM
PRINT NAME AGE
WHERE PERSEGTYPE EQ STUDENT;
END

Result:

NAME

Judy Brown

Copyrlght©1993
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Example: Table Requests

Retrieve amount of,money earned by all working people
TABLE FILE PEOPLE
SUM SALARY
END

Result:

SALARY

180,000

Retrieve all schools
TABLE FILE ODBSSAM
PRINT· UNIVERS ITY
END

Result:

UNIVERSITY

NYU

COpyright@1993 InformatIOn Builders, Inc.

Retrieve names and ages of all chiidrenofaUemployeesofGM,
TABLE FILE ODBSSAM
PRINT CHILDREN • NAME CHILDREN •AGE
BY NAME
WHERE COMPANY IS. 'GM'.·.··AND

PERSEGTYPE IS ' EMPLOYEE' ;

Retrieve all schools and companies
TABLE FILE ODBSSAM
PRINT UNIVERSITY COMPANY BY NAME
END
Result:

NAME SCHOOL
Ann Clark
Ann smith
John Doe
Judy Brown NYU
Mike James

CHILDREN~AGE

25

BMW
GM

GM

CHILDREN.NAME

Judy Brown

END
Result:

NAME

Ann Clark

Example: Table Requests

Copyright «:;'1993 Information BUilders,Jnc.
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Example: Table Requests

Retrieve address and prices of homes
for all people employed by BMW

TABLE FILE ODBSSAM
PRINT ADDR PRICE
BY NAME
WHERE COMPANY IS ' BMW' AND

PERSEGTYPE IS "EMPLOYEE"
END

Result:

NAME

Ann Smith

Copyright © 1993

ODB: the Next Generation

Address

Hamburg

Price

100,000

Information Builders, Inc.

OpenODB - a Paradigm Transition

• Maintain investment in existing applications

• Superset of SQl (OOSQl)

• Access to data in the enterprise through
EDAlSQl

• Utilize proven 4Gl tools and languages

• FOCUS4Gl
• C, Pascal, FORTRAN, COBOL, C++

• Support commercial (large number of users)
applications

Copyright <¢J 1993
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Implementing aP 9000-890 Platforms:

A Case Study

1. Abstract:

Portland Community College recently acquired two HP 9000-890 "Emerald" platforms. The
goal of this paper is to outline the critical issues that determined the success of the
implementation. There will be a discussion ofimportant factors that should considered by those
who install such systems.

PCC operated in a centralized environment with a Honeywell-Bull mainframe for many years.
All application software was developed internally. The college released an RFI and RFP for
new hardware and software in 1992; Hewlett-Packard, NCR, Sequent, IBM, DEC, Honeywell
Bull, and others submitted proposals. Each vendor suggested different strategic directions for
the college. For example, there were a variety of approaches to data communications and
networking. As another example, the proposed machines involved different hardware
architectures.

This paper focuses on three important topics:

a. Portland Community College's strategic vision.

b. A description of how well Hewlett-Packard shared PCC's vision.

c. The process of implementing the vision.

PCCand Hewlett-Packard haveconfron~~many issues -- right-sizing, application porting, staff
training, machine performance, ancillary system software~ data communications, hardware
sizingand configuration, technical support,machine architecture and engineering, open systems
technology, and partnerships. The implementation has involved many successes. This paper
describes those situations so that others can prepare effective implementation plans.

Implementing HP 9000-890 Platforms 4032-2



2. Deacription ofPortland Community College:

PCC is a two year institution with five major campuses and a number ofsatellite locations. It
offers programs in a metropolitan area covering 1,500 square. miles.. '. TIle college employs
approximately 3,500 people and serves 90,000 students. PCC has an annual budget of over
SlOO,OOO,OOO·from·avariety of sources...•• ;

Until recently, the information services department operated in a centralized fashion with a

Honeywell-Bull mainframe. All applications were developed in-house. Almost all support,
training, product development, operations, etc., were concentrated at a central site.

3. PCC's Strategic Vision:

In 1990 the college sensed that it could no10ngerl)Ceffective with its existing computing efforts.
A consultant was hired to document the difficulties and,suggestchanges. After a year ofcareful

study the consultant concluded that significant '" improvements were needed in hardware,

software, customer service, and operations. Lengthy reports werepresented to the presidentand

Board of Directors about overhauling the college's computing activities.

One ofthe consultant's recommendations involved the hiring ofan associate vice president who
would direct administrative computing, instructional computing, networking, and telephone
services. The position was filled in September 1991; PCC began an aggressive program to
improve all aspects of its computing.

a. RFIIRFP Process:

Within a few weeks the college began a.Request for Infonnation (RFI) and
Request for Proposal(RFP) process in order to identify new hardware and
software for administrative computing. PCC'wrote lengthy documents that
asked vendors to propose products and services that would meet the college's
needs. There were several' opportunities for yendors to demonstrate their
systems. In addition, PCC visited severaJ customersites to evaluate hardware
and software.

Implementing HP 9000-890 Platforms 4032-3



There were two RFIIRFP processes that ran parallel witheach other-- one for
hardware and one for software. The goal was to leverage many potential
combinations of products and services; it was important to keep costs to a
minimum.

Several strategic directions emerged duringtheRFIIRFP process.. PCCasked
vendors to explain how their products and services addressed nine important
areas:

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*

Distributed·computing and·client-server architecture.
User ownership and responsibility for certain parts of the systems.
Open systems, interoperability,portability, and flexibility.
Networking, data communications, •.. and the development of an
infonnation utility.
Enhanced customer service.
Partnerships versus simple sales relationships.
Graphical user interfaces.
Multi-processor environments and application-specific servers.
Relational data base management systems.

RFPproposals were evaluated with the following criteria:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Functionality.
Cost.
Product integration.
Vendor's qualifications.
System perfonnance.
Installation methodology.
Consistency with the college's strategic directions.
Technical support.
Product system life.
Responsiveness to the RFP.
Partnerships~
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b. Technical Currency:

ManyRFPs that are issued by public agencies require proposed hardware to

be operational at several customer.sites. PCC had no such·requirement; the
college encouraged companies to suggest future technologies. The goal was to

invest in systems that would have relatively long life.. PCC felt that installing
"status quo" hardware would be short-sighted. In addition to the desire for

future technology,thecollegewas aggressive in its pursuit ofhow those systems
could be upgraded.

c. Open Systems:

There was substantial emphasis placed on the college'sdesire for open systems.
pec declared that it would not acquire products that involved proprietary
technology. TheRFP gave a precisedefinitiOll. andphilosophica1 description
about open systems.

d. Partnerships:

It was the college's sensethat the tenn"partnership" was being used by many

people butthat it had _very littlemeaning.: Vendors used the term as part of

their marketing presentations; colleges sometimes spoke of partnerships as a
euphemism for donations. The college consistently challenged companies to

cut through the rhetoric; it was important to be specific about how PCC and
its chosen vendors would ensure wideooscale success.

e. InfonnationUtility:

Administrative computing hardware and software should fitwitbin an overall
plan for infonnation resources. Specifica1IYithe college was convinced that it

needed to anticipate the requirements<offuture· applications and develop a
supporting infrastructure. Vendors were asked how their proposed products

would be consistent with an enterprise-wide information utility _00 the

convergence of voice, data, and video systems at the desktop.
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PCC was committed to the development ofa high perfonnance infrastructure.
Thecollege predicted that ATM would replaceFDDI,multimediaapplications
would expand significantly, distributed computing: and client-server
architectures would grow,·decentralization would increase, and users would
have.extraordinary connectivity requirements. Each desktop would need a
standard infoimation utility,outlet to provide access to all desired infonnation
resources.

f. The Sandbox:

One of the college's most important efforts involved thedevelopment of "The
Sandbox." TheSandbox isa tool for creative problem-solvingand negotiation.
Ordinary RFP processestend to have unrealistic goals andihvolve adversarial
relationships. In spite ofwell-defined specifications, RFPs fail to address a
number of important issues. In addition, there is a reliance upon liquidated
damages and perfonnance bonds instead·· of constructive resolution of
problems.

Many vendors were unable to grasp the meaning of the· Sandbox principle.
They felt more comfortable soliciting infonnation about the college's
specifications,. evaluation criteria,· and decision process for awarding bids.
Theirinterest was in issuingquotes, responding to a list ofsystem requirements,
and making a sale. PCC had little interest in such narrow approaches to doing
business.

The Sandbox principle can be described in two ways. First, the customer
invites vendors to propose solutions without the vendors knowing some of the
basic problems. Companies are asked to propose a variety of products and
services that would be "ideal" for a progressive institution. Such a backwards
arrangement puts a heavy burden on vendors; they become responsible for
defining systems.. PCC was able to react to the initiatives of the vendors and
notvice-versa. Such a situation puts the customer in a position ofstrength; it
is sometimes advantageous to be approached rather than approaching others.
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Second, the Sandbox allowed· PCC to establish finn boundaries -- items
on which there could be no compromise (e.g., maximum budget, technology
direction, perfonnanceexpectations). Vendors were then able to suggest how
the remaining variables could ··be· adjusted· in order ·to ··achieve success.
The goal of the Sandbox is to create flexibility· and maneuverability..• It is

unlikely that an effective implementation will occur ifthere is too much reliance
on specifications and requirements..·Instead, there should be finn boundaries,
trust,cooperation,"and a willingness to solve problems creatively within the
boundaries.

g. . Mission Criticality:

PCC's applications are highly critical. The failure ofany system would be an
extraordinary problem. It would· be a ·serious situation, for example, to have
a failure during studentregistratiol1. Thousands ofstudents would be denied
serviet;lheoollege'srevenuewould be harmed.

Hewlett-Packard hasa reputation for engineeringhighly reliableproducts. The
mean-time-between failure (MTBF) is significant. In addition, customershave
a variety of optionsfor disc mirroring, fault tolerance, and•switchover. PCC
feels absolutely confident about the protection· of its mission·' critical
applications.
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4. Hewlett-Packard and PCC's Strategic Vision:

The relationship between, Hewlett-Packard and PCC got ofT to a slow start. There were a

number of organizational changes in Hewlett-Packard; no sales representative was assigned to
the college todiscuss pce's needs.

Finally, though; Hewlett..Packard·.put togetheran excellentteam that handled theRFI and RFP
processes very well.· They listened carefullyand .wereable to adapt 'to theSandboxmethodology.
The systems engineers did an outstandingjob ofproposing systems, refining requirements, and
ensuring a suitable hardware environment. There were numerous "beat it up" sessions during
which we reviewed various equipment configurations. It was gratifyjngthat such meetings were
not sales-oriented; Hewlett-Packard's focus was on trying toensur~a superior operating
environment.

The RFP,process included a visit to Cupertin9, California ,to discuss HP, 9000-890 technology.

It was helpful to learn about hardware architecture, machine performance, upgrade paths, and
open systems strategies. There was substantial discussion about running sophisticated Oracle
applications on Emerald systems.

At times Hewlett-Packard drifted into marketing rhetoric; they were conditioned to present
reportsabout the fine qualities of their company. Those trioments were brief, though, and there
was a prompt return to concrete issues.

It was tiresome to hear all of the vendors, including Hewlett-Packard, make substantial claims
about their technical superiority. Every company argued that they had the highest TPC rating,
closest working relationship with Oracle, and best endorsement from the Gartner Group. The
college was not impressed with such discussions.

New customers should consider attending the Cambridge Conference on Open Systems that is

held several times per year in Massachusetts. Dr. John Donovan makes an extraordinary
presentation for executives about strategic directions. Many participants consider it one of the
best seminars they haveeverexperienced. Most Hewlett-Packard sales representatives are aware
of the conference and can make arrangements for customers to attend.
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Hewlett-Packard did an outstanding job with respect to the college's strategic vision. They
addressed all of the RFP specifications, demonstrated leadership in open systems, showed that
the HP9000-890swould supportPCC's application. software, and provided technicalsupport
to ensure success. In addition, Hewlett.:Packardeliminatedmany oftheeollege's fears. It wasn't
necessary for PCC to worry about RISC technology (in contrast with DEC Alpha), adequate
capacity (in contrast with IBM RS 6000), etc. Hewlett-Packard managedto reduce risk, increase
performance, and maintain affordability. Doing business with Hewlett-Packard was an easy
decision. Perhaps the most itllportant criterion, though, was the trust that was developed.. It
always seemed that Hewlett-Packard cared about the college and was committed to its success.
They understood how PCC wanted to do busiriessand found away to enhance the college's
efforts.

PCCeventually ordered a one-way HP9000-890, two-way HP9000-890,.45 gigabytes ofdisc,
DAT tape drives, line printers, datacommunicationsequipment,consultingservices, and system
software. Later, the college bought several additional small business servers for small
applicationsZPCChasspent approximately $1,700,000 on hardware, systemsoftware, premium
technicalsuppbrl, and training.

The two':'way processor is used for the college's SCfBanner administrative computing software
-- accounting, payroll, student registration, financial aid, etc. scr Banner is based upon an
Oracle relational· data base management system. The· two-way.·· processor supports 500
concurrent users without anydifficulty.. The one-way processoris usedJorOracle Mail, Dynix
libraty functions, room scheduling,anddevelopment projects. CA-UNICENTER is used for
system managementacross all platforms.
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S;. Implementation:

There are severalimplementation issues that should consideredby anyone whoinstalls HP9000
890 platforms. Hewlett-Packarddid an outstanding job of addressingthosetopics.

a. Premium Support and•Wraparound Services:

In spite ofP<;C's careful planning and capable staff, there were many issues
that the college. was u.nable to. handle. There .• were· significant technical
challenges that emerged during the implementation.. Customers· need to ~k
premium support and wraparound services from Hewlett-Packard in order
to be successful. Such arrangements should be made during contract
negotiations and bundled with the cost .ofthe systems. It is advisable to
purchase services for a flat fee rather than a time and materials basis.

Hewlett-Packard did an excellent job of insulating the col!ege from many
problems. And, those who provided technical support helpedPCC's stafTleam
how to resolve difficulties. There was an effort to make the information
services department self-sufficient rather than dePendent upon vendors.

Thecost ofpremium support and wraparound services was quitejustified... The
collegea,voided substantial frustration and wastedeffort. .. We were ~ble to
maintain our conversion schedule and. transition out of the Honeywell-Bull
environment. In ·addition, Hewlett-Packard's support helped us remain
effective with our customers; we knew how to implement systems and provide
good service. The information services department was able to make steady
progress, keep a positive Perspective, and generate enthusiasm for the
implementation. Our project would not have been successful without Hewlett
Packard's assistance.

b. Loaner Equipment:

The collegemade its decision to purchase HP 9000-890 platforms in June 1992.
The machines, though, were not scheduled for shipment until December 1992.
Hewlett-Packard solved the problem by providing loaner equipment, an HP
9000-867. The arrangement was quite successful; Performance was good, the
application software worked well, and training could begin immediately.
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c. Training:

The movement away from a mainframe environment to Unix systems is a
significant endea,vor.Theinformationservices staffhad 110 experience in many
of .. the· .areas in which they would be. working. There was some
a.pprehension, uncertainty, andfear.. It was importantto provide an effective
training plan--notonlyfortechnicalreasolls, butso that the statTcould adjust
to new ways ofdoing business.

Before sending anyone to Hewlett-Packard training the statTattended a series
ofinformal workshops. One ofthecollege's instructors washired·to talk about
Unix concepts; another person provided information about Oracle. The goal
wasto htdpeveryone develop a frame ofreference fortheir future training.
PCCsensed thatitwasn~ssarytoease~hestafiintoianunderstanding of the
new systep1S;itwasnotappropriate to illlmediatelythrusttheminto unfamiliar
territory.. We wanted peopleto be prepa.ne4fortheJqrma1training that they
would receive.

Unixma,nuals, on-linetutorials,anddocumen~tionweremade available to the
staff...Atechnicallibra.ry \Vasbuiltsothattherewould b:ea quiet place to study.
In addition, we solicitedconcernsandqu~tionsinadvanceoftrainingso tbat
the instructor would be prepared tobandle important topics.

Allof tbesta,iTgave positive reports about Hewlett-J?ackard's training. Some
described it as the bestinstrqction they had ever experienced. The. course on
netwQrking was particularly effective. 'The material in the Theory of
Operations,~urse·\Vasexce]]ent.Mewlett~Pa9kard,thoug.b,should develop
diskette versionsofits on-line tutorials; we wereonlyable to obtain CD-ROM
materials.

.... Spme oftheplostvaluabletrainingoccurredoutsidethecla,.ssroom. Hewlett
Packard's statT patiently explained how to implementcomponents, configure
systems, and tune applications. Again, tbe emphasis was on helping PCC
become self-sufficient.
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d. System Management:

Unix is not particularly suited to a commercial environment. It is difficult to
handle security,job scheduling, spooling, backups, etc. Those who have relied
upon MPE-XL, VMS, etc., might find great problems in HP-UX. Hewlett
Packard recognized PCC's problems and helped the college locate solutions
from third parties. The college eventually acquired,CA-DNICENTER from
Computer Associates, a fine product that resolved many issues.

e. Software Issues:

PCC faced a significant number ofcompatibility problems with its third party
software. We were concemedabout whether various versions of HP-UX,
Oracle, SCI' Banner, Dynix, MicroFocus COBOL, etc., would operate
satisfactorily on the HP 9000-890. In particular, HP-UX 9.0 was absolutely
new; other companiesdid not have compatible products for such an operating
system. There was a possibility that some of the vendors might point fingers
at one another and deny responsibility for problems. It was agreed that
Hewlett-Packard would provide specialists to work with third party software
companies in order to resolve problems.

There were a few software issues that caught the implementation team by
surprise. Some of the 'desired' Hewlett-Packard system software '(e.g.,
SwitchOver) would not be ready for our particular configuration for several
months. One of the requirements in pursuing highly advanced systems is the
need for patience; not everything can be delivered at once.

Hewlett-Packard has some excellent system software. Open Spool, Glance,
OmniBackfrurbo, RX Forecast, PerfView, SoftBench, OpenView, etc.
Customers should ,give serious considerationto those products.
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f. Conversion:

One .. of the college's greatest .challenges involved· the conversion from the
Honeywell-Bull to theHP 9000-890 platforms. Fortunately, the porting of
software and data was relatively straightforward.. ·.Itwas a time consuming
process, but not mysterious. Hewlett-Packard was quite helpful; we were
loaned ·somesoftwar:e to solve some·of the conversion. problems.

Hewlett-Packard madea. signifi~ntcontributiont()ournetwork conversion.
We were carefully guidedinoul'\efforttoinstallLAN connections. The college
installed TCPIIP linksam()ngtheHP9000",~90p1a.tfonns, the Honeywell-Bull
mainframe, and the wide area network. It would have taken several weeks for
thecollege to performsuch work onits own. Hewlett-Packard gaveusexcellent
help; wewere.able to iJ;nplemept.datacommunications systems that provided
a graceful transition to ournew ellvirolll1lent.

PCC. wasastouodedattlle ·processillg power;oftheHP~9000-890 platforms.
J\pplicationswerepolted to the one-way processor fortesting before being put
ioto production on the two-way processor. The difference in throughput was
abn()stunbelievable~Mostof th~jobs that .took an hour to; run on the
H()ne~en-Bul1to()konlytwo tnioutesontheone-way HP 9000-890.
Performancecan1>e significantly improved.bykeepinga careful eye on how the
system is.•. tuned.
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g. Project Manager:

One ofthe historical complaints about Hewlett-Packard is that it is sometimes
a confusing company; itis not always easy to do business. Placing an orderJor
products, fo.r example, is frequently a challenge.

Hewlett-Packard· conquered many problems by creating an effective

organizationalstructure. Hewlett-Packard assigned a projectmanagerto PCC.
It was his job to coordinate activities, answer questions, organize services, and
limit bureaucracy.' .Much of the success of the implementation was the result
of the Hewlett-Packard project manager; he cared about helping PCC achieve
its goals.

The projectmanagerwas quite helpfUl in solving problems that the collegehad
brought upon itself. For example,PCC forgotto acquire an uninterruptable
power supply system (UPS). We didn't remember to (include the UPS in our
RFP specifications. The· project manager helped us expedite the purchase of

the necessary equipment even though it was not his responsibility.

The college tried to help Hewlett-Packard by developing its own effective
organization. There were defmite contacts for various aspects of the project
-- system software, networking,· operations, etc. Those who implement new
systems must be cooperative with vendors; Hewlett-Packard cannot be fully
effective if the customer creates a great deal of frustration.

New customers should consider having weekly or bi-weekly status meetings
with their Hewlett-Packard representatives. Everyone should keep track of
various projects and discussion items. The goal is to promote communication
and a positive sense of direction.
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h. Additional Servers:

Customers should discuss. their. strategies" for. the'installation of additional

servers.. PCC was somewhatshort..sighted in its REP; we failed to specify an

Internetfirewall,menu server, electronicmail serverfor students, etc. Although

we were committed to open systems and distributed computing, the college
didn't understand· the .·need fbrextraequipment.

Eventually, the college acquired several HP 9000 computers in order to have
application..specific servers. It was unrealistic, given our strategic directions,
to put all of our software on two Emerald machines.. Although the two HP

9000-890scouldcertainly handle the processingload,· we wanted additional
servers to fulfill some of our design requirements.

One ofRCC's goals was to help Hewlett-Packarddo business with the college.

¥ a result, in addition to issuing purchase orders for specific products, there
were open blanket purchase orders ·for other items. So, when.it became

necessary to order more servers, printers,. workstations, etc., the information

services department could make a phone call and orderequipment promptly.

i. l.Inderstanding Upgrade Paths:

Every computer company is challengedto develop newtechnologyin orderto
remain competitive within the industry. Hewlett..Packard is nodifTerent;there
is a firm commitment to. research and product development. It seems that

improved disc drlves,:mictoprocessors,>printers, and LAN products'are being

announced on adailybasis~.·Customers should havediscussions \1Vith Hewlett:

Pac~ardabouFtheir upgrade path.. Making a non-disclosureJactoryvisit to

Cupertino, California should help customers understand their options.

j. Mileposts: '

Major projects should be divided into manageable pieces. TI10se who install
HP 9000-890 computers should talk. to Hewlett-Packard about an
implementation plan that will allow everyone to celebrate the accomplishment

of certain goals. Otherwise, the project .becomes a long. ordeal with few
rewards.
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k. Architecture:

The HP 9000-890s are knownfor their substantial performance. Each machine
hassiglliflcant processing power, bus throughput, 110 performance, memory,
etc. Inmajor installationscustomers should review the need for at least one HP
9000-890 to be a "data warehouse." .Applications can be installed on other
servers that work cooperatively with such a machine. Such an architecture
follows the successful model that was implemented at George Washington
University.

l. HP 9000-890 Emerald SIG:

An HP 9000-890 Emerald Special Interest Group (SIG) is being fonned. It is
an opportunity for customers to share infonnation and pursue common
interests.

6. Summary:

The implementation ofHP 9000-890 platfonns has been a significant success at PCC. Some of
the accomplishments involved the excellent technology that is inherent within the machines.
They perform very well. More of the success, though, can be attributed to the partnership that
was developed between the college and Hewlett-Packard. Technological issues are important
but working relationships are critical.

Hewlett-Packard is a company that can be trusted. Customers need to build upon Hewlett
Packard's corporate strengths; there is almost no problem that cannot be solved ifthe customer
creates the right opportunities. The Sandbox principle, which involves good communication,
flexible negotiation, and positive decisions is helpful.

Every organization 'is different; there are always unique circumstances and strategic directions.
Customers should take Hewlett-Packard into their confidence and find a way to be successful
together. There should be a careful discussion about how each party can help the other achieve
its goals.
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Doing business with any computer company is like entering a marriage. There must bean effort
to make each other happy and fulfilled. The alternative, a divorce, can be devastating for
everyone. The best advice for customers·and vendors is to. find a way to make each other
successful; there will be significant rewards for such effort.

Additional Information:

Those who would like additional information should obtain Hewlett-Packard publication
#5091-7345E, whichdescribesPCC'smigrationto opensystems technology. Also, the April 26,
19.93. issue of Open Systems Today has a two page articleou·the college's efforts.
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INTRODUCTION

,.he··.··.·business environm~nt ·•.••of •• today.·;-
fast~pa~ed, competitive, cust0l1'ler-<iriven ..
- ··has .forced •. companies to .find ways to
improve' their decision ." making. In .a
marketplace. .th~t .. changes .... lClpidty,
companies .... that make quick, .well...
informed decisions become market
leaders. 'On the other hand; cornpanies
unabl~ •. to use corporate' inforrn~tion to
solve •. 'probl~ms .and .meet ••.•..•• market
demands are' finding it increasingly
difficoltto' compete. "Suchcompanies
will,· over··time, ··fallby the··wayside 'in
terms of market share.

Formosfcorporations, the neE)(j.to"open
up·,corp~rateinformation to analysis and
decision.making is running .intoa·barrier
created by, ··their existing information
systems. '. '.. These .e~istin'l"legacy"
systems, built .largely in the'1970sand
early . 1980s, were designed when
corporate information was .. vieWed, ···as
lIdata" (hence the term: IIdata
processing':). In such~y~tems,access to
data is available to few.people,·. usually on
a batch-report· basis.. These systems, 'by
their~ve~ .design, do not.'offer thE!
flexibilitY and a~cess to information that
tooay's. rapidly~changing'····organizations
demand.

TO meet tod~~'sneeds, a new definition,
or .' model, for information systems 'must
be introduced. That new mOdeL is Open
Systems.

INFORMATION AS'A COMPETITIVE
TOOL

~usines.sc()nditionstoday mandate that
a company's informationassets·t>e.·used
as managemenftoolsto help take
advantage of market·· .opportunities;
COmpanies . who •. want. to ...remain
competitive are seeking' ways ···;Jo
implement flexible and easily managed
computing ". environments that put
accurate, .up-to-date information Into the
hands Of those who .need it.

Forrester Research, Inc., a well
respected information technology
research •firm, ·~s. identified the growing
trend in major .corporations to include
information .syst~rns .'as' a "competitive
tool: '

7he •pressures driving FORT(jNE 1,000
firms to look beyond the mainframe are
not about to subside... the mainframe's
cost al1d inffexibility willbe highlighted as
companies are forced to find new ways
to compete.

SeniOr management, MIS, and end-users
alike will be looking for alternatives. .•.• This
will fuel' the' ongOing· rfHieployrnent of
corpor'ateappHcations .•'. to other
platforms. •

Wal-i\Aart and Toys...R-Usaretwoexcelient
examples. ··.of companies .... who •.• decided,
early.· on, to· base.t~e~r >bu~inesses on
distriQuted, open' fsystems that use
information as a competitive tool. These
two companies now dominate their
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markets and are causing their smaller,
less responsive competitors to scale back
or leave the business. altogether The
competitive edge they have established is
a direct result of their use of corporate
accounting information to speeddecision
making about inventory levels, proclljct
pricing, etc. Asa ~esult,they~av~not

only Improved their service tocus!omers~

they have also dramatically reduced .their
operating costs below their competitors'.

Arthur D. Little's Forecast on Information
Technology sums up the current views
on informationas a .competitivetool:

•...though the integrated information
system. is not the only key to success for
the enterprise of the mid-1990s, the lack
ofsuch a system will be one of the surest
ways to guarantee failure.·

DEALING WITH LEGACY SYSTEMS

Unfortunately, most organizations who
would like· ... to use Information for
competitive advantage are finding. out
that their closed, centralized computer
systems make this. nearly impossible.
These· systems, designed 10-20 years
ago, cannot provide the access to
information that today's business
environment demands. As a .result,
people throughout the organization
become disenchanted and dissatisfied
with their company's information systems
capabilities.. This includes:

- The CEO who wants the flexibility to
reorganize quickly and easily as
market demands change.

- The CFO who wants to reduce· the
costs for computer hardware,
software, maintenanceand personnel
and to optimize the company's long
term system investments.

- The CIO.. who wishes to increase
productivity and .have more choice
of new, ... cost-effective software. and
hardware solutions.

The programmers who want to
spend their time creating new,
valuable. information systems rather
than being· .tied .. up .. In program
maintenance.

- And, most importantly, the users at
al.1 ·.Ievels •.•.. of the ..organization ·who
want better and faster access to
Information.

As consultant Frank Gens stated in a
recent interview with Computerworld:

·Corporate management wo,,'t .•·••••• be
sympathetic to IS [not doing] something
strategic because they were busy taking
care of their legacy systems... The IS
organization's role is to. facilitate,· not
dictate, business change.·

Strategic Maneuvers Are Inhibited

The. rigid structure of legacy systems can
limit a company's ability to adapt to
changing business. conditions. • Often a
company finds that system
enhancements and modifications, needed
to reflect new products and
organizational structures, are expensive,
slow and complicated to implement.
Because mainframe applications·. are
usually designed from the·'op down,
any. change, no matter how minor, •has
an impact on the entire system.

Take, for .• example, the effect that an
organization's restructuring has on. its
corporate accounting systems. If. the
hierarchy of. an organization changes,
even slightly, the entire system can be
affected. In ways that are often. hard to
predict Expenses may ·be tied to the
wrong cost centers, making it Impossible
to accurately assess business
performance and profitability. .This. can
lead to incorrect decision-making. that
adversely affects the company's
performance... At its worst,this infl~xibility

prevents r~structuring,~venthough •. it .is
needed to better.respond to~h~·needs of
the business. In these situations, the
company's information systems restrict
corporate growth instead of supporting it.
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Decision Making .is •Impeded

Making· 'informed· decisions is always
critical to anycompany~Butinthe ultra
competitive business environmentofthe
1990s it has bE)come the key to corporate
survival. CornPC!nies .that cannot track
and qUickly report Information· on
reyenues, . expenses, . cashflow, asset
values, .and other key areas are in
particUlarly vulnerable positions. These
financial numbers are to a ······corporation
nk~yital ~Igns a~~to an individual. . Ifthey
are good,··the•person or the company will
survive >and •.• thrive. If .. they· are bad,
immediate action must be taken to
restore the person or company to health.
A company thattries to run without. rapid
ac~ess to. the proper information is inthe
same position asa. perso~ whose doct()r
is looking at last week's'· blood' pressure.
The information. may still be accurate
enough,butis the risk worth .taking?

In the ·.·closed . world .of most ··.·.Iegacy
systems,informa.tion is .•.. not • shared
between systems .. and users have little
real-time access. For ···example, the
manufacturing ··system 'may not ·Iink cost
information··· to'·· ···the company's· general
ledger system. Data must bere-keyed
many times from system .. to system
because of this lack of integration --a
wa.ste of time· and resources..' Decision
making is adversely affectedbecaOse the
people who need the information cannot
get to it in a limely'manner. And when
they. "finally do,· .itmay ... contain·.. errors
because·of.··the frequent ·rekeying. Alldl
this··· ····Ieads to slow and •• ···inaccurate
decisions _. a .. deadly· .combination in
tooay's world.

Maintenance Quagmire 'Delays
Progress

Most legacy mainframe system users are
caught in a terrible maintenance
quagmire. In a traditional mainframe
inforrnation systems group, .so much time
is spent onmaintel'lance that little time· is
left for development ··01 new,mission
critical systems.·· Studies have shOWn that
as.much a580% of a typical information

systems staff's efforts'gointo maintaining
older systems. With'numbers like these,
it is easy to' see why programmer
productivity indelivering new applications
Is so low In many Imormation Systems
(IS) departments.

Oneot the major reasons· for this
maintenance .••• ~uagmire .. is that most
eXi~ing mainframe· sQftwaresystems are
full'. 'of .what has come·· to" .. be called
·spaghetti·code.• They are characteriZed
by·· complex, layered ;architectures .that
have built up over years of development
and·modificatior1. .These. characteristics
create· anenvironmeratr

•in .• Which ...• simple
fixes and enhancements take four times
as long as the development of an .• entirely
new· aPIlIi~tion. .. Furth~rmore, •'. with
mainframe software systems there· are
very few development productivity· tOOls
~vaUableancJ,.in addition,mostof these
older· systems .'. have very'; poor, if any,
system docurnentation~

Because of the developmentbacklog af1cl
the . slow. response . to . requests for
changes, ··users· become frustrated· with a
proprietary mainframe environment. .Asa
result, userdepartments frequently create
their own information solutions, further
adding tathe complexity of. the overall
computing system.. As time goes by, the
number and·· complexity ··of disparate
systems grows aM · everyone sinks
deeper into the quagmire.

Mainframe Costs Devour IS Budgets

In looking atthe costs associated with a
mainframe..based compoter system, there
are·· reaUytwokinds to consider: . direct
and indirect. Direct costs ••• include ··such
items as salaries andbenefits for support
personnel, and acquisition and ongoing
maintenance costs for hardware and
software.

Studies have shown that, on average, a
mainframe requires twice the staff, 500%
higher maintenance· costs, 250% higher
license fees and 150% higher acquisition
costs than a·· mainframe"'alternative·UNIX"
based system like· the HP 9000..··In fact,
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the ·studies have· shown that the costs
involved in simply maintaining .a
mainframe· system are ••. higher .•• than. the
total cost ·ofacquiring ... a mainframe
alternative, UNIX-based system.

A good example of this is offered by
HyattHotelsandR~sorts,.which •• shlfted
from a proprietary mainframe to an open
UNIX computing environment.. The initial
hardware investment for Hyatt's· .. UNIX
system was significantly smaller than the
costs required Just to support. their
previous mainframe-based system.. Hyatt
says that they have reduced costs more
than 25% with their new open systems
based solution.

In .addition to high acquisition and
operating costs, any upgrades to .. a
proprietary mainframe system are usually
quite expensive. Also, the customer is
usually locked into a single· •. vendor for
obtaining these necessary upgrades. On
top of all this, depending on
configuration, mainframe systems are not
as easily scalable as typical UNIX-based
systems. This makes both functionality
and power difficult to add as an
organization grows.

Indirect costs of a computer system
include such items as lost profits resulting
from poor decision making due to a lack
of. access to information,. as well as
increased personnel .costs for user
departments forced to deal with systems
that <are.· difficult. to. use. In many
organizations these indirect costs can be
much higher than the direct costs of
acquiring and operating the systems. For
thi§ .. reason, they must be factored. into
any analysis that looks at the true overall
cost of information systems.

As you can see, the financial burden
associated with legacy systems that· use
mainframe technology is forcing
companie§ to explore new models·for
computing.•. According to.a study done
by Forrester· Research in 1992, users
have achieved an •...average $1.7 million
per year~..in savings· by pursuing
mainframe-alternative ..computing

solutions. These types..of .cost .savings,
which will be explored in a later section
of,this paper•. are helping to drive the ROI
numbers that clearly support. the move to
open syS,tems.

OPENSYSTEM$: PROVEN
MAINFRAME ALTERNATIVES

Before going further, it may be helpful to
take a moment to clarify what is meant by
·open systems.·

OpenSystems TodaY,aleadingcompqter
industry publication offers this definition:

·Open systems Integrate existing
computer resources with·· the .•. newest,
most powerful, and .· .• cost-effectlve
technologies.. in order to deliver ... the
information users need to do their jobs.

Open systems require the purchase of
standards-based, vendor-neutral
information technologyproducts ofwhich
UNIX is the most important example.

Open systems enable· interoperability
with, and .portability to, hardware and
operating systems of competing
vendors.-

Open systems break down the barriers
that block the. free flow of information
within a corporation. They make use·· of
standards-based building blocks. to create
an information.· system that adapts to
changing business needs. With open
systems, companies can easily install and
integrate the latest ·and most. powerful
hardware and software tools.

UNIX International, the organization of
nearly 300 companies who have joined
together to assure the future of open
computing based on UNIX, recently
summed up the prospects for open
systems in the decade ahead in this way:

7he most .valuable type of. operating
system for the computing environment of
the 1990s is, .of course,open<- by which
we mean that no .one company. or
organization controls. it; that·· it. will
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facilitate the building of interoperable
solutions; that it will enable open network
solutions; that it will. incorporate the
latest, most powerful' technology; that it
vvillrun on eve/}' important· computer
platform;' that it wilrprovideease of
softw8re portabilily;that it will l!-dhere to
ingu~try st~ndards,a"d th~,tlt .will .• .be
made', freely···. available .··.to ".•····yendors,
resellers" and users.·

AU· 'of the factOrs mentioned earlier 'are
leading cOmpanies to make the .change
from ... closed, inaccessible.. mainframe
systems to more ". ···.accessibl.e ·open
systems.·

Ina June 4, 19f3Q,qo'!!PlJte'lN0rld survey
of 194 IS Chiefs;)r48%ott~~ respongents
said they were considering .mainframe
alternative~.· According t9 these.IS
executives~: gr~at~rflexi~ilityJ reduced
cost . and .·greater ·user .access were
recognized" as" ·the· primary .. benefits" .··.of
moving applications off the mainframe. A
1992 Forrester survey •showed< additional
evidence of the move to mainframe
alternatiVes and stated that, ·basSd 'ohthe
numbers, the move too~en systems was
rapidly accelerating. The Forrester study
reported' that

•...a staflgering 80% of the 75 FORTUNE
1000 '. firms' lnteNiewed are looking •.• to
break the mainframe's'grijjon application
processing. •

M()tor6IaJ~·•• General .•Sysfems ·S~ctoris •.a~
example>of an organization that has
embark~on ansmbit.ious open systefl'ls
strategy. "Corporate .Vice President~nd

Director of Information Technology, Bill
Connor, has been quoted as saying, ."My
feeling is that downsizing is a part of
making American business competitive.·,
W~enaskedwhichaJ>Plicationswere

staying on the mainframe in his sector of
the'company, ••• Connor explained tha.t the
strategy is to •...tdtally get .'. ··'0"
mainframes...There's nothing that should
stay o'!the malnframe.~· . Qtlit~a
statement from one'of the world's leading
technology companies.

It is cleafthen that. open·systems provide
a cOl1lputingenvironl1lsnr that supports
the demanding business needs of the
1990s. Open systems' •give .peOple
throughout an o~~anization.. bE)tteracc~ss
tocriticalimormation~ .•. At the same time,
o~n~ystems.··help •.. reduce. the. cost· of
c0l'l1puting - •...another mandate·· for
businesses today.

OPEN SYSTEMS AND.CORPORATE
ACCOUNTING

Opens~stems ..•. provide a newmodel··for
c0f!lputing that is changing the
illfo~atiolltechnology•.• lancl~cape .• in
many organizations. . But Qiven thEJ wide
range of applica.tions that •companies use
ill.' .. their, •'•• daily'" •bu~ine~s, .. ·.whichare
companies . targeting •... as the' first <t()
migrate "" to open ....• systems? The
accounting applications.

Accounting systems are at the very heart
of every organization, so'. it is •logical for
companie~to want to ensure that th~y

are ·running' e~i~iently ~ndeffectively.

They provide critical, .timely information
that .is used by everyone·frorn·. senior
management· to·' departmental users. to
make. deci~.ions~bout the· operations of
the business. ·'·Andbecause almost every
other system in 'th~cornpariyfeeds into
the ·accounting,systems, ••. they are the
perfect .~hoice ..... as ..•. the. ·•• first place to
imPleme~tanopeflsysternsstrategy. By
choosing accounting softWare. thatutilizes
the technologies" •.,of open .... systems,
companies make it possible to share
financial'information ·seamlessly .between
applications.

C~rporate.· .•. accounting· .. and •. ··.finanCial
departments at anumberofco~panies
are. leading the move to open 'systems.
According toComputerworld's 1993
forecast issue,

·finaT1cial~epartments·wiHatleaststart.to

cons~der'a full. or pa'!ial movet'! open
systems this year in an attempt to speed
up·•• 'd~y-tO:daypro~esseSi.·and make
financialdata more accessible... Because
tlccounting, payroll, personnel •and
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application$. of that ilk·· are more generic
than, say, manllfactur!ngsystems.,they're
an easier target for .. ~ a distributed
computing model. •

The growing trend toward open systems
accounting is.confirmeci· in .studies done
by severalleadingre~earchorgan;z.atiQns.
For example, according. to a·· .1992
Datamation/Cowen & Company survey,
7% of survey.respondents were currently
using UNIX-based accounting. '•. systems
and an additional 6% were planning to
move to UNIX-based accounting.. during
1993. Likewise, research done..·.·.by
International .. Data Corporation ..... (IDC)
shows that even at IBM mainframe sit.es,
the move· to UNIX-based accounting
systems is gaining momentum. A recent
IDC survey of 100" .IBM ·mainfrarne
customer companies showed that 7% say
they have some .portion of their
accounting systems running on a UNIX
platform, and an additional 21 % expect to
do so by 1994.

Often, the biggest impedimentcompanies
face in bringing the advantages of open
systems to accounting is a sense of fear
and doubt on .the part of mainframe
system users. These users have grown
comfortable with the idea that ... only a
mainframe-based accounting system can
give them the full range of accounting
functions, security and controls, not to
mention transaction processing power,
that their businesses need. And, up until
recently, they were· entirely correct.

Today, however, there are some· new
open systems-based accounting
packages that demonstrate a thorough
understanding of accounting issues and
that are designed to take. full advantage
of the latest technologies. ... . These .. new
systems can easily match the capabilities
offered by older mainframe systems.
They offer the functionality, security,
auditability and controls ·of a mainframe,
while providing equal or better
performance, greater flexibility, and lower
costs. Because of their . central
importance to future. information systems
plans, these· new .systems .are quickly

moving .. tQthe top. of many companies'
priority lists.

In addition to allowing users to access
information .... from multiple systems,
today's,open. sy~tems-based accounting
packagf3s help users in pther ways...The
best .desigoedapplications are· easy. to
learn, use, and modify. These.adv~nced

accounting packages offer .ease~f-use
features such as ring menus, zoom
windows, operator.promptt}at each field,
and,arrow key>or mouse "PQintand cliCk"
capabilities. As a result, users need very
little training before. they can work
comfortably with a well-designed .open
systems-based accounting application.

LEVERAGING THE· BEST.NEW
TECHNOLOGIES

It is impossible to talk about the strengths
of an open systems-based approach to
corporate accounting without discussing
the underlying technologies that make
open systems so .effective.

Technologies such as the UNIX operating
system, relational database management
systems (RDBMS's), fourth-generation
languages (4GLs), wide area. networks
(WANs), and executive information
systems (EIS's) are key·. parts of any
highly-effective m(iinframe-alternative
accounting system.

These technologies, when used in
combination, provide an .. accounting
information tool· that can support .the
needs of. any. size organization, from· a
small regional distributor to a FORTUNE
sized global. corporation.

UNIX

"UNIX" and "open systems" are often
used interchangeably to describe the new
computing. environment that ,. we. have
discussed. This' usage, .however, -Is not
entirely ··accurate. While most.>UNIX
based systems can truly be called, "open
systems," .•. UNIX is •not .. the .onlyoperating
system that has some degree. '. of
"openness.II UNIX is, however, the
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operating system thattakes .openness to
its .highest. level.

According to ·······Arno Penzias. Vice
President ofResearchatAT&TyBell
Laboratories•. the ·••• origlnal developers.· of
the UNIX operating system.

~Strictlyspeaking,/theJerm . 'open
systems~is. tied· to the notianthatthe
suppJiel afthe hardware· and operating
system need not be the same. The
operating systems· ··ars .specified .by
publicly-generated standards,. not .by
manufacturers ..of .haraware..or· by·.·..·.the
'operating systems themselves. lJNIX..~}s
the ··'only... operat;ng,system that is
specified by a standard/

Thus, the ..main .... reasonu:that UNIX is
considered the .. most ··open .operating
system is. that ..it .istheillloststandards
based operating system available.
Because··· .·a·... standard/is.·····.by. definition
consistent, software and. hardware.· ·that
are UNIX-based can change. so loog.as
the .new '. pieces of the system are kept
compatiblewithtfle standard. Standards
allow for·' change and.·.improvement 'lihUe
protecting information technology
investments~

UNI)(-t)E~sed·softwarethatisdeveloped to
industry standards also .. has the
advantageofbeingportablce and scalable..
Users .. are Jreeto . move from one
hardware.platformtcl· another•. sonew
andlor. bigger .. machines can. be
implemented in the·future. .. This· means
that .. the ... software .··.··systemcaneasily
change· to .meet·.·a··.. growing .business'
evolving. needs. Being standards-based
also means that / •.. ·applications/are
interoperable,. or. easily able to share
information~

UNIXhas.established·strongmarket
presemteas ... the .... operating'· .$ystem··of
choic.e·;n the area ofopen systems~' This
strategicallypositionsUNIX.for·continued
growtb~ UNIX is the ....... oo(y.· .standard
operating system that has been in·usefel':'
twenty years and that.will·. run on a full
range of hardware platferms, including

mainframes. minicomputers. servers.
werkstations andPCs.

Today!m.ore .than.two hundred different
computervendorsofferproduCtspased
onthe UNIXo~ratlng·systern., And th~re

are ... ·o\ler25.000 .... ,commercial. ·.. UNIX
applications, ranging from small business
manag.ernent ···to large .· .•. scale .' .industrial
applications. being used·bycorn~nles. In
a wide vari~tyQf industries.····.. Becaus~Qf
this widespread .•'·· use, '. progress ..·remains
constantand ,enhancements to UNIX are
continually released.

The future prosPects. for UNIX are quite
strong.aseonfi~rnedin·market·.resf)(lrch
reports,·by·several·.··leac;ling.i firms. Eor
example, .research from··· botn·..•. IDC and
InfoGorpshowsthat JdNIXJicensesales
will grow to,$32 billioni.n 1995 from $18
billionin.l991. Dataquestlnc.predicts
1996 UNIX license sales will climb to
U4~7 billion and that the compounded
annual growth rate (GAGR) of UNIX units
shipped··freml990to·.· 1995· will be a
phenemenaI27.5~.

Thus, UNIX-based software represents an
excellent choice for any.. company
seekingmainframe;"alternatlVesolutlons.
This is true not only because of the open,
standards-based technology, ..,... but.·. also
because.the outlook forUNIX's continued
success.meansthat an increasing
number ··.···.ofhardware.··/and ·.· •.. softvVare
solutions.willbe·:madeavailable.··to··users
of·.·UNIX-based .systems.

Relational. Database Management
Systems:

Upuntil the late 1980s;/datamaliagement
software had net kept up with advances
In hardware. In recent years, new heights
have been reached in .. terms 'of
performance and data availability with the
introduction of relational database
management· system (RDBMS) products.
such as ·lnformix'sOnline. that bring the
power of mainframe·computing to open
systems platferms.
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Open systems RDBMS's offer
performance-enhancement features such
as shared memory, a cost-based
optimizer"and direct 1/0. They also
provide key distributedRDBMS features
such as multi-threaded 'architecture, two
phase commit, ."'" ,declarative referential
integrity, 'and '. stored., "" procedures,,that
allow information to be shared between
mUltiple systems. Finally, to assure high
availability of key" information,' these,new
open '. systems RDBMS's offer on-line
archiving, disk 'mirroring, ,,', ,,'. and, fast
recovery mechanisms.

Most importantly, relational "database
management systems offer users a fast,
easy way to', obtain information in a
format,that meets their needs. With an
RDBMS, reports'and queries can easily
extract information from multiple
database files simultaneously. This
allows, for exa-:nple, users of open
systems accounting solutions to execute
queries from any field on any screen. As
a result, they can easily review 'or
examine all levels of detail about a'given
transaction without interrupting the flow
of their work.

Advanced Programming Tools

No matter how good an application is
when it Is first implemented, business and
organizational' changes will force the
modification of systems to' meet ,new
requirements. Aswediscussecl earlier,ln
the traditional programming environment
using third generation languages (3GLs)
such as COBOL and BASIC, this ongoing
program maintenance consumes, large
amounts of programmer time. In fact, up
to 80% of a,programming staff's time may
get tied up in, making these needed
changes.

Fourth generation languages (4GLs) offer
productivity .improvement in the
development 'of software code. "These
state-of-the-art tools reqUire as little as
one-tenth the lines of code needed by a
3GL to accomplish the same ,function.
This means that fourth generation
languages reduce initial application

development time and significantly speed
the process of modifying'software. ' The
result is that programmer productivity is
improved tremendously with a 4GL,
giving the organization more 'new
applications and more application
enhancements' than it would otherwise
get. This In tum results in significantly
more satisfied users and managers
throughout the organizatlon,as well as
more satisfied customers,who come, In
contact. with the' company's information
systems capabilities.

In addition to4GLs, tools exist, that can
help software, application developers by
doing some'of the routine 'programming
steps for them. Computer-Assisted
Software Engineering, or CASE, tools
generate code automatically from ,a
specification entered by the programmer.
These CASE tools 'can add a great deal
of value by freeing programmers from the
mundane tasks,Involved.'In creating code~

You should keep In mind, however, that
some ,code and report" generators
available in the marketplace" promise
more than they can' actually'" deliver.
These tools are helpful for creating very
simple programs, but they do not
produce or allow for sophisticated, highly
adaptable programs. ,The "pseudo-code"
they use is limited, and, the' reports they
produce may not suit the special needs
of the company using them. Most
programmers prefer to use a 4GL with Its
inherent fleXibility, rather than dealing with
the limitations and short-comings
associated with many of, the available
code generation tools.

Sophisticated Networks

The movement to open systems hinges,
In large part, on the ability to
communicate critical information between
disparate ,systems. Today's wide area
networks (WANs) and local area networks
(LANs)',help achieve this·interopefabiUty
of systems by allowing different sizes and
types", of computer systems "to work
together.
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In an .open'. systems environment, ·.WANs
andLANs do notrequire any particular
vendor's computer system orprQprietary
standardsJn order to function...'The UNIX
operating syste.m offers built-in
networking capabilityand supports widely
acknowledged .standards,.. such as
TC~/IA*OSI,NFSand.PCE, fQr linking
computers an<:l, ·•• ..· ·creating.· <iistributed
systems.

Today's<easeof networking .... also allows
f()r..•·thQ. scalability. of' hardware.,platforms
to meet specific processing needs.. ·•..For
example, . 'applications requiring high
transaction .... volumes afld/or. large
numbers ofuser'$.canreside.()n large
macbines, while.applicationsvvhichhave
fewer usersand/ortransa~tionscanbe
placedon.SOlClller,·Ol(lchines.

Itisimp()rtClntto .n~te,however,that
interoperability gOQS beyond connecting,
()rnetworking, intern,ClI company systems.
InJerQperability. ·oftenmeans.·..·.support.·.for
links with systems outside the
organization, .through· such teohnologies
as ··..·.·electroQic . data .1nterchClnge(EDI) ~

Complex computing architectures,
operating asa cohesive system both
inside and •outside ..·the.organization, are
most capable of supporting a variety of
business needs.

Executive InformationSY$tems

We've "..'. already .···discussed .... how open
systems he.lpincrease and speed.access
toinformatioflwithinanorganization. But
unless theusersot that information are
giventhe. right tools for interpretation and
analysis,·•.. notrnuchis really gained.

According to the ·.·199~ Forecast issue.of
Computerworld,

·There are signs that top corporate chiefs
in marketing, sales, ·.administration ~nd

other nontechnical areas are shOWing
more interflst{nusingtechnologyto
improve' their own productivity... •

Fortunately, tl')elatest software offerings
inthis arena Clreeasyt() use and provide

the' detailed .. analysis capabilities. that
corp<>rate users need to make informed
business decisions.

An.important concept ··that. hfls.grown In
use over the pastsev~ralyears Is that of
an .executive information system .(eIS).
An •. 'EIS..·.··access@s ·.data,and .•.. presents·. it
through~preadsheets.graphs,aradcharts
foranalysis.··Users ofawell.cjesigned·EIS
dO-I,'l()t ...'nee(Jtechnlcal·,xpertiseor
knowledge;t!l.eY."can·easily aOO.·quickly
produce '. visual representations and
interpretationsofa~coun~ing'data .to··.ald
in' .their decisionmakipg..··. <Ane)C~utive
inforrnationsystemis,es~iaIIY.LJsefulfor

managers involved in evaluating business
PQrformance> afld ···.·strat@Qic .'alternatives
based.' on.. company.,financial·data~

The value "of' executive" information
systemsto .. tO(iay's top decision makers
was confirmed ina recentCompUferworld
and .•. Andersen ··Consultlng .survey ,'of .·top
executives in.200 large W.S. corporations.
The .• study .showed .that.exe~utive use of
desktop technology isrising~ignificantly.

Acc()rding .• tothe .study,

·Many(topexecutives)expre~sedinterest
in using knowledge-based aQd executive
information systems. •

PROCEEDWIJ:H CAU""ION~

When .'. a 'c()mpany decides 10 make the
moveto.ope''lsystems,itsht¥.lld.doOlore
t~an just "slap<a newcoatof~int"onan
old. system. In otherwol'ds, ,rather than
simply putting a new user interface on the
system, or' replacing··'.·. one ..·.centralized
system with 'a network of smaller
systems, the company should focus on
how to. bestsupporl the current and
future information,needs of the business.
Every aspect of the company's
operations ,-should. beconsidered.<Only
then can the ..•. '.' computing . system be
designed'.10' support, "'rather .tf1Cln dictate,
the .company's operations.
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Demand Full Accounting Functionality

In the specific case ·ofaccounting
applications, it is usually best for a
company to purchase new accounting
software that'· takes full advantage of
advanced .' technologies, rather" than
spending the time and resources to build
the applications' internally. 'Accounting
applications by their nature' ··'are .fairly
standard, allowing' good,···· packaged
solutions' to meet ·the':needs of·· a wide
range of companies in',·a ' variety·· of
industries. The key . is to seek' out
functionally-sound and feature-rich
accounting software with proven success
in·the marketplace. This way,'companies
can start with a solid foundation and can
go on to tailor the software to meet their
specific needs.

Buyers of accounting software should be
especially cautious of software vendors
who' try to sell a system that offers
"modifiability" as the product's strongest
feature. Such vendors will try to sell a
package that has only a' shell' of
accounting functionality with the notion
that the buyer can then use the advanced
programming tools we spoke of earlier to
modify the, system to their needs. While
advanced programming tools, like 4GLs,
are very useful in refining software
packages, companies should" not 'be
forced to use these tools to "reinvent the
wheel" by writing most of an accounting
system themselves. After all, one of the
main reasons to bUy an accounting
package is to avoid the tremendous time
and" ,effort involved in developing a
system from scratch.

The best way for a company to insure
that the package win meet the functional
reqUirements of their', business is to:

1) involve' users in reviewing. the
functionality of the alternative
packages, usually through a detailed
product demonstration

2} eheck the references of the possible
software providers to determine
whether. they' have . proven results
with' their accounting .', software at
companies whose needs are similar.

By choosing an accounting syst~ms

vendor that has, proven' knowledge .of
open-systemstechnologlesand corporate
accounting processes, buyers of
accounting packages will· Increase the
odds of ' success and, ultimately, the
effectiveness of their accounting
information systems.

One final note on purchasing accounting
applications cOde. .Most companies, as
we have discussed, require the option of
customiZing applicatiOn software to meet
their specific needs..... For thls'reason, It Is
important that application software
licenses include' full access to source
code, preferably at no extra charge. This
will give an organization the,flexlbility It
needs to address changing.' business
requirements.

Establish Consensus on Key Terms

Another potential problem to watch out
for when selecting an open systems
vendor is a lack of consensus as to what
is actually meant by various technical
terms. For instance, ·client/selVe" can
mean different things to different people,
especially vendor salespeople. A
software or hardware vendor may present
an "open systems, client/server" strategy
that is actually nothing more than a nice
graphical user interface (GUI) to a
mainframe-based application. In such a
scenario, the cost and' proprietary nature
of the mainframe remains, and the added
expense and complexity of' maintaining
pes with additional interface software is
introduced. It is important to gain' up
front· agreement. on key terminology so
that there are no surprises later on.

Avoid Old, Tired Technologies

Trying to bring mainframe-based
applications' into the' world· of open
systems has other problems to consider.
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Simply porting existing mainframe
applications to a. UNIX.· platform. brings
with it the burden of applications
designed. for the computing '. architecture
ofadecade ago. 'F=erthatreason, buyers
shouldi,avoid' ..... packages ··.·based .•. on '.' old
architectures and tools. In. the .' case,
however,ofa" company ... with .. a large
number··of custom applications, .' porting
may.'· .... be·•.··an'acceptable ·.··alternativeto
rewriting.· .,. Tt'aetrickis not to bring all the
software maintenance' problems' .... •and
inflexibility from the mainframe down to
the ·new..platform.

Don~tExpeet"'oo Much from PCls

At the other end of the spectrum from
mainframe applications is the· PC world.
In .some cases, downsizing may 'be
defined as· a DOS~basedLAN, where
processing and data'are scattered across
the desktops of the organization.'

Unfortunately, local area netware, or PC
LANs,donotcomeclose,toprovidingthe
security and.controlsthatcol11panies rely
on in a centralized mainframe
environment. In the worst case scenario,
high,volume, mission-critical applications
maynot'even, execute .·in the PC.·.·LAN
environment because,' of •... the·. Jack of
processing power.

PC LANs do allow users to share data
and functions.in a limited way. Access is
open, but usually only one user interacts
withene piece of data at a time.· ,'. For
example, in the typical' world of PC
software, one user might create a letter or
spreadsheet and then release it for
another user's review and revision. Such
simple' user interaction and utility sharing
needs can easily be met by a PC LAN
environment.

PCIrANs, however,··vvillnot accommooate
fhetransactioR,'· processing and .' .' data
integrity needs.of large corporations..]n
such' .organizations, especially.in '. the
financial,area.·.·,·the "needforiuserste
interact is much greater. Usuallyctata is
being. entered to any given .system by
several concurrent users. Furthermore,

data must frequently feed automatically,
even' instantaneously, into .a<related
system. For example,' billing entries may
need to feed into.theaccouhtsreceivable
system. Hlgh-"volume, .on...finetransaetion
processing.' can be .better handlecfby.a
UNIX ...·.server··environment.where .• data
integrity.toolsare ·.·already .in .place'and
where.· processingpowerqcanbe much
grea~er,;

The bottom line to consider when
deciding whether to moveapplications.off
the mainframe to an open environment is
that the design .01 the system, including
functionality~ should .match .. the
operational needs of the business. Open
systems offer a tremendous amount of
flexibility ,to.an ...··organization, ..... but <they
must ••.. be'·based on· a '. technological and
functional fouooation' that supports the
company's current business needs.

REAL-WORL.D SUC,CESS STORIES

To better understand what is involved in
moving to open systems, and what
benefits such a move can have, it'may'be
useful to look at the experiences of some
companies who have actually been
through it.

What follows are three case studies of
actual'.. companies· in differer:-t industries
who decided .to implement an open
systems strategy. '. While their businesses
are quite different, they all had very
similar information systems requirements
in order. to .run .their companies more
effectively~ "All three', found, many of the
same benefits to'opensystems, including
substantial reductions in costs.

Billion Dollar Food Processing
Company

A$1 billiondivisionofa FORTUNE 200
company was time-sharing .accounts
receivable· software from···Computeristics
on their corporation's IBM mainframe.
Because their informationprocessing was
supplied. by the.·.parenteompany, ·the·.'S
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department for the division was 'small,
employing only. about '6 people.

A major problem faced by the division
was timely access to their financial
Information. The division found, batch
Input 'of transactions 'with overnight
verification too slow -- "errors·were not
dealt with until the next day. Responses
to requests for information Involved batch
reports and took several days. Once the
batch reports were prepared they had to
be mailed or sent by ovemight expressto
thedivision from corporate headquarters.

After considerable deliberation, the
corporation decided that to manage, the
business "more effectively,. they had. to
bring their accounting operations into the
1990s. The "plan that was developed
involved moving off the mainframe
entirely.

The first attempt they made at downsizing
their accounting systems proved
unsuccessful. It involved rewriting the
COBOL~based mainframe accounting
applications they had been using.
Unfortunately, they found that In doing so
they were perpetuating an outdated
design based on past models of their
business.

System strategy and requirements:

After their initial failure, the corporation
set a:, bold new information-systems
strategy. To increase their systems
flexibility and reduce overall costs, the
decision was made to go with a UNIX
operating system, HP 9000 hardware and
to use Informix'sRelational Database
Management System (RDBMS) and 4GL.

Among the goals that were set were to:

1) Integrate billing feeds at four
locations with accounts receivable,

2) maintain mainframe-quality audit
controls,

3) obtain, for the first "time, real4ime
user interaction with on-line
validation, and

4) set upon-<temand reporting.

Solution milestones:

The proJect plan allocated seven months
to, installing and .Implementing a new
lJNIX-based.accouAting· package. One
month Into the project the system was
installed and testing, of Its functions
began.. As part of the testing process,
users were heavily involved' to'make sure
that the functions implemented would
meet, their needs, especially' in terms of
Information' access.

This user Involvement" proved to be an
extremely important part of the project
because as the users actually tried the
system, and became aware of the
possibilities for improvement, the
"functionality floodgates· opened.' Their
wish list of· 'customizations and
enhancements expanded significantly as
they ,saw what was actually possible
given the capabilities of the new, 4GL
based system.

Over the, following 6 months, because of
the programmer productivity
improvements resulting from the use of
the 4GL, these user-driven improvements
were easily Implemented. By the end of
the seventh month the mainframe was
unplugged as planned.

Benefits:

Obviously the most significant impact of
moving to a UNIX-based accounting
system' was the complete elimination ,·of
high mainframe-operations costs, as well
as dedicated communication costs.

The change also meant that the division
was able to take complete ownership and
control of its own data, giving it better
information access for decision making
and greater accountability over its
operations.' In addition, because of the
improved,information flow, corporate A/R
collection "capabilities were streamlined
and enhanced,. resulting in better
accuracy and reduced '·coUection,.times·
a major cashflow improvement.
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Finally, .. users .were delighted .. to have,
easy-ta-use, on41emanddecision support
capabilities tied to the more timely and
accurate data.···· In fact, the system'proved
so popular with ... users and IS· alike·that
after its first· yeafinoperation it wasvoted
the best application in thecorpor'8tion by
oofhgroups.

Division 0' Thirlf"two Billion Dollar
Service Company

Profile:

The·· u.s. service divisionofa>$32biUion.
global .corporation· had ···50.' regional
operating centers throughout the country
and .. no internal IS staff To run their
accounting operations, the division was
using outsourced MSA financials on a
sewice'Dureau's ··IBM 4381··. mainframe.
Unfortunately,as ··a· ···result .•.. of this
arrangement thedivisioflfound that it had
no control over· the rapidly .escalating
mainframe maintenance· ·and upgrade
costs that were being passed onto the'm
by the ···servicebureau•... In addition, the
division's users were extremefyfrustrated
with very poor access to information and
with the lack of service bureau
responsiveness·. to requests ···for·system
modifications.· On top of this, response
to requests for new applications W8S also
very· slow.

System strategy and requirements:

Because of ·the cost-control and
informati()n~access problems associated
with their.···. ·oUlsourced···· systems, ·the
company ··.······decided .. to ... terminafe···· their
oUtsourcing arrangement with the service
bureau:... The. division··.···.•· management
decided ··that . all···.· of· .their ····.previously
outsourced d systems,·'· including· .··their
accQuntingapplications, ,... were··.···· to ,be
replaced with UNIX..based systems .that
offered· greater functionality andease..of~
use. Their criteria for selecting an
accounting package specified mainframe
quality (!uditability, security and controls.
Inaddition,greateraccess· tOdinformation
for .site .managers .and ···significantly

reduced operating expenses were critical
requirements.

Solution milestones:

The·firststepinthe .project .was to pilot
new·.operational. software for job·;·· cost
accounting and to hire and train 'a new IS
staff· capable of... ·.supporting ··the·. ·new
systems. T'ralningforthesepeople
inclodedbOthUNIXand·4Gb skills and
required a total elapsed time of three
months. After .'.... this training was
completed, the rollout of.the accounting
applications to remote locations began.

Over a period ·ofoneyear, the diVision's
new financial accounting·$oftware '. was
installed andimplemented,including
migration of existing financial data from
the service .• bureau ... mainframe system.
The company now operates an HP9000
server at headquarters.·and the division's
financial transactions· from .across the
U.S. are. posted through a wide area
network that·· connects <all;;\§O . remote
locations to each other,as.well as to
headquarters The company is pleased
to pointoUttbatthe.projectof migrating
their financial· .applications>to a UNIX
environment was completed on time and
within budget.

Benefltsc

The new system is viewed as a complete
success .. by company management, both
functionally· and financially..•.• ·.It· met .all of
the· ... users'expectations . for .··increased
functionality· and ···.enhanced··.information
access. as well as ·theif stated
requirements for security,auditability and
controls. The company's· financial
managers are pleased that the
organization now has ... multi-location
reporting .·capabilities .'. with ..• ;··centralized
cash management. A two-person IS staff
now supports both the central computer
and users at 50 remote locations.l1hanks
to the relational database and 4Gl., these
two peorle. are able to rnaintainnormal
operations while'stilthavingtimeto'create
application enhancements and
customized reports.
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From a cost standpoint, overhead for
such items as software license and
maintenance fees has. been sUb~tantlally

reduced. In addition, day-to-day
accounting operations··have··been greatly
simplified and redundant tasks .have.been
eliminated. For' example, .the 17
individually-created spreadsheets
previously used for period-end reporting
are·' no longer· needed. And· because.of
improved information· access, the user
community within the division feels that it
Is empowered with .Information, not Just
data. In fact, each operating location
has increased control over their
computing tasks and·needs, .resulting in
much greater satisfaction with the
company's IS. resources.

Two-Hundred Fifty Million Dollar
Technology Company

Profile:

Another example of a company that
successfully made the move to open
systems is a $250 million high-technology
company with 12 remote .operating
centers. The company found that its
ability to make strategic moves in a highly
dynamic market was hindered .by the
inflexibility of its computer systems. In
particular, the rigid, layered architectures
and 3GL code of its mainframe system
were restricting the company's ability to
modify its information systems to reflect
the operational impact of organizational
changes~ The company was using MSA's
financial accounting. software running on
an IBM 4381 mainframe. As a result, high
operating, upgrade. and maintenance
costs for both hardware and software had
become financially burdensome. In
addition, a large IS staff was required to
provide support, thereby increasing the
costs .associated with. operating and
maintaining the· company's mainframe
system. The company was also
challenged . by a growing '. number .of
incompatible ..user-created systems that
were ·In widespread use throughout the
organization.

System requirements:

The companydecided that to contlnue·to
grow,. It .would have to combine Its
multiple. . fragmented . ,systems Into· a
single, fully·· Integrated, ". decentralized
environment. ., To· accomplish.. this. ". the
company chose to move to UNIX-based
open systems. They also decided that
their new systems would be based on a
relational database ." and 4GL tools .to
provide flexibDity, easy ...·.access ··to
corporate information. and a rich
development environment that would
allow for easy modification. The specific
goals that the company set for their new
systems were:

1) to fully Integrate all systems in a
decentralized.environment.

2) to ..provide a rich development
environment for Internal IS use in
creating and modifying company
specific applications,

3) to maintain the audit controls and
accounting functionality of .a
mainframe system. and

4) to provide the flexibility necessary to
accommodate the CEO's desire to
be able to change the accounting
systems to reflect the. dynamic
corporate structure.

Solution milestones:

The first step·. in the project was the
complete retraining of the IS staff In UNIX
and 4GL technologies.. As this was being
completed, the company installed new
UNIX 4GL-based accounting software on
a development platform so IS personnel
could experiment without disturbing
existing applications. In addition, the
accounting software·' that the company
selected was customized to their needs
and installed for them.

After the installation of ·the new system.
the data conversion process ,from the
IBM 4381 was completed. Following this,
the old and new accounting systems
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were· run: in parallel for a· period' of time
during ·which the new system. was fully
tested. At the end ofthe test periodthe
new'system went live.

Benefits·:

With .the .implementation .of new .UNIX
based systems, the company realized an
8O~··reduction in their overall information
systems' operating.' costs. ·A ·significant
portion of· that reduction came'from··,the
dollars saved due to reduced hardware
and software maintenance costs. In
addition, the new. 4GL. development
environment led toa500% productivity
increase inapplication development· This
has allowed new applications" needed to
address dynamic business· needs,·. to be
completed in a fraction of··the.time.they
previously took.

The.' new UNIX-based. systems have also
resulted in substantial increases'· in the
opel"8tionSI effectiveness of the company.
The .I'openness" 'of' the new .• systems
means that altoperational and accounting
software systems are fully integrated and,
asa result, company managers are better
able .to review and •• ·.'control financial
activity •and,. "business .performance at
remote operating •centers. As .an added
benefit, reporting-structure' changes,
needed as .... a .result >of the •• company's
response to market· opportunities,' .are
easilyhandledwiththErmoreflexibleopen
systems-based software.

OPEN SYSTEMS: DOLLARS & SENSE

It ·would be·wrong.to look at the 'many
benefits of· open·' .systems without ··also
focusing <on 'the financial· justification
accompanying such a project. ' For top
corporate. decision makers, the. bottom
Une, on open· systems is ~.Do they. make
clollars and sense?" As with aU company
investments, new computer systems must
be measured bythe return on investment
that· they bring to the corporation.

To give you some idea of the tremendous
financial·. benefits possible' with open
systems-based .accounting solutions,

what follows are actual financial numbers
from three major companies who. made
the' move to,open systems..·Theirretums
on investment are typical of such projects
and they shoW' ,that UNIX-based
corporate' accounting ..'solutions .deliver.
tremendous savings. '.•.•. over·· ,.traditional
mainframe-based '.systems.

Leading Transportation Company

A $300 million •transportation company .in
the, Midwest iwas' ·paying $1.2 •million
annually' in ". outsourced.....information
technology expenses before downsizing
to UNIX systems.. The. company decided
to move from outsourcing to an irl,;.ho~se

UNIX-based sy~tem to ·trim costs. The
total acquisition/~ost for their new system
came to '$670,000 for. hardware and
software. WiththeopensysternsUNIX
based•.solution, .the .company's .. annual
information. technolOgy •• expenses were
reduced to $500,000<- an annual savings
of.$700,000... As a result, .their investment
in the new system was recoveredin.just
12 months.

Major Retailer

A $1.5 bi.1Iion retail compaAy was· paying
$9 million annually in information systems
costs.',.before· ..'implementing an. ' 'open
systems solution. Their one-time
acquisition cost for.aUNIX..basedsystem,
including hardware, software and custom
programming, ..•.. totaled $4 •·•.·.miUion ·Iess
than. half .• the.yearly.expenditure 'on their
existing'··· mainframe· ••• system. After
downsizing, annual information systems
costs were reduced,' to '$4. million.-an
annual savings of'$5 million. As a result,
~he new system investment was
recovered within 1omonths.

Rapidly Growing Technology Company

A $250 million health-care technology
company was spending $460,000
annually on maintenance alone for their
mainframe system's hardware and
software. The 'icompany ... decided to
downsize to a UNIX-based solution.·at·a
total cost of $650,000, including hardware
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and.·····software. After downsizing. the
company found that the annual
maintenance on the UNIX hardware and
software amounted to only $60,000 -an
annual savings of $400,000. Thus. within
20·· .months the Initial.'. investment 'In .the
new system .', was recovered through
savings on maintenance'costs alone.

ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN
MOVING TO OPEN SYSTEMS

The decision to' move to open .systems
brings with .it a wide range of challenges
and opportunities for both the IS
department and ·users alike. careful
planning' and thoughtful consideration of
the "many issues involved can· mean the
difference between success and failure in
implementing these new systems. The
following' are some key issues that have
proven to be most critical in companies'
open systems migration. plans. Whilethe
list is not all-inclusive,. it should help you
in formulating a successful
implementation plan that addresses· the
major IS and user department concerns.

Re-engineer business processes

Migrating to an open-systems
environment provides an excellent
opportunity to re-engineer existing
business processes that·· have proven
cumbersome and .inflexible. Corporate
users should ask themselves how many
of the procedures they have in place
have been imposed by .. the computer
systems and applications they are using
or .have used in the past. Does the
system adapt to and meet the specific
needs of the company, or does the
system force the company to adapt
operations to it? Open systems offer
companies the chance to re-design and
simplify business.processes to streamline
operations.

Consider security and controls

Despite the impressions that people may
have of UNIX from its early years,today's
UNIX-based systems provide excellent
controls and security · features for

corporate· users~ .The best UNIX-based
accounting applications. are·designed to
mimic mainframe features in this regard.
When considering' the move to a .UNIX
based accounting solution. It is critical
that companies review the product to find
out how the application handles
transaction' and data· '. integrity. Any
weaknesses. that an·· accounting "system
has in this area can beeasily.and·quickly
revealed .... through careful···.· .questioning
during software demonstrations.

Training Is critical

Open systems ... require an entirely' new
skill· set for ,IS.professionals. They must
not only understand broad new concepts
such as .open systems. distributed
computing .and client-server, but also
develop skills on new products' such as
UNIX. TCP/IP. relational databases and
4GLs. Companies moving' to open
systems-based accounting systems
should. either .' re-train their eXisting·. ·IS
staffs in these new skills or.· if, that·· is not
possible, hire ,··new programmers. with
hands-on experience in the technologies
(UNIX, 4GL, etc.) in which the accounting
software is developed. Project plans for
implementing these new systems should
always include action items to insure that
IS personnel have the necessary skills to
both install and .support the new systems.

Communicate goals to all involved

The move to open systems almost always
brings with it some rebellion among the
information .systems staff and often the
system users as well. Many IS staff
people may be concerned about job
security while users may resist anything
new and unfamiliar. .The challenge for
management is to address individual
concerns while focusing on the benefits
to the corporation.

One key to success is to insure there is a
high level of communicatipnwiththose
staff members who will be affected by the
new.system...···ln the.··case·,of·the IS .staff.
management ,should communicate its
commitment to. training existing staff in
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the newtechnolbgies. If staff reductions
are necessary. management should let
people know that the company will look
to attrition. instead of layoffs. to· achieve
those numbers.

People. shoulcJ also.be· made aware that
IS .is implementing" the new systems as
part ofaconcertedeffort to align IS goals
with the organization's priorities. Goals
for the project should be clearly ·defined
and 'should .be . stated "in .• business. not
technical. 'terms. so the IS ·staffbeginsto
focus.·. on···' the 'welfare ·.··of the'·•••.• entire
organization.' .··Also.compensation a~
incentives should no/longer be tied to the
size of, the 'department's ··budget··.or its
headcount. ····Instead.salary; levels ··.··and
rewards should, be based on ..... the
departm.ent·s ability to solve the
compaqy's business'problemswith cost
effective solutions.

These ideas. coupled with'examples from
other companies' open-systems
successes. should be broadly
communicated to help motivate the IS
staff....·.l..ikewise•.•• users should ·••••bemade
aware of the~many;benefitsthat the new
systems will bring.· ',This includes.making
their jobs' easier by allowing them more
direct input to· application. design· and
development. •... By championing ·.the new
systems· to ····IS ·.staff .•• and users alike. IS
management. can·. play •• a,..• critical·.rolein
mQvingtheorganizationto.l1ew'levels of
success.

Make itateam,effol't

Having the right partners can make all the
difference to an open-systems
implementation. Along ·the road to open
systems. some difficult issues;arise that
can hamper the success of the migration
process. One of these. for example•. is
data conversion. Getting data from the
old proprietary systems to the new open
systems can be one of the most difficult
parts of the entire project. Without some
help from outside experts. the project
may slow down or even fail.

Fortunately. experienced professionals
are available to' handle, these/and other
specialized,· tasks involved in"'moving .to
an open .systems .environment. An
effective team can be assembled to
address all· hardware•.• ·.software and
integration concerns.•·•• This team shoulcJ
be headed by the IS •• department.

To ··be certain that a potential partner.has
the necessary. experience. ,.·references
should 'always be fUlly checked.
Corporations. need to make..use ·.·of· ,the
expertise of those who have worked with
open systems strategies. and who have
proven•.• results in ··makif)g open systems
work at a number of companies. ·Ifa
potential vendor cannot supply real and
recent. references, the vendor· should 'not
be sel,ected.

Open systems· accounting is.· as we
discussed earlier,: •• the . heart of an
organization's .information systems. A
company·" should not trust this valuable
resource to, anyone. who does not have
proven expertise in successfully
implementing such systems for
companies ina variety· of industries~

CONCLUSION

Information ··management has i/become
increasingly.' '. important" .' to. competitive
successJntoday's business environment.
t:iaving. the ••. right ." .'. information, .. easily
available. at the right time ·can 'help an
organization make strategic and
operational decisions that lead to
competitive •. advantage. and .• ·corporate
success.

Open' ·.systemsoffers .companies the
flexibility and ease-of~lJIse .. they need to
manage •.. their· information. Proven
success .·storiesfrom.. companies.'·who
have •• made the. move '. to 'open. systems
show,that for most large companies the
operational. benefits and:significant cost
savings of open.systems far outweighthe
potential··short-term problems associated
with moving to a .new computing
environment. And., •.., when. . carefully
thought through and planned. the
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transition ·.·to open systems can· be
handled very smoothly with both IS and
user department personnel· feeling good
about the change to the new systems.

Accounting •. applications represent· a
perfect area for companies· to focus their
initial open· .·systems· efforts. ToeJay's
open systems-based accounting
packages· offer· better. performance,
functionality, and user control· than· the
mainfrarne accounting applications. that
they often replace.

In addition to saving companies money,
these new systems leverage the
technology.strengths of UNIX, relational
databases and 4GLs to 'deliver faster
access to information, ease-of-use, ease
of-modification and greater
interoperability with external systems.

For the IS department willing to accept
the challenge, the move to open systems
brings with it a redefined leadership role
of even greater importance within the
organization. An open systems-based
computing strategy offers the IS
department ··an opportunity to show a
clear contribution to the success of the
company, as well as significant·· cost
reductions and improved ROI. Users also
are quick to recognize the success of an
open-systems implementation, and their
overall opinion of the capabilities of the
company's IS resources is usually
dramatically improved.

The proven success stories from
companies who have accepted the
challenge of migrating to open systems
demonstrate that open systems represent
a new level of price/performance and
flexibility for corporations. The demon
strated benefits of open systems are
leading companies'. to view the· open
systems ·decision as' one of ·'When?"
ratherthan "if?". Companies who answer
that question by developing .carefully
considered, near-term plans for moving to
open .• systems .will be. positioned· ... to
compete in the information-elriven
business environment of the 1990s.
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1. Introduction

Software developers spend a large amount oftime compiling, linking, debugging, and
tuning theirapplicatioris... <These developers are continually looking forwayst<lim
prove their productivity. This paper describes theHPProgranuner'sToolset, anewset
of tools to assist the HP-UX software developer. The Toolset contains:

• The HP Distribllted Debugging Envir,onment (HPIDDE), providing increa~ed

debugger capability

• TheHP Pr(lgrfUllmer:sAnalysisKit (HPIPAK), providing enhanced perfor
mance analysis capability

• Blink Link, providing improved compilellink performance

'fh.is·pap~r gi\,es~J;~~fovelVie'Ysof~ach tool, butJocuse~.()n.HPIPIlE, HP'sstrategic
debugger. The se<;tion on H:PII?~p'b~ginswit~itsfUl1ctional~ty,then ~oncentratesoH

the user interface and how·it can be configured. Currently available on HP-UX
Series 700/800an<t.<[)omainsystems,HP!DDE wilteventually replace th~xdb,debug

ger on HP- UX and MPE systems. There isalso a brief discussion ofsome of the simi
larities and differences between HPIDDE·and xdb.

The paper concludes with a description of how all the tools in the HP Programmer's
Toolset can be used together effectively to improve programmer productivity.
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2. HP/DDE - HP Distributed Debugging Environment

HP/DDE (henceforth referred to as DOE) is HP's strategic debugger. It is a powerful
source-level debugger with a rich feature set. DOE supports the debugging of pro
grams written in C, C++, FORTRAN, and Pascal. Highlights of DDE features in
clude:

• Graphical user interface

• multiple·windows
• user-defined menus, command buttons, and key bindings
• context-sensitive pop-up menus
• context-sensitive on-line help
• easy customization

• Conunandlanguage

• macro definitions
• conditional execution of commands (if -then -else)
• execution of commands in a loop (while -loop)
• language- sensitive expression evaluation
• user-defined variables

• System support

• support for shared libraries and dynamically loaded code
• ability to attach to ongoing processes
• ability to debug child processes

The remainder of this section focuses on the user interface. Command language and
system support features are only briefly discussed in the context of debugger custo
mizationand HP's debuggerstrategy.

2.1. User Interface

ODE's user interface is based on the X Window System and OSF/Motif. There are up
to six separate windows for displaying program information. Each DOE window has
context- sensitive pop- up menus providing easy access to COlllmon debugger actions
associated with each area of the display.

A non-graphical line-mode user interface is also provided. This user interface is
particularly useful when an X environment is not available (for example, ifyou are de
bugging on a character-basedlerminal or remotely across a modem).

The following figure shows three windows in a typical DOE debugging session.
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:: :::•••••:. w ·•• • •••••••.·.•..", ,,'B11••!lt~: .' ':'..'..
} /disk3/users/ho_gibson/dde/testlaverage.c

16...~ }
17 ,~
18 ~void print_average (list, low, high)
19 ~ int list[l,low,.nigh;

29
2221

: : : :.~.~: { int total, num elements, average;
total -sum (lIst, low, high);

23 ... .~ num_elements "high- lOw; ·]:A,notethis is

;::: :1

Debugging Session with DDE

Thefollowing sections·describe eachDDEwindow·in detail and also provide examples
of how pop-up menus can be used to increase your productivity while debugging.

2.1.1.... Targetf'rogramWindow

The target progratnwindow is the windowfrom which you invoke DDE.AlI input to
and output from the program you are debugging is directed to thiswindow. Separating
program input and output from debugger input and outputmakesiteasiertodistin
guish betweentb.e two and also allows DDE to debug graph~csapplicationseasily.
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2.1.2. Transcript Display Wuulow

The transcript displaywindow is the debugger's main window. Itoontainscomponents
you use to issue debugger commands and to obtaininfonnation about the targetpro
gram.

menu bar . P!:OI'I'IUII !!onltor !ulormadoD I!!,terlaee Propertz. Ml8£8l.......

rs~;p"E.~;;·~i~;i I
~m_.wm...._"",,".,,'y_""'~ Executing image in process 19058: "/disk3/users/ho_gibson/dde/t
: step -aver ! Break at: \ \average\main\32

F::::::~;;::::::::l ~::;p::e~o: \ \ average\print_average\22 I
I : -: dde> step

comnuuul 4 i Go·: Stepped to: \ \average\sum\12

buttons I r··~··"! ~~:>V8~~~:~S~\lOV: e ·1
:-~~ ~~ ~~~~.,.w ·.-: dde> pri thigh . .

I i ~.~!! j \\averag:\sum\high:· 9 .... . j
r"~~~] ~_~._~~_~~__~~

\ r··..·...Q;it:·..·....it.:lt:;:::::::::::::::::::::::·::::;:::::=::::=;:=:;::;:;::;;:;=;::;;;;;;;;;;:;=:::;;;;;:;::;:;;;;;:;;;::;;;:;:;:;;;;;::j~;:'j;1::~*»§*:':::':::::::::;':;:;

dde> II command ellby line ~

DDE Transcript Display Window

The transcript display window has four components:

• Command entry line
This area, at the bottom ofthe window, is for keyboard entry ofdebugger com
mands.AlI debugger commands can be entered from the keyboard in the com
mand line entry area,soDDE does not require use of the mouse.

• Transcript
This area, above the command entry line component, displays a tra.nscript of
the entire debugging session. Debugger commands (including those accessed
from the mouse) and debugger output are displayed here. Scroll bars allow
you to scroll through your session.

• Menu bar
The row ofpull-down menus across the top of this display provides complete
access to all debugger commands from the mouse. The commands are orga
nized by function. For example, debugger commands associated with monitor
ing your progr~m, such as setting breakpoints and watchpoints,are grouped
under Monitor.

• Command buttons
The column ofbuttons along the left side of the display provides quick access to
common debugger commands. For example, the user can single step the pro
gram simply by clicking on the button labeled "Step". These buttons are
user-configurable, so you can define your own buttons Qr replace the prede
fined ones with actions you commonly use while debugging.

2.1.3. Source Display Window

This window displays the source code for the program you are debugging.
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~ N .!; ~~~&:::::1:;:~•

Idisk3/users/ho__gibson/dde/testlaverage"c

8.... 1
98.. ~ int SUlll (.1 ist, . low, high).

19 ! . int list[l, low, high,
U : {
12.•.. 1 int 1, s- 0;
13.... 1 for (i - low; i <- high; i++)
14.. "1 s +- 11stJ i];
15. . ••. : return (5);
16.••. i
11... ~ 1 . . . .... '
18.. " i void print_average (list, low, high)
19••.. i int l~st[l,low, high;

::: : : 1 (1nttotal,num elel1lents, average;

~~..~~~l~
.:, u":~·~~~~~f.~.:~ .... h u. u.._. :::~*~~~~~::

>

DDE Source Display Window

1·;'~i:iiiJ:::::::::::::::::::::::::J
r;;t~'U;(ii''''''''''''''''''''']

[~!!!!~!J.!! =: =]
~·j;i;t·:~·u;t[ir"····"··~····l

ii!:!!~:!~~~~!:~iliJ
iP;i;~·(~pn;)·.i'[ii·1

r~U;tiii~~Aw~~~~mmm]

t:a;;;i:7wn..~..~.n..~~~~~~vn~1

Thesourceoode displayed is, by default, the sourceoorreSl'oll,~it.tgto>thelocation
wh~re the target programwill~esume(or start) executing. TI1e region on tJje leftofthe
window displays.rl1e line numbers.and possibly·additional.gtaphicsy~bols. For exam
pIe", the arrow indicates the line of code where the. t.a,get program is stopped...Stop
signs·indicate where.breakpoints. are set.. Several other graphic symbols, .. not shown
above, can·also appear in this area.

2.1.4. Context-sensitive Pop-up Menus

The context-sensitive pop-up menu is a powerful featureofDDE's user mterface. It
provides.accessto.commondebugger.actions·using.the·mouse.. ClicKing··mouse·buttons
while the cursor is positioned in differentareas of a~ndowcausesIlD~to display
differentpop- up menus. For example, a single.click .with Ml(left mous~button) in
the source code region brings up the menu seen in thefigureatiove.The>itemsin the
menu are commonactions you might perform while looking at the source code, such as
printing the value of a variable or settingawatchpointon it.

The text under the cursor when you click a mouse button determines the arguments to
some ofthe·DDE pop.....upmenucomrrtands. ·Inthe source code region, DDEuses

. language-sensitive textselection to seed the oontents ofthe pop-up menus.. In the
example above, the cursor .was <positioned· at the opening bracket in the .expression
list [1] (note small A symbol online 14). If the cursor hadbeen positioned over the
variable list in the expression list [i], the menus would have been seeded with
list rather than the entire expression. This capabilitymakesitveryeasytouse the
mouse to print any arbitrarily complex expression.

For even quicker access,· double .....clickingcauses DOE to execute thefrrstmenu item
instead ofdisplaying the menu. In the example above, you can. double...clickon the
variable in the source code region to print its value.
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These pop-up menus can be'defined by the user.YQucan easily reconfigure these
menusto~~tllindebug~eractions common to your particular application, or change
the defiuilt action (when double-clicking) to be something other than printing an ex
pression's value. Each mouse button can have a different menu associated with it and
can be configured separately.

Different pop-up mel11:1s are associated with the line number region of the window.
The predefined actions in these menus relate to line numbers - for example, setting
and deleting breakpoints, and continuing execution until a specified line number. The
figure below shows the window after the user has clickedM1 on the line number 15.

II
rage Clist, low, high) I~
" low, high; s

tal, num elements, average; I
- sum (lIst, low, high); ~
ements - high - low; 1* note this is 81

~
e - total I num elements; i

. C.:.:.:.:.:.::.: ' ::::::.:.).: ...11

.: :..:.. :.::: Ji;~i;i;~i;i;i;i~;iji~i;~i;i~;i;~l;~~~~lU;i~;~l~~~t j

for (i - low; i <- high; i++)
s +- list[i);

(s);

13 ~
1'1 ~
15 i
16. I'
11.
18
19.
m
21.
22.
23.
2'1.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
38.

r··..················..········..··················..········..··..··..···1
1- CIlncel- J

DDE Source Display Window

As with the pop- up menus in the source code region, each mouse button has different
pop-up menus associated with it. All the menus are user-configurable, and double
clicking always selects the default action (the first menu item) without displaying the
menu.

2.1.5. Assembly Display Window

The assembly display window displays the disassembled machine instmctions that cor
respond to the source code beingdisplayed in the source display window. This window
isnot displayed bydefault. .The figure below is an example ofthe assembly displaywin
dow showing PA- RISe assembly code.
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-52(Ptsr301,Ptsr311 line13j
-108 ("r30J ,"r19.1ine 13 ~
"r31, "r19, 1de8 t line 13 .~

·...line.13 .. 'J '.
-:~.f! .."r3R1, "r2 0 t line 14l .

"rJO) ,"r21. line 14 j
r30)', "r22tli.lJe 14 .•... ::
".r21). "r1tline 14 ~

[;!ei:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::'::::::] ~~1( :~~~l: "1i::' t~ ~
f.~.·,''''~.··.. b~~.I."""""".oe~~(;.·.2.D.B4.". )..... ·fJO),,,r19.1ine14 1
~ ~r191,"r20tline14 !
~.:~m·~."""p~".wr~."3"~.. O~.~~"'("'3"~2"-"b~~.·~I'-.~·.·~.. -h~::~)"~~.".~.-""".~J. -S2( "r30) .1ine14 1
~UII loG _ rJO), .r21'· line 14....~

l' J "r30), "r22. line 14i
~chunp r30(16 bits hex) _ "r22, Idb4:ti::t~ ~

rfi~~~~i·o·(g·6Iij·h~j··········.···.·l. ,;4~-_;·..·.•.2~~~J
r;~;~~~··~:···~··~~~~··~··· ...~~····~·w..,.~~y~,...~--..~ .•;~'] 1.=.....=....=:....=...=.....•...=.• •••~

... ~ 000010A4: 4BDF3F99
· 1 000010AB: 4BD33F29
· , 000010AC: 8A1F606A
· ~000010BO: 08000240
· 1 000010B4: 4BD43F91
· . . . ~ 000010BS: 4' .
.; . , lOOQ010BC: 4',· ... t 000010CO: OE'

.. ' ~ 00001004: 08
.... ~000010c8: 6
" !000010CC: 4
· '. l000010DO: 36 ,
.... i00001DD4: 6
.... ~ 0000lDD8: 4
· ' ~ 000010DC: 48 :
· ~00001080: 82 :
· . . ~ 00001084: 08
::<_;I.OOOO~1)E8: · 88:

., .~~~.~~.~~~j ::::7:7:;..:~

The pop-up menus in this display contain actions associated with assemblylevelde
bu~ing.Forexample, the pop-up Il\enu showllabovecontainsactionsrelat~dto reg
isters. Other menus in this display allow you tosingl~stepllY instruction~Asin the
other displays, all these menus arealso user-definable.

2.1.6.T,.acebackDisplay Window

Thecall/retuM-stack appears in tbetraceback display ~indow .. The traceback display
is automatically updatedwhenevetyour target program stops executing and DDE
gains control. This window is'not displayed by default.

DDE Traceback Display Window

Pop-up menus in this display allowyouJo change the environmentofthe debugger.
For example, if you double-clickover··the:name,oftheprint_average procedure
above, DDE changes the. context of your environment to the.·pointinprocedure
print_average where the procedure sum was called. The source display is up
dated to show the procedure print_average,allowingyQut()easilyex~mine local
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variables in that pr~ce~l!re.Double--clickitt.~intJtetraceba<;kdisplay window allows
you tQmove quickly up ~nd down the call stack. '

2.1.7. Variabli!DispJay}Vindow
" -

DOE allows you to set a watchpointon avariableoi'memory rangeto monitor changes
in value as the progr~mexecutes. When the v~l"~ofawatchedvariable or memory
range changes,DDE stops execution and notifies you of the new value."The variable
display window is also updated to display the new value. Bydefault, this window is dis
played whenever there arewatchpoints set.

1.""14)\\C1verage\pr~nt_average\total: 36« ~ .::.':;

I
""" .~ 5) \\average\prlnt_average\high: 9 ~ .

.~ ij

DDE Variable Display Window

The figure above shows two watchpoints. The bell symbol indicates that'the value of
the variable total has just changed to 36. The variable high is also being watched,
but its value has not changed.

ODE allows you to specify how often ODE checks watched values for changes (every
instruction, statement, or routine). Since watchpointscause yqurpr()gram to run sig
nificantlyslower, the ability to control the level at which DDEch~cks for changed val
ues can make a big difference in. how quickly you can isolate.yourbug.

2.2. Customizing DDE

Any customizations you make to your debugging envir()nmentcan be saved in a DOE
startup ftle.Por example, any pop-up mentis and key bindings you define byusing the
DDE menu and key commands can be saved in your startup file so they aredefmed
each time you invoke DDE. In fact, the menus arid key bindings defined by pDE are
predefined m~nu and key commands in the, default startup fue. You can m6dify the
predefined,lllenl.J.~"byeditipg these commands ~n(j,S(lving theminy()qf()wnstartup file.

In addition to creating or modifying predefined menus and key bindings in the user
interface, DDE's command set also supports a powerful macro capability and com
mahds to create conditional sequences or sequences: associated with specific program
events.'Porexample, you couldwrire your6wnDDE alias 'macro lhatusesDDE
controloommands'such as if-then -else or-while -1001» These features
allow you'to write'sophisticated macros tailored for your specificprogtam (such asa
macro to'priota complex data structure).
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DOE also has predefined macros thatyou can use. For example, DDE, defines the
macro 'txt to be the text underthecUfSor, and'l.co to be the current line number.
You canuse these macroswhen definingyour own aliases ormodifyingpredefilledme
nus.

Allthesefeatures helpyou tailor DDEtoyour debuggiIlgneeds, 8l10wingyouto debug
yC?urprogramsmorequi~1dyand efficiently.

2.3.HPDebugger··Strategy

The HP debugger strategy is to support.only one debugger, namely DOE.

Our .. strategy is to provide anesseJt,ti~~db functionality ··'(not .. exact commands} in
ODE.· Patt~four~entDDEdevelo~menteff()rtisto·add.thisfuJlctionalityto assist
xdb userstransitioning to DDE~ EDbanCed C++ support, localization, record and
playback, and command-line editing are some of the.features\Veare currently adding
toOOE.When these features are available inDDE,weeJPectthe transition forxdb
users to be relativelY paiDless.> WealsocurrentIY ship macros for commondbx and
xdl:>commantls;

Our strategy is to provide enhanced debugging support in DDEonly. Future enhance
ments include support for·debugging optimized code, multithreaded.applications,dis
tributedsystems,· and HP Micro FocusCOBOn /.HP~UX.··WeWill·contm.ue to sup
port xdb, butwill not add anynew enhancements. Ata futuredate,:x:dbwill no longer
be available.

Forreadersfafili1iarwith xdb,the following· sections provide a brief comparison of
DDEandxdb.

2.3.1. SiInilaritiesbetweenDDE andxdb

The DOE and xdb debuggers have more sinillarities than differences. Both debuggers
provide users with the standard set. of debugging functionality, including:

• program control ··(starting program· execution,· stepping ·.by statement or
instruction,.delivering signals to a program)

• monitoring (setting breakpoints, tracing program execution)

• obtaining program information (displaying values of variables or memory
locations, obtaining traceback of call/return.stack)

In addition, both DOE and xdb support multiple languages (including language-spe
cific expression.evaluation), allow·a user to simultaneously display sourceandassem
bly listings, allow a user to attach to a running program, and support debugging of
shared libraries.

2.3.2.· Strengths.of ODE

There are several features.in DDEtbat are not available in xdb..The most visiblefea
ture is the graphical user interface. As shown inprecedinlsections, DDE's u.terface·is
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customizable,allowing you to tailor DOE toyourown environment and making it easi
er to access the ODEcommands you most commonly use. In additionto the user inter
face, DOE's powerful macro capability also adds to the flexibility of DOE.

A specificfeature ofDOE notinxdb is the ability t~ .monitor ai~~riableoran address
range for changes in value (see Variable Display.Wuulowsection·above)... While xc1lJ
assertions can be used to simulate DOE watchpoints, ODE watchpointsare easier to
understand and to use. You can also specify the level of granularity ofDDEwatch~
points, whereas xdb assertions are evaluated after each machine instruction.

On Domain systems, ODE supports source-level debugging ofoptimized cod~ and
following child process~s. These fe~turesare.~otavailable inx:db... We plan to make
these features .~vailableinDOE on HP-UX and MPE systems in future releases.

In. additi()n.tQ these feature differences, DOE's internal architecture and design are
sup.eriortoxdb's. The modular architecture of DOE enables us to better design and
implement new debugger enhancements. The architecture ofODE was a primary fac
tor in our decision to make DOE HP's strategic debugger.

2.3.3. Features ofxdb not yet in DOE

The xdb debugger is smaller and faster than ODE.

Other xdb strengths are its level of C++ support and localization. Additional xdb
functionality not currently supported by ODE (Version 2.0) include command-line
editing, record and playback, and integration with HP's SoftBench. Users who rely
heavily on these features may want to wait for DOE 3.0 before transitioning to DOE.
DDE3.(} is currently targeted for release in mid-1994.

3. HP/PAK - HP Programmer's Analysis Kit

HP/PAK is a set of three program analysis tools. Each tool looks at performance from
a different perspective: overall system· resources, .individual program performance,
and program performance at the statement or instruction level. Each tool is described
briefly below.

3.1. XPS

XPS provides an X - based view of process statistics running on a system. It enables
you to see the relative use of system resources across all (or a subset of) the processes
at the system level. Using XPS, you can determine if inadequate performance results
from your program· itself, or whether it arises because another process is running on
the system concurrently. The following figure is an example of XPS output.
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dpat

Statistics DlsplayfQfyz User vjJ.tg
PracessName ,0'tfJ CPU Perf'!ntae

2.5 I
100

i

csh

,xps

vlUlderbilt

csh

other Processe&

0.0

0.2

so.8
0.0

6.211
0.0

V01)pe

Network I/O Type

Paging Requests

Pasins service

. Other Tratfle

178.1

2.0

20.2

0.0

1000
• i-

o Network I/O per sec:ontl000 :
I ' , , i i -I , , • i:

I-
XPSDisplay

As XPS monitors your system, the barcharts are dynamically'. updated .' toretlect
changes in relative usage on your system.

3.2. . DPAT- Dis!ri~~ted·Perfonn~pceAnalysisTool

I.)PAT iS~Jl interactive tool that examines program perform~nceatlhepr<>eedlJ.r~lev
'el. •You can use DPAT to identify time-intensiveprocedures.l3Y focusing youratten
tion on those procedures that consume alot ofCPU time, you can maximize the impact
of yOQrperformance improvements.

Tg'useJ?PA1;you fast use it to Illonitor YO\lr pr<?gram, and then useit to analyze the
r~~\1lt~~:,yqucan-use DPAT either~q gener~te repor~s,or to interactively examine the
collected data. Each of these functions is described below.

3.2.1. DPAT Monitor

DPAT collects statistics on your program during the monitoring phase. It does this by
periodically stopping your program, obtaining the call stack at that point ofexecution,
and then resuming your program. The following figure shows DPAT monitoring a pro
gram.
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~ !ID:ltia11z iDg :laaga .'ld18k3/users/bo_fJ1f··;' ~ Taa:qet Pa:ocess TUlle 0J)t ions

il. ].~JI. ~:::~:. __.l(.~.rval ['fee-'''''']
!.:.. . ~w..! i Qllext 1IJ>da~ fEe_ocy: EJ
r~~~:::' ~:.~: :~: ·.~;~il~~~i::·:":::~ ..: :.: ; :. ::.::: ,' , ,., " , ,.. ,iDiSJ)lay. OJ)t iOlliS Data. ReJ)Ort lnCJ 'Opt ions

HSaples: 121, Elapsed target seconds: l:i~ ~ In Baroharts_. _I Q CUra:ent Ju:ocedtll:es only
1f:·:~~·....·~··..........········,·..................~" ........~··~"·..··.....,...·,···..........·...·····.....·,.........·....·.....TI..····:~ 1 mTa:aceback mVerbose

~ ~ house ~ i ~ Q JIo data fUe • Libcaa:y_ • -
:: contractor : :: """"-'---__-----..... :1

1~·t·~·~l~ftt:~=~·::;::;::2:E:2;;::;:;::::::J..~ !_J~. _~ L~~

DPATMonitor Session

The Monitor menu (on right) is an'interface that allows you to specify parameters of
the monitoring run, suchastb~.pommandJineto invokeyoril" program' howf1"~quently
you want DPAT to sample the program, and what statistics you want DPAT to display
while it is monitoring your program.. In the example above, we configured DPAT to
display dynamically the call stack of the program we are monitoring (seen in -lower
left- hand corner). This display is periodically updated to show the current call stack
while your program is running.

3.2.2. DPAT Analysis

DPAT uses the samples (of the call stack)collectedduring the monitor phaseto gener
ate reports .about the execution of your progratp.• l'IJ~ough selections in ,the Analysis
menu (not shown here, but similar to the Monitormenu), DPAT provides many c.iiffer
ent ways to analyze your data and to present theinfoJ:lllation.

The following example shows a hierarchical report. In this type of report, DPATin
dents the procedures based on the call tree and shows how much time is spent in a pro
cedure and how much time is spent in or under~achprocedure{intheprocedureor
any procedures called on its behalf). The reports can also be directed to a separate
window or to a ftle.
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~il. F!!,DCtiODS !!'tIp

Initial iz inc] iRage. ~ I disk3/users/ho.;o.qibson/ tnterex/vanderbilt~ . i
KonitoriDg stoppedafter'3~'1saaples.". i~ili

Analysis MS coaple1;ed'BUCCessfully.' . : 1:1::
Datafile written as' /disk3/users/ho_,ilfson/intereX/datafile' . :;1;1
RelevantllOnitor options were -interval 100 -1~1 -library ( ~~~

~:..
•et;. analyze ...da~file "/di"3/use;rs/bo_1Jibson/~terex/datafile

Scaples
InODly
'Total

8aIIpies
In or UDder
'Total ..:vel RoutiDe

1
o
3
4
!J
1•o

3'
10
11
1,
2

100
l'
16

4
!J

83

"36
3'
10
11,
l'

6
2

1 _ill
2 garage
3 contractor
4 8lectriciaD
4 repOttJUterlals
2 house
3 contractor
4 pluUer
5 pl.-bers_assis~t.

4 el4flCtrlc~
4 reportJUterials
3 d8c0ralor
4 reportJlilterials
4 report_labor

Analysis bas .~~,~.~~~ ~SBf~IY. ... : ~;.,::3::
~_. ,~ ~

DrATAnalysis Report

In the example above, you might want to startyour performance analysis by IOQking. at
the procedure pIumbers_ass istant, since 36% of the c'Xecution time was spent in
thatprooedure.BYQbtainingthisinformation,iyouknowwhere to directyoqrattention
toobtainlhelliggestimpact on performance.

3.2.3. DPAT Playback

Sometimes information'on the behavior of your program can be gleaned by ''watch
irtg" the ¢all stack ofyourpf0gram dynamically. The)Playbackfeature ofDPATpfo
vides a .simpleVCR--:-like interfacetbatallows you to ,play through (at ,fast oeslow
speed) the samples DPAT has collected,single step.fmme- by-ffame, orshowthedy
namic caU tree ofyour program at any particular sample point.
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DPATPlayback Session

The figure above is an example ofa playback,session. We ftrstplayedthrough the ses
sion and, in succession, DPAT displayed the traceback of each sample. We stopped
playback by clicking on Pause, and have just selected the Show flow option. DPAT
has displayed the dynamic ·ca.ll tree corresponding to the point at which we stopped
playback.

By playing through the collected samples, you may notice that a procedure,wascalled
during a phase ofyour program when it shouldn't have been. DPAT's playback mode
may help you discover algorithmic as well as performance problems in your program.

.~.3.HPC -- Histogram Program Counter.

HPCanalyzes compute- bound procedures at the statement orillstructiohlevel. Like
DPAl; it monitors the execution of your program and then generates a report. The
following example shows whatHPC output looks like.
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% hpc vanderbilt 10
Initializing binary vanderbilt
Monitoring stopped after 305 samples.
Total hits: 305 Total misses: 0
\ \vanderbilt\rep9rt_materials

68 31.1 ***********************.**~'*****

32.1 *******************c*************
\\vanderbilt\electrician

29 12.1 ************
\ \vanderbiIt \decorator

80 8.9 **~*****

\\vanderbilt\contractor
93 1.6 *

103 4.3 ****
\ \vanderbi It \plumber

48 .....••.. 4.p ****
\\vanderbilt\report~labor

58 1.6 *
\\vanderbilt\house

121 1.3 *
\\vanderbilt\plumbers assistant

38 1.3 *
\\vanderbilt\main

156 1.0 *

HPCOutpul

In ... t~isexaIllPle, ..• HPC .. shQW§ ..• that ..• I11()st.> ••. time .is.spent .•,... in ... theprocedure
rep,Q,rt_mat eria±5 on~iIt~s(j8,and 69, so you may want~o look there for possible
performance improvements. '

3.4.. Using HP/PAK Tools Effectively

The three tools in HPIPAK can be used together effectively, each tool showing you a
different view ofyour application's performance. For example, you may use XPS to
look at overall system resource utilization by your application. You may notice an un
usual amount of disk or network traffic when your application is running. Or, ifyour
application has more than one process, you might use XPS to see how the processes
compete for system resources.

If you identify a particular program that has inadequate performance, you can use
DPAT to analyze its performance at the procedure level. Usually, you can make signif
icant performance gains for your program by improving the performance ofa few pro
cedures, using DPAT to pinpoint these time-intensive procedures. If a more detailed
analysis of a particular procedure or code range is required, HPC can be used.
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4. Blink Link

BlinkLink is an incremental linking facilitythat accelerates the link phase Qfthe edit
compile-link (,)'cle. Blink Link consists of a ,set of utilities compatible with make(l).
To use Blink Link, you must first modify your makefiles to enable their use with Blink
Link utilities. Once this is done, when your program is built, its object files are linked
into a pre-link module (actuaUy,a shared'library) used to formthe program. When
files are subsequently modified during the developmentcycle, only recompiled object
files are linked together to create a new version of the program. Because the pre-link
module is not relinked, the link time for the. recompiled object· ftlesis proportional
only to the size of the recompiled object files, rather than the entire program. This
results in faster link and build turnaround.

s. Using the HP Programmer's Toolset

The tools in the Programmer's Toolset can be used togeth~r in the following way to
improve your productivity.

• Design your build processes to use Blink Link during the link phase.

• Use ODE to debug your program during development. As you make changes
and rebuild your program, Blink Link will reIink your modified object files
quickly. Continue to use DOE and Blink Link iteratively until YOYf program
works correctly.

• Use HP/PAK to analyze the performance of your program, if necessary.
Again, use of Blink Link will improve your build time. Continue to use
HPIPAK, DOE, and Blink Link iteratively until the performance ofyour pro
gram is acceptable.

These basic development tools, provided in the HPProgrammer's Toolset, allow all
developers - novice as well as experienced- to be more productive during software
development.
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Designing For Usability

Scott L. McGregor
President
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Fax: (408) 98S-1936

ABSTRACT

There is more to designing a user interface than patching together
various user interface elements. This paper postulates that the user
interface should be designed to take advantage of the strengths .of the
"human machine" and avoid its weaknesses.

Scott McGregor has been developing and managing software
development for over 20 years, ·including ten years at Hewlett
Packard, where, as manager of an R&D team managing software
development of commercial CASE systems, McGregor developed the
initial concept and prototypes for prescient agents described in this
paper.
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SystemsOptimizGtion Vs Migration to Open Systems

Technological evolution and connectivity to the hp3000

Messaging and groupware as drivers of productivity
I

Online applications development utilizing 4GL and GUI

Servers as Open Systems platforms

Relational versus Hierarchical database engines

Implementations issues:
Network platforms
Front end development tools

PC/LAN or UNIX

Migration rationalizations and realities

Migration strategies and- pitfalls
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Pes, Macs, IlISC Stations on Mum-protocol 10-JDOIlbpsf.AN
Super hp ...rver. and WorIcgfOup ..,.,ers
aient/server. Relational·Dafcrbase
Video/Sound .(JS new· doIa .types
Grpupware
Object Oriented tools
Rapid ProIotyping

It-

hp and. PCs as srnart'erminalsl'Urtning9.61
hp·. -data processing
PCs - office stUff

lip· lDIIIag· •••
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And now use.an object oriented enviroment
torulI Client I Server applications? .

New Technology demands today's hardware
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Messaging Systems - HP .. Mail
Scheduling / Calendar

ONE TO· ONE It •

•
•

To: Elliott.Corp
From: TQI'l"I.C<>rp
C9U1d y<>umake friday'$

MANY TO ONE

~fJ~~'~~~g
Attached is my projeCt pion.....

To: Elliott.Corp
Frorn: Mary.SaI$;
Attached is my travel plan.....•ONE TO MANY

To: SalesGrp
From: Elllott.Corp
All sales staff please· attend new ..·product training..•..

•

To: Jane.Mkt
From: Elllott.Corp
Please send me your market analysis .

• GroupIUGre.is:
Email, mess9g1og,discussions, news, forms routing and checklist.

MANYTO MANY

Ellio1t@Corp:l$1herea way to improVe the
P/I rabiltty?
o
surf

EI
n
Dc»t
Susan@Prod: No .
JohnOSales: Yes but....
Mary@Soles:Yes John said it best...
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On Line Applications
Database / Transactions Processing

eoming from: lmaIle .......
CaliM
CIID.Ipllllll _

New methods:
CASE tools
Rapidprofotype

Migrate to a ···GUI enviroment:
User demand
Better tools
Open systems

Not to save money
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Servers - Open 0/5

U Brothers
Noveli/USLjOSF
SVR4
seQ
various DB servers

Microsoft
NT Advance SeNer
SQL Server for NT

IBM
DS/2
GI.C.SW..' .01.. /,2DI22 .
GIGI,_
DI2/IDDD
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Relational SQLEngine

SQL Statements, Procedure Calls,.

Tables

Client
~ propaIIIIB
SCI\MIIB foJfBllllS
pmeratioIIl ofsq.
~ COIIB8IroI...~

Al1J1fORS

~.RS.. ·

Image \18 Relational

Client/Server DB Engines
hp Allbase SQL
Sybase/Microsoft SQL Server
Oracle
Informix
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Implementationlssue,s

Netware
IPX is easy on PC memory

IPX supportsPCs 9nly and some flavors of UNIX {no Mac yet!}
)

IPX requires router or server present

TCpnp on Netware clients requires,ODI atthecUent

Multi-protocol stack requires a lot of memory

Difficult to have a.$ingleCONFIG:S~Sthatfits·all machines

IPC ..TCP._/9
E ~I-I 91 SofIware drivels does not 'take over'- '- INeIX. the network Interface card."" 0." Software drivers talk to .NIC via

J the 001 Unk support.

Vines
Vines is big - it takes about.t20Kof.clientPCmemory

Only a few,'bigh.endcl"outerscanrouteVines VIP",

Requires PC based service
it should be set up as it own group to secure access

TCpnp on Vines clients requires NDIS at the client

Multi-protocol stack requires a lot of memory

Difficult to have a single CONFIG.SYS that fits all machines
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Implementation Issues

Tcpnp
Industrial standard
but requires additional software on the PC
TCPJlP software can be expensive

Requires IP router to be present

Addresses have.to·be··.pre-defined

MUlti-protocol stack requires a lot of memory

Difficultto·have a·singleCONFIG.SYS that· fits all machines

Netbios
Small packets -not good for·.lots·ofdata

Generic peer to peer - requires no server or ~outerpresent

No Network Layer (OSI) address

Must be bridged - not routable

Difficult to implement WAN
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Implementation Issues
[F.RONT.ENd ~oNdo~s 4ClLs

-Lots to learn - 600 Windows API calls + 00 constructs.
">r ..•

-Pick Object Orient tools, as Windows predonilnates,
00 will be widespread.,,,

-ProcedlJ~alprogr~rnming faU~.apar.t forsc;[eenlevent
paradigm '

-Development is tougher than you think

-GUI applications should be redesigned, not ported

-Language on the 3000 are less object oriented,
requires retraining existing prograrnl1le{$

a few products:

Powerbuilde.r ..

SQI,;'·····Windows

,Visual Basic
4039-11 D



Powerbuilder SQL .Windows

Delelopmenlenl. -Windows3.1

largelenl. -Windows3.1, Mac in lulUre

largelDB: hpAllbase SOl., IIS/SybaSeSOLSener,OraCle,
Inlormix, DB2, and man,olhers.

Generale180110 lorlaraelenl.

ObJeclorlenleddelelopment

... Transparenlaccess10 DB

... SupporllorWindows OLE, DOE, ODBC

... Suile 01end userlools

... SupporiOllPstandards

... Version conlrol

... Siand-alone

... Onewa,exporllrom CASE IDOls

... Mainlenanceolobieellibraries
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PC LAN or UNIX?

_.... __ .._.". ALONE, are not YET the answer

Immature Operating System
-- Lack enterprise connectivity

Reliability

Global system management
-- PCS still need to be managed and configured

Complexity

@(Jl]U (J))fMDX @D~@ m@@flll~

~fl~~. ©~a:@Iitfi)@ff8~(QJDhQJ@©fk@~&?~
~DUmDU@@ ·j~}f~U@mi m@ffi)@@@l1iJi)@l1U*
~!lllU@fJll ~(!jJfPJfPJ@trfJ ©@~U

~©@fJffi]fPJD@)%DfJW

Is ar. not V8a:. MQ~urr.e

A6Uftsxpect8dpro mlaf•• Ilk.IV:
pSrfffrmac•..':prrobleml" gllf~{i8X"'I••@

~la of m I,.fr._ ftl:

Securl 0 FI dQ~~i':' plll~"'~(8
7(Ci"O~~, ,u~.~n~~fJl.ba~,:B1J.l GUjJGViqu.i_.

No one vendor to call!
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REASONS fOR MiGRATioN

~REpIACE oUTdATEd SysTEMS

~CoNIROl COSTS

,..,MAkE EffECTivE USE ofPCs
~GUI

~USER dEMANds
~CoNNECliVi1)'

~TAkE AdVANTAGE of TECJtN010GY

STRATEGY
USE CliENT/SERVER Tools fOR ModERATE---Risk .ApplicATioNS
~MiGRATE GRAduAlly
~LEARN ThE NEW ENViROMENT
".KEEp NUMbER of VENdoRS TO A MiNiMUM

USE CASE Tools fOR MissioN cRiTicAl ApplicATioNS
".RiGOROUS ANAlysis/dESiGN cyclE
~BusiNESS RE,ENGiNEERiNG
~HiGhcoST, bUT AppROpRiATE fOR iMpORTANT ApplicATioNS
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Performance is a critical factorJormost multi-user systems.
When you.buy .or. develop .• new .hardwareori software, .• how
can you be sure that the resulting system response time will
meet your users'. needs? .·Performance. benchmarking using
Remote Terminal .Emulation (RTE) software reveals ·the
virtues and inadequacies of a system before the system is
exposed. to the •user community.RTEsoftware stress tests a
system and its applications by emulating the •activity of actual
users {unlike"canned" benchmarks) and gathering response
ti.medata. RTE software can be used to support computer
purchase .• decisions, capacity planning, application •• and
hardware development, . quality assurance •testing, and
product .marketing.and. demonstrations.. With RTE testing,
the key is testing in a real istic environment.
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ARE YOU MY PRIORITY?

JEFF .... ODOM

AUSTIN FOODS COMPANY
ONE QUALITY LANE
CARY, Ne 27513

(919)677-3227

It is most probable that all of us have participated in
a minimum of one time/management course by now. It is
also highly likely that we are using more than one of
those modern "time saving" devices (computers, faxs,
cellular phones, etc.). There is also a good chance we
actually use our "time saving"devices.todo more as
opposed to saving time. We .could actually say we
probably are better educated. in time use, do more in the
time we have and Ultimately, we remain·' a bundle. of frayed
nerves. Instead of having the four day work week
promised a decadeago# ·we now are stressed out by the
demands of intense multi-tasking.

Often we, become unsettled if we do not have dozens of
balls in the ail;-;' simultaneously • We are stressed if we
do,stressedifwedon't. Where do we turn? OfcQurse,
we tu.rl1 to our training ! We change our "bad" behavior
into "good" behavior. To do this.we .. remember that they
told us true change will not t(ike place before three
weeks·butwewillnot.ehange·ifwe'do not s,\:.artwithin 24
hours of learning how. We must remember this is good for
us' (noc;pain, no gain?). Knowyourp'riorities ,everydaY'
st.udy>thelistoftimewasters, absolutely-use the
miracle tools the trainer so .graciously let us in on, . and
on and on and

In reviewing and participating in so 'called time
management courses, I have found everything from outright
productpitches·to positive attitudep;romotions. One
course I attended covered the following subjects all in
a six hour ordeal:

• Personality profile

•. Motivatingothers

• Concentration·and alertness levels

ARE YOU .. 'MY .. ' PRIORITY?
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• Task juggling

• Time management assessment

• Time management tools

• Delegation

• Procrastination

• Team building

• positive attitude and words

• Lifestyle

• Job stress

• Assertiveness evaluation and t'raining

• communication

• Time waster tips

It seems the developer of the course needed some time
management· training to realize you· can not adequately
cover and integrate all of the above, concepts in so short
a time. Granted we need the whole of·these concepts, if
not a few more, to effectively manage our time but let us
please have digestible portions! Further, when it is all
said and done, how willI get done what I need done?

What is missing is the engine that drives the other time
management techniques and tools. We need help:setting
priorities. What's' important right now1 I have even
attended courses whose title included words such· as
managing or setting priorities, yet spent virtually no
time on the sUbject. How could they with all··the above
listed topics to cover?: What was their priority? Maybe
it was as simple as duping' us 'into one more time
management course.

Actually, we are not putting down time management
courses. Implementing the tools and ,techniques generally
taught in.them will clearly improve your plight. It was
during a particular session who:se·' title connotated help
with priority setting but whose subject actually was a
little time management tools and a·:lot of people

ARE YOU MY· PRIORITY?
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management that my.,' mind began to.· wander.. How can we
characterizeand<manage priorities?: I began an animated
daydream that paralleled P.D. Eastman's wonderful
children's book Are You My Mother? If you recall, the
story isofa litt,lebirdwho .hatched while . the mother
was off looking. for food. The hatchling wonders where
it's mother is and begins searching, meeting other
animals.·.an9 some' machinery in thei··.se~rch·inquirinCJ"are
you my mother?" Ultimately the "Snort" (steam shovel)
places the young bird back'inthenest just 'in time for
the mother's arrival with dinner.

If we ,could, let :us take a few moments to share this
adventure in recognizing the forces setting our
priorities·; But before we begin, take a moment to write
ana piece of paper in.lpriorityorderthe6 things you
would ..•. do with your .·.remaining time (inclUding revenue
generation) if you found out today that youwould.live in
100% health bu.tdieovernightexactly6;months from now.
What· are ..••. thethd.ngsi'y,oll .wQuld>wantto.do? Now set .the
paper aside and let·us ask of the following tasks or
personality/traits found 'in'others and,..you,rselfj: are you
my priority?

© 'rbeBear - 'rhreatening and powerful, suqcessful
at <intimidating us.

© 'rbe Snake - Sneaky and cool ,'winding into our
time.

© 'rbe otter - Full: of life and mischief, <never a
care for. now, we will get to·itlater.

© 'rheLion ..... Loyal/and powerful, seeing the world
intha .. lightiof;loyalty. Dignity'. and ···grace
further adds to their influence.

© 'rhe Rhino A very territorial beast who
defends its space with charging and snorting.
Not like a bully this one will defend to the
death it's turf.

© 'rhe Kitten So sweet and cute to
"purrrrfectionfl ease you away from your sense
of direction.

© 'rhe Rabbit - This one is cute but so jittery to
boot. You begin to be attracted out of
compassion for a creature such as this.

ARE YOU MY •• PRIORITY?
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@ 'The E~ephant- The ,most commandinqof all of
our animals ··yet.···reqal and .... unassuminq,· content
with steering the' course.

Q The'steamRoller -Compacting and crushing all
that falls in front of its. path.

@ The FireTruck- Everythinq is a crisi.s, for
that's i tr,s, .job. Sometimes we. wonder who's
setting those fires?

Are these our priorities? Well yes in part, but the list
you made a few moments ago are your true lif$priorities~

All of· the other things in your life must first be
matched up to this list then set as apriority, based on
your own time management technique (A, B,C's or I, II,
Ill's, etc.). Use this list as your priority targets.
From your target you can establish goals which will help
identify your day-do-day andmoment-to-moment priorities.
Granted, the many influences of people and wO.rk tend. to
d:r:awyou this way and that, but keep it all inperspec
tive of your larger whole life priorities. You will then
stay on track with your goals.

Use the tools that work best -for you in maintaining
calendars, to do's, delegation and so forth. Remember
the difference between important and urgent. Through
people skills and assertiveness training, learn to manage
the influence on your day-to~day priorities. Evaluate
your priorities throughout the day, work in bite size
pieces and avoid procrastination. These are all important
to managing our time. The key though, is to thoughtfully
evaluate what is important in the way you spend your
time. stop and evaluate "Are You My priority?" based on
a sound and healthy knowledge of what your true
priorities in life are.

ARE YOU. MY PRIORITY?
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Volume Management
A Mainframe Implementation

By
Steve Cole

Northern Telecom
Paper·No:5001

Introduction

Volume Management or the use of User Volumes on the HP3000
systems is very misunderstood and \greatly < under-utilized. The
benefits debated since the first MPEIXL systems shipped. This paper
provides •• facts on .user· volumesp.ermitting .the individual system
manager$to make the. appropriate deCisioJ:l'concerniJl.gJheir site,;

User volumes are not intended for .everyone. Anwnber of medium ··to
largetsites observe.· significant ·benefitsfrOIll implementing volume
management while some smaller sites eJ[perience little oX-no/benefit.
Each site needs to make the decision to implement based on their
needs and business. requirements. Fears of a new approach. or myths
should not contribute to the decision.

User volumes on. the MPE/XL systems are associated with the
"Priva.te Volu""e" on· the older MPENplatformbymostusers·. Before
co.ntiIl.uingwith thediscussion ...Ine.ed to dispose·of •..this misconception.
The private. vo!,umeiInplementationonMPEIVwas added to· the
ori.g:inal operating system. )The directory strl.lcturewithinMPEN was
not intended for private volumes and significantoverhead was inc.urred
whenjmplemented, thus performance problems..• With the MPEIXL
op'eratingsyst'em, user volumes are an integral part of the design
Jllinimizing overhead with its.use. In fact. performance gains from user
volumes exceeds any-overhead incurred withits implementation.

Thephy~icalcommandsrequired toimplement ate not eovered in .. this
,paper. This paper.disc\lsses howu§er:yolumesi:ntegrates>with the
functions .. ()(, the operatin;g ,system to ilnprove..performance and provide
jmproved:system managementcapabilities.'l'his ;paper provides an
overview of the theory of system operations and how user volumes
integrates with the system to provide improved performance.

Volume Management - A Mainframe Implementation
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Theory ofSystem Operation

User Processing

The basic function of most CQmputers todayis to process transactions.
The transactions are processed by user written programs inputs some
raw data, processes this data to achieve some usable results and then
outputs this data in a formatted form. To simplify further -- Read,
Process and Write.

Read or Data Input Processing

TheMPEIXL operating system determines the data needed before the
program is given.accesstotheCPU.Thesystem·checks if the required
data is already in memory, if not the memory manager will fetch it.
With the.· data in memory the program· is launched and the processing
begins. This· method of operation assures the user·· the most effective
use ofthe CPU once the program begins processing.

Data Output Processing and the Transaction Manager

Writes to MPE files, such as databases, native mode ksam files and log
files on the MPEIXL systems are under the control of the system's
Transaction .. Manager (XM).The transaction manager or XM is
responsible. for posting and ensuring the integrity of data on the
system. When a program performs a write, the data is not physically
written to the disk but instead handed off to the transaction manager.
The transaction manager temporarily posts the data to the XM journal
located in memory. TheXM journal, containing transactions from a
number of programs, .is transferred to the XM log that resides on the
master of the User Volume set. This process continues until a
condition occurs that forces a transaction manager checkpoint. (Several
conditions that force a checkpoint are (1). a timer expires or (2). the XM log
becomes half full.) A checkpoint, occurring by user volume, is
responsible for physically posting the transactions in the XM log to the
user •• files. While· a checkpoint is occurring in the background,
transaction updates and other 1/0 is ·occurring on the user volume and
its master.

Volume Management - A Mainframe Implementation
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It is not necessary thatyou.understand the,detail,.,of-the transaction
manager. The points to understand are that data files are not directly
updated· by the program.hut'·by the' transaction manager and that all
transactions for a volume set are initially posted to the master of the
user volume before the user files are updated.

Operating System Requirements on the System Disk

.Along··with the user program.processing, the system. itself requires a
number of disk I/Os to operate. Unlike user datatpat can reside on any
volume set, the system data or Transient Memory must reside on the
MPEXL_SYSTEM_VOLUME_SET.The majority of the 'transient
spa.ce resides" on the master or. the systemdrivef>{ForthepurposeI·of this
paper J will refer to the system drive as LdefJ 1 though rio Ldevrestnction
exists.} This·high disk requirement on Ldev 1 for transient memory is
beca.usethe·, system call' be ·booted .in "single disk' mode.,'Besides
transient space, .' system spooling also •• requires space on the system
drive and ·thesystemvoluDle set.

System Spooling and Disk Fragmentation

Spooling not only increases the I/O on Ldev 1 but is a prime contributor
to fragmentation on Ldev 1., One of the most frequent complaints
expressed by HP3000 users is the amount of contiguous space reqUired
on Ldev 1 to perform an UPDATE. As no space recovery \ltility is
available, the user is forced to perform an INSTALL. ' One of the key
reasons for the fragmentation is spooling. Spoolfles are permanent
files created in large number that have'minimallife expectancy. As
these files are created and deleted frequently, permanent holes are
formed. By using Volume Classes, spoolfles can be isolated off Ldev 1.

System Directories

The directory structure on the MPEIXL systems is different from that
on the MPEN based systems. The MPEIXL environment uses a
distributed directory system to keep track of users and files. This
directory methodology spreads the I/O requirements across all the
drives on the system but the main system directory containing the
pointers to the other directories still resides on Ldev 1.

Volume Management - A Mainframe Implementation
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System 110 Requirements/and 110 Bottlenecks

To summarize "to this point,.the master volume.'of a user volume set is
where all transactions are logged to the 'XM,log file before permanently
posted to the disk. If your system has only the system. 'Volume$et, the
volume set master is Ldev 1. Along with the transaction manager
functions, the system master is where the OS resides, the lIlajority of
the system's transient space, the primary system directory, as well as
a placeto keep spoolfles. By having only one user volume Ldevl has a
tremendous 1/0 demand.

If we look at the disk hardware available today to accommodate this
load we can expect only 27-33I/Os per second for a disk drive.
Consider that this load is placed on a single drive, the potential for 1/0
bottlenecks and reduce system performance .' is' significant. 1/0
bottlenecks on Ldev 1 affects the performance of the entire system.
Several sites that have upgraded CPUs found that their performance
problem'~still remained. Figure 1 demonstrates the demand. that is
placed on Ldev 1 when a single volume set is employed that must be
satisfied with 27 II0s per second.

Volume ManagemeDt - A Mainfrome,Implementation
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User and System Demands on the MPE I XL System Master
(logical Device 1)

Transient Space

Sy~temFiles Spool .. Files

27 I/O per second

Fig'!-re 1.

Trans~ion Manager

System Directory

Reducing the 110 Bottleneck

Implementation of user volumes can' significantly reduce' the 1/0
re~pireJll~q~s.. ?n th~s~.~tem c.lriv~. <Tp.e tirstkey tRimplellleJl.tipg user
voluDl~.~....·ist(l·.tl~velop .. a· ..strategy. that ..·You...ar~;.i~oing to Qperate by.
FollQ\\Ting'a,e a few r~~s to assistPi de"eloping (he strategy.

ReJllov~aIlnon-staticfiles< from the System VqlUme Set.

The significaJ)ceo~thisruleis that it reduces the load of the
transactionmanag~~offLd~vl. ])uringcheck point processing
the 1/0 rates on a system can illcrease300 to.400.p~rcent. By
moving production MPE files,d3.ta bases, and KSAM files off the
system volume set, the 1/0 and XM requirements impacting
Ldev 1 are reduced.

Volume Management - A Mainframe Implementation
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User Volumes should "be" grouped by a logical organization,
e.g. Manufacturing, Financial, Marketing.

The purpose of this rule is to.sp.read the XM transactions across
several user volumes. By simply moving the load off Ldev 1 the
system performance may improve but application performance
may suffer" due to 1/0 bottlenecks on the new master drive. By
spreading the data "across multiple user volumes the potential
for bottlenecks is reduced.

This rule should b~ tempered by several key factors. The first is
the overall size of the site.• lithe total production environment of
the site is small"then the implementation of user.volumes may
not provide benefit. If the site is medium" or large in size, but the
particular applications are small evaluate this rule closely. For
everyuse:rvolume set up on your system400K sectors are lost on
the volume set master. This space is used for the directory and
XM log files. If the amount of data associated with an
application is small or the amount of free space on the system is
minimal then care must"taken in deciding ifuser volumes should
be implemented and how many user volumes should be created.

A User Volume should not exceed a size that can be
recovered in a reasonable time.

The philosopl1,y that I have always expressed is that we design
backup methodologies for system recoveries. When planning a
user volume the time required to backup"" and recover should be
the key driver. Whenever possible, the recovery time should
never exceed the maximum time that an application can be
down. A general rule that we try to follow is that a user volume
never should exceed 20 gigabytes. Exceptions t6 this rule exist
but it provides a target to shoot at. The "average volume set size
we strive to achieveis "10 gigabyte$.

Volume Management - A Mainframe Implementation
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Data Base Log Files should ,reside on a different
volume set .than the DataBase.

This .rule is valid only·ifRoll Forward Recoveryis used to:recover
the [Image data· base..The<is. required",as the .·transaction
manager does not support dual commits. If RollBack Recovery
isused~the'Image log file is required .to,])e"on the' 'same. volume
set as the' data.base.. . (By. using Volume Classes within· VOLUTIL
thedafabaselo~filescanbese~regated.toasingle disk of the user
vlJclume..)

This rule is important for two reasons. The first reason is that it
redllces the 1/0 requirements onthevolumeset,·master. The
second reason is for· recovery purposes. Ira•disk,mechanism fails
on'the"prodtiction l1iolumeset ..·and·areload.is. required,·..the data
bas.e·logfileis protected on another volwneset.HaVing the data
base···.an~.·.. itslog·.. file ·on.·.·the·same.·yolume.·set·.· is ·•.·counter
prodl.lctive. Ifa diskcontai.niBg the database.is.lost, .the volume
set requires·.recoverywhichincl)1des·•. the log file... Ifthe user has
one volume set, the system has to be re-installed before a
J:ecoverycan be staJ.:ted.

Back Up and Recovery of User Volumes

The implementation ofuser volumes on your system increases' the back
up and recovery options available;. Each user volume is a separate unit
and .·can··be backedllp.···andrecoveredindependently ofthe other. The
.exception is the MPEXL....SYSTEM_VOLUME:.-SET. Ifthe .. system
volume set is .unavailable and requires.recovery then an. INSTALL. is
required.. However, the data contained on the. other user volumes are
mtactandarecovery is unnecessary. Once the system is installed and
the system directory restored the access to the other.llservolumes .and
their files' is.re-established.

Volume Management - A Mainframe Implementation
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Following is some recommended:rules that to' consider when developing
a backup strategy for your user volumes.

• Backups ofSystems using User Volumes should be-
performed by User Volumeusingthe;DIRECTORYoption.

One ofthe key benefits of user volumes is the ability-to back up
and recover data by volume set..•.. If user volumes are created to
logically separate data, -then backups 'canbe performed in the
same manner. By backing up the user volume and its-directory,
then recovery at a volume set level is easy.

Encase of a disk failure requiring arel()a.d of data, the user
volumeis·scratched and initialized. Once initialized, the user
"volume is recovered by performing a RESTORE using the
;DIRECTORYoption.Not only does ,this recover the data but
also recreates the user volume's accounting'structure. Only the

"affected user volume is unavailable and other users can continue
to access the system during the recovery process.

• The MPEXL_SYSTEM_VOLUME_SET backup -should be
performed using the ;DIRECTORY option.

One of the major concerns of most System Managers is how do I
recover the system if a.system disk fails. With th"e use of user
volumes this concern is' minimized.· By developing a strategy
that moves all user data off the system volume set then amount
of data to recover is reduced. To recover, the system manager
simply mounts the backup tape and start the install. If the
system volume set is defined in SYSGEN,-the system will build
the system volume set-· automatically. Once complete, the
RESTORE with the ;DIRECTORY option fully restores the
system. By proper implementation of user volumes a large
system can be INSTALLED and recovered in less than 3 hours.

Volume Management - A·MiJinframelmplementation
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Summary'a/Benefits associated with'User Volumes

The discussion to now hascoverfo!tlt:bepot~DwtialperlomlaJlcegains and
the backup and recovery~o~~:ntialof\lse~v~lu~es.Thepaper at this
point will focus on the benefits" associated, with a user volume
implementation.

By removing all user data from the' system vol~me.~et we can
significall.tlyreduce',the transaction manager overhead from Ldev 1.
Thisactivityr~cluces the 1/010ad thattranslates d.ir~ctlYiintosystem
performance. ,On some medium to large systems a performance gain of
up to 30 percent can be obtained from this activity alone.

To reducedis~ fragmenta~~oll Oll thesystemdrive,ad~Volume Class
SPOO~toatle~st o~eo!~~e systemdri~esother., than Ldev 1. By
using this v~l,ume class~~o~~escanbekeepoff L(J.ev 1 reducing
fragmentationassociate« with spoolirig. '

The user data can be segJ;egatedby usetclasson! their own user volume~
This segregation can be by site orapplicatioll class depellding on what
}V()r1cs .best ,~tyou~, $j.t~., By ,s~t~ing up <1.hese logi.cal, units then, backup
and recoveries can be performed by the user class. Encase of a disk
failure, only the user class on that user volume is affected. Alongwith
the ,benefits'obtained from backup ,and recovery,performancegains are
achieved by spreading the transaction manager activity across multiple
master drives. Thisincreases traasaction performance that translates
to"response 'time.

Theoverheadof'user volumes is'mininiiZed. by the' distributed directory
structure oftheMP~lXLsyste~.. >Directories~re, mapp.ed illto"memory
and pointers guide'fhe system from .'one directory to another., As th.ese
directories exist on different drives whether user volumes are
implemented or not, no performance impact occurs.

Volume'Management~:~MainfromeJmplementation
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performancelmprovementsfrorn
Volume"'Management

Tr.nslent Space

System FII.s

System DlrKtOrY

Figure 2.

COlJ,clusion

User volumes provides improved performance on the larger syste~~by
primarily reducing I/O bottlenecks on Ldev 1. The performance gains
achieved can be surprising depending on, the transaction load. ~ut

performance is l10t th~ only ,benefit. "ImprO've:d backup tp.etho~ can
improve your ability to recoverandJ.'educe <lown time. '

The benefits of user volumes h~s been observed at a number of sites
over the past several years. Some sites implemented user volumes to
prevent problems while others try to reduce the impact if the problem
occurs again. Some sites implemented user volumes to correct
performance issues to save the expense of an upgrade while others tried
to fix the performance problems the upgrade didn't correct. As we move
into the day and age where uptime and performance is a requirement,
can we afford to ignore any possible opportunities to do a better job.
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Paper # 5002

lIIPE/iX Command Pile Tips and Techniques

by Jack Bailie

Exxon··· Company,DSA
P O. Box\·2180 I .R.oom 2095
Bouston,TX 77252-2180

(713) 656-2324

Introduction

Enhancements to the MPE Command Interpreter (CI)
represent a major system improvement for MPE/iX over
MPE V. The CI has become a·programming·.. language .
Effectively using theCI in command files and tIDCs
requires a knowledge of the CI conunandsandskill in
using them.

Several papers about MPE/iXcommand files have been
presented at various···lnterex conferences and published
in Interact. A list of some of these is at the end of
this paper. These papers and·Hewlett Packard Manuals
present various aspectsof.using MPE/iX connnand files,
ana .. I ·highly ·.recommend them.

Another way to learn about using commands ·is.to peruse
command files ..· written by others . There area number
of command files on your system.' and in the Interex
Contributed Software Library. You may want to examine
the following files:

COMMAND·. CSLXL
AUTOPAT. PATCHXL •. TELESUP
TREELIST. PUBX·L. TELESUP
MKACCT. PUB.SYS.

Even with all of this information available very
little has been w,ritten about certain techniques,
commands, conventionsand,'standaras ..... In. this papeI7 1
wiililsnare with you, by example, 'someofthetip~ ... and
techniques that I have adopted for command files. I
will, discuss style" techniques, parameters, predefined
variables, help, functions, error handling, and
debugging.

MPE/iX Command File·····Tips and Techniqu,es
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Style

There are few" strict rules for command fileS". This is
both good news and bad news. The good news is that
you don't have to learn and +ollow a lot of syntax
rules. The bad news is that it is possible to write
command files that are unreadable and difficult to
maintain. I have adoptedtny own guidelines for style.
Let's look at an. example' -asimpleconunand file to do
a LISTFILE.

PARM fileset=1
PARMformat=DISC

COMMENT Title: LISTFILE a file set
COMMENT File: L.CMD
COMMENT Bj; J~D. Bailie
COMMENT Rev: 3/12/91

LISIFILE !.fileset, !format

Each parameter is.on a separate line. Parameternames
are meaningful. There are actually several good
reasons for this that we will discuss later. Use
uppercas:e for keywords and commands and lower case
for variables. Blank lines maybe used to separate
sections of code, in this case, the parame~er list
from the comments and the comments from the conunands.
Comments are used to'documentthe file; the who, what,
when information. I find· that all of these
conventions make command files easier to read· and
maintain.

Notice from the comment that this file is named L.CMD.
It is a good practice to keep command files in their
own group. I use CMD. The INTEREX CSL: uses COMMAND .
Either of these names or one of your own choosing is
fine. I prefer the shorter group name.

Isolating command' files in their own group prevents
conflicts with other file names and makes them; easier
to.maintain~ Some.~ystem manage'rs·;pre:Eer····to put the,ir
command' f il,e group. in. the SYS account. I don't "put
anything in the SYS account. I consider SYS to·be

~:al?' sciomain and I don't -risk..any ch(;l.nc~ of., conflict.

MPE/iX .. Command File Tips and .. TechIliques
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You can give users access to your commands by setting
the HPPATHsystem variable ina logon UDCto point to
the command group.

The system.default HPPATH is:

! !hpgroup, PUB, PUB. SYS

but you can change the HPPATH for example:

SETVARBPPATB nCMD,PUB,! Ihpgroup,PUB.sysn

This command sets the path to the account command
group, CMD, the account PUB group, the users current
group, and PUB.SYS.

Parameters

The example command file above ..maybeusedas shown
in the following examples:

:l C@
:l C@. 3
:l FIlESET=C@
:l FORMAT=DETAIl. FILESET=@

The first two examples usepositionaa. parameters, that
is, the parameters are determined by-their positions.
The fileset is C@ and the format is blank or 3. The
other two examples use keyword parameters. The
parameters are determined by the keywords "FILESET="
and "FORMAT= II • Note in the last example that t;he
parameters· are passed in the .reverse order from the
way they are defined in the command file.

You probably wouldn't use this technique for this
particular command file, it is only used to point out
the technique. If a command file has several
parameters, with many that are optional, keyword
parameters allow you to specify individual parameters
without having to remember the parameter positions or
count commas. Using meaningful parameter names, as
suggested earlier, makes using keyword parameters
easie-r.

MPE/iX Command File Tips and Techniqu.es
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ARYPARM

I have searched the LASER ROM CD and "have concluded
that,for some unknown reason, Hewlett Packard has not
documented the ANYPARM parameter. ANYPARM may be used
instead of PARM as the last parameter of a command
file. In the example file above we could substitute:

ANYPARM format=DISC

ANYPARM captures everything that is entered beyond the
last parameter separator, including any punctuation
and spaces. Just as a regular parameter it may be
assigned a default value. By substituting the ANYPARM
parameter specification in our example, we can now
execute the command as:

:L C@, DETAIL; PASS

Now the format argument becomes:

DETAIL; PASS

and the LISTFILE command becomes:

LISTFILE ee, DETAIL; PASS

If the user has sufficient -capability" the PASS
parameter will cause the command to display ,file
lockwords and creators.

MPE/iX Command File Tips and 'rechniques
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HELP

The MPE HELP command may be used with command files.
For our example command file the MPE HELP would be:

USER DEFINED COMMAND FILE: L.CMD.CAPS

PARM fileset=e
ANYPARM fo~t=DISC

COMMENT Title: LISTFILE a file set
COMMENT File: L.CMD
COMMENT By: J.D. Bailie
COMMENT Rev: 3/12/91
LISTFILE Ifileset, Ifo~t

MPE HELP shows that it is a user defined command file,
the name of the file and the entire contents of the
file (except for the blank lines that we added for
readability). For complex command files this can be
confusing and very little help to users that do not
understand command programming.

You can makeMPE HELP a little more useful by adding
comments to the command file that describe the use of
the command. For instance:

COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMfNT

L - LISTFILE a fileset

Syntax
:L fileset [,format]

Parameters
fileset - The file[set] to LISTF; default @

format - The LISTFILE format; default DISC

U~ir;g this technique MPE HELP will list the comments,
gJ.vJ.ng the user···more .... information. The disadvantage is
that it still lists the entire .. contents of the command
file which may confuse the user.

MPEjiX. Command File •. Tips and Techniqaes
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A better technique is to use ECHO commands to provide
the command help. For example:

PARM fileset=?
ANYPARM for.at=DISC

IF "!fileset" = "?" THEN
ECHO
ECHO L - LISTFILE a fileset
ECHO
ECHO Syntax
ECHO : L fi 1eset [, fomat]
ECHO
ECHO Para.eters
ECHO fileset - The file[set] to LISTF; default I
ECHO format - The LISTFIlE format; defaul t DISC
ECHO

ELSE
LISTFILE!fileset. !fomat

£ROIF

Notice that the first parameter of th~ command has
beeIlgiven a default value of "?". If the command is
used without any parameters or if it is used with. a
question mark, the ECHO commands show the user the
description of the command.

The output would look like:

L - LISTFILE a fileset

Syntax
:L fileset [,fo~t]

Parameters
fileset - The file[set] to LISTF; default.
format - The LISTPILE format; default DISC

This technique is much ·clearer and provides only the
information that the user needs.

MPE/iX Command File Tips and Techniques
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It you want to be fancier you can use line drawing
characters so that this:

IF" ! til esee' = !'?" THEN

SETYAR S CHR(14)
SETVAR 8 CHR(14)+':'+CHR(15)

ECHO

ECHO ! [S+' R••••• , , •••• , , ••• , • , , ••••• , , •••• , •••• , • , , , , , , , , , •• T.]
ECHO ! [8+' L - LISTFILE a fi 1eset '+8]
ECHO ! [S+' @99999999999999999999999999999999999.99999999999999(·]

ECHO ![8+' Syntax '+8]

ECHO ! [8+' : L fi 1eset [. format] •+8]
ECHO !. [8+ • '+8]
ECHO ![8+' Parameters '+8]
ECHO ! [8+' fi 1eset - The fi 1e [set] name to LISTF. @ '+8]
ECHO ! [8+' format The LISTFILE:. format; DISC ' ...8]

ECHO ! [~+' F. ~.; •••••• , ••• , • , ••••••• , , •••• , , ..... , •••• , , , •. ", ,. , G']
DELETEVARS;,8

ELSE'
LISTFILE !tileset,!format

ENDIf

Would result in thisi,output:

L LISTFrLE a fileset

Syntax
:Lfileset [,foruaatl

Parameters
fileset
format

The file[set] name to LISTF; •
The LISTFILE.formatiDISC

In the examples that follow I will leave out the help
code' to< shorten '. the examples. However, I· .recommend
that you always include help, except in the very
simplest command files.

MPE/iXCommand File Tips and Techniqties
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Variables

Let's shift gears now and look at variables.
look at an example named FIND. We are going to
on this example through the next several topics.

PARM file

LISTFILE !file, QUALIFY
SETVAR _find_creator FINFO('lfile','CREATOR')
ECHO Creator is !_find_creator

DELETEVAR _find_@

We'll
build

This example uses the SETVAR command ,to set the value
of a variable. In this .case, since the name ······of .the
command file is FIND, I use a variable name that
begins with "_find_". This naming convention assures
that variables in the command file do not conflict
with variable names in other command files called by
your command file. It also makes it very easy to
clean up after yourself at the end of the command file
by deleting all variables that begin with the command
file name preceded and followed with underline
characters.

The above example uses the FINFO function. FINFO
allows you to find out 44 different things about a
file, such as the EOF, if the file exists, the
creator, various dates, the size, etc. AppendixB of
the Commands Reference Manual gives a complete
description of the FINFO function.

FINFO has two arguments. The first one isa character
string. In this example the first argument of FINFO
is a command file parameter and it must be enclosed in
quotes and preceded with the exclamation mark. (We'll
look at other kinds of arguments in. later examples) .

The second argument ofFINFOdetermines the data to be
returned. This argument may be either an 'integer
number or a character string describing the data. ,I
much prefer the character string because it documents
the command file better. However some of the
character strings are obnoxiously long and it's easier
to put in a comment than it is to use the designated
string.

MPE/iX Command File Tips and,Techniques
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Prompting for Parameters

Mother effective technique is to prompt the 'tiser when
parameters are nat entered For example:

PARM f i 1e== ' ,

IF' !f i1 e' == ' , THEN
INPUT _find_file;PROMPT=='Enter a file name ';WAIT==60

ELSE
SETVAR _find_file '!file'

ENDIF

SETVAR _find_creator FINFO(_find_file,'CREATOR')
LISTFILE !_find_file, QUALIFY
ECHO Creator is !_find_creator

DElETEVAR _find_@

ProIrtptingmay be/used either as an alternative to,.or
in addition to, command file help. If the· user enters
a file name the command continues. If not, the user
is prompted to enter a file name.

Notice the "WAIT" parameter on the INPUT command.
This will cause the command to wait for input, for up
to sixty seconds in this case, and then continue
execution if<theinput is not entered.

In this example the first argument of.FINFO.isa
variable that>has been set to a string ,and it is not
necessary to use either. quotation marks or an
exclamation point.

MPE/iX Command File Tips and>Techniques
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INPUT from a Plat pile

In the next example the INPUT command is used to read
from a flat file by redirecting •• the command input.

PARM file

SETVAR _fi nd_creator FINFO('! fi 1e' " ,CREATOR')

INPUT _find_line < !file

LISTFILE !file, QUALIFY
ECHO Creator is !_find_creator
ECHO First line is
ECHO !_find_line

DELETEVAR _find_'

When used this way, the INPUT command reads only the
first line of the file. .No matter how many INPUT
commands you execute, you will always read the. first
line of the file.

I have found this feature useful for our FORTRAN
source files. FORTRAN?? has aVERSION directive that
allows you to include a text string in your code that
is carried through to the object code. The text
string in the object code may be displayed using the
VERSION program (in PUB.SYS). We put a $VERSION
directive as the first line of all FORTRAN source
files. The text string includes the file name,
version number, 'date, programmers name and destination
of the object module (ie. XL, NMRL, or program). We
have a single command file for compiling that reads
the $VERSION statement, compiles the code and then,
based on the $VERSION text string, does the LINKEDIT
step to add the module to the appropriate XL, RL or
link it as a program. Using the same command for all
compiling greatly simplifies compiling and the VERSION
information documents both the source and object
files.

MPEjiX Command File. Tips and Techniques
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INPUT from a Message File

As eachliileis read from a message file it is removed
and the following line. becomes the first line. So,
although the INPUT command will only read the first
lineof.\a flat file, it can be used in a loop/to read
all of the lines from a message file.

T'his example ddes LISTF~ILEto a message 'file and
then reads<the rnessagefiletoget the names of each
,of the files in the file set. This provides a
customi'zed LIS'I'FILE, providing you have sufficient
capability to access the file creator information.

PARM .fileset

FILE FINDIEMP;MSG
lISTFIlEJfileset,QUAlIFY > *FINDTEMP
RESEIFINDTEMP

WHILE (FINF(l('FINDIEMP' , 'EOF') > 0) DO
INPUT_ftnd_file'" FINDTEMP
SETVAR _ftnd_fi 1e RTRIM(_find....Ji le)
SETVAR _find_creator FINFO(_find_file, 'CREATOR')
ECHO !_find_file !_find_creator

ENDWHIlE

DElETEVAR _find_@
PURGE FINDTEMP,TEMP

In the first use of FINFO, to determine the/number of
records in the LISTFILE file, the first argument of
FINFO is the filename and it is enclosed in quotation
marks. In the second use of FINFO, to determine the
creator, the argument is a variable and is not
enclosed in quotes.

Notice also that it is necessary to use the RTRIM
function to trim blanks from the right end of the file
names read from the message file. This is because the
INPUT from the file is a 128 character string, but the
FINFO function can only accept a file name of 1 to 28
characters.

MPE/iXCommand File Tips and Techniqu'es
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Style

I want to take a minut:e to point out some more
elements of style in the above example. I use
parenthesis around the WHILE statement conditions.
This is not required by theel, it's just a preference
of mine, probably from my FORTRANbackgro\lnd. I'also
indent the WHILE statement logic. That's pretty
standard in most languages. ThenDOn keyword> in the
WHILE statement .is optional. ruse it for clarity.
Lastly, I always clean up after myself by deleting
variables and purging any files, that were created.

INPUT from a Plat Pile

A few paragraphs back I said that the INPUT command
':l0uld only read the first line of a file. Well, there
1S a way to use it to read the other lines too.
Consider the following two example command files.

The first command file, FIND, does a LISTFILE to a
temporary file, FINDTEMP, and then executes the·"second
command file, FINDIT, telling it to read its input
from the FINDTEMP file.

Example command file FIND.CMD

PARM fileset=@

llSTFllE Ifileset.QUAllFY > FINDTEMP
XEQ FINDIT < FINDTEMP
PURGE FINDTEMP.TEMP

MPE/iX Command File Tips and Techniques
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The second command file, FINDIT, has noparameEers.
It is called from the other command file and obtains
its input from the FINDTEMPfile. It determines how
many records are in the FINDTEMPfile, and-then loqps
using the INPUT function.toreadonerecord ata time
from; ·the···file.

Example command file>FINDIT.CMD

SETVAR _find_I 1
SETVAR _find_eof FINFO('FINDTEMP', 'EOF')

WHILE C_find_i <= _find_eof) DO
SETVAR _find_file INPUT()
SETVAR _find....fileRTRIM(_find....file)
SETVAR _fi nd_creator FINFOC_finct...file,' CREATOR'}
ECHO !_find_file I_find_creator
SETVAR _find_i _find_i + 1

ENDWHILE

DELETEVAR _find_@

This example accomplishes exactly···the .. samething as
the previous one except that it executes, approximately
three times faster. I suspect that the speed is due
to the fact that the messag.efilesystem is still (as
of 4.0) in compatibility mode. The main disadvantage
of this technique is that it requires two command
files.
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Entry Points

This next example accomplishes the same function as
the last example except that it only requires one
command file. It uses a technique commonly called
"entry points" to provide two separate sections of
code in the same command file. An "entry" parameter
is tested to determine which section of the code is to
be executed.

PARM fileset=1
PARM entry=MAIN

IF ('!entry' = 'MAIN') THEN
LISTFILE !fileset,QUALIFY > FfNDTEMP
XEQ FIND ENTRy='NOTMAIN' < FINDTEMP
PURGE FINDTEMP,TEMP

ELSE

SETVAR _find_i 1
SETVAR _find_eof FINFO('FINDTEMP', 'EOF')
WHILE (_find_i <= _find_eof) DO

SETVAR _find_file INPUT()
SETVAR _find_file RTRIM(_find_file)
SETVAR_find_creatorFINFO(_find_file, 'CREATOR')
ECHO !_find~file !_find_creator
SETVAR _find_i ~find_i + 1

ENDWHILE
ENDIF

DELETEVAR _FIND_I

The first section of code, the "MAIN" entry, does the
LISTFILE to the temporary file, FINDTEMP. It then
executes the same command file again passing "NOTMAIN"
as the entry argument. This time the second section
of code executes to find the number of records in the
FINDTEMP file. It then uses the INPUT function to
read the records of FINDTEMP. When this section of
code is complete it returns and the first execution of
the command file resumes execution at the statement
following the XEQ, purges FINDTEMP, and deletes the
variables.
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One disadvantage of the entry.poiI1t technique is .that
it requires the name of the file to be embedded in the
file. This makes it inconvenient to rename the
command file .ifyoudon't happen to like the name that
it was originally given. We'll look atasolution to
this later.

SETVAR Function in WHILE

The next example is the same as the last one except
that it shows a slightly different technique for
incrementing the WHILE loop counter. It uSes the
SETVAR function within the WHILE statement to
increment the loop counter instead of theSETVAR
command at the end of the loop.

PARM fileset='
PARM entry=MAIN

IF (' !entry' = 'MAIN') THEN
LISTFILE lfileset,QUALIFY > FINDTEMP
XEQFIND ENTRy='NOTMAIN'< FINDTEMP
PURGE·FINDTEMP,TEMP

ELSE
SETVAR _find_i 0
SETVAR _find_eof FINFO('FINDTEMP' ,'EOF')
WHILE (SETVAR(_find_i,_find_i+l) <= _find_eof) DO
SETVAR~find~fileINPUT()

SETVAR_flnd_fi 1eR1RIMt.:fi nd_fi 1e)
SETVAR::...;fil'ld_cr~atorFINFO(~fi nd;...fi 1e, ,CREA10R')
ECHOJ_fi nd_fi le !:.-fi nd;...creator

EHDWHIlE
EHDIF

DEL ETEVAR" ~FINO_'
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FIRPO Function in WHILE

Again this next example accomplishes the same function
as the last few. It combines the SETVAR and FINFO
functions into the WHILE statement. I have included
this example because I have seen this technique used
by others, not because I condone it.

PARM fileset=1
PARM entry=MAIN

IF ("!entry' = 'MAIN') THEN
LISTFILE !fileset,QUALIFY> FINDTEMP
XEQFIND ENTRy='NOTMAIN' < FINDTEMP
PURGE FINDTEMP,TEMP

ELSE
SETVAR _find_i 0
WHILE SETVAR(_find_i,_find_i+l) <= FINFO('FINDTEMP' ,'EOF')

SETVAR _find_file INPUT()
SETVAR _find_file RTRIM(_find_file)
SETVAR _find_creator FINFO(_find_file, 'CREATOR')
ECHO !_find_file !_find_creator

ENDWHILE
ENDIF

It is p'ossible to combine multiple functions together
in single statements. This technique will shorten
command files, however" the statements begin.,to',become
difficult ,to understand. Also, in this particular
example, the statement becomes less efficient because
the FINFO function is re-executed each time the loop
is executed. This is less efficient than determining
the number of records before starting the loop.
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Handling Error Conditions

Up to this point, for simplicity, Ihavedignored
testing for error conditions in the example connnand
files. What if files do not exist or there are /no
files in the file set, etc. Good connnand files test
for all possible error conditions, and good coders
test connnand files>;forallpossible errors.

For example, in one ·of our previous examples we could
use the FINFO function to determine if a file exists
with something like:

PARM· .fi 1eset

LISTEILE !fileset.QUAtIFY >FINPTEMP

IE (FINFO('FINOTEMP'. ·EXISTS'»THEN

ELSE
ECHO
ECHO No files in the fileset !fileset
ECHO

ENOIF

or we could clear and ... then test the HPCIERR variable
to determine if the file exists. i.e.

PARM.fileset

ERRCLEAR
LISTFILE !fileset,QUALIFY > FINOTEMP

IF (HPCIERR = 0) THEN

ELSE
ECHO
ECHO No files in thefileset !fileset
ECHO

ENOIF

TheERRCLEAR connnand clears the variables CIERROR,
HPCIERR, HPCIERRCOL,andHPFSERR.
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Fancy Error Messages

You can add highlighting to your error messages to
make then stand out better with something like:

'ECHO
ECHO ! [CHR(27l+"'dB"] No. files Ifileset![CHR(27)+"'d'"]
ECHO

! [CHR(27) +"&dB"]
! .[CHR (27) + II &d@ II ]

turns on highlighting and
turns it off.

If rou have several different error messages that
requ1re highlighting you can set variables for the
enhancement strings. This makes the files easier to
read, not to mention, easier to type.

SETVAR ON CHR(27)+"'dB"
SETVAR OFF CHR(27)+"'d@"

ECHO
ECHO !on No files in ![UPS("!fileset")] !off
ECHO

In this example the UPS function is used to upshift
the input argument, a technique that helps to
emphasize the error output. An error message from
this command might look like:

I No files in X@.CMD I
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Other Error Conditions

Another type of error condition that needs .• to be
accounted for is the deletion Of variables when no
variables have been set. For instance, the following
command:

message:

WNO MATCH FOUND FOR THIS VARIABLE .SET-

if there were no variables in the variable set. This
message would be meaningless and . annoying to the
command file user. To suppress this.typeQf message,
s.inceyou really don I t care anyway , you can redirect
the output of the command to.$NtJLL. i.e.

DELETEVAR _ f ind_. > $RtJLL
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Choose Your Own Command Name

If you execute the'command "1-1" at a colon prompt it
is equivalent to the "DO" command. The command:

results in a variable string containing the last
command executed. If you put this command as the
first command in a command file, the variable is set
to the command that was entered to execute the command
file.

The following commands can be used to obtain the
name of the command file.

IF POSC"XEQ ",_my_name) :> 0 THEN
SETVAR _my_name _my_name - "XEQ"

ENDIF

IF POSC" ",_my_name) :> 1 THEN
SETVAR _my_name LFTC_my_name,pOSC" ",_my_name)-l)

ENDIF

These commands upshift the input, strip off "XEQ" (if
it was used), strip off leading blanks, and strip off
any arguments that were entered, leaving a variable
with the name of the command file.
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Now, looking back at the multi-entry point FIND
command file (page 14), we can replace the line:

XEQ FIND ENTRY= 'NOTMAIN' < FINDTEIIP

with:

XEQ I_my_name, ENTRY="NOTMAIN" < FINDTEMP

resulting in the following code:

IF (·!entry· = ·MAIN·) THEN
LISTFILE !fileset.QUALIFY > FINDTEMP
XEQ !_my_name. ENTRY=··NOTMAIN·· < FINDTEMP
PURGE FINDTEMP.TEMP

ELSE

Now the command file is independent of its own name.
Anyone can rename the file and it will still work.
I'll call it "FIND", and you can call it "WHEREIsn.

We can even include the following in the help section
of the command file to give the proper command name
with the help

ECHO I_myc~ame .. - .··LISTF a. filesetwith •. Creators name
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Continuation Lines

Just as you can use an ampersand to continue a command
beyond one line in a session, you can also use
ampersands to continue commands in a command file.
Sometimes, when commands get too long or have multiple
parallel phrases, it is more readable to continue the
commands on multiple lines. For example:

PARM what=""

IF ("!_s_what" = " " &
OR "!_s_what" = "S" &
OR "!_s_what" = "J") THEN'

SHOWJOB JOB=I!_s_what
RETURN

ELSEIF ("!_s_what" = "M") THEN
SHOWME
RETURN

ELSEIF ("!_s_what" = "0") THEN
SPOOLF I;SHOW
RETURN

ENDIF

This example also shows the use of the ELSEIF command
and multiple commands in a single command file. This
is a convenient way to consolidate multiple SHOW
commands in one file. I actually include SHOWME,
SHOWTlME, SHOWJOB, SHOWDEV, SHOWCATALOG, SHOWOUT ,
SHOWQUEUE, SHOWVAR, and a few other custom SHOWs in my
command file.

When you combine multiple commands like this in a
file, it's a good idea to put a RETURN statement at
the end of each section. This interrupts the command
at the point it is logically finished and spares the
CI from interpreting the remainder of the file (and
spares the user from waiting around for it to finish) .
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System. Message Spacing

The following is excerpted from CHKDAT.COMMAND.CSLXL,
a contributed library command file to check the status
of a DAT tape drive.

SHOVDEV !ldev > CKTEMP

SETVAR _chkdat_avail STR(_chkdat_ckin.l1.l)
SETVAR _chkdat_vol STR(_chkdat_ckin.43.1)
SETVAR _chkdat_den STR(_chkdat_ckin.57.1)

IF _chkdat_avail = "A" AND _chkdat_vol ='·C'AND&
( _chkdat_den= "t·' OR _chkdat_den = "6")THEI

It> checks specific columns .... (·11,43 ,57) of output .••.. from
the SHOWDEV command. Between MPE/XL 3.1. and 4.6 the
format of the SHOWDEV command was changed so the
CHKDAT,commandfile no longer worked. You need to be
aware of this eventuality anytime you rely on the
spacing of MPE output. From what I have read, I expect
that there will be changes in the output of numer0tlS
commands in release 4.5.

Purging Files

If you issue the command:

PURGE !file

and the file does not exist, you receive an error
message and the command file aborts. However, if you
precede the PURGE with a CONTINUE, (or set
HPAUTOCONTINUE TRUE) you· still get <the error message
but the command file does not abort.
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As an alternative, you could use something like this:

SETVAR._find_savemsg HPMSGFENCE
SETYAR HPMSGFENCE 2

CONTINUE
PURGE !file

SETVAR HPMSGFENCE _find_savmsg

By setting the HPMSGFENCE variable to 2, the error
message is suppressed and the file will continue.
However, if the command file is aborted by the user
while the message fence is suppressed, it will stay
suppressed and the user will not receive any error
messages until after he calls you to find out what
happened and you have him ···reset it.

By ,using FINFO to determine if the file exists, and
only executing the PURGE command ifitdoes,youavoid
these pitfalls. i.e.

IF (FINFO("!file","EXISTS"» THEN
PURGE !file

ENDIF

An even simpler method is to redirect the PURGE
command to $NULL.

PURGE !file > $NUll

This technique works just as weIland only requires
one line. For some reason, you don't even need the
CONTINUE statement.
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Debugging

An invaluable aid in debugging command files is the
HPCMDTRACE variable. You can set or unset HPCMDTRACE
interactively. While it is TRUE it lists every
command executed. You need to remember to turn it off
when you are finished "debugging, al though it's pretty
obvious when it's on and you execute a command file.

Another debugging technique is' to use OPTION LIST>and
OPTION NOLIST. commands.; In M,PE V, these statements
could only be used in the header of aUDC. In MPEjiX
they may be used at any point in a command file.
Whenever LIST is'on,all>connnands ,executed are listed.
When it is off they ·"are 'not. By ,using these commands
you can list commands in selected parts of your
command file.

For more sophisticated debugging, particularly wnen
you may want to leave the debugging tool in the code
but ha.ve it. transparent to the normal user, you can
add a debug parameter to th'ecommand file. i.e.

PARM debug=O

IF (!debug > 0) THEN
SETVAR HPCMDTRACE TRUE
SETVAR HPMSGFENCE 0
SHOWVAR

ELSE

IF !debug = 0 THEN
PURGE FINDTEMP,TEMP > $NULL

ENOIF

To execute the command in debug mode, 'specify the
debug parameter by keyword. i.e.

:FIND CO, DEBUG=1

The command file can display selected variables and
can even skip file purging when in debug mode.
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Documentation

If you expect your users to know and use yourcommaI1d
files, you need to document them. In addition to the
ECHO help in command ,files, we have a documentation
file for each command. These,a:r:-e'kept with the same
name as the command.in the DOCCMD>group.

In addition, our editor, FSEOIT, allows us to put a 64
character, description with af~le.Thedescription,is

kept in the first user label of the file~ I also
added this capapility.to the GSLprogram GSCAN. All
of ourcommand.files have these one line descriptions.
We then usea.commandfile, OESCR,that is similar to
the FIND examples I have been discussing to display
the descriptions;,.

The help for OESCR is:

DESCR - List files in a filesetwith Descriptions

Syntax

:DESCR [filesetl [,find-string]

Parameters

fileset - The BP fileset; default •• CMD
find-string - A string to search for

Example output from the OESCR command

files in .. the filesetAf.CMD with fSEDIT Descriptions

A - ABORT command file
ACCTINfO - formatted output of System Accounting Structure
ADDR - Print address labels
AJ - ABORTJOB
AS - Alter spool file ~RI to 12 so it will print
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DESCR.CMD

PARM fileset="@.CMD"
PARM fi nc;l •. ='~ "
PARM entry=MAIN

IF "!fTleset":::: "?" then
SETVAR S,CHR(14)
SETVAR 8 CHR(14)+':'+CHR(15)
ECHO! [S+'R•• " •••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• ,••••••••• , •.•••••••••••'. ~· •• ;T·].
ECHO ![8+' DESCR - List files in a fileset with Descriptions '+8]
ECHO ![S+'@9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999[']
tt~!~' ~~
ECHO ! [8+ • Syntax ' +8]
ECHO ! [8+' : DESCR fi 1eset L fi nd_stri ng] •+8]
ECHO ! [8+' •+8]
ECHO ! [8+' Parameters •+8]
ECHO ![8+' fileset -The HP fileset; default I.CMD '+8]
ECHO ![8+' find_string - a string to search for '+8]
ECHO ! [8+'. .' .. .. '. . '+8]ECHO I [S+·F················ ., •.......•..........., ·G·]
OElETEVAR s:8' ·· ······· ·· ·· ··· · '.' · · ·· ·· · ··· ···"· ·· · ······· ··· ··· ·····
RETURN

ENDIF

IF · !entry' = 'MAIN'THEN
ERRCLEAR
SETVAR _descr_find'!find'
LISTFILE !fileset.QUALIFY DESCRTMP
SETVAR _descr_i 0
IF HPCIERR = 0 THEN

SETVAR _descr_eofFINFO(·DESCRTMP·.·EOF·)
ECHO Files in the fileset !filesetwtth FSEDIT Description~

ECHO
XEQ DESCR ENTRy='NOTMAIN' < DESCRTMP

ELSE
ECHO Fi 1e' !fi 1eset NOT found

ENDIF
PURGE DESCRTMP.TEMP
DElETEVAR _descr_'

ELSE
WHILE SETVAR(_descr_i._descr_i+l) <=_descr_eof DO

SETVAR _descr_file INPUT()
COMMENT Does it have User Labels Written?
IF FINFO(_descr_file.l0) > 0 THEN

COMMENT Yes. read the fisrt user label
SETVAR _descr_file_descr RHT(FINFO(_descr_file.25).64)
IF LFT(_descr_file_descr.l) < " "OR &

LFT(_descr_file_descr.l) >= "}" THEN
SETVAR _descr_file_descr RPT(".".64)

ENDIF
SETVAR _descr_len 9-POS("." ._descr_file)
SETVAR _descr_file_descr RTRIM{_descr_file)+ &
RPT(" "._descr_len)+" -"+_descr_file_descr
IF _descr_find <> " " THEN

IF POS(UPS(_descr_find).UPS(_descr_file_descr» <> 0 THEN
ECHO !_descr_file_descr

ENDIF
ELSE

ECHO !_descr_file_descr
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDWHILE

ENDIF
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~aper No. 5004
RF/DCand the HP 3000

Joe Howell
Professional·Products, Incoi

PO Box 589
Defuniak Springs,Fl .32433

What Is RF/DC and How Does It Work?

The'acronym RF/DC·standsfor Ra.dio Frequency Data Communications.
RFIDC encomptisses·th~.·hardwareandsOftWare.technologiesused.to \
transmit data between a hand held.computer with an Integrated VHF radio
and a base station eonneetetltosomekind ofhostcomput&y system.
Cornmunlcations.softwarein>thehand held lJnitpassesthedata to the
radio for transmission.'·······The radio in the basastation receives this data and
passes' it via a serial or-LAN conneetionto the hostcomputer.

What are the HarclwareandSOftWareComponents?

Each.vendor intheRF1DC,rnar~ethasadifferentim'f)lertle~tation·ofthis
technology.··This paper will present a general'·overview 01'the·· hardware
and softWare componenlsofanintegratedRF/DCsystem.and their
desirable (and some undesirable) features.

Hardware:

Let us startwith thehandhel~unit.·.... 1111s•device Is .C).•....... portable,
programmable stand alone computer.>-Ideal attributesincluCie :

LCD display with adjustable contrast, back Ughting,and
a minimum of 1aUnes by 21 charticterswidth

Integratedlasetscanner'" .Mtiny vendors do not integrate the
scanner, butletyou attach the device of your choice
via a serialport. .We feel that the integrated scanner isa
worthwhile feature ,because this gives you·asingle nar1l1
operation.

Pistol Grip - this usually houses the laser trigger mechanism,
bafterypacks, serial ports, and rechargercircuitry.
External high speeCi recharges should
be·iavailablefor high usage applications.
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Programmable Keypad. The keypad should be full alpha,. numeric,
and function key keypad. This should be configurable by the
application software. Cursor positioning keys are also an
advantage.

VHF Radio - The 2 typesofVHFradios·used in hand held units are
known as Narrow Band Radio and Spread Spectrum Radio.
The relative merits of each of these will be discussed later.

Flash EPROM Memory. This is memory that·is used to hold the
hand nelds' operating system, radio and serial device drivers,
terminal emulators, and application.programs:,ifthis is a
user programmable device.. Flash EPROM is areal improve
mentoverearlier ROM's where you had to remove the chip
and send itto·the vendor for new operating systems, drivers,
or applications to be loaded. Most flash EPROM's can be
loaded by any PC using a special PC program and a direct
connect download cable. We found that 128K was plenty
of flash memory to hold this· system software.

RAM. How much can you afford? Most hand helds come with 128K.
We.have several working with,256K. Most vendors offer up to
1MB of regular memory. The amount required depends on
the amount of data to be-collected and stored before being
forwarded to the host.

Next lets consider the Base Station. This device is used to provide the
VHF communications between the hand,.held and the host. Some base
stations are presented as ".Black Boxes" with a serial or LAN conneC1ion to
the host. Many vendors call the base station their Communications
Gateway. When you look under the hood,you find thatmost of them are
simple PC's running. DOS or, in some cases, a real-time operating system.
These DOS machines are running a communication program which talks to
the internal VHF radio board for the RF traffic and to a serial port or LAN
board for the host connection. More will be said about these
communication programs later. The main. consideration about the
hardware is to insure that thevendoriS.using a FAST CPU and plenty of
memory. Frequently, poor RF performance is due to the vendor low-balling
the CPU and memory inside the "black box" base station.

If your facility is large (a subjective:term, t,know, but lets say over 200,000
square feet) you may not have goodRF transmis~iondueto interference
from walls, equipment,andstoredgoodsdsuch as paper and fabric. The RF
vendors have solved this by offering cellular repeaters. These are units
which receive an RF transmission and re-transmit it. The re transmission
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media may be· over a hard wiredbackboneto.anotherrepeaterorthe,base
station,' or back on theRFairways,.much like a cellular telephone network.

The final piece of hardware is the host computer. In our search for turn-key
RF/DC systems, we found thata majority of the vendors and systems
integratorswantedJ..Isto useaiPCasthehostcomputer.Theirbase
station. would establish.'a ·serial connection to the PC ana upload or
downIoadfiles orrecords from PC based application. It would be up tpyou
to. developtheappllcationto .. move the data to and··fromyour corporate host
computer...'We chos~tohave our hostbe our production HP3000•. anc:i not
to includeaPC asa.middlestorE:l-and-forward~evice.. The primary reason
forithiswas ournef;ld tomoveup-to-the-minuteinformati()f'lfromthe .HP
hostto.·the· hand.·held·computers. anc:itoupdate our host.based production
order and.·manufacturing .systems with data collected i from the hand.·.helds
as·. events happened around the plant. ThePC-in~the-middl.escenario add
a level of complexity and comrnunlcation delay which did not fitirltoour
goals of distributing data to the users of the:haf'ld·held. computers as rapidly
as. possible.

Software

The software·components ·required. to make', RF/DC·workare·as important
as the hardware. They determine what options are available to you.to
solve your specificRF/PC .application.needs.. Fortunately, there are
several"options available. Starting inthe handheld computers, lets
consider these'options.

There are three ways the handheld can function intheRF/DCworid. The
first is that a hand held can run a termInal emulation program. .The. obvious
benefit of this is that the .hostapplication•programs would think they are
working with an existing terminal. and no reprogramming would be needed.
This also means that your~pplicationprogrammersdon1need to learn
another language.. Several vendors offer this option' for IBM host systems.
UsingS270 and 5251 emulation, they have a true plug and play solution.
In the·HP SOOO world, I am only aware ofone vendor that currently
emulates7fJO/92 block mode terminals,· and this implementation is via an
X.25 PAD, not an asyncor LAN connection. The mapping of the block
mode screen.to the hand held screen takes place in the vendors' base
station/gateway via a.cutand paste. type Of interface.

The second way a handheld can functionisasa standaloneterminal
responding to commands and prompts from a host program.. These
prompts would control the screen, energize and c.onfigure the laser
scanner, serial .. ports, define local' edits, and format the data to be returned
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to the host program via the RF link. Some sites perceive this as an
advantage because all the application code resides on the HP host. The
learning curve on these command and control languages is usually short.

The third way fora hand held to function ,is as a standalone
programmable, 'portable computer running a series of application programs
which have been developed on a PC and loaded in to the flash EPROM.
When the 'hand held application requires inforrnationfrom the host, or
needs to pass information to the host to update the database, ittransmits a
request to a host based communications program supplied by the user,
along with the information, request or information message. This host
based commtJl1icationsprogramwould thel'lrun the requested application
program' passing the information requestor message along. When the
host application program' completes its task, a status or answer message is
returned viathe host communication program and the RF link to the hand
held. While this is by far the, most complex of the three environments the
hand held can function under, it offers the application designer the most
flexible use of the tools available. The hand held is truly functioning ina
wireless client server environment. This approach would allow the hand
held to request a unit of work from the host, go off-line from the host and
process this unit of work, and return the updated work to the host. The
actual transmission of data would be as a file of records, or as one long
buffer. In either case, the traffic on the RF network is significantly less than
either one of the conversational modes above. This means that more hand
held units could run concurrently without saturating the capacity of the RF
network.

Another software component to consider is the programming language for
the hand held, if you choose to use one as a standalone computer. Some
vendors'with programmable hand held computers allow you to develop
your hand held applications on PC's with the language of your choice.
Others offer their own 'languages which 'have been enhanced to take
advantage of the features of their hand helds' operating system. Wefound
that this was a successful approach. We chose a vendor with a COBOL
compiler on the PC that also handled all of the device driver calls for the
hand held radio, screen, and serial devices.,' We were able to become
productive in this somewhat standard 'language, in a few short weeks.

One area you have very little control over is the communication software in
the vendor's base station which communicates with the radio in each hand
held. This is an area of major importance. If the vendor has a poor
communications package, the throughput of the network will suffer. The
only way to get a feel'for the true performance levelis to talk to the
installed base. The customers are usually'quiCk td'tellyou if they have a
performance problem.
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VHF Radios- Narrow BandVSSpreadSpectrum

The two VHF radio technologies·being used in the. RF/DCenvironmentare
NarrowBand and Spread Spectrum transmission. Narrow Band radios
transmit and receive ona preseffrequency ."Thesetiand held units and
thebasestationreqoire"a'site .specific FCC license, and. transmit ata
maximum rate of960Cl BPS. Spread.Spectrum involves'wideband
modulation oval' a.frequencyrangeof 2S,OOOHzata data transmission 'rate
of up 10300,000 BPS. 'these radios donotre.quire FCC.license. '•.. Botti
radio types are subjecttQal1 sorts of RF interference, h.owever, Spread
Spectrum throughput is not really affected due to the high data
transmission rate. It should be noted that not aU Spread Spectrum radios
and communication programs in the base stations are equal..·... If you survey
the·vendars offering spre.adspectrum.andtheircustomers,yau.·will' find·a
wide variety of performance and throughput rates being claimed. Again,
talk to the installed base.

ConnectiVity & Communication Issues

Connecting the base station 'you .' have selected toyourHP aOOOis not
always. a simple .event lfyauare usinganasync interface", one would think
that·a simpleDB25 or·DB9to·DTC·3 Pin or 25'Pin connection wauldba all
that was required. There are several IGOTCHAtS"' here..First, most of the
vendors base stations use hardware handshaking for flow cantraLThe
serial portsonaD"VCaran .ATP use software handshaking.: The-yare also
extremelydemb.They··were designed years ago. to. handle character and
blockmode·.datatransmissior:aprim:arilytoterminals,.notto·talk to··avery
fastPCtransmitting'largeblocks ofdata."For this reason, you frequently
get errors when you do.a." read"after-writetoa serial port'from'sn
application program.. The solution we have found is to use a custom made
"BlackBoxll from.Telamon, Inc. This box talks hard)IVarehandshaking>to
the base station and software handshaking through a separate read and
separate write port to theHP host. A lot of the polling overhead is also
handled by the Telamonengine.

If you use a LAN connection, other complications arise. Lets say you'use
TCP/IP as the transport software. This would require a TELENET card in
theDTC and the corresponding system softWare to drive it. One assumes
that the vendars communication,package.and LAN hardware would provide
the matching TCPIIp' software...Since TELENET is a character mode
protocol, you would rule out any block mode terminalemulatian.
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A third connection option' is still· through a, LAN,but to have the base
station support some type of Virtual Terminal (VT) connection. This would
require the VT services'·of the LAN Link or NS3000 product on the host.
The.base station would need a product along the lines.of WRQ Connect
3000 product to handle the virtual terminal·. communication over the LAN.
The hand held would then 'need atermioal emulation programto complete
the package. The obvious advantage of this connection is that no
reprogramming would be needed for existing applications. From what I
have been able to find out, no vendor has allofthesepieces>actually in
production yet. Techlogix is·the closest, buttheirproduct uses aX.25
connection.

As you can see from the software and hardware considerations, putting up
the infrastructure to run RF/DC is. not as simple .,as the marketing types
would have.you believe.

Applications Specifics

Lets assume you have selected an RF/DC vendor, have the hardware
installed, and have learned the programming language to get data to and
from your HP host. Now lets look at what applications are feasible under
RF/DC.

The smartest thing we did in our whole'RF/DC effort was to pick a very
small pilot project to implement first. This had to bea project that would
interface with our existing manufacturing and corporate information
systems, but one which would not affect customers or·production as we
tuned it. We chose a finished goods inventory put-away application as this
pilot. This application moves goods from the final inspection point to the
finished goods shelf, or inthe case of a customer order, moves the goods
directly to the shipping point. In order to meet the requirements of this
simple project, we had to develop the following modules:

1. Host application program to find the production order transmitted,
and update inventory quantity on hand, notifying the
hand held.of any errors.

2. Master Communication program to perform process handling
to start :Host Application Programs,. pass them data,
receive returned data, and pass,this returned data to
the base station.

3. Hand Held application program to solicit bar coded id of
products to be put up, send these id's to the base station,
send the put aWay location to the base station, and receive
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confirmation that the Host Application Program successfully
updated the database.

RF communication ... and·· logical application·.error handling .had to ··be·cre-ated
for each of these programs. ··The·nica··thingabdut·our simple pilotproject
was that, ·.oncewehad this up and running,allnew functions<addedto the
hand heldsuseoutlines ofthe same programs created for the pilot. This
means thateach hew function we bring .on-line has a shorter development
and.test .cycle.

The following application areas are underdevelopment in our shop:

Raw Materials Inventory Control: This application includes the
receipt, labeling, put away, and·picking of all of our raw
materials.

;Work' Itl Process.Inventory Control: One critical: area in our
marnufacturing company is thecontrol···..ofworkin·.. process. This
project .includes .not just··how.muchand···where ·our·. inventory·.is,
but what are we working on . The ultimate idea is: 101" the system
to pass the'operator of the harnd held information to helpthem.to
knowwhatisthe highestpriority work to bedornenext,and.what
and where are the in-processpieces·..neetjed.todothiswork~

Paperless Order Picking and Shipping. We call thissyst~mPick~it,
Move-it, ·and·Ship..it, .or·PMSfor··short.·· .Over the years we·· have
found thatwe handle arrorderseveral times· ingettingitoutthe
door. This is primarily due to the nature of our average order, irn
that it contains some items which are puUedfrom stock and
some items that are made to order. We. try to. ship all orders
complete, so we must manufacture the custom items and match
them up with the rest of the order which may have already been
picked and is in a· ll80x andWait".area.. This matching is very
error prone. Under the RF/DC system, the order will not be
picked until the custom items have already been made and are
ready for shipment after inspection. The matching of bar codes
on the shipping containers and those on the boxernd labels by
the program in the hand held alleviate the problem of the
custom item getting put in the shipping carton of the wrong
order. Another big advantage is that the boxing and checking of
the order can be done anywhere in the shipping area, not just
where there is an·HP terminal. This allows us to add extra
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shipper/boxer/checkers to handle busy times without having to
allow extra hard wired terminals.

The.payback in each of these application areas comes from several
sources. The most noticeable is accuracy. If we are updating inventory by
bar code at the time it actually goes in the shelf, the errors from data entry
are reduced. If we ship the right product to the rightcustomer, customer
satisfaction increases andmis~shipmentsand their associated costs go
down. If we have an accurate inventory, we can schedule production more
accurately and in a timely fashion. This means we will spend ourtime
making the items we need when·we need them"where we need them, for
the customers who need them. Our estimate is that we can improve our
delivery and service levels to our customers and reduce total
manufacturing cost by 15%. This is a significant payback for any
expenditure in RF/DC technology.

What's Next?

RF/DC has changed considerably since we begin our investigations three
years ago. LAN connectivity is being developed by most of the vendors.
Terminal emulation on the hand held computers·is perceived as the fastest
way to get an; RF/DCapplication up and running. Integrated laser
scanners and attached printers are evolving on the hand held units.
Spread Spectrum communication technology is being improved, and
wireless cellular repeaters are reaching an affordable price range. On the
leading edge, some vendors are offering wrist mounted RF/DC units that
look like something The Terminator would deploy. At Disney world,you
can order a drink from your golf cart and charge it to your room. In retail
outlets around the country, portable pointof sale systems with pen
interlaces are emerging. The only limit we have seen to where RF/DC may
be applied is the Hmit established in our minds.
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RF/DC Vendors

Hand Held Products
8008 Corporate Center Dr
Charlotte, NC 28226
704-541-1380

Intermec
PO Box 360602
Lynnwood, WA 98046-9702
206-355-9700

LXE Corporation
PO Box 92600
Norcross, GA 30092-9200
404-447-4224

Norand Corporation
550 Second St SE
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401
319-369-3100

Symbol Technology
116 Wilbur PI
Bohemia, NY 11716
516-563-2400

Teklogix
7914 Tanners Gate
Florence, KY 41042
800-633-3040

Telxon Corporation
PO Box 5582
Akron, OH··44334-0582
800-800-8001

Publications & Meetings

IDSystems
PO Box 5245
Pittsfield, MA 01203-5245
Helms Publishing Co
603-924-9631

Scan Tech 93
Oct 18-21
Philadelphia, PA
800-338-0206

ID Expo
May of each year
Chicago, IL
Contact ID Systems

HP3000 Communications

Ross Scroggs
Telamon Corporation
510-210-6864

Doug Walker
WRQ, Inc
Seattle, WA 98102
206-324-0407
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Paper, # 5005

SOFTWARE QUALITY AND THE HP 3000

Bob Mead

Hewlett-Packard Company
19111 R(un~ridgeAvenue

Cupertino,. CA 95014

(408) 447-6059

INTRODUCTION

Software, ,quality".,Has always '•• been.importantto cu~tomers--afterall,

who, isn't ,in favor of "quality., In" the, ,~ast several .•• yearShO~f!ver, the
con~iste~t deUvery,.of high quality and extremely' reliable software has
become of paramount importance to many HP 3000 customers.

Several factors. have> influenced this ,dramatic increase in the'ov~rall

importance of software, quality. Many ,HP 3000 systems. ,are now used
in,"mission critical"businessCiPplicati9ns"where the company's
business ,literally comes to a standstill if the, system is unavailable.

ine ..• pr()pessing ••... poVVer 9f,an.\HP ••• 3CXlp h~!=ll~. increased
substantially, so' that having hundreds. ofqsers,90nnectedtoa
single HP 3000 is now common. Finally, recovery time after a system
abortJortneselarge coqfigurations,hasunfortunately increased,
further magnifying the impact of a system abort. The net effect of these
factors is., that the cost "of,afailure to the customer has grown
significantly, in terms of lost productivity, lost sales, customer
satisfaction, and/or manufacturing delays. In some cases, the cast to
a company for a single event can be in excess of one million dollars.

Poor software quality also has a negative impact on the, vendor •as well,
in, this. cat;eHewl~tt-Packard.Sof~w~re quality problems, obviously can
(and do). lead tololiVercustomersatisfaction,and ir'l today's extremely
competitive computer industry •• it,is. ext(emely important. to .' achieve.and
maintain very high levels of customer satisfaction. The cost of
correcting software problems once the product has been delivered to
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customers is also quite high, making it more difficult to invest in
activities that further enhance the overall product set.

Simply detecting defects before the product is shipped to
customers is not sufficient intoday's environment either (assuming
that it ever was). Finding and fixing defects in complex environments
requires considerable'effort, and also substantially increases time-to
market for a product.· It· has become rnuch more important to "do it
right the first time", since the productivity improvements and cost
savings of preventing defects during the design and implementation
phases can benefit an organization in many ways.

Hewlett-Packard has undertaken- a number of efforts,·over ,the· past
several years to improve the quality of software delivered for the HP
3000. These include practices that reduce; the number of defects
introduced during.. design and implementation, increase the
effectiveness of testing done after the implementation phase, . .and
increasethe responsiveness to.problems.encountered by customers.

This paper .is primarily focused on efforts to improve the quality of the
MPE/iX operating system software, but it is also indicative of ...·.. efforts
through()ut Hewlett-Packard to improve the quality of all software
products. Before describing the quality improvements however, we will
provide an overview of the process used to develop,. integrate,. and
test the roughly 5 .million lines of. source qode which comprise an
MPE/iX software releas~.

MPE/iX SOFTWARE DELIVERY PROCESS OVERVIEW

In an ideal or perfect world, the process of delivering an MPE/iX
software release would be quite simple, consisting of the following
steps:

1) Developments teams (lab) design, implement, and test products
for the release

2) Individual products integrated to create the system release tape
3lRegression/Certificationtesting of the release as a whole
4) Manufacture and distribute to customerS
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Activities During an MPE/iX Software Release
Figure 1

In the real world, or at least the one we live in today, Steps 2 and 4
listed above are in fact quite straightforward, and are typically
performed with few difficulties. Step 1, as many of you are aware, is far
from a simple task, although the description shown does represent the
basic steps in, the process. In this paper, we will not be addressing the
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desig l1<and. implementation phases, .' other than to describe practices
used to· minimize the.'number of'defects found.in both the prqduct level
and system level testing phases.

In order to ensure that Hewlett-Packard delivers high quality MPEjiX
software releases, Step 3 is much more'· complex than the simple
statement above. It involves several. different testing phases and a
number 01 rework cycles. Figure 1· depicts a simplified .representation
of the activities performed by various··organizations (both internal and
external. to HP) .during. the development and delivery 01 an MPEjiX
release. The rows represent the phases that take .place over time,
with the activities performed by organizations listed in each
column. The m~ny ~ctivities shown in the, rows IIFactory Testing·Only"
and "User Test" comprise what really happens in Step 3.

We will now describe each of' the phases in more detail, and then
discuss efforts under way in Hewlett-Packard to improve the overall
quality of MPEjiX software releases.

DEVELOPMENT PHASE

An integrated MPEjiX software release for the HP 3000 typically
contains around 125 products, representing around five million
uncommented source code statements (the operating system
represents approximately 40% of this total). Application software, such
as MM/3000, is not part of the integrated release. Several different
organizations within Hewlett-Packard are responsible for these software
prOducts, with each organization having ultimate responsibility for
the quality of the products it provides.
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Each organization is responsible for the following activities duringlhe
development phase:

• maintaining its own· sourcecod.e
• generating defect repairs to its code (including patches)
• design, implementation, and testing of the product
• testing··new versions ofa product witn··previousversions ofiother

products
• specifying quaiitycriteria< for achieving .ManufacturiaQ .Release

(MR)

[}f.jring toe' ." development pgase,. tna/code, to be ···included in the·· next
release is.designed, •implemented, •.•. and' tested. This code may include

. new products, enhancements •••... to ••·.existing products," and defect
repairs. Where there are known interdependencies· between products,
the new version of each product is t~sted w.ith .~~.e. previ~usl.y rele~s~d

version of other products. .For example, during the· development
phase of Rele.ase 4.0,the operatings~stem.labtest~dthenew version of
MPE/iXwiththeReleasf3 3.1 versi()ns.of qE3tworkin~ ......• products, .. and .the
net~()rking.labs. didiusttheopposite..••.This product level testing.sls.o
includes the ,execution of.a regression'· test suite to ensure that all
functionality continues to work as expected.

In.some.cases,itisnotpos~ible.totest the;newversion ..~f .. one product
with the . previous ... v~rsion.of .~nother. Ttlis·typically occurs. when a
data. stru~tlJre. used by both products changes, but can occur .for
()the~ reasons. . In these. situ~tions, the involved organizations will jointly
develop· plans to ensure that the new versions of both products are
tested together. '

At .the completion of .the·' development·· .phase, eactlproduct· is
expected to have met its quality criteria for productMR,andthus should
be ready for stlipmf3nt to. customers. .Thecrite~ia ~Iwaxsincludes some
lf3velof. prod~?t··testing,~nd may als~ includ~~betatesting .at.customer
sites. The specific •• types of tests· comprisi~g· ttle.producttest~depends

on the nature of the product. .Functionalityqertification tests are always
included, . and ..... ,for .••..• produ,cts ~uch .... '.. as the operating •. systems and
networking, stress tests involving execution of the "product(s) under
heavy load for a specific number of hours (in the range of 72-120 hours)
are included.
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The length of time in the development .pha~e also varies, with times as
short as one month for smaller products, and as long as12...~4months
for large development efforts. In the case of the operating system, a •
typical release will include several large·development efforts, as well as
many smaller features and hundreds of defect repairs.

Quringthis.phase, planning is ..done<byorganizatiQns involved
with the release in its latter phases. The system testing.org~l"lization,

for example, ·.wUI analyze the new content of therelea~e to determine
what changes need to be made in the system-level .•• tests. The
organization responsible for user level testing begins to recruit test
sites for both HP-intetnalalphatesting and external customer beta
testing. A strong attempt is made to identify sites· that will test the
new functionality·being provided· in the release.

START OF BACK-END PROCESS

At some point during the development phase,· a date is agreed· upon as
the start of system lev~l activities. .This milestone. internally
referred to as TC1 (Test Cycle 1), denotes the beginning of the
"back-end" of the release schedule (the development· phase· . is
referred to as the front-end). Early releases ofMPE XL (e.g. Release 2.0)
were planned with multiple test cycles at the system level, and
additional new. functionality was incorporated at. most test. cycles.
Starting with Release 3.1, a single test cycle model was established,
but theTC1 designation has remained. At the same time the .TC1
milestone .date is established, .the content of the release is also frozen
(except for defect repairs). Subsequent changes to the .. content.must
use a formal change control process which assesses the business
need and risk associated with the change, and ensures that all
organizations involved with the release are notified of the change.

At theTC1 milestone, each orga~izatiQnsubmits. object. c·ode for each
of its products to theSystern Integration team..An internal database,
called BSTORE, contains the description of how the product .is .. to be
integrated in the . final release (e.g. group.accountfor each fJle
comprising the .product). Changes to BSTORE(if any) are. also
submitted at this tim.e.
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At this point, the system integration ,team performs the initial build of
the· entire ·release. If no integration problems. are·encountered, ..... this
process ta~es·less than ...·.·.. o.neday. Given thelarge.numt:)(~rof

productsinvQ(ved how~ver, .. iti5 not unpe>rnroonfor .atle~st '0rleproduct
to incur· some type of problem, requiring multiple integration
attempts. Asupce~sful ... integrati()f;li~u~uaHyc()rnpletedin lesstMan

"2-3 days.. iThe·· cycle .. of.·· "'findingproblems, fixing· problems, and
reil'l*eg.ratingtne releasenowbegins.jne~nest

A.~ can be S~?iriFiguret,t~erearetrianyactivitiesvvhichocCur inthis
ptiase'iand..•.. tti~ ..•..~um~er ....of.orga~ization~ .•i~"olvedbegins ••......'to ..•i-ncre~se.
\lVtiile the .. c~artin Figur~1 .would.indicatea Clear. delineationbe~een
th.is/ptiase ~nd the .. userTesting ·.·Ph~s~,••. inreality the Une is somewhat
bl~rreCL Thf:}rearf:}sp~7ific cri~eria.esta~Hshedforthe .,. starting of user
t~stiflg'~tlichirlsome .cases are.lessstringent th(in.the .criteria for
acni~ving.M~ OfJh~so~are release. This implies that factory testing
will continueduringttie usertestingphase.

There'· ···are········ two .... basic·· types of·"· testing .··activitieswhich·· occur at this
point: system level te5tingal1d quality review. Quality review is
performed by"each de"elopmentorganization~'andconsists .... of running
product specific .. tests ..• for the products for .··w·t'lich i

• thElorganization .. i.· .•. ·· is
respo~sibl~.. ...The··purpose ofqualityre~iewisty/ofold:first,to .ensure
t!:la~the> codesubrnittedbythe developrnent .. organizatio~. was
ccorr~ctly.·· •.. integrateej .'. ·into ....... the softw~rerelease,andsecond,toensure

thattheproductcorrectlXfun~tions .with theot~er~ew or '. modified
productsinther~le~se.Thistesting is performectcby the individual
develoPrn~nt organi~ations,.rather than ...•.... ~. ...centrali~ed te~ting
organization, b~cause .we· 'believe .. that the. organization .... res~o~si.ble
for. the pro~uct hasthemostknowled.geandcexperienceabout how
~he.product isexpe~ted to. function Itshould b~notedth~tmost of the
developmentprganizationscontain .d~di?ated testing '.' teams..... An
additional benefit of having the .development organization .. conduct· the
quality review is .... that equipment . pan be .J~vEJragedfor both
ejevelopmentphaseproduct testing and syst~m levelquality review.
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In addition to the' ." quality review testing performed in each
development' .organization, there is system level testing performed by a
central system'" testing group. This testing ·····is.··· focused primarily· on
the operating system, basic networking, and· database' softWare. Four
basictypes'oftests are .performed:" reliability {stress),""power fail
recovery, donfigutation,and installationjupdate.Whilenot shown in
Figure 1,tt1ere is alsoperformanoe' le'sting done by a separate team
utilizing some standard·benchmarks, .with the purpose,' of •..... ensuring
that overall performance does not degrade unexpectedly.

The system reliability tests consist of two' HP3000 'systems
connected in a network,eacb,.peing driven by .a .separat~, system that
is" emulating interactive users.. The numt:>er .. of emulated interactive
users depends upon the power of the processor 'being tested, with
several hundred ,users being typical for high-end systelTls. The tests
are typically executed on several .. pairs ,of systems, ·including· both
ufli~Rrocessoran~'multi-processor systems. The tests are considered to
havEl.passed when each pairof sy§tems runs for 120 hours without a
system abort, hang, or criticai error. Detected problems that do not
result in a system abort or hang are automatically logged by the tests.
During the course of the back-end activities for a release, the ·120
hour criteria is typically met many times. The organization
responsible fo~ networking software.also runs its own reliability stress
tests encompassing a much wider, range· of, networking products.

Power fail recovery tests are used to accomplish. two objectives: first,
to ensure that the power fail recovery. feature of the HP 3000 works
correctly, and .second, .to thoroughly exercise the interrupt code in
the operating system.. The tests involve placing a heavy load on the
system, arld then automatically. disruptingp0'l\ler .at varying interv~ls

and .for. varying lengths of time. Some tests interrupt power for the
entire system, and others only .. for either the SPU or the disks. There
is a specific set of tests which must be completed,and executing the
entire. set takes 1-2 weeks. As noted above, these tests frequently
find .. timing problems not specifically related to power fail recovery.

Configuration; tests,are~sed to verify that, the . syste~ '.' funcli9ns
correctly at both minimum .and maximum configuration limits,
including both table and device limits. These tests are also
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automated, and involve placing a heavy load on. the·systemfor.·.each of
the configurations being tested.

Install··. and .update tests' ·.are used <to ·.ensuretha~ the.. new software
release can successfully be installed on .. ne~ systems,asweU as

. installed. as an· update for ...releases ·that ·m~y.·be ... JnstaUed .on .•·Eaxisting
~ystems. . These tes~s are al~o used to verify theaccljracy of the
installation/update' docum~ntationinstructions~.

Once a predetermined subset of the above tests have been passed,the
sqftwareismadeavailableto any of our.VAB (Value Added Business)
partners""ho desire tc) .ensure that·.•·.thei·rproduct will. function correctly
on the·new release. For Release4.(),almgsl4CJthird party companies
chose to .participate .< in,thispr()gram.Speqi~lemphasis i~placedon

third· party softvvareto be. used by the alpha .. and· beta sites that VVUI be
testing the release •duri;ng tile user testingphase~

Throughout this phase' alLdefe,ets discovered are<track~dand
re"iewed .. on adailyba~is. Those defects Vihich .must be fixed ..are
d~signat~dassbowstoppers,anptrese< mustpecorrectedpriorto MR
(and .in.·m~ny .cases, ..priortothe start. of user .testiog).< ..·.·.Thedecision on
whether or not to repair non-showstoppersdefectsis made by '. each
development organization,dependent upon the nature of .the defect
and its impact t9customers,. the.. engineering effort required to develop
and test the. fix, and the riskassociatec:lvviththefix.

rherele~seisrebuilton an as needed. '•. b~.is to incorporate defec~

repairsfQrtheshoyvstopperproblems,8s YieU . as. other defect repairs
eachorganization.choosesto include..' ..In addition, patches which
have been . recently .. cr~ated for .. releases ..... ~Ire~d~{installedat
customer sites will.be incorporated during this phase.A~ each neVi
build is created, tests whichhavepreviouslypassep may. be executed
again, depending upon the nature of .·the changes being. made. ". Some
leyel ..of J"eliabilitytesting· .·... is ... alway~.·done, although. for. minorchcanges
o(lly 24-h()ursoftestingmClY .be reqUirect(assurningth~120-hourcri,te[ia

was met,,·onan·.earlierversioQof tbe release).
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USER TESTING PHASE

At this point, the release gets it first exposure in environments where
the' users are trying to do-"real work. ····The 'first system'on 'which 'the
software is installed is frequently ·a· large system which provides
HPDeskManager .support· for most of the development engineers
responsible for the MPE/iX operating system, as well the entire
management team responsible for the HP 3000. As you might imagine,
significant problems will be quickly addressed.

Each release is tested on a number ofHP internal alpha sites,
primarily in production' environments. Sites are selected such that the
combined set of systems will' use as much of the new functionality in
the release as possible. Systems supporting ·Hewlett"Packard
Corporate headquarters are included, as 'well as systems' used 'by
the Response Centers. Each site is expected to··provide feedback at
least once per week, and more often if problems are being
encountered. Sites are requested to install patches and/or new
versions of the release as defects are corrected. For Release 4.0,
over 15 internal production HP 3000 systems at ten separate sites were
used as Alpha sites, with an additional 13 support machines also testing
the release. '

After·the· release has been running successfully at the alpha sites for
several weeks, the release'·is shipped to .external customer beta sites.
Many beta sites will initially install the software on development systems
prior to using it on production systems, but some do start with
production' systems immediately. The .number of sites involved is a
factor of the amount '~f new functionality in the release 'and the
number of customers .interested in participating as a beta site. As is
the case with alpha sites, the selection of sites is done in such a
way as to maximize exposure of the new functionality in the release.

Status at beta sites is monitored on a regular basis,and sites are
requested to supply a written report at the 'endof the beta test period.
Sites are provided with patches for prbblernsimpactingthem, and
are requested to install the "final" version of the release prior to the MR
of the release by the factory. In addition to verifying the reliability
and quality of the rOelease, beta sites provide useful feedback on
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the· documentation 'associated with· the release, and. exercise ... the
normal post-release support processes within Hewlett-Packard.

The number of beta sites varies from release·to release, with,ten sites
participating·in the 'Release' 4.0 beta program,·· .representing' ,a total of
16 systems..The period<oftime between. the start 01 beta testing and the
MRofthe '. release .. is typically· in ··...the· range ..···01 '··6-12." .•.. weeks, ···.dependent
uponthe number 01 problems found which must be fixed..

Factory testing does continue in parallel with exposure of the software
at alpha. and beta sites.. Each time it is necessary ·.to rebuild.the
release, a subset of ·the tests are run as. a regression test, with the
specific testsbeingdetermined'by the 'nature .of the changes. Asisthe
case"during the factory testing"phase, patches 'generaledfor' previous
releases . are ineorporated .'. into each build, in addition to the defect
repairs' for problems encountered, ·.d1lJringreleasetesting.···.·.· Defects are
tracked during this phase in the samefashiQnastheearUer phase.

Once if has been determined there are nooutstandihg shbwstopper
problems and the feedback from betasltesindicates the release is ready
for.general .... ?istribution .. te) ·custome~~, ....,..intense.p~eparations be~in for the
MR of the release.... The.finalversiop·of.the.release.is··· built,u~in.g the
of1icialVUF designated for· the release. The final roll-in··ofpatches ·is
include(7j in the build,witt'lth~goalofrninimizingthenumberof
patches~vailable for priorrele.asesthatare ·notinclugedJn·thenew
release. Notethat this number willseldomb.e zero from the customer
perspective, sinQetheelapsedtime·.between .this.·final build/and the
start '.' of .shipments to customers is typically 4-5 weeks. At· the time
Release4.Q.beganshipping.to custo01ers, the number of available
patches not integrated into Release 4.0 was less than ten.

Once the final build is· complete"a final regression test is executed
and, the master set of tapes is delivered to the .'. Software Manljfacturing
organization· .within Hewlett-I?ackard. .A series of manufaeturlngtests
arerunta .ensure that customized subset tapes· can ube correctly
produced, and then copies of the release are shipped to the response
centers and all other organizationswittllnHewlett-Packard which
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providecustqmer support for the HP 3000. Once this distribution is
complete,shipments to customers will begin for new systems and
software updates.

The manufacturing verification and distribution of the release to support
organizations typically takes two to three weeks. During this period the
releaseisstUI being used by both alpha and beta sites, so should a new
showstopper problem be encountered, itwill be necessary to rebuild the
release and repeat the above steps.

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS

In the past, the majority' of the efforts to improve the quality of software
on the HP 3000 were centered around increasing the scopeand
effectiveness of the tests '., used ,to "certify the software releases.
Consistent with this. approach, thousands of individual functional
validation tests were developed for the early releases of MPE XL, as well
a~ many of the other test suites still in use today. While these tests
were instrumental in identifying many defects in the software which
were corrected prior to shipment to customers, they were not
sufficient to guarantee the delivery of a high quality software release (as
anyone who used the very early versions of Release 1.0 would attest).

There are two fundamental problems with placing the major emphasis
on defect detection after the implementation is,complete:

1) Many defects are .not detected, largely due to the fact that
functional tests tend to be run in a standalone
environment, leaving many· of those defects that are
dependent upon, the configuration, timing, the ,phase of ,the
moon, 'etc. 'to be discovered by customers. It is also not
practical to run the very large number of functional' tests required
in all potential environments, since the number of permutations
and combinations is astronomical.

2) Testing 'after implementation is complete is a very inefficient
way to detect and'·'debug problems. Many problems fGul'1d
this way are difficult to consistently reproduce (and hence
difficult to diagnose), and a large number • of people are
required to undertake a massive testing effort, especially when
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the tests must be executed many times. Based on data collected
during Release 4.0, we estimate that problems found during
product level testing of the operating system and system level
testing required . an average ofabout 180 hours ofengineer effort
per defect, simply to detect the existence 01a problem.

During·· the pastsever~l·.·.··.years;wehave invested considerable
resources in detecting defects much earlier in the, developmentcycle.
Those efforts are described below, along with other improvements
we have made .to·redLlce·, the·'number ·of·defects that are present in ····an
MPE/iX··saftWare release when it begins··to shi~to customers.

NO REWORK OBJECTIVE

Many . of the efforts were~heresulfof an overall obje~tiv~ that wetS
established severCllyear~. ago in the .. operatin~ .... systemdevelopment
org~nizati9n.A~wCls. notedearHerintf1ispaper,inanideal world the
software release .. proG~ss .backend .. wo~ld col1sist· of ~•.....•... single
certificati.on test ..•cycle, lasting less .. thaI1Cl ·month,·followed rJy ... MR .• an?
shiplTlenttocustomers(user · testing is .oot n~quirecl in ttJis idea,l
~orld since .the software. contains no defects at the pOint~henuser

te~tingwould J10rmaUybe
i
gin). Th~.fCl9tthat the .backendtakesmuch

Ipngeris. tt1~dire~t.resultot,many rework cycles being reguired to
achieve the desired level ofguaHty~

To<addressthissituation, weadoptedagoar of reducing rework.
Furthermore, to make' the ·goalsiniple····and,inspiring, the '.~ objective
established was one of NO REWORK. This· simple objective (although
one very .difficult to. 'achieve) spawned .many .. activities, .••·<all of which
served to both increase the guality of' the software delivered to
customers and to increase the productivity of the organizations
involved ··..···.·in . developing software'and, executing the release .process.

FORMAL SOFTWARE INSPECTIONS

Another .way of viewing the····No Rework objective is lido it right the .first
timeu.One ofthe most significant steps taken was to institutionalize
formal inspections on' airdesign documents and new or modified code.
Prior to this time, the vast majority of code developed ,for the operating
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system was reviewed by one or more engineers. The key improvement
was to use a formal process, and to require it for all changes.

A standard .... process was developed by.a team of senior engineers, and
all engineers i.n the organization were trained on how to perform a
formal inspection. There was resistance that needed to be overcome in
the organization, but· with·· strong management support the program
has been successfully implemented.

Full implementation of this program occurred too late to have a
significant impact on Release 4.0, so Release 4.5 ·was the first release
to benefit from this particular effort, with Release 4.7 to receive the full
benefit. In order to addres~ concerns raised by many of the
engineers, we have chosen not to make visible detailed data about
each inspection, even to the management team. Our objective was to
improve ()ur software· quality, not assess our engineer's abilities. Some
early data from the inspections, however, indicated that finding defects
via inspections was substantially more productive (which really
shouldn't·. be a surprise). Most code inspections involved three to five
engineers,vvith both preparation· and actual'meetinginspection
time. Our results indicated. that, on average,'··only four hour~ ..of
engineering effort .was required to both find and repair each defect
identified during formal inspections. This improvement by a factor
of more 45x (compared to the 180··hours/defect with traditional
testing just to find a defect) can be attributed to· the fact that defects
were found. more easily, and that the cause· of the defect was usually
obvious at the time it was discovered.

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

In addition to preventing defects with inspections, we initiated a
program to better understand the actual cause of defects· found
during testing or at customer sites. The initial effort was aimed at doing
a Root Cause Analysis of around300 defectsfoung(j,uring thetesting
of Release 3.0. Root Cause Analysis is a structured approach to
determine· the underlying. c~use of problems,w~ichfrequently reqlJires
digging dqvvn t~rough I'causesu that are ·really .symptoms of .another
cause (the catch phrase is IIask why five times").
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Our .·efforts involved categorizing the ·defects into· how the defect··was
introduced (e.g. design problem, ..... coding .error), ... ·.·.andthenfurther
analyzing .the······ largest·.·.oategories. A ··.teamofengineers, led ··by.··a
manager;. performed the analysis,· and·· the effort resulted· in 38
separate········ ·recornmendations .on··how ·to prevent .defects. in .. the future.
Over half of these could be implemented immediately (and were), and
the remaining recommendations are being addressed overtime.

One of the initialrecorTuflendations was·to·makethisan ongoing
process for all def~ct~thatare fixed While. we. haven't .. been able. to
analyzev100%.or!hedef~cts,.wecontinueto analyze the majorityofttle
defects,res~ltinginongoing.improvements to our development and
insp~otion processes. -

EMPHASIS ON PATCH REDUCTION

()neof ttl~,mostcostli~$t.formsQfrewQrk, and one that clearly has <a
negative··.·impacton custQmers.is the generation of patches.,for
software that has already been released.·, Asipart·.of our·····rework
objective, we focused efforts on reducing the need for patches. on
Release 4.0 and subsequent releases.. Analysis· of the patches we· had
produced for previous releases revealed that a substantial
percentage. of the patches· were to correct defects that were known at
thetirnetherelease·achievedMR.Whilethe exact cause of this was
difficulttodetermine,theprevailing wisdom was that in many cases we
did not correctly assess the potential impactof a defect.

On the basis of this information, a goal was established ofno patches
required for Release 4.0 on problems" that were ,knovvn·at theMRof
Release 4.0.< The entire backlog of known problems on MPE/iX was
reviewedrand a concerted effort made to repair all d~fects, whicncould
potentially· justify/the·",generation of.a lpatcn if ••,encountered by 'a
customer. In addition,'as(new problems were ··(jiscoveredinthe
testing ofRelease 4.0, a key considerationin determining whether arnot
to fix "it prior to. release'· was whetnerornotit woald potentially'need to
be patchedpost-re1ease.

It· should be noted that tnis objective doesn't imply·.that patones won't
be generated for Release 4.0. Unfortunately, there will be previously
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undiscovered problems which will require patches, and it is also unlikely
that our assessment of the potential impact of defects was perfect. "At
the time this paper was written, we did not yet.have sufficient data to
determine hoW we", we had met our objective, butwe do know that ·we
repaired many defects in Release 4.0 which we> would have chosen
not to, correct ",in ',' previous releases.

GENERAL DEFECT REPAIR DURING BACKEND

Onqe the backend process begins, there is in general a high sense of
urgency to reach MR as soon as possible because revenue is
produced only when new products begin to ship to customers. In
order to reduce risk, it is desirable to minimize the amount of change
to the contents of the release once the backend begins. Prior to
Release 3.1, repairs to defects after the TC1 milestonewere limited to
critical problems found during the testing of the release, and the roll-in
of' patches available' for 'previous releases. Only those changes
approved by the team which daily monitors the problems discovered
would be included· in the release.

A policy change was made effective with Release 3.1 to give the
development organizations the authority to include any additional
defects they deemed appropriate after the TC1 ,milestone (except for
the final build). The review team could still"designate defects as
"must fix" .for the release, but they could not block the inclusion of
additional defect repairs.

This ,change has somewhat increased the risk' associated' with the
schedule of a release, since the, additional defect repairs, 'do
occasionally introduce a new problem which must. be addressed. The
benefit of including additional defect repairs in a release is,considered
to far outweigh the risk however. Release 4.0 contained in excess of
350 defect" repairs in"the operating system software for problems
reported by customer sites" in ,'prior releases, as well as repairs for
over 750 defects in the networking, ,products. ,', We have estimated ,that
roughly 200 fewer defects would have been fixed'in Release 4.0 had we
not made the policy change described above.
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SOFTWARE RESILIENCY

As .part .of the '. >overalleffort to· reduce rework, a .project .was initiated
to improve···software resiliency .in' the MPE/iX operating" system.
Software resiliency refers to the ability of the software to tolerate
h~~dwar~an~ softwareexcept~on c~nditions. A. specific objective was
to reduce the number of system aborts which could· occur.

Stricter" gUideJlines <were developed regarding when the .calling of the
system abort procedure was appropriate, and wherever possible

a~e~pt$were'~adetore¢~Ver fr9~ the·· exc~ptiO~. cbnditi~n .. instead.
For example; system aborts resulting from reaching table limits could in
alrnostall cases'be removed.

Some.···system··aborts··wereremdveti ··from>the·code beginning with
Release 4~(),.and additionalimprovementsvvUlbe "'made •......•. in each

subsequent .r~l.ease.,.Comb.ined., with. efforts to repair defects i~ the
code whichuitimately'leadtosystem aborts, the overaU reliability of
the systel11willcohtinue toil11proveover time.'

NETWORK SOFTWARE TESTING

Based ... on Gin analysis.done·several years.agoon.th~.defects.found in
networking .' •prodycts, seven .•. separate ...• projects were launched to
imprQve ••• the·QveraU2qu~lityofthe •. networkingsofty\fare .shipped to
icustomers.~This,effortin'(olved in exces~;;9f .. fiveeQginee(ing years of
effort,and,resulte(:i in jrnprov~l'J1entsto 'e>dsting testsasweU, as the
creationqf,,:additionalnetvyorkingrelat@c1 tests. In, addition, more
hardware .' .~y~tems .•....vy~(~~dedi.cated .' .for•.·.testlng •..•netvvQrking•software.

The areas addressed by the specific.,••·.,projects·,··.•···were ·•..• abnorrnaI
termination testing for NS, NS and. transport patch testing, startup
and· shutdo""otesting.of the. NStransport, NMMGR productandtest
enhancements, ; iNS transport test imprqvements, IMF quality
erlhaQee,roeots,.andnetwor~.sy$tem release>testing,improvements.
Rel,e.ase 4 ~O •was.the<first rel.ease· to. benefit from this effort.
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OTHER EFFORTS

In·addition to the above specific efforts, a·number of other··activities are
focused on improving theoveraliquaUty of HP 3000 software. These
include:

• Improvements to the development environmentusedbysoftware
engineers to enable them to more effectively test the
interaction of software modules during the development phase.

• Expansion of th~VAaPrep program, which enables third .. party
software suppliers for the HP3000 to gain early. access to pre
release versions of an MPEjiX release. In addition,both
managers and software development engineers met with a
number of Independent .Software Vendors to discuss ideas on
how to better work··together to improve software quality.

• A test architect position was established within the· system
testing organization to provide leadership in improving the
effectiveness and productivity of our testing process. A
particular emphasis is to develop a strategy for more testing from
a customer perspective.

• Continuous improvements are· being made to the PowerPatch
program, to both reduce· cycle time and better include the
defect repairs. of most interest to customers. While this doesn't
directly improve the quality of a release at the time of MR, ·it will
allow customers who install the software several months after
MR to easily install additional defectrepairs,resulting in a
higher level of quality than the original released version.

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

It.· is ··always·important for those of us in the factorytokeepln·mind that
the ultimate determination of .the quality •. of our software is the
customer··perception··ofquaHty.Over the· years· we· have··· established
many different criteria for determining when it is appropriatetabegin
shipping a release. Such metrics as number of hours· of continuous
operation without a failure, number of known defects per 10,000 lines of
source code, incoming rate of new problems, etc. are all useful in
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making the· judgment about when to release the softWare, but· in
reality these' are just various approaches that attempt to predict how the
software will behave ina customer environment. The customer who
experiences a system abort in the first day of operation prob~bly

~oesn't care that .~hefa9ory r~n fArqver120 h()urS~nder h~vyl~
with<np failure~. Sil11i1~rly, 'if.wf3 rf:)lease.~ith 1f3s~than1known .def~ct
per 10,000 lines of code, thiswon'treallyco!""!or~ acustoiller who is
impacted by one of those defects, or by one we didn't discover.

Unfortunately, the science of testing a large and complex. set of system
I~vel· softWtire· is not;exact. The bottom. line isthathurnan~eings m.ust
make.n:tany judgment, calls, using.as much inf()rmation as can.be
.9btained.The other reality is that we cannotp~ysically test this large
set ofcoJIlplex softwa~e ine~ery possible custo.mer .. envirf:)nment(if we
want to ship the releas7ina finite period of time), nor canV'ie ,.• alwGiYs
correctly predict the... impact of a given. problem on every possible
environment or config~ration.. Since. the ultimate jUdgment~f< .. our
success lies with our customers, we have established several ways for
obtaining feedback from customers about our software releases.

Prior to MR, we actively solicit subjective feedback from each test site,
bothipternal. and external to HP, regarding the overall quality of the
reh:~a~e.We ,also include the response centers in thispoU,.since they
are thetirst HPorgani~ationto be impacted if a relf3.~se begins to ship
prernaturely~:-, The release., will notQ.egin.shipments until tt"l,ere. is.a
streng copsensus thatthe appropriatequaHty .ispresent.

pnce we begin shipments of arelease, we pay very close attention to
any\.~scalat~dhot sitesitljations,aswell.as pat~h requests. In particular
we are I()okingfor.previously undetected problems whiph could impact
a substantial percel1tagf3;ofcustomers.

More' recently, we have established the practice of 'conducting 'a
customer survey focused on the specific release. "'OlJrinitialattempt
at this . type of survey \Vas. forRelease2.2,andther~sp()n$e rate to
the. survey was very encouraging..The survey ".. ~as.mailed to. every
cust()mer who was shipped a c9,PyofRel~ase ?~.E1spart of?ur software
update service, and around 15% of '~the survE)ysvv~re. retHrned.ln
addition to gaining valuable information about how customers perceived
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the overall·.·. quality .of .the release, we also collected feedback on
specific aspects of the system, such as the installation process.

We have also conducted a similar survey for Release 4.0, and weare
still in the. process of analyzing the results .at the .time'this paper was
written. The response rate hasagail1 be.enquitegood (21%), and early
indications are.that the rnajorityof clJstomers rflte the quality of Release
4.0 as being better than •previous releases.

The survey questions werE3 ..developed "in conjunction with various
software development. teams, so that we could get feedback on how
well we have met our development objectives, and on how to further
improve the quality and. usability of our· products. In the .. Release .4.0
survey, which was mailed out to customers about 3-4 months after most
customers received, but not necessarily installed, the release, we
have sought information regarding the update process,. the need for
patCh installation on Release 4.0, system interoperability, -system
management ,capabilities, and release documentation.

CLOSING COMMENTS

It is very important ·.to Hewlett-Packard that we continue to increase
the quality of the softWare on the HP 3000. In doing so, we make it
easier for our customers to address the critical business needs for
which they have purchased ·our prOducts, which should in turn increase
customer satisfaction with our prOducts, and thus encourage repeat
business with 'Hewlett-Packard. At the same, improving software
quality, especially when done with techniques focused on "doingit
right the first time", can significantly increase the .productiVity. of
the development organizations. These productivity improvemen~s· in
turn allow a larger investment in functionality and products that
address awider range of customer needs, and thus increase
business fot Hewlett-Packard. '

Given that efforts in improving ~oftware quality benefit both
customers andHP significantly, it.should ..not.·besurprising that. a great
deal. of attf3ntion is devoted tOqlaintaini l1gandimproving the quality of
the software on the HP3000.
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Past, Present andF'Uture of UpgradinqMPE/iX
Tad Olson,·· Hewlett-Packard .Co.

David R. Smith, Hewlett-Packard Co.
Ruben Gallegos, Hewlett-Packard Co.

Installation has comealonq way .•• since the early days
of MPE/V and Hewlett-Packardcontinues.to invest .in
new technology. to. make it even· better. .. This . talk
briefly covers the history of HP 3000 installation
and focuses on .the benefits .. of Hewlett-Packard.'s
current.and future· installation· strategy.

The AUTOINST installation tool· has its roots in MPE/V
and has evolved to meet the needs of customers on
MPE/iX systems. The . AUTOINST . on MPE/iX 4.0
incorporates many enhancements and fixes •. directly
based on customer feedback.

Hewlett-P.ackardstrives .tomake . the .installation of
the MPE/iX operating system on customers'. machines as
easy as possible. Allthenew3000/9x7 systems come
with the HP 3000softwarepreloaded. Hewlett-Packard
plans to expand this program with the.new 3000/992
e;ystems., and with);ystems.· released in .·thefuture.

Hewlett-Packard is continuing to evolve the
installation productsand>processes. Hewlett-Packard
is actively pursuing the next generation of
installation tools to meet HP . 3000... customer .... needs.
with the progression of the installation process and
Hewlett.-packard's investment •. intofuture ..•.. technology,
the task of upgradingMPE/iXisbecominq/increasingly
efficient and flexible. . Thispr.e.sentation will
inform HP 3000 customers of the benefits of the
latest MPE/iX upgrade. strategy from Hewlett-Packard.
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Now THAT HEWLETT-PACKARD has kindly produced
IMAGE/SQL, we should do two things:

1.We should thank HP for the exceptional work that Jim Sartain's

team did in integrating SQL (Structured.Query Language, the in

dustry-standard databaselangnage interface) into HP'S award

winning IMAGE/3000 database management system.

2.We should llnd~1"Sta.~d$9'" so we can ..llSe it as. a\Y0rthy~om

plem~ll.~ to theo~,er~utstanding,featuresthatIMAGEISQL pro-

vides~'

WhatuSQL?

What is itmJ11.

Thankirig HP is th~ easy part UnderstandUlg SQL is not as
easy. And I do not mean learning the .SQL ,syntax--I mean
comprehending and· grasping the nature, '·signifidU1ce,~d

meaning of SQL. In particular, understanding sQLmeans to
be aware that SQL is not a type ofd",tabase management sys
temby anymeans: $QL is simply an interface. SQLisj~t atype
of data sublanguage ~hat some database man~g~llient· sys

tem~su(:ll as IMAGIl/sqL--bappentp unde~~d.
Why diglchoost;"'The outside story" for my title instead

of sheepishly following the standard cliche, ((The inside sto
ry"? I selected the title very carefully, to emphasize the point
that SQL is indeed an outsider. (There is nothing wrong with
the fact that SQL is an outsider, as long as everyone is aware of
this fact Unfortunately, there is much confusion regarding
SQL.)

In this essay, it is my objettive to balance things out After
all, with IMAGE/SQL you now have the best of both worlds:
you enjoy the inside strengths of IMAGE as well as the outside
connectivity of SQL.
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An .. Overview· of HP IMAGE/SQL

Hewlett-Packard C~any

Commercial Systems Division
Database Lab

19111 Pr'Unerigge Avenue
Cupertino, <::alifornia

Jim Sartain
(408)447-5450

'rhis paper. represents th.e collected works and e~forts of
several individuals from.' the Database Lab .and ,Marketing
organizations of the Commercial Systems Division of Hewlet:t
Packard Company. This paper will be pr.esented by any one of
these individual~· at every major Users ' Group .. gathering in
1993.

********************

Some of you are new. to IM1\GE ,and others, of you have been
familiar with the database since the mid 1970's when it was
winning awards for function and design. Thousands of
applications, from email .to finance to production control,
all operate using IMAGE as their database management system.
An.dif you count the users executing programs agCiinst data
stored in IMAGE, their numbe~s would, no doubt, be in the
millions.

Without argument, IMAGE gives you high reliability and high
performance. After almost . twenty years ofimprove.ments and
refinements, you, as customers and users, would expect
nothing .1ess.With. so. much going ..forthisproduct, .. with·· a
dependability that few other database "products .• offer, as·a
storage management tool that .isadefacto standard on HP
3000 computer systems, what could possibly be done to
improve it? The answer is quitesimple>~ Standardize. the
access to .. ' IMAGE!

Hewlett-Packard is prondto introduce HP IMAGE/SQL,
relational access to IMAGE data using industry-standard
Structured Query Language (SQL). This method of access
includes full read and write capability using ANSI standard
functionality. This new access method makes a myriad of
application development and decision support tools available
to IMAGE that have never been available before.
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The most astounding . part .. of this whole .... story is that SQL
access to IMAGE· and 'the access. tha'tyou enjoy today are
completely compatible.. ..': C0tllplete .. coexistence. No
conversions, no recompilCition,"nbchanges. The only change
will be the way you look at .. your .data once you try the
application development. and ,decision support tools now
available with IMAGE. And these are the same tools that can
be used with all the big name relational databases,
incl11dingALLBAS~/SQL. IMAGE has moved into the Open
Systems arena.

Thos"e of you familiar with IMAGE will undoubtedly be asking
the question, "but what will this do to performance?" Of
course, every database design and application will have it~s

own performance characteristics, but, as a general rule,
IMAGE/SQL will perform at abou"t seventy to ninety percent of
native TurboIMAGE access. This term, ' native' refers to
intrinsic level access using COBOL, PASCAL,et cetera. So,
you will have the best of both worlds, fast native access
and relational access.

With lMAGE/SQL you will have everything that you have today,
wrapped in a new relational package, with an enormous
selection of new tools,without any hassles. Let's take a
look at the issues HP has tried to address.

TOP ISSUES

There are a multitude o'f issues which HP hopes to resolve
with the introduction of IMAGE/SQL, and these will be
explained shortly. Unfortunately, some new issues will .be
created as well, and these will also be revealed. These
issues have been grouped according to the kind of
organization that will be impacted, and they areVARs (Value
Added Resellers) and ISVs (Independent Software Vendors),
MIS or IT (Information Technology) Departments, and End
users.
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Most VARs and ISVs, whose products include applications and
tools, have been limited to non-relational application
development tools when dealing with IMAGE. There are also
very few· PC-basedGUI (Graphical User Interface) products
which offer transparent interaction between PC clients and
Hl?3000 servers using IMAGE. As mentioned before, thousands
of··.. applications have been developedby·uncountable companies
all using IMAGE as the storage management system. Now, with
IMAGE/SQL, all the new SQL-based application development and
decision support tools, most using some type of GUI, can be
used byVARsandISVsto improve and enhance their products.
This new transformation of IMAGE· data into ··relational data
will revitalize the VAR/ISVproductenvironment.

Turning to MIS and IT departments, the primary issues are:
o reducing the application backlog,
o.providing flexible information access,
o recruitingSQL~trained personnel.

Each of these deserves some expansion.

Ideally, IMAGE/SQLshould reduce the application development
backlog for any MIS/IT organization. This reduction would
be accomplished using any of the easy-to-useapplication
development and decision support tools now available.
Sadly, .the opposite effect, that of increasing the demand
for applications, will probably become true. As the end
users·· see the amazing results from new implementations using
'these tools, all kinds of previously hidden application
requests will surface. Once the power of IMAGE/SQL is
known, MIS/IT departments willbef.Ioodedwith new requests
for information.

Does this mean that these departments should avoid using
IMAGE/SQL just to avoid this rampage? Absolutely not:! The
gains a company can realize from improved information review
and analysis, as the result of improved data availability,
can be significant. And MIS will not lose control. Users
will be able to do their own queries and reporting, MIS need
only supply the access. Some of the other issues in this
area will further explain these statements.

The second issue in this area pertains to flexible
information access. What this refers to is the powerful,
command~drivenlanguagewhichcharacterizes SQL. Complex
and sophisticated·· queries can····.. be executed to supply end
users with their specific information requirements.
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SQL uses command sentence constructs of SELECT and WHERE
clauses, and the relational JOIN clause, to define its
syntax. This level "of knowledge is ,not necessarily required
to use the various tools, however more sophisticated
applications might require SQL expertise. Finding the right
people to develop these queries and deliver these
applications to the end-users will be critidal. Thisbrings
us to the last issue for the MIS/IT department --finding
qualified personnel.

Relational concepts in information management have taken
center stage in the last ten years. These concepts have
become the de facto standard for data storage systems at
educational institutions allover the world. As such, new
and old computer professionals alike have had either some or
extensive exposure to relational concepts.

SQL has become the relational language standard and is
taught widely. Finding qualified personnel t~ program using
SQL today is easier than finding experienced IMAGE
programmers. So, even though your information investment is
in IMAGE, the investment you make in accessing that
information can be in relational technology.

The end-user has repeatedly come up in the last several
paragraphs. Their issues are improved productivity and
improved decision support. Both of these issues rest firmly
on the ·same foundation; information that the end-user
requires to be more productive and upon which decisions are
made must be located where the user can exploit it< and be
presented in a meaningful form. This can be achieved with
the use of PC-based client/server tools featuring graphical
user interfaces (GUI). These are the very same tools the
MIS/IT department will be using for development and that
VARs and ISVs will use to enhance their offerings.

THE NEW TOOLS

The new tools have been mentioned over and over. Before
getting to specific products, let's first describe them
generally, and then break them into categories to better
understand what they can do and offer.

All of these tools arePC ....basedand function primarily in a
client/server environment operating with Microsoft. Windows.
With exception, these tools use ALLBASE/PCAPI, which is
based on the Gupta standard SQL API, as the link to the
server.
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For . those of you-not familiar with what an API is, some

explanation is in order API stands for Application

Programming Interface and refers· to the component of the

client/server model which performs the interactive linking

between client and server over the network for the purpose

of data exchange. This can be thought of as application

level handshaking, much the way RS232C is an electrical

signal .• handshaking in· data communications.

Besides Gupta, several other PC API standards exist. The

use of the· term 'standard'may· seem· .vague as it .··is used

here, but it basically refers to an agreed upon set of

operating conditions. None of these standards represent an

industry standard, but some type of API is required for

client/server computing, so each vendor must select one .or

more standards . with which to operate. So. far, the Gupta

standard·· serves .. the . majority of the···· tools which' have been

certified for use with IMAGE/SQL. Microsoft has announced

ODBC,itsAPIstandard, and chances are that this API will

become a significant player in client/server technology and

the basis for future certification, however, at the writing

of this·paperthe product was not available. HP is planning

availability of support forODBC in late 1993.

Our first category of tool is Decision Support. As the name

suggests, the purpose of these ·tools >is to support business

decisions, and this is' accomplished through information

analysis, reporting and graphical representation.

Typically, this type of tool is oriented towards end-users

doing financial and managerial analysis where numerical

quantification- and graphical representation of data is

useful. These tools also tend to offer formatting of data

for subsequent importing to spreadsheet products for further

manipulation and review. End-user knowledge of SQL is not a

prerequisite for using these tools.

Some··.. examples of Decision ···Support ToolS' are· Impromptu by

Cognos, Quest by Gupta, and HP's own NewWave Access.

Although ·.this last" tool is not new , the relational access

now .delivered through lMAGE/SQLwill. dramatically·· reduce the

overhead which will improve administration of these systems

and make this solution easier to setup and maintain.
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Our next category of tools is called Executive InformationSystem (EIS) Tools. The key aspect of these tools is theirexception management capability, where information ismonitored within user defined limits and deviationshighlighted. These tools use colors and graphicsextensively to bring attention to situations wherelimitations have been exceeded. Other features includetrend analysis and information drill-down. Drill-downsimply refers to digging out the detailed elements ofsummarized .. information. A good example of an EIS tool isForest & Trees by Channel Computing which will· be discussedin more detail later.

The last category of tools for use with IMAGE/SQL isApplication Development Tools. Falling also into thecategory of Fourth Generation Languages (4GL) , these toolsoffer PC Windows programming capability with Graphical UserInterfaces which allow programmers fast development ofcritical end-user applications. In many cases, knowledge ofSQL is not necessary.

Where Decision Support and EIS tools tend to be readintensive or read only, application development tools areintended to create interactive applications for onlinetransaction processing. Some offerings in this category arePowerBuilder by Powersoft and SQLWindows by Gupta.

All the aforementioned categories make up the new toolsavailable for use with IMAGE/SQL. These tools also operatewith HP's ALLBASE/SQL and the other major independentrelational databases. A review of some of these toolsfollows.

CURRENT TOOLS OFFERINGS

In addition to all the PC client/server tools mentionedabove, a rich assortment of direct-access 4GL tools existfor accessing HP's relational databases. This priorsentence specifically indicates databases in the plural.All the tools in this section work with both ALLBASE/SQL andIMAGE/SQL. The important point about these tools is thatthey execute on the host, not the client/server cooperativeexecution of the previous set of tools.

The products in this section have, for the most part, beenaround for some time. Details will not be presented hereabout features and benefits. The main point here is thatseveral vendors offer SQL-based tools for accessingrelational databases.
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Some of these 4GL tools offer native (intrinsic) access to

IMAGE. However, the relational access they offer

AI:.LBASE/SQL _now extends . to .IMAGE/SQL. Below is a list of

products and the companies which offer them:

AI:.LBASE -Toolset
Transact
Powerhouse
Focus
JAM
Speedware
Uniface

Hewlett-Packard
Hewlett"'Packard
Cognos
Information Builders
JYACC
Speedware
Uniface

As you can see., these tools, along with those indicatedfbr

PC client/server, make an impressive arsenal in your

development efforts.

Two /relational databases fromHP can reside on> your system,

.ALLBASE/SQL and IMAGE/SQL, and all these . tools can access

each. Most of •.• whatthis ··paper describes·..··.is what ·.IMAGE/SQL

of,fers you. Some explanation of what ·AI:.LBASE/SQL.· offers

follows ..

WHEN TO USE HP ALLBASE!SQL

HPoffers two database management systems on the. HP . 300.0

platform. Each has its-place with any given application,

and many applications could use either. The majority.·. of

database usage on the HP 3000·· is currently IMAGE, but there

are certain applications .··where ALLBASE/SQL·isthe better

choice.

ALLBASE/SQL is a full-featured relational database

management system (RDBMS) with· functional compliance of ANSI

standards-. HP sees four specific areas'where ALLBASE is-the

preferr.ed-DBMS:

Ma.inframeclass computing>,
Distributed applications,
High-volume online transaction processing,

Object~orientedapplications.
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Below are expansions of .these topics.

HP has positioned ALLBASEas the alternative to mainframeclass database management systems (DBMS). This works inconjunction with HP' s mainframe downsizing strategy whichoffers high-end HP 3000, systems as Corporate BusinessSystems. Providing' online backup and restructuring , andsupporting very large file sizes, ALLBASEis the· DBMS ofchoice in this area.

Distributed information and the applications which supportthem are also addressed within the ANSI standards forrelational database systems. Here, again, ALLBASE has beenspecifically featured. Using two--phase commit .protocols,distributed transactions can be ensured of completion andaccuracy.

ALLBASE also supports Encina technology from TRANSARCCorporation. This technology provides a standardized methodof transparent distributed transaction processing in amulti--platform environment. These distributed applicationfeatures make ALLBASE the clear choice compared tolMAGE/SQL.

Where high-volume online transaction processing (OLTP) isthe objective, and relational concepts are required, ALLBASEis again the best choice. This pertains mostly to newapplication development. SinceALLBASE has been designedfrom the ground up as a high-end relational database,applications requiring high-volume SQL OLTP will benefit.
Object-oriented computing is being seen more and more as aviable solution in many applications. Most assuredly, anyapplication which has multimedia requirements can benefitfrom object technology. Here ALLBASE!SQL has the advantage.Object storage, especially that of video, photograph,audio,et cetera, requires data structures foreign to IMAGE/SQL.ALLBASE!SQL already provides the necessary storage withBinary Large Objects (BLOBs).

From these descriptions you can see that there are specificsituations for ALLBASE/SQL.
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COEXISTENCE

The HP 3000 now offers a complete range of data management

choices. Native IMAGE still provides the highest

performance in the industry for mission-critical OLTP

business applications. lMAGE/SQL provides data access

through the multitude of 4GL and PC client/server toolsets

at a small performance premium. Client/server computing is

clearly the emerging trend in' information processing, and

lMAGE/SQL is now an important element, ensuring the

protection of your information investment.

ALLBASE/SQL provides the highest SQLper~ormance of any

relational database in the industry and provides support for

distributed database and distributed transaction processing.

With Corporate Business Systems, ALLBASE/SQL can handle the

requirements of nearly any enterprise at a fraction of the

cost of traditional mainframe solutions.

Together, these database management i systems make ·a. powerful

team. And they work together. Concurrent access is

possible by linking the two together within a single

environment. Your applications, whether host-based or

client/server, can simultaneously access ALBBASE/SQL and

IMAGE/SQL information. Tha.t is coexistence at·itsbest.

But there is more.

THE RELATIONAL PICTURE

HP offers you two relational databases, IMAGE/SQL and

ALLBASE/SQL. But the story gets better. Also· available on

the HP 3000 are Oracle and Ingres, and each of these RDBMS

products have their links to IMAGE as well, Oracle through

their OracleConnect product, Ingres through theirALLBASE

Gateway. to IMAGE/SQL. This creates· a SQL" shell over every

database management system available on the HP 3000. And

with this shell comes· all the 4GLandclient/server tools

which have been mentioned throughotitthis •• paper. This is a

very powerful offering,· i~deed.

Taking a step farther, HP has proposed several object

oriented functions for addition to the SQL standard, the

objective of which is the defining" of Object SQL (OSQL).

Should these proposals be accepted, object technology will

be a step closer to lMAGE/SQL.

This last section gives a picture of where we are today and

a glimpse of what the future might hold. Let's step back

and review what has taken place in the last several years to

get us where we are today.
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BP DATABASE DEVELOPMENTS

By looking at just the past couple of years, it's easy tosee that HP is actively working to make their databaseproducts superior. The year 1991 showed the followingimprovements:

All of these enhancements improved the use and functionalityof these products and helped scale the software into the newhigh-end multiprocessor hardware systems released in thistimeframe. Where these 1991 enhancements addressed generalfunctionality, the improvements released in 1992 offeredspecific features. These are:

IMAGE
o Generic and keyword searches
o Critical item update
o 4GB file sizes
o Corporate Business System tuning

ALLBASE/SQL
o Database shadowing
o Record level locking
o Remote unattended backup
o Stored procedures
a Business rules and triggers
a Two-phase commit (via XA interface)
o Additional third-party tools
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By far the biggestannounS,ement, occurring late in 1992, was

the introduction of lMAGE/SQL. Release of this product

provided the following features to IMAGE:

I MAGE/SQL
o Relati6p.a.l access via SQL
o Stored procedures
o Business rules and triggers
o SQL PC API support

The year 1993 will not be without its share of enhancements,

either. Announced for release in 1993 are:

lMAGE/SQL
o Dynamic detail set"expansion
o DBINFO'enhancements
o IncreasedsOftwa.re resfliency
o Performance. '. tuning
o ODBC support

ALLBASE/SQL
o High-end performance tuni~g

o TRANSARC Encina support
o Increased I/O parallelism
o High availability improvements
o ODBC support

This impressive list of delivered and promised features is a

clear demonstration of HP' s dedi~ation to ,. J?roviding the :best

data management systems 'on HP cotnputersystems~ But for>all

the features, if the product is not easy to use., the product

will not be . used. Let's n-extexplore justh6w' simple is

to use the new TMAGE/SQL.

ELEGANT SIMPLICITY

Accessing IMAGE relatiotlally is 'assifuple as '1"'2-3 .

Step 1: create the environment;
Step 2: attach IMAGE to the environment;

Step 3: access lMAGErelationally.

Each of th'ese steeps will be briefly described

section.
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Step 1: Create theSQL Database Environment

This step involves the creation of the SQL DatabaseEnvironment (DBE) . This structure contains controlinformation about the data rePl:"esented by it. Thisenvironment is created using the ISQL utility as follows:

: ISQL
ISQL => START DBE 'SQLDBE' NEW;

If a DBE already exists, this step can be omitt.ed.

Step 2: Attach the IMAGE Database to the DBE

The attachment process examines the IMAGE database andplaces equivalent SQL-structure information in the DBE.This step can include a variety of mapping functions forfine tuning relational access. This step uses the IMAGESQLutility.

:IMAGESQL
> SET TURBODB CUSTDB
> SET SQLDBE SQLDBE
> ATTACH

The assumption in this case is that CUSTDB is an existingIMAGE database.

Step 3: Access IMAGE Data Relationally

Any number of methods could be employed in this step todemonstrate this access. In this case, ISQL is used.

: ISQL
ISQL => CONNECT TO 'SQLDBE';
ISQL. => SELECT * FROM CUSTDB.CUSTOMERS;

The result of this query would be a tabled list of allentries in the CUSTOMERS data set. You can also displayinformation about the database itself.

ISQL =>SELECT NAME, OWNER FROM SYSTEM. TABLE;

This would return all table names associated with the SQLDBEenvironment.
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Updating IMAGE databases is also very .. simple. Here is

another ISQLexamplewhi~hupdates a column (item) called

PRODUCT NAME.

: ISQL
ISQL => CONNECT TO .'SQLDBE· ;

ISQL => UPDATE ·CUSTDB.ORDERS
SET PRODUCT NAME = 'IMAGE/SQL I

WHERE PRODUCT_NAME 'IMAGE I ;

This update finds all entries where PRODUCT NAME is 'IMAGE',

then cha:p.ges that value to 'IMAGE/SQL '.

As these steps . demonstrat'~l.. accessing . IMAGE d'ata

re.lationally is verysilllpleand str~ight__forward. Once the

database is attached to the'DBE, nothingelseisrequi:redin

the regular use of the system. There are additional

administrative tasks related to security and data type

mapping, but "none of these are overly complex .. or.cumber.some.

Next, let's discuss the. simplicity of some t.he cli~nt/server

tools.

Forest & Trees by Channel Computing

If you recall, Forest. & Trees (F&T) is a PC client/server

tool falling under the category ofEIS.Thismeans this

tool reads, reports and formats data from the IMAGE/SQL

database (or any of the other host- or PC-based databases) .

Quoting from the Reference Guide: "Forest & Trees ....

collects and combines data from a ." variety of sources and

monitors the resulting information in order to track

information at alel levels from business vital signs t.O

llnderlying' detail.

"To help you display, integr.ate, .. and use . the. collected

information, F&T has a large 'set of data manipulation and

object . control func.tions. These functions can be used in

formulas, queries, triggers, graphs, and reports.

"Forest & Trees ~-canalso be fully customized with pictures,

buttons, menus, and other graphic attributes to c;reate

distinctive applications."

Although the details of this tool are too extensive for this

paper, some details will be discussed to demonstrate this

tool's ease-of-use.
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F&T has a tool bar at the top of the window which is filledwith object icons for ease in application control anddesign. Views of data are defined by the· uS'er and extractedon demand or when scheduled. These views can be at anylevel, from high-level summary to low-level details. Thedrill-down feature of this topl allows qisglay ofcil1-1evelsof information from top to .'bottom. Gr~p'l1ic views '.. of thevarious levels of information can also be created anddisplayed.

One .of the outstandiIlg features of. this tool is t~at user-defined limit,s or ranges can be: se't to monitor selecteditems, formula results, and 'sums. Color 'coded "warnings,green for within limits, yellow for warnings, and red foroutside limits, can highlight monitored data. Exceptionmanagement is much simpler when the software isolates ahdhighlights the exceptions.

PowerBuilder by Powersoft

Another' PC 'client/server tool is PowerBuilder by Powersoft.This tool is from the Application Development categorypresented earlier and is both a reporting and transactionprocessing tool.

Quoting from a Powersoft sales brochure, "PowerBuilder ... isa comprehensive Microsoft Windows-based developmentenvironment for constructing graphical client/serverdatabas~ applications through object-oriented development.

"PowerBuilder supports the rapid design and development ofWindows-based client/server relational database applicationsfor all marketplaces.

"PowerBuilder. .. contains full support for theMS WindowsGUI technology, such as radio buttons, command buttons, listboxes, bit maps, etc., [andl supports custom user objectsthat can be defined as standard Windows 'controls."

As indicated, PowerBuilder is a very full featuredapplication development tool. As mentioned above for Forest& Trees, this paper is not intended to be a detaileddiscussion of this products features. Instead, tosummarize, 'this product offers significant productivitygains through development and use of' its obj ect technologyorientation.
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CONCLUSION

HP IMAGE/SQL is the most significant enhancement of the

IMAGE DBMS of all time. . The opportunity which. this

announcement provides to commercial and company developf;rs

is. enormous considering the selection of tools now •• available

for use with IMAGE. IMAGE/SQL also solidifies its

coexistence with HP's other relational database,

ALLBASE/SQL/with standard access to both.

The simplicity with which • relational access occurs with

IMAGE/SQL makes this ·.perhaps the most painless 'conversion'

in .the history. of the computer industry. The term

'coexistence' applies· equally· well to· the dual accesses to

IMAGE, native and SQL,asitdoes to the two relational

databases/IMAGE/SQLand ALLBASE/SQL.

For ••. all that this .• paperpr~sents,· the most. important point

is this: With.IMAGE/SQL, HPhas once againprotected.your

investment· in the .HP. 30001
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Introduction

In 1987, Hewlett-Packard HP 3000 users began undergoing the most
significant change in the history of the MPE operating system, when
they began installing new machines that ran a distinctly different, yet
upwardly compatible operating system known as MPE XL. To begin working
with this new operating system, MPE users first had to install a new
HP 3000 Series 900 computer. At that time, to help MPE programmers and
system managers understand the important changes that came with MPE XL,
this author published a paper called "A Programmer Looks at MPE XL."

In 1992, HP 3000 users began the second most significant transition in
MPE' s history, with the adciitionofPOSIX4iXfunctionality. Again,
MPE/iX has been designed to ensure upward compatibility from MPE XL.
But this time, there is no need to install a new machine! MPE/iX runs
on all the same hardware that MPE XL does. You enter the world of
MPE/iX simply by updating your system to release 4.5 or later.

While a software upgrade may seem less significant than a box swap,
HP 3000 system managers still need to plan carefully to minimize the
possible impact to their users. ,Some individuals have expressed a
reluctance to take this step forward, perhaps in part due to an
incomplete understanding about exactly what has changed. So, this
author took a cue from the film industry, and decided it was time to
publish a sequel to the original paper, in order to clarify many of
the issues HP 3000 users may face when they upgrade to MPE/iX.

Overview

This paper will adopt the perspective of MPE XL installed users who
plan to upgrade their operating system to MPE/iX version 4.5 or later.
Its goal is to help you become comfortable with the changes that have
been introduced, so you can successfully plan for your system update.
It will focus on the new features HP has included with the Fundamental
Operating Software (FOS), which are available to all users of MPE/iX.
Starting with release 4.5, FOS includes the facilities needed by end
users to run software which was developed using the POSIX 1003.1 (known
as POSIX.1) and 1003.2 (POSIX.2) standards.

Those users who wish to develop or port software using the POSIX.1
interfaces must acquire the MPE/iX POSIX Developers Kit, which is not
included in FOS. This kit provides the C language compiler and header
files needed to compile POSIX/iX' source code, along with the POSIX.1
interface relocatable libraries (RLs) needed to link the compiled
object modules into executable MPE/iX program files. The development
or porting of POSIX/iX software is beyond the scope of this paper.

The first section of this presentation will describe the three most
significant POSIX/iX additions to the MPE/iX '"Fundamental Operating
Software: the hierarchical file system (HFS), a new file type called
byte stream files, and the POSIX.2 shell and utilities. The second
section will explore enhancements to familiar MPE XL functionality,
mostly as viewed through the Command Interpreter (CI). The third
section will outline the impact these changes have on MPE/iX system
security and resource accounting.
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Sect-ion 1 - Mewreat-urea of JAPEliX

This section will describe threemajornewPOSIX/iX capabilities of

MPE/iX .release .. 4.5. These -are the hierarchical file system (HI'S),

byte stream files, and the POSIX.2shell and utilities.. These new

POSIX/iX features have been integrated into MPE/iXat low levels of

the operating system for·maximum performance and reliability.

IHFS)

MPEfiles have followed the same naming convention since the beginning

of MPE.. Filenamescontain,l-S.characters; the first must bealetter,

while the others maybe letters>ord~9its. L~ttersarealwaysshifted

to uppercase. Filenamesmay.beQU:alified by group and account

locations in the directory structure, with group and account names

following the same naming convention as filenames. In addition, there

are several file domains where files can be stored, called permanent,

temporary, and new. All of this continues to work exactly the same way

on MPEliX .·release··4. 5.

TheRFS adds mult.i-level directories to the permanent file domain. MPE

account and .. group ·.can bethought of as two levels ·inthedirectory

stru<::ture -in fact, that is essentially.howt.heyare implemented in

the new scheme. There is .anewtop layer calledtheroo.t directory,

specified byaslash ("In). Users have the ability to add as many

layers·· as they like below. either the. root directory or any MP~ group.

On release 4.5, HFS directories are not allowed at the account level;

only .. MPE .groups .are supported· there.

The HI'S also adds a new file naming syntax calledHFSsyntax,used to

represent HFS file and directory names. This new syntax is the default

whenyouarerunninginthePOSIX/iX environment, executing either the

POSIX .. 2shell or another program using .thePOSIX.lint.erfaces. The

rest of .MPE1.iX,exceptfora ··fewutilities whichhavenot.been

modified, uses anew hybrid syntax called "MPE--escaped" syntax, where

the default·· is the. familiar MPE·file n-ame. An MPE-e$caped file name is

interpretedusingHFSsyntax only when the first character of the file

name is a dot (ff." )or a slash ("I"). The HPFOPEN and FOPENintrinsics

use MPE-escaped syntax,. unless the programmer specifically requests HI'S

syntax or MPE-only syntax by setting anew it.em 41 in an HPFOPEN <::all.

Here are <some example.s. of how the new MPE-escaped syntax works:

:PRllfT myfile
prints the contents of MPE-named file "MYFILE" (upshifted)

:'PRIlfT ··.layfile
prints the contents of HFS-named file "myflle" (lower case)

When you use BFS syntax, upper and lower case letters represent unique

characters, so "MYFILE", "MyFile~t' and'c'myfile" represent~hree

different files. liFSnamesmay also include.threespecialcharacters,

namely the dot (.) ,hyphen (-),andunderscore ('l. An HI'S name may

even begin with a dot or an underscore or a digit. HFSnamescanubeup

to 255 characters in length, except those residing directly under the

root directory or inMPE groups, whicR are. limited to 16 characters.
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There are two ways to reference an HFS·. file name: absolute andrelative. Absolute file names start with the root directory and listevery directory traversed to reach the file. Thus absolute file namesalways begin with a slash. For example, the HFS file name "/rootfile"uses an 'absolutef;ilename to describe the file "rootfile" directlyunder the root directory.

Relative filenames use the new concept of the ",current. workingdirectory" (CWO), which is introduced with the HFS. While this hassome similarities to the familiar M~Econcept ofa logon group, thereare also some important differences, which will be discussed later.You should think of your CWO 'as a short-hand for specifying file names,and no more. Relative file names' use the CWDas a baSe 'and· traversedirectories from there. I·n HFSsyntax, "myfile" without a leadingslash refers to· "CWD/myfile". MPE-escaped "syntax treats unqualifiedMPE file names as relative to the CWO rather than the logon "group, so"MYFILE" refers to "CWD/MYFILE". This will not impact users unlesstlleyexplicitlyexecutea command to change theirCWD.

Two special cases of relative file names are the dot(.) directory,which specifies the CWO, and the dot-dot ( •• ) directory, which namesthe parent directory one level above the cwo. The meaning of the dotcharacter in file or directory names depends on its context:
1. A separator between the MPE file, group, and account names.2. A valid character in an HFS file or directory name.
3. The current working directory (when it appears alone).4. The parent directory (when two dots appear together alone).

Since MPE groups and accounts are just special types of directories,all permanent MPE files can also be referenced with HFS syntax byspecifying the name in the format "/ACCOUNT/GROUP/FILE" (upper case is'mandatory). For example, "/SYS/PUB/EDITOR" is the HFS file name forthe MPE-namedfile EDITOR.PUB.SYS. However, the converse is not true;HFS files outside MPE groups cannot be accessed using MPE file names.The file "/rootfile" can only be referenced using its HFS name.

On release 4.5, the :LISTFILE command was modified to handle the HFS,but the:LISTF command was not. :LISTFILE now defaults to listing thefiles in the CWO rather than in the logon group, but the :LISTF commandstill lists the files in the logon group,·· not ·the CWO. As part of thenew HP-suppliedUser-Defined Command (UDC) file on release 4.5, calledHPPXUDC.PUB.SYS, a UDC was provided for :LISTF, which calls :LISTFILE.Even when this UDCis set, the COMMAND intrinsic does not recognizeUDCs, so it still uses the old :LISTF command.

With release 4.5, there are still several limitations on the types offiles that· can be used outside MPE groups. The most notable areexecutable files (NMPRG, PROG, XL, SL) and privileged files (PRIV),inclUding all database ·£iles. Other restricted files includeCompatibility Mode (CM) files (KSAMi MSG,RIO, CIR), but not NativeMode (NM)KSAM files, which may be used outside MPE.groups. Files inthe.NEWand TEMP domains, including system-defined files such as$OLDPASSand $NEWPASS, must reside in MPE-groups. UDC ...files, userlogs, system.logs, system configuration files, and files used by themirrored disk and SPU switchover software must also be in MPE groups.
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Byte Stream Files

MPE/iX release 4.5 introduces a new type of file to the HP 3000, the

byte ,stream file. Byte stream files are used extensively in the

POSIX/iX environment. These files are similar to variable length

record files without the concept ofarecord. Each file is simply a

continuous stream of bytes, using the newline character, ("\n" in C,

which is a linefeed,or ASCII 10) to separate data. This significant

new feature of MPE/iX is available to all users, whether using the HFS

or nat. A byte stream file can reside in either an HFS directory or an

MPE group, with either an HFS file name or'an MPEfile name.

The MPEliX file system treats byte stream files as variable length

record files, so all commands and utilities which operate on variable

length fileS.will also work with byte stream files. This includes·the

:PRINTand~:c()PYc()mmands,but not any of HP's editors (EOITOR, TOP,

HPEOIT, HPSLATE). The :PRINT command, however,', issues a warning when

it begins printing a byte stream file, due to the possibility that

more than 270 consecutive characters will be read before it reaches a

newline character. This warning is issued,' before" : PRINT knows whether

any truncation will actually occur, since it bas not yet read the file.

:PRINT·bytestra
Print output has been truncated to 270 characters. (CIWARN 9004)

This is the kind of thing that leads inquisitive minds to experiment.

Here is a sample command file for : PRINT, which both eliminates this

warning and, tries, to ·'find 'the', file using both' MPE· and HFS names. It

does not handle all'•• the options ,for the : PRINT "command, but illustrates

one way to handle these· two situations for files in the permanent

domain.

PARM filename
COMMENT Save the '. message, fence and turnoff warning messages.

SETVAR_save~msg_fencehpmsgfence

SETVAR,. hpmsg·fence 1
COMMENT If the file exists as>an MPEfile,printit.

COMMENT OtherWise, if the file exists asanHFS file,print.it.

COMMENT If no suchf,ile, name exists, print an error message.

IF finfo("lfilename",O) THEN
ECHO·':PRIN'1' Ifilename
PRINT !filename

ELSEIF finfo(tt./lfLlename",O) THEN
ECHO .: PRINT • / 1fi lename
PRINT ./!filename

ELSE
ECHO Cannot:PRINT. Neither Ifilenamenor./lfilename exists.

ENOIF
COMMENT Reset message fence to its original value and clean up.

SETVAR hpmsgfence_save_msg_fence

DELETEVAR _save_msg_fence
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The POSIX.2·Shell and.Utilities

The new POSIX.2 shell and utilities repr~sent another significantaddition to the MPEliXoperating system. The .2> shell is an entirelynew command' interpreter '.' on MPE / iX, ". which' runs under the famil iar CI.Its main purpose is to support the POSIX/iXapplication development andrun-time environments. Users may choose eitherthe,CI, the shell, orsome combination of both to accomplish various tasks on the. system.

ThePOSIX.2 shell andutilitiesbringseveralnewprogranuningtools tothe HP 3000,incl\lding new text editors (vi, ed, ex) and. aids forsearching (grep), revision control (res), lexical analysis (lex),parsing. (yacc), data manipulatlon(awk), and program genet"ation (make).The.2 shell and utilities c\lrrently oll,ly understand. byte s,tream files,and'· cannot read or write MPE files with records. Two utilities havebeen provided to convert MPE record....structure files to and frornbytestream files, called "tobyte" and "frombyte".

To start. the shell from the CI, you can use the UDC "sh", included inHPPXUDC.PUB.SYS, or you can e.xecute ";sh.hpbin.sys -L" directly if yourCWO points to your MPE home group. This begins a new child processunder the CI. The "-L" (upper case L) is required to initialize a"login"shell environment. Once in the shell, you can specify any ofthe new commands or utilities by name. Remember that the shell andits utilities use HFS syntax for all file.names.

To execute an MPE/iX eI command from within the shell, you' may use the"callci" shell command followed by theCI command with the appropriateparameters. If the CI command has more than one parameter, enclose thewhole CI command in quotes so the shell does not try to interpret anysemi-colons as the end of a shell command.

To terminate the· shell process and return to the CI, enter the "exit"command. Pressing the BREAK key in the shell or its utilities willjump you out to the CI, not to the shell prompt. :RESUME will thenreturn you to the place where you pressed BREAK. Most shell utilitiescan be interrupted by pressing Control-Y, which returns you to theshell, but there is no equivalent of a:RESUMEcommand from that point.

You can execute shell commands directly from· the CI by specifying thecommand name as a program file in HPBIN.SYS, which is where the shelland its utilities reside. You can even add HPBIN.SYS to'your HPPATHvariable, which will cause the eI to look for any unknown CI commandsin the HPBIN.SYS group. For example, with the HPPATH variable set,"Is" entered at the CI prompt will execute the shell command "Is" tolist files, and "pwd" will display your cwo. Some shell commands whichrequire the shell environment will not work in this manner.

This paper cannot possibly discuss all the new capabilities availablewith the .2 shell software. For more information, refer to the HPtwo-volume manual set entitled "MPE/iX Shell and utilities ReferenceManual", which describes all the new shell functionality. You may alsowant to review the "MPE/iX Shell a,nd Utilities User's Guide", which,gives a more detailed look at many of the new utilities.
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Section 2 - Supporting Enhancements to MPEXL

To integrate the POSIX/iX features' into MPE/iX, many enhancements were
made to the' familiarMPE ,XL functionality. This section ,discusses how
the changes introduced in release 4.5 will affect current MPE XL users.

Wild Card

Wild card chafoactersusedin MPEliXfile s,etparameters toClcomands
like :LISTFILE and : STORE generally retain the same meaning they had
before 4.5. However, there are ,some ',things to be aware of now 'that the
POSIX/iXfeatures have been added to MPE/iX. These mostly involve the
use of the "@", but: there are alsbchanges with the hyphen (" -".) •

It turns out that 'the meaning of the "@"ina file set depends on the
context in which it is used. The shell uses theaster'isk ("*")a8a
wild cardcbaracter, and this is riot interchangeable with the."@"'used
by the CI. Here are someexamples':of what' "@"means:

:LISTPILB @ lists all files in the CWO with valid MPEnames }

MYFILE YOURFILE

:LISTPlLE .I@
listsa.ll files iIi theCWD with validHFS names }
note that upper case names sort before lower case names }

PATH= /CooPERIPUBI.l

MYFILE YOURFILE mydir/

:LISTFlLE .I@;TRBB {'similar to :LI'STPILE ./}'
{recursively traverses directories under the CWO }

PATH= /CooPER/PUB/.l

MYFILE YOURFILE rriydir/

PATH= /COOPER/PUB/./mydir/

FILE2 filel

When "@"is used in MPEsyntax, it means all valid MPE-named flIes.
When it is used in HFSsyntax, it means all objects, includingMPE
files,' HFS files and directories. This has significant implications
for :STORE and :RESTORE,whiebwillbe describedirithe next topic.

Since hyphen ("_") may now be a valid character in an HFSfileriaine,
the range 1a..;..zl could ha.ve meant either (a through z] or [a or "'-orz]
in HFS file sets. The first meaning was retained for compatibility.
The way you specify the second option is to put the hyphen next toone
of the brackets'l-az] or ,[az-]. The ranges [A-Zl and [a-z] mea.n the
same thing in an MPE file set, but the HFS is case sensitive and will
only match the case you specify.
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:STORE and ···:RESTORE

The meaning of "@" discussed above has a major impact on backing up
your sy.stem~Onrelease4. 5, when you ..executE! ": §TPRE @.@ .@",
":STORE@.@l.AcqpUNT lIt , .. or ":STORE @[.GROUP L.ACCQUNTll",yputonly
store files~ith.va1idMPEfi1enameswh~chre~icle.i..nanMPEgroup.
You do NOT back up any files that can only' be referenced with·HFS
syntax. MPE/iX·issu~sw(1rningswhE!othil:Joccurll,butsystem managers
must be .•• aware .of.the.need to .change· backup pt-ocedures on. release 4.5.
To,doClfu11backuponCl4.Ssystem,youmusts~cifY";~~RB'"•. To
storeanent,ir'e~qcQunt,such.as SYS,inc1uding, a%~ .th@H:fSfi1es Clnd
directorie.s within <§YS, you must specify ":STORE ISYSI".

If. you. do nottnpdify any backup jobstream$and commCin(:lfi1es which use
":STORE @.@.@", you will not backup HFSfi1es such as "lrootfile"
(di.pect1yundE!r rootl,".lthisis myfile"(lowerdase,>longtile name,
or ..specia1char(1cters) ,or. n./dirl/f!lel" (not in anMPE gpoup) • Eyery
system running 4 •. 5 FO§<hassome HFS filesin,directoriesdi.J;"ectly under
root, placed there <by AUTOINST during the updat.e process. These files
and any HFS f.i1es created by users will not be backed up on 4.5 unless
the· " :STORE. @•.@. @"commands are ". changed to ": STORE /".

A similar change is required for restoring files. When you specify
":RESTORE i@.@.@" from a tape containing HFS files, you will not
restore files which can only be named with HFS syntax'. To restore all
files from atapecontainingHFSfi1es, you must spec~fy.":RESTORB ;'''.

Even though MPE XL :RESTORE versions prior to 4.5 (and all versions of
MPE V) do not understand HFS file names or directories,youc(1n
:RESTORE an HFS file from a 4.5 :STORE tape onto a system running an
earlier ;'. release of MPE' XL. Every 4.5 :STORE tape with HFS; files on .it
also contains a specia1£i1e called HFSMAP, which maps eachHFS file on
the tape to a unique MPEfi.lename, starting with "F,OOOOOOO""'and
increasing sequentially. TheseHFS fi1es.anct the HFSMAP·fileare
placed in a special group and account, both of whose names begin with
an underscore. This prevents you from direct1y.restoringtheID>onto a
pre-4.5 MPE XL system, but you may :RESTORE them by using theiLOCAL
option or specifying. the <iGR,OUP= and iAPCOUNT=options. You can then
determine each file's original HFS name by looking at theHFSMAP file.

While byte stream files can be restored onto. a pre-4.5 system,. they
cannot be accessed by any MPE XL operating system version before 4.5.
This is also true for HFS'directory structures, which'are copied to a
4.5 :S,TORE tapeunlessyouspecify.the new;TRANSPORT=MPEXL.option. If
you do:RESTQREoneofthesetYPesof files ,onto a pre-4.Ssystem, YO\1
cannot get ri,.d of it.with the:PURGE command. You must eX.ecute a
: PURGEGROUP or : PURGEACCTcommandtoremove it from the Systelll.'

One other subtlety with:§TORE and :RES~ORE is that,ablankspace is
required before.the hYPheowhen a negative file set ilPpear£;latte%:'. an
HFS file set (suchas"/-@.PUB.SYS"). ThiEJPr'eventsany ambiguity,
since thehyphellcoulrdotherwisebe:treatedpas pilrtofa vali.dHFS fi,.le
name. WithMPE;file sets"thistrailing;blank space remains optional.
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New CI Commands and Variables

To manageHFS directories, four new MPE/iX CIconunands and one new CI
system variable werE! introduced on release 4.5. Each of these has a
similar conunand in'the •• 2 shell, which may be familiar to users of
other operating systems. While HFS directories will'mainly be managed
in the POSIX/iX environmE!nt by using shell commands, corresponding
CI conunands have been provided to make the system manager's job easier.

The new conunands, and their related shell commands, are:
:RBWDIR mkdir to create a new directory
:CBDIR cd to change your Current Working Directory
:PURGEDIR rmdir to remove a directory
:DISKUSE du to show disk space>used in HFS directories

The first parameter to all of t~ese new commands 'is the" directory name,
but the CI and shell use different naming syntClxes., The eI expeets the
directory name to be in MPE-escaped syntax, for compatibility with
other MP~/iXconunands, and will upshift the name if it does not begin
with a dot ora slash. The shell expects the directory name to be in
HFS syntax, and does not upshift',it. '. Therefore, the ,MPE/iX."CI eommand
":NEWDIR ./dirl" and the shell command "mkdir dirl" both create a new
directory "dirl"',but ":NEWDI~ dirl",gives a different result because
it upshifts the newly-created directory name to "DIR1".

Creating an HFS directory with :NEWOIRor "mkdir" is similar in many
ways to creating an MPE group. The new directory becomes a repository
for files (and other directories). Thenew;CREATE=PATH option on the
:RESTORE command also creates directories, when it is necessary to give
a new disk file the same HFS filename it has on tape, assuming the
user has the appropriate privileges to do so.

Switching'your CWO. with :CHDIR,or the "cd"shellcommand.is quitE!
different from changing MPE groups. Your file access privileges do not
change like they do when you execu-:ethe:CHGROUP conunand. •:CHDIR
never requires a passwor~like:CHGROUP,may, since it does not give the
user access to any new files or capabilities. As stated earlier, the
CWO should be thought of ~imply as a short-hand wa.:y,fornamingfiles,
so changing it only impacts which directory you examine when you
specify a relative file name in any of MPE/iX's file naming syntaxes.

The new system variable is called HPCWD, whichst.0resth~value of your
cwo. It is similar to the shell environment variable PWD. It is set
by the operating system whenever you change directories, but it cannot
be set directly by the user, since it is a read-only variable.

Directories'are removed with the:PURGEDIR command, similar to the
shell "rmdir" command. :PURGEDIRcan be used to remove directories
recursively by specifying the ;TREE option or by ending' an'HFS' syntax
directory name with a slash. Any files in the directories affected
will be purged as well, the same as when you purge an MPE group. You
have the c?ance. to confirm 'the' purge '••,bef,ore it' takes place, ,unless you
specify the;NOCONFIRM option or execute the :PURGEDIR from a job.

The : DISKUSE conunand' is described under' If System" Resource Accounting • If
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CIError Handling

To accornmOgate th~ HFS, someCIerror hapdling has,be~n changed. '. In
almostev~f¥case, E!J:'ror numbers have.not changed for existing errors,
but newerr()rs •.• haye been acidedwhere requiJ:'edtog.andlenew f;Jituations.
L~t'$ lookat.anexamplewh1ch i~ fairlytyp.ical,a:LISTFILEWh~re

ther~.~renofi1es inthfi:) group. Onpre-4.5 J:'e1eaf3es,USerssee:
:LISTF
NO FILES FOUND IN FILE-SET (CIWARN 431)
:LISTFlLE
NON-EXISTENT FILE @,PUB.COOPER~ (qIWARN 920>,

On 4.5, for these same si.tuations, J.1f3ers, now see:
:LIST"i{using thenfi:)wUDC~h~(;h.caf1!:J :LISTFILE }
Non-existent MPE named file "@.PUB.CooPER". (CIWARN 920)
No MPE-named files fqund in fil.eset.(C1WARN 431)
:LISTFlLE
Non-existent MPE named file n@.PUB.COOPER" ••. (CIWARN 920)

But new messages have been added, for new sitl1ations, such as:
:LIS~FILE./@{ with no fi.les which match }
NO match fO\1nd for the pathname. (CIWARN 9043)
:LISTFIL.E /SYS/NOGROUP/@'{ where the group does not exist
A component of thepathname does not exist. (CIWARN 9053)
:LISTFILE /SYS/PUB/EDITOR/@
A component of thepathname is,not a directory. (CIWARN 9055)

You may have. noticed. that these new C1 error messages use both upper
and lower case, .... unlike. the old messages,· which used only upper case.
At the same time these new messages were added, the existingCI error
messages were edited to use both uppe;- and lowercase for readability.
But the messages themselves have changed very little, except where it
was necessary for clarification, such as the addition of the words
"MPE named" to the :LISTF and :LISTFILE messages above.

An unusual case where the error number has changed is when you specify
a non-existent MPE source file in the : COpy command (such as NOFILE in
the examples below). ()n releases prior to 4.5, users would see:

:COPY NOFILE,NEWFILE
NON-EXISTENT FILE. (CIERR 907)

On 4.5, in thef3amesituation, users see:
:COPY NOFILE,NEWFILE
The las,t component of the pathname "NOFILE. PUB. COOPER" does not
exist. (CIE~ 935)

To those who are not used to working with the HFS, the "pathname':
referred. to.in this tneSsage is the filename expressed in HFSsyntax,
/COOPER/PUBINOFILE. The "last compone1(lt" of thepathname. is thentll~

filename itself, NOFILE,.

This ifiJ one of the rare.caseswherethe actual error num):)er,.returned
in the C1 error message .and the HPCIERR variable, has changed. You
will want to take note of this· if you' have jobstreams, command files or
programs. which check for .. th.is specific CI error number.
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Special cases

While we're discussing : COPY, there is one special situation worth
mentioning•. :COPYhas always allowed you to copy· a file tO,a different
group by •specifying .• ":COP:i. OLDFILE,.NEWGROUP" •• Sinc~ '•. the, dot character
can now begin a valid BFS·· file name,. this could be, ambiguous, with
II.NEWGR0tJP" meaning either an HFS file name or anMPE group. For this
special case, the d()t,retains its previ()usmeaning, and,t~e command
will. work.as it always has.,To copy "OLOFILE". toa new liP'S file named
".NEWGROUP", you must specify ":COPYOLOFILE,./.NEWGROUP".

Certain MPE/iX commands, such as :fc:OPY, '.. : STREAM, :XEQ (implied :RUN),
and : WELCOME, still require MPE-only syntax for the file names given to
them as paramej,ers _ •• ()ne ., ~,a.y ~o,work, around this is. t(), use: F,ILE:
equation~ .', to. re;~r t? HFSf~le names, since :FILE..,equ~ylonsallow HFS
narnesontheright side ,()f, the equation.'Forexample,to.execute~

command file with a name that can only be specified usingHFs syntax,
you could. do:

: PILE ...•yemcf=:~/.y:-comaait~_fil.

:XEQ*aycad ••.• .. .• .'.' ,,:
There does~()taJ?~ear to be .. 8... way, however, to.takei ~dvantage of·· the'
HPPATB variable' usin9th~s method, .a.s. the HPPATH variable has not been
modified to accept HFS di~ectory names.

The first few times you changeyourCWD to an HFS, directory on MPE/iX
(using the :CHDIR~Ommand), you may eXperience ,. some surprises" when you
use certain,MPEli~featurfas. An eXamPle istryingto.bpild a file in
the temporary domain with an unqualified file name, which will be
treated as CWO-relative. This causes an error, because TEMP files
cannot reside in BFS directories.

:CBDIR _/dirl
: BUI.LDWORICFILEi TEMP
INV~IDFILE •REFERE.N~E., (FSERR54 )
Build of.,file •. "_/WORKFILE" failed. (CIERR279)

You need to qualify the file name to override the CWO default:
: BUILD WORKPlLE.! BPGROUP i TEMP

A similar problem occurs when you try to create files in the NEW domain
while the CWO does not point to an MPE group. For example, trying to
close the "TO" file as a NEW file with FCOPY results in an error:

:CBDIR ./dir2
: FCOPY, PROM=OLDPILE;TO=REWFILEiREW
INVALID FILE REFERENCE (FSERR 54 )

Since' all·HPedi:tors create their files in the NEW doma.in, they will
not run properly unless the CWO points to an MPE group.

The MPE/iX system-defined files SOLOPASS and SNEWPASS are handled
specially... TheyalwCl!s default to temporary files in the logon group,
and are not treated as cwo-relative.•.•' •• HFS· syntax does not allow you to
specify file names beginning with "S", such as these, and therefore you
also cannot specify "./S" in MPE";escaped synta.x. The other MPEli:-~

system-defined files (SNULL, SSTOIN., .SS1'OINX, .SSTOL~ST) are also
independent of where the CWO is located, and. can be'accessed using MPE
syntax only.
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Sec~ion 3 - Sy.~e. Securi~y and Resource Accoun~inq

A.s;you can probably imagine, .th~ newP(}sIx/i~ fea'tu~es .have a. definite
imp~cton systemsf!curity. .. poslx.se9uritx .requiJ;~ments have been
integratf!dintotlle MPEsecuritysysi:ernsc;>thatpoth work tog~ther.

Wll~chever type o~ sepurity. fea:tures. youusEt., MPJl iXprotegts your
system ~n<i .. its ,dai:il·filesfroll\.}lnautllofi~e(j.a9cess•........ Tl1is .sE}ct~ion
e~p~presl1()ws()meof thene"1.POS1XliXsec~ri'tyfun9t:lons,have beE}n
implemented and. how> ~hey affect existi,ng. MPEs~cur~tY'. .' •. It. concludes
with a discussion about changes to system resource accounting.

Integrating POSIX/iX Security

Logon,~ecurity,rEl~ail'lsbasically the same. ,verY0J'le 109son as., a
USER. ACCOUNT, with,'tlle MPEgroup, specifiedfixplic;itlyor alloweclto
defalIlt to the user's home. g:roup. Two new COIlC~ptS are POS.IX Use,r ID
and Group 10, which you should be aware of even if you are,not using
POSIX/iX. As of release 4.5, every MPE"userlCi.C:couJ'l't c;C>l1\bination,'must
have an entry in the POS1X User 1D file, 'and every'account.must have an
entry in thE} POS1XGroup1D file. A new MPE/iX utility calledPXUTIL
al1:~pmatically ,runs, when. you ,update, your, system ,.torelease., ,4~ 5, .', to
create these two new files. If these fil~,s, s9mehow get "out ofsyJ'lc"
with your directory, only users with System Manager (SM) capability
will be able to logon. ",Other users, Will, see, the message:

Out of System R~source(s). J CIERR .629)
TO,correct this situation, you should log on as MANAGER.SYSand :run
PXUTIL, then, select the UPDATE command to re-synchronize the.se two
files with your directory.

The changes to file security are much more significant" but mostly
affect files outside MPE groups. Security for files ill., MPE groups is
still mainly based on the location" of . the ' file in> the system•~irectory.
To access a file, a user needs permission to access the acc;ount', ,the
group, and the file. lfthe file has -~ lockword,.thesystem requires
that to be specified as well. The exception to these requirements is
when the file has an Access Control Definition (ACD) assoclatedwith
it, but, this feature has not been widely use(:1-

POSIX/i:x bCises its file, security on theconpE3pt of the ACD, so this
capability will see much more use on release, 4.5 and later. ACDs
specify exactly which users mayacgessafile. They cCinbe mU9hmore
selective than the MPE file access matrix, where the only way,'to Cillow
even one user outside the file's account to access the file was to
allow access to ANY ~sers. To meet .. the POS1Xsecurity standards, all
files which are outside MPE groups and all HFS directories (but not MPE
accounts and groups) now have ACDs associated with them.

HFS directorie~ use five. new security modes
be used to restr,ict accessto~directory:

TD Traverse Dir~ctoryentries

CD Create Directoryen'tries
DO - Delete Directory entries
RD - Read Directory entries
RACD - Read the ACD for this directory (also used for files)
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:LIS~FILB,-2

Some of the ways
:CBDIR
: BUILD
: PURGE
:NEWDIR
:PtJRG~DIR

:LI.STFILB

s~9urity checking is enforced. for directories are:
needs TD to all HFS directories in the new path
needs CD to the new file's pa~entdirectory

needs DD to the file's.p~r~ntdirectory

needs CD to the new directC)ry'~, parent. directory
needs DD to the direc:tory'sparentdirectqry
needs,TD to all HFSdirectori~s in the path

and RD to the directory having its. objects listed
needs RACD to t,he directory having its ACD.listed

Since MPEbegan, the :LISTF command and its successor, :LISTFILE,have
allowed you to l,istfiles anywhere()n the system. This is still true
on release 4.5 for files in MPE groups. But new ru,lesapplytoobjects
in HFS directories, to comply with POSIX securit¥standards. To list
the contents of an HFSdirectory, POSIXrequiresauserwithout~n

appropriate privilege (such.as SM capability) .tohave'l'D access;; 1:0 all
directories in the path being. ,searched.· and·RD access to the; desired'
directory. So, to list the files in directory "/dirl",a user without
SMcapability must haveTD access to the directories>root (" I}') and
"dirl", and RD access to "dir1".

The internal format of theACD has changed with release 4.5. This can
cause a problem if you :RESTORE a file withanACP froma>4.5 :STORE
tape onto a system running anearlier.rel~asepfMPEXL. Thenew
;TRANSPORT=MPEXL option on the 4.5 :STORE·command. avoids .. this problem
byplacingA,CDs onthetape·inthepre-4.5MPEXLformat. Theexisting
; TRANSPORT,optiPll' which moves ... f ilestoMPE V .. systems, '. <:ioes . not copy
ACDs to; tape unless the ;COPYACD option is. specifiedin.the .. :STORE
command. In that case, the ACDs are translated to MPE V format ACDs.

If a 4.5 :STORE tape was created without using the ;TRANSPORT=MPEXL
option, you canstill:REST()REltsfiles onto a system running a
pre..4 .. S MPE XL release by specifying the ;NOACDoptiollpnthe,: RESTORE.
You· should reapplyt:he ACDwith. :ALTSECafterthe :RESTORE pompletes.

Ifzneither the ":STORE iTRANSPORT:pMPEXL" nprthe ":RESTORE.;NOACD"
option. is used,', and. you :RESTPRE .. a.file.·w~tha4.5.· A,CDonto •.. asystem
running a pre-4.5 MPEXLrelease, you may see some errors later. Only
users withSMor. AM (Account Manager) capability.,..'. or ··thefile. creator,
will be able to access this file. Those.usera will not IlC)tice any
pro}:)leQ1sunle~stheytrytoaccesstheACDforthefile with. a command
like":~ISTFILE,:-2", when the following rnessagewillbe displ~yed:

ERRORENCOUNTE:REDWHILEACCESSING ACI)
All other;users will not be able to access the file at all,Cind will
see errorQ1essages such as FSERR 140:

ACCESS DENIED DUE TO CORRUPT ACD, FILE OWNER MUST REAPPLY ACD.

Changes to Long~time MPE Security Restrictions

Several long-time.securityrestriqticms in MPE·have been changed, to
allowPOSIXsecurity standards to co-exist with MPE/iX security. It is
important to realize that th~se.changesapplywhetheryouare using any
POSIX/iX features or not. If you have programs, jobstreams, or command
files that depend on some of these restrictions, you.should test them
before you go into production on release 4.5 or later.
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Saving Files outside the Logon Account

A user with the appropriate capabilities can now save a fileia'cross
account boundaries. This·is-provided·because of a POSIX requirement,
but it is true whether you are' using any POSIX/iXfeatures or not. A
file in one account might therefore have a creator in another account.
Or, from aC:1ifferent perspeCtive,· a user from another account might be
the creatorof'a file in your· account! The creator field in the file
label·' held only eight bytes for the user name before 4. 5, .... but now has
room for 16 bytes, to hold both the user and account names.

Before 4.5, a user logged on as MANAGER.SYS, with SM capability, saw:
:BUILD SNVILS.PUB.CooPER
SECURITY VIOLATION (FSERR 93)
BUILD OF 'FILE SMFILE.PUB.CooPERFAILED. (CIERR 279)

With 4.5~ this same command will execute without error, and the
resuttingfile will have "MANAGER.SYS" in the creator field. The
file w'ill not have-an ACD assigned -in this situation, but will use
the standard MPE file security matrix for PUB. COOPER.

Since you can save across accounts, you can also :RENAME files across
accounts. Before·4.s, you could not do so, even as MANAGER.SYS:

:BUILDSNPILE {in PUB.SYS}
: RBRAMB SMFlLE, SMFlLE .'PUB •COOPER
'SECURITY VIOLATION (FSERR 93)
RENAME FAILED DUE-"TO FILE SYSTEM ERROR, NOT RENAMED. (CIERR 373)

On 4'.5, this :RENAME command works for anSM user. After the : RENAME,
the file creator will still be MANAGER.SYS. In this case, the file is
assigned an ACD during the :RENAME. The new ACDreflects the file
security attributes of PUB.SYS, where the file was originally created.

Another case where a user can save a file outside the logon account is
when the ACD for an BFS directory allows Create Directory (CD) access
to ALL users on the system ("@.@"). This is how MPE/iX implements the
POSIX specification for granting "write" (w) access to users of class
"other". Any user on the system can save a file into such a directory.'
This can only be done with HF8 directories, not MPE groups.

One situation where this may come up on any system is the special
directory "ltmp", which'- is provided to implement the concept of
temporary files on a POSIX system. This should not be confused with
MPEliX's temporary file domain, which is a totally different concept.
By convention, files in ltmp are expected to exist for only a short
time, and could be purged at;any time. Since the default ACDfor the
directory ltmp allows CD access to "@.@", any user on the systE7m(even
with no special capabilities) can save a file there, by specifying:

:BUILD Itmp/kcfile

Since theACD for /tmp also allows Delete Directory (DO) access to
"@.@", any user who creates a file there can also purge· the file.
Other users must have 8M capability to do so, since the ACDassigned
to the file itself at its creation restricts their access to it.
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Rena~ingFiles, When not the Creator

One of the most requested enhancements to MPE over ,the years has been
to remove the restriction that allowed only the file creator to:RENAME
a file. Even if a user could validly>copytpefileand>then purge it,
MPE from the beginning has not allowed eventhesYE:5tem Illanager to
: RENAME. a file without being i..ts creator. Users would see:

:RENAME YOURFILE,MYFILB

USER IS NOT CREATOR (FSERR.94J
RENAME FAILED DUE TO FILE SYSTEM ERROR, NOT RENAMED. (CIERR 373)

With release 4.5, .there are now several situations where you no longer.
need to be the file creator to .. :RENAME.a file. In ~yerycase, the user
must have Save Files (SF) capabi.lity, and the. file must not.haYe a
lockworo. A. us~rwith SMcapcal:>ility canthen:RJ!:NAMEitto aIlY\olhereon
the system, even if that user is not the creator. other.usersmaydo
so if they have TD access to all the directories involved, DDaccess to
the .. f ile' s curr.ent..... paJ':ent directory, and CD access to .. the .·.proPQsed new
directory. To. mainta.insystem security,·.•. an ~CD reflecting the original
MPE group security is automCiti9ally assigned.toany file without an
ACD, when that file is renamed from an ~PE group to a directory that is
not .. an MPE group in '.' the same accoul'lt.

This is where understanding all the security ramifications of ml.Xl.ng
theMPE andHFS envir9nmentscangetquite complicated, but> it poesall
work. For more details, refer to the "MPE/iXReference Supplement"
sections for the :RENAME command.and the FRENAME intrinsic. .It remains
true that only the file creator can turn file security checking off and
onusing the : RELEASE ... and: SECURE commands.

Ma~aging... Files with .Lockwords

There' are a .few changes t.o watch. for. involving file lockwords. First,
lockwords will only be enforced for MPE-ncuned files which are located
inMPE groups ... and have no .ACDs. This .. is '.' because securitych~ckingfor

a file with an ACDignoresany file lockword,. and all files c:>utside MPE
groups have ACDs associated with them.

Also, lockwordsmay.only be specified when using MPE syntax. Without
this restriction, what would QUERY/LOCK represent in HFS syntax? It
could beeither.the file QUERY with a 10ckword.LOCK, or the file LOCK
in the·directoryQUERY.

The other change to ··lockwords involves an error condition that has been
removed. Before 4.5, if you, specified a lockword fora file that did
not have one, it caused an error:

: BUILD.MYFlLE
: PURGE MYFILE/L<>CK
LOCKWORD VIOLATION (FSERR92)
UNABLE TO PURGE FILE MYFILE.PUB.COOPER .. (CIERR384)

On 4.5, this no longer causes an error, and the extraneous lockword is
ignored.
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Even though the' restriction that allowed only the file creator to
:RENAME a file has been removed, it is still true that only the creator
can assign a'lockword to a file. So, if. you 'are not the creatOr of the
fil$ YOURFILE, you will still see the following error:

:R.ERAMEYOURFlLE, YOURFlLE1LOClC
USER IS NOT CREATOR (FSERR 94)
RENAME failed· due to file system error. Not renamed. (CIERR373)

I,

System Resource Accounting

How does the system handle resource accounting for the
remember that all'users still. log on to a group'within
CPU and connect time resource$~consumed,bythese users
the" logon' group. and ., account" just as" theyal~ays have••
directories has no impact on this; all resources still
the logon group.

HFS? First,
an' account. All
accumulate to

Changing
accumulate to

The one new change we must consider has to do with accounting for disk
space. The disk space limits and disk space usage for directories
created under an MPE group are tracked as part of the group, so this
presents no problem. But directories can also be created directly
under the root directory, and these do not fall under any MPE group.
System managers should be aware that disk space can be allocated in
these directories without accumulating to the limit of any account or
group, and without appearing in the :REPORT command totals.

The way to examine this use of disk space is with new :DISKUSE command.
One way to invoke :DISKUSE is to specify" :DISKUSE 1@lt, to show the
disk space in use for all directories directly under root, including
all MPE accounts. ":DISKUSE I" recursively shows all disk space in use
by all directories, and lists the disk space used by all files directly
under the root directory ("I") just before the end of the listing, on
the line that displays the count for "(files directly below specified
directory)". ":DISKUSE I;NOTREE" will show you the total for the whole
system without all the detailed line items. The root directory ("I")
can be replaced by any other directory in these commands to view just
the disk usage for that specific directory.

The default system security settings limit the spread of disk use
outside MPE accounts. Only users with appropriate privilege(SM
capability) may create files or directories under the root directory
and all but one of its'child'directories, since the ACDs for these
directories do not grant CD access to any users on the system.

Theone exception is the directory It Itmp", where POSIX/iX programs
expect any user to be able to create a file. System managers need to
establish a way to clean this directory out on a~regularbasis. One
fairly safe method to accomplish this would, be with the command{

:STORE ltmp/;;DATE<={some recent date};SHOW~OFFLlNE;PURGE

Another way is to execute the following commands occasionally:
: CHDIR /tmp , .
:PURGEDIR It.mp/iHOCOHFIRM

This will remove the files in Itmp, but leave the directory structure
in place, similar to what happens when you execute a :PURGEGROUP while
logged in to the same MPE group you are purging.
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Conclusion

There. is noway.anyone.could possiblyc.over all the. new features of
MPE/iXin one presentation•• But hopefully you have learned enough
about MPEj iX so that you feel comfortable with its new functionality •
You should now be.able.to identify the. key issues of updating to
release 4.• 5 •. a lld.understandhowthey<applyat •your. site • MPE/ iXrelease
4.7 will introducemanymoreenhancementstothePOSIX/iX features,
including improvements .. for. some of. the MPE/iXintegration issues
described in this paper. So,. whether.• you. areplanlling to update to
release 4 •. 5 or wait for. 4. 7, you should now be much better prepared to.
plan for your update. Soon you will be taking advantage of many of
these new features .of •.MPE/iX, and looking back .on this transition in
the same way you now look back on your·move fromMPE·Vto·MPE.XL.
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HP. OpenView"System Manager.andHPOpenView
Console

The goal ofthe HPOpenView SystemM~?agerpr9ductis to reduce the cost of
managing an HP 3000 computing environment through increased operator efficien
cyand high~r system availability.•• 'The product provides several key benefits:

• •centralized monitoring and control ofthe environment
• ,management by exception
• task-based consoles
• ••'scripted responses to system,ev~~ts

'., ellhanc~d message logging ,and tracking

HPOpenView System Manager isPC...based~ ,Ithas been available forthe HP
3000 platform for some time.. How~ver,atth~ time of the MPE/iX 4.0andHP
3000 Corporate Business Systems release, there was a major ellhancement'to HP
OpenView System Manager, the HP OpenView Console product. The HP Open
View Console product is an optional replacement for the terminal-based system
console that provides, in addition to the standard console functionality, the benefits
listed above.

Because ofthe critical nature ofthe functionality providedt:>y this product, we felt
it was important to expend extra effort to ensure that the product satisfied the
needs ofthe users in ,their expected environl1lents as fully as possible.

The. structure ,ofthe product evolved during the period oftime in which these .stu
dies were performed. I will therefore spend just a minute explaining the current
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product structure and the product(s) th&t.were the subject ofour usability engi
neering studies. The current structure ofthe product is as follows:

HPOpenView SystenlManager

I
HP OpenView Console
(management .node)

I
HP OpenView System Manager
managed node

The initial testing about whichI .will report in thispap~rfocusedon the HP Open
View Console product, the single system or mCUlagelllent node portion ofHP
OpenView System Manager. The later testing $imulated a networked environment
in which there were several systems being managed by the full HP OpenView Sys
tem Manager product. I will use HP OpenView Console (OVC) to refer to the
managementnode only productand JII>.. OpenView System~anager(OVSM)to

refer to the networked· product-Note that OVC is a required portion ofOVSM.

Definition of Product Usability

There are two major componeritsofproduct iIsability, namely the product's
functionality and the accessibility ofthe product tothe user. A usable prodllcthas
the right functionality and that functionality is easily accessible by the user. What
does this mean?

It means that we are shifting our emphasis from the point ofView ofthe developer
ofthe software or system (what features should be implemented and how) to the
point ofview of the user (what actions need to be performed). Thecode
development engineer·has been trained inthe former, while the Human-Computer
Interaction(HCI) or Human Factors (HFE) 'engineer has also been trained in the
latter.

It means that the usable product is:

• effective in supporting the user's task(s)
• easy to learn and use
• productive and efficient to use
• comfortable and satisfying tou$e

Thus the user can easily learn to use the productand is able to efficiently perform
their tasks in their environment. They are satisfied by the procedures they must
follow and the resulting output. They are effectively protected from consequences
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of their actions in thafthe system's integrity or the user's health and safety are not
compromised when they make an error.

A usability defect is anything that makes itditlicultor unpleasant for the userto
accomplish their tasks in their environment. A usability defect may refer to an
omission offunctionality as well as to exi§ting functioPality. We measure usability
defects in much the same way as we measure defects in reliability ofa system,
using similarcrit~rja.

There are now/alargellul1lber ofprocesses that are commonly employed 10 ensure
the.usability ()fcotTIPuter· systellls anq. software.•.• 'Ideally, usability.evaluationpro
cesses,are appli~d iteratively/during th~ product development life cycle~ Good de
sign doesnotimply thatyou"get it rightthe first time". Thefieldofhuman
computer interaction has not yet been,and may never be, able to capture and stan
dardize aU thefactors that are necessary to ensure good design from the outset.

This p-aper will focus ona ~e\Vl1sabilitye~al~a.tionpr()~essesas". they were applied
to the HPOpenVie\VSystemMaJ1agerproduct. The methods used were" ~hosen to
maximize the retumgiventhetime and resource constraints under which product
development occurred.

Describingcthe user and,'. the user environment

The first task in optimizingthe usability ofa productis to definethe expected user
ofthe product ~I1dtheenvi~()nm~ntinw~ich that us~r~ll be. operating. This m~st
be·done as earlyin.the prpduct life ,cycle as is possible, that is, in the. requirements
definition/planning phase.

In the case ofHP OpenVie~Syst~mManager,the users are considered to be
those individuals with op~fationsresponsibilitywhichwewillcall"~perators"~and
those individlJ~ls\Vithove~allcPIllputer systelJl manag~ment re~g0n.sibility which
we will call IImanagers". Thelatter are variously referred ,to' as System
Administrators,System Managers, or Data Center Managers by different
organizations.

The environment is either a·high..end data center or a low-end office. Wefurther
defined this environment·in terms ofthe number'ofusers, number of disk and tape
drives, number of printers, networking, software, applications, etc.

Thus, three distinct profiles for the user of the OVSM product could be identified:

• current HP 3000 customers (low-end through midrange)
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·,i9QrreIltmMJnaillfratn~. datacentercustomer~ (new.·high~end business)
• new low-end customers

It was assumed that the operator and manager are not separate at the low end.
Consequently; there were five identifiable user groups.

Table 1. OVSMUserGroups

Customer profile User group
Current HP 3000 :MPE/iX customers - upgrad... HP 3000 experienced managers
ingor consolidating-HiP 3000expenenCe<ioperators

~prrentmMtnainfr~JtieData Centers - ~~~ tnain{~~ eXj>eriencedmanagers
omoading or replacing the mainframe • IBM mainframe experienced'operators

New low~nd customers • NoviCe nonfull-time administrators

As an example, the following table lists the characteristics oftwo ofthe above user
groups... •. .........••.... ". '.>:' .' ' .. , •.••.••. .' ' ' . '. ". .<.

TabJe 2•. Characteristics of RepresentSltive OVSM User Groups
HP 3000 experienced managers

current full-time system manager
has had formal HP 3000 system manager
training
may have CS or similatdegree
more than five years ofMIS experience
more than two years ofHP 3000 system
managementexperienfe
has performed the following tasks:
*managed accounts
* managed storage requirements
* installed and configured systems and

peripherals (disk.drives,· printers)
*updated the MPE/iXoperating system
*written scripts to automate procedures
mayor may not have lIP OpenView or MS
Windows experience
mayor maynolhave PC and/or DOS
experience
mayor may not have LAN experience
mayor may not have HP AdvanceLink
experience

HP,3000 experienced operators

• Current full-time operator for an HP 300Q
• has at least six months ofoperations

experience
• familiar with the current HP·3000console

commands:
*CTRL-A commands
*LllvIIT, ABORTJOB

• has performed the fol~owing tasks:
* performed.system backups
* responded to user requests
* managed tapes for backup and for file

restore
* streamed jobs
* managed printing

• mayor may n()thave HP OpenView or
MS-Windows experience

• may or may not have PC and/or DOS
experience

• mayor may not have LAN experience
• may or may not have HP AdvanceLink

experience
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Describing the tasks the user wlilwant or need to
perform

Thenextmajorta~krequiredforQptimizingthe usability ofaproduct is to describe
the tasks the llser will want or need topetform using the product.

Some ofthe most·important tasks we expected the OVSM user to need to accom
pli~hare:

Overall learning and use
·leamtounderstandanduse the OVSMproduct
• obtain assistance with the OVSM product when needed

·petform standard system console activities such as tape replies, system
startup and.shutdown

Accomplishing basic. message handling. tasks
• start and stop the OVSMsoftware on the PC and. onthe HP3000
•• identify subsystems requiring attention
• respond to .an alert
• read an event message and respond appropriately
• .. clear a system or subsystem icon color
• delete·aneventmessage from OVSM
• annotate an event message
• view event messages from several subsystems
• sa~e an event message for later review
• review a saved message
• create report~ ofevent message activity
AdministeringOVSM
• set up the OVSM system
• customize theOVSM P~ screen
• configure. the OVSM event message IMAGE database
• add/delete/change capabilities ofOVSM users
··setup.a redundant master console
• set up task-based consoles
• backup and archive event messages and the event message database
• .. troubleshoot problems \Vith the 0 VSMBroduct
Accomplishing advanced message handling tasks
• redirect event messages. to ·.other subsystem icons
• add codes to HP 3000 messages to allow OVSM trapping
• allow OVSM to monitor application event messages
• set up automatic response to event .messa.ges (scripted response)
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Setting prod~lct u$abilityo'bjecti¥e~

The next key step in ensuring optimum usability ofa product is to set usability
obj~c;tives or goals for the product. These objectives must focus~nens~ringthat
the product will fu~ction tor~cilitate th~expected user'saccolllplishi~g the tasks
they are projected to want or need to accomplish. The objectives must be
measurable.

The overall usability objectives for the OVSM product are listed below. Note/that
these objectives do not include quantifiable measures. '. For e~ampl~'ithesecond:
objective, OVSM is easy to learn,'Wou1<lneed t(l ~tatewhat the user canJearn to
do" with what accuracy, and in"Yhatp~riodoftime in orde~ toin~lud~ quantitative
measures. At the time we set the objectiyes, \\Ie real~~ed thatwe did not have
sufficient data to be this specific and thafour Qverallpurpose was to identify arid
eliminate the most obvious problems the. users might encounter while using the
product. As you will see, workirtgwith thesemol"e general objectives did not
preclude our finding and repairing a large' number ofusability defects.

The objectives were:

• OVSM is accessible, that is, it is obvious that OVSM is a part of the system
and is easy to set up, configure, and, customize for the user's environment.

• The user's first impression ofthe OVS:M productis that itwillbe better than
previous console interaction modes~ ,The llserperceives that, at leastsome
tasks will be easier to perform using OVSM as compared to previous
console interaction modes.

• OVSM is easy to learn.

• OVSM is compatible with existing console interactions and knowledg~ can
easily be transferred from previous ways ofperforming tasks to theOVSM
way.

• OVSM icons and the icon map are perceived to be intuitive. Thescreen
presentation and the way it is used map to the user's mental model" of tasks
they,must perform~

• The user can determine whatprocess 'is affected when icon activity <>ccurs.

• The user can easily create reports ofmessage activity.

• Routine administrationofOVSN1:can beeaslIYaccomplished.

• OVSM troubleshooting is efficientlyperformed~
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, - Using OVSM is perceived as an improvement in productivity; Using it
requires less effort than performing the same tasks the "previous way".

- 100% ofthe required system '. administration tasks can be petformedusing
OVSM.

Deciding to d(), ~'" usability revie~

We do a usability review when we believe that there may be a risk ofusability
defects or issues with a product and that these defect~c()uldsignificantlyi111pact

the, expected user ofthe product. A usability'defect is anything that. interferes with
the user's ability to efficiently and effectively use the system to accomplish his or
her tasks.

The purpose of the usability evaluation is to identify defects in either the
product ()r th¢'supportingdocumentation thatwoHlclcause a key risk to user
satisfaction, in eitqer the initial release or subsequent releases. A number of
considerations led us to conclude that we should evaluate the OVSMproduct for
usability. Among these we~e the following.

•-The product isPC,..basedand,was t9bethe.firstPC-based'cqnsoleforthe
HP ~OOO. We felt that is was very importantthattheuserperceivethatthe
incremental cost due to the additional hardware be justified by the<~enefits

the user received from using the product. '

• Users· expectations ofgraphical interfaces. (~~s) are s<?l1le\Vhathigherthan
their expectatioIls'ofcommand line interfaces wit~ respect to beingintuitive
and self-explanatory. W~ felt that we must ensure that these expectations
were satisfactorily met.

• In the case ofthe OVSMand'OVC, usability di~notbecome a part Qfthe
product development team until late in the development cycle precluding
going through some of the usability evaluations that normally occur in the
early phases (planning, investigation, design, etc'.) ofproduct'.development.

Decidi!1gon a Usability Evaluatiol1 Plan

The next step is'to' decide what 'types ofusability evaluations to perform on 'the
product. In the case ofOVSM, as with mostindustrialproducts intodaY'~rapidly

changing".marketplace, •... we, were ,constrained.,by both.schedul~ ,and.' resources.
Combining these constraints with tile user and environment descriptions,: user task
descriptions, and usability objectives, we determined that we should proceed'with
several phases ofevaluation. These were, in order:
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• -- heuristic ey~luation by a _Human .Fa~tors.(HF) .. orHHtnan-Computer
Interacti(}l1- (HCI}engine~r

-._ user~erfollllance walkthrough ofthe. pr(}du.;!.

- locator walkthrough ofthe documentation

- product usability inspection by a multi...functionalteamofengineers

The first three ofthese are completearld will be described in the remainder ofthis
paper.

Usability eyaluafi'QD schedllle

The approXimate schedule for the projectwas asfollows:

Table 3. HP OpenView System Manager Usability Evaluation Schedule

Milestone

. Begin usability involvement in projectteam

Usability plan complete (includes user profiles, user environment, task
descriptions, -usability objectives,j>reliminary schedule and resources)

Heuristic evaluation by HFE

User performance walkthrough test plan

User performance walkthrough

User performance walkthrough prelimiJUUy report

User performance walkthrough final-report

First product release (OVC only) final software submittal

Second product release (OVSM and OVC) final software submittal

Locator walkthrough-test plan

Locator walkthrough

Loc(.\tor-walkthrough preliminary report

Locator walkthrough final report

Third product release (OVSM and OVe) final software submittal

Approximate
Montb

1 (by
definition)

3

4

5

6

6

7

7

11

12

13

13

15

....;22

Heuristicevaluation-.of HP ()penView. Cons,ole

A heuristic evaluation is apinspecti(}n of.theproduct'~ us.erinterface \Vithre~pect

to established usability prillciplesand the usability goals for the.product.·The
inspection can be carried out by on~or two HF(Human Factors) or HCI
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(Human-Computer Interaction)·engineers or bya team ofproduct·developers,
pref~r~~11·.\\lit~·ss>~e •.·guidan~e .... from·.a1'1·.·.HP·.··or ·HCI·.engineer.·.••·.·····Tbe.··inspe~tor(s)
evaluate the.product.forcompliancewitltthe~sability .principles··..and.goalsas they
apply.·to the ...expected·.users in. their· environment performing. the most important
tas~~.they are expected to perform.

,\¥~;~~ose this metho~.for the~rs!phase ofevaluation forseyeralrea~Q~s. One of
thes~j"Wasthat this cg~ld be~~fleirather q~ickly.s~21~ to~~lllizet~~possibility of
~xes;befofethe product's·fifstfelease.. Anotherwasthatwewante4.t()find and fix
theiQ10st significan~~~fects before.expending the time. and money required for a
fuUu~er performan~ewalkthrough.

Forthis first evaluation, sinc~ the first r~leflse ofthe product~as projected to be
used primarily by userscoIlsQlidating HP3000~ or moving from a mainframe, we
did not consider the needs ofthe low end administrator.

• (screen real estate was not used as efficiently as possible

.. ·so~e iCQns\V~re not representative ofthe subsystem grouping,they were
il)tended"to represent .

• some:iconswere not expected to be universally used

• the icon category names were unnecessarily long

• .the center icon. served several purposes.. Any event message without an
identifier was redirected to a new "no-mil icon

".', - .' ~(: : '.-, :,'t,

VI~identified 18 usability defects by heuristic evaluation. Nine ofthese were
related to the appearance of the default screen. All ofthe~ewerefixed prior to the
user.performance wal~through~ ..Some ofthe defects that were fixed as a result:of
this evaluation wen~ the following{refer to Figures 1 and 2):

• OVSM system components were not broken out fromHP 3000 subsystems

Se~en ofthel'emaining ..nine usability~~fects·.\Vefe ·p~~iallyaddressedprior· to· the
user performance walkthrough and all.wereaddressed~ aspart ... ofthe response. to
the user performance walkthrough results. (refer to the next s~ctionl.
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network ....agement

HP s,ate.. COI8IJOI'I8ftIa

.............~••nt

appIic.etian --.g•••111

~.•
••

Figure 1. Default OVC ,~creen before heuristic~~aluation.

User performance walkthrough ofHPOpenView
Console

A user performance walkthrough is a controlled lab test in which representatives
ofthe expected user population are observed performing representative tasks using
the product or a prototype ofthe product. The. observerand a video camera
record user actions and comments in order to identity usability problems. Users
are encouraged to "think aloud" so that their opinions ofthe product, approach to
the tasks, line ofthinking, and the logic behind their errors are as obvious as
possible. Users are prompted for their opinions during the test and are debriefed
following completion ofthe test.
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sJ'stem

devices

••
HP sJ'slem components

Figure..• 2. DefaultOVC.s~reen.afterheuristicevaluation.,

The user performanc~,wal~thr()ughisusedto diagIlose,])r~blemsthatt~~userhas
with theprod\lctandthe~ocumentationircludingleamingproblems. Often by
analysis of the paths the .users take to·accomplish tasks, recommendationsto fix
usability defects become obvious.

Test objectives.

The test objectives for the user performance walkthrough ofOVCwere:

• to discover reasons users might· have for a negative initial impression of the
product

• to discover problems users might have in understanding how to achieve basic
message handling tasks
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- to discover problems users might have understanding when to use a sessi()n
wind~~~nd:o/heJl.t()use·the c01lsQle· windoW whencarJjingoot··sta,ndard
console activities'

- to discover pr()blems users might have understanding the meaning ofthe
icons and to discover anY problems due to the layout ofthe icon map

-.to discover problems users might have with OV~admini~~ration tasks
(adding and deleting us~rs, ensuring security, creating reports).

User.descriptionaqd selectig.n.

For the user performance walkthrough, we selected r~presentative test subjects
from all five user groups. The subjects were employees oflIP Of;>of other
companies. Each was screened using a formal interview protocol that ensured
that the test users had the appropriate characteristics..lhe novice administrators
and lIP 3000 experienced managers tended to have more PC-and Mac experience
than did the other categories.

In all, nine test subjects were used. Ofthese, three were novice administrators,
three were operators, and three were managers.

Test design matrix.

The tasks tested for each type ofuser are summarized in the following test design
matrix.

Table 4. OVC User Performance Walkthrough Test Matrix
Task User group

Console and message management tasks • HP 3000 experienced operators
• mM mainframe experienced operators

• start and stop avc
• read messages
• issue console only commands
• issue system management commands
• clear colors
• create, append and view annotations
• save messages in the folder
• manage message views
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start and stop ove
read messages
issue console only commaoos
issue system management commands
clear colors
create, •. append, and view annotations
save messages in the folder
manage message views
create message r~rts
configure the EML database
add and delete ove users

Messag~management··and~tu:ptasks

Task

start andstop ave
read· messages
issueC<).nS9leonly c()mmands
issue. system. management commands
clear colors
create, append andview annotations
save messages in the folder
manage message views
add and delete·Oye users

Low end administrator/operator tasks

Many ofthe. above·.activities were simulated· usingcom1tlandfiles~ Inaddition,
there were two programs created, one that sent aninfonnationalevent message to
be treated .•as a normal lIP 3000 eventby.OVC and·the other thatselltanevent
message requiring a.yes or no reply. using the standard REPLY.commana: There
were··27.·task. scenarios utilized in the· tests, 14 ofwhich were···designedforall test
user categories, and 13 .ofwhich were.designed·· for managers only.

Test procedure

There were two distinct. test sessions which were one half day for pperators and
novice administrators and one full day for managers. The tests were conducted in
the lIP Cupertino usability lab and were videotaped.

The test session began with a user orientation in which the subjects were told what
would happen duringthe test and whatwas expected ofthem. Theywere
introduced to the testing team and to the lab and its equipment. Then they were
asked to fill out the necessary forms for confidentiality, videotaping, and so on.

Just prior to beginning the task scenarios, each user was given an orientation to the
product itself (and to the PC, if required). They were also given an introduction to
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the task scenarios that included a detailed description of the environment in which
they would be operating.

Following the orientation, the test users were asked to complete the task scenarios,
one by one. During each task, the users were reminded to "think aloud" and their
comments and actions were recorded forlater aq~ysis. The. test users were asked
to perform representative tasks, one at a time, just as ifthey were tasks they
needed to perform in their real jobs. They were also asked for feedback during the
test.

After they had attempted all the tasks, they were given a post-task attitude
questionnaire. -They'were also 'debrief~d to determine' their current level of
understanding ofthe product and their suggestions for improvement.

A typical task scenario, as seen by the user, is the following:

Background

Your system performs unattended backups using a few
regularly scheduled jobs:

FullBack handles full backup once a week and PartBack
performs a partial backup every night. The backup device is
the Optical Library which ,stores files on optical disks rather
than tapes.

These jobs-handle the repeatable steps ofsetting up a backup
and so on.-.. These jobs have been written so that they send
messages to the console when they have completed with
details of the number ofvolumes used to complete the backup.

Instructions

• Check to see if the messages from ·last night's partial are still
available for review.

• Ifeverything is fine, delete the mes~ages relating. to the
backup. . >

Figure 3. Typical task scenario used in OVCuserperformance walkthrough.
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Defect descriptions

The definitions· ofseverity we used to classify .th~nsabili~y defects. di~covered were
the following: .

Critical A <;riticalgefect is ~nyone that rellders the system unusableby.thetypica1
customer, therefore severely affecting the.customer's daily o~rations. "Un
usable" means that customers can't or won't use an essential part of the sys
tem. ···Thecustomermayex~riencereal or ~rceiveddataJoss or corruption~

Serious Ai serious defect is anydefectthat IDakesthe essential pans ofthe system dif~

ficult,butnot impossible,. to use... The customer's~ilyo~ratioll is stillpossi
ble, but is affected by.severe restrictions, significantdelays, or much
frustration and dissatisfaction.

Medium A medium def~ctis. any 4efectthatc;au~~difficultyto a typicaluserbutdoes
~ot have a serousimpact on thefunctionality ofthe essentialpartsoftheS)'s:
"teru.·ltmay cause~ome user frustration·and dissatisfaction·· with either essen
tial or nonessential parts of the.system.

Low A low defectis any defectlhat only affects the user's daily o~rationby caus
ing minor inconvenience, frustration, and/or dissatisfaction.. The customer
can circumvent the problem.

There were a total of94 usability defects found during thenserperfomiance
walkthrough. These were found· in the OVCPC software, lIP 3000 software, the
user interface, the help. facility, and the learning products.

Additionally,22 software bugs ·were found opportunistically during the·DVe
usability testing.

Defect repair

A report was prepare<iin ""~9h~ach?~rect",,as described,alb~gwith recot)l
mended fixes. Art example willpeusedto illustrate tliisprocess. One of theus-
ability defects that was classified as serious .was:

Only one Events Browser (a listofHP '3000 eventmessagesfronra·single ·subsys
tem grouping) can be open at one time and users have to explicitly close the open
Events Browset before opening another. The protHem statement explained· that
Whenallser isusingatt Events Browser and they wish to examine a message that
has just arrived in another subsystem·grouping or to annotate.a messagetbat .be
longs.in another subsystem grouping, they mustfirstl'erform two steps, nam:ly
close the open browser and open the second browser. .Additionally,. the errormes
sage that appeared .. on the screen when· t~e user attempted to open a browser while
()ne~as ·already opett was not clear··to the users.
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The recommended solution was to allow multiple browsers tobeopenat·one time
or,· as a step in that direction, to automatically close the open browser when the

user requests another browser to be opened.

For the next release of the product, the error message has been clarified and when
a second browser is requested ·to be opened, the open browser is·automatically
closed.

Locator walkthrough test ofHP OpenView System
Manager on-line help

A locator walkthrough test is similar to the user performance w~lkthroughde
scribed in the previous section. The major difference is that the locator walkth
rough· is used· to·diagnose problems the user has with locating. information as
opposed to problems with performing a task. Other· than this difference in overall
objective, the test is performed in the same manner as the, user performance
walkthrough. .,

The test we performed was a qualitative test ofthree prototype help structures
with different tables ofcontents or entry points.

Test objectives

The objectives ofthe test were to, prior to developing the majority ofthe text and
hyperlinks, discover potential problems in:

• the overall help structure
• the specific content of the navigation only pages and other location aids
• the· format ofthe task-based information pages
• the error message approach using'search and error numbers

Additionally, we wished to provide design constraints to be usedin the <iesignof
the final help facility structure and to identify general guidelines for on-line help
structure development. We will not address the latter goal in this paper.

The test did not cover any specific topic content. such as conceptual material or
task instructions since the majority ofthis material had nQt been developed at the
time ofthe test.

Use,r description and selection

We selected representatives ofthe operator and manager gro~ps for testing. All of
the subjects were HP employees who are full time operators or managers ofan HP
3000 system. The subjects were selectedpctsed on their qualification by use ofa
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bacKground experience· interview questionnaire. Since~the·major daily user of the
OVSM productis·expected·to be the·System Operator, more subjects that fell into
this category were tested{6 operators and 3 managers). Most ofthe nine subjects
(seven) had nopriorexperience'with QVSM.

Test design matrix

There wer~,43tasKstestedduri~gthistest. Ofthese' 34 ~pplied,to all user types
and the remaining (administrative tasKs) applied only to· the managers tested.

The tasks tested coveted the folloWing areas (an example taskforeach.area ap
pears in parentheses):

... event monitoring concepts (what the maps represent)

7~v~~tIn?njt°Iing.tas~(~e~11g a list of~l ~ents)

• ey~.n.. Jp.~ssag~h.lmdli.n~.(:On. c.~Pts (w~~d~ Of.•t~<:.ori~ol~
connections are possible) •.. '

• event message'handlingt~sks(deletinga:messagefrom. a browser)

• reporting tasks (creating a printed report ofmessages using the system
pnn~er) ..

• customizing tasKs •• (creat,ipg an automatic response .·foran event)

• administration concepts (OVSM login versus HP 3000 login)

• administratiorl tasks (adding a OVSM user)

• troubleshooting tasks (locate information on OVSMerror messages)

Test procedure

The tests tooktw2to •. fi.;vehours perp~rson. They.were conductedin a>stanpard
workspace cubicle and were videotaped.

The test session beganwith·a userorientation,introduction~fonns,andproduct
and environment orientati~~justasw~sdescribedabove f?rthe user perfotrnance
walkthrough. Note that in this case the product wasOVSM as opposedto ove
and onlytne fiefp system was evaluated;

For ea.chtask.scenariq, the users were·asKed"Where in the help $ystem would you
lookto find out" followed by the subject ofthe ta.sk~ For exalllple,"Where. in the
help system would you l()ok to find: out what happens to ,messages that you delete
from the message list display?"
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TI'J.~ users were given ab()utt\-\7() minutes to complete .eD,(:h ,task.•• It,\yas explained
t() them during the ini~ia1 oriellta.tiqD that ifthehelpsystelll wasa,~,effec~ive.a,s,we
tpought it shollld be,·they sqQul~ be able to locate the information they w~reseek

ing in about one minute or less. Any longertillles illdicateda defect,ill tbehelp
system that we needed to repair.

Defect description and repair.
........ ',.

LocatabilitYcPefe~ts, .• :were·identified...for •.a11.but;~hree,·ofthe .fJ~·.·~a.,sks~enarios

Additionally, 12 overall usability defects that incorporated the specific scenario
defects wereidentified (two critical, four seriolls, Jive mediull1,~donelow).
Again a report was prepared in which each defect was described,a1()J')g with
recommended fixes. ·An example illustrates some ofthe defects found.and one
iteration of implementation of,fixes.

The top level table9fcontents fOf?neoftheprototypesofthehelp system tested
was as shown in Figure 4. After testing, the top level prototype was revised to
respond to recommendations for fixing the. ~sability defects discovered. One
iteration ofthe revised prototype is shown in Figure 5.

Some of the usability defects found in the tested prototype that were' repaired in
the revised prototype were the following (refer to figures 4 and '·5):

• The test users were all confused overtbecollceptsof event noti~(;ation,

eveRts, errors, and messages. They did not find the "messages" entry under
"Using System Manager...".
Fix. A top level category for Messages (events·on your HP 3000) was
added and the top level Errors category was clarified to explaifithat it
covered only errors from OVSM. An extensively indexed "Quick Tour" of
OVSM was added to give the·users·an'overviewofthe product.

• The test users had a great deal ofdifficulty deciding which entry to choose
and,. what was explodableat the first (Contents) entry point to the help
facility.
Fix., The explodable·items were turned into buttons with adjacent
explanatory text. The categories available at the top level were revised
extensively.

• Thetest users did not identify the task-oriented category labeled "lJsing
System Manager... It as a llseful entry point.
Fix. The task~oriented category was relabeled "Tasks".
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Contents

System Manager

Using System Manager...

What. Why. How

Introduction to System Manager.

Examples

Examples of Using System Manager

Windows

Windows (contents. commands)

Using Windows and a Mouse

Icons

Icons that System Manager Uses

Errors

Errors Cause and Action

Glossary

Words and· Terms Usedin.System. Manager

Figure 4. OVSM help system top level prototype used in testing.

• ••. Thetest users were.confused abQut the meaning ofthe category "Windows".
They could not determine ifit covered Microsoft Windows or OVSM
windows.
Fix. The. "Windows" category was clarified to~ake itclear that it cover~d
OVSM windows and a top level "Mouse" category was added to cover the
more general Microsoft Windows.and the useof.~.mouse.

• ..• Thetesf users did·not find the "Examples" category useful.
Fix.··· The "Examples" category was moved down the list.
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Contents

Click on·a labeled button to go to one of the major topics In Help.

'$- ••••••• ••

=::P::':::YRemManagM
!.-~-...-.-...-;"-;...-,.:-.-.. ]'Ttl(!S.fbutto~s In agtid

Figure 5. OVSM help system top level prototype after revision to repair us
ability defects.

Summary and Conclusions

The paper describes·three·processes used to evaluate the usability oftheHP
OpenView System Manager product.and documentation...These were heuristic
evaluation, user performance walkthrough, and locator walkthrough. Themethods
were used in different phases ofthe product development cycles and each resulted
in identification and repair ofa large number ofusability defects prior to release of
the product. By involving appropriate test users in product design and
development, it is possible to greatly increase a product's ability to satisfy user
needs in the user's environment.
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:M:igrlt4lg }lOW'er':Eloqse~toVlSIX
Ben. Foulkes

Cognos Incorporated
3755 Riverside Drive

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

This doCumentisWritti1for the customer.~ .haSa<~Nt)('system;()I'isconsideringthe···purchaseofoneeitherto

supplement an existing configurationorev~lytor8placeit.-rtis docUment describes how easy the transition to
UNIX can be with PowerHouse. 'There are many diff8rent platfOOnsonwhichPowerHousecanreSide; however this
document.pri",arily.OtJ.lines the migration steps from HP MPiX.. Since MPEIV is similar in most cases, most of the
context of this docUmentshauld apply as wei.

Advantages of migrating to. UNIX

The UNIX opErating.systemhas~.a very~place.forbUsin8sS·~pIic'd_rnainfY.·'~use HOllers a
great deal of power ata relatively low~. Tht'fact tfiatit is so ~lar hasbpened up the'mattetplace to
competition, ensuring top quaHty products. This means that PowerHouse will be pushed to the limit during our testirig
phases to ensure a top quality product

NetworkIng:
Since the UNIX environment was -born- to network, having many UNIX machines working together is no longer a
network nightmare. It is essentially the same as simply hooking together two PCs .with ethemet cards.

Databases:
Am'ultitudeofdatabasesare supported.on. UNIX.•.''·powerHousewil support ~lBASE,"InterBas8'8ndsoonitwill also
support Sybase. Of course, there is still support for CISAMandunixio(stream)'files.

Support:'
Cognos' entire support staff are all trainedintheUNIXOperatingsystenl. There is always someOne available to help
you through the migration.

MIgrating PowerHouse to UNIX
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Cognos InoorporaIBd.

Disadvantages

AIthough1here are few disldvantagaS, itshoOlC'J be noted thafUNIX does notSuppbrtRelative, Qircular, or Message
fites..Since many techniques have been ~.arou~'Using message files, .workarounds are available using
features specific to the UNIX operating system. •Ano1h8"issueto consid8l'is that an Image database that was created
on MPE must be accessed through Turbo Conrlfl9tor""~~ElSQI.(8(tIM~~E SQlgatswaY forALLBASE).

Planning

(This generates afile called qshogen}

One of the most important aspects when planning aconversion to UNIX is to make adequate provision for education
and Qining~Without 1his,jt;i.sextremelydifficldttomake~eestima.onthe ...ount of.WOi'k and1engthof time
it willctake ,to:completea conversion. Further, proper. vendor-.tion _adds vaI_totheCOllS8 material by
giving tips and suggestions basad-on reaI-life.situatiQnsfrom the iostrUctor's experience.

If you intend to convert a large application, choose aStitable -rnoduIe-OI'subset of·the~tion fQr a-proof of
concept- conversion exercise. Going through 1he complete conversion cycle from start to end wil &low you to identify
relevant issues and gain experience of what is involved in 1he process. You wil be in aposition to plan more
accurately and to make confident estimates on 1he process for 1he entire appIcation.

ProvisionshOuldbel1'~e ateach~ge inthe~sionprocess fcx'adequate testipg,bothin isolation~ iO
combination with ,previOus stages~[)ata used should bea copy of1he r~business data. User Ioad.,stingand
timings should be performed as areflection ofrealproduetionuse, not just asimulation.

Cognos has arange of education'and consulting services which are appropriate to plaming and convertirIg
PowerHouse applications to UNIX.

Converting the PDL dictionary

Someone who has looked into1he conversion may think -How onear1h am Igoing.mconvert mylmagedatabase?-. To be
certain, some chopping and hacking wiN have to be done on thePDLdictionary.

If you are still using aDD dictionary, it will have to be converted. On MPEliX, you can do this in about 10 lines with
the help of Qshow. On MPEN· version 5.36 wiUhaveltle samefunctionalty.

aSHOW
>SET LANGUAGE POL
>SET SECURITY
>SET PASSWORD
>GENERATE ALL
>EXIT

POL
>CREATE DICTIONARY PHD
>USE aSHOGEN
>LOAD

The task of converting to POL trom QDD is complete pending the result of Z8'O errors returned from POl. Ifhn
were errors, you will have to debug the text file "qshogen" for the errors. If you need help, cal Customer Support or
refer to the POL manual. Once you have aPOl dictionary, you can begin your conversion.
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Converting an application is straightforward wt8l the underlying file systems on the hoSt Inct target machines are
ver.Y similar, because structural and program specification changes can be kept to amininum.•.1you do not currently
use arelational database system with your appIication(s) but plan to do so, skip to the next section~ Convetting to
a RelationaJ·Database. '

PowerHouse supports indexed files using Informix's C-ISAM across all UNlXptatfOnns. C-ISAM can be used asa
fuDy functional targetfi,l~ s~ for application conversion or as asupplement to aaird party database· It should be
noted that C-ISAMis.notsUppOrtedacrossNFS.(Network FiIeSystenll mounted disks. This may be an added
incentive to move,tQ arelatibnaldatabase management system,~if you are planning adisrlbutedapplication.

When converting from KSAM toC-ISAM,·· there are onlyacouple of difference&, one of which is the fact that C-SAM
does not support the KSAA1XL's REUSE option in POL. This option would have to be taken out C-ISAM
automati~lyrestruCbJf9!itself alreadywithoutthisoption.Priol toC-ISAM version 5.0, the length of tile filename, i~
restricted to 1.0Charaetets~This should not~use aproblem since' MPE has'an 8character restrictiOn..The fdlowilg
is a"worst case" example of converting from KSAMXlto C-ISAM:

1'-,' ..... , -"'::'"':':"" "'-',' ",.. -",,-.: "':0":', ... ,'"" ....... '.····.-··:., ..',i'

FILE KSAMFILEORGANIZATION INDEXED TYPE KSAMXL REUSE ASCII BLOCKING FACTOR 20 CAPACITY
20000 OPEN "KSAMFlLE"
RECORD KSAMFiLE '
ITEM ITEM1 DATATYPENONIEEE FLOAT
ITEMITEM2
INDEXITEM1
SEGMENT·ITEM1

Since,there is no specifiable blocking factor for C-ISAM and files expand dynamically, BLOCKING FACTOR and
CAPACITY are not necessary. Also,' data types such as NONIEEE'&re specific to MPE.The POL for KSAM can be
converted to C"ISAM as:

FILE ClSAMFILE ORGANIZATION INDEXED TYPE aSAM OPEN "aSAMFlLE"
RECORD ClSAMFILE
ITEM ITEM1 DATATYPE FLOAT
ITEMITEM2
INDEXITEM1
SEGMENT ITEM1

Note that if you have indexes that reside within another index, KSAM is able to use the outside index as the access
path for the sub-indexes. With C-ISAM, aseparate index is create for each. This factor will not affect anything from a
coding perspective but should be acknowledged.

If you are converting the Image database to an Indexed file system, there are some tools that can make the job very
simple. With PowerHouse PC, there is atool called "XPDL". This tool wiUconverl all references to an image
database to be indexed. All security and application security classes must be taken out of the dictionary prior to this
since Powerhouse PC does not support security.

1you are currently using Image and/or KSAM,but wish to convert to ROBMS, take note of considerations discussed
in the next section.

MigratIng PowerHouse to UNIX
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A.PqwlIrHoll$eappllcation
originaJlyg"nerateqfrom
POWfJrDeslgne,should ma/(ll
conversion to a relat/onal
database slgnlficantlyslmple(
and quicker than a manual
conversion from PDL to SQL.

Cognos IncorporatBd.

COnv.rttngloa8'-.lonaloatabaseManag.....ptSy.

The ~rrent releaseoff'owerHouse 703·supporisthe u.. of INTERBASEancfALLBAS~r"ational da".With
the next release of 723, Sybase has been added to this list. The features offered by arelational dcltabaseand a
simple indexed s1ructUre are significanUy different. Therefore, the same approach cannot be used for both, whether
developing .in PowerHOU$lor atraditional 3GL

You maywanttoconsidetusing amore powerful tqc)I ••'fQr~ngtoanRQBM$ .•••.Wift1g~DesigrJ$r ••. you can'....
engineer your.existingp[)Linto the PowerOQsigoerdatabase.Once,the all retl1tionstUpsl'vlvEt beeoverified wittlinthe
database, the database type can be changed from image to relational. After this. the new PDL and SQLcan be
generated..Small applicatipns. can be .c;onverteciinam••Ofhours using this. method.

If yourapplicati()rrwasinitiallygene~tf)d from POwer[)esigner, the application
analysis anddf)Sign tool from .Pognos, theO,tabaseDesign Diagrams will
allow the choice of gennting ANSI-$fandard$QLDDL,(data definition
language), or Borland InterBase DDL including trigger syntax for referential
irltegrjty.

If your application hasn't benefited from any type of struclurecidesign,then
data redesign may be necessary. Traditional fil~sy$.lefnS do notrequire. the
underlying data structures to be normalized, which means that they do pot
need to meet the rules for FlI'st Normal Form (1 NF), amandatory requirerntlnt
for relational databases. Irrespective offile system, it is recommet'ldedthat
data be nonnafized to iI.iIa&lThird Nonnal Form (3NF).

Afull description of the decomposition and. normalization process·is.not included·here. The Po~igneducation
course, which integrates industry-standard design techniques with techniques optimized for PowerHouse 4GL, covers
this subject in depth.
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Cognos Incorporatsd.

PowerHouse Dlt;fkJnary
The PowerHouse~ictionaryis at theCOI1t ofan,pplication.1tgiY's theabDity to access andgloballyjoincilta fram a
variety of databases. For.8¥ample, .data..frolll'an.ISAM·.file and from' atab~ina relationalda~ can be.~ated
on asil1glescreEKl, or combined in .gne. r8P9rt-

PowerHollse appllcatlons·access
theitdata thropghthe
PowerHouse DictionarygiVing
them a single, unified view of
diverse file~ystel1Js and
databases.

Hardware vendorfiJe$
Inves tment protecmn

Hardware vendor
RDBMS compatibility

In your source system,. entire file definitions,and.element information were held in the dictionary, but this information
must now be distributed betWeen the database and the PowerHouse dictionary.

Database definitions are ~t repeateclin the PowerHouse dictionary, as tai)Ies, column definitions and.security are all
obtair1ed direcly from the system tableS. These internal definitions are often ret8rred. to as Wmetadataw

••

PowerHouse ~eats these system tables as asubdictionary.1f new tableS are added. or existing tables are changed,
PowerHouse picks up the new information during compDation. There are no r(Kiundant table definitions tp'keep
synchronized. . .

MgratingPowsrHouSB to UNIX
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The PowerHouse components obtain extensive information from element definitions in the PowerHouse dictionary to
check for vaRd values and to control the presentation ofdata on reJ)OI1Sor screens. For example, column headngs,
screen<labels and display formatting can aU 'be defined in the dictionarY. Reasonable defaults can be derivedtrom the
column definitions in the system tables of the database. These defaults may not be appropriate for YOllappUcation;
therefore, the PowerHouse dictionary can be used to enhance relational column definitions with element definitions

;based on name match. For example,~rrel8l1lent PartNulTtJerwill augment anyrelationalco~nnamed
PartNumberwith the same set of presentation rules and valid value rules, regardless of which table ,or 'database it
came from, provided that:

• the database and element have been declared in the same
dictionary

• the column and element name match

• the datatype of the column is compatible with that of the element

Element definitions bind amulti-database, multi-file application into aseamless unit.

As ageneral rule,' all. i,ntegrity checking should be left to the database. The benefits of this are:

• definition consistency

minimum duplication Of rules in InterBase and the PowerHouse
dictionary

• reduced PowerHouse edit validation processing

• minimal dictionary specification required

• cleaI'ler and easier porting to other platforms using the same
database

It is recommehded that the validation perfonned by "lookup" processing and field validation rules should remain in the
PowerHouse application to provide the end user with interactive dialogue. This prOvides immediate feedback to the
user at the point of error during data entry. In contrast, column validation rules specified. in"the ROBMS are enforced
when arecord isbeing stored or modified. Aninwt error may only be detected when trying to commit atransaction.,
resulting in the rollback of the transaction and apotential loss of screen data. '

One of the biggest changes that your POL dictionary will undergo is size. When accessing arelational database, all
you really need is 3 lines of code in your dictionary.

CREATE DICTIONARY PHD
FLE MYDATABASE ORGANIZATION RELATION TYPE [lTARIALLBA8EI...) OPEN ••
LOAD

The PowerHouse products will automatically pick up the tables or relations that are within the database.

An important part of converting to arelational database is to revise the indexes that will be defined. As with ISAM file
systems, indexes are an overhead, particularly non-unique ones. Indexes serve two purposes: enforcing data integrity
by making the record unique, and providing the database query optimizer with afaster method of record retrieval.
However, the database may not use an index if it is not an optimal retrieval path for the data, so Wthe relation is
small, you may not require the index unless it is expliciay required by the application. It should be noted that relational
databases like InterBase can make use of more than one index at atime for optimizing retrieval, whereas non
relational systems can't. However, too many indexes that reference asingle column can degrade perfonnance.

MIgrating PowsrHoUSB to UNIX
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Integrallon:II'IdQAtllnlJa,.., , > . .'. ..•. .. .....• .....) ........•.. .. .. .>> '.

If you decide to take full advantage of the capabilities ofarelational databasera" than using it as asimlJieind8xed
~1~~YStem,the followirlgsection~~ how it is possible to provide additional application optimization arid
database integration. - .

Further opportunities for optimization will be available in:PO\Y8l'~,~L.-~ embedded SQl statements arid an
enhanced relational transaction model in the next release of.PcOWEl'House on·UNIX.

Trigger,
!()day,.most actvanced relational database ~Yslems.~.triggflrs. Tri~are applied during an application's
operation to enforce bUsiness rules or lOgic. Being apiece of ·COde· that is ·stOfed.once withinthe database. triggers
simPlify maintenance andensurethataliapplcations,whetherwritteninPowerHouse4(lL()I'a3GLQbey~. same
rules. .

Triggers can be used to replace some ofthe~~sing~y implemented within the PowerHouse
appIication.·The following examples are based on BorIarl<:tf.~:

Hany 0 in orders with O.parLnumber • oId.parLnumber
then abort 1;

define triggererase.J)8l1S fOr Parts_master
pre erase 0:
begin

definitrigger newj)artforParts_master
pre store 0:
begin

new.part_nurn••genjd( pal'Lnumbers,1 );
new.data_entered .-now";
new.date__entered~by = rdb$uSer_name;

This trigger assigns incremental
plJrtnul'TJb9rs,recordS thlrdste
entered and Who entered it.

This· trigger addresses referential
Integrity by ensuring that the,e
are no outstanding orders on a
part bBforeit is deleted.
The Rabort1Rsyntaxforces· the
transaction to abort/rollback and
,eportan error .on this trigger to
theuset.

Thistilgprperformsa
cascadirJg dslete ...which prevents
OIphaned records. When an
DreIer is deleted all related order
lines·are also deleted.

define trigger deIete__ordersfor~s
pre erase 1:

for 0 in order_lneswilh o.order__nuntber. oId.ordeC.numtlr
erase 0;

VItWI
Aview is a-virtuar table that consists only of astoreddefini1ion railer than stored data. Aview derives data from
other table or views each time irs requested. To auser,. is indistinguishable from aregular stored table. Vaewscan
be used to impose ICC88S resmctions at afield level, or to simplify complex data access and selection processtng. In
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addition, Yiewdefinitions are held wittin the database,.providing performance gains, consistency Md·slnplifying ~
maintenance. ' .

This view will retrieve all retired
e""loyHs.

This View will retrieve Bllorder
that have received payments.

define view retirecLemployees ofe in 8lllpIoyB
with e'retired_date,not missing

e.empbyeejd,
e.employes_name,
e.retirectdate,

define view orderJ)8yments of 0 in orders
cross pin payments witho.order_runber - .p.order_number

,o.order_runber,
o.order_datB,
p.payrnent_date,
p.paymenLamount

CDmpuIedReltlB
Computed fields allow you to define business functions and calculations within the database. They are stored once
and reused. Computed fields define information or algori!hms~ as "order Uneamount" Acomputed field allows
you to define what comprises "order line amount", e.g. orderquantity *plOduetprice, but doesn't store the value
in the database; it simply returns the calculated value at the time of the request. This means space is not wasted and
maintenance is simplified.

These cOfTJJuted fields calculate
the length of service for an
employee and the number of
Illness days taken.

These computed fields calculate
how a PowerHouse optional
linkage or SQL outerjoin can be
emulatedtor."foreign f<ey"
expansions.

define relation employees
employee_id,
datejoined,

Bvice computed by ( "now" •datejoined ),
daysjU computed by (count of i in employee_Ulness
with i.employeejd -employeejd );

defiR8' relation··empoyees'
employeejd,

branch_code,
branch computed by (first b.branch_name from b in branch
with b.branctLcode= branch_code else 'Invalid branch." );

Triggers, views and computed fields offer away to reduce application complexity and simplify maintenance. Proper
load testing and timing should be done when making such chan~s to ensure performance meets expectation.

MIgrating PowerHouse to UNIX
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Cognos Int:DfPOl8l8d.

AdvancecJRelatlonal··lnterfaceISQI.o support

With1heupcomingreleaseof 723, Po\SHousewil allow for,e~bedded saL .'. This means ~tthe developer will
have complete.control oVer ~saCtior1S.0nf)reason· tor SQL support is perfOR!'ance..·.·. With~abilitytouseSQL
direcUy within yourp,ograms,youwillsavetheCPUtime it would normally take PowerHouse to;converuo SQL
AQuizexamJ)le:
ACCESSltNOiCES UNKItNQlCE_NO·TOltNQlCE.:,.NO··QF,DETAILS
SELECTIF'PRODUCTiNO"OFDETAILS =MOS1'
REP •••
GO

Mightbe converted as follows:
SQLDECLARE CURSOR MVDATA FOR
SELECT··'FROM INVOICES, .DElAILS
WHERE·INVOICES.INVOICE~NO ·:·.DETAlLS.INVOICE..NO
ANDDETAlLS.PRODUCT..NO= MOST

REP... .,
GO

With~twOrksbecomi.naa,bi'parto,f everjbrlesUi~yourlpPli~tionmay req~i~ databaSes toreskte0rlseveral
diff~nt fIlaCl1i~o~r1he networkCPowerHousecan tak8a~ge otthisand access data 0ria9Y system using
thetectlrlClogybt1i1t righHntothe database itselt InterbUe can access anOthei' InterBasedatabase from an~ ()th8r
system on WhiChlnterBase itself also resides through aTCP/IP network. With this in mind, you could.:conceivably
leave your ~tabase ony()Ur MPE/iX machine andaccess iUrom the UNIXmaChi~. Although on on,hand, ,it would
Increase netWork.traffi,~,·· on.1he othetit·wouldreduce·CPU.usageontheUNIX·maChine.•.... SOme databaSeS,.•·like
SybaSfJ'<~ haveonecBtabase rElSiding locaIly~wellas inottlet residing remotelywhile~ingthemin~yncby
"tricklirlQ" thedala:througb the· network at such aminimBi rate that it causes no netWork hangups'when large
transactions '~etakingplace:

Operating System Environment

For the POYierHouse end-user, the application appear$ and functions the, same way, wheVler it runs under UNIX or a
non-UNIX operating system~ As we have seen, the ~veloper porting aPowerHouse application will ,find that the
program specificatiOn is largely generic. However, any specification which intei"aets directly With the operating system
must be revised for the new environment The issues to be considered can be broadly categorized as :

• operating system command language
• parameter passing
• case-sensitivity. '.. :
• arectory structures and security
• filename specifications ,
• .program specification changes

OperatIng _filii ctIIIIlDSndllnguag.
NtheappliCation depends heavily on batehand command language processing, replic:atingthis urider UNIX will
constitute the most lengtllyand complicated part of the conversion effort· Proprietary operating systems are feature
riCh. Many tools and utilities are provided, and building complex applications is easy for the experienced developer
who works within the parameters of these products. In comparison, UNIX is an operating system built by developers
for developers. With system call-level features like pipes and input/output redirection, UNIX is quite flexible when

Mgrating PowerHouss to UNIX
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compared to most proprietary operating systems. Since inputlouput redirection is also avalable on MPEliX, this is
one feature that is directly compatible.

The command interfaceona UNIXsystem is known~. the Shell.T~ three most.popWar are the·Bcune SheI', fie
CShell and the. Kom,.Shel.· Of "se,tIe BoumeShelli$the oldest and· tt1e.smallest, and has the simplest syntax·for
Shell programming. Bourne Shell scripts can be executed from within the Kom and C.Shells, and these two newer
Shells have anumber of time-saving features (aiiaSing,command history~cornmandcompleti()l1) whichntakett8l1
easier to use interactively. In general, this means that UNIX developers will cboosttoworl(withintheCor Kom
Shells, but write BoumeShell scripts., PowerHouse reflects this; COMMAND and RUN COMMAND statements wli
execute in the Bourne Shell. Bear in mind that hard-eoded path names and print queue identifiers must also be
modified for UNIX.

CaBe-senslflvIIy
UNIX is case-sensitive, and you may find it easier and more consistent with the UNIX philosophy to. use lower case
throughout for your program specifications and filenames. AUNIX filename can be composed of anycharicters 
even unprintable ones -except for fIr and nun, which have special meanings to the UNIX shells. PowerHouse
appends and looks for Iower-case extensions to compiled programs, as it does under proprietary operating systems;
although these are considered as nothing more than the last four characters of the filename under UNIX.

DIrectoryBII1M:tUreIIIIdStcurIIyIRIenIme specIfIcafIons
UNIX has ahierarchical directory structure. FDe access permissions are similar to most proprietary operating
systems,which means that the environment where your source application resides may be easily replicated under
UNIX~. With HP MPE, one might use ALTSEC to change security on afile, however on UN~'ic:l1mod and"- are
used for this.

Hard-coded path names in your dictionary and prog~Specifications may be changed to reflect the UNIX equivalent
or you can replace these.designations with environment variabl... The variable values,' and therefore the target files
referred to in.your application, can·then be assigneci dynamically•. For eXlRlple, auser and adave.r could use the
same dictionary, but work with live or test files depending on the values assigned to the environment variables for
their session. The POL statement to assign an environment variable as an open name to adatabase or file is' :

FILE HumanResources ORGANIZATION RELATIONAL OPEN $Yamame

The value assigned to this variable SVamam8 might be lilrl1lr/datall1r.gdb for an end user, \¥hile for the developer it
could be lilrlhr/datlJte8tadb. One.warning· the value assigned to an environment variable inachild or sub-
process will be lost when the phild.process and its.il$S9d~ted environmenttemlinates. . -

Program speclllcatlon chang.,
Amajor PowerHouse strength is its tight integration with the hardware vendors' platfonns. The product is optimized
for each platform to provide the best performance with proprietary file systems, and syntax is provided for the
PowerHouse developer in order to take full advantage of the manY pJatform~specificfeatures or utilities avaHabie.

The best approach for handling these differencesisdetennined~ythe int~ end result. If you plan to replace your
proprietary systems with UNIX, then you can remove any platform-specific syntax from your application completely. If
you intend to supplement your existing configuration with UNJX hardware, but anticipate that further development of
the system under UNIX may eventually be returned to the original platform, thanconditiCX18l. CQIJ1~le sta~~nts
placed around machine-specific syntax will isolate ~t . .',

MIgrating PowerHouss to UNIX
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Conditional compilation enables
the PowerHouse programmer to
maintain andcontrol a single ...
program specification for multiple >@if hpmpe
platforms. > SET REPORT DBMODE 5

Platform specific conditional >@elseif UNIX
compile keywords are also >$~T REPORlDEVICEPRtNTER 1p-dIp4'
available for each. of the UNIX >'@endif
platforms. .lJlJJKis recognized by
all of them.

If your application depends on external subroutines for part of the processing,then these 3GL routif1esmustbeportBd
too. A9 ~piler i~~diti~yincluded as ..~.OftheU~IX ~tin~~¥stem,and the obviousch~ceforthe
deveroperisto~~~ subroutinesinC;~,8XJ)8riencehisshOwnthatthisoftentak8Stot'1ger ~do'
than antic· < ,and·~tmaYi)emore c:ost-fl!f8ctiyeto 'OOi<foracomparable3GL compileron~ fafgetUNIX .. ....
platform~'lfyou 8r!curreritl~usinga' r81atiorialdataba~~~ availability Of the appropriate prROII1pilerrequired by
any 3GI..programsiorsubr'oUtines .UaIsO needtDbeinvestigated.

PowerHouse conversion.Aids

Acouple of UNIX shell scripts are provided with the· PowerHouse product·to 'fiCi6tate the conversion procesS." For'a
default installation of PowerHouse (where nnn is the version), the scripts can.be found in the directory:

lusrlcognoshJnnlmigrats.

The following briefly describes the purpose of.each scriPt .

phlower
Downshifts all program specifications except for quoted strings and commems atter asernicolon.

phtilename.cah
Alters fie case of all transferred file names.

Physical TlWlSfer
Source and.da.can,~ physically. traosferredu$ingmethods.such·as:

• over alOcalAre8N!twork
• Using aseriailinecommunicationspi'OtOcolSUCh'as Xm.,

Kennitetc.
• UsingahardWare vendor'stape-to-taPeutility·forSOUrc8.and target

systems

The PC approach is more time-consuming,. but is most commonly available because only aserial communications
fine is needed.

Where 1he source and target Ie systems." different, PowerHouse provides'an independent format for transfer
called Portable Subfifes. These files .simply store data in ASCII'formal

Data must be unloaded from the host datafites to PortabIeSubfiles using the PowerHouse volume transaction
prpcessor (QTP) and then moved to the target machine using the chosen ltansfer mechanism. Once on the target
UNIX system, the PowerHouse volume transaction processor can be used again to reload 1he data.
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Cognos InootpOl8tJBd.

SoaKe Machine

Borland's /nter8ase offers a
transport Independent data
format through Its baclcuputl/1fY
RbJI4.

For dati resident inanRDBMS, .... database vendormay. their own
transport indepfJ,ndent m_ofdatab transfer. Alternatively, database
netw()rkconnectivity may be available between source andJ1Ostpiatforms

.making data transfer fast and sinple by using the vendor's supplied tools or
utilities.

Here's how it's done in simple ....s:

In QTP on MPE _chine:
>ACCESS eftlenlme>
>SUBFlLE <8UbfIIena... PORTABLE INCLUDE ......

Data half"<sublftlename>Q" copied In II,., IIld ........ to <lUbft1enlme>.pa
Dictionary half "<subfiI8ll8lll8>" copied In AscIIInd IIIIIIIIId to,,<lUbflIenIme>.pad

In QTP on UNIX IIIIChIne
>ACCESS*<1UbII1enIme>
>OUtput <filename> append

Batch Processing

One seemingly major change would be the batch processing. ··'n fact. aU that is required is to remove the jOb card
from your stream files and simply place an ampersand after the program called.
e.g. On MPEa script called "q~i~n01 II mighfcontain:

IJOB SOMEJOB.'US~R.GROUP
:QUIZ
ACCESS·EIIPLOYEES
CHOOSE EMPLOYEE PARM
REPORT ALL
GO
1
2

EXIT
IEOJ

Afgratlng PowerHouse to UNIX
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Becomes the following on UNIX
QUlZccEOF
ACCESS EMPCYOYEES
CHOOSE EMPLOYEE PAR"
REPORT ALL
GO
1
'I

EXIT
EOF

;This accspts input from the file that this isinuntilthfJ
;lTIiJlker -EOPis encountered.

To execute the script on MPE you would use ".....quIzrunO'I, on UNIX use "batch quIzrun01".

You11 find that this sort of thing will come easy aka while. There really isn'·that muqhdifferencebetw8enthe two.

Temporary FIIeI

Since temporary files really don't exist on UNIX. you may wonder how we got around~.Whattl1e.~
products do is place any "temporary" files in adirectory that is composed of theprograrns process id.· For example:
I your QUIZ session has aprocess id of 12345, aRtemporary subfileswll go into.adirectory caJledph1234$.t1JJ'.
However, ifaQUICK process is started and has aprocess id of 10000, and then QUIZ is called rromQUICK givirlg
QUIZ a process id of 10001, the temporary files will go into ph1OOOO.tmp. III..,... "parent"~that
initially creates the temp directory. The temp directory gets deleted when the user exits the parent PowerHouse
product

Using this method results in relatively unique files for each user. If you Ike, you can control where ttle temp files go
by setting an environment variable called PHTEMP to point to the directory that the temp las shoUld go.

DynamlcScreetJ ~lllng
With HP.Mp~,Ofl$~nbackreferenceifileeq ..tions.... Ttis.featurf);forceSthetile equations tOb@re-evaIu'ted$V'8fY
time they areref~~;One may use syqtax such as: "
SlJ~*~
{Where there previou$ly$xists afile equationas·......J

With UNIX, this feature does not exist. Symbolic links are not evaluated every time they are referenced. •However,
with version 723, you win be able to call ascreen that has its name stored in atemporary variable.
e.g. SUBSCREEN ITEM so...creen
{Where somescreen is a temporary that has been set to equal to ascreen name}

Blockliode
Block mode is not available with PowerHouse on UNIX. Panel mode should be used instead.
Where you previously had ascreen statement with the option BLOCKMODE, you would now change it to be PANEL.
Panel mode processing is just like block mode except for the fact that it allows you to group fields into panels instead
of being restricted to have the whole screen in one block. ·This feature is.also available with versions of PowerHouse
on MPEliX.

security
Since the application security classes are not compatible between UNIX and MPE, you wiD have to alter your
dictionary to reflect security as an aspect of user id and group id instead of Iogonid.

Afgrating PowerHouse to UNIX
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e.g.
ASC MIS LOGONID smithj.users
would be changed to
ASCI MIS UIC [uid,gidj ·{Whereuidandgid fora user can be found by using the COfflrnand ,."

Variable setting
On MPE,youcould set avariable by either using aRUN COMMAND "SETVAR ..."; on UNIX, you run into III
problem· of subprocesses.· When you do aRUN COMMAND to·set an.evironment variable,·.it,is only valid fer that
subprocess and will not be set for consecutive RUN COMMANDs. However,·with version 723 of PowerHouse for
UNIX, you will be able to set variables at the level of the parent process (QUICK) with GETSYSTEIIVAL and
SETSYSTEMVAL.

'Ilbinlsh
quiz«eof
$1
define companyjd charaeter*2 =parm
report all
go
$2
exit
eof

The "eof" Is a user-deflned
markefstrlng,re~/r9Ctlng

command input to the rest ofthe
scriptantilthe repetition ofthe ,
string.

Paramet. passing .... ....
Techniques for parameterpassingwiH;..;;aI;,;;;so;;..;d_iffer;;,;;,;·.··;,;.,. --,
Thefo!lowln~script runs a, QUIZ
report WIthout prompting. Calling
the script with
"show status"12.causes the

expansion of the $1 parameter
to shoM( ,tlitlls and $2 to ~/fl
respon~e to the parmpra,,,,,Jt.

Conclusion
Convertinpto UNIX can, be astraightforward process~using PowerHouse.N~slschedul~for
converSion should include sufficient time for familiarization With the new operating system environment, the 8cIitor,
establishing the physical data transfer mechanism, and for the conversion·of anyprocessingextern81 to the
PowerHouse program specifications. If the conversion includes moving to arelational ~tabase and/or aClient/Server
Windows environment, additional time for planning, possible data redesign and education will also need to be
considered.
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Systems Management
MPEliX BackUp Review and Implementing New Technology Overview

by Al Dulaney

Hewlett-Packard systems are 'used primarily for commercial on-line transaction
processing (OLTP). Increasingly, these OLTP applications are becoming
operationally critical--if the application stops. Users.ofsuchapplications need
systePls~t~at.areprotected from both.hardw~ and system ~fl:ware.failures.
lIP 300()shave several standard features th~t enhance the ,reliability ofhardware and
system software:

• Highly reliable pA-RlSC (Precision Architecture-Reduced Instruction Set
Computing) based processors.

• Ca.pability of theptocessor hardware to continue processing after temporary
povverfailures'without, incurring ptocessorfailure or losing data.

• An integrated transaction management'facility that automatically checkPoints
and logs activities .forcritical system data structures, user files, and .databases.
This facility guarantees dataintegrity in the event ofia system failure.

The Qbjective then, .is10 identify and recommend solQtions· that address the process,
people andtechnology Qftoday's current enviroJUllf;.nt.. 'Aug~ntthese standard
features witba' comprehensive backup and recovery strategy that needs to be
planned, tested and implemented

Issues

The challenges, for Information Technology'(IT) are to:

• Improves,tore management thatencoD'lpasses backup and restore, disk
management, tape management, and database management.

• Itnpfovingsy~tetn ..«l;~~ilabilitybyelimi~atingd())Vntil1le due to data.backup, the

primary cause ~fplallDe~downtime. ,"'. " ;, .
• Reducing operating staffing requirements and, cost.

IT's desired ..~sult isthem~~agement ofe"{X?llses and it,llproving its responsiveness
to the, changing business needs of tbe corporation and the requirements of its users. '

Soluti<>nsare not merely hardware.and·softw~.~echnologyaloneisnotsufficient

to meet bu~ine~sobjec!i~es.!ecb~()lo~is mel"elyone()fthe cOtnp(lnents that all0"\V
yourpe~p'le 'toa~Omatetltecorrecti~d re~~~l~ pr~e~sesthat nmr0ur,business.
The SSO,through its team of knowledgeable people and successful project '
experiences can help guide your staff in refocusing processes, selecting,
implementing, and deploying technology for a reliable, manageable production
environment.
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Discussion
;;. ',-, ',." .:.,' :.;::.,.'., '"

Over the next hour I'd like to discuss the implementation of new hardware and
software technology in a production environment.

• Document.. an<ifevie};V y()ur C\1ffellt ·b~ckup~d ·recoveryprocedJ,lres. (

• Identifytar~te~~~lcuptU1le~ndoW$i~ t~PtOductio~Sc.hedule
• Docume•.nt yourcur:re:nt hm-dw~. co~fi~ration by produ~i!lgaworksheetofyour

current system'configuration' resulting in .identifying any potential hardware
performance'bottle necks.

• Review disk management practices for the use ofvolume managetnent
techniques.

• Review backup media andhard}vare options (ie., DAT, 7980, 7980XC, Optical).

• Recommend any configuration changes to take full advantage ofnew. software,
and hardware technologies.

• Re.commendworklQad modification to accommodate backup window.

• Develop testing methodology and procedures .using the selected solution.

First,let me give you some background about the customer situation. Thecustomer
informed me that they were getting some new •hardware,aridsoftvvareandthat they
had lost one ·oftheir system.managers. They were in the process of hiring anew
person but, in the interim they ask me to work with them as.' a system manager and
implement the new technology.

First, we defined the objectives:

• Identify what hardware and software they had purchased

• Identify the current operating systernenvironrnent- Identify which release of the
operating system

• Identify whether' any'patches were required for thisnewhardWareandsoftvvare

• Identify the available resources, both internal to HP and customer

• Develop a plan to implement the identified products

The desired result was to hav~ asmoothi11,lplementationwbile mo~~ng to the new
hardware and software technologies into the production environment. · In addition, to
have a limite4 aJ1l()unt ofdown time withnolos~timeduetomisconflgur~ti{)ns,or
bad software patcbes and no lossin~rfonnance.Ee~fo(rmanceis a~~y i~~\le here.
We needed tomonitoreachstc:p to make sure thatwcwerenot loosingariy ..••..•...
performan~eor functionality, as we i.Dlplemente.d thel1ew ....h~dw~andsoftware
technology. . .
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The customer's envirolUtlCnfis an 980-100 productioJI and· 925LX developmentHP
3000. TheimPlementationofthe'diskartays andTurboSTOREliXll with On-Line
backup could'be done simultaneously.

1) Implementation ofvolume management on disk arrays

The customer purchased one 5.4 disk arrays fOl'high availability oftheir Lab
ManagemenfSysteni (LMS). We diseusSedwhich accounts should be placed on the
user volume set.

We"identifie,<1 thecust~~r's 'oJ)eratingt;ystem to be B.(}~.OO. ·.B.04.00····hadj ust come
out but not all'?four cust~mers,especiallyour production customers, had gone to
4.0. ·Patches for 3.0 disk arrays'and TurboSTOREliX IIwere needed. 'In addition,
w~iiappl~dthelatest3.0 power patch tape. We had the '. CE do as.ite-prepfor the
hardwareinstall~ti0n.\Ve\V~nte~ to make sure the~wasen~ugtifl<><>.rsp~ceforthe
disk arra~'cabilletand power.• ,T6e delivery of the hardware was confirmed and
scheduling of the installation was planned

The disk array was put· in place and powered OJ[: as soon as it.·.arrived.Thesystem
would have to be shutdown to install the fiber-link (FL)·card. We.reviewedthe
SYSGENc0!l~gurationparaJllCtc:rs.T~is particular customer~ad the option of
being ~~l~to add the.diskariay \Vithout having to take any eXi~ting disk drives off.
Another option would be to replace or reassign exis.tingdiskdrives·whichwould
involvean'INSTALL~·.Worstcase, \Ve.would have to plan.for a complete weekend
for the.~STALLandn:c~nfiguration.. As. it tumsout,wewere able to implement
our plan over a couple ofweekends without an INSTALL. Thehardware'was
installed one weekend with the appropriate configuration changes. The SYSGEN
change~were made in advance and placed in a separate "configlt group.

We used B~LDACCT.~UB.SYStbcreate••·the.j?b stream~for··the accounts identified
for the user volume set. We discussed the naming conventions and planned which
accounts were to go in the user volume set. The nextissuewashow to storethe files
to tape and restore then on the user volume. set as ~~icIflY aspos~ible.Thecustomer
e~titl1ated that it wouldt~e12 hours to store thegrdauctionapcount tot~peand,12
hourstorest?~.,itonto~heu~r vo~~~set..···~ei~ad.to.planfor' a largewi~dow o~

time '.in,or<1e~todo·this./Thewi!ld()~swe. had were only ~n thewee~ends'~incethere

we~no three•day'\Vee~ends in t~~'near·~~ture.. "'OUrappr()ach was to .look" atth~
acc~untingstmctun:forthataccount,.'~na'took at~he number of g~oups.~e quickly
dettrrtnin~dthatonegrou~~~halfthe size ofthe entire a~~ounta~d the reD18ining
groups were halfthe size.... The' customer'has tWo 6259 tape drives, so our approach
was to store' the'main grOUp to.Onefape· drive and the remaining groups to the second
tape drive. The 12 hour store could be cut down to 6 hours using bOth drives.
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WewQuld then. initia.lizet~ .."!~k8fJays ~d.stre~ ~he:BULDt\G.CTjob~tre~ to
creilt~the user vol~t;Ct.WC?planne<l(ol"bfosiffll.!ltaneQuss~on;sa,tl~n;st9res.
Instead of looking at 24 hours, we're looking at .J2houtS.The·sy~tc;lTl'Y()Wd still be
up at that time, but.the user for this particular application would be unavailable.

One other issue w~sthe fact that the users who create files mayor may notbe on the
system. Ifyou store .~l<:s~i~hin .theMrEliXcoJJPl18l1etalld ..40Jlre~t()re,y()u,. get
nonextsteql \lserwl.1oisqot in t~.ac;~pm\tjngstl\lcture.Yo,,~a.ve~()goba.ck811d,

identify those files, groups, and users, then do· a restore with a creatoreq1.lalsMGR
or what ever name you may choose.• We didn't want to do that because that would
talcefJles tha.t. hildn!t.~enace~~~dfor a19ngp(:riaP ofti~.and.force •• thern()n •. tbe
systc;m,Witha,tl activc:Jlser n~~ ...• ()urio(l1e.. aPP~()il(;hW;a~<touse VE~P:IT's :~E4
utility. It has a functipn forlopking f()rnollexistent psers.John,. theS}'~tFltlmanager,
very quicldysatdown and ranth~s\Jtilityandentere4 theco~d.Her-anit ilgai~~t

the acc;ountapdhe foundthattberewel'e several users ,orcreatorof file~ thatwere no'
longer OIl the sy~tem. We also.noticed the access ,<late was.pr,i()r, t<)·1992 and John
quickly purged these ·files. I questioned his action. Why did he. purge those. file~?
They could be important production files? He said they have a .yearly backUp of
those files and they hadn't been accessed for over a year. If anybody needsthclll,we
could restore from that backup tape.

John identified those files th~t were beingaccc;ssed and,then used the~:IlX,. .
conupand to change. their· creat()r to.MGR This.enable<l~us.toeliminat~/asec()n<l

restore. We have cut down our store and restore to the bear minimum of12 hours.
We; couldtest the .BULDACCTjobstreams while the system was up because we
were able to put the hardware on and we didn'litavetoreplace .!J1lysystemdomain
disk drive.

One other important step was to identify the current hardware· configuration. To
accol1lplishthi$I ran SYSDIAGwith SYSMAP functionandprint~dofftheIiO
configqration.ofthe .980-100 and the,n used an editor to draw this logical map of
existing hardware.. See Appendix A-l.

The. main C9ncem .here·v,vas, whether,we had enough ·slotsllvaiIa.ble.•I.wasc9ncemed
for the performance, wbetherwe had too many ofone type disk drive Oft an HPIB or
FL·card The disk ••arrayvvas going.to..be ..~pnfigtJlJ=d on.. its fiber link card, and we
hadt~have an open slot.i\n additional Channel.1I0 B\ls (CIB) was purchased to
handle the 110 expansion. The DDS tape driv~s w~rc:.HPIB andweh~ to see. ifwe
had additionalHPIB .cardtoput these on.DPS tape drivesare-yery slow, the SCSI
drives were just coming out and the data c()mp~ssion.SCSIswere .. not y~t available.
~ymaincoJ)ccmwas~ltat I Pl:lt all f()ur ofthese~riyes()noneHPIB card and it
would be extremelysJ()\V in,cODlpa,ison to7980~ 7978.
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I modified the first worksheet to plan the proposed changes. We would plan which
path, device number, and device class we would use. See Appendix .11-2.

T.he placement ofthefour(4) DDS dattape drives was alsoa.concern. For
performanc~weplacedtwo(2) DDSdat tape unitsononeHPm card and the
remaining nvo(2) on~otherwiththe tw() (2) 6250s drives. 'They would not be
used at the same time for backups.. This was done bec~use the C22S4HA disk arrays
were new and the expected performance was not yet mown. We made a contingency
configuration for mirrored disk. We thought about different,methods oflaying out
the existing disk drives to implement mirrored disk. This was planned because, if the
diskarrayperfortnancewas'not up to expectations,'disk mirroring would be
implemented.

Why the contingency plan? The LMS was the main production application and it
would be c~mpletelron.C22S4HA one disk array. As a backup then, we needed a
co~tingencyplan to go to mirrore:d .. disk. We.had atnple·7937sfiber link drives to put
up a mirrored disk configuration. It would be qUi~~a bitoferr0rt to con~gure,

initialize and take"t~e system down to do that, but we still needed to put that
contingency plan in'place.

Plann!ng and more planning was needed to eliminate as many possible areas of
concern as we•could humanly eliminate. See Appendix A-3.iJVe followed the user
volume creation checklist and used the BULDACCT qtility. See AppendixA-4 and 5.

2) Implementation ofTurboSTORE/iX II with On-Line Backup

Implementation ofTurboSTORE/iXIlw~thOn-~ine Backup·.with•.DDS:tape•..drives
presente~ a ~iffe~nt set ofproblems. Fi~t ofall,\V<= had ~~. revie\Vi t~ecu~.~t
backup.••procedures to find .. out ex~ctly.what...•they•were d~ing..•A~.... it. turned ..out,•.th~y
were using SILHOUETTE/3000 to shadow their databases from the 980-100 across
toa Serie~70 andthen backing up the dat~b~se~ ()n there~ote system. They
inf0rt1led.me that theywere.takin~~he Serie~ 760ut'~?rJ that database
backup/recoverywould no\V be shifted tothe980-100'productionmachitle~Current

backup procedures hadto'be reviewed andmodifiedJo'acco~ate these changes.

In addition, they wanted to review their current TufbolMAGE logging procedures
and see ifthey cOQldtake advantage ofthe features of 3.0:< RolI-FOlWard'iRolI-Back
anti Dynamic RolI-Back.\Vel~kedat the current backupstreams,~?d the current
backup sc~dule. > We orde~dtlie appropriate software add-on tapetH~tw~s~

purchased and that w~s up<tatedt() System-E, .which isa ~eveloPtnentsystelll.We
were able to testsom<:.ofthebac~poptions:interl~~v~, sequential, parallel,
compression low, compressio~ high atlddifferent~oJl1binations on the development
system. The. development system already had \lscr:!olumesets.•. In the past all ~?U
had to do was get a·compression tape drive or a bigger tape but you didn't have the
variety of methods you do today.
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Pblcemelltofthe:HPIBdri'ves",as "'major c()ncem.Again we went back ~o the
worksheet to make sure that the drives.wereplaced 0l1diffe~ntchaJl9Cls,because
HPIB is a 1 megabyte bandwidth. We didn't wantto saturate that bandwidth, because
we had ·no tools, ..•IlQitneth~as.~o t~st. t~l~~ .ifweare·having adequate thro~~hput.

Also, the: .. customerw'Uited,to do Parallel b~ckupsandtheHPIJ3.cardshaveto bc;on
different.CIQ:Quses.iWeputunits34/350none,HPIB,cardaJId>units.36/37.on
~otller.. .Thatwa:r:vve~oul~~seeven.nw;nbel'S' .34/36 to .do()ne.~t.of\1$Cr volume
backups and 3S1~7.todo the others.

Wewant~d ~o test silIlultalleous on-liJl~backvps .to twodiffen:nt volume. set~., We
experiencc:dl~oproblC?lllwitbshado\Vfiles, or simultaneous on-lillebackups. We
could do two different backups simultaneously or whatever the schedule permitted.
We did this on the development machine in lieu of testing it on the production
machine.

One of the:. things I quickly.·, found, I ~idn't.have a. database that I could start and stop
in order to t~st out t~~ogging options. They requested a rc:vieW.ofthe new database
logging features set that is now~vai1ableTurbolMAGE.. In order to do this, I looked
around to see if I could find a sample database and an update program that would

.allow me to test the new features, and the different recovery methods. I could then
stop it or break database follo\Ved by the test ofrecovery procedures.

In the .TurbolMAGE manual, there is a COBOL example that does usea.llof the
TurbolMAGE inttinsics. I could use those files for roll forward and roll backwards
test. I went into CD-ROM,extracted the data toaflatfile, linked it down to my
portable and then to the system. I edited out the text resulting in a SCHEMA and a
COBOL updateprogralltAIl I had to do then was cre<itesotne dummy datausing
QUERY to addthe different datasets... I created several job strea~thatwopldadd
the masters, details, and create the.automatic masters. Additional QUERY job
streams to go through and erase the data sets, so I.could reproduce them again.

With little or no effort I was able to have a testing database. This represented their
production logging enviroomeotas I 'Viewed it. We reviewed the procedures of
stopping the old .logging file, s\Vitch logging over, starting the log again, and
resuming with on-line backup. These procedures have been worked out on paper,
then we tested them on the test database.

We did not\1se DBSTORE to put a time st~l1npiotheclatabase.Thatwouldh~veus

use one tape pef database and one per log file. We usqdTurboSTORE/iXII to
backup the logging files and databases with Dq timestamp.Thecoordina~ionofthis

becomes vC?l?' important'~hatwe kee~ the tapes and log files labeled pr,operly.••... We
need to kno,,' whicht~p:scontainboth the d~tabase and loggipg files. During the
recovef)" we get the I()g. files offthat~apealongwith the: database. In the past, we
had .. different tapes to store the.database, and' the log
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file.. This me!hod.d<x:scause. us concern,. that the dat .tape drive holdsbQth the
TurbolMAGElogfileandtlte database. ·... W~,nec:d to watch this and make su~ the
tape drive gets cleaned on a daily basis and that tapes after 200 passes .gets recycled
The customer requested this method be tested to reduce the. total number of tapes and
tape management. Our implementation resulted inf~wC?r.DBSTO~~~tfe~er.tape

mounts by the operator, fewer tapes to be labeled,. fewer tapes to be entered into a
tapc=·.. tnanagement .. systetl},andless storagC? spaces; (or ~apes.

We tested 4iff~rel1;~J'~~o~i~ions.We1irstteskd\Vitltcqmp~·=low,theJ:l
cOmPress==high... \Vefoundthat the' 9·80..100 .Jt~ .. c=nougJthon;epqwer.to use.tJ:ie
compress:iQnhigh,and.•.also·.tO·useRarallelBecau~we.·.hadalignedthe DDS·..tape
drives, two.opone.HJlIBcard and twq 'on ~other, we' cOiJld.do. tvv,p.simultaneously
on-line backups stores in parallel. We need two drives available to complete restore,
so.w~havesotne fD:Ore()peratingpr~edl.J~stodevel()pthanwe had in theepast. In
tb~.pa~t,you JtI$t..·JllQunted.. atape.·.fQ~thes:tore,· or.sequential, .store· You,.had.·.tonudce
suretheoperatp..Jabl:ledthetape~. an4i(!(was20.·or 30 tapeil'·mlkc:.·S:iJreh~'la~led
them in cq~ctsequencc:.•..Now, we're gping.t() Use these pAT driveflj'ithere aresfour
inthe,cabinet,two.goto. one store, ..twog().. toatlpther.No'Y··labeling cQnventions
become evermoreiJllP()rtagt. T~~ cus!9rnerchpsen9tto'usela1>e1 tapes, but label
tapes would be one way to correct this. Mainly the DDS tapes are for backups, so
regu~ar ..stores, ..durip.gthecourseQf th(fweek, .are.·notdone bythe. 62S0s.. ·.' .These
labeling .·... procedutes, should be. revisited and up<i~tedto.make sure these tapes are
label properly.

COMPRESS=LOW

COMPRESS=HIGH

COMPl,ffiSS=HIGH;PARALLEL

This all resultedin higher avai1abilityoft~esyst~nLtv{ainl¥.becau~",eused
on-line backup and this is a continuing manufactUring' process They stop the process
at midnight.·andthenthey bring the system users down and within 10 minutes they
call get back on the system. We really truly area 23XSn hours per day and seven
days. ··a week operation now, because the customer· 'is only down for 5.or 10 minutes.
Wewereable·toreduce thealllOuntof·dmell'ieftillbackup··toolc.Tlle>wall clock' time
was nota major concemasshown by the table aoove. The slowness of tile tape drive
is overshad~wedHythefa~fthaf~e'cange!morepeople on, ·~tay 'o~longeratIdwe
can still get the tapes tmoughtherebyusinglhe compressionoptions=high,and
parallel.

The things that I can't test ate the volume load. Itisiricollceivable t6'havea test
development· system with same···at'nOuntofvolumeas the prOductiollsystem.We>can
validatetheprdcess and Job strearns on the development system.' Once I tested that,
I. feelverycolllfortable that:whenweputit in thepr~~ctionenviro~~ntTheonly
thingI'm going:to have ina{lditiontothat is the amount ofvolume, amount of free
space we need for the shadow files on each volume set
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and the number oftapes required We can review the load leveling situation, where
I might switch some accounts around and store at separate, .to balance the file
distribution.

3) Implementation plan in production environment

Implementation ofthe plan is as critical as doing the test, because you have to find
the time to stopthe system, add the hardware,soft\vare, an~ patche~tothe
production system. We have to plan out the user environment,·and volume
managemenf changes. Make the changes to SYSGEN, then schedule one weekend to
do the store and restores. Once these steps were completed on the development
system, we then .moved thetnover to· the production system. See Appendix A-6.

After implementation the backup process still has to be revisited on a periodic basis,
because things change. TurboSTORE statistics should keep and monitor the number
of tapes that are used, the length of times, and.any SSTDLIST messages. We still
wanttomake sure that when all our data is backuped we want to make sure we can
restore from that tape. Additional test should be carried out in your environment to
identify what could be a possible weakness aIld tighten the process up.

Today, that environment has· changed..They have now moved·disk arrays into Idev 1
and ldev 2. They have switched from 2254s to 2252s. We would stilluse disk arrays
for high availability and user volume management. We're still using DDSdatslIPIB
for backup. The customer is pleased with the new technology. The new technology
we could implement today:

• New SCSI DDS tape drives with two (2) gigabits of storage capacity

• Data compression SCSI DDS tape.drives

• Larger capacity 2 Gbyte disk arrays, C2258HA/B ~d C2259HA/B

• Rewritable Optical Disk·Library. System

Summary

Document current backup and recover procedures. Identify the targeted backup and
time window for instruction schedule. This particular example was a continuing
manufacturing process, where everyone:. could be gotten ofTthe system ata
prescribed time. In your environment, that might notbe ,the case, but by locating
accounts on separate volume sets, that volume set might be closed a 8:00 or
backuped at 8:00 while the others stay up. User volume sets could be used and are an
integral part inthe developingo(Y9ur b~ckupstrategybecalJseypu·can group users
on volume sets that couldbebackc:d up atcertain times..Payroll,fillancecould be
backed up possibly allY time,yourm~ufact1Jring YO\! want to group on a separate
volume.~t. ~volu~setsplayavery- important role: inyolJr backup~qovery
procedUl"es. So~that's how I grql,Jp users to fit intoY9urscheduie for backup
procedures.
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I can't say enough about planning, documenting your current hardware configuration
and making these worksheets. A lot of time and efTortgo into theseworkshccts, but
lean sit·down with you the customer, to review options or plan different scenarios.
We can then sit down with the CEs to·determinc if this is viable solution. We can
discuss this with the performance specialists to make sure we don't have too many
drives on one channel We can use this as a worksheet when we· do the configuration
and SYSGEN. All this is an efTortto minimize the amount ofdown time and
minimize the number ofproblems weare going to nminto when we do the
switchover. We can't defense each and every situation.. The best we can do is review
each and every step, do itin the daylight hours, so when we get in there to do
back1.lpsand to move discs and tapes around late at night, we will have a clear
understanding ofthe 1/0 paths or sequence·ofevents... Volume management is
critical to this implementation and goes hand in hand with your backup recovery.
Along with that is a series ofcommands thatyou need to review some command
files that.help you build user volume sets, manage your volume sets and .rebuild your
volume. sets inthe.case·ofa disk problem. The.recovery procedures for onc·ofthose
modules need to be reviewed and tested.

We worked together as ateam. We accepted the. challenge of implementing·the new
technology that is facing. the Information Technology (IT) department today: We
improved the store management process that encompasses backup,restore,disk
management, tape management, and database management. We improved<$ystem
availability by eliminating downtime due to data backup, the primarycaus~, ofplanned
downtime. We reduced the operating staffs requirements concerning the backup
process, the associated cost oftapes and their storage. There·was no question· that the
hardware. and software would work. The only question we had, could we. implement
the process we had· planned in a timely·and save manner in a production environment.
This paper isa testimony to the team's success.
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2/4~3.3
7937FE
Member4
LDEV 43
disc

2l4.3.4
7937FE
MemberS
EDEV 44
disc
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USER VOLUME MANAGEMENT
Volume Set CreationlMigration CheckList

Procedures,for moving from one MPEXL_SYSTEM_VOLUME_SET system
domain, t9mul~ple volume'sets:

1.) ", Cr~teanewgroup in the SYS account to hold the 'B"(JL,DACCT jobstreams
(ie.BULDACCT).The twojobstreams 9reated by BULDACCT (BULDJOB1,
and BULDJO~2)will assist in creating the necessary accounting structure to
accommodate your new system environment.

2.) CHGROUP to the new group you wish to contain the BULDACCT jobs.

3.) Determine which accounts will be moved to which User Volume$ets. Run
BULDACCT.PUB.SYS with the appropriate options (see attached output listing
of BULDACCT's options) to move your accounts or groups to a specified
Volume Set.

For example: To just move the MFG. account to MFG_SETl, use the following
BULDACCT run statement:

:RUN BULDACCT.PUB.SYS;INFO="MFG%VSACCT=MFG_SETl"

the resulting BULDJOBI job will contain the necessary command structure to
rebuild the MFGaccoq.ntand groups in boththe system dir~ctory and the user set
directory of the MFG_SETI volume set.

NOTE: At this point, these user volume's.ets.do;not exist. However, these tasks
can be performed ahead of time toheIp~x:peditethe migration once the actual
migration is under way - minimizes system down time.

4.)-]fyou are'setting up mQr~ than one volume set,y~llmay Wish to rename
BULDJOBJ and,BULDJOB2 to an appropriate name (ie. BULDMFGl,
BULDMFG2), and repea:ts~ep '3' for another set or accounts.andvolume set.
Failure to rename,and theBULDJOBxswillbe overlaid with your next account.

5.) Assign 'UV' (user V~lume) capability to.all users expecting to access a lJser
Volume set. This capability,;is requir~d to enable userstoac~ess a User Volume
set and can be assigned ahead of time using the 'ALTUSER' ,command or adding
UV cap option to the BULDJOBI file"with editor of your choice.

6.) Modify the SYSSTART.PUB.SYS file to contain the following command:

VMOUNT ON,Auto

Use the 'Delete Volume' command (DV) to remove all drives that you do not
wish to be part of the new system domain's MPEXL_SYSTEM_VOLUME_SET.
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Once this.:is completed, save the changes (type HOLD)and Exit out ofthe '10'
modulerKeep the new configuration into the CONFIG.SYSgtoup (KEEP).

7.) Run SYSGEN and enter the '10' module (type 10). Perform a 'List Volume'
command (LV), .tddetermine which volumes are designated to be automatically
initialized as system drives during an INSTALL (thus eliminating·theneed to use
VOLUTIL to add these drives to the<systemdomai:n before that can used).

8.) Create a new System Load Tape (SLT) from SYSGEN using the 'TAPE'
command.· Label thistapei\vithappropriateheadingtdate, systemnmlle; >and drive
created. Store where all operations cantind itifneedbe.Thisstepcatl be done
with users accessing the system.

The Jollowingsteps should be taken at the time ofmigration

9.) Perform a FULL backup ofyollfsystem. Be sure to store the group
containing the BULDACCT jobstreamsfirst, fonowed by @.@.@ (Of your
standard fileset);don'tforget tous.ethe DlRECTQRYoption. It would be
advisable to get a hardcopylistingofyouf backup's>'SST,DLIST .as· well .•• An
example Qf the STORE cornmandwould··be:

:file.T;dev~ape

:fileL;dev::=lp
:STORE
@.BUbDACC'f.SYS;@.@.SN'S,@.@.@;*T;&
:directory;offline==*L' .

~.,- :--:.-.~",--;.<, '-0' :'.,'): "-':' .' ',>':':,:-: <"<,-t "\,,:.

IMPORTANT - Do not continue this process until you have verified tpat ALL
files haveibemsuccessfully STOREd,to tape.<Thenext'step (Step 1(1 willerase all
of your data from the disks. Confirm thatth~'DIRECTORY'optionwasusedas

wen.

Perform an INSTALL using the SLT created in Step 8.

11.) Perform 'DSTAT ALL' commandtcfensure that only the drives that you are
expecting to show up under the MPEXL_SYSTEM_VOLUME_SET are in the
system •. volume'set. Ifnot, !retum.td Step ··5·to···. determine.why.Otherwiseproceedt6
next stepi

12.) Run VOLUTIL to create the desired User Volume Sets (using the
S~RATCHVOL,NEWSET~and NEWVOLc.omman4~:where necessary).•". you
should alr~adYkrlow wl}ich,driyesYQ\l·wish to bemembersofavolume set - of
t~esedrives,onedisk will be the.master(created usingth~NEWSET.co1llJl1a.nd).

All· Bubsequ~llt memQersare~ddedto thene\Vlycreated set using ~he NEWVOL
command. (se~32650-90045VolumeManageIllentJleferenge\¥8:nual).
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13.) Ot\ceyou havecompleted,the initialization step', you should verify your work
with the'DSTAT AI.,L' command. If alllooks'good"proceedwitb(nextstep.

14.) RESTORE the BULDACCT jobstreams andDIRECTORY,ie:

:file 'T;dev=tape
:RESTORE *T;@.buldacct.sys;directory;show

IS.} Stream all oftheBULDxxx1.BULDACCT.SYS Jobstreams. 'Confirm; via the
SSTDLIST files,: that all jobs completed successfully. Check your work witbtbe
REPORT, LISTACCT, and,LISTGROUP commands; perfotmREPORTusing
the 'ONVS=' option, to endure that the groups are on the volume sets where that
belong.

= Important ,Notice =

In a production environment, accountusefsare added and deleted ,over time. So,
files can exist in the account that were created by a user who no longer exist on
the system. At restore time a message willdisplayed that the user no longer exist
and the files are not restored. Steps need to be taken to guard against this
happening or an addition restore must take place to get all the files restored back
to the system. MPEX has a option that checks all files for all file creators who no
longer exist. The MPE RESTORE command has an option to set the creator
name. You have to makethe decision whether to purge these files or change the
creator to an existing user name. OtherWise valuable time will be taken to
perform a second restore to add the additional files.

16.) If all looks to be in order,complet~the migration with 'a complete reload of
the systemusing,the FULL backup tapeset.

:file T;dev=tape
:RESTORE*T;@.@.@;KEEP;SHOW;OLDDATE

IMPORTANT - DO NOT USE THE 'DIRECTORY' OPTION WITH THIS
RESTORE.

17.):Stream all of the BULDxxx2.BULDACCT.SYS Jobstreams.Confirm, via
the SSTDLIST files, that all jobs completed successfully. This step.sets the
individual UDC files to the system,. account and user.

18.)'1//!!!!/l!l/CONGRATULATIONS/!!!!!!/J/!!!! You have successfully
migrated your,"$ystemenvitonment to ,a combined system'and user volume set
env~ron1l1ent~;Atthis point •you" are readyto enjoy greater 'peaceo~mind'knoWing
that you have succeeded in dramatically reducing your exposure to downtime in
the event of a disk"crash (DISASTER) requiring an INSTALL to recover.
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BUILD ACCOUNT PROGRAM FOR DIRECTORY MIGRATION

For·use Oil MPE/XLsystems only

Program re-builds ormovestdPEIXL system accounting structure from one
system to another or from· one volume set to another

Account, group, user and udc accounting information is formated and written to
two files whicnexecute ill batch mode (job streall1.).'Both job stream files Will
execute on either an MPE V or MPE XL. The program, however,will only
execute on a MPEXL system.

If no additional option is given then job··stream.snamed'BULDJOB1 and
BULDJOB2 are created which contain commands to recreate the directory
structure on another systerl1,ltlenticalto a snap shot 'ofthe currentdirectory
structure. BULDJOB1··recreatesthe accoUDtslgroups/usersand BULDJOB2.••sets
the systewaccollfitluseflevel UDCs~ThefollowingcomrDandmakes the job files
to recreatedirecfofy structuteofallaccotmts:
:RUNBULDACCT; INFO="@"

Several options can be used when executing this program.Options are passed in
the info=".."clause of the run command oton the interactiveBULDACCT
prompt which comes up when the utility is run with/no info string. These options
are:

1.) acct_list - .A••.subsetofa~boutlts .'cari.bepa.ssea.This enabl~s.the user to .re
created only those accounts selected in account list For example:

info=='~A@,ba@,z@"

2.}%VSACCT·-Createsjob streams with volume set option atthe account level

Syntax:

run buldacct;info="[acct_list]%VSACCT=user_vol_set"

where acct_listis the list of accounts to be migrated. It can include valid CI wild
carding, 'for .exatnple,S@,. @S will include all •.•• accountsbegining or ending with
an S.The default acct.:...Iist is@. user~vol_setisaivalidivolume'set name

~i~?~ti?~.~ausesadditionalnewacctandn~wgroup.cotnmatldswith
onvs=user_vol__set 'lobe inserted,such that the acconts andgtoups are migrated to
the user_vol_set. As an example, if GYPSy'isan:aeeount on some volume set
(could be system volume set) then the following sequence of commands move
GYPSY to a user volume set call~d';'target_vol'7set":
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:S'fOR.E@.@.GYPSY;;,SHOW
:RUN BULDACCT; INFO="GYPSY%VSACCT=target_vol_set"
:PURGEACCT GYPSY {should be no sy~tem udcfilesin G¥PSY}
:PURGEACCT GYPSY; ONVS=target_vol_set
:STREAM BULDJOBl{rebuilds acct/grp/us~r:, structures}
:RESTORE ; @.@.@; SlIOW;CREt\TE==CREATOR
:STREAM BULDJOB2 {resets the system/acct/user udcs}

3.)%VS- Createsjob.'streams'withvolumes~t optioJ):'atgroup.level

Syntax:

mnbuldacct;info='~[acct...Jist]%VSTIUser:_vol_s,et"

This option causes additional only newgrolJ.pconnnands,with option
onvs===user_vol__set to' be inserted such thatthe groups ar~ migrated to the
user_vol_set, providedd the. parent account already ,. exists on"tile user set.,As an
example, if GYPSY is an account on. some volume set (could be the system
volume set) then the following sequence of commands move the groups in the
GYPSY account to a user volume set called "target_vol_set":

:STORE@.@.GYPSY;;.SHOW
:RUNBULDACCT; INFO="GYPSY%VS=target_vol_set"
:PURGEACCT GYPSY
:STREAM BULDJOBl {rebuilds acctlgrp/user structures}
:RESTORE; @.@.@;SHOW; CREATE==CREATOR
:STREAMBULDJQB2 {resets the system/acct/user udcs}

GYPSY account is assumed to exist onthe "target_vol_set":

4.) %UV - Creates ajobstreams with volume setQptionfQraccountswhich have
atleast one group residing on a UV.

Syntax:

run buldacct;info="[acct_list]%UV[=user_vol_set]"

This, option causes the account list to be shQrtened to:thoseaccounts,whic~ha.ve

at least onegroupona user set.Ifuser_vol_set is specified th~n thead4i~ional

newgroup and newacct commands with "onvs=" use user_vol_set as the target
volume set. As, an example, ifGYPSYl. is an account on somevollJ.tne set (couJd
be system volume set) with atJeast, one group on a user •volmne$et"andG'YPSY2
has all group.s on system volume, set then
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:RUN BULDACCT; INFO="GYPSYJ,GYPSY2%UV"

creates Jobs to recreate directory structure.of qYPSyl"only.• ·. And

:RUN BULDACCT; INFO:::::"GYPSY1,GYPSY2%UV==usef_vol_set"

creates jobstb recreate directory strU~ture of GYPSYlonlyWith user~vol_setas
th~ volume set name in "onvs=" clause of the gr<>ups" which actually are on a user
(private) vol set.

5.) %HELP·.. causes this information to.beprinted.

....

"%HELP" to getdetailed help on options

"%QUIT" quit from interactive prompt

"3cct_Iist%VSACCT=user_set" to migrate ~CCOtmts and groups to. the user....set volUllle
set

tomigrateortly the groups to the user_set volume set

to select aeeountswith at least one group on the user_set

(Maxi~l1m inf6string length allowed is 80 chars)

Type the info string (max~O chars, C.R for default of @)

BULDACCT: ITF3000

Groups with PRIV VOL=YES will have HOMEVS= and ONVS=options.
ACCOUNT ITF3000 ADDED TO FILE

Please check that the manager.sys passwords on the job card of Buldjob1 and
Buldjob2 are consistent with the target system

build account JOB "BULDJOB1" built..
Setcatalog JOB "BULDJOB2" built..

END OF PROGRAM
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'/Switch./
HP-IB HP-IB

+---4---+ +---S---+

1~1t~~~1 1~i~:i:1
+---!---+ +---!---+

1'. ~!~l~~111~!.!.·i;:1·.·----------+---+.1._':'! +
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tape---+---
+---!---+

1~!;~~~1
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+---------..---------+..+-------------------+
!~:~~:~±-~~~·-1~::~1-~.l.i!~:~~:~±-~~~-~~::~1~·~!
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HP-FL HP-FL HP-FL
SysVolSet ARCHIVE FDT
+---1----+ +---2----+ +---3----+
~~~2~5gA~~j7tLO ~~2g5gA
MEMBER1 MEMBER8 MEMBER80
LDEV 1 LDEV 8 LDEV 80
disCi discL disc
disc disc~ 4isc~0,

~~~~§g~ ~~~~iii- ~gig~~~
MEMBER2 MEMBER9 MEMBERS1
LDEV ·2 LDEV 9 LDiV 81
disc disc disc
disci, disc9- discSl,
spool--- -6L--4-. -4-.-2- ~a2r.r8a.y-.-2- +---6---+

o 1..2.L. 4. • o. 717937FL CC22S2A 2.680A
MEMBERII MEMBER82 LDEV .' 16
LDEV 11 LDEV 82 laser
disc disc -------discil d±sbA2,
6L4~4~3- aij~~t---
7937FL +--------+
MEMBER12 2/8.0.3
LDEV 12 HPC22S2A
diSc MEMBER70
disci2 LDEV 70
-------- disc
6L4.4.4 disC70,
7937FL ar+ay---
MEMBER14
LDEV 14
disc
disci4

614.4.S
7937FL
MEMBERlS
LQEV IS
d~sc
discis
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How Messy Is My Database

Paper .#5017

By David· J.Greer

Robelle Consulting Ltd.
Unit 201, IS399-102A Ave.

Surrey, B.C. Canada V3R 7KI
Phone: (604) 582-1700

Fax: (604) 582-1799

I!?w·.. messxarethin~~ •• il}si~e.yo\l.rdat~~as~s? •• To.answer~ ••••. this questi()~.·there••• are
two .pro~rams, 'I>~L()ADN(} .(available '. fr()m '. the •.•.••. col!trib~t~d ." library) and
Robelle's HowMessy, which print a report' on the internal efficiency.' of an
1¥~9E/~QL datallas~..• Whell.DB~OADJ'TG. and,H()wMessy . were first .. written,
compu~ers., .r~~at afraRtionoftheir current speed, MPE/iX didn't~xist, and a
large database hadl OQ,OOO .records.

A messy database consumes more disc input/output (I/O). Despite the increase
in CPU speed and disc space, these extra disc I/Os have a significant impact on
system performance. This paper explains '. t~e informatio~< ...•.. fro.:I1 t~e
DBLOADNG/HowMessy report and suggests solutions for common database
performance' problems.' To fully understand· the report, you will. require some
background on the int~rnal data structures of IMAGE.

Reference Material

One of the best references on IMAGE is TheIMAGEl3000 Handbook written by
Robert Green, ~!fr~doRego"Fred White, David Greer, and Dennis Heider. You
can order cop~~~'. from Wordw~re, p~(). Box J430~-T,. Seatt~e, .. WA 98114, fax
(206) 222-5232.' : '

I~AGE Background

All IMAGEdatasets are separated into blocks. The size of these .bl()cks. is
controlled by the $CONTROL BLOCKMAX parameter of DBSCHEMA.Most
IMi\Gf .datab~~~have bl()cks.thatar~512wor;qsl0t\g, .. p~l"h~ps 1024 words on
MPE/i". Eacbbiockco?tainsone or more records; the actualnum,ber of records
per •block is kno\yn as the blocking factor.

Why are blocks important? All input and output to an IMAGE aataset' is' done
by. individual ,blocks and, not by •records. Because ,I/Os are the. lilJlit~llg.Iesource
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on' most UP 3000 sys~~I1\~' •.•• we .vvishJc:> minimi~~ it~elJ.urnber of I/Ds required to
access our databases. " ,'-

When we refer toa· "messy" datab~t',.~:emeal1 one that takes more l/Os than the
optimal case. •The DBLOADNG/HowMessy report quantifies many of the I/O
operations that take place in your databases.

Below are some tips on how to analyze the. reports generated by DBLOADNG
and. HowMessy. The report i~ usQa1l.Y printed: ill 132 columns, but we will show
it "folded".

Master Batasets (Ato or Man)

Your performance goal for master datasets should be one disc read for each
hashed DBGET (i.e., mode-7) and three disc I/Ds for each DBPUT (one read,
one write, and one update file-label). IMAGE uses a hashing algorithm to
tr~nslate yo~r key v.~lue~._(e.g,.,~ CUST0M:~R~NlJMBER) to a nUD1berb~t\Veel1<~

and the capacity of your dataset. .. U-nfortqnately, no hashingalgorithrnis. perfect
and IMAGE will assign,thes~me record number t9 som~ ()fyourJ{ey;val.u~s.

In .. IMAGE term.inology, we call one or 'these ,records a secondary ~ _ Mostmaster
datasets have some. secondaries. We should· only be concerned when .there. are
many secondaries or when the secondaries are in different blocks (causing more
I/O). '

}:xaDlple Reports-Master Batasets

.

Secon- Max

Type Loa,d daries Blks Blk

Data Set Capacity Entries Factor (Highwater) Fact

MCUST Ato 21881 17295 79.0% 31.1% 6 28 •••

Max Ave Std Expel .. Avg, Ineff.Elor;tg-

... Searchftetn Chain Chain Dev Blocks Blocks Ptrs ation

CUSTOMER 6 1.450.71 1.00 1.08 6.1% 1.08

The secondaries column is the percentage of all entries that· a.re secondaries.
Maxhnum blocks~s the worst-case number of. blocks that DOPUT will have to
read to find thent'xtfreeentry. .

Seco9dariesfor. the ,same IMAc;Erecord .•. '"lumber are .• linked together ••.·i"toa~c1'lain.
The maximum chain is the worst. case f()r. the dataset... If,a. secondarY •. entr~,i$ .. in
a different block from the primary entry, DBGET will have to do an extra I/O
to ,retrieve your record.

I"C" ,',- . ',

Expected' blocks is· the' best case '(which is usually 1.00 f'c'-r master datasets) while
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the average blocks are the number of blocks needed toholdtheal'erage cbaiJl;.
The inefficient pointers column is the percentage of secondary entries that span a
block boundary .(records in the same, block are not a. pt;oblem).

Diagnosis" fo·(···this·example?·The,MCUSTdataset is ,healthy. There are·', not too
many.secondaries·and.mostof them are in' the same block.

Secon- Max

Type Load dar-ies '81ks'llk
Data Set Capacity Entries Factor (Highwater) Fact

MSTATE Man 18401 14722 80.0% 31.4% 15 11 ...

Ave Std Expel Avg IneffElQl')g-
ehain Dev Ilocks I locks Ptrs at ion
1.46 0.72 1.00 1.31 23.5% 1.31

Our second example .has ,about the same number:.ofsecondariesas<the· first, but
there aretwos'igni£icant' differences. The maximum blocks is 15 instead of 6,
and the inefficient· pointers is 23.5% instead of 6.1010. rEhisdataset is less
efficient than the previous one, even though it has effectively the same
percentage of' secondaries, maximum····and average'"chain. length" and' standard
~deviation.·.• The; reason· ···is· easyto.···.see:·· MSTATE" has:ablocldngfactor.. of' only. ·11
records per block, as.opposed to the28perblockjnMCUST~

• If .secondaries . are over 3Q~and"'" inefficient pointers ..··.·are .. over50%,the
dataset is either' too full .or not hashing properly. Increase "capacityto a
highe.r \odd number, or change the .data-typeandformat.,:of •the •searchfield~

• Look .' ··for .··clustering •problems:··.·.· ... IQad .factor ·.le,ss· ". thaD, .. 80010, ..·secon(jaries less
than 5%, and maximum blocks greater than 100.< Clustering usually results
from' a sequential binary key; change' it to type X, U, or Z.

• Changing a key's . type~ .i. value~or format is almostimpQssible after a large
database is in production.. Build y.OUf test databases .early andfHlthemwith
an appropriate set .of values (arbuild ··your· en'tire;applicationdatabaseearly
if you have the resources). Use ·DBLOADNGonyourtestdatabase. Early
database changes are always the easiest to implement.
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Detail·· Datasets{Det)

DBLOADNG/HowMessy reports chain inf'ormatiotl foreachpath:in a detail
dataset. Before accessing chains of records in a detail dataset, you must do a
DBFINDfor the patbyou .are interested ,in.. TheDBFIND bas the same overhead
as a keyed DBGET(i.e.,mod'e';;7) so that'poor,master dataset performance will
affect your detail dataset lookups.

Example Reports -Detail:Datasets:

Secon- Max

Type Load daries Blks Blk

Data Set Capacity Entries Factor (Highwater) Fact

DNAME Det 21876 1:729579'~'1X ( 18336) 4 •••

Max Ave Std Expd Avg Ineff Elong-

••• Search Item Chain Chain Dev Blocks BlocksPtrs atian

'CUSTOMER 1 1.00 0 1.00; 1.00 OX, t.OO

S ACCOUNT 245 1.173.14 1.03 1.17 99.6X 1.14

The secondaries 'and' maximum' blocks columns do ·not ·apply ·to detaildatasets.········In
this example, the CUSTOMER path . has "'one and 'only 'one . record·.· for each
customer. We know this because the maximum chain length and the average
chain length are one. Many IMAGE detail datasets have this same one-to-one
relationship. If you find a maximum chain length of two,<youknow that there is
at least one invalid record in your dataset. The inefficient pointers are 0%
because' there' are no .chain· pointers in a chain length of' one.

The ACCOUNT path has at least one .account number for which there' are 245
records, but on average there are 1.17 records for each account number.
Elongation teUs'howinefficientlychains. are packed,' relative' to their "optimum
packing. Most ACCOUNT chains are inefficient, with 99.6% of the existing
.pointerspointing<to' different blocks·, but .the'elongation'is',smaU •. because the
average chain length: is'"small.

One problem with this dataset is that CUSTOMER was chosen as the primary (!)
key. ,Even if the CUSTOM'ER path is accessed more often tha.n the ACCOUNT
path, it should ..•.... nOf ..... be :the··:primary path 'because' it, has no· :chains..::'. Instead,
ACC0UNT should ,be made: tbe primary patb.
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Secon- Max
Type Load daries Blks Blk

DataSet Capac i ty Entries Faetor(Highwater·) . Fact
DRECV Det 208196 11860957.0% ( 155612) 23 ...

Max
•••.. ··Search Item Chain
S! ACCOUNT 1604

Std Expel Avg Ineff Elong
Blocks Blocks .Ptrs ati()n
1.36 ..• 11.3272.5% .•. ··8.34

This dataset has only one path, ACCOUNT, which has an average of 8.06 records
for each ACCOUNT, but the largest account has 1604 transactions. The standard
deviation is 35.75 indicating that there are many accounts with three or four
times the. average.

This path is the· first. one with a large· elongation. value (8.34). This high value
indicates that the DRECV dataset could be made· mucb Illore·efficient by
repacking' tbeentries that have the 'same key value. As the dataset stands, the
average chain .actually traverses 11.32 blocks, .. and 72.5% of ... the pointers within
these blocks are inefficient.

This situation arises ... naturally· overtime.. The dataset .entries .are loaded in date
order, not in customer order,sincepewinv()ices andpaYlllents are loaded daily.
This dataset is eight times less efficient than it need be, but the improvement
gain by repacking would only be temporary. This dataset will need periodic
repacking .... to maintain efficiency. .

Detail DatasetSolutioDS

• Ignore load factor, unless dataset over£low·. islikefy..

• If a detail dataset has more than one path, check that the primary path (!)
has a large average chain length.and is often accessed.

• Elongation. of· eight on a primary .path means tbat disc ItO will be reduced
by a factor of eight if you reload the dataset. You can reload a dataset
using DBUNLOAD and DBLOAD, .. SUPRTOOL from Robelle,DBMGR
from DJ.S.C., DETPACI<.fromAdager, ;DBGENERALfrom···Bradmark
Systems, or Flexibase from Proactive Systems. DBMGR,DETPACK,
DBGENERAL, .and Flexibaseare the fastest.

• Look for average· chain equal to ·1.00, standard deviation about. 0.0 I, and
maximum chain of 20r 3: this is usually a datasetthat.s-houldhaveexactly
one entry per key value but actually has some invaHdduplicate key values.
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• Look. for paths with long chains (average chain plus standard deviation >
100), especially if the path is sorted (8).

• As with mastel>datasets, build and test your database· design early.

Estimating Response Time

This table shows the minimum number of disc I/Os required·... for each IMAGE
intrinsic. An example follows of how to estimate response tillle,by computing
the total disc I/Os for an exampl~ application.

Procedure
DBFIND
DBGET
DBBEGIN
DBEND
DBUPDATE
CBPUT
DBDELETE

Disc I/O
1
1
1
1
1
3 -+- (4 x #paths, if detail)
2 ~(3 ~ #paths, if detail)

DBGET-2(Master)
DBGET-2(Cetail)

Capacity/Blocking Factor
#Entries/Blocking Factor

Suppose that you want .to add 100,000 records to a detail dataset with two paths.
We assume that on a Classic HP 3000 you can achieve 25 disc I/Osper second
and on MPE/iX you can achieve 50 disc I/Os per second:

3 + (4 x 2) = II disc I/Os per DBPUT

100,000 x 11 = 1,100,000 disc I/Os

Classic:
1,100,000 discJ/Os / 25 =44,000 .seconds

44,000 seconds = 12.2 hour.s

MPE/iX:
1,100,000 discl/Os/50 = 22,000 seconds

22,000 seconds = 6.1 hQurs

AutomatingHQwM,ssy .Analysis

For years, I was irritated that I had to read the HowMessy report once a month
(or once a week or once a day, depending on the database). A lot of the analysis
was routine and could easily have been done by a computer. To. handle this
problem, recent versions of HowMessy now create a self-describing file with all
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the data on the .report. A self-describing file is an· ordinary MPE file with
information about the fields in the file.

With this file, you can do the following:

• Write a program (COBOL, PowerHouse, etc.) to read the file and analyze the
report.

• Have products like· Suprtool or AskPlus read the self-describing file to
produce· reports or control job streams.

• Write job streams that automatically fix the database, based on results found
in the self-describing file (e.g., repacking detail datasets).

• Keep historical data so that trend analysis is possible.

• Have job streams monitor databases and use· electronic mail to warn system
administrators of potential p.roblems (e.g., a dataset that· is about to fill up).

Summary

All IMAGE databases become messy (unless they never change!) HowMessyand
DBLOADNG provide a report that lets you analyze the efficiencyof.your
databases. Understanding the report is easy, once you understand some .of the
internals of IMAGE. Then, ··constantmonitoring of how .messy your databases
really are, will result in top performance from your IMAGE applications.

Copyright Robene· Consulting Ltd. 1993

Permission. is granted to reprint this document (but not
for profit), provided that copyright notice is·· given.
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Joseph C. Geiser
In~uranceDataProces$ing,lnc.

One·Washington Square
Wyncote, PA .19095

INTRODUCTION:

Last year, .this paper centered around how an MPE .. shop could take advantage .. of
Client-Server technologies available then. Many. things.,have happened over the .. past
year, to make this job ,even easier for anybody wanting to take advantage, ,.of
Client-Server technologies. This paper will center on various methods on either writing
new applications, or migrating existing legacy applications over to the Client-Server
platform.· Much of this information can ·even be· used· to evaluate existing applications
w~ichyou maybe considering. bringing in.

Unlike last year, however, we won't center on a palticUlarapplication or case study. We
will look at·alternatives and· strategies, as ·well·.·as.coding examples,. on creating efficient
Client-Se....,er·applications~

Looking at existing applications on RP3000's, they haven't changed much over the last
y~ar. . .MQstof. the.· .. aetivity ..,inClient-~el¥e.rappli~tions .is .taking' f:)lace 'at the ... file
serverlclienlPCleveLHP3009'saresti,11.funning t~esame.host-based ~pplicalions th,at
hav~ beef' runrtingfor years,WithafeVi~x~epti().n~.

Are you· .u$ingY9ur'I-tP3QOOtoJtsfullest,pofentiaI7

• Do you. have intensive, OllU~etransaetion-based:systerns?
.Rasyourre~ponsetimedegra~~d, wit~the ad~iti.onoflle\y,users, or function?
• Have you considered upgrading your.CPU,be.cause ··itcannot.kE)ep pace?
• Have you been. replacing your terminals with·PCs?
• Are .. you· looking to addfunetion, like document imaging, document archival, OCR,

etc.?
• Do you want to implement Graphic User Interfaces within your systems?

ClientoServer Computing with MPE: theSequel
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If the answer to one or more of these questions is yes - then the time is now, to start
looking at your current and planned applications for possible migration to a Client-Server
platform. Why? Let's look at each item, and why a client-server solution would be
appropriate for each:

1. Do you have intensive, onlinetransaction.~asedsystems?

More than likely, your systems are online and transaction-based, after all, the HP3000
and TurbolMAGE are great at this typ, ;0;1 appliQation. The database is fast, the system
responds 'better to online use than with concurrent batch use. But where is the work
being'done? On the HP3000. As users are added, the system slows,down due to the
increased workload. It may not be noticeable at first, but it will be - and sooner than you
think!

The, majority,. of the workload" could be placed ,on a',PC, and reUevingthe HP3000 to
perform the'managing of data. 'You', will get better' performance, with more" users
connected,with the same computer~ ,

2. Has your response time degraded, with the addition ofnew users or funCtion?

You bought this great HP3000, it performs better than your wildest expectations., you
add a new application to it, then another, 'then another. More, users' are added and it
starts to slow down. Remember, the more you add to the same system, the time
necessary to process the increased workload will increase. ,Simple" comm()n sens~,

right? We all think SQ, but those who run our companies don't necessarily see it that
way. Dollars for upgrades are not as plentiful as they were in days gone by.

Another factor'to consider is' Batch ProceSsing. Although it usually runs in a lower
queue', high-volume' summarization of data can often wreak· havoc on online users.
Summarization of data for daily and monthly processing can be handled differently, such
as summarization "on the fly," as each transaction is p~ocessed. This type of
summarization can provide more benefits than imagined, such as the implementation of
Executive Information Systems, (EIS) and online, reports, as opposed to the daily, an~
monthly reams" of paper, which become obsolete ina matter of hours or days. This is
accomplished. by sharing the' ioad, between ihePC and the HP3000. Who knows, you
might even save a tree or two in the proce~s as well.'
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3. Have you considered upgrading your CPU because It cannot keep pace?

S,Q,i"lOW you inform the folk$ with tt}e checkbook that you need en,upgradE!. Thi$ .could
cost anywhere from $10,000 on up, dePE!nding on\Vh~tyolJfupgr~ding to. Lord help you
if you_bave a CI~$Sic(Serie$.70an~ below). Can you justify this cost?

You could ;upgta<le ,the.applieationsand.keep the same,machine•. ata.IQwer ;co$1. 'The
same computer could be executing just one application (data serving), with the bulk of
the application on the PC. It can be done" and with little retraining of eXisting staff, and
with tools that are qUi!E3ip.~xpellsiv~.

4. Hav~ you .i),e" replacing terminals wlthPC~?

PCs, have proliferated; to the point where they are now quite inexpensive. It isgettirig
unusual to see terminals on desks anymore, But what are these PCs running?
Reflections, 'Sessions,.AdvanceL.ink,Mlnisoft's '.• MS"'92, whatever '.- .it's ·a, tennulator, •and
termulators;just~ake a $1,.300·PC act like 'a $600 terminal.

That PC probably has at least a 1MB of RAM, possibly more. ·;:It >has a. powerful
processor. ·It may have a network adapter which makes. itrun at10rnegabits..••. Whyjust
use.a.PC .asa'glorifiedJerminal,when you', can" performthebulk:of'yourprocessing
locally, and· reserve that speed for'data access from,the HP3000"and use.theHP more
efficiently.

5. Are you·, are looking to add function, like document' .Imaging, document
a~chlval" OCR" etc. ?

1here'aresornethingsthC!tdonot~OrkweU VfithJtleHP~OOO: File servers dedicated for
the purpose of handling these tasks are farsuperiOfsc:>luti9ns..

D()curn~nJimagingis.9r;le exampl~. " E"en.• thesolutio,..;used:bYtfP~en,Jmplemen~ing
this ,function ,with .~xi~;ng." •. and new••customers.,~ses .either~p,HP9000, "or, a ,high-end
Vedra server - both UNIX-based, anq NOT H.Psoftware!

There~re9ttlelisYstems •.,which work .e9~aUY \VeU in •• a-Lo~1 Are.a.Ne~ork. environment,
w~iG~ar~Novell,DO$;.andWind9~ based. If yourJlppli~tiQnis,HF'3900~baSf)d,y()u
w.Ulfjnd itdifficult to.integ(~t~ this function. .
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6. Do you want to Integrate .Graphic User Interfaces within yoursystems?

Many cornpaniesarefilldingt~atGraphicUser Interfaces<(GUls)·.pl"()videnotonlya'great
way ·to manage···· applications,'" but«with the advent· of data ". exchange' ···and object
orientation and linkage-'applications·.suchas wordprocessorsand···.spreadsheets can be
literally.linked in-integrated -intonew'and migrated legacy applications seamlessly. It's
more than just a glorifledmenusyStem,'folks - there are real advantages herel

TO MIGRATE, OR'NOTTO'MIGRATE? THAT IS THE'QUESnONI

Well, do you migrate, or keep the ·~ame·.old· .•• stuff? •The answer .to •• t~is lies in. your
particular application. The first step inascertainingwhetherare-engineering effort is
worth it is to study all aspects of all applications used in your company. Here are some
things-to look for:

• Online applications are'better candidates than batch applications
• Applications which do not perform a great deal of updating in one. logical transaction

(five· to. six physical writes per one .logical transaction for TurbolMAGE is a guideline,
although nota rule) .

• Applications which can be easily ported -to an "object orientation". An'example· of this
would be the .. abilitytobteak the application into 'smaller objects' (copylibs, database
1-0, screen.handling)

• Applications which fit one or more of the above criteria, and are considered~'mature"

and are prime rewrite candidates.

Why is this criteria important?

Client-server applications run on the PC, not the host. The host merely supplies data,
and herein lies the probl~m. Thehost'must filter that data and send it toa PC, which
then in tum, processes it,' and either requests the next record -from the' host,or updates
the existing record and requests another record.

Batch processes.~re more.efficie~t ,as host-based.·.proc~sses,· beCause the"datastays in
the system, usually requires large volumes of data,'as opposed .to a' limited set of
records, and therefore, can process it much quicker thana PC.

On the' other hand,.onlineapplicati~ns usuany~eal with.a limited"$etofdata, perform
direct keyed' or·' hash reads againSt. keyed' files· (table lookUps)' •• and '.. w~te.logical
transactions consisting of an average of 5 to 6 physical file writes. Forcalculation
intensive, or online work. it's more efficient for a PC to perform this work, relieving the
host from these duties.
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The best place to start is a study. The group to study the issue'should not only contain
management. but ··programmers and 'analysts as' weU, as they' know>theintemalsof the
applications better than· anyone .else.. If your staff is limited, then·outside consultants can
be used to give an .o~jedive,~hird-party. assessment of your applications, and the
chances of success in migrating applications to a client-server environm'erit.

Tools are in abundant supply today.. .It. seems that all the major players' ·are providing
clien~-serve..tools to $pee<;t. delivery. of new sY$le,"s,~nd thecost.is coming down.

The keys to developing these systems are:
" ···i··".<'<' «<. .., <"

• HO,st Filten;-Ho$l-based,>pr9ce~~res' insLslXLsi~which.areintegr~ted into the hew
sy§temtg·.·.filter.·.. 'arge .• amQYf1ts. Qf:(jata, ..·.·~nd ••.• '"ipimizes· nelwork:,traffic liS. well as
Ullllece~ary pC.pr()ce~ing ... ,,/ •.•. ,..'••. ;", . •.... , ...• >V.•'.,i> ••....., •.•....• .•.• '.•. "..... ...•.•• ..' .•..•.••.. <.•.•.,'......... ..•• ....'.,'

• Iteusabl~c;ode- Building. ~()~eobj~cts,which.qan,b~.reusedinottl~f.: programs.
• Speed- Average'application tumaroundshould n()texcee(j ~ightmonths.
• Ease of Training - Tools must be easy to learn and use.
.'Maintainability~iResult$mustbe ·easy.to maintain.
• Rodability-Applications'should be .·object .• Oriel)ted,."sO.·,·.th~t.· migration" to other

platforms does not •mean'a .CQMRLETE rewrite,just' certain code oi)jeds - the
application should.remain intact.

,:. " .....: .' ,- '., . .' ':" . : :.... . - ',' ...... .. :- <.. .. .. " :. .- .. .. .. ',,,' ': .. " - : ,'_ .. ".... :": .. - .. -.... ',.... "":.., ...... ..: .. '," ,,' .-.... : .' .. " :.~ -':'.. '" ". , ......,. '.' . . '.' ::..... .,

Mostcllent-serverapplicationsbeingdeveloped today are based onJvllcrospft Windows~
TO. many,'" thethoughfOfwritingoodefor .Windows •• isscary~' unless they've/trained toril.
This misconception is ,brought, about by the fad that people Tare under the impression
that it's C/C++, or nothing.Whe fact· ofthe matleris."that'iRlost."front..end" or>,ordine
portions of Wind()ws-bas~dprograms are now written with .either Visual Basic.'or Visual
C/C-t* .(V.isual Basic is the most··common) or u$ing.Windows-:,based4Glssuch.·asActan
PoWerbuilde~ orObjectVision.

Visual Basic, is .• by far, the ... easiest to .Ieam, •and is very powerful.-this;is,nQItheBASIC
you' grew up with in High School'and College- this is a professional version·which can do
anything'that:()8n :be done withe/c++.> SmaUapplications,canbe .. developed,:in •ho,urs~
Large,·applications,which in a". t ..aditional.l~nguagesuch as .•.. CQBOL would ta.ke. ;over .. a
year.to develop, 'can 'be done in six months or lesswithVisUlilBasic.
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The /client-serveraspect0of<any ... application .uses "middleware" .. a layer of,CQde which
residesbetween,y,ourapplication. and the host serv.er~-Tbereare$8"eral.middleware
applicationsavailableforthe HI?3000, some ofwhich.·are:

• Process-to~Process Link ··(PPL) for Windows; (and DOS)from.WRQ
• Omnidex·Client-Server (based on PPL, but with Omnidex Links)
• EDAlSQl from: Information Builders
• Third-Party.pata~a~@:..""!~9~~{T\ent •• SY~'Q1s ~,lJC!"~~O.t~,~I.~ an~\i.~y~a~
• ...and yes, HP Cooperative Services is' back .on the CPl, and wetn see for how long,

and what improvements are plann,edfrom the..SWT division.

Which middlewaie······productyou wOuld want to.use depends ·on .your plans··for the' future,
your desire for "open systems" and your budget (or lack thereof...).

PPL ha.s two t()?'kits.Standard PPLrf3quiresth~tahostserver~ c~~0"!l~~ttenby the
user, .. which, woul~perform: all·. acti()n~ required· b~the client~C~ .·This-portion-isportable
between the HP3000, the·DECNAXandUnix-based computers.· ThePPl HP Toolkit .is
for standard •HP~900 access.~nd TurbOIMAGE.. It provides for .all' :of the'TurbolMAGE
intrinsics and many· of the·· standard' intrinsics. It also .. provides for· Remote Procedure
Calls (RPCs)- procedUres inSLslXLs.

Omnidex Client-Server was. based ·on'PPl, however, extensions were added for current
(and new) users of Omnidex.lfiyou'currently useOmnidexlndexing, then you can get
the advantages.of·PPL, with the Omnidex extensions in this version.

EDAlSQL is the "open" solution.· Information Builders has put together a product, which
will allow an application to use iastandardset of SQl calls,and access over 30. different
database management systems, including Allbase and TurboIMAGE;; as well as those on
IBM platforms (DB2, .OS/400)and<PC/ServertypesUke X-Base-and many.othersilf
you have a multi-vendorenvirol1ment;, this is worth checking out· -

The.••areas···of· concern for··EDAlSQlare .. price and training. 'There isa·set ..price which
covers the core EDAlSQl software·and one DBMS. Additional, charges are assessed for
additional DBMS support. Training is an issue, as SQl is used exclusively, even with
TurbolMAGEEdatabases.

Oracle, naturally supports Oracle.·. If .you'rean Oracle user, then .you probably already
know it's·'capabilities. .Using Oracle,your· application will be supported unchanged on
over 70 different hardware platfonns- from' PCs to, Mainframes. Oracle's
TCP/IP-Connect will permit true client-server connectivity with any supported. platform
including the HP3000.
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The main concemshere are again, price and training. Oracle ru~timeonaPC is quite
inexpensive, but,the'HP3000"lmpl~mentation can.'be a six-figure proposition. As for
training; SQl is used exclusively,' and the· intricies' of Oracle" will,need ·to ·'be .learned as
well.

SO, HOW IS THIS ALL PUT TOGETHER • HOW DO I DO IT?

The com~on implementation of all of these products, withtbeexceptionof Oracle (asot
tbis, writi~g), is tbat tbey are implemented us~ngOynamict.inklibraOes< (OlLs) on the
PC. OlL$ are tbe PC equivilent of SLs or XLs, however, tbey are u$ed during execution,
not '·loadOr link time. The OlLs are also sharable by multiple users. To access a Dll
module, you merely declare its use in the program, and make a call to it (see figure 1).

Declare Sub ACTIVATE Ub "PPlHTK.DLL- (ByVal pin%. ByVal susp%)
Declare F~nctionCALENDAR Ub "PPLHTK.DLL- 0 As Integer
Declare Sub CALLPROC Ub -PPLHTK.DLL- (ByVal plabel%. ByValinbut$,ByVal inl~n%. ByVal outbIdS. outlen%)
Declare Function CLOCK Ub "PPlHTK.DLL- 0 As Long
Declare SubCOPMAND_HP Ub "PPLHTK.DLl- Alias -CONMAND- (ByValcoimagc4. xerrOr%. param%)
Declare Sub CREATE lib -PPlHTK.Dll- (ByVal progname$. ByVal entryname$. pin%.ByVal param%. ByVal flags%)
Declare Sub CTRANSLATE Ub "PPlHTK.Dle (ByV~1 code%. SyVal instl'ing$. ByVal outstring$. ByVal slen%)
Declare ~ub DATELINE Ub "PPlHTK.DlL- (ByVal datebut$) .
Declare Sub DBBEGIN Ub -PPlHTK.Dll- (ByVal xbase$. ByVal text$. ByVal mode%. dbstatus%. ByVal tlen%)
Declare Sub DBClOSE Ub "PPLHTK.DlL- (ByVal xbase$. ByVal dset$. ByVal.mode~. dbstatus%)
Declare Sub DBCONTROL Ub -PPLHTK.DlL- (ByVal xbase$. ByVal qualifier$. ByValmode%.dbstatus%)

(Figure 1': DeciarationsofDL.L ProcedUres- PPLwithVisual Basic)

You will notice, tbat. the procedures defined .in the example above· should look very
familiar., Once defined, tbese.procedures cantle called.from ~ny,point in,an application.
An. example is sh()wn in :figure 2,below:

Function Find_dlines',(KeyltemAs String) As Integer
dbSet = itO-liNES;"
dblist = Keyltem

DBFINO clmDBbase, dbSet, 1, dbStatus(O)fdblist,wsClaima.tlt~um,18

Ifdb~~atus(o)<~I:iTK_SUCCESSTban
Fi(ld_dl...ines = dbStatus(O)
Exit<Fu'l1ction

End If

(Figure 2 - Implementation of DBFIND using PPL in Visual Basic)
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In·this.~xample,theDBFINOjs\yritt~n justas· itwould bewrittenon·the>HP3000,with.the
exceptionthatit·contains one additional parameter- the length ofthesearchitem~ ·.Itis
also. implemented '. as.a •Reusabltl Function, ...• and therefore,is~lIed from within ·thtl
application in multiple areas.. An example of how it is called is shown in figure 3, below:

xStatus = Find_dLines(Keyltem$)
If'xStatus':: 17 Then

MsgBox ~No Entry F()und~, 32
EXit·Sdb

End If

'reset the status codexStatus =0

Do
Keyltem$ ="CLAIMANT-NUM;"
xStatus ;: Get..;.dLinesO

If xStatus <> HTK_SUCCESS',Then Exit Do

Entry$ ::: Str(x}' + TB

(Figure 3 - Calling Reusable Functions)

In this code fragment, the variable "xStatus" is used for the' return of the TurbolMAGE
Condition Word. The function name is descriptive, and the'explicitTurbolMAGE intrinsic
is removed from the main' body of the application. The Get...dLines function' shown
further down. references a DBGt;T in the .same manner~ .•·(Please note .. that .this code
fragment is not complete, but shows enough for explanation).

Remote Procedure Calls to the Host

In addition to moving code down to the PC- there are areas in many applications where
industry-specific formulas, or code which have been used for years would, if rewritten,
probably not work the same way as it did on the host-based system. A. perfect.example
in our system is our implementation of Soundex Name Search.
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Figure.4 (next page) illustrates
t~ecall to the Ft~rJ-l0tepr()cedure,
and the Unload as well. .

Another • area where Remote
Procedures are>t>eneficisl 'is'in the
use of Data Filtering. An,example
of this would be. a large chained
read. If· a dataset access will
causeS·;largechain'tead, it may
be beneficial to implement a
filtering mechanism on the host.

, ' ZNameAddr_Pid = lOADPROC("ZNAMEADOR", 2, ZNameAddr_Plabel}

cCode~= htkGetCondition~O

, If cCode'" =CCl Then
msg = "ERROR: PROFILE SEARCH RPC lOADER FAILURE" + Nl + Nl
msg = msg + "RPC 5egmenlZNAMEAOOR Failed to load." + Nl
msg :: msg + "load Error" + Str(ZNameAddcPid) + Nl + Nl
msg= msg + ''Corrective Action:". + Nl
msg = msg.+" - lOP Users:. Notify lOP Immediately" + Nl
msg = msg +" - Outside Users: Ensure that the" + Nl
msg = msg +" Vision-III Runtime Sl exists in its" + Nl
msg = msg +" proper location (Sl.PUB.<dbaccount)." + Nl +Nl
msg = msg + "Vision-III wi" now terminate - Press OK"
MsgBox msg, 64
frmWorking.Show
frmWorking.lblText = "Disconnecting from Host"
Shutdown
Unload frmWorking

. End
End If

',Use this procedure to load the subroutine ZNAMEAOOR from the
,:,'Xl, to the PPlHOST stack on the HP3000.

End Sub

To solve this problem, we kept the same code we've been using for years - it works,and
can continue to be used. We did modify it to work in a client-server environment. The
mi>difications took about· 2 hours to perform. '... Most .. o! the t()()ls.shown here .. h~ve the
capability of executing Remote Procedures. The figure shown'below illustrates loading a
Remote Procedure using Visual Basic .and PPL. Th~l pr,()cedu~Js. aS~QmeQtinan SL
called ZNAMEADOR. It is loaded on thest~ck of the PPL>I:iQst,Serverprocess, called

PPLHOST.PUB.SYS, and
remains there until.' Onloaded.

The reason for using remote
procedllreto ... filter, data coming
from the host ·is.simple.For large
data accesses, that . data '.. •must
make its way to the PC, which in
tum either uses.· the record, or
rejects the.· record .... and requests

another. The Host-Based Remote Procedure Filter would be a more 'efficient approach,
asit can process these records faster, and then only pass tathe PC, those records which
qualify for processing, and relieve the peof processing. records which would·be rejected.

The· first way would be to write· a custom remote .procedure, which would return only
records which· fit a· certain·· criteria. 'this is> desirable ,when the, data.· requested is
sp~cialized, and/or the access is cumbersome.

In;addition, PPL has implemented a DB call for TurboIMAGEoalledDBSEARCH. It
work~ in conjunction with DBFIND/DBGET,and allows for equalities asweUas
great~.[tl~~~>,t~~n..•.??m~a~isons,.~.~~ ••.then. st()r.e~t.~e~~C()r~ •.~..~~.~~~ .... pn ·•.•~.~.~ ..•·h()st,.!qr ·Iater
DIRECt ··retlieval.< .,. Omnidex..··can..also .help"in'lhis'areda<witlidtheirindexing 'schemes
implementediotoyour databa~es.
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CalLZnameAddr = 0

CALI;.;PROC.ZNameAc:ldr_plabel,ZnaJnBuf, Zna_'nLen, Zna_OutBuf, Zna__OutLen

z=1

Fooc=1 To791 Step 158
ZAa.....OutEntry(z) ::: Mid$(Zna__OutBuf, Xl 158)
z=z+1

Next X

If Left$(Zna_OutEntry(1), 2) = "Z1"Theh
Call ZnameAddr =1
Exit1=unction

End If

~*******************************~************************

Forx= 1To 6
If Left$(Zoa.-OutEntry(x), 2)='.'Z2".Then

Call ZnameAddr = 2
Exit1=or

End If
Next x

End Function

Sub Unload_ZNameAddr 0
UNLOADPRQC (ZNameAddr_Plabel)

End Sub

, .Use thisproced~re t()caII ..~·SUbroutine ZNAMEADDR from the
XL,and retum6nameladdr8Sses at a time from the HP3000.

, ~.uR'l Y~I~arEt .8$. ~oIlows:

o= Successful,More Names Available
f::: S~fuIINONames onUslj N.ame not Found
2 :;S~~ful, End of List, Na~were Found
3 =Un~~'~' .. fLiTURI; US~aurbo'MAGEErrors)

,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ..~~~~~~~••••••••••••••~••••••*.*.*•••

(Figure 4 - Calling a Remote Procedure - Visual Basic andPPL)
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• Showing, .Hiding and Editing ofWinfjows, andFiel~s
• Internal' Calculations
• Data Buffer Manipulation
• ConditiOnal Data Editing and Manipulatiorl
• Data Collection
• Error Handling

ObjecfWlan,gen,enf

Using;Object Orientation.;applications .are·'···created 'faSler," and· COde' .becomes reusal'le.
This ·is the main feature of using Object Oriented Programming. ThepatlicularmOdel
we use is shown in figure 5, below:

(Fig,ure·.···5 ..,~plient-;Serve,~ •.()b~ct·. ~.Odel)

The "Application" layer of this·model' supports ·all. code objects .which .deal.·directly.with
win~oY#handling,,~nd applicatiQfI-level.·prQcessing., ..E?caql,plesofthi.~ ~y~ of pr()ce~ing
~*k -

The ,"Data Acq,..isition" layerof the model encompasses all code objects, which are
gen~ric in nature. An object in this·. layer,m~y peiform a data retrieval. for a "logical data
unit", su~,as policy data for an insurance application, or a complete ~iU< of materials for
a particular part in a manufacturing application. Although the data itself may reside in
mlJltiple .... datasets or. databases, this ~deobject .wotJlct perform. the 1-0 operations
ne~essary to.~etrieve th~ enti.re "unit", andpassi~backtot~e ~pplication.

In the example 'for acquiring "policy data,; ao .object (or funciion)rnigh~ perf9rm the
following functions:' .

+, Edit as' to.wh~thera ·policY. actually exists on a'pol.icym<l~ef file.. . ..•
• If th~policyexists, retrieve th. policy recordsf()r.a pa~icular.policy period
• Retneve aU premium transactions for th.~ policy pe~od
• Retrieye all ~verage limits and endorsement.information related t<r the policy
• Return to the application .

ClienJ..server CornpU!ing.;""ithMf'E:IbeSequel
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In this manner, the application needs only.call the data acquisitionfunction,8nd the
necessary data·.. is ... returned, .,or an .·error ." status. code to indicate.··errors,Such .'as,"" a
non-existent.policy.

This layer is optional, however, if the data to be accessed can be found on one dataset.
The example shown above is such anexafflple.

The "LOW-Level•.•··.batabase,;•••·I"'O"•.•Oblects.·:cpe.f8rm:.·.···.the.··.actq~I •.•,.••.data,,.ccessf.· •..••.aoo ..•• interface
directly·.·witbt~f11i~dleware~The~e~bjects·,sho~ld·be¥~ryli~jted.in'scope,ln'thl1t they
should •.,perf0rnloneoper,~~i()n, •..•. ~Qain$tone~@~.~et>(f.PrTurl?O'NlA(3E),or One database
(for otherrelationatdatabases)~Thesefunctions should include:

• All low-level error handling' routines, but should .passstatus information back to the
calling object, .not directly ~andle error"messages, etc.

An example 'of this type 'of object>is found 'in Figure2,previouslyshowrLThis code
object, "Find_dLines", performs a single DBFIND (which is defined in the middleware
interface), but only returns an int,eger, containing the .. con~ition code returned from
TurboIMAGE. The code object found in'Figure 3~ where the nne:

xStatus=Find_dLines(Keyltem$)

is shown, the next IF block actually takes the status returned to "XSt8tuS", interprets it,
displays the error message, and takes the necessary action.

The Middleware definitions layer is.the lowest layer in the application. Itcol1taifls' all of
the' d~finitions for allfufl~ions to be used within 'the otherlayers-speCificaUythe
Low-Level Database 1-0 layer. An example of this layer is shown' in Figure 1~··above.

So, why all of' this .object .0nentation?Couldyou not:imbed the ". code direCtly"; into the
application? .Yes, yoo could, and the same resUlts would be achieved,' with the:' same
speeda~ breaking. it up into objects, however, the advantages of coding a separate layer
far outwe'igh the disadvantages (for which' I 'have found' none so far): -

• Breaking Low-Level~de from. the Application. C.ode an~ws better portabilitY"in
that. changing. to another database, if .not .using.~l?AlSQ~~ ~r some'. ~ther .generic
middleware, would requ~re.recoding •of only t~~IOw-level I-Oleye'l -th~'~ppUcation
I~yer remains. ~ntirel¥,o'rm()stly, intact~ ..·.Coding low-I~vel obj~cts in-line:with the
application would mean changing 'the' application -and all occurran~s~ithin th.e
application where these calls are taking place. ' ' , '

Client.server Computill,g wi,th MPE: TheSequel
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• The maintenance ·01 .th~ application ·is much clearer. Debugging. an
object-oriented. application is quicker" bee;ause. the problem .. is.usually .localized ·.in
one. code object,which is .usually ~maUandt!asyto w()rk with.

• Because the same dataset is· probably··accessed in .. multiple .·areas .wittJin :. a.n
application, the same low-level database object .can be used in all areas.··· 'An
entJan~ment.or .modification ..'to. ttJ.i~low-lf)vel obJect. is .. applied .to. all .prQQr~ms
referencing.• it,.~gain,withou~modif¥.ing·. one.lineQf.code>in· the application.,

• Other applications which .need. to referen~thes~d~tasetscanusethisobj4:lcfa~

well." It comes down to whether you write this code multiple times - or just once,
andreuse.·· it as needed. Again,· mainte~~ncetothe.low-levelobJect is ... refiected.Jn
~n applicationswhi~hreferenceit. No JTlore ch~nQes~1aUingthroyghth;e ·cra,cks"-.

In ... essence ...objectorientedprograrnminginaclient-server environment~rmitsthe
creation· of tighter code,localized function and an overall belter-quality product.

Speed·~ .Getting ifdOI1e quickly

How many times ··have you received a· request, analyzed the request, .estimated the. time
it .Will.·take to .... executEt the...·requesl,only ." to ,hear from the end-user that "it's;nalgood
enough~lneed.il sooRerthan thatl" .Every·useralways.needs his.or her.prpjecfdone
lastweek.

Thisisanotherbenefil of reusable code>objects,andthe use of programming lools which
facilitate the .creation·ofprotot·ypes,.whichcan....·be··easily·.modified···and changed into
production systems.. .This ·is·precisely .why> Microsoft created ·.·.VislJaJBasic, .. and
subsequentlycreateduVisual C/C++ ,and whY9ther 4GL vendors such as Whitewater
(Actor) and .Borland (ObjectVision) have created their solutions as well:

Like it or not, the development cyole<is.· shrinking -'. rapidly. The days of full analysis,
detail· design.specifications,:signoffs,.phased. irnplernen!ation·and ... fun .sig~offs are·over.
Implem.entati()notRlajor systf)rnsw~ichtakeayear<ormore'are being cut··down to the
six to· eight month· timeframes,. and are shrinking~Analysis'.and·specificat~.~n·has been
replaced with Prototyping.. '. The programming .involves modifying the prototype system.
Prototyping is' increasingly being done with tools shown above. Major systems are being
implemented inmonths, .not·years.

How· is this occurring? Use of Visual tools .like those shown .here are enabling systems
engineers· (programmers, analysts, etc) to. produce quality. applications with . end-user
input along the way. Reusable code developed in previous projects are being used
again,. thereby reducing the coding time, and results of changes are instantaneous. The
end-user can actually see the result while changes are being made. All of this results in
better user satisfaction, in less time, with less work on the part of the systems engineer.

Client-Server Computing with MPE: The Sequel
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Ease~C)fTra;n;ng • GettinllyourH':' stsffupto speed quickly
This is usually a' big problerll .when .. chan~ing .platr0mls, metho~ologies .orpr()cedures.
People are.naturally reludant to'change, .or explore .. tools for which th~y are ncjlfamiliar
or trained. '

Inadditiontd t~etools, the mere asp~~ ofObjed Orientlition, i~ .to~gh fora' person who
has c~ed in the 'op-down" method for solo['g to grasp. Oure~~~rience has shown
that.,the transition does not nee,dto be painstaking. ' ".,

For'.. ~xample, .. if.YOlJ .•·arechoosinQY~() ···staYViith 'TurbOIMAGE, and··.·utilizei.pp~or the
Omnidex, your' retraining time will be limited to the use of objed oriented programming
techniques. The. TUrb()IMAc;l; data,~ase call~ are the same, whether using C()BOL or
Visual Basic (with sOme very mfnor deviations'for DBGET~and DBFIND)., '

The tutorial which comes with both the Standard and Professional Editions of Visual
Basic and Visual C/C++ are excellent primers and take a .programmer, .step-by-st~p
through the process of developing objed oriented code. '

The "Windows" asped of programming .;; the handling ,of calls to the Windows API, and
the handling of the·" Windows Message 'Loop (the·· frightening part· of .Windows
programming without adequate training), are a non-issue with the Visual prodUcts and
other 4GLs. These issues are automatically handled within these products.

To illustrate the ease ,of showing a Window' to
theiscreen, the following 'code fragment'gives

SubbtnClaimantMisc_Click 0 an example using Visual Basic.

frmMiscClaimant.Show The '''Sub" is···· ,a subroutine,generated
automatically by Visual Basic, in response to a

End Sub user' pressing the "Miscellaneous' .'. "Claimant"
..... ------,. button 'onthefonn. At this point, the forrn
~ frmMiscClaimallt 'is loaded and the "Show"

method causes the window to be shown on the screen~

Client-Server ComRuting with MPi:: The Sequel
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After the named form is referenced. Load and ACtivate procedures are executed for that
form. This causes data to be initialized in the form. To illustrate howea~y it i~.;.Figure 7
below shows the Window itself, and Figure 8 (next page). is the adual code which loads
t~ form:

M~;nta;IJ;ngC/;ent-ServerSystems
What you will find is· that .. Client-Server systems, which ernploy an ··obJedoriented
approach are easier to maintain,.· than their counterparts on. mainframes The reasons
stem from·· the fad that small objects are used to build ··systems,· instead .. ·of large,
pr()cedure-based programs.

Wbatthis means is that since eachfunetional area is it's own code object, working with
ot~ercode objeds - errors are easier to find,and applying maintenance. to these objeds
iSfJluch more manageable.

Client-S~l"Ier Compu~ing with. MPE: I'h,Seqqel
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Sub Form_Load 0

IblClaimantNumber = dClaimant.CLAIMANT NUM
IbiClaimantName = RTrim(dClaimant.CLAIMANT_NAME)
txtMaritalStatus = dCItGenlnfo.MARITAL_STATUS

select Case txtMaritalStatus
Case"S"

IbiMaritalStatus = "Sin~"
Case"D"

IbiMaritalStatus = "Divorced"
Case'W"

IbiMaritaIStatus'= 'WidoWed"
Case "Nt'~ .. ,,' ..............•.•.. ",:,

IbIMaritaIStatu$, = ~Married"

C~Se"X" '
IbiMaritalStatus = "Separated"

Case"'"
IbiMaritalStatus = "N/A"

End Select

txtBirthDate = YMDToDisplay(dCItGenlnfo.BIRTH_DATE)
txtClmntothlns = dCItGenlnfo.CLMNT OTH INS
txtClaimAmt = Format$(HPZOnecIToPCLong(dCItGenlnfo.CLAIM_AMT) /100, "currency")
txtValueAmt = Format$(HPZonedToPCLong(dCItGenlnfo.VALUATION.;..AMT) /100, "currency")
txtlnsLiabPct = Format$(HPZonedToPCLong(dCItGenlnfo.INS_Ll~EI,...~CT)1100, "~%:),

txtEamingsFIag = dCItGenlnfo.EARNINGS_IND ' , .,,'

Select Case txtEamingsFlag
Case"H"

IbIEamingsFlag,= "HOUrly"
Case"D"

IblEamingsflag = "Daily"
Case"W'"

IbiEamingsFlag = 'Weekly"
Case"M"

IbiEamingsFlag = "Monthly"
Case"A",

IbiEamingsFlag == "Annually"
Case"B"

IbiEamingsFlag = "BiWeekly"
Case"S"

IblEamingsFlag = "SemiMonthly"
Case" "

IblEamingsFlag ="N/A"

End Select
End Sub

(Figure 8 - Code used for load the Miscellaneous Claimant Form - Visual Basic)
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For example, let's say that a user "reports an error in ,the Claimant Window,shown
above. ,Theerror was that, theincortect'Claimant, Name is,appearing'on the Window.
Since each window comprises it's own code object, the programmer will know exactly
which "object to look, into. "The field" in" questioflisa 'c1isplay-only Jieldfthe ,'Form~Load

procedure wouldbe the primary place"to look.

Since each object is small" it should not take much. time', to correcftbeerror atall,and,if,
in, the event. the"error extends to otherobjects·':in··thesameprogram'~'they'can"be:easily
accessed anti oorrectedas'well.

One of the nicer things about making corrections and enhancements to a cod~,object, ,is
tha~ ,th~, sameenh~ncement wiUapplytoall otherprogrllms which use the~amecode

object, once theyare~ecompiled. .

Portability ()f Code -Can I us, it on other Platfol'~?
The answer to this question depends on your design. "Using 'the object':'oriented ,design
techniques which were described. in this paper (ie: separating. the database 1-0 from the
application), then all that would be necessary, is to change the<database I-O,indmost
cases. The application remains intact.

If:youused amiddlewareproduct,suchasEO)\/SQL,or,OraCle, 'then you, shoUld be able
to ,port your application to any other supported platform or ',' database management
system supported by these products,withlitUe orno modification.

DesignimpUcationsdrivemany factors of eliEn'lt-server products. 'An ~open" system' can
be'designed',using almostany ,middleware, most ofwhich.dependson"howthe database
I...O"isimplemented.lf the design of the application objects is generic in nature. when
accessing the databases,,' then at most, the database access objects would need to
change, leaving the application intact. This' would be true of PPL, the' Omnidex variant
of PP.L"orevenHP ,CooperaliveServices.

Another area to', consider in your design ,,' is your 'choice of development tools and user
interface.. As"was"stated earlier",the,user.interface of,choicejsMicrosoft Windo~s.~,.,"f

you are going, to support Windows, then the development tools should support Windows
as well, including all of the criteria shown inthispaper-objectorientation, ease of
training and use,maintainability, ,Remote Procedure access and speed.
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Choosing,to use solely'C/C++ (not Visual C/Ci++), for example"in an environment where
allof\ the programmers have been ,using COBOL, Fortran or even Transact,would yield
a very large leaming·,·,curve - even if they were to take a'semester in 0/0++' at a local
college. Windows. programming 'in ,C/C++, i$ very <complex' and ,causes even the
seasoned programmer to think twice. In addition, development time will take many
times longer than with tools available today. If you're writing your own Dynamic Link
Libraries, then use .O/C++ for that purpose,as ,the Visual' tools .. cannot· create, these, but
the Visual tools, andother,4GLsav,ailable<today, can make the job of writing a
Windows-based system easier than writing systems on the HP3000 in COBOL.

SUMMARY
HP andthifd parties have dOhe:quite a bit of work in Ihe, area of cli~nt-server
programming and tools. They are more plentiful, more robust and less expensive than
just one year ago.

Client-server applications take advantage of the' power" of the PC, which is' ever
decreasing in price, as well as the host. In other words, processing ,power is spread over
multiple 'computers' instead ..of just' one,.'and each is doing what, it does" best. Efficient
processing of data is the result.

The advantages of this technology are obvious. Host-based systems limit what can be
done in imp,lementing new technologies which ...• make applications easier for the user to'
use, and easierJor the programmer and analyst to design and build.

In addition, development cycles are shrinking, and for companies to remain competitive
in today's rapidly changing environment,' .·productivity and prototyping' '.Iools,,,are
necessary to complete applications faster than .ever before. Object oriented
programming, as well, as Visual and 4GL tools ar~ being utilized' •. to speed . this
development process.

Any company facing a reengineering effort of mature· applications, contemplating a
downsizing or rightsizing effort, or looking at equipment upgrades should seriously
consider client-server applications. Serious time, money and, effort can be.· saved by
migrating. systems .to, a client-server'platform, as opposed to rewriting on·" a host,,' or
needlessly upgrading host systems.

More and more, vendors are creating applications to take advantage of this technology.
PeopleSoft, a payroll and human resource application is a very good example of how
Client-server, systems are being implemented in critial areas on HP3000s, as well as
other platforms). As time progresses, vendors will be embracing these techniques and
more systems will emerge, operating under a client-server umbrella.
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Swmnary

One of the biggest hurdles towards relational database is
getting ,s,tarted. At 3M, we began our .evaluation of
ALLBASE!SQL in:. June.. 1989 At that time we had.- two. sites
that were using it. In 1991, we decided to introduce
ALLBASE/SQL product support for a potential 100 sites.
Today, usage of this product has finally' taken off within
3M. We have an active internal Allbase User Group with over
90 members!

This paper presents a practical approach for the potential
ALLBASE product champion. It tells how to introduce
potential users to ALLBASE,; ThisapprQach isgen~ricenougn

for any reTa-tional database produc.t.

The author is a database design analyst and provides a DBA
perspective. Recognizing the diversity of the potential
audience, two perspectives are presented: the single' site
offering.candthemulti-sit~ offeJ::'ing.

Disclaimer

The products and vendors in this paper is intended
solely. for the convenience of the".readerand is; not to be
interpreted as an endorsement by 3M or by the author·of this
paper.

Overview

The more experience I have with other relational databases,
the-more e~ited < I get about Allbase!SQL. Allbase\ has < a
tremendous potential for any size organization and-it's easy
to use! However, persuading others to use it is not
necessarily an easy task. In this paper, I will be
presenting the steps I have taken at 3M that include the
following:
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1. Develop awareness

2. Get education

3. Focus on user needs

4. Develop a plan

5. Introduce support

6. Consider support

7. Consider migration

A lot of this paper contains some;very obvious, common sense
things to do. Hopefully, the·reader·willbenefit.by·the way
it· is put together and use this as a checklist for your
company.

Develop awareness

The first step to getting started· is to develop your own
awareness as to what is going on with Allbase. HP provides
amaIlual called Up and ···Running with ALLBASE/SQL. In . one
hour, maybe 3 with interruptions,youcan be using Allbase
with HP's PartsDBE, a database available with the Allbase
product nn yoursyste~.

If yo~ don't have a £oPY of Allbaseyet, I would suggest
reading available journals including the Interact,The HP
Chronicle and the HP Professional. In addition, there are
usually papers being presented at HP Regional User Groups or
the Annual HP User Conference sponsored by Interex (check
the above journals for the nearest conference to you).

If you have a local HP office, ask your sales representative
about the available seminars for your area. Many of:these
seminars are low cost or free. In absence of a seminar,
your HP support personnel may be of some help. Depending on
the size of your site and how many people are involved, HP
may send someone to your site to present information on
Allbase.

Finally, JOln the Interex special interest group called
SIGALLBASE/SQL. You may contact the Interex office or·call
Dana Brown at 415-382-2184. Be sure to ask them to send you
a copy of the fatest newsletter.
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Get-Education

HPoffers some of. the most comprehe.nsive classes that can be
offered ... on . relational databases. I f you.· plan to.· use or
support .Allbas,e, the class HPAllbase/SQL on HP-ill{ and
MPE/iXisanecessity. This· class might give you more than
what you need to get started but the class notes provide
good documentation for the future.

I.strongly recommend that you use some-form of data modeling
for. your dat.abase .design. Up front_data design will save
you maintenance over the lif.e of your application.
According to recent studies, application maintenance
represents up to 90% of the total lifetime cost of your
application. HP's class, HP Allbase/SQL •. Database Design
Theory, might give you a good start. 3M has a ··departmerit
dedicated to data modeling, sol haven't had need forHP' s
class.

Another al ternative is to ..• considE}r general classes .. on .. SQL
andda.tamodeling. Be sure to<take adva.ntage ofany< free
seminars, classes and/or tutorials that are giyen at
conferences.

Focus on User Needs

Without a focus on your user needs, the introduction of
Allbase could be a fruitless activity. If users ··.cannot
relate Allbase to theirbusines.s needs, they won't bother to
giveit •a try. I.t would.ibe worth while to spend time with
potential users. Find out what their business goals are.
Identify what their areas of .dissatisfaction. are .. with·· their
current applications. Determine what their access
requirements are. Then ic:ientifypossible alternatives for
meeting their requirements. Finally, prioritize these
requirements with their help.

~

For ··me, this was no academic exercise. This. gave me some
clues as to how Allbase. fit our user needs at ,3M and how we
could introduce Allbase to satisfy these needs.

Develop a Plan

The next logical step is to put. together a plan of action .
This must include where you are at currently andideiltify
yourdirection.and.timing·for introducing Allbase. Theuser
goals and requirements identified above should be documented
in a form that is understandable by your-management. Next,
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define what services that you will provide inclu.d±ngwhat
you can or cannot support. Be sure to identify your goals
and timing. Finally, .·your plan should include an·' estimate
of the costs and benefits. Be sure to communicate how your
plan fits your local budget and how it may ef,fectthebottom
line, if·possible. The key point. to make is what's in it
for my users.

This can be a very difficult step, especially when you do
not have much experience with relational databases.
However, give it your best shot and make your plan a working
document that will be.revisedasyou move forward.

Introduce. Support

The most critical step is obtaining managementbuy.;...in. If
you have communicated the results of the above steps to<your
management all along, you already know whether or not you
will be supporting Allbase'. In most cases, your management
has already decided and has assigned you the mission to
introduce Allbase into your work environment.

Next, you need to set up a support team. This will consists
of application leads, managers and technical support people.
Be sure to include anyone who must contribute to the support
of Allbase in your company.

A formal announcement should be made to present and future
users of Allbase. This can be done in the form in a
meeting, letter, report or internal newsletter. I highly
recommend a meeting arrangement where you can interact with
your audience· and answer questions.

Finally, . I highly recommend using Allbase in a small pilot
project. This should be done as soon as possible after
taking the Allbase class above. The experience will be
extremely valuable for having something concrete to present
to potential users. Considerusingthis'projectas a<demo.
A success story says a lot about Allbase as a viable product
and will perk potential interest.

Consider Support -- Single Site

This section applies to both the singleHPsiteand the
multiple HP site company. Imention'the single site first
as most of the multiple. site issues would notbeaF>plicable
here. I.· have· listed some .... questions for your. convenience.
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The results of this analysts should be part of your Al1base
plan (working document) .

1. How··will· I educate my users?

By this time ~youhave already been trained on Allbase and
have (or should have) some experience with this p.roduct. I
would. consider some' oifhe opti'ons.·mentioried in the' "Get
Education"sectioh above. If your company "islarge enough
to have an Education Department, get them involved.
otherwise,"' contact HP to- determine what options would work
for your company.

2. How will I handle problem resolution?

This will/depend largely on the support contragt· you have
with HP. One approach is to .have an on.... sight expert .••..• (most
likely you) that· would handle ~ problems· as they arise and
obtain help from the .. HP •Response. Genter. [Author. note: the
HP Response Center, is one of the best when it comes to
relational database support.] .Another help would be to keep
in . touch with other Allbase users both within and outside
your· company (a.tten.ding· conferences is great way fi-no
other users)

3. Who will provide logical and physical database·' support?

If you are from a small company, I would consider
contracting some outside consulting services for at least
logical database design. Most likely you will be the one
doing the physical design. Be sure to have HP's latest
manuals for database administration and performance.

4 ...•.. What happens if .performance is bad?

Any database must be fine tuned once· it gets into
production. You will' never be able to predict all the
variables that will impact performance in advance. Most6f
the information is contained in HP/' 5 manuals ." for Allbase .
However, you may require some of HE>' s.· consulting assistance
until you get up to speed. HP has a tool called SQLMON that
can be very helpfUl (documentation for SQLMON was not
available at the time that ·thispaper·wa~Lwri:t:..t;~Il).

5. What tools dd we n'eed?

There are t~o types of tools to consider with this question:
database tools and access tools . A listing of tools is
included in the Appendix below.
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Database tools include software for investigating and
manipulating your existing database environment. I
recommend doing a product trial with the pilot Allbase
proj ect mentioned above. This will reveal whether ,the
software that comes with Allbase (ISQL, SQLGEN, SQLMON and
SQLUTIL) will be sufficient to meet your needs.

In addition, your users· . will. require some access tools.
Eithe.r you or s0Irleone .·onyour support te~mshouldevaluClte

some potential products. . I highly recommend Plltting
together a team. of end users for this evaluation anclletting
them decide what best meets their requireme:q.ts.

6. Are there site standards?

Your site should have standards for development and
production that. must be taken into account. Areas that
would impact Allbase support include backup, recovery,
programming language support and tools support.

7. How will we· migrate ·to.Allbase?

Migration can bean expensive proposition. Alotrlepends on
the type of migration. If you are moving an application to
an HP-UX platform, you most likely will be rewriting your
application.. If you are moving from. Image/SQL ... (Tur-boIMJ\.GE)
to Allbase you may wish to look into migration tools or
redesigning your application. Migration is covered in more
detail below.

8. How can I keep others interested?

Once you introduce Allbase at your company, you need to keep
your current and potential users informed on a regular
basis. Use status reports to keep your management informed.
Use internal newsletters to communicate with your users. I
highly recommend having meeti:q.gs periodically with your
users to demonstrate tools andappliGations. Ask your HP
sales representatives to include Allbase in their
presentations to users.

Consider Support.· -- .• Nul tiple Sites

If you only have a single HP site you may ,skip to the
"Migration Considerations" section below.

Multiple site companies have the advantage of numbers~ This
presents some additional support questions.
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9. ··Could .we have . our own '., internal user group?

With nearly 90 separate HP computer sites, 3M has
established an internal user qroupthatmeetsquarterly. -We
have coordinated our meeting times and days when most of our
HPusers will be at our corporate headquarters. Those that
can't travel may attend via telephoneponfelr~nce. Wehcave
found this to be an excellent means of keeping our users
informed. and intexestedinAllbase>even though·.· many have not
yet developed their first· relational <database application.

10. How willw,e handle multi-siteapplication support?

At 3M, we have common-, applications that run at several
sites. When it comes tosupport,wnodoes what kind of
support is especially important t-o our end users. A lot
depends on the application leadanddthe capabilities of
his/her team for support. I will negotiate with the
application'lead<as.to what level of support·· I will· pjrovide.
In · some cases, I will-provide . only technical/support <that
covers performance, consultation ··and problems with .Allbase
i tsel f . In other cases, my support will include physical
design and structural maintenance (.besides technical
support) . Make sure that your end users know who to call
when theyexperienceprobl,ems-, this interface ·shouldbe the
same no matter what ,application they have problems with ..

11. Who-should the end users call·forhelp?

The answer to this question will depend on the support
contract you have with HP. In some cases, end users will be
valid callers directly to the\>HP Response ···Center . With
multiple sites, it may be more economical to set up an
internal help line for both businessand,non-business-hours.

12. Canwe.getoutside help?

ISVs (independent software·vendors) of database tools·. and
access tools can provide additional support that would
reduce the,. demand on internal· support <at· no extra cost for
their products. This, should be a factor in choosing a <tool
for your company. Some vendors'have 24-hourhelpavailable.

13. What about interoperabili:ty?

With multiple sites, interaction betwe>eh these sites will
grow as technology makes it possible to do so. At 3M, we
believe that client-server is· the- best/solution for/meeting
th\e information requirements for our business. Wi th
Allbase, the capability for distributed database or
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replication ofdatabase.s can provide solutions for your
requirements. A key issue is the compatibility of the tools
that is used at your Gompany. Hardw.are and software
standards are the keys for,interoperab;i.lity.

Migration Considerations

Now that you have chosen relational database as your
standard for data access, the next .question; .••.. is hoW to get
there? Cost will be the key constraint for migrating your
data to .Allbas.e. There are several apprQ.aches and
variations of approaches that must be considered.

1. Purchase off-the-shelf applications

If you can buy the software' that would satisfy your business
requirements, ..... you can save a lot of. internal resources over
the. life of the application. The vendor becomes a key
partner in your support strategy. Some vendors will supply
resources £or the migration of your data.

2. Rewrite existing applications

When an application gets to the end of its useful life and
employs old technologies that are being .. phased out, it's
time to consider rewri ting it. Most of my internal users
are considering this .approach. They have considered···where
they want to be five years from now and are developing new
applications to replace old ones to.fit their plan.

3 ..Convert existing applications

Some TurboIMAGE applications are well suited to conversion.
There may not be much need for change in the software itself
if it performs its function adequately. If relational data
access becomes a requirement there are two options:
Image/SQL and DataOne. As Image/SQL.rolls out, the upgrade
is automatic. WithODBC(Open Database.Connectivity) coming
soon, most tools will ·work with Image/SQL. If performance
is an issue.and your database requires heavy read/write
access; conversion to Allbasewill increase your options.
Pantechnic's DataOne product can convert your database to
Allbasewithout having to change your TurboIMAGE calls.
Then it becomes a matter o£ fine tuning to meet your
performance requirements.

4 .~. Create one function .. 'at a time
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When you model your data, you create "entities". Examples
of data entities include: department, employee, etc. Data
"elements" are then mapped to entities that translate into
tables in your database. When converting applications, you
can save a lot of resources (and pain) by converting one
function ata time with its associated entities.

5.~.. Bui.ld a.datawarehouse

Data warehousing has become another approach to developing
relatiCDnal data access _ TCDday we have an enCDrmCDUS
investment in legacy systems. Conversion of these
applications is nCDt economically fe.asibTe. By re
engineering leg·acy data into a relational database, it
becomes more available for ad-hoc query_ The data would be
refreshedweekly,da.ily or more often if required.

Appendix: Allbase" '.' Too].Is

DBMS Software

For the purposes of this paper, ... :J: have classified tools for
Allbase' into' .two main .categories: DBMS sOftware and access
software. DBMS software consists CDf those tools that deals
with the physical database environment.

The following tables, list the database tools that were known
as of June 1992 and since then many mCDre tools have been
introduced. This tool set will expand as ODBC is released.

Tool
Environment Enhancement
Allbase/DB2 Connect
Allbase/Net
Allbase/Replicate
Allbase/Star

Environment ~gration
Image/SQL
DataOne

Structure utilities
DBGENERAL/SQL
FLEXIBASE/SQL

Vendor

Bradmark
Proactive Systems

Indexing
OMNIDEX DISC'

Documentation utility
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SQLPaint

Access Software

Hermes Softlab

The following table contains tools for the retrieval and
manipulation of data from/to an Allbase Environment. The
number of available tools will explode with,' thel.'ntroduction
of the Allbase PC API ODBC interface.

Tool
4GL Toolset
Allbase/4Gt
FOCUS
PowerHouse
Speedware

4GL Report Writer
Allbase/BRW
ASKPLUS
DBA/QUERY

4GL Information Manager
Prophet/XL

CASE Toolset
PowerHouse
Speedware
UDMS

PC-based CASE
Ingres 4GL
PowerBuilder

Natural Language
DBfree

PC-based Query
Impromptu
Information Access
NewWave Access
SQL/Windows

Window add-on
OmniWindow

Client Server
PowerHouse Windows

Getting Started With ALLBASE/SQL'o,

Vendor

HP
Information Builders
Cognos
SpeedwareCorpo.

HP
Vital Soft
Lee Tech 'Software

Pantechnic

Cognos
Speedware Corp.
Interactive Software System~

ASK/Ingres
Powersoft

Los Altos Software

Cognos
HP
HP
Gupta Technologies

DISC

Cognos
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From 1975·.to·.1988···no one in'the",HP 3000\cQmmuniW.·had a conCttrn 8slowhere
the'ls'tood .. · ....I'l~r~ was M~Eandtherewas IMAGE. ....herewas.astable environment
aod,·the,rewere50,OOO reasonably happy· customers•... ,.Granted,.,there was some
concernaboU'tthehigh~endnmiton the Series'70untU the SpectrurocCime along." Bot
the.Sp~trummore<thansolvedthat.·.problem. <However, .the,rewas !l2confusion as
to how'ao. 'HP ·300.0,user should proceed in.life. Then, around.1988 ..HP annoUnced
a new database .. technologycaliedAUbase.

Originally, AUbase was supposed to consist of HP-IMAGEfwbich was not IMAGE) and
SOL. However, as time moved on'and customer feedback took its toll, Hp..IMAGE
was replaced by ....urbolMAGEand AUbasewas tri·mmed down to only represent SOl-
which 'llecame AUbase/SOL..What's .unfoFtunateis. that along the wa" the original
~oncepl"of whatAllbasewas ·supposedtorepresent·vvas.. lost., ,looking,back··.•atthe
original .strUc:ture.·.· of ·.. AUbase, .. what·.·.youbadwastne ,·consolidationof all known
databasetecbnologies.·placed.under a common umbrella: .HP-IIVIAGE representing the
hierarchial, ,and networ.k··.structures,and' saLa. representing Jth,e . relational model.
....berttfore,for the HP ·3QOOusers· whowanted···t() use a relationalmQdel,··HPo'ffered
Sal. (the. industry standard relational databas.e). ,But for the user who wanted to stay
with ,. thenetvvorkmodel, an.enhanced version of.IMAGE.was available.

So what happened? Why didn't HP promoteAlibase as originally intended, simply
replaciogHP-IMAGE with ....urboIMAGE?lt made allthe.sense iAthe world; why didn~t

ithiJPpen?

The following is pure conjecture 00 my part. Backio, the 80's,' HP,wenttothe
Gartner Group, oneofthe,most'vvidely reputed market 'researchfirms iothe computer
industry" and asked them toperformas'tudy to Predict the datC;lbase trend for the
90~s. ·.WhatGartner presented HPirlJeSpOnse wasfliJbbergastimg. •Gartner stated
lhatalthoughooly 7~of the commercial computer market Qse,d relational<databases
in,.',1988"they.predicted that by 1992· over 65%' 01 the .commercial.marketwould.be
using them. .....0 be fair to the Gartner people, this. was' probably predicated on the
success ofOracle and Ingresin the late 80's, and the success of the relational bases
in,the PC market Jot which there are 25,000,000 systems). In 1990, Oracle made
$1.·. billionjnsales. .' ....hiswiJsunheardof fora·software company prior to that time.
And ,following.on the'coattails of the success of Oracle were companiesUke Sybase,
"nformix.andothers~ .··who.·were· growingequaUyin' interest.
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There is no doubt that the interest was therein the mid to late 80's when Gartner first
performed'its review., Everl'iri'theTPC'market,D,Baseand 'Paradoxwete>heavily in
vogue. However, by the end of the 80's things changed. The two biggest companies
were no longer in a growth role. Oracle's growth was falling off and the company
was closing offices and cutting back. Ingresalmost went bankrupt before it was sold
off to ASK. And DB2, though it", was talked about, had very few production
installations.

The rage to moveito relational was cooling by 1990, but I don'tthink Gartner or HP
had realized that. Articles appeared in both ByttfandPC' magazines citingithe
limitations of relational bases inresl world applications. pHowever,HP accepted
Gartner's ana:lysis', and "'startedheavllV "promoting their '" own,and:bther" relational
databases, '" in"the~'~ope of' jumping on 'What theyi perceived "as the relational
bandwagon.' Why else would they have invited Oracle,lngres, 5ybase,and Infbtmix
into the HP marketplace. Certainly not to invite competition. Therefore,thaonly
reasonable conclusion is that HPwas convinced that this was the direction of the
database interest, and, unless they had a relational database on the HP 3000, they
would be in trouble in 'the early 90's.

Therefore,' at the 1990 Interex International show in 'Boston, HP through Rolandtand
Murphy, took the' podium and promoted AUbase'asHP's future·database solution;;';"to
the point that the 'current IMAGE "users felt that HPhad' abandon IMAGE.
Pandemonium.ensuedl The, end result was there-creation"of "SIGIMAGE,an
organization that had been dead for several years. The controversy was so great that
the SIGIMAGE meeting, 'originally budgeted for one hour, took 2 hours and
reconvened the following day for, another 2' hours. Approximately 200 very irate
customers, representing many of the major vendors and large HP customers, banded
together to let HP know of the mistake that they were making.

What was unfortunate is that something that could .have been perceived by the HP
commun~ty as a sign that HP was committed to offering new technologies to its
customers, was perceived, instead, as pulling the rug from under its customers. If we
were Machiavellian, one would' think that someone in the HP marketing organization
was paid to sabotage HP. Otherwise, why would a vendor with a loyal customer base
jeopardize losing that base by recom'mendingthat the customers move to an industry
standard technology' (where", there is', '.QQ vendot' protectioh) from a proprietary
technology such as IMAGE. It makes no sense. Every venaorwantsto lock its
customers in, and that is what proprietary operating systems and proprietary
databases do.

So Why did HP do what it did? My personal feeling is that HPput too much
confidence '; in its 'market research firm and not enough confidence in "., its loyal
customer base~ 'Had they only polled a cross section of theircustomersrthey,would
have quickly realized that there was no need for concern. The majority of the
customers loved IMAGE and had little or no interest in relational technology. Even
Orly Larson, HP's database spokesperson, could have told them that. At the end of
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each ofhis "relationaldatabase" speeches he asked.howmany people were interested
in··.lookingatAlibaseorSQL.· Theresults ..w~re:dismal.

Now, two years clown Jine,HP'has·reaUzed. the success oftheir IMAGE productand
has demonstrated tremendous'supponfor the futoreof IMAGE.HP .hasguaranteed
the. HP30()O.communitythatlMAGEwiUbe.supported alleastup to.the year 2000.
The IMAGE lab is healthy and well, the projectsarenumerousandtheresponsiv~ness

ofHP to user requests couldn'tbe better..Even the infamous "ctitical item update"
request has not only been addressed, but is cOrning out in tbe·, next. release. I
understand. it'sbeingheavilytested in Sun VaUey,Jdaho...

The:otherfre.quentIYl!equestedenhanc~meni,"partial key lookup", •. is also .' being
addressed,but.ina differentway•.. "Fhough IM~GE is excellent in quickly retrieving
information based on ·.··a .. designated. key",. it Jacks the flexibility·to. easily ..... retrieve
Jnformation'based.:onportions .. of the .'0 key..·..··.For example',.:tofindinforrnatiorr on a
customer within an IMAGE Master dataset, youhave to know the customer number,
or you are not able to access the information. However, if you could build an index
that·consisted·of all customer names,.sequentiallysorted,·andu.s~·.thatas·a"'k~ying
mechanism into the set, .. then ·you. wouldn't need.· to •..know ·the·.· customer number, or
even the exact spelling of the customer's name•.... A portion':of the name could be
sufficient...·2rhisis ..·theunderlyingcQncept.ot·"partialkey lookup....

It this. is '. such a greatf:eature, then the questionJs, why·didn'tIMAGE have· it to· begin
witb?BaCkwhen·IMAGEwas~irstdeveloped,themodelunderwhic:h'itwas·designed

was based on the technology ofthe most widely acceptednetworkdata.pase .product
of the time. The time was 1972, the product was Cincom's TOTAL. Back then, the
Indexed Sequential Access Method ·nSAM) was the mostpopular method ot·randomly
accessing lntormation using a key value} Though ISAMdidn't directly Sljpportpartial
key lookups, it··.·didhave'theinternalstrt,lcture to do so. "'HoweveJi, ,ISAM·.required
unique keys and most 0'1 the lookups werethroughthe use of the exact key.

ISAM in its original design was maintenance prone. When you tirst established an
ISAMtile·,. theintormation wasactuallyspreadbetvveentwo files:anlndextileaod
a data ..···tUe Toec.···.·data .·.til.e. was randomly ···.(;Jlaintained whereas' .the ··iQCjex.· •. file was
sequ.entially organized. The. index file ,was turther divided in twosectiQos.:,a prime
dataarzeaand an:overflowarea~:The:primedata area consisted,oftheoriginaJly sorted
keys, whereas the overflQware,a was used toadd"newlteys. aecauseOf,this design,
periodically, based.on the amount oftransac.tionalactivityofthetile, the index .had
to be:reorganized.

Online.pFocessingJNaS just coming of. ageduring.theearly 70's. In reviewing the
ISAM approach, Cincom thought that for online access they could replace the .index
file bya mathematical algorithm, as is used in both TOTAL and IMAGE. The
advaotageof this approach ·.vvasthat it eliminated ·theneed··for an index tile entirely,
aswellastheperiodic requirement of·:the. index reorganizations..The ·disadvantage,
of. course, was. that nothing goingiintothe filefwas' in sorted order. Th.erefore, you
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'couldn'treadyour information 'sequentially~onlyserially;and·that"snotthesame~ In
order to produce sequentially ordered·reports, you had to extract the information and
sort it, prior to reporting it; what was saved in the online environment, impacted the
:batchprocessingenvironment. So when 'reports had to be run, ,time had to be
available to :extraet and·sortthe inforrnationi8ndspacewas needed to hold the,sorted
output. ···:~'So, ". in practicality, 'if you did ··frequent reporting", there· was""little or no
advantage to:this'algotithmie ·approach.

'i '~t~: '> :>"

Wheh~HPdeveloped IMAGE, they chose to go with thealgoritllrnic method established
by Cincom and even used by IBM ihtheir newlMS database. product. However,
looking at the resulting IMAGE design, one of the biggest weaknesses in IMAGE is the
lack: of ··indexing..'>, This ,,'fault. came out very early, "back when' the ,.IBM .System/3
customers'weretrying';to>fiilda sirnilar technolhgy to' the ISAM structures that they
were 'iusing The answer,' of ,course, was/the development of KSAM.· "'However,
KSAM never got integratedintoIMAGE.Yetone,ofthe most fre,quently requested
ehhancementsto IMAGE 'still remains the·partial-key lookup.

Well, after 15yearsofwaiting,HP has finally resolved this issue, in an unprecedented
way. For the first time that"lamsware, HP has allowed third party vendors, who
have successfully developed the indexing technology,:to be invited into the internals
of IMAGE. Its called the "TPI" (Third Party Interface) and it works like this..,In version
4.0 of IMAGE, you will see new modes appearing in various IMAGE intrinsics
(primarily in the OBOPEN,DBFIND",andDBGET intrinsics). These· new modes will
allow the IMAGE user to link directly into either: of the two third party indexing
products and link as ifit were an,extension of IMAGE. Fantastic!

Two:, things have come out of this. One, the user will finally have the ability to
perform partiaLkey:lookups ditectly from IMAGE, asthey'always wanted.,•. Two, HP
has demonstrated its 'commitment to work ·closely with its third' parties as valuable
businesspartnets.'· Granted, this is nota free technology. Theuser'will· still have to
purchase Superdex (or that other product).

However, there's a third benefit that might easily be missed" in the use of this indexing
technology, andthat is the ability to perform relational access within an IMAGE or
network database environment. Many people don'rrealize that "indexingnis the
enginebehindthe relational model (i.e.SQl).WeU, now you can have it without ever
leaVing IMAGE. In the case of Superdex; you even have it before· the TPI comes oOt.
And, the advantages· are 'numerous. There is no ··conversion, ,no significant
reprogramming, no major retraining, and, best of all, no great cost~lwoUldnot be
surprised that as an added benefit, HP is expands the Allbase TurboConnect to SQl
so that future versions of SQl are fully supported through IMAGE (with indexing as
the' driving engine) .

After 3 years of confusion, finally there seems to be some method to the madness.
For' those companies that are· multi-platform oriented and are ,concerned' with
preserving an "open systems" standard, 'Alibase/SQl, Oracle, 'Ingres, Sybase,or
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Informix may well be the best way to go. However, for those of us that are happy
with IMAGE but would like to be able to perform relational access within· an IMAGE
environment, then indexing tools (and the upcomingintegration of them into IMAGE)
may very well be the way· to go.

In the nextyear, all the options will be. atyour disposal. If youare happy with IMAGE
and don't wantto do anything•. GreatllMAGEwilisupport you until, and beyond, the
year 2000. For those that want partial key access, but only through IMAGE, theTPI
wiUbethereattheendof this Year. If you want relational access and don't.want to
abandon your .investment in IMAGE,>butdon't want to wait untiitheTPI comes out,
the· third· partyiindexingtools .·will achieve that. for. you, and· at a minimal. cost.. And,
if you want to try Sal but don't want to make the commitment to convert your
IMAGE base· over to the AUbase structure, then Turbo Connect may be just for you.

So in thefina.1 analysis, things aren't so bad; wherethere were essentially no choices
before, •there are now almost too many choices. But alternatives aren't bad. Solook
at the alternatives.. You might just happen to like one of them.
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1 Introduction - "Is·thisflJT>me?"

Hav~·. you been 100lcing for. a way to make y()urjob streams"sm~rter"? Would
a waytQautomate some ofyour proe¢ures. beh~lpful?Woul<\;youlike to
d~velop. a.m~nQ •to··s~lect programs ··~dcoIllIll,ands from •. - .\\fcitbout ,using a
programminglangu.ag~?.:Haveyou .•ev~r·.w~ted to .kpow~xactly w1}9.was running
a program, or howlong theyl}ad.been logged on? ,Ifyou answefed ny~s" to any
of these questions (and' are using an MPE. XL/iX •system), ·'and have never
considered using the MPE/iX Predefined Variables, now is' the' time to do so.
Add§olIlespice to your life!

On. the following.;page$ wiUbe·found answers to. qu~stioD$rel~ting to.MPE/iX
Predefmed Variables such as:

... Whatarethey?

.. How..gothey.,differ·from JCWs?
d" How can they help me?
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.. How are they used?

.. If I ask them nicely, whatwiH ,they tel~ .me?

To find the answers, we will examine what the predefined variables are and how
they are used. We will. examine a number of example. conunandfiles, job
streams, .. UDCs,.· .... and.programs.· .to.•• see.·.. bow.·.. apdwbere ..MPE/iX predefined
Variables can be used. and how th~.work., It isexp~cted,~~tyouwUlfin~at
least one idea '(li~el~more) toput·.····to· use at· .·youroffice..•.•.•••..• 'The.informa~ion
pres~Jlt~~,~~re is..>correct .·and'up-to-d.te' (to '.• ~e best. q~~J,no\V!~ge)and
reflects the. way Pfedefine<lvari~~les·a.I"e used and work as of the B.40.oo release
of MPE/iX (4.0). '

This paper assumes you have a general knowledge of the Hp· 3000; specifically,
the following are "prerequisites" (in varying degrees):

t!' Knowledge ofHP 3000 accounting structure (i.e., File/Group/Account/User).
t!' Knowledge of how to use an ASClItext editor (e.g., EDIT/3000).
t!' Knowledge of many MPE/iX system commands and how to use them.
t!' Knowledge of command files and how to use them.
t!' Knowledge of UDCs and how to use them~

t!' Knowledge ·of job streams and' how to use them.

This paper is directed at new users of anHP 3000 MPE/iX computer system who
have not yet explored the world of MPE/iX predefined variables. However, any
user may find some tidbits to put in his or her "tool box" that win prove useful
either now or in the future. So, for a good time... check out HPSusan!

2 What are. MPEliX predefined variables?

A predefined, variable is· one way·MPE/iX permits programs" and .commands to
communicate with each other within a given job or session. Predefined variables
are used at the,operatingsystem level and' can take on virtually any value. Each
predefined variable has a natlle and can be set and/orinterrogated either by' the
operating system" MPE/iX system commands,' or programs.

2.1 A brief comparison of JCWs and session-level variables.

An extremely close relative (adopted child?)' of the session-level variable is the
Jew. JCWs are actually a' subset of sessiori~levelvariables, beiBgrestricted by
values and naming conventions.· The MPE V idea of .p~oviding users with
operating system-level variables was. expanded in ~J>E XL (and later.inMPE/iX)
to include data. types other than numeric. MPE/iX session-level variables can
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retain data in .,. Boolean form, .32~bit numeric form, .and .string form. JCWs are
able to retain.infonnationin ~ 16-bit·numeric .form •• only.

These new variable types have made it possible for MPE/iX to~pro"ide a wealth
of new information not readily available to the user previously. The information
in the predefined variables. range from the formatted time of day and job count,
to the interactive 'state ·~d.:.CPUtillleqseQ.• Qtb.er·•...variable~ ......3;~ •.••. able tO~~1!trol

the user's environment, such as changing the MPE/iX prompt andautomaticaHy
logging th~·u.ser oif ifthere; has b'1~11 no, actiyity: .. wit,ltin~~,: given amoullt of time.
In•• addition to thepredefined .•variables,··youma:y~so .crea~ ~911r pwn .• variables.

Afurther discussion of,JCW~and:user:4efined v~iabl~$ isoptsiqe. the scope of
this ..• paper. As ··we .·····PfOgress .. ,tlu'ougb th~.·material, ..· howeyer,.·· ther~ '. will be
o~ca..sionaireferencesto user-defined variables..•.• lstrongly encourage you to .learn
411you can from QtherSQllfcesaboutthe.full rqnge Ofvari4ble.s. Th~\Vin open
up many doors you may not even know you want' open!

2.2 How can predefined variabl~~helpmef!

Good question! . Properly .qse<i, <Ilredefined variableswill.permit_you to create
"smarter" job streams.· They can help to autotn.ate some oftltedecision making
process in procedures. They can even help you catch errors before they become
aprobltm! .·AUofthiSistosay: .predefined variables can help make the system
more effective.

Predefined. variables canlJe checked. to detel1J1ine ifcertaip;events have.occurred
witbinMPE/iX.. '.. JJy testing predefined.yariabl~sag~t .specific values, the user
CaJ1Pfc0grarn- co~ditional statetne~tstb.at,. take actioll(s) based onthe .results of the
tes:t.;

2.3 OK, lthink-Iseehowthey-coutd help me. So"howdoJ use a
predefined··variable?

First, some background information.-' Session-level·variables •are .stored, along
with JCWs, in the session's Variable Object Table. TheJob Bntry Table contains
a pointertpthis table, and is _m:u1~ged~y MJ?E(iX. l'~is tablei~ sh~red by all
processes in a given job or session. Two classes of variables exist: predefined
~d uS~f-defined. '.' In some ways, they are exactly the same - in other ~ays, they
are completely different.

Predefined variables are named and assigned. values by the system. Some of
them may also be assigl1ed values by the user. Both the system and the user may
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interrogate predefined variables...••User-aefinedvariables are named and assigned
values solely by the user. < MPE/iXnever changes the value of or interrogates a
user-defined variable. This class of variables will not be discussed at length in
this> paper.

2~3~1 'Predejin,edvf!riab'e .llsage···injobs and/or sessions.

OK,s?n~wyo~haveaflavor ofwhat the predefined'variablesare.But, how
do you look at or set their values? ,. For jobs·orsessions, the answer involves the
SHOWVAR, an~.S~TVARsystem·co~ands .•••. These comm~dscorrespond to
the' MPE/iX',.syStem ·comItiands· SHOWJCW .and > SETJCW' used·' for JCWs.
(MPE/iX' distinguishes between .' variables created by the>SETJCW comtnand and
thosecreatedbytheSETVARcommand bywayof·anintemal "flag".) Two
additional commands, INPUT and ERRCLEAR, may also be usedto>inanipulate
predefined variables.

2.3.1.1 The SHOWVARcommand.

TheSHOWVAR command displays the name(s)and current value(s) of one or
more variables.. Its syntaxis:

where varname Is a valid variable name (any .class). If a name is provided, then
only thename(s) andvalue(s) for the provided variable(s) will be displayed. If
a name is' not provided, .then all user-defined variables 'and JCWsartd their values
are displayed - predefined variables are not displayed. You may use the
standard wildcard characters to specify a set or range of variables. To display
information for all JCWs and variables - including predefined variables - use @
as the' varname. .This command can be executed from" a session, job, program,
or in BREAK. It is BREAKable (it aborts executIoll·o(thecpJJlQl3Jld).

For· example, if· you . wish to 'see .... the current. value .• of. a .specific predefined
variable, you might type:

and the system would respond with:
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2.3.1.2 The SETVARcommand.

Bigdeal,so you'can lookafthevalue of a predefined variable. Sowhat?!? OK,
let me tell you how you call change or set the value of some of the predefined
variables ·.... ·thafisa··little more productive. We need the'SETVAR command to
do this:

where varname is the name of a new or existing. user-defined or predefined
variable and expression represents a value, variable or JCW name, or an
expression that will be .evalu;ated. ahd'assigned to. the'specified variable. This
command can be executed from a session, job, program, or in BREAK. Pressing
BREAK has no effecfon this commaild.

A'value in expression may be Boolean (true or false), integer (hexadecimal, octal,
or decimal), or string(quoted)~> For a list and explanation of the operators
allowed 'in"expression, see the "Commands" reference manual. The JCW
mnemonics (discussed ina later section) are also allowed.

When the .SETVARcommandis executed,it causes the MPE/iX Variable Object
Tablefot .. your job.or. session· to be scanned· for .. the name·. of the ·.·specified
-variable. If th~name is found, the variable is set to the value-provided~ If the
name is not found, .it isadded·to the table and<thenset to the value provided.
Once.a variable is created, it exists for the duration of that session orjob,. or until
the DELETEVAR command or the HPCIDELETEVAR intrinsic is used to delete
it.

FOf<example, to set the predefinedv;Ifiablecalled HPREDOSIZE to a value of
50, you could type:
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And finally, if you want to, create a· user-defined"" varia.})le 'that has ." a ,value
representing two days from now, you could type:

IIIIBI.~I~I. ····.·.·;,·.·.·.·.·.··•.·•·•·••.........i ...i.;;;.·... ;.;.1~· ...1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·.·1•••••••••••·.1•••••••1.·•••••••1•••••1•••••••1••••••• 1

Tlliswill take th~cur~ent value from the predefined va~~able HP])A.¥ and add
two. Obviollslyyou~ould need to follow the statemf:nt With an tt~Etlstatement

to handle the end of the week, but I think you probably. g~tJhe id~8r.

2.3.1.3 The INPUT command.

Another way of setting a value for a variable is by ,using the INPUT'.command.
This command. permits the interactive setting of a variable based on· input from
a user, and would most typically' be used in a conunand'file or UDC. Its syntax
-is:

where varname is the name of a new or existing user-defined or predefined
variable which could be set with SETVAR., Ifthe prompt parametet is' specified,
then prompt is'displayed on the standard, ,listing device ($STDLIST) before
accepting input from the user. If delimiters (for example,commaorsemicolon)
are part of prompt,youmust ,enclose the entire prompt string ,', within quotation
marks (tl or I). The default is that no prompt is displayed., The seconds
paratIleter specifies how tnanysecondsMPEliX will wait before aborting the
command. The default is zero seconds,' which means no, time limit. This
cominand can be executed from a session, job, 'program~,or .,in BREAK. It is
BREAKable (it aborts execution of the command without creating or modifying
varname).

When the INPUT command is executed, prompt is displayed (if specified) on
$STDLIST before a value is read from the user. A read is then posted to the
standard input device ($STDIN). ,-This is a timed ·teadif the,seconds parameter
is specified, and will terminate when either the user proVides input, or the timed
read expires. The INPUT conunand will terminate (and the session will be
logged oft) if the number of minutes specified in HPTIMEOUT.passes. Once a
value is provided by, the user, the operation,' of the INPUT command is
comparable to the SETVAR command. There are two exceptions, however:
INPUT stores the user's value as a string (performing no expression evaI:uation),
and INPUT's behavior when a timed read terminates. -
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The INPUTcommand does not evaluate expressions, but simplyste>l"es the user's
response as a character string. If you want the user's response to be treated as
an expression and evaluated, you must follow the .INPUT' command with a
SETVAR'command.asshown below.,

Note' that if the expression involves' character. strings,an.a<t~e user does .not
enclose them in quotes, the execution of the SETVAR coIlltriand will result in an
error.

",If the.~ser!respon9stoanI~PUrrconunall(1 by pressing the return key (110 other
illllut), and the, va.riabl~previpuslyexisteqtthe existing ~alue isqot changed.
Newvaria.bles,~re •set to. null (""), gi"en this ... same .. situation~. Ifa timed read
expires before theus~r r~spqnds, values are trea.t~ the same as ifthe user had
sirnPlypressed the return key. In thissituatipn however, awaming occurs and
CIE~OR iSS,et to .9003.

Something to note is tha.t, ifa.cqlon (:) is read .(as the firs,! qh;ll~aCter) by the
INPUT .command at·· any level other than the root level of the command
interpreter (CI), the following error message is returned:

For eX3111ple, to prompt' the user for a predefined variable. called
HPREDOSIZE, you could use the following command in a UDC or command
file:

This will display .the .prompt·, "Enter" ·the .newi'ivalue for HPRedoSize" on
$STDLIST, and wait 10 seconds for the user's response. If the user does not
respond within 10 seconds, the value of HPREDOSIZE will be left unchanged.

2.3.1.4 The ERRCLEARcommand.

A command that becomes useful as you develop command files,UDCs, and/or
j9h stream filesis ERRQLEAR. It initializes (zeros) all HP pr,edefined error
related yariables. Its~J.ltax is rather .simple:
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That t s' right - there are no parameters! ' This command· can be executed from a
session or job. It is not' BREAKable. Issuing the ERRCLEAR command, is
equivalent to issuing the followirigconUriands:

you are still not feeling very productive. with predefined variables yet, right!?!
OK, 'here, is the go~stuff. Predefinedvariables~elDostoften used to..control
the flow of batch jobs (they canals~ be used ill c0lt1llWld: files,UDCs, and/or in
sessions), "taking various actions based on" the results ofprevious stet's.·., ••. To do
this, the IF/THEN,' ELSE, ELSEIF, ENDIF,' CONTINUE, ESCAPE, EXIT,.
RETURN,WHILE and ENDWHILEcommands are used. 'For purposes of this
paper, I am going to assume you either know' how" these MPE/iX system
commands work or can easily acquire the knowledge as we look at examples.
(Some examples will come. later that should clear up some ofyour questions.)

2.3.1.5 The JCW,mnemonics.

A word or two about the four JCW"mnemonics. These, can be .. used to assign
values to variables, or used in IF commands. They are ttdefined tt in the table
below.

JCW Mnemonics

I Mnemonic I Value I
OK Zero

WARN 16,384

FATAL 32,768

SYSTEM 49,152

These are strictly mnemoriicsfof speci~c values --they'cannotbei~sed as
variable or JCW names. You'mayuse a combination of a mnemonic and a
number'to indicate a value, between two mnemonics. If you specify:
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for example, animplied addition takes place (~2,768'+32) and die value would
be 32,800. The ".... "and"~n;optioncanalsobe used with mnemonics. For
example:

2.3.2 hedejinedvariable, usage in programs.

Now,foryouprogranuner~typepeople,wewililookat how to interrogate, and
set predefined variables from within a program. ,The intrinsics, HPCIGETVAR,
a.nd .HPCIPtJTVAR ,will ,be utili~.; ".... Thes~corresp~~d to ,the MPE/iX .CI
commands ·SHO~AR,and .. SET"A.R used' on staIldara.·variables..,.•.. (A.ctually,
!hese.•.,varia~le ,iJltrillSi~s ••,m~y ..J)e,)p,s~ .•·toi.~et. and,.d~~plaY ..JCVfs'. as:\Vell.~) ,;MPE/iX
distinguishes .between' .• variables cr~ated.by ..... the.PljrJCW intrinsic· and those
created by the. HPCIJ>UTV1\Ri.ntrinsicby wa.yof .... an .' internal "flag". My
examples ..·are.,.based ..,on .• COBOI.;II/XI.;···usage;'·however,. I will' try ··to·.··provide
information .in' a general' way.

2.3.2.1 The HPCIGETVARintri",si~.

where varnameis" an alphanume~icv~fiabl~Jcha.r~cter array)cQlltaining the name
of the variable (or Jew) to be found,and statusis a' signed32~bit integer
variable to which a value denoting the execution status of the intrinsic is returned.
The varname parameter may contain up to 255 alphanumeric characters, starting
with a letter (or the underscore (.~ ) character) and ending with a non~

alphanumeric character" such as a blank. (The underscore is not a valid delimiter
since it is a valid variable name character.) The name is not case sensitive. If
the requested variable is found in the .session's ".Variable Object Table, its· value
is returned to the program in an item parameter; if not found, no change is made
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to this parameter. Thesratw parameter willbe returned with one '''o{a number
of possible values.

If no errors orwarningsareencol1ntered,all·32 bits of the status parameter are
set tozeto."If an error or warning is encounteted,lhefirst 16 bits (0-15) provide
an error or warning number. Error conditions are represented. by' negative
values; ~rni~~~ are. repr~~nted by positive value~. .,I~, ,an error or warning
situation, the' second set of 16 bits (16-31) will be se("to .. 166 wllich is' the
subsystem idelltifie~ for. H~IGETVAR. '., Shown in the table below isa partial
list of possible error numbers that may be returned. This list was obtained from
an old edition of the MPE XL IntrinsicsRe/erence Manual. . Tile current edition
does not specifically list the errors (nor are they documented anywhere else!).
I am sure the list is neither complete· nor up to date.

A Few Status Parameter Values for the HPCIGETVAR Intrinsic
(First Word Only)

Status Value

o

-8106

-8110

-8156

Me~ng or Result
,.'. . '.

Successful execution: The value of'varnomehas been retrieved
'from the·session's Variable Object'Thble.

Error: lluname was not found in the session's Variabl~ Object
'Thble.

Error: varname is not valid.

Error: varname is longer than 255 characters.'

The itemnum parameter is an 'unsigned 32-bit integer variable in which you
specify the item you want retrieved.· See the table below for. possible values.
The item parameter varies in type (see the table below), and is usedto return the
requested information or value. '. The HPCIGETVAR .intrinsic can be used to
obtain thevalue and/or attributeo~anyof the classes of variables or JCWs. You
may specify up to. six itemnumlitem pairs.' (
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Item Number/ItemParatneter Values· for the HPCIGETVAR Intrinsic

Item
Number Item Type Description 'or Meaning

(nQtapplicable) lternnuinlitem pair ignored.

.

10

11

12

13

32-bit signed
integer

Alphanumeric
(charaCter

array)

32-bit signed
integer

32-bit signed
integer

32-bit signed
integer

32-bit signed
integer

32-bit signed
integer

IJ;ltegervalue,ofvarname.·, Zero· is returned
if vamame is.not an mteg~rvariable .

String value of'Var1llJl1tJ!. An ASCII zero is
returnedifvarnameis nota string variable.
Item pair 10 should also be· used with the
pair.. /}

BooleanWlue ofvarntirrie, where true =
one, and false =zero. Zero is retlU'Iled if
varnomeis, nota,booieanvariable.

Length of array (tharacter'string) passed to
hold varname'sstring value. ,If length is
passed and an array is not; an error occurs.
The default length is 255.. Used in
conjunction with item pair 2.

Aetuallength (in&ytes) Ofvarname's string
value.

Value of varnome:nonzero if varnome is
recursively dereferenced; zero for a level-1
value. Default value is one (nonzero).

'type of·varia.l>le, where integer .•:;:: one,
string. = two, and boolean = three.

To.' accomplish .the .. same ..task ill .. RPG/XII." ..~e.t~e •.I~TR oper~!ion to call
HPCIGETVAR.lf you are notfamiliarwitbhow JO do this, .y()u may want to
referenceHP 3000 ApplicationlVote # 94~· RPGIXL Intrinsic Interface dated
January ...15, 1992 (Q()Cumentparti"!~lIt\f)er 5966-8223).

2.3.2.2 The HPCIPUTVAR intrinsie.

The SETVAR c9tntmmd's programmatic equivalent is theHPCIPUTVAR
intrinsic. <Its syntax (in COBOL I,I/~L· format) is:
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where varname· isarl'alphanumeric variable .(character array) containing the name
of the variable (or JCW) to be created or changed, and status is a signed 32-bit
integer variabletowhich'a Value denoting the execution status of tneintrinsic is
returned. The vamame .parameter. may·.. contain· up to 25S··alphahumeric
characters,starting wi~h a leUer(or. th~ \lnde!:~~ore ,(~),fltal"a.ct~f) ~~ ending
with a non-alphanumeric charac~~r,< such ~sa. blank~ ,(The uriderscoreis not a
valid delimiter since it is a valid variable name character.} The name is Dot case
sensitive. If the requested variable'(ar Jew) is found in the session's Variable
Object Table, its vallie is charigedtQ the value provided in ..an item parameter; if
not found, an entry is created and then is: assignedthe specified value. The status
parameter will be returned 'with one of anumber of posSible values.

If no errors,or warnings .. areencountered, all 32. bits of the.status parameter are
set to zero. If an errO(Orwarning is encountered, the first 16 bits (0-15) provide
an error, or warning number. Error ,conditions are represented by negative
values;. wan;rlng~are.representedby positive values. In an error or warning
situati()n, the second set of J6 bits (16-31) will be set to 166 which is the
subsystem identifier for HPCIPUTY.t\R. Shown in ,the table below is.a partial
list of possible error numbers that may be returned. This list was obtained from
an old edition of the MPE XL lntrinsics Reference Manual. The current edition
does not specifically list the errors (nor are they documented anywhere else!).
I am sure the list is neither complete nor up to date.

A Few Status Parameter Values for the HPCIPUTVAR Intrinsic
(First Word Only)

Status Value

o

-8110

-8156

Meaning or Result

Successful execution: varname has been entered in the session's
Variable. Object lable.

Error: varname is not valid.

Error: varname is longer than 255 charactt:rs.

The itemnum parameter is an unsigned 32-1>it integer variable in which you
specify the item you want set. See the table below for possible values. The item
parameter varies in type (seethe table below), andisused to specify the value
fQr varname and/or other information. The.HPCIPUTVAR.intrinsic can be used
to set the value of any of the user-defined variables or JCWs, and the llser
writable variables or JCWs.Youmay specify up to three itemnumlitem pairs.
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Item.Number/Item Paramet~rValues'forthe<HPCIPUTVAR'Intrinsic

Item
Number

Item Type '.
I

.<

Descriptiono't ··Meaning
"

o (ootapplicable) ., lte1'1l1tttm/item,~ir ignored.

2

3

11

13

32~bit signed
integer

Alphanumeric
(character

array)

32-bitsigned
integer

32-bitsigned
integer

32-bit signed
integer

Inwger~qeto' be assi~edto VaT1IIlfflt:

No other pairs are required, .and will ~~e
an error if present.

Strfug Valu~tb'beass~gned td<vamame.
Must also provide item pair number 11.

Boolean value to be assigned to VaTnome, .

where true = nonzero, and false = zero.
No o~r pairs are required, and wjll cause
an error if present

Actual length (in bytes) ofsiiiIlg to be
assigned to VaTnmne.· Used in 'conjunction
with item pair 2.

String value will store as sting value if this
item has a nonzero value. If this item t s
value,is zero, Boolean and integer
interpretati()D of item twot s value will be
attempted first.

2.4

To accomplishthe.·sametaskinRPG/XL, .us~tlleINTR.. operation to ·call
HPCIPUTVAR. Ifyou'are not fattliliarwith how to'oothis, youtnaywant to
referenceHP 3001) ApplicatianNate# .·94: RPGIXL ·.lntrinsiclnterjace dated
January '15, 1992"(docunientpatt llUll1b~r5960-8223J.

Good. ideal·',,' First, ..·we~ill·look at·someexamples •.in batchj~bs"andsessiQns,then
we will.take a look at a couple example programs that •use predefined .variables.
As predefined variables are presented in anexa.mple for the first time, we will
take a look at what it can tell us... In later e:xarIlples, you will be on your own to
remember what it does - you 'know, the old. "building block" theory of
teaching/learning. So. sharpen your pencils; here we go...'
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2.4.1 Batch job 'and session examples.

A note before we get started. -Anytime you see the characters <esc> in this
paper, read it as aD .escape character. That is, for purposes of this paper, I have
used the characters <esc> in place of the escape character. However, if you
were to type in the \JDC. or coniman~ ~file, you would need to use the escape
character instead. Be careful not to-mistake the ESC variable used in some of the
files. This actually- is a variable that has been set to the value of an escape
character.

Here is a command file that will tell a user virtually everything they could ever
want to know about their logon. -
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So what do all of those pretiefined variables mean? Starting at the top of the
command file and working our way down, let us take a look. HPJOBrYPE
provides a value of "s" if the logon is a session, and "JIt if a job. HPJOBNUM
is the job/session number. The job or session name is in HPJOBNAME. You'll
find the user, group and account stored in HPUSER, HPGROUP and
HPACCOUNT respectively, while HPHGROUP holdS the user's home group.
The search path is defined in HPPATH. The logical device number (LDEV #)
for $STDIN and $STDLIST are provided in HPhDEVIN and HPLDEVLIST.
And finally, HPDTCPORrID holds the port ID of the DTC the user's terminal
is connected to.

OK. Take a big breath; here we go again. HPDATEE and HPTIMEF provide
the current formatted date and time. HPINTRODATE and HPINTROTIME will
tell you (formatted) the date and time the user logged on. If you want to know
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- how many minutes have passed since you logged on, check HPCONNMINS.
There is also HPCPUSECS that provides the number of seconds the CPU has
been doing work for your session. Hang on, we still have a few more to go!

If you are not familiar with the LISTREDO command, you owe it to yourself to
start looking. HPREDOSIZE is the variable that controls' how big your redo
stack is. HPCMDNUM tells you ,the current command number (i.e. how many
commands you have executed since you logged on). HBUSERCMDEPTH
provides the answer to the question "How deep am I in nested 'command files and
UDCs?". The number of nested CIs is provided in HPCIDEPTH. The number
of minutes allowed for CI reads before it logs you off is controlled by
HPTIMEOUT. HPTYPEAHEAD is set to TRUE if the type ahead feature is
enabled for your session (this is separate and distinct from Reflectipn's type
ahead). If your session is not accepting messages :via the TELL command,
HPQUIET will be set to TRUE. And almost lastly, if your s~ssion is "in break",
HPINBREAK will have a value of TRUE. The accoUnt, group and user
capabilities are stored in HPACcrCAPF, HPGROUPCAPF and HPUSERCAPF.
These are formatted (Le. the bits are translated into letters). Well, if you
survived that, you can handle any of the others - this one was by far the highest
concentration of predefined variables in one example.

Here is a counterpart for the ME command file that displays the system's
information and status.
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It is just a bunch of ECHO commands to display the information, but it does give
us a chance to talk about what each of the predefined variables do. So, here we
go. HPSYSNAME will.pontain what ever name you have assigned to your
system, and (via SE!VAR) placed into the variable. < HPCPUNJ\ME, on the
other hand, is the name of the computer model (for example, SERIES 922LX).
The MPE/ix operating system version. is stored in HPVERSION.

If you want to know' the' number of executing jobs 'and sessions, look at
HPEXECJOBS. If you wanta breakdown,'HPSESCOUNT and HPJOBCOUNT
have yqur answers. The nUll1berofcurrentlY"suspended, ,waiting, and scheduled
jobs can, be found ,in, HPSUSPJOBS, HPWAI~JOBS, and •HPSCHEDJOBS.
HPUSERCOUNT' is the number of users (defined as non-OPERATOR.SYS)
currently,on the system.

And finally some limits. HPSESLIMITand HPJOBLIMITprovide the current
settings of the session and job limits. The maximum Dumber of users allowed on
the system is stored'in HPUSERLIMIT. The job and out fences can be found in
HPJOBFENCE and HPOUTFENCE.

If you were following along in the example, 'you will have noticed I skipped over
one of the predefined variables.'HPSUSAN,. ,Ah yes, we finally getto talk about
the mysterious "woman" from the title of the'paper! HPSUSANis an,"electronic
serial number" which, accordi~, to HP, no other system has... ~\,ia comments
from the grapevine, I think there are a few' isolatedexceptions.that.tum up from
time to time however.)

The name is actually an acronym' for the words ,."System Unique .• Serially
Assigned Number". So what purpose does it serve? About the same as any
serial number does. Software companies have found they can use HPSUSAN as
a way to tie. a particular copy of, their' software ,to 'a 'given machine, thus
controlling software piracy. They simply> request your HPSUSAN, and include
that in some validation logic in their program that prohibits the running of their
software if the HPSUSAN from.the' system, 'does not match the'value in the
software.

The following is a modified version of the job stream we use to do our system
back ups.
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Notice the creation of variables MONDAY and THURSDAY. They are not
necessary, but make the IF commands read a little nicer.' Also, ION and
ENHOFF are set up to use when the inverse video enhancement is to be turned
on and off.

Full back ups should be performed on Monday and Thursday; otherwise, a partial
back up is done. Which to do is decided by checking HPDAY, which is a
number from one to seven, where one is Sunday. The creation date of file
LASTBACK is the last time a back up was performed. The creation date of file
FULLDATE is the last time a full back up was performed. Both of these files
are built, but contain no data, and as such, do not require~ disk space. Their
sole purpose in life is to provide the last date an event occurred by' way of their
creation date. '

There are around forty MPE/iX expression evaluator functions that do and/or tell
you virtually anything you want. Used in this job stream are two of them.

finfo( ... , "EXISTS") returns a value of TRUE if the file exists, and FALSE
if the file does not.

finfo( ... ,"INTCREATED") returns the creation date of the file as an integer
in the form yyyymmdd.

finfo( ... , "CREATED") returns the formatted creation date of the file.
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str(...) extracts individual characters from a character string va~ia6Ie.

Have you been. looking fora way to . load information ... into your terminal's
functioll keys autQmatically? lfyo~ have, keep reading.lfY9U have not,
perhaps you wanttoknowwhyrouwould want to. Usingthe.fun~tion keys to
execute commands provides a one or two keystroke execution of commands.

My original· source for this informationwa&~the "Users' Forum" .section of the
November 1987·issue of Interac~D;l~g~ine....•...... I·· have· sill:ceseen a. nUInberof other
similar· approaches, and have successfUlly· usedi'amodificationof.all the. ideas on
all of the terminals I have access· to·· (HP 2392A, ·HP 700792, and. HP Vectra· PC
using Reflection 1 for Windows). I believe it will work on any "HP teonina}"
that has the capability of "labeling" the function keys onthe screen. There are
three parts to the solution: two· command files that need to be defined once and
stored somewhere for everyone's access, and one (or· more) additional command
file(s) defined that uses the first two.

The two "system-Ievelucommand files include SFK:

and DISPFKEY:

The SFK command file accepts the information for one function key and "loads It

that information by causing it to be displayed on the terminal with the ECHO
command. Be careful when you type this one in: upper and lowercase makes a
difference in how it will execute! The KEY parameter signifies which function
key (1 through 8). The ATTR parameter indicates what should· happen when the
function key is pressed:
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Values for the Attribute (ATTR) parameter of the SFK Command File

I Value I Action to be Taken I
0 NORMAL. The defined string is displayed. To

execute it, the· user must press the RETURN key.

1 LOCAL ONLY. The defined string is displayed; it
can not·be executed, however.

2 TRANSMIT.... The defined. string is displayed and
immediately·executed.

The HEAD1 and·HEAD2 parameters. provide values to be placed in the labels on
the screen. And finally, the FUNCfION parameter provides the actual character
string to be "loaded" into the function key. .

The .DISPFKEY. command file simply causes the. function key labels to be
displayed on the . terminal screen (if they are not already). The
It <esc> M <esc >A" sequence in both command files effectively "erases It the
lines from the screen as the commands execute.. If you would like them left on
the screen, that sequence could be left off the end of theline.

What might the command files· that use these look like? Here is ·an example:

It is important to ·note that two eight-character labels must be provided for each
of the function key labels. .The IF command checks to make sure the commands
are .only executed in session m<?de, since it may· make sense. to .reference a
command file such as this one from a logon UDC. HPDUPLICATIVE will have
a value of TRUE if the logon is duplicative (Le.. it is a session).

If you want to take this a step further, instead ofRUNning each of the programs
(either implicitly or explicitly), execute a command file to do so. In the
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command file for each program, execute commands before and after the RUN
command to load the keys for the program about to be run and then reset them
afterwards. For example, command file QUAD could be defined as:

By using this nesting technique, you can set up a "menu" system with only
command files and terminal function keys. Neat, huh?!?

Here is another way of implementing a menu system that can shield the user from
the MPE/iX prompt (and vice versa). It uses a command file to implement the
menu logic.
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Since the command file has a parameter, the user may indicate which function to
perform without the necessity of displaying the menu the first time. If no
parameter value is provided, the menu will be displayed, and the user prompted
for their selection. Unless the user has chosen to leave the menu, the variable
CHOICE is set to the mnemonic WARN at the end of the command file to force
the menu to be displayed. NUMERIC(...) is used to determine if the user typed
anything other than digits; this will be false if they did. Also note the provision
for temporarily exiting to the MPE/iX command interpreter. From here the user
may enter MPE/iX commands, but may not run a program unless they have the
process handling (PH) capability.

We have a few new predefined variables to talk about, so let us get started. The
HPMSGFENCE variable is used to control error messages printed by the CI. If
this variable is set to zero, the CI displays all errors and warnings as usual.
However, if it is set to one, the CI will only display error messages, and if set
to two, all CI messages are suppressed. By setting HPAUTOCONT to TRUE,
you can avoid the need to place CONTINUE statements tlfroughout. It is like
having a CONTINUE in front of every command. HPMONTH, HPDATE, and
HPYEAR provide the month number, day of month, and year respectively. The
current hour and minute is provided by HPHOUR and HPMINUTE. HPCIERR
contains the last CI error or warning number from your job or session.
HPPROMPT is used here to provide a reminder of how they get back to the
menu from the CI. You can use virtually any character string for the prompt 
including any of the predefined variables!

The inside WHILE loop is an interesting feature. It contains a timed INPUT
command that will display the current date and time in front of the prompt.
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Because of the timed read and the.loop, the. time will stay up-to-date. The escape
sequence will delete the last line before displaying it again. Also.note, if the user
does. not respond to the command file before the number of minutes specified in
HPTIMEOUT has passed, the user will automatically be logged off the system.

Hey system JnaDagers; do you have things 'you want to be pel'formed every time
a user logs on? Are there varying activities for certain accounts or ·users that
should always be done? You can provide this functionality with logon UDCs.
You say UDCs are a bit cumbersome, and have to be uncatalogued/catalogued
every time you want to rIlake a change? Well there is an alternative - sort of.
The solution· still involves a logon UDC, but it does' address the cumbersome
issue. I· have seen this approach before, but the' reference I found when
developing this paper appeared in. the "Users Forum" column of the.September
1982 issue of interact magazine. I··have made a few refinements, and present it
here for your consideration.

Command files do not provide a LOGON option, so if we· want this functionality,
we must use at least one UDC, and the above UDe·is it. It does nothing except
execute three comtnarId files:· one each to imitatea'system level, account level,
and user level logon UDC. Each of the command files. then contain all of the
programs that need to be run, and settings that need to be made,for each level
at logon time. To change what happens at a given level,simply change the
appropriate command file and you are done. This can even be done while people
are logged on. You will note the UDC confirms the existence o{the command
file before it tries to execute it, so you are not forced to have a· file at every level
for every account or user. Also note that what cominand file(s) actually get
executed depends on the logon group and account, since it is based on the logon
account and user name.

Here is a sample of what the LOGONCMD.PUB.SYS file might look like.
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Nothing fancy here; just a list of commands to be performed for every user that
logs onto the system. If you have a logon security system,- commands to initiate
it would· be placed here. You can create a similar command file for each. account
on your system; each user too! You can effectively keep the user from the CI
prompt, thus providing some level of security for free, by having one of these
start another command file or a program to place the user into their application.
The application must then be followed with a BYE command to log the user off.
Do not forget to use the NOBREAK option to disable the BREAK key.

Have you ever been frustrated with yourself when you logged off because you
typed EXIT at the CI prompt and did not realize you were running your first
level of the CI? Another problem you may have is forgetting to return the
console to its rightful place before logging off. Well, here are a couple of
solutions to those problems. These will be most effective as system-level UDCs.
In fact, they must be set up as UOCs. If you try to use command files for them,
they will never be performed because UOCs and MPE/iX commands are
performed before command files unless you use the XEQ command.
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Here is a fun little command file (actually it has some size to it). Have you ever
wanted a stopwatch functionality on the HP 30001 If yes, this command file is
for you! Take some time to look.
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~ Guy, Smith has done a nice job on this one. I have not found much t() change in
it. The use of the command file and how it works is fairly straightforward.
Take a look at Guy t s comments in· thecommand',file- they pretty well spell out
what is going, on. The only new predefined variable is HPCQNNSECS which
provides the number of elapsed seconds' since your, log on time.

Here is an example of using' the IF command and avariable to do' something they
were' not designed for" but it works, so why not?' The following could be
included at any point "in' a job stream where HPDA¥would, not be equal to 8
(which would be anywhere - unless you have figured out how to', get more days
in the week than I have!):

QKoperator-type people, how many ofyou have ever needed to raise the job
limit so a jobcouldsta.rt running, but then lowered it'right after it started? I
thought so; Well here is a little command file you might fino helpful. I found
this in the "Questions & Answers It column- of the March 1992 issue of Interact
magazine.

Th~re is nothing real sophisticated here; we simply take the current job limit, add
a value to it, wait 'five seconds,' and then set the job 'limit back to the,original
value. In case, you are 'curious, yes you can give "it a negative' value for
JDELTA. It temporarily LOWERS the limit'and then raises it -I am not sure
why you would want to do that, but it does work.

Here is a,little command file to help with the CONSOLE command. The
It Questions & Answers" column of the March 1992 issue of Interact magazine
gave me the foundation, but I've elaborated on the original a bit.
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There are three mode~ of operation for this command file. If you do not provide
a parameter, it simply responds with the LDEV number of the location of the
console. If you specify an LDEV number, it will attempt to move the console
to that device. Lastly, if you provide the word "me", it will attempt to relocate
the console to your terminal. This provides a way of getting the console with out
needing to know the LDEV number of the terminal you are logged on. To
accomplish all of this, it simply works through a series of IF commands.

A simple addition to the system-level logon UDC (or the command file executed
from it) makes use of the predefined variable HPDAY easier. By including this
functionality at the system level, the following seven variables will always be
available for use in IF commands.

Here is a way to control when people can logon and play games (or what ever
it is that you might need to control). This needs to be either included in a logon
UDC, or in a command file executed from one.
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If it is Saturday or Sunday, or before 8 a.m., after 5 p.m., or sometime during
the noon hour, this will let the user stay logged on - any other time the user will
automatically be logged off. Note that if the user gets logged on during an
"open" time, they can continue playing forever - there is nothing to force them
off when the game room closes. To accomplish this, a check could be added to
each of the commands' set up to run the individual games. The 'comparison of
HPUSERCOUNT against HPUSERLIMIT simply keeps people out Qf the games
logon if more than half of the available logons have been used. Again, there is
nothing to force them off if that becomes true after they have logged on. The
first IF command assumes the existence of the variables for the days of the week.
If they are not available, the correct numbers will need to be substituted in the
IF command.

For more examples, take a look in the INTEREX CSL (primarily in the
COMMAND group). There are a number of interesting command files there.
I am sure there are some CSL programs that utilize the predefinea variables,
although I can not point you to any specific examples. Another good source of
examples is virtually any job stream from Hewlett-Packard Company. They tend
to make extensive use of variables to control the flow 'of the job stream logic, and
many of them are the predefined variables.

2.4.2 Programmatic examples.

The following is a COBOL II/XL program that illustrates how to use the
HPCIPUTVAR intrinsic. .As it is presented, it allows the user to provide a value
for the CI prompt (instead of the colon, for example), and the CI time out
variable.
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I will have to admit this is not a very useful program. It does however, show the
basics of what needs to be done to create and/or set a particular variable to a
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given value. If your variable name is longer than fourteen characters, make sure
you increase the length of field VAR-NAME. Also, make sure you have at least
one blank or other non-alphanumeric character following your variable name.

Here is another example COBOL II/XL program with the HPCIGETVAR
intrinsic, which shows the basics "of what needs to be done to retrieve the value
of an existing variable.
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Same comments as last time; make sure you set up VAR-NAME large enough
to hold your variable name and make sure you end it with at least one blank or
other nonalphanumeric character.
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3 Closing thoughts .~, .. "For a good time... check out HPSusan!"

We have looked (stared?!) at HPStJSANarid her harem, the MPE/iX predefined
variables. Numerous examples 'have been explored to see how. they work and
how they can be used.· We· have found that theycwiH tell us virtually anything we
might want to know - except how old they are. They are a very powerful
feature of the HP 3000 and MPE/iX.

So, is i~'Y0rtbtheeffort,Q(le~rning some~~ingnew? My answer is a resounding
YES! Use of thepredefinedvilriablesmu&~be carefully planned and monitored
to reap the greatest benefit, but, oh, what a benefit it is: Increased operator,
prograIlllller, an<;l,u~erproductivity ,and a computer system that is •easier to use
overall.

HP is a trademark of Hewlett-Packard Company.
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INTRODUCTION

Following···the recent introduction of the·disk arrays, a number
ofquesti~llsandperformance Issues haver~sen. ". Having worked with
Hewlett -~acka.;rdDiskMemory Division in Boise, ..'Idaho and a .number of
customer sites which experienced some difficulty, Iwill<highlight
some of performance issues along with the ou.tcome of working with
these customer sites . (ca~~'istudies). These issues and guidelines
should' help with future disk products, .and the positioning of these
larger mass .stor!1ge devices with HPcustomers.

The disk array drive"sare the products: HPC2252 ("2-way",
2. 72 Gbyte ). and theHP C2254. ("4-way" 5:'44 Gbyte) . Bothol these
products have. the. option.>toadd ..... an ... additional. .mechanism which
prOVides high availability in the e'vent one of ··the internal
mechanisms fail. In the tests conducted. in this report, all drives
had the additional paritymechanislD (there is no perceived
performance degradation in doing so).

Our· group, System Technology. Division, I/O and System Modeling
has been working together with DMD (Disk' Memory Division) for a
number of years and have ,characterized the performance of .other
peripheralsa.s'theywere<introduced.

OBJECTIVES

Identify the key performance issues.relate~to.th~diska:r;ray
drives (on NIO and CIO), some of the difficulties~o1:>eawareof,
and guidelines ,on positioning the drives with different computer
system and configl1rati0J:'ls. '

SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

The version of .MPE/XL described in:this ·doclUDent is Release 3 .
The case studies described later each had aversion of. Release 3
with disk. array support.
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HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT

-NID versus CIO

In a previous report that· I·· .• had written, I discussed the
performance of disk arrays ona Series 980 , a CIO Input/Output
subsystem.

Here is a simple illustration
of one CIa hardware
configuration. The maximum
bandwidth for each of the
hardware components is listed
in parenthese$.. .. Th~se !:l,hould
not be construed as actual
limits~Theactual bandwidth
achiev~d ·.is, ·in. most cases,
less than this maxi~

megabytes per second~

The' peripherals (disks,
t 411pes, printers, etc.) .are
connected to either HP-IB,
SCSI,or fiberlink device
adapters. The bandwidth of
the card becomes a factor
when combined transfer rate
of the devices exceeds
(l~mited by) that of the card.

Ser i es .··980/100

Figure 1 - CIOConfiguration

Figure 2 - NIO Configuration

Series 987
In contrast, th~s

illustration of an NIO system
shows a larger bandwidth at
that level of the hardware 10
subsystem.

It is theoretically possible
then to reach a bottleneck on
theCIO card ... with a large
number: of peripherals being
configured and accessed. The
illustrated bandwidths are
not what is currently
attainable today. We have
measured the hardware 10
subsystem at.· each of tthe
levels under maximum burst
conditions (with different
block sizes) and achieve
transfer rates less than what
is indicated.

CPU H~

NIO (20 MB) •.~
Melloryl

I

III
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HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT

- HIO versus CIO - continued

Inmal1yinstancesofhardware IO)bottleneck,it appears that
the device> adapter card is the limiting factorbeforetheCIO. For
instance, it would take a disk 10 rate of 400 to SOOper second at
a blocksize of 10 Kbytes to get· a·rate of ·SMbytes per second.(78
per Second at64I<bytes)act."osssevera,ldeviceadapter cards . With
the device adapter cards. (fiherlink, UP-IB, and current SCSI), as
the .. blocksize .gets ···sma,11e:f,themaxiQn.iJn lOs per second is less
beca1j,se.of overhead. required at different levels . ApplicationsJDUst
spread the disk a.ccess overmat)ymoredrivesbeforereaching the
maximum capacity· of .. CIO·(even ··withllll.1lti-processor Se,ries 980s).
For future systems, however, NIOremovesa possiblebottlerieck in
the 10 subsystem.

Another .. factor in characterizing the .performance •.. of,disk
arrays on,an,NIOsystemversusCIOis that there is another layer of
software that must be executed when accessing theCIO disk drive.

The 'illustration above
shoW's. the laY~:rs·· of..·;software
required to access the
fiberlink disk drives on an
NIO versus a CIOhardwareIO
subsystem. The number of
instructions from the
external interrupt to get· to
the· diskdrivefs 5037 for
NrO as c:()mpared to 10974
instructions ona CIOsystem.
This does not include the
File System which precedes
the itlt~rrupt.

The disk exerciser
tests that l' ran on an NIG
system (Series 977 ) showed no
difference (no measurable
improvement) over the tests
run on a CIO machine (Series
980). The exerciser program Figure 3 - NIO v.CIO Software·Path
I wrote, .calls SENDMMIO·which
will initiate the disk driver
(eagle_dm), bypassing the File System and main memory manager
caching (generating all physical disk lOs). The number of
additional instructions executed on these systems did not change the
transfer rates.
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DISK PERFORMANCE TESTS

- Disle M echallisms

Before comparing theHP C2204 (1.3 Gbyte) disk drives and the
HP C2252 and HPC2254 disk arrays, ·here is a summary chart that I
included in a previous report that I distributed:

..
DESCRIPTION Eagle.1 Coyote" 2 Coyote 3

.
616Capacity (Mbytes) 571 1300

Track Size (Kbytes) 30.75 28.25 30.27

Full Latency (ms) 16.67 14.99 14.99

Track Speed (Mbyte/sec) 1.845 1.885 2.303

Random (1/3) Seek (ms) 20.5 17.0 13.5

The Eagle mechanism is used in HP 7936/37 disk drives, the
Coyote 2 mechanism is used in the HP C2203 (HP-IB) and HP C2204 (HP
FL), and the Coyote 3 mechanism is used in the HP C2252 and HPC2254
drives.

HP C2252 and HP C2254 disk drives are (at the time of this
report) the fastest disk drives that HP offers. The question is how
many disk drives are required by a customer site. Although the
storage capacity is either twice that of the HP C2~0~ or 4 times as
much, ·the actual performance does not correspond to these storage
increases.

-NIO/CIODiskArrays YersusHPC2204- Raw Disk 10

NIO, although 50% fewer instnuctions from the. external
interrupt to starting the 10 on the disk drive, showed no measurable
gain in performance (difference was less than 5%). Therefore, all
discussions of disk arrays in this report will not make a
distinction between tests for NIO versus CIO.
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DISK PERFORMANCE TESTS

- NIO!CIODisk.Arrays YersllsHPC2204- Raw'DislclO
continued

The graphs below show theperfbrmance of the HP C2254 disk
array 'versus·· theHP 022041

MPE!)(LHPC2.:104versus HPC2254
Zero Seek·· (no track' buffer hifs)

Figure4-<C2204v C22Jj4 (10 rate)

MPE!XLHPC2204,versus HP C2254
Zero Seek .. (no track buffer hits)

12 16 32
bIocksize (Kbyte)

48 64

Figure 5 - C2204 v C2254 (Mbyte/sec)
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DISK PERFORMANCE .TESTS

• NIOfClcO Arrays YersusHPC2204~ RawDisklOcont'd

Shown in terms of disk lOs per second (figure 4) and megabytes
per. ~econ4 (figure 5) bymuJ.1;ip1yi;ng dJsk J9s.by .blp~ksize

(disregard the steps that occurs at 16 kilobyte~J..ocksi~~and32,

track switching and other functions took place at these sizes, the
curves should be more smooth). These are raw disk 10 (bypassing the
MPE file system) with zero seek (seekingwithinth~samecylinder
but not sequential,"so as to not be witbinthe 128 kilobyte disk
mechanism read cache). By virtute of the technology, it is shown
that the disk arrays are the most effective at larger blocksizes
(more than twice that of the C2204) and less than twice at lower
b1ocksizes.

When a constant seek of 300 cylinders was introduced in the
tests, the 10 rate (and consequently the megabyte per second)
dropped about 20- 25%, but .larger ·blocksize for the disk array
remained more than twice the performance of a C2204. Here are some
questions that were prompted from the previous report:

How many disk lOs can be achieved through the File Systea?
What is the typical blocksize on an lIPE/XL systea?
What is the typical seek pattern?
What is the typical read to write ratio (since there is a

disk .echanism read cache of 128 kilobytes)?
How ..ny reads are processed in this disk·controller cache?

-NIO/CIO D;skArrays YersusHPC2204 - ActualDisk 10

In order to see what the maximum 10 rate capability of an HP
C2204, C2252 and C2254 disk drives would be, you would need to keep
a steady stream of physical disk lOs in the disk queue so that when
the disk is ready, another set of lOs can be processed. In customer
sites, this is a stress situation (which obviously could not be
tolerated for any length of time). Disk las per second must be
qualified further with blocksize. As shown in the raw disk IDs
(figures 4 and 5), smaller transfer sizes have higher disk 10 rates
but result in lower Mbytes per ... second transfer (again, due to
overhead processing necessary to process each 10 request).

I have detailed disk traces from actual customer sites which
illustrate what I described above. When a disk drive is at maximum
capacity, the system is not performing very well (that's an
understatement). We have run a number of benchmarks on stand alone
systems to verify these number. The following diagrams illustrates
this effect.
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DISK PERFORMANCE TESTS

- N IO/CIO Disk Arrays ·Versus HPC2204 ..... ·Actual Dis/C·l0
continued

Figure 6 - HP C2204 Disk Trace

Case 8tudy#1
MPE/XLRefease3.0 - OneHP C2204

60..,.-o-~--:--""""""--"'------"'-""'----""""""--"'-"""""""'-"""'"

55+-----~~-..~-.._-.._------------t

50 +--..,.....,...-....,..--

45

-g 40

g 35

~30
~25
c3 20

15

10

5

0-............- ...........
2 46 8 10 12 1416 18 202224 26 28 30

Time (minutes)

T n i s
diagram is an
actua.l trace
from a disk
drive on an HP
3000 system
running MPE/XL
release 3.0.
The drive is a
fiberlink HP
C2204 with a
disk 10 rate of
over 22 per
second. The
a v e.·r a ge
blocksizes are
5.6 Kbytes for
reads, 1.2 for
writes with a
very high read
to write ratio.
Al though the
average overtime is 22 per second, the requestsare<coming in at
over 40 per second. Over. 30 are processed and the requesting
processes mu.st wait for some. completion before continuing on (this
is why it looks somewhat like a cardiac diagram)<.

So at a blocksize of around 6 Kbytes ,the HPC2204· can process
around 20 to 22 disk IDs per secon.d. With alargerblocksize,fewer
disk IDs per second can· be handled. For theHPG2252 and liP. C2254,
this maximum is a.round 40 per second. However ,when the diskID
rate for a disk array is just below 40 per second with ablocksize
around 6 Kbytes, there isa performance problem. Although the drive
cap. process more than40persecQnd,t:her~is.agreat deal of pause
and overhead associated with this workload. If you view the
activity (similar to figure 6) fora normal runningsyst.em,youwill
see periodic bursts of disk.·.·requests . (sometimes more· .than 100 10
requests), but as long as it is not sustained for any length of
time, .you ·.. D14y.not even.experience the momentary pau~e.
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MPE/XL DISK 10 CHARACTERISTICS

-DATA SOURCE

The following data is a summary of 20 disk traces from 8
customer sites. A majority of the traces are systems running MPEjXL
release 3.0. Although this may be a small set to be drawing any
conclusive information, the data covers the spec.trum of small
systems with a small amount of main memory to large .. systems with
large amounts of memory. There is also some consistency.amotlg the
different·disk summary characteristics.

-BLOCKSIZE .DIST,RIBUTION

4 8 12 16 2024 2832 36 40 44 4852 S6 60 64
IlIocksla (Kbyt..)

1_READS rlIJJ WRITES I

Figure 7 - Disk IO.Blocksize Distr

DISK 10 BLOCKSIZE DISTRIBUTION
MPE/Xl - Release 3.0 (6 sites)

I
L.I!l rl "" .I
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c 40
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Illustrated above
is an average.of 6 of the
sites where data was
collected. There did.not
appear to be any
significant difference
(in the individual
distributions) between
sites which had large
memory and large
processors versus systems
with small memory. Wi th
larger amounts of memory,
the average read (due to
prefetching) is a bit
larger, but not
significantly. The
average read size was
around 8 kilobytes (2
pages) and the average
write was around 12
kilobytes (3 pages).

This illustrates that ···MPE/XL is currently at the smaller
blocksize of the·· charts which graph the performance of· the disk
arrays. During backup using TurboSTORE , however, the·· reads·· .from
disk are the 60·to 64 kilobyte reads from disk.

The average read to write ratio was between 1. 77:1 to 4: 1
(reads:writes). However, depending upon what production is going
on, we have seen read to write of 1:1 during batch updates and up to
10: 1 during daytime on-line transaction processing (just session
accessing data in a database with no updates).
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MPE/XL DISK 10 CHARACTERISTICS

-SEEK DISTRIBUTION

In order <to understand the seek distribution for .• an MPE/XL
system, it may behelpftlltonave an idea ofthecompositiortof the
disk 10. Without-going into agreatdeal·ofdetail (information··for
another report}~ the disk'IO'summary for these sites is:

DESCRIPTION

NM &. CM····lil),:rary ref

File Label Mgmt:

Loader

Process' Kgmt

TurboIMAGE

Trans: Mgmt Log File

Others

Aver %

2.8

3.9

63.9

3.4

17.1

.

High %

11.4

6.7

9.0

80.4

3.2

Low.%

4.1

.4

.5

1.2

45.4

3.9

Listed are the major components (highest percentage) after
breaking down thEfdisk accesses> by operatirtgsystem processes. This
is a breakdoWn of6 of the. customer sites that I have. I selected
these because they had the highest utilization of their disk drives
and were installing or going to install disk arrays.. The disk 10
rates ranged 'from 36 to 185 per second. The processors ranged from
Series 949 to 980, and memory sizes were from 128 to 324 megabytes.
Obviously, these siteswere predominantly TurboIMAGE database users.

Seek Distance Distribution (COF)
MPE!XL - Release 3.0 - Case #1

r
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1:.-.- Ldev 1-C220 -+- 9-C2204 ~ 15-C2204 -e- 2,...C2252

Figure 8 - Seek Distance Distribution (Case H1)
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MPE/XL DISK 10 CHARACTERISTICS

- SEEK DISTRlBUTION continued

The illustration on the previous page is not the average over
many sites, ... this is an eXaIIlple.· of otlesite. The size of the
database ,the number of master to detailfilesets·· and the patte:rtls
of . access by the applications , 'the number of databases accessed
simultaneously, the number of different applications running
concurrently will all·.· impactithephysical disk 10 seeking patterns
(maybe partofanC>ther report?). In figure 8, I havesh0lrn logical
device 1 separately. Onthi~ particular sys'telll, •.. 15% ·o(the reads
and writes occurred within the same cylinder and around 70% occur
within 50 cylinders (in either direction). The combined seek
distances of 15 logical devices (C2204s) had 50% of the seeks within
scylinder from the previous access. These disk access are made up
of a majority of non-database applications. The 9-C2204sand 2
c2252s demonstrate a predominantly before and after illustration of
putting most of the databases onto two C2252 ("2-way") disk arrays.
In this case, reducing the number of spindles ·.and putting the
filesets onto a larger disk drive caused longer seeks to occur.

- ldev t -e220 -+-0- 8-7937

Seek Distance Distribution (CDF)
. MPE/Xl - Release 3.0 - Case #2
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FIgure 9 - Seek Distance Distribution (Case 112)

Another illustration ot ··that transition is·· shown here. Figure
9 is a direct replacement of the 8 Eagles (HP 7937s) and 7-C2204s
with 3-C2254s . Here .• the seek pattern is. not as dramatically
pronounced. Logical device one· has 7% of the total system disk 10
rate of 88 per second, the 8 Eagles had 27% .of. the .. total, and 66%
went to the 7-C2204s.
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MPE/XL DISK 10 CHARACTERISTICS

- SEEK DISTRIBUTION continued

Further analysis showed that none. of the .. 6 sites. that had disk
arrays· showed a read hit rate in the ···.128 Itilobyte controller ". cache
area greater than3%(duet() ·therandomt,accessnature. of TU,rbolMAGE
stored on the larger mass storage devices, for these particular
applications).

HP·C2 254 ..... (Cascade) DISK
Disk Controller' Cache' ( 128 Kbytes)

2500 -y---.-,.-----------------'---,

"0cg 1500 +---.....:.~..----"---'---'-----'""'-~_¥-- C----____:t~ -----i
CI)

(J)

'rooo +--+----"--~----'---------.."--------------------i
..a
~

500 +-----,J---------------------------i

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
Blocksize (Kb)

1--- He CacOe -+- Cached

Figure 10 - Disk Mechanism Cache

Figure 10. illustrates the effectiveness of the disk mechanism
cache" (128 kilobytes) ion sequential reads using the raw disk 10
generating program. For the single HP C2254,·the total cache for
reads Is 512 .Kbytes (4 mechanisms times 128 Kbytes ",the fifth
mechanism is parity). Below 32 Kbytesfthed drive can transfer
information at a mUch higher rate. At larger blocksizes, •a larger
cache is necessary. However ,because of the random· nature of
TUl"cbolMAGE, only an insignificant amount of the reads are
benefitted.

During disk backup, TurboSTORE generates sequential reads but
generally at.a blocksize.of 64 kilobytes.
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CASE STUDIEScOF DISK ARRAY INSTALLATIONS

-INTRODUCTION

In the process of working with a few of the customer sites
that havee~periencedsomedifficulties or . concerns, .T<have put
together 3· case·· studies· which· demonstrate situation which should ··be
avoided~

Case#l illustrates primarily an allocation. problem where ·disk
arrays were added to a system. To isolate the databases targeted
for the disk array, a.private volume set consisting of 2-C2204s and
a C2254 was created. Because of restore file allocation and the
nature of the application, the .diskl0 rates were distributed in a
inopportunistic way.

Case #2 illustrates the effect of replacing drives based on
storage only. In this case, more than 12 drives (HP 7937s and HP
C2204s) were replaced by three ·C2254s (5.4 gigabytes each). The
performance improvement of a single C2254 drive over a single C2204
of around double (at the b10cksizes previously described) cannot
overcome the ·loss in concurrency of reducing the number of spindles.
When the disk 10 rate is low enough, this is not a problem (and may
improve the access times for disk transfers). For higher disk 10
rates, this can become a source of disk bottleneck.

Case #3 (related to /12) domonstratesa system that replaced
3 disk drives (in this case, they were HP 7937s) with a disk array
and the system got slower ,but performance utility programs show
only 27 lOs per second for the C2254.

- CASE STUDY#l

This particular customer has .a Series 949. which has 128
megabytes of memory and no space for additional cards (25+ disk
drives). Sometimes the obvious solution of upgrading the processor
is not an option to the customer. System was running at ·170+ disk
lOs per second during production update. Disk·arrays were added,
and production update time .significantly increased. Running several,
performance utilities showed the. C2254 at 16-20 lOs per second. I
didn't investigate the ui1titiesbeing used (and verify the correct"
version), but one utility indicated that the disk array was 100%
utilized.

I received a disk trace of the system during· this ·.·.production
cycle and created the illustrations on the following page. Of the
25+ disk drives, during this production run, only 3 of the disk
drives were being heavily accessed.
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CASE STUDIES OF DISK ARRAY·INSTALLATIONS"

- CASE STUDY#l continued

Case Study J!1
(b,IP afo10,---------------.

1Si-----...,...:-------------------'i
10
<1$

1=j:
til
10
S

Figure 11 - Case #1: Ldev41

Case Study 111
AnoIMr lf1 Ciz6.

Figure 12 -Casell1:Ldev 42

Case .'•. Sfudy#1
HP C2254 Disk Drive

60.,-------------------------------------------------,
S5 ~-----------------------------------t
50+----------------------1
45+----------------------1

'0· ...0+----------------------1
~ 35 -r--,., -r--,.,--- ---r----------i_..
,,30+------+mr-tt-t----------..........IIH-I.,..--r-.......

Q25++-----

~20~--+--:
15 ~~""'I+-+j""'"

10
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0 ...._ ....._ .........__... .....__...
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Tme (rriMes)

Figure 13- Case #1 - C2254

" The figures above show. the two HP G2204s at 20-22 TOs per
second, and the HP C2254 at 16-20 lOs per second. One explanation
of the erratic ups and downs for the HP C2204sis that the disk lOs
come in at 40-50 per seconds and the process is blocked until
completion. Compare figures 11 and 12 to figure 13.
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CASE STUDIES OF DISK ARRAYINSTALLATIONS

- CASE STUDY#l continued

These 3 drives were created as a Private Volume set so that
restoring the files could control the location of the databases.
Files were properly allocated by the size of the device, but looking
more closely at the disk addresses in the disk trace, it turned out
that the files stored,. on the HP C2204s weremoreheavil,y accessed.

The solution to correct this problem was to setup Private
Volume ,setsmadeupofh0D1?geneousunits .. ~eplacillgtheiiHPC2254

withseve:ral,H}l'C2252s<andF~movingtheHPC2204~fr~mtge.volume

set, re~torethe(ja.tabasesJnoreevenly aCFoss •the drtv~s.'.If the
files., gotrestored'in asilDilar fashionwhereth~,heElvilya?c~ssed

partsofthe:dat~baseresid~don a singledisk"wemay~ave1.lEld to
add another member ,.' to" the set to redistribute "the extents. As it
turned out, using multiple "2-way" disk arrays (with higher disk
performance than the HP C2204) relieved the stress situation.

- CASESTUDY#2

In this particular case, the system 10 rate was around 90 disk
lOs per second on a high-end HP 3000. This customer replaced
several HP 7937s and HP C2204s with a comparable number of HP C2254s
(based on storage requirements).

--- 8-e2.204 wit. -+- 2-e22S4 wrhB --- 4-e2254 writes
-1!!t- 8-e2.204 r8CIdI ,,-N- 2-<:2154 reads ..... 4-e2254 reodl

Figure 14 -Multiple Drives (10 tate)

644812 16 32
BIoc:Ics1u(ICb)

MPE!XL HPC2204 v HPC2254
tiiple Units I IO/s« I RG1dom

300,.---------------.....,
Z50+-~:----..........------.;.------4

1ZOO

~ 150+--==;;';=O'~~~~~~~=_+=_+...,..__---4

~ 100r-ii:===ii===;~~~~---.E~5'""1
50+---:...------------:...~~=::::::~~......_;

Figure 14 shows the
disk 10 rate
comparisons between 8
HP C2204 fiberlink
disk driY~$ as
compared to 2-HP
C2254s and then 4 disk;
arrays. These test
resul ts also appeared
in the previous
report. Each 10
required a seek of 300
cylinders, which is
not really random
(additional results
with seek distance of
zero was included in
the prior report),.
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CASE STUDIES OF DISKARRAY INSTALLATIONS

-CASE STUDY#2 continued

MPE/XL HPC2204.>vHPC2254
Multiple Units / mb/sec I Random

7".,.---.....,.....,..-.....,.....,..--.....,.....,..------------------,

6+------------------------------15+-- --------- ...___-......................--,.----=::I::r--i

~4+---.,;,;........--..;~-----------:7"~""---------t

f:+--~-~~ -=:=;=_:::~-----~~-===-----_t
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--- 8-c2204 wri1es-+- 2.-c2254 _ftes --- 4-C2254 writes
~ 8-c2204 raods -M- 2-c2254 r«Jds ...... 4-c2.254reads

Figure 15-.MultipleDrives (Mbytes/sec)

Here is the same illustration in terms of megabytes
transferred per second (instead of dlskIOs per second). One
qualification is that the 8-HP C2204s were configured on 2 fiberlink
device adapter cards,· and the 2.and 4-HP.C2254s weI."f3cQnfigured on
a single card ... These.tests were run using a disk exerciser program
that I wrote to bypass the memory caching and File System (generate
physical disk reads and writes) . If the HPC2254s (andpos~i.bly the
HP C2252s as well) .were ·configured on2 fiberlihk device .adapter
cards, the total •transfer rate would not have leveled (at the hiJgher
blocksizes)as they do in figure' 15.

However, this figure illustrates that when the disk drives are
near or at . capacity , the>performance ratio can not match the
capacity ratio. When storag.e is required but the.. access rate is
less· than half 'of capacity (bOth the drives being replaced arid the
access .. rate for the disk. arrays) , a performance improvement can be
achieved since the.disk array·h,as a faster access time and transfer
rate.

~ For case study 112, if you have. a systemIOrate of 90 per
second on IS disk drives, the system is performing well as long as
the HP GZ204s are not much over 12-15 lOs per second (her~'s where
there is a higher probability ofdisk.quel.1es
forming) . The average .. disk rate is 6. requests per second (90
divided by 15 drives). When you rep:tace .them·.with 3 disk arrays
(maximum 40 lOs per second at 8-10 kilobyte blocksize) , you should
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CASESTUDIESOFDOISK ARRAY INSTALLATIONS

- CASE STUDY#2 continued

not expect any performlincegain. . In fact",. one should set the
expectation of a possible performance degradation.

This situation was avoided by·addingadditional main memory.
In doing so, the physical >10 rate·was adequately reduced to avoid
this concurrency probl~Jn.. , The memory issue .of· .how mp.ch memory to
add to drop the physical disk rate (by' increasing·tl\e main memory
disk cache area)idependsupon ·t:hesiz.e ·ofthe da~abases being
accessed, the number of user$(and .t:Qew?rking set size of the
users), how much .memory .pressure exists current;ly, etc. At ,. some
point, the gain in adding J!leDlory becomes less ~f'fec1:ive .

- CASE STUDY#3

This case involved a site that had a system that was
performing well until an HP C2254 disk array was installed
(replacing 3 drives). When the customer viewed the disk activity
using a number of performance utility programs, the disk drive was
at 25 to 27 disk JOsper second. The read to write ratio was about
3:1 with reads at a. size of '6.4 kilobytes and writes at 12-16
kilobytes.

DDisk Arrays/HPFL DIO/sec/Disk Array

B10cksize C2252 C2254 C2252 C2254

4 Kbyte 8 8 22 25

8 Kbyte 8 8 21 24

16 Kbyte 6 6 19

64 Kbyte 2 2 13 14

This table appeared in the prior report. The recommendation
for anHP C2254 dlskarray at an 8'ki1obyte b10cksize is around 24
disk lOs per second. Beyond this, there is a higher probability
that disk queues (disk request that currently cannot be satisfied
and must wait for processing) are developing.

A disk 10 rate of 25 ... 27 per second is likely toha.vesome
requests waiting (in the disk queue). The 3·disk drlvesthatwere
replaced may have had ·disk 10 rates below the recommended limit
(i .e., maybe 7 -9 per disk drive). Further discussions with support
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CASE STUDIES OF DISK ARRAY INSTALLATION.S

- CASE STUDY#3 continued

engineers indicated that performancel-os~wasnoticed in batch jobs
that took longer (wall clock time)to complete. This is due to the
disk array having ,disk .. queues which did>·notexist with the 3
replaced disk drives . The sessi'onsduring the day were probably
get,tingbetterresponsetinte ,but ia'not noticed by applications
(probably in block mode). From the disk traces, it showed.thatthe
requests were coming in much higher than the disk drive could
process (and the peaks were ateady).

25-27 diskIOs ,per second is not an unbearable situation.
Comparing the batch jobs to .. the way they were running previo:t1sly,
however, may not be de.sirable.

avoid' .thia situation, a good guideline 'is to. add··.the 10
rates for the ,disk drIves that are going to be replaced. If the
total exceeds the 24-25 recommended disk rate, it may requiretwoHP
C2252s asa replacement rather than a single HP C2254.

Additional analysis of the disk traces showed a higher (than
the average) number of requests from process management (refer to
the table in MPE/XL Disk 10 Characteristics, Seek Distance). As it
was later learned, the system was configured with limited main
memory. Additional memory would reduce the physical disk rate below
this range where disk queue were developing.
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SUMMARY

The access times for the disk arrays make these devices the
fastest disk drives currently available. The parity mechanism
provides high availability and is very impressive in how it
continues operating when a mechanism fails. The customer
expectation must be correctly set:tf the installed disk arrays are
driven to capacity. Below ,the 24-25 lOs per second the··drivesare
more efficient.

When replacing older disk technologies' ,with the newer large
capacity disk drives, look at the current disk 10 rates for the disk
drives which are going 'to be removed and see if it exceeds the
recommended limit for the incoming larger capacity drives~ If the
rate is higher, this may require multiple HP C2252s instead of a
single HP C2254. If main memory increase is a possibility, this may
be enough to allow the larger disk array' to be installed. However,
one must be aware that adding-memory at some pointresults in
diminishing returns.
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Introduction

«Rinnnnng» Pause. «Rinnnnng»·· Pause. «Click»

IIHello, you've reached> the Happy Software Technical Support Line. We offer
the intell igent telephone support system that no other software conpany
has. Please press one if you have a problem, two if you'd like to connect
to our sales phone system. II

«boop»

"Thankyou for pressing one. If you have an installation· problem, please
press one. If you have a .file-save problem, please press two. If you are
having a problem printing your fi le, please press three.

« fwah-ooop »

"Thank you for pressing three. If. you have a problem with printing your
files to an attached printer, press two. 1f you have a problem printing
your.• files. to an attached •LaserJet printer ,. press three. If you have a
problem printing your files to a. spooler, please press four."

« bip»

"Printing to an attached LaserJet is a known bug. We are preparing to send
the patch file right now. Please wait a moment."

Pause.. Pause. Pause.

"Thank you for waiting. Please turn your modem data/voice switch to data
to receive the patch file update. Thank you for calling the Happy Software
Technical Support Line.

« screeech squawk. screeeech screee -- » NO CARRIER

Autom.ating Technical/Support 5024- 1



The above scenario doesn't quite represent the automated technical support of the
future. And for the next few years, at least, I see the need for human
interaction. The current voice...mail systems have inadequate sophistication to
handle most problems, and at bestsllould .be used only as an answering service.

Technical support today comes in a variety of flavors. We usually hear the term
associated with the technical help that a software or hardware company provides
its customers, but it can take the form of a centralized "help-desk" in a medium
to large company. Such a help-desk would provide support for the company's
internal hardware and software.··· Similarly, agencies exist whose sole purpose is
to provide help-desk support for small companies who cannot afford to staff an
internal help-desk.

No matter which situation, providing technical support involves the same
activities: handling .. user calls, managing records and resources, and maintaining
good communication between departments. In each of· these areas, we will see
how automation can help any company provide technical solutions with maximum
efficiency.
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Technical Support Goals

In automating technical support, there are four main goals:

[I' Provide a quick and inexpensive solution .for the client

o Track the .problem call

o Create a dialog .between technical· staff and programmers

o Log the problem and the solution

It doesn't matter'how the· problem gets to thehelp-desk.1Jcanarriveby faX., by
telephone, through electronicmaU, or be scrawled on the back of a napkin using
ketchup, and handed to a techie in the company cafeteria. All of the above
points still hold true for technical support.

Provide a Solution

When a custol1ler or user ,has a problem, .. t~ey become irritated.. If they call
technical support (or tech support, as itis commonly known), the problem should
receive immediate attention. A prompt solution will give the caller some
perceived value,and they will be happy ·again, .perhaps .happier thanbefore~

After all, they found a bug (or you.

Providing a solution quickly will be more cost-effective for you and for the
customer. Problems that require many follow-up calls use up a lot of expensive
techie time, and may ultimately cause frustration for the caller.

Track the Call

If finding the solution to the problem requires more than a few minutes on hold,
the customer will have to be called back. This call will have to be tracked.
Rarely .. can a busy help-desk techie hang up the· telephone and then devote an
entire afternoon to solving that person's· problem - it is highly likely that another
call will come in, demanding attention. If you don't track the first call, you will
lose it - especially on those dayswhen tech support is neck-deep in calls.
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Create a Dialog

There will· often be trouble-calls that require some communication between tech
support and the programmers or engineers. For simplicity's sake, let's limit our
discussion to software.

Creating an open dialog between tech support and the programmers is important
for a number of reasons. Firstly,thetechies. often ha"eabetter grasp ,of the
types of problems that occur, giving valuable input to the programs and an'alysts.
Secondly, the programmers are made aware that there are problems in their code.
If they never see the "work around" that a techie suggests ·to the client, the errant
code will never be changed. Finally, . the· p'-Qgrammers may come up with· the
solution to the problem more quickly than the techies.

You don't want to be bothering the programmers with· every little problem - they
would be very annoyed if their deep-thought programming mode were to be
interrupted with a. telephone call .. or a yell over a cubicle baffle. Instead, you
should use a form of electronic mail to send them messages. '

Log the Problem and Solution

The biggest reason to log problems and their solutions is that it will you save
time in the future. When clients call with similar problems, tech support can
simply refer to the trouble logs and rapidly provide expert solutions.

With these logs as resources, you can considerably reduce the training time for
techies, as well. New techies can't possibly understand .all of the problems that
have occurred in the past few months of a product, let alone the past few years.
However, they can study the trouble logs in their spare moments, and. benefit
from all the valuable past experiences.
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A Help·OeskScenario

IIl;the next fewp~ges, I'd like ,to. describe some typical help-desk procedures of' a
mythical"co~pany~ ,and', the pros ,and cons of ,those , approach~s 'to support.
Perhaps you'll see, ,'some similar ,approaches to help-desk support in your
company. We'll look at three types of help-desks: Operations, Tech Support,
and"(;;ustomerSupport.

Ope,rations

TheXyzzy" Company has an operations' help-desk, mannedbyoperators'froDl
seven in the morning until eight o'clock atnight. These same operators are also
r~s~<:>nsiblefor responding to tape requests, printer maintenance, and batch job
scheduling, asweUas other computer operational duties. .

The typical troublecalls they receive are from. users~hocan'tlog on, whose
terminals are ,locked up, users who are ,missing reports, or who have severe
equipment "problems~

A large procedures manual is maintained" by "the operators, ,with ,pencilled notes
ready for the next printing update. Some of the calls are handled "on-the-fly",
while some take longer toha-ndle. In these eases, a one-line entry is logged toa
trouble sheet, and a more detailed description written to a log book.

This is not really a bad system. Having a proceduresmanuallsamust- no ,one
person can remember all of the operational procedures required for every system
running on the comput~rs,froin cdldstart~t()monthlYbatcb runs. ,Loggin.g the,
trouble, call isa gooo way to provide continuity "fro l11 shif'tto shift or operations,
as well as to indicate whether calls have been handled or not.·

There are some points to consider. In the Xyzzy. procedures manual, the
operators pencil-in changes. As printed revisions of internal manuals tend to be
infrequent, procedures may be lost to' the most minor of accidents. '·"1 spilled, my
coffee on it" is hardly a good excuse for destroying the latest changes to the
systenl configuration "charts. The manual should be updated ()n the computer,
and revision pages'" printedang inserted. ',Of course, backup tapes should be
stored 'off-site to allow for minor and major disaster recovery.

The paper logging of calls atXyzzy doesn't help operations adequately ina
number' of areas: tracking cycHcproblems, sustaining the needed dialog between
the analysts· :;ario programmers 'who maintain and develop the internal· software,
and helping operations '. and system management be pro-active.

I workedfor'one company whohad a very strange cyclic problem. Every two or
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three days, the entire set ;i(j'(:;:Illodems "at·a· remote site would go down in the
middle of the night. About two hours later, they would mysteriously come back
up by themselves. The reason? It turned out that a cleaning person was
unplugging the modem sets to plug in a vacuum cleaner. Without being able to
study the results of automated tracking, this may never have been solved!

Paper. logging .isn't •.a •. very. sOp,histicated tool fo~ .•·theXyzzy •. ' analysts.. ~nd
programmers who maintain .the software,systems. "'for~xample, if several. users
have said that a/certain report constantlx needs tQ.bte, re-run, detailedapalysis
may be necessary to recognize the underlying problem and a1?road~r sol1.l:~ioll.

The more thorough the tracking system, the more helpful the analysis available to
the programmers.

Proper tracking helps companies be pro-active, which is much more
cost-effective than being reactive. Let's take, for example, Canada Post. When
Robelle moved,to a newly constructed office, ·mail addressed to' us. was .... suddenly
undeliverable. Canada Post .. hadn't had the foresight to assign. theoew· building
to any of their routes. This was only accomplished some months later after much
struggling with reels of red tape. In the meantime, we had to drive several miles
toa postal station every day to pick up our maiL If Canada Post had .beel)
pro-active, assigning a route as the building was constructed, instead of reactive,
it could have saved us both time and money. I guess they're not reading their
route analysis reports.

The Xyzzy Company could also •. benefit from having .. an automated system in
place for detecting potential problems, and by analyzing the reports effectively.

Technical/Software Support

For company Xyzzy, the technical and software support help-desks are .similar in
nature to those for operations. The differencellere is that some of the techies
are the programmers. Trouble calls can be .. answered quickly, and fires put out
as they flare up. Programming and procedural changes can be made to fix the
problems at hand.

The non~programmer techies have a paper-shuffling memo system in place.
They produce work orders, make notes made on a white-board, and distribute
docum~nts to progr~mmers who need to see, the bugs/enhancement requests. The
techies work on PCs, creating their documents using Nerd-Perfect, the company
standard word processor.

One' good thing. about this system is its responsiveness. The caller can get. quick
feedback regarding a problem, and possibly a ,fix right away. Another good
thing is that the documentation created is stored ·'00 a file server, and scanned by
others on the network if required. Tape backups are stored off-site.

There are ,some disadvantages, however. If systems for tracking bugs and
enhancements are not put into place, the tendency is for the latest gripe to be
acted upon instead of the most important. After hanging up the phone from a
support call, the programmer may have the solution done in his head. However,
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when' dealing with large software systems, the programmer may not have "the big
picture" available. His quick solution may become an arena for problems in
other code that he is not responsible for.

Another . area for improveOlellt ... is the· •.• document .. system.. Although. the){yzzy
documents. are kept electronically and in. onepl~ce,. it does ,not .' force, a •dialog
with other techies, programmers, and analysts.. Because a document· "magically"
a.ppear~,other intere.st~<l partie,~ma.ynotevellllotice it.. ,The useofelectr~nic

lIlail,abulletin board1 .or even atile with alist'of topics al)d keywords inde~ed
t(), the. document file~, woqld. be ,an improvemell,t.

By' .using these suggestions, Xyzzy could improve its technIcal support, and also
reduce its research and development cycle.

Customer Support

Although Xyzzymanufactures awonderfyl R[cpduft, •• widget-removers, the pride
of the. company .is its customer .supp<)rt~ Created internallY, this ... qustomer
tracking system rivals (and may even surpass) Hewlett Packard's.•• Fully on-line
and automated, a customer information database is kept current and checked for
data..~n,egrity on.a.regular. basis. Other .electronic systems, such as invoicing,
materials management, shipping, inventory and order-desk, are seamlessly joined
together~

When a customer-support person answers a client call, all of t~e information for
the client they are talking with is a few keystrokes away.. The on-line inquiry
system is made efficient by the use of indexing. Partial. name look-up and
sound-alike algorithms facilitate finding customer information quickly.

Support personllel·. use a problem log database, that is itlspected periodically by
ad-hoc andsched\lled reports. These provideXyzzy's ,.managelDent with an
essential tool.for analyzing and reacting to customer feedback.

In this case, Xyzzy excels. Even I'm envious.
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Th8'Robelle Scenario

Robelle's work'style most likely differs from most companies, but some of the
things that We do can be adapted at other shops.

~ost of' Robelle~s programmersw()rkmainly .fronf'th~ir.homes. They have good
PCs, fast modems into the UP 3000, 'andreference ... manuals .• or·CD-ROMaccess
to manuals. Their commute time is low, and productivity high due to working in
relative isolation. I say relative, as everyone has easy access to other people via
electronic mail.

Help, and occasionally just good conversation, is a bit-burst away.

modem
I

pgmr.4

modem
I

pgmr.3

modem
I

pgmr.2

modem
I

pgmr.l

LAN

I
I

tech. 1 tech.2 tech. 3

Figure 1: Robelle's Network (Simplified)

Figuri? 1 is a simplified. view of RobeHe's UP 3000 network, showing. how the
programmers and techies are attached to the UP 3000s. The Admin computer
runs' all of the Management Information System (MIS) programs, as well as' the
customer call-tracking software. The Research computer is the "crash-and-burn"
machine, where all development and testing is performed.

Although the machines are physically next to each other, the programmers work
off-site from their homes. This prevents the technical support staff in the office
from calling out questions to the. programmers and bothering them. They must
use electronic mail to contact them, or, occasionally, the telephone.

Xpress, an electronic-mail package developed and marketed by Robelle, is used
within the company to communicate between the techies, administrative staff,
sales staff, and programmers. One favorite feature of Xpress is the "Auto:- Tell"
option. A Tell or Warnf message can appear on the screen when users receive
mail. Robelle takes advantage of Xpress' multi-machine capability of
transferring messages and data, as well as its programmatic and gateway access to
other networks.
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The on-line techies are the front-end of any technical support system. At
Robelle, they answer the telephone, .usually .on the. first ring. If. the phone rings
more' than twice, the techies are probably' busy and the caller chats with a sales
or administrative person. This is an advantage for the customer - the call will
not be lost. Using the computer, the sales or admin person quickly looks for the
client •in., the customer database... ·Then, if the. techies. are still busy, the call is
loggedinto.a call-tracking system, complete ·with.a short description.

A reminder pops ·'up,.on. the- techies' terminals every five ,··minutes to let them
know dlata new technicarcall was Hjgged. After completing their current task,
they look at the call Jog to seeif<thecust()mershould-still.be called. Another
te.chie, may already <be handling the call, or the customer may have left a message
that they'd like to be called at a later time.

Once in touch.with the customer, the techie may be able .to solve the problem
right away. However, if researcbhas to be d<>ne, or a direct question to the
programme.r is required, the calLis logged into another tracking system.

TRAKCALL - V 6.0.4 Call Tracking

List Of Calls You Might Want To Consider Loo.kins At

1 • Robert Ping (604) 555-1212 11:23 -- LQ / / /

2. Duane Knight (514) 420-7602 14:23CW / S1 I /Paul

3. Zelda Slackemeyer (202)876.. 9384 14:23 TW / XP/ Neil

4. Ron Lafitte (907) 837-0983 10:23 KBLQ / / I.Ken

Enter T, Y, L, U, P, N, ?, an entry nllllber, or press Icr l to exit: L

1 • Robert Ping Miracle Chair Company

(418) 555-1212 LQ / / /

Assigned to: . ANY Customer time: 11:23

MAY 258:22 Is having' a problem merging COBOL. source lines

into his new source. Held .1 ike. to be called

right after lunch, his time.

* Untouched *
- - Kerry

Enter a function [?ABCDFI KLMNTUW<cr>] :.L

1.. Robert Ping Miracle Chair Company

(418)555-1212 LQ / / /

Assigned to: Ken Customer time: 11:23
MAY 25 8:22 Is having a problem merging COBOL source lines

into his new source. Held l ike to be called

right after lunch, his time.

8:23 In Progress

Enter a function [?ABCDFIKLMNTUW<cr>]: li.

In.Progess
- - Kerry

-IP Ken

Figure 2: The Call Tracking Software

TRAKCALL is the name of the telephone call tracking software at Robelle, and
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part of its functionality ·is shown in Figure .2. Calls are logged using the sante
program with a •... different entry point" and the information '. is stored '. in.' .an
IMAGE' .date base.. ·· The keyed-access ' field· .is the telephone number .,' of the
customer.

When the techie runs or re-activates TRAKCALL, a· list of all, of .the entries .• in
various stages are presented. The status of the call is sh"own next to the customer
time. For example, in Figure 2, the status of the first call is "__", indicating that
nobody has yet taken ,this call. TheCW-and TW status codes on the next two
lines mean "Customer· Wait" and "Techie,Wait"..' Tech support often, waits for a
customer to reproduce the results of some problem, or to send > details by fax.
When a call is in '!Techie Wait" status, .atechieiscurrentlyworking on the
solution for that call.

TheKB status code indicates that the call is waiting to be entered into" RobeUe's
other tracking system,Karnak' B. '. We'll see shortly how Karnak B provides a
forum for dialog between all techiesandprogrammers, as well asbeinga. product
knowledge database.

The product codes are listed next to the call status. .' LQ indicates Qedit, ST
means Suprtool,. and XP is Xpress. The /name of the techie who has last touched
the call is shown next to the product codes.

As soon asa techie is able to . take a call, she changes its status to IP, or "In
Progress". This prevents another techie from taking the same call while she is
still dialing the telephone. If· the line is .... busy, .' she sets the ,status to BZ, and
moves on to the next call.

Karnak B

Once the techie has engaged the client in conversation ("Really? It's' raining here
in Vancouver..."), and discovered the problem ("You're having trouble. with
use-files?"), she may realize she doesn't know the solution right away. Robelle
techies use the Karnak B Inquiry program to seek' out information that may have
been stored previously about similar problems.

Figure 3 is an example of a Karnak B (KB) inquiry. The techie entered a
product code of LQ (for Qedit) into the product search field, and .then entered
the keywords USE, FILE, and PARM into the text search field. After' she
pressed the Return key to start the search, KB found thirty entries.
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Use tab to move cursor next to desired entry, then press return. KB 6.0.7

Prod/# (267) .::.LQ~ Text (30) USE.FIlE,PARM
'C~ny( ) Contact< ) _

Date ( Sta( Sere ) __----

Phone:

< >. Return/Reference Nunber •

<>'3131 C Problems with QCOMPXl.Qedi tJob

< > 3155 SPCLUIK aborts in batch job

<>3457 C TRANSACT Sincluctecmd fi le

<> 3522T ANYPARM in conmandfiles

< > 3587 T FTNXl/QCOMPXl HPFOPEN" rni smatch

< > 3611 C CCXl should use II in info

< >,3681 Email merge in Qedit

< > 3712 C PARMSholonger permitted

4652 T UDC errors wi th RETURN

> 4867 S qtompxl job gives CIERR 900

< > 4879 T ESCAPE in conmand files

< >' 5022 E in· line' data for addconmand

< > 5548 E Default for 'hold?' question

LQ 3.9.1

lQ 3.9.1

lQ 3.9.1

'lQ' 3.9.1

lQ3.9.3

lQ 3.9.4

lQ 3.9.1

lQ 3.9.5

LQ 3.9.7

lQ 4.0

LQ4.0

LQ 3~9.1

lQ 4.0.3

Page 02 of 02

Queens GrouP Indian

Estee' laUd~r,.'·Inc.

The Gavi nRepdrt

Amer"i can' Internat10
LBS /Clive Oldfiel

Robelle Consulting

Menlo School and Co

Robe lLe Consul t i ng

Mercant i l e Mutua l/C

Bose Corpbrat i on
toq>uter ,and Softwa

Sanus ties lthP Lan

CHEP / Facer Inform

Figure 3: KarnakB Inquiry

Various status codes appear next to the KB reference numbers in Figure 3.
These codes are as 'follows:

E Enhancemeni Request
C Closed
M Mystery
P Send a Pre-Release tape' to the customer

Pre-Release tape has been'sent
Bug
O'pen

Figure 4. KB Status Codes

The product code ,and version nUlllberare displaYed on each ·line of the list, as
well as the name of the company from where the call came. Using the tab key,
the techie, may move the cursor to the entry that he would like to scan. KB then
displays the free form text and the techie may page forwards and backwards
through it, or print the entire entry.

The Karnak, B Story

The original idea to keep track of Robelle's customer problems and enhancements
is accredited to, Mike Shumko. In 1988, Mike was the only person on Robelle
tech support. Although being very knowledgeable about Robelle's products and
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the HP 3000, he still had to pester Bob Green and David . Greer with the
occasional question.

As the number of customers steadily rose, Robelle realized that a new.,techie
would soon be needed. .How better to train them, if a repository of .. knowledge
were to be readily available? And so, Karnak B was born (Karnak A being
Administration's customer tracking system).

I'd like to take a.moment to recount the naming of our. software tracking
systems. The. city .of Karnak was. built upon th~ ruins of Thebes, .in Egypt,
where, in the hear•.. of. a va~, number of religious buildings, stood the Temple of
Amon. During ancient .. times, pr~estswerealsoscholars, and .. considered by the
populous to be very wise. If you were from the city of Karnak, you were said
to be very wise indeed.

Actually, we didn't know any of this before naming the software.

We stole the name from a· comedy routine of television talk-show host, Johnny
Carson. His "Great Karnak" character knew all •. and sawall, mysteriously
answering questions from unopened envelopes. We wanted our software to "know
all", as well.

Karnak B is used world wide. in read-only mode by Robelle distributors. An
update of the software and the database is sent to each distributor every few
months. .. This provides them with "automated" .tech support from Robelle. By
browsing the entries created after a certain date, the distributors can . find out
which new problems have occurred, and what we are currently working on.
Here is an excerpt from the KarnakB manual that describes KB.

Karnak B 'consists of an 1MAGE database.· filled. with interesting
information about Robelle products. and HP 3000 related topics.
On-line inquiry is perfornled via. the KB1NQ program. Techies
enter messages into Xpress, Robelle's e-mail package, and mail
them to the Karnak B user. A background process, KBLOAD,
receives the free-format messages and loads them into the KB
database.

Using Omnidex, a third-party IMAGE indexing .. tQo/,KB1NQ
allows online inquiry of the KBdatabase by multiple and partial
keywords.

KBINQ has been designed with speed in mind - speed in. display,
type-ahead usability, and speed in retrieval. On our system, a
lookup qualifying 1000 entries requires about 5 seconds, and one
with 400·· entries appears almost instantaneously. W'e are more
concerned with narrowing our search down to a few entries, as we
couldn't possibly browse 1000 entries comfortably.
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Robelle Dialog

When a ' techie cannot, find ,a solution in KarnakB,. or <gasp!> when a' bug is
discovered and must be reported, then the other role ofK'arnak (KB as a dialog
tool) is put into action.

Tbe dialog between tbe tecbies and tbeprogramlllers at Robelle is very
important, as much ofi'Robelle's product development 'is' based on user feedback.
Tbis ear-to':.-the-gtound approach is greatly facilitated by the KarnakB system.'

In fact, many of Robelle's customers are aware of Karnak B, and often call to
add their personal desires to the "wish lists". Then, when their enhancements or
bug:-fixes are done, a ,product pre-release tape maybe sent to' their site,
accompanied by a letter from Karnak B detailing the results.

Initiating the KB Dialog

To start the KB dialog, a techie submits an entry to be' loaded into the" KB
database, using a standard template. '.,·Here'g •an example:

Company:
Caller:
Phone:
Serial#:
Product:
Ref:
status:
Techie:
Line1:
Line2:
Comment:

Acme Anvil Company
Wile E.Coyote
(800) 582-1700
37E
QX 4.1
NEW
E
Paul Gobes
User would like Qedit/UX to support the
mouse.
You,' never know •• ••

Wile types with only his ~eft hand, using the mouse
with his right. He'd like Qedit/UX to be able <to read
the mouse movements.

Figure 5. KarnakB'Raw Entry

To help identify tbe nature of the entry, the· techie assigns one of the ,KB status
codes. A background process, KBLOAD, sits waiting for mail from techies all
day long. When it receives, an entry, KBLOAD scans·it for syntax, and' then
loads it into the database. Keyword, indexes from' the '. free form' 'text and
keyworded fields are created, and replies are mailed to anyone whose product
filters are set to receive, that product's entries. ,'For example, Bob Green does not
need to see Suprtool reports, so one 'of his exclude-type, .,' filters is set to product
code ST.

When 'a programmer reads the mail from KarnakB,· he 'replies to tbe message,
according to bis actions. He may change the status code, for example, from
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"Bug" to "Send a pre-release tape" after having fixed the problem.

Robelle's il)ternalMIS.programsare tracked in. a similarl1l,anner. Instead of
talking to techies,.· how~ver, the end· users submit bug·· reports .... andJ~nhancement
requests directly to Karnak B. Karnak B sends the MIS programmer an e..;mail
message, informing him of the problem. When a bug is fixed or an enhancement
made, the MIS programmer appends a note to the. entryinKB, .. containing an
install· date. The end . users .are thenlllailed a message· fr.om Karnak B,
announcingtbe new .·· .. status·····.•. of . their request. End users .. like this ..· quick,
"personalized" feedback, the. final "conversation" in the KB dialog.

EX~"DpleKarnak BEntry

The following example a typical entry in Karnak B illustrating how the the
KB dialog develops between the techies and the programmers. Each'" Note line
indicates the start of an appended message.

Ref:
Company:
Caller:
Phone:
Serial#:
SUbject:
Line1:
Line2:
Product:
Techie:
status:

5465
Blingblang Motor Company
Annette Schwartz
(800) 555-1212
88L
justify right numbers on list
Listing numerics should be Right Justified

ST 3.4
PAUL GOBES
Closed

... Orig: PAUL GOBES 15 Sep92 9:36AM'"
Earl A. Sillavan of Blingblang would like· the List command to nol. LEFT
Justify numerics but instead Right justify them.

... Note: (E:E) DAVID GREER Where should the sign go? 15 Sep9;210:12 AM'"
If we right-justify numbers, should the sign come after the number (like outP\lt
xxx,ascii) or before the number?

... Note: (E:E) PAUL GOBES Sign sib after the number
I think it should be after, it's clearer.

... Note: (E:E) DAVID G.REER What does the user say?
Paul, I really want to know what the customer thinks.

... Note: (E:E) PAUL GOBES user wants trailing .sign
I phoned the user and theyrequested trailing signs.

15 Sep92 11:08 AM'"

16 Sep92 8:23 AM'"

22Sep92 10:55 AM ...

... Note: (E:P) NEIL ARMSTRONG Done in ST 3.4.06 23 Feb93 10:20 PM'"
The iist:command now defaults to right justification in the iisting of numeric
fields. Send· pre-re.lease..
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* Note: (P:O) NEIL ARMSTRONG no longer on service 23 Feb93 10:24 PM *
Blingblang is not currently on service. I win check with Jennifer to see if they
intend to go back on service.

* Note: (D:C) NEILARMSTRDNG send ST 3.5 08 Mar93 2:11 PM *
Blingblang win receiveST 3.5 when theypaytheirm~intenance.. Jennifer says
that it is in the works. Call· closed. I have told them about right justification.

Figure~. KarnakB Dialog

Karnak B· e-mails each addendum to an of/the te¢hies and programmers, sotbat
an ongoing conversation is formed. Later, anyone· can read the full text of the
interaction using KBINQ.
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The Wrap-Up

How Does Robelle Tech Support Rate.?

Robelle may not be doing everything right yet,. but it seems that in some areas,
we're getting close. Judging by· customers' comments such as, "I like the easy,
breezy, free-wheeling feeling from tech support", I think that in this important
area at least, we are on the rJ~ht track. Herea~~in<are the main goals of tech
support, followed by how Robe:lle tries to achieve them:" ""

o Provide a quick and inexpensive solution for the client
We publish our tech support phone number in all of our product
documentation, and our techies really do try to answer the phone call on that
first ring. The techies are very knowledgable, providing everything from
quick bug workarounds to a little hand-holding for those difficult tasks.

o Track the problem call
Robelle tracks trouble calls using the TRAKCALL and Karnak B software
packages.

o Create a dialog between technical staff and programmers
Using electronic mail coupled with Karnak B, Robelle techies and
programmers converse and problem-solve within the HP 3000 "cyberspace".

o Log the problem and the solution
We log all of the products' problems and·· solutions into the KB database.
Several batch jobs provide reporting functions to aid in determining cyclic
problems.

What You Can Do Right Now

Instead of thinking that you must jump in and purchase a new problem tracking
system, hire more techies, get electronic mail, and write in-house reports, start
by implementing a step-by-step help-desk solution.

It is always advisable to keep long-term goals in mind while designing your
help-desk, but start small. Aim to satisfy some of your customers' needs now.

Simply logging calls on-line to a fiat file may be a good first step. You can use
some. clever command files to do this, either through EDIT/3000 or with
Robelle's Qedit. Create a command file that adds entries to a fiat file with a
date/time stamp, as. well as the name of the logger. Another command file could
find entries based on keywords and smart pattern matching.
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Actually, I do think that everyone should haveelectronic.mail. Its benefits far
outweigh the cost -whichis mostly in end user education. Some electronic-mail
packages let you. hook. into Internet - the largest network in North America. As
a bonus,. you can. probably find answers to some of your questions there.

Of course, asa very fitst step, you have to answer the darn telephone.

Ken Robertson. is the manager of MIS at RobeUeConsulting. Along with his users
at Robel/e, he has designed and implemented the produ~t tracking systems. They
are not currently for sale.

Copyright Robelle Consulting Ltd.] 993

Permission is granted to reprint· this document. (but· not
for profit), provided that copyright notice is given.
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Paper No. 5025

A, Prototype for anMPE/iXMenu based User Interface

MarkFamm
Santa Fe·.lnterI!anonal'·Corp.

1000··S. Fremont'Ave.
Alhambra, Ca. 91803
Phone: (818)300-6630

(818)342-6295

You are the system manager fora niedium":size company withafewreniote sites, and a Local
Area Network. As·youworkwith your favorite editor on the latest flX·fora utility program,the
phone rings. It is your c?ntact in the Istanbul 0f!ice~He is ~aving~ pr~bt.em with a just
instiilled,state-of-tbe-art~SfJOOlerpackage.,It sounds siml>;le· to tesolve,butyoumigbt as well
lon~ on·to.their ·system,.~d,checkitout~ ~y.,be·it·.is,shortondisc,space,ora"few fdes.,need
to1)e,moved.around.. Y?upress tb~breakkey, .·.andyourtrrminaldispIa.~s~·.selectionofvarious
fi"equ~ntlyused applications,and~ools.. Y~u.select the.~motea~ssmenu,andwith. a few
keystrokes,~ouare 10g~ed0n·t~~Isttultiuloffice. Mter~gcareof the problem, you 'logoff
and are tben transferred back to the menu. :You selectllieeditor and you are back to where you
left.

The problem

SystemlDanagers, whomanagesevefaIbostsiUld products ,are.freque~tly~nterrupt~toprovide
support services to their users. To do so, they are switching among hosts, accounts; 'groups, and
applications several times a day. This constant switching is nothing new to system managers,
or to .users. It is done to·· overcome the following traditional MPE···limitations:

Terminal datacomm interface (one session per physiCal port)

Account-dependent applications (e.g.financea.pplication can only be run from FIN
;account only)

Inability to run additional applications while in BREAK.

Cross:..Account Security (e.g cannot transfer fdesacrossaccotints.)

Among.the·results of this periodic accounl·and ·host·switching·is,'·increased •overhead ilisystem
resources, confusion for the user, left-overfdes from one system to the other, and more.
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Solutions

Solutions to part of the above problelps have been; available from titpeto time. In 1988, a
suggestion for MPFJV was to patch system intrinsics to allow process switching while in
BREAK (suggested by M. Kohon). Then came purely menu products such as SELECT\from
Robelle's QLIB library, and later .. on SECURITY/3000's menu interface from veSoft. Recent
Windows look-alike products like WINGSPAN by Software Research Northwest, BNTERFACE
by Enterface Inc., and MENUMASTERl3000 by. Industrial Management Systems, have made
excellent contributions to the tenninal users. The H0'I'KEY/3000 by Riviera Software allowed
true process switching in 1990. The introduction of HP's DTC (Datacommunications and
Tenninal Controller) facilitated switching sessions but in a limited sense. The introduction of
WINDOWS for MS-DOS, and multiple HP3000 sessions using emulators ·under WINDOWS
made this problem almost .disappear for Ute PC .. u~rs, but for. tenninal users .. the problem still
exists.

In this article a ~inlple, .yet affordable, .. metbod of accomplis~gprocessswitching usmg the
BREAK key is suggested. This technique uses the NS LOOPBACK N~twork Interface, and when
combined with conventional benefits of using menus andlllenu processors in general, such as
common interface, savings in keystrokes, application security;,ease ofll~, audit and traceability,
allows. system administrators 1.0 defme powerful user. j.nterfaces. And it provides users, and
system administrators with maximum productivity, and mininlum overhead in system resources.

NS/3000's WOPBACK Service

The Network Services LOOPBACK interface is a function of HP's NS/3000 product that lets
you establish a remote session from one account ina node to another account in the same node.
This interfacecan~ used. effectively for varieties of applications such as:

Transferring ftles across. accounts without doing a RELEASE to the source ftle, logging
to the target file, and pulling the ftle.

Running applications in different accounts.

This interface is available as a NETCONTROL START option, and takes a few minutes to
configure using the NMMGR utility in the MPFJV, and MPEliX.

To show this feature let's assume the local node name for your host is PLUTO. If the LOOP
network interface is enabled, then the user would simply type DSUNE PLUTO, followed by
the "REMOTE HELLO .... " to create another session in the same host. To make this session
be easily recognizable you can also assign a new ENVIRONMENT ID to this "node" as follows:

DSUNE FINANCE= PLUTO
REMOTE
FINANCEN Hello auditor,user.FIN

See your NS/3000 manual for more infonnation and the detailed syntax.
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The BREAK key:

Very little documentation is available about this important key on your terminal, but anyone who
has tried to run a program while in BREAK mode, is familiar with the error message "ABORT
(YES/NO)?,and· its subsequent "COMMAND NOTAI..LOWED IN·BREAK.. tt··message.This
is because MPE allows only a subset of MPE commands, to be executed while in BREAK;
which in effect makes the BREAK key as itexists today a rather useless key, unless you do
something like:R.EM:OTE ImLLO to.another machine.. How about the same machine '1 That's
right, .. use·' the· .. samenode name and·voila,youjust .created .another .session .from· the' same
terminal.

The menu shown in Figure 1, is an implementauonofthe abOve principles. For simplicity we
discuss only 3 typical cases: Suspending an .e-mail program, accessing a remote host, and
switching to D(i)S .fromwithinHP3000~

CASE 1: Suspending an Electronic Mail program.

A very useful example of the concept thus far developedis the ability to logon to your e-mail
program once using a separate· LOOPBACKsession, stay ]oggedon as loligas;'you'want, and
simply BREAK out of it, or RESUME back into it to do other tasks. Then you can use a simple
background, menu to. hide all the condition checking, ·pammeter parsing, and keystrokes saving,
and you have got yourself something like a juggler that does not drop any ballsLFigure 1 is a
working example of the top level menu. The menu is displayed using the command. rde that
appears as '·listing 1.

WIDGETMANUFACTURING - SYSTEM MANAGER ACCESS MENU

1\.pplications Miscellaneous

Network Access

3
7
D
o

HPDESK
PROD
QEDIT
80S/3000

1
2
6
P

#Select an entry ->

4 Host Access
5 REMOTE
8 Show!Upd.VT
9 NETTOOL

Figure··1:.·MainMenu
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By selecting option "1" the command ftle tests for the following sequence of conditions, and
performs the appropriate actions:

o If the variable DBSKHOSTON is "false", it initiates a remote LOOPBACKsession to
the host containing the HPDESK program and ·sets this variable to "true" .on successful
connection for next time around.

o If· the program was in BREAK .• mode then a RESUME to activate the suspended
program would not fail. This condition. is tested using the statement REMOTE RESUME,
and then checking for CIERR 1686.

o· If.not in BREAK mode, then BUILD a REMOTE temporaryftle DESKOFF. The
presence and absence of. this. ftle. in the. remote node is used to. set .a· local·· variable
DESKON accordingly. As far as I know this is the only way to fake setting and inquiring
a remote variable (especially if the remote is MPFJV.)

o If DESKON is "true" then we are just returning to top menu after pressing the
BREAK, otherwise· it is assumed that the program .. was never ran, .so· we issue ··the
REMOTE HPDESK ·to initiate the HPDESK command ftle (or UDC.)

Also, a few.cosmetic-related statements are done to prevent undesirable displays from appearing
on the tennmal.

Using this technique all the related databases and ftles remain open and there is no overhead of
opening and closing the user trays after pressing the BREAK, since the user context is unaltered.

CASE 2: Connection to· Remote Hosts, and DynalllicCommand .Generation

Another technique detailed in the command ftle in listing· 1, is the facility to create a remote
session, transfer the control to that session, and on returning from that session, dynamically
create an abbreviation "Rxx", where "xx" isthe ENVIRONMENT ID of the RBM:OTE session.

To demonstrate this feature see Figure 2, which shows the result of selecting option "4", and
the responses to the prompts· "#Host Name -- > ", and "#Logon String". The command ftle
(Listing 1) generates a "REMOTE : <hostname > HELLO < logon string>", and upon
successful connection issues a REMOTE to that node.

Upon return from the REMOTE command, either from terminating the session, or even causing
a BREAK, the command ftle XEQs the SHOWBNVX command ftle (Listing 2) that basically
does a DSUNB @;SHOW and captures the result into a temporary·ftle for later massaging by
SHOWBNV command ftle (Listing 3). The SHOWBNV command ftle uses the
ENVIRONMENT ID of the node, precedes it by "R", and displays it along with other vital
information in the lower right corner of the screen as it appears in Figure 3.

A maximum of 20 remote simultaneous. sessions can be established using· the MENU listed in
Listing 1, but screen scrolling changes w()uld be required.
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CASE 3: Accessing DOS from the menu

Another benefit of using such a menu is the ability to access the DOS shell if running emulators
like Advancelink, Reflection, or MiniSoft. Choice "D" in the menu sends the appropriate escape
sequence to the terminal to .execute the COMMAND.COM; obviously other programs could be
executed by ECHOing the statement "[ESC]&oC&> [DOS prog]" to the terminal running under
advancellnl{, or "[ESC]&oCSHELL [DOS prog]" for Reflection. Contact your vendor for exact
syntax, aDd description of the Host initiated commands.

A good use of this feature could be to link your·.menu system on theHP3000 to a menu driver
running under DOS. ~

Limitations

The 'prototype discussed thus far obviously has its limitations. First the application being
executed must have ,BREAK enabled. This does· not seem to be a problem for a majority of
applications, but it is a factor. that must be considered when using purchased applications.
Second, the technique described for the HPDesk program (i.e its detection of whether it is in
BREAK or not, etc..) must be coded for any application requiring switching. This may tend to
make the menu command fde unnecessarily ·large.· In our example the·HPDesk program is the
only one automaticallrswitchable, theotherapplica~ons,(e.g PROD, QEDIT, SOS) although
not coded for switching, they are still switchable, manually using theB~" and RESUME
commands.

Conclusions

Using the NS/3000 LOOPBACK Network Interface,the BREAK key, and a simple command
fde, a simple yet affordable and powerful user interface can be built for terminal and PC users
alike. This technique provides process·'· switching in the same host, allows multiple host
connections, reduces the system overhead associated with multiple logons, and it improves user
productivity. Combined with techniques in logon and access control, and taking advantage of the
powerful MPBliX command intetpreter structures, this method can be used to integrate user
interfaces totally.

References:

J{ohon, Michel; "Taking a Short Break... "; Paper No. 175;Proceedings of the 1988 Interex;
Orlando, Florida.

NS/3000 Network Manager Reference Manual, Vol I; HP PartH 32344-90002.
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WIDGETMANUFACTURING - SYSTEM MANAGER ACCESS MENU

Applications Miscellaneous

1
2
6
P

HPDESK
PROD
QEDIT
SOS/3000

3
7
D
()

Help
LOCK
DOS Hot Link
EXIT

Network Access

4 Host Access
5 REMOTE
8 Show/Upd VT
9 NETTOOL

#Select an entry -> 4
#Host ·Name .- > SATURN
#Logon String (MANAGER.SYS) -> OPERATOR.SYS

Figure 2: Main. Menu - Remote .Access Selection

WIDGET MANUFACTURING - SYSTEM MANAGER ACCESS MENU

Applications Miscellaneous

1
2
6
P

HPDESK
PROD
QEDIT
SOS/3000

3
7
D
o

Help
LOCK
DOS Hot Link
EXIT

Ne~twork Access Active VTs ( 8 to Update)

4 Host Access R2 HPDESK FMFDSK,USER.DEVEL
5 REMOTE RS SATURN FMFDSK,OPERATOR.SYS
8 Show/UpdVT
9 NETTOOL

#Select an entry -> RS

SATURN#

Figure 3: Main Menu - Dynamic Command Creation
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Help
LOCK
DOS Hot Link
EXIT

Miscellaneous

3
7
D
o

#Select an entry -> n

- SYSTEM MANAGER ACCESS MENU

Host Access
REMOTE
Show/Upd VT
NETTOOL

HPDESK
PROD
QEDIT
SOS/3000

Network Access

Applications

4
5
8
9

1
2
6
P

WIDGET MANUFACTURING

OPTIONnolist
echo #Initialization
setvar esc, chr(27)
setvar cursup, "!esc"+"A"
setvar home, "!esc"+"H"
setvar clear,"!esc"+"J"

"setvar hcl, "!home"+"!clear"
setvar desknode,flJUPITER"
setvar choice, ""
setvar host, ""
setvar skiphcl,O
setvar hstcntl, n!escn+n&oc&"
setvar hpdeskon,FALSE
setvar deskhoston,FALSE
setvar env cursor, "!esc"+"&a 039c "
setvar env-dic &
"R1 R2 R3 R4 RS R6 R7 R8 R9 R10R11R12R13R14R1SR17R18R19R20"
while choice <> "0" DO

if skiphcl=O then
ECHO lhcl
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO
ECHO

if bound(env id 1) then
E?cho ! [esc]&a039c011R-- Active VTs (Select 8 to Update)' -

setvar temp 1
setvarnxt row, 13
while temp~= indx do
echo lenv_cursorl [nxt_row]RRl [env_num_!temp] &

1 [env_id_ltemp] 1 [env_logon_!temp]
setvar nxtrow nxtrow + 1
setvar temp temp+1-
endwhile

echo l[esc]&a016c019R
endif

INPUT choice,"
else

Listing 1: Top Level Menu (MENU.CMDFILES) , continued
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setvar skiphcl,O
input choice
endif
setvar choice,UPS("!choice")
If choice = "1" THEN

echo !hcl
if not deskhoston THEN

echo #Connecting to HPDesk Host
REMOTE :HPDESK=!desknode hello &

!hpjobname, !hpuser.!hpaccount
FILE DESKOFF=DESKOFF:HPDESK
setvar deskhoston,TRUE

endif
continue
REMOTE setjcw cierror=O
REMOTE :HPDESK RESUME
REMOTE if cierror=·1686.·· then
echo !cursup!cursup!clear
comment *** not logged on or just logged off ***
REMOTE continue
REMOTE build DESKOFFjTEMP
REMOTE setjcw cierror=O
REMOTE endif
echo !cursup!cursup!cursup!clear
setjcw cierror=O
continue
purge *DESKOFF,TEMP
if cierror = 0 then

setvarhpdeskon,false
endif
if not·· hpdeskon THEN

setvar hpdeskon,TRUE
REMOTE HPDESK !hpjobname

endif
elseif choice = "2" THEN

echo !hcl
PROD

elseif choice "3" THEN
echo !hcl
HELP

elseif choice = "4" THEN
input host," #Host. Name-> "

setvar de.~logqns,"!hpuser. !hpaccount,;!hpgroup"
setvar logonstr,"!deflogons"
input logonstr," #Logon Stringt!deflogons) ->"
echo !hcl
setjcw cierror = 0
continue
REMOTE :!host HELLO !hpjobname, !logonstr
if cierror <> 0 then

Listing 1: .. Top Level Menu (MENU.CMDFILES), continued.
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Echo
Echo Host access failed
input resp, "Enter any key to continue"

else I

setjcw cierror = 0
continue
REMOTE
echo #Updating VT list now...
XEQ SHOWENVX.CMDFILES.SYS

endif
elseif .choice = "5" THEN

echo Ihcl
setjcw cierror·· = 0
continue
REMOTE
if .cierror <> ... 0 then

input resp, ."Enter any key to continue"
endif

elseif choice = "6" THEN
echo lhcl
continue
QEDIT

elseif choice "7" THEN
echo lhcl
continue
LEAVE

elseif choice =""8" THEN
XEQSHOWENVX.CMDFILES.SYS
setvar resp 'N'
input resp, •. "Enter. ENV# to goto:
if numeric{"lresp"} then

REMOTE lresp
endif
inputresp,"Enter any key to continue"

elseif choice = "9" THEN~"

NETTOOL.NET.SYS
elseif choice "P" THEN

SOS3K
elseif choice liD" THEN

setvar doscmnd,"COMMAND"
ECHO lhstcntll>ldoscmnd

elseif choice = "REDO" then
echo REDO Feature not available yet.
echo Use line modify at line below
echo' loldc)}oice
setvar skiphcl,l

elseif pos{" Ichoice", "Ienv dicIt} >0 and choice <> "a" then
setvar env choice & -

str{"lenv_dic", ·pos{"lchoice","lenv_dic"}+1,2}
REMOTE lenv choice

elseif choice ~> "a" then

Listing 1: Top Level Menu {MENU.CMDFILES}, continued
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Ichoice
inputresp, "Enter any key to continue"
setvar oldchoice,"Ichoice"
setvar choice,""

endif
ENDWHILE

Listing 1: Top Level Menu (MENU.CMDFILES)

comment
~omment do a dsline @ and send the output to the DSLOUT
comment
If finfo{"dslout",O) then

Purge dslout,temp
~ndif '
tile dslout;rec=-80,32 J f,ascii
PSLINE @;SHOW > *dslout
~UN ci.pub.sys;info="XEQ SHOWENV.MAINT.SYS DSLOUT" ;parm=3 &

;stdin=DSLOUT

Listing 2: SHOWENVX.CMDFILES

arm dsloutf="DSLOUT"
omment Read all the records in the dslineoutput and
omment extract envnum, envid, node, logon, prompt
omment format nn , <=8 , 8 , 26 , 7
omment **** CALLED BY SHOWENVX command file -*****
omment *******************************************
omment 1) First build the array
etvar env flen finfo(" Idsloutf",19)

"f Ienv flen <9 then
return

ndif
etvar env cnt Ienv_flen
etvar indX 1
etvar env_rec rpt(" ",80)
etvar env'end FALSE
hile env_cnt > 0 and env_end FALSE

input env_rec

Listing 3: SHOWENV.CMDFILES, continued
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if str("lenv rec",13,1) "#" then
setvar env_num_!indx str("!env rec",18,2)

elseif str("!env rec",13,2) "ID" then-
if str("!env rec",18,1) = n@" then

setvar env end TRUE
else -
setvar env id !indx str(nlenv_rec",18,20)
setvar env-id-!indx &

str (n 1 [env_id_! indxl ",1, pos (' . ' , n! [env_id_! ind,xl ") -1)
setvar env len len("! [env id !indxl")
setvar env-id !indx & --

str(lt! [env Id lindx]r~,1,min(7,lenv len» + &
rpt ("-",7- !env_len) -

endif
elseif str("!env rec",1,10) = "NO GENERIC" then

setvar env.end TRUE
elseif str("!eny rec",1,4) = "NODE" then

setvar env node lindx str("!env_rec",18,20)
setvar env=node=lindx &

streIt! [env_node_!indxl",l,pos('.' ,"! [env_node_!indxl")-l)
setvar env len len (" ! [env node ! indxl ")
setvar env-node lindx & - -
str("! [env node !indxl",1,min(7,lenv len» + &
rpt (" ",7-Tenv_Ien) -

elseif str("!env rec",1,5)
setvar env~logon_!indx

"LOGON" then
str("lenv_rec",18,20)

elseif str("lenv rec",1,6) = "LOGGED" then
setvar env_logged_!indx str("lenv_rec",18,1)

elseif str("lenv rec",1,6) = "PROMPT" then
setvar env-prompt_lindx str("!env_rec",18,8)

elseif str("lenv.rec",l,l) 11" then
setvar indx indx+1

endif
setvar env cnt env_cnt-1

endwhile -
If env end then

setvar indx indx - 1
endif
comment Now report the results
comment
echo ENV --ENVID-- --NODE-- ------LOGON--------- -ON- -PROMPT
setvar cnt 1
while·cnt<= indx

Listing 3: SHOWENV.CMDFILES, continued
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setvar env outree &
"I [env num lent] + "
"I [env-id Tent]" + "
" I [env- node IentJ " +"
" ! [env-logon ! ent] Ii +"
"I [env-logged lent]" + "
"! [env~rompt=Ientlll

eeho Ienvoutree
setvar entent+l

ndwhile

" + &
" + &
" + &

" + &
" + &

Listing 3: SHOWENV.CMDFILES
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o Typical Solutions

- Hotkey/3000 ~ (Riviera)
- SECURITY/3000 (VeSoft)
- SELECT (Robelle)
- WiNGSPAN (SRN) ,
- ENTERFACE (Enterface)
- MENUMASTER (IMS)
-DTC/3000 (HP)
- Windows n (Microsoft)
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o \The BREAK key and its limitations:

: BPDESK
~<break>

:BRW
ABORT (YES/NO)?no
COMMAND NOT ALLOWED IN BREAK



Cl Usl;eg)N8l~dQ~tC1 <~~~atenewsesSidns:

: HPDESK

tp <break>
: DSLINE FINANCE PLuTO
ENVIRONMENTs.·...·•• 1 .. :,E'INANCE •.••·SANTA.>.iFE.....PLUTO;sSANTA •.. FE
: REMOTE

.MPE XL: HELLOA.ur.>IWOR,MGR'iE'I~

~~300 O~~~kS~:<!i~~;·40 . OGl>.~~~~\.;~i§~·;t9N: 13.40 ••• 00
MPE/iX HP31900 B>. 30.45 @Hewlett-Packard 1987.
FINANCE#BRW



o MPE/iXComrnand Language

- An interpretive Prog. Languag.e

- Setvar, while, if/then/else, input, echo

-Screen man~ipulations

- String functions
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Accessing TurboImage
from Your PC

Paper No: 5026

By: Todd ~ubbardand Ed R.oden

Crowe Chizek and Company
2100 Market Tower

10 West Market Street
Indianapolis,. Indiana· 46204-2976

(317) 632-8989

This paper will discuss the use· of a ·clientlserver· tool in conjunction with

Hewlett-Packard's TurboImage1 database. Through the use of a client/server tool,

ALLBASE/TurboConnect2,and ALLBASE/SQL3, TurboImage looks like a relational

database management system with all the advantages of a relational database.

When a company decides to implement a new system, everyone is affected. The

MIS manager will have more responsibilities and will be confronted with new questions

each day.! .The manager .will have to ask what changes will need to be made to my

current applications? Will all of the users be utilizing the new environment or willlm~
---"

staff need to continue to support the current system as well? Should the new

applications·be designed to function similarly to the current system? How long will it

take to· convert· the current system and how much will it cost? How will the daily

operations of the MIS group change?

The r.rogrammer/analyst maybe affected even more than the MIS manger. If
/

no one in the MIS group currently possesses the knowledge and skills necessary to

ITurboImage is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard.
2ALLBASE/TurboConnect is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard.
3ALLBASE/SQL is a registered trademark of Hewlett-Packard.
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develop· and support a client/server application, then the appropriate training will be

required. Each analyst will also be faced with new challenges and opportunities each

day. If the decision has been made to support both the new client/server environment

as well as the current system,. then what role will I serve in the company? Will both

systems need to be changed whenever a,user submits a change request? What will I

need to learn and how difficult will it be?

Finally, the end user maybe .affected the most. Whenever a new system is

introduced, many end users become cautious and doubt if the new system is really

necessary. They may wonder· how· the new system will affect their jobs. Can all the

information which is currently being extracted from the system continue to be

retrieved? What new features will be available? And finally, will the new system be

difficult to learn?

This paper will review the affects of introducing a client/server environment to

each of the previously discussed functional areas (MIS management,

programmer/ analysts and end users). For the purpose of examples, we have chosen to

use GUPTA Technologies' SQLWindows4 as the client/server software.

MIS Managers

A major change in software must first be analyzed by the MIS Manager to

determine if the cost incurred with a new application is offset by the benefits provided.

By adding a client/server application that. uses the same database as the other

applications in the business, the data conversion cost is saved. Once a decision has

been made to create a system utilizing client/server technology, a MIS Manager may

wonder what changes will be necessary to the current applications. The current

applications would not need to be modified. The TurboImage database could be

4 SQLWindows is a registered trademark of GUPTAT~chnologies,Inc.
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accessed by both the original application and the new client/server application without

anyinodifications,and both systems could be run concurrently if that is desired.'

Another question to be asked is' whether the· client/server application can be

made to look the· same as the current system or if, this is, even desired. In order to

answer this, the MIS Manager needs to review the functions being performed by the

current <applis:fltion and analyze if the process can be improved by utilizing the

technology of Microsoft Windows5 and the client/server environment. The ,. manager

wants. to be able to provide"more information to the users. that can be· obtained easier

and presented' in·'a·more'productive manner. Some questions which'· need to, be

considered while redesigning a current system are as follows:

Do I wa.ntto'keep the current system operational or are all of the users going to

begin to use· the new system?

How can I change the current screens and' functionalitY to

• use multiple windows on a monitor forquicker information access?

• combine several screens that are often used together into a single window?

• utilize scrolling instead of function keys or multiple screens?

• make full use of SQL queries and view information from multiple tables in a

single window?

How can Iadd new functionality by

• utilizing ·Microsoft Windows 'Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) or·' Object

Linking and Embedding (OLE) with other applications?

• creating forms with, "What You See' Is .What You Get" (WYSIWYG)

functionality?

As these' thoughts take form, the next thing to inyestigate is the amount of time

required for a project of this caliber. Besides installing ALLBASE/TurboConnect on the

5 Windows is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation.
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HP3000 all;dSQLWindowson the PC, the CtJrrent TurboImage database must be linked

to ALLBASE/TurboCon~~~t. After defining what TurpoI~agedatabClse"Yill.be linked

to ALLBASE/TurboConnect,deciding.·•.... where the SQL database. will ... reside and

determining the sizing· parameters, .ALLBASE/TurboConnect will create the SQ~

definition and the data links to the TurboImage database. ALLBASE/SQL can now be

used to perform SQI..queriesCl,'gain~tthe TurboImage data.. ALLBASE/Tttr1>0Connect

handles the.~rall§latioll.·.ofSQLqueries to the TurboImagedatabase.. ··• The rest of the

implementation will· follow· the typical .. software.·developl11ent .life cycle. of design,

develop,.test and implement The time period could range· from a few days for a simple

system to years for something more complex.

Daily operations of the MIS group concerning the HP3000 would not change.

Data would continue to be stored in the TurboImage database. and backups on the

HP3000 would be continlled. No additional training would be required in order to

maintain the TurboImage database. However, a support role would need to be added

for$QLWindows and other PC. functions as the user base grows. As a result, a.n effort

would be required to train the MISstaff in ALLBASE/SQL.

ProgrammerlAnalyst

If the decision has been made to maintain both the· TurboImage and the

SQLWindows systems then the role of a programmer/analyst would be to analyze each

change request This analysis would determine if the modification would affect one or

both systems and what changes would be needed. If two· separate MIS groups

maintain each system, then the modifications would need to be coordinated between

the two groups. A change to the database structure would always affect both groups;

however, some cosmetic changes may be done on only one system. A decision will
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need to be maderconcerning modifications which change the functionality of the

system.

When a company decides .' to.,. convert a, system to .,utilize ac1i~ntlserver

technology, the,major change which will. effect the.~urrentanalysts.will·be the need to

increase' 'their knowledge .. hase., to ..include •• a .new···.fourth .. ·generation.Jang.u(ige. The

analyst would also ne~d to learn SQL in order to perform queries to the database from

thel\LLBASE/SQL side.

Even ..'though this. is .allewenviropment, SQLWindows. is user. friendly· and

makes the tJ:'ansition.smooth.. The programming environment. is .. point--and-click". with

on-line help available. The. SQLWindows .. 4GL is .', o})ject-oriented,which.allows the

analyst to define the purpose of a field on a screen without explicitly calling a function

to perform the task or using program flow. Screen design isWYSIWYG.which makes

desigriirig and programming quick andea.sy~

When designing or developing a newscreen1the programmer would choose the

item (i.e. an entry field, push button, text, list box,etc.) and place it on the window.

That item can then be moved or resized by using the mouse. Double-clicking on any

item in the window displays a menu thatcan be used to define parameters such as item

name, field size, fonnat,default texf:anctcolor.

Using·COBOL, .paging throllgh alist of records.' can bec()I)l~.difficldt because of

the need for large arrays, disk files, counters, etc.~SQL·.control~··a.llofthe scrolling

functions. The recoEds can be displayed page by page using push buttons such as
?:c-c'

NEXT, .PREVIOUS, FIRST, and LAST, or by using "a table -with:scroll.bars. SQL

piogral1lming'allows ·tne programmer to use' these'Junttions';quic1<ly,withoutwriting

any interfaces.

End User
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Along with the programmer/analyst, the end user will also be affected by the

implementation of SQLWindows. Whenever a new system is being introduc~,end

users tend to become uneasy~ Multiple questions flow through their heads:

• Can I access all the information which the current system permits?

• Can I retrieve more information than what the current system allows?

• How difficult will the new system be to learn?

All the information which is available on the current system ··will still be

accessible through the new system. The beauty of converting the current applications

to utilize SQLWindows is the availability of the· same information in· a "friendlier"

environment. Figure 1 is an example of an inventory screen created using View Plus

and displayed by a COBOL application.

Inuentory naintenance Scren INunRINT

Part Nunber Part Description

Unit Of neasure Controller Q; On Hand Q; Ruail

I

Qty Unreleased Screen Nane Rctiuitliate Rctiuitlline- -Order Nunber Q; Entered lIarehouse Location- - -Lot Id Inu Loc Type Part Rccount Part Cost Center- - - -
I I I I I INext Ip~~~~~~sl I Exit IRecord

Figure 1
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COBOLis a good third generation language and View Plus is a good tool for creating

screens; however,I\ew technologies make creating screens and accessing data easier

and ..'less .. painful.,. Imagine the same .inventory>screencreated.using. SQLWindows.

Figure 2 is an example of the same inventory,screen created· using SQLWindows and

utilizingrelational databasetechnol()gies.ToJIlany end-users, Figure 2Jooksnj.cer and

easier to use than the screen in Figurel.Also, the screen in Figure 2 gives the user

more.ireedom,.which will·be discussed later!

Eile .••. .Edit F~rm .... ~uery

Part Number

Unit Of Measure

c==J
OtyOn H8Rd

c==J
OtyAV8iIBble

c=J

Description

Controller

c=J
Oty Unreleased

c==J

~

"

Figure 2
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Many people ask if they will be able to access more information with the new

system. Remember, the new system is an enhanced version of the old applications. As

previously. mentioned, whatever· information is available on the current system will be

available using the new· system; however· the decision to allow users to access

additional information is up to your company's system administrator.

Another question often asked is how difficult will the new system be to learn.

One of the main reasons for converting an existing system is to make the system easier
)

and "friendlier" for the users. SQLWindows. is a.Windows. based software which

utilizes all the features associated with Windows (Le., a mouse, scroll bars, push

buttons, etc.). Imagine designing and developing a COBOL program which is suppose

to have the "feel" of a worksheet. The screen needs to contain two years worth of

production scheduling information to be utilized by a production control department.

Because of the screen limitations, only six periods can be displayed on the screen at any

given time. In order to move around the 104 periods of the production schedule, the

user has· to press· F3-Scroll Left, F4-Scroll Right, F5-Scroll Forward or F6-Scroll

Backward. Each time a function key is pressed, the data will be retrieved and the screen

will be repainted. The use of function keys is not much of a problem until the user has

to mindlessly press a function key multiple times in order to view the desired data.

Figure 3 is an example of this screen.
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Figure.3
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SQLWindowscould eliminate the need for the user .to have. to press one·. of the .four

function keys. In this example, theuserwouldenterthe.key fields and click on the

"View Spreadsheet" push· button. An actual .Excel6 spreadsheet containing all the

production scheduling information will be displayed and the user will have the

opportunity to view and/or change the data as desired. Please see Figure 4 for an

example of the same .production control screen which 'Yas created using SQLWindows.

To mostusers,·myself included, the screen depicted in Figure 4 would be preferred over

thebne in Figure 3.

6 Excel is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation.
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Customer

Part Number:

POI

SO#

Ripple c=J
Une c=J

Figure 4

Perhaps the user prefers function keys or push buttons. SQLWindows allows

the screen to contain function keys, push buttons, quick keys, scroll bars and pull down

menus. Each of which can be included on a screen to suit the user's preference.

Many times an user will need to view all the information pertaining to a specific

area, but because of system limitations, multiple screens must be utilized. Now, by

using SQLWindows, one large screen can be created containing all the pertinent fields.

If the screen is too large and every field cannot be displayed on the monitor
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simultaneously, the entire screen will actually have scroll bars and all the information

can now be displayed on "one screen".

Another feature which is especially useful to end-users. is the ability to view

multiple screens simultaneously. Be.cause SQLWindows is Windows based, multiple

windows can be opened and. viewed at .one time. •For example, an user can enter a

receipt of inventory in one screen. and instantly view.. the affectthe •receipt had on the

inventory levels in another screen. This eliminates the need to exit the receipt screen,

.enter the inventory screen and search for the desired infonnation.

In addition, SQLWindows gives. the user the capabilities to copy data directly

from an·application screen to any Windows based software.•··• Even better, data·can.be

copied from any Windows.based software application.toa SQLWindows application.

Other means exists; <DDE and OLE, which will automatically copy data from a

SQLWindows application to any Windows based software (and visa versa); ••··howevera

simple copy feature may be all most users need. This. feature will eliminate the need to

upload data maintained on the HP3000toa Lotus7 or Excel spreadsheet. This in tum,

will save the user •time,· thereby, increasing productivity.

Many businesses today feel entrenched with.TurboImage but for a variety of

reasons may not want to abandon it. •.•• However, they have .legitimate business needs

which can be solved. by/using. clientlservertechnologywhile maintaining •. their

TurboImage database.. Ev~ though we have addressed a few of the issues which may

arise when a·company decides to·implernent a client/server technology, other questions

must beaddressedanddescisions made at eachlevel of an organization.

While we have usedSQLWindows as our clierttpackage for this paper, it is not

the only package available. Any client. package that can commurticatewith

ALLBASE/SQLcan be used.

7 Lotusis a registered trademark of the Lotus DevelopmentCorportation.
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Abstract

A petrochemical business that because of it's geographical distribution in the country, has
it's' commercial offices in large cities and· production facilities far' from them and with
deficient telecommunications infrastructure. Facilities are. built near raw /materials and
finished productsfr()m those plants are sent to other plants where they are' used to produce
finished goods. The information that flows between plants and commercial offices· is needed
for production planning and sales. To solve this problem and obtain the desired results in
the appropriate time Industri8sResistoi implanted a Network to link commercial offices and
facilities, and to be able to share, update, and transferthe information, invoices and reports
a series' of systems have.· been attached to HP DESK to use it as delivery' tool and
MAESTRO as control tool. This software have also given us the pos~ibility to define critical
processes to be executed automatically assuring the correct execution of them:
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INTRODUCTION

In order to keep a business running and in a good position within the market, accurate
and fast information is necessary, information about inventories, sales, general ledger, accounts
payable and accounts receivable, to know the financial status, and to be competitive giving to
the clients the information they request, on the other hand for tax purposes the whole company is
seen by the government as one so it is necessary.to integrate and consolidate the information for
fiscal purposes.

If the business is to be located completely in the same building, the operations would
take place in the same area and for hence the systems can be controlled more easily. But today
this is not the schema for the big corporations, there are facilities in different locations, there are
commercial offices where is considered to be more appropriate, there are sales representatives
and external .clients th,t may have the need to access. our information. Response time is a very
important factor, the hardware, software and communications tools are prepared to handle it, the
challenge for the Management . Information Systems Area is to introduce all these tools to
different areas of the business helping it to be more competitive. (Figure 1)

Geographical Situation and information requirements

Because of the nature of the products manufactured by Industrias Resistol there are facilities that
are located where raw materials are produced, in most cases the finished goods produced are
used by other facility or a customer to produce other product. On the other hand the commercial
offices must be located in large cities where the contact with the customer is needed. Obviously
there has to be a good coordination between facilities and commercial offjces to be able to
produce accordingly to a program and sent to customers the expected quantity.

Industrias Resistol is a large corporation in Mexico its organization is by divisiohsthat handle '
different markets, for instance. the chemical, the commercial, plastics, etc. A factory not
necessarily belongs .to a division, some give service to two or more divisions. This· internal
organization added to the geographical distribution of the factories make a very complex data
manipulation.

To overcome this situation, .first a network should be designed and configured, because of the
low reliability in the quality of telephone links, a satellite link was required; more than a
centralized operation a concept of decentralization was needed based on the principle that the
transaction should be captured where originated and only once, some transactions will affect
other locations so a relation was defined and must guarantee that it will arrive to its destination,
invoices should be printed where the commercial offices are reducing the time between its
generation and payment. All this factors were combined to design a network across the country
and contribute to the efficiency of the business as will be explained in the following pages. {figure
~. . ~
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Once the problem has been identified and it is well understood the relation that must exist
between each component of the business, data processing must find a way to provide all the
information needed by the different areas of the corporation to keep the business in the market,
and these elements are:

- Define the communications requirements (Data and Voice)
- Justify the required equipment: CPU, PAD, Printers, telephonic needs,etc.
- Hardware definition: Capacity, direct and modem ports, communications cards
- Definition of LANs where needed.
... Software evaluation: Operative and·applicative
-Training and supervision
.. Security
- Performance
- Etc.

Theseelernents must be assembled for each location and for each system on the lo~tion, and
as the CPU's will be located· in different locations a need arose of having a way to verify that all
the operations were completed successfully, so a tool to automate and monitor the operation of
the whole network must be considered.

THE NETWORK

Because of the existence .·()f a . corporate. office that among other things consolidate .the
information to produce financial reports and that the fact thatmost\of the big ent~rpriseshav~

offices in Mexico City a configuration of a STAR Network was chosen, using in most cases
satellite links, a .cent[al. X.25 node. and .Local networks with Persona.1 computers in. some
locations. Some remote locations do not have a host computer because they do not process
information there, they only access inventories/ and other systems from a remote. site, this
locations have PADs to connect asynchronous terminals and in some cases printers defined in
some host CPU. This topology is ideal to send information across the network so in some cases
the printing is done in a remote location where is needed, the transactions captured in a remote
terminal or in a local one, generating in some cases registers that will affect other locations, as it
will be seeing.

At the timathe network was •defined. the only link that guarantee near a hundred Percent of
availability was the use of Satellite links.

The network has grown through the time, new needs have been identified and·. in locations. that
initially have only. one CPU ·now have .a. switch, and. a PAD to release the local CPU from
processes that only were used as bridges to reach the destination.
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THE .PROCESSES

This· section will· describe the processes that run across the network, their evolution and
justification, and challenges ahead.

The General Ledger

As established before, Industrias Resistol is a<group of facilities and companies that exchange
products and therefore information. At the beginning the general ledgersystem was allocated in
a HP 3000/68, the system used near the sixty percent of the total resources of the equipment,
the processes took all night. to complete in every monthly ctosing period, the accounting
personnel.captured, validated and corrected information, -people from the distant locations have
to travel to Mexico City to capture their transactions, obviously this process was so long that the
results of a .previous month were ready near the end of the following month. This situation put
the business ina vulnerable position because ofthe lack of real and fast information.

An analysis was made to begin the decentralization of this centralized process, the first step to
this approach was to have one micro/3000 for each one of the business, so general ledger of
each one will reside on a different CPU· but· all were physically located in the same site, this
solution was not the definit~ve, many more things should happened· first before a· complete
decentralization could take place. As the systems ran in different CPUs the processes were
faster but the process to exchange information was manual, handling many data cartridges. The
possibility of errors in selecting the. correct catridge was high and the need of traveling from the
different locations was still present.

The real decentralization began when the network was creat~d, HP computers were sent to each
location, at this time most oJ them were upgraded to RISC computers, all were configured in the
X.25 Network.

The definition·. of the system was the following: Each location will capture and validate their
transactions, .. a unique general ledger master catalog must exist in each location with the
appropriate authorizations to be able to affect accounts of others, the transactions that affect
other locations should travel by some way to the destiny in an automatic fashion, in that location
this transaction should be applied to the general ledger and validated, the 9orporate office will
receive a confirmation report of all accepted and not accepted transactions. This schema was to
reduce the process time, eliminate errors in the application of movements, and reduce the
closing periods letting the whole company to have more real and updated information.

As it is seen many aspects must be considered to assure the success.of the system:,

- The Master catalog must contain unique accounts for each location, and must be
updated daily to reflect the last changes.

- A way to ensure .the delivery of the transactions across locations.

- A way to coordinate the processes in different locations and to guarantee the correct
execution of them. -

- A way to ensure that there are the necessary backUps to reprocess the information if
the need arises.
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An important consideration is to keep in mind that the remote locations have different pe(Sonnel
and not everyone have the level of responsability and knowledge required.

C~nsidering these factors it is clear that we needed a tool to coordinate and control the execution
of jobs, a tool that let us to transfer reports in automatic to be delivered to the central office, a
tool that delivers the information to the appropiate destination -in a efficient and automatic way~

After an evaluation of products we selected MAESTRO as the coordination tool,-SPOOLMATE
to transfer reports and HPDESK as the transport for the transactions.

The solution model works in the following way:

SEND: Transactions are captured where originated, some apply directly to the -local
general-ledger system and some must travel, the -control program is ..~e one that' select the
transactions -depending on_the account 'number. Transactions are introduced. into traveling files,
each -one has a letter in -its- file name -that identifies the destination, these files contains the
destinatioflflame and remittance as HPDESKknows thern.

'\
TRANSPORT: A -process takes these files to introduce <fhem .to HPDESK using its

intrinsics, HPDESK activate its TRUCKS to send the messages to the different locations.

RECEPTION: _The messages arrive to the Intrayare.a of the destination HPDESK, and
for backup purposes. a copy of it is automaticalyforwarded to other user. The· process--of
extraction then begins, -its first task __ is to retreive the _files from HPDESK and create MPEfiles,
the ,system then activates the program that takes the transactions into the general ledger of the
location, a report is generated showing the status of the operation.

PROCESS SECUENCE AND DEPENDENCIES

The ·•. process starts when the CENTRAL MAESTRO launches a. job that _indicate to -the
MAESTRO of the locations that the sequence will begin. The first step i~ to change the Password
of the. MPE Account to avoid users entering to this system during the execution, -the central
computerthen.-mak~s a copy of the changes that apply-tothegeneral catalog for each location,
when this is done each location takes its copy and update the catalog itself.

After the completion of the -- catalog a backup of the transactions is done (this phase 'of the
process is in paralell) , then the send sequence begins -and .HPDESK <send the messages to the
different destinations. To •ensure <that an the messag~sarrive· to' the different locations a
dependencie exist, so the extraction of the messages will occur when the send processes in all
locations have-finished.

Each location then extracts the information and creates MPEfiles, these files contains all the
transactions that will be taken by the process that updates the general ledger Data Base, after
each policy is applied a report is generated and send to the '- corporate office for verification
purpouses. The original MPE Account password is returned, and this concludes the daily
process.

On fridays a consolidation process is executed before the password is returned, this process
consists -that on each -location a summarization by account number is done, these transactions
are sent to the corporate office where are introduced to the consolidated general ledger and as in
the previous case a report is generated.
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For the closing of the month a process is added before the consolidation, this process handles
the exchange rate, this is gaptured in the corporate office and it issend to the locations, .therethe
revaluation transaction is generated and send to the central office, these are introduced to the
consolidate data base and a report is generated.

Previous to the whole sequence some processes are executed to enssure the correct completion
of the process, this is a verification that no users are logged in the MPE account, enough disk
space is available and that the Data Bases have space to allocate new records.

A diagram of the process is shown in figure 3.

The Factory and the Com~ercialOffice

Finished. products in f~cilities mostof the Urnes are raw material. for a •• client,as this. facilities are
located near oil refineries· in·· zones .assigned for industrial..PlJrpouses .aswas e~plained in the
beginning .• of the document, the products are. processed. and .delivered . there.. The corporate
offices of most of the· industries are located in .big· cities, this means that the. payment of the
invoices has to be done there, the traditional sch~me was to generate the document, send it to
the main office for registration,. so besides the credit time certain number of days have to pass
before the customer was able to register it in the account payable· system..· The. cost to financiate
this lack of opportunity in the information was very high, so an alternate solution must be found
to end with it.

The solution to this situation was· to use the Hardware, Software. and Telecommunications
infrastructure. The product or good is found in the factories where trucks arrive.to be filled with it,
the factory operator has a terminal and a slave printer to generate the sell note and the invoice is
printed in the corporate office where the system reside. this operation let the company deliver
the invoices promptly and have the inventories be in their real value (figure 4).

Verification Processes

We, as MIS personnel, have to provide to the 'different business the tools and computer
resources to be sure that every process will run to process their information in. the appropriate
time, for instance we do not want to have full data bases. or lack of disc space messages, for the
transfer of information we have to be certain that the HP DESK on each location is up and
running, also we have to be sure that the backups have taken place and that the closing
processes each day have run. After all the explanation we have done in the previous
paragraphs the justification of the automatization .tool gave us additional advantages, now we
can check in an automatic. fashion the availability of disc space ·and space in. data sets,· the
verification of the· HP DESK, the maintenance of it is streamed every week, the.partial and full
backups are executed by it, .some cleaning up processes, production processes· are executed
and its reports printed in .automatic, so the user have early in the morning the information of the
daily closing process regardless of his location, this of course let the administrative people take
more appropriate decisions in the right time.
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THE BENEFITS

The introduction of MAESTRO, SPOOLMATE, HP DESK,' DBGeneral as production control tools
tlas given us and the management personnel a total confidence that the information they need
will be available in time. The main benefits we have are:

· Automatic Operation (in some processes)
. Availability of resources for critical processes
· Reduction of time in credit to customers.
· Reduction of Time in daily and end of month processes
· Elimination of lost reports. .

All these operational benefits plus the economical one as a result of the decrease of personnel
displacement, and opportunity of information.

With' this. schema. we have. been able· to integrate .the .information ·'of .• different. business ·that
belongs to the .same .corporation consolidate information from the general .. ledger and<produce
Financial reports, knowing the status. of each•of .• them without .affecting the indePendence of
operation but with the guarantee that all will be executed.

THE CHALLENGES

With the infrastructure mentioned new opportunities are detected each day, now the definition of
Local Area Networks in differenLlocationsand. the possibility. to openUnksbetween them isa
priority, the unattended ·computer center is an· objective to be studied and implemented' in the
near future., the Client-Server architecture applied to systems that summarize the daily relevant
informationand.present it to the top level executives.

From our private Network we will be changing the IP address to one authorized by INTERNET,
thiswiUlet. us access public networks, the introduction of POSIX in MPE/ix is a first step to
migrate to UNIX and. think seriously about Open Systems, finally with the electronic mail aU
across the network the introduction of Multimedia may.be.a reality soon, the time will.come when
a ..• customer will. fill •his.· requests. for •materials. All. the.production•cycle will be automatically
programmed in accgrdance .of these' requests, •maybe the charges ·for .the invoices will .affect
eJectronical.ly bank accounts. Every business must be prepared to be part of the future, the. time
when MIS was considered an extension. of th~\GLgrouphaspassed,nowMIS mustbe aware of
system. opportunities. to .offer a solid. base. for •• the decision . making/ process, .total .quality
management and service.

The Integration of Business Information
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Introduction

Who has ever seen a software program without bugs? We're not talking about just a simple
routine, but a sufficiently large enough program tobeuseml on its own.' Does a bug-fret
program exist? Probably,not. When you buy,a program 9r packaged(lYou~ct it ,to
work perfectly? Doyoutake SOfhvare SllPPOrt simp\yinthe hope that they will fix the
problems that you'll find in their software? Let's conSider the humble personal computer.

Since the introduction oftheffiM PC a little more than 10 years ago, they are now found
almost everywhere. You could find them controlling business-accounts or a virtual reality
g~e.More importan~ly,one ,maybe controlling apiece.of life support equipment ina
hospital. Oryou might find a PC controlling the security access toalarge building
complex~Youeven find PCs on the, Space Shuttle. Their,role now, can be critical to much
lifeatld.property.

When you buy a personal computer, you expect at least the following:

• Quality: You wouldn't expect the motherboard to' start'smoking and
buzzing. You expect lito allwork and continue to workfor years..

• Modularity:.,P9sarethesum oftheir parts..~discdrives, monitors,
motherboards, adapters. You expe~tobe able to buy thelatestMIDI
sound board or video adapter, not f!ecessarilyfrom the PC manufacturer,
and simply plug it in and have it work

• Reusability: You expectto be able t9 unplug say the video,adapteror
hard drive in your old machine andput it in your new machine.

Ifyou 'can't do those all those things, then you might as well have bought'anlIP150!

So why is it different with software? Surely the design and manufactureofall Intel 80486
chip with.aquarterofa million transistor devicesmustbe as complex as a software
program. Yet look at the difference in qualityLLook at the difference irimodularity! How
about getting two parts ofdisparate software programs on the same machine working
together? Would you even consider being able to use your WordPerfect spelling checker in
your Excel spreadsheet? Not likely! _

The difference is objects. Each PC hardware object maybe broken doWn to its
components which are in tum other objects. And being objects they are expected to have
certain characteristics or behaviour. This behaviour,is generally well defined and widely
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known. Sometimes the object has general characteristics, such as a VGA Adapter card,
which may be implement.eddifferently by diffe,rent mariufacturers, but.all exhibit the same
behaviour. They haveqimensions, electrical requirements,temperature operating ranges,
and more. People understand these r~d select those object that are most useful to them.

Now the computer industry is finally Coming to terms with software objects. The object
oriented principles for systems, languages and architectures are being defined to enable
software production to be as dependable,reusable and modular as hardware. More
importantly, the abstractions ofsoftware objects are closer to real life process we are
trying to model.

While much has been said of software objects (and we presume that the readers have come
across them before), much has been misunderstood.

Common myths about Software Objects
A lot ofpeople already have ideas about object oriented computing·and what it may mean.
Much ofthis is may be wrong orniistaken. The old adage ·"A little knowledge can be
dangerous" has never been more troe.

Software Object5 are for better productivity?

Object oriented computing, in itself: does not specifically change the productivity
for development of systems, that is more up to the language and tools used. It is
feasible for software objects to be created with Cobol·or Basic, but it is not
attractive to do so.. Instead the improved productivity associated with software
objects is achieved from the availability ofreusable code, extensible code, and
the functional division ofcode.

Reusable code is code which can be used by more than one program.or system,
particularly after the original system is developed. In a lot ofways it is similar to
System Libraries (SLs or RLs) containing.code which is shared either dynamically
or statically. As objects can contain data as well as code, this can be more useful
to us.

Extensible code is code (and data) derived from an original class. Where a set of
procedures may be needed which is similar to an existing set, rather than re
writing (and possibly duplicating) all the procedures, the derived version only
needs to include those ones that are different. The derived class may also include
its own data.

Functional division ofcode results from the grouping ofall procedures (meth~s)

and their data into a class definition which is isolated from the principal
application. Keeping these procedures together means future enhancements or
fixes are easily located·and any side-effects minimised.

Software Object5.are for 5y5um5 pro~rammin~and CASE?

Many·software objects are used for systems programming and CASE, but it need
not be limited to this. Object oriented computing is a technique which is as
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applicable to Order Entry asto Network Managers. Some major products that
have used soi\ware objects are the Next computers operating system, and Novell
Netware 4.0, and Windows NT•. But to a lesser degree, Speedware uses afonn of
object techniques with its Designer CASE tool. Vanguard.has written a modem
terminal access control system fora customer using software objects where
Reflection, through its API, was treated asa sepaJ"ate ()bject.. Another program we
wrote treats all network communication as a softwareobject.

One ofthe greatest rewards ofusing software objects is the reducedtirnefor
maintemittce.As more ofasystems/development managers time is spent in j

maintainirlg existing and designing extensions systems, .and not~systems
programming, softvvareobjectscan be ofgreater benefit to them. Individual
objects.can be easily tested independent ofthe main· program, and validated.

OtJject orientedcomputin~. implie5prototypin~?

This is true, but not co11lplete. Object oriented computingencounlges prototyping
butfor different reasons than in traditional development. Previously, prototypes
were used to "prove" a system design or concept prior to committing the major
funds forfull·development.··.·In a "mature" objects environment, there. is likely to
bea large library ofexistingobjecr~lassesto workwith. As such, then, these
obj~ become building blocks fromwhicbit becomes easy to quicldydevelop new
systeDlS.More,though, is thetbought that softWareobjects are considered to be
dynamic, always changing andevolving as needsrCCluire.As sucb then,. it becomes

- its natllre to move directly from prototype tafull implementation.

A furtberconsideration is that, using object oriented computing, it is not always
necessary·tohave all the pieces completed to view-a prototype ofthe final result.
With softvvar~objects we can make simplesubstitlltesfor complex objects that
have not been .implemented yet, mucb like making a .model ofa new building using
styrofoam and balsa wood. For example, ifwe needed a complex softvvare object
providing.a one-way OC.25 pipe to an· interstate office contputer system~, we might
substitllte with a newrelatedsoftvvare objeclthat uses a simple file-baSed
structure. The inter/ace (or visible definitions) remain the same.. And the
behaviour;would mimic (ina limited way) the desired object.. Otbertban this one
object class; all other·work can continue as ifthis system was completed. Our
simple substitllte becomes a simulation ofthe object class.we intend to define.

5oft.ware·otJject5 imply OtJject Oriented datatJa5e5?

Typically, we have previously differentiated between data and code. But storing an
object means storing data and procedures together. Really this is notthat mucb
different than Segmented Libraries (SL) or Relocatable·Libraries (RL). What we
are saying is that the .data and the procedures to modify it are kept together.
Remember though an SL can'tkoop data itself: it can access data through extra
data segments. And while the definition ofan object may be shared, the instance
or actual object is not.
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Users ofTurboIMAGE will know that there is a set of routines· (which can be
known as an Application Program Interface or API) that modify a database. The
user data is written to files. which while privileged, are still accessible by ordinary
file procedures such as FOPEN, FREAD, and FWRITE. Yet we (almost) always
use the Image procedures:)To do otherwise, we've been taught, is principally
wrong, thou.gh we.have some trust our well"'J:"espected third parties, lIP and
sometimes ourown internally developed routines. We realise that the strength of
our ~base is not just our data, but the procedures that manipulate them. So we
already understand the principal of'encapsulation ofdata. Only those routines may
alter our data. But user data is just one ofthe items ofthe database. IMAGE has
its own internal data. structures such as chain.pointers, tables,. counters, lock
descriptors, etc that only the API controls.

But we haven't considered Turbolmage to be an Object Oriented database.

In a true object oriented database, not only do we store our data, but we can store
our'own procedures to manipulate·this data. We do this by masking the data
definition with·a function. Object -Oriented databases are discussed further on.

Object oriented computing demand5 analY5i5 and de5ign?

There is another saying that Analysis & Design is like foreplay.. .it can be fun, but
it.really only gives a yearning for the real thing. All problems should use analysis
and design to be solved, but object oriented computing requires a different
technique. Object oriented computing tends to works best with continual exchange
between the problem domain and the solution domain. As stated before, this is
often a closer abstraction, that is a better model, than by other methods.

A good Object Oriented De6ign methodology will be language
independent?

In theory object orientation is an abstraction so there is no specification to the
construct ofthe language. While we initially model on a concept of"objects"
during development and even during analysis we generally need to be aware ofthe
constraints or features ofthe particular language we intend to use. Objects are not
a religion. We need to use the parts that are useful to us, and merely be aware of
the other constraints.
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Principles of Software Objects

Abstraction

So we have some ideas about what object oriented computing is not, how about
what it is?·1 Firstly,· software objects are an abstraction. They.attempt to·take
the r~world and model itwith aSi",plesystemwhichmimics it. Abstraction is a
natural part ofthe J.l1ental behaviour ofpeople. It allows you to remove yourself
from much ofthe detail. in order to focus 011 areas that are ofinterest.

r:r Moving from machine language to Assembler was anabstraetion that
changed.the necessity ofpro~ers to know bit patterns, to knowing.. the
purposeoftbepatterns.Thecompiler held the knowledge needed to create the bit
patterns from the symbols.

\ cr MQving to higher level programming languages like Cobol or Fortran was
an abstractionwhi~h removed much ofthe machifiespecific or~chiteeturaldetails
frQm programS. Again the localcompilers con~ed 'the knowledg~needed for that
particularmachifie or architecture.

cr Structured programming was·an abstraction that·enc<>uragedstandard
handling·.of looping and if-then-else conditions found in the higher level
languages. This removed much ofthe details related to changing execution
sequences. This knowledge remained with the entry-level programmers who wrote
the actual code, or in CASEtools.

cr Software objects are an abstraction that removes the detail ofspecific
problem-solving code and encapsulates it within the object. Now each object
contains the knowledge needed to perform their own problem-solving role.

Changes in Thinking

For analysts working with software objects, one. requires a shift in 'the. thinking and
attitudes. The change is from the<traditional procedural view to one ofobject
oriented. JDe suggestion tbatone can take an overall view ofwhat a system does
is flawed in many practical cases.Fot exatnple, how do you provide a.meaningful
overall view ofa multi-processing operating system? .•• Complex tasks. can not be
broken down simply by their functions. The purpose ofa system is not so/clear.
As a result the development offunctions may pass .through many layers ofthe
functional decomposition. The analyst is typically encouraged to focus on an
algorit\nn early on, then work on a analysis to support the algorithm. Ifthis
algorithm should prove flawed, then the whole ofthe analysis/will need to be
reconsidered.

For the object-oriented thinking, the first step is identifying object which when
assembled can form a system. This is the first step in encapsulating into objects,

1While there is much in COmmon amongst the various proponents ofsoftware objects, the tenns tend to vary
greatly. The tenn Class,-and Objects are Particularly open to interpretation.
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then studying the relationships between these.objects.. Once a model. is reached,
then the behaviour ofeach object can more closely studied and defined. The
actual algorithms used to develop this behaviour are not done very late in the
development process. This means that ifthe algorithm should prove flawed, that
alternatives can be considered that which won't drastically affect other objects in
the system.

What does the s ·stetn·do?
What is its· use?
How do I design the code to achieve the
functional· behaviour?
Focus on al orithms at start. AI orithmfunctions deferred to ob·ect

Changes in Culture
The acceptance ofobject oriented techniques ..equires a·change in the management
culture to accept it. Most companies have grown up with a project culture. This
is typified by looking for specific results to achieve immediate profits~ A project is
typically.undertaken within a single company department, and has short term
perspective, looking to th~ immediate implementation ofthe project. It may be
composed frolll various programs and the design is done -from top down. The
languages of Cobol,. Fortran, Pasca;l and C are the most popul~ for implementing
a project. It typically pays little heed to the longer term maintenance ofthe
project, or future enhancements. When t..lte project is implemented, the project_ is
complete.

The product culture does not generally look for a payback in their first
implementation ofsoftware objects. Instead its benefits come from the longer
term, such as further enhancements, and reduced maintenance time. Libraries are
built-up ofobjects, or components defined and tools created that are applied for
the entire company, or even· industry wide. The development ofsystems is then
possible by the now easier assembling ofcomponents. It is a longer term
viewpoint, which recognises that while the product exists, the process is not
closed. Naturally this requires more bottom-up development strategies. While
many ofthe -techniques ofsoftware objects can be done with traditional languages,
the benefits ofabstraction are more easily achieved using object-oriented
languages such as C++ and SmallTalk.
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Method
Outcome

Economics
Unit
Time.frame
Goal
Bricks
Strategy
Language

Functional
Results

Profits
Department
Short-term
Programs
Program'eleIl1ents
Top-down
Cobol, Pascal, C, etc

Object-oriented
Components, Libraries,
tools
Investment
Company,· industry
Long-term
Systems
Software objects
more Bottom-up
C++, SrnaIITa1k,Eiffel,
etc

Definitions used with Software Objects

State - data With particular values

Behaviour - methods

Class -A.definition ofanobject~ Objects which have the same behaviour are said
to belong to the •same class. It is the template used to create the object. Its like the
Cobol source code to.a program, itdefines the behaviourofthe program but in
itselfcan do nothing.

lnstance- When an object is.¢rtmted, it then has its own state and behaviour.
This .will be different than any other object, even ofthe same class. ,For example
when each person runs a program they each have a differentitlstance. While they
may share the Same program code, they have their own stackmarkers (program
state).~andtheir own data segments (data state)..

Specification (Abstraction)

Message
The message is what the calling program'(orobject). issues.'Itconsistsofa name
and parameters. It can-be considered similar to a procedure or function call.

Signature
The signature is the p)Jblic definition or specification ofwhatan object offers. A
compilerofacalling program Will needto check the,signaturesto determine ifthe
message being issued is valid..,· The signature doesn'tcontain code..On the
HP3000 this is similar to the SPLINTR files. which validates intrinsic calls to
procedures.

Method
The method is'the actual code invoked when an object receives a message.
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Encapsulation
Encapsulation maybe defined as the taking a·record ofdata and combining with it
the functions and procedures to manipulate it. This conceptually draws a capsule
or barrier around these bundle. It aids in our semantic ability to deal with the
enclosed·complexity. While there may be many procedures or methods used to
rnattipulate the data, not all ofthem need be visi~le. Within the encapsulation we
may hide some·ofthe.data and procedures, that is .removing them from the public
interface.. Information·hidingdisting1Jispes the ability to perform SOnte act from
the·specific steps and informationneed~todo so.2

Inheritance

Inheritance is another.al>straeti()l1 mechanism where the definitioltofan ()bject
class is descended from a one or more other object classes. All common data and
procedures are inherited, with new procedures available to overwrite or replace
inherited ones. This allows us to conceive ofthe newobjeet~ a refinement of
another. We abstract out the common features and focus on the differences. It
allows us to invoke the same behaviour without re-inventing it each time. We gain
code re-use through inheritance.

For example, I could define an object class called BANK ACCOUNT. It would
contain signatures to OPEN, CLOSE, CALC_INTEREST, DEBIT, CREDIT. It mayor
may not define methods for all these signatures. But it could handle a lot ofthe
common work needed to operate an account.

Now we would need to define subclasses ofBANK ACCOUNT such as PASSBooK,
and CHEQUE. As subclasses, these new objects inherit·all the methods and· data
structures defined for BANK ACCOUNT. For the PASsBOOK ·class, we would need
to redefine the CALC_INTEREST method to meet with the roles that it has.· For the
CHEQUE class, though, the CALC_INTEREST method would do nothing...we aren't
paying interest on cheque accounts. But we may wish to change the DEBIT
method for this class to add a charge for each cheque debited.

The net effect is that these subclasses only contain the code which is different from
their class which they inherit from.

Polymorphism
The ability to invoke the same method name in two different objects is knoWn as
polymorphism. The use ofa common predecessor class and function which when
implemented uses the class and function ofthe descendant class created. This
pennits extendable code. For example, in the BANK ACCOUNT example, we may
write a routine that receives a BANK ACCOUNT object to which it will apply the
method CALC_INTEREST. Ifthe routine is passed a CHEQUE objeet, then it will
apply the CALC_INTEREST method that belongs to the class CHEQUE. Ifpassed a

2 Rebecca Wirfs-Brok, Brian Wilkerson and Lauren Wiener: Designing Object-Oriented Software, PTR
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1990, pg 19
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PASSBOOK object, then it will apply the CALC_INTEREST method for PASSBOOK.
Yet, when this routine is written, it does not know nor need to know that there are
subclasses with their own definitions. The object environmept will automatically
select the correct method for the object class.

Benefits of Software·Objects

...J CORRECTNESS - software objects,do what they are designed to do.

V ROBUSTNESS - the ability ofsoftware objects to handle wJlat they weren't
designed to do. Reliability'.

v EXTENSmILITY - .the ease in.which software objects may be adapted to
changed specifications. /

v REUSABILITY - the ability' to use·software objects in new or different
applications. Modularity'.

V COMPATlJjILITY - the ease in which software objects can be assembled.

...J EFFICIENCy .. theability'to designs~fi';are objects to make the most
effective lise ofthe •system resources available to it.

v PORTABILITY-<changestllatareplatform dependant are more easily
identified and isolated within a system.

v VERIFIABILITY -individual.objeets are more easily proved during testing: or
ifneeded.during ·debugging.

v INTEGRITY - the breakdown ofa system into component objects means that
security' to·· specific sensitive objects.can·be made more restrictive, Without
limiting programmer.access.

Development strategies
\

Traditional Analysis -> Design -> /Implement (ADI)

Most major systems development is accomplished using the methods that have
been described as the waterfall method or the spiral method. This typically
involves reaching specific stages ofAnalysis, Design and Implementation before
the "next'.stage can begin. There can be little overlap as all the bottom pieces

" must be complete to form the next higher piece. Only when a the top is reached
can the next stagepr~~ Most analysis on systems done todaYuses some type
oftltis top-down design. The most popular~are Yourdon's "bubble diagrams" and
DeMarco's Functional Decomposition.
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Bertrand Meyer3, developer ofthe Eiffel.object language,. identifies four flaws in
this top~own functional design:

1) It fails to account for the evolutionary nature ofsoftware systems.

2) Questionable notion ofa system characterised by a single function.

3) It is a functional mindset; the data structure aspect. is often neglected.

4) Does not promote reusability

Traditi~nal ADI is.~~ed on new system devel~lllent. ..•. !tcaterslittle for
maintenance. Various studies have estimated that 70% or more.ofthe total cost of
software is devoted to its maintel1ance, yet this method ignores tIns .particular
focus. A study by Lientz4 revealed the breakdown ofthese costs in Maintenance.

17.5%

OOPSADI

OOPS limits ADI to smaller parts (clustersS) giving smaller teams and tighter
controls. A small team does all three A.D.I. Project Manager splits into clusters.
Each cluster .can be follow the ADI on its own, generally independent ofthe
others. This means, more often than not, that the same people can be doing this
task. This continuity provides even better stabilisation ofthe end product.'

3Betrand Meyer, Object-Oriented Software Construction, Prentice-Hall, Hemel Hempstead, 1988, pg 44
4BP Li~tz,Software Maintenance: A UserlManagement Tug ofWare Data Management, Apr 1979, pp 26-
~ --

SBetrand Meyer, Writing correct software. Dr Dobbs Journal, Dec. 1989, pp 48-63
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Object Oriented Programming < Languages

C++

In 1983/84, Bjame Stroustrup ofAT&T, created "abetterC"·language.These
extensions to Brian Koenig and Dennis Ritchie's C language (also ofAT&T)
implemented various objectoriented facilities among others. The X3J16
committee ofANSI (AOnv~ned by HP in 1989), is eXPected to have a standard out
by next year. Available on more platforms than any other object language,
including:HP9000s, it is expected to soon be availableo~ theHP3000 systems.
PC versions·. are available now that support most ofthe eurrent Version 3 (as
defined byBS) features though perhaps not all,especial~y exception handling.

As with C,there are those that love•it, and those that hate it. Some.ofthe features,
ostensibly to provide either performance or just to get things working, run. foul of
software object purists. In some ways it violates many ofthe characteristics. But
the variety of implementations, especially on the PC platform, mean a contittual
changittgenvironment. This is resultir.tg itt a more an~ more

i
"pure" object language

which is still capable ofth~ perfOlltU\tlce and itttricacy found in C.

ObjectiveC

A different approach than Stroustrup, Brad Cox ofProductivity Products
International grafted someSmallTalk concepts onto the C base. Itfocuses
strongly on the dYnamic binding (and resulting polymorphism), in astatic
environment. This means it canbe compiled to provide a small easily
implementable structure, such as a program.

SmaliTalk

Developed by the XeroxParc group in 1976, by Adele Goldberg and Daniel
Ingalls, much.ofthe original work was· done by Alan Kay about,1970 while a
graduate student at the. University ofUtah.• Kay later woikedfor Xerox, under
Adele, where·he used these ..principles as the basis ofan advanced.micro-eomputer
system. From these systems, windows~graphical user interfaces and even··some
concepts ofArtificial.Intelligence emerged. SmallTalk holds the largest share of
the object-oriented market and is available from a number of suppliers and on a
number ofplatforms.

SmallTalk is pure object-oriented..Everything in the environment of SmallTalk is
an object. ...•.. This includes numbers, .• stritigs...everything. Everything .descends.from
the base class known as OBJECT. The definitions and .eOde for objects are
themselves instances ofobjects under OBJECT.. This means the environment for
developing is an object, libraries are objects and even debugging tools and classes
are objects.

SmallTalk depends on dynamic binding (rather than compiled static binding).
Only when the message is sent to the subject object is validity checked. This
means that changes to object classes can be done even on a running system. This
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is similar to an interpretive environment. As well, since classes are objects, class
routines can be defined which are applicable·to all objects rather than a single
instance. For example, a counter that gets incremented each time a certain method
is invoked could be done by class routine. The resulting count is not just for that
instance ofthe object but for all objects ofthat (or descendant) class.

There is little capability for persistence (saving objects) withinSmallTalk.
Instead, you needto ~ely on saving the entire environment to preservethe system
state. Specific methods may be written for saving and restoring specific instances.

SmallTalkd~s not.supporta single class having two.parents (superclasses). A
class can.bave one and only one class it is descended from... Garbage·handling
(instanciationand destruction) is automatic.

SmallTalk is considered useful for teaching concepts butdifticult for large
systems.

Eiffel

Another pure object-oriented language, the languages is derived from Simula and
Ada. Developed by Bernard Meyer, it can generate either its own object modules,
or tC' code for portability. It has limited ability to provide persistence on its own.
It provides its own environment for development, and provides large libraries of
standard object classes for handling windows, database and other bases
operations. As an academic, Meyer has chosen to provide a product that meets the
latest definitions ofobject oriented computing. This includes support for the latest
concepts such as "contracts" .

Simula

Simula is one ofthe earliest published examples ofan object-Oriented languages.
It was developed in 1967 by Ole-lohan Dahl and Krysten Nygarrd from the
University ofOslo and the Norwegian Computing Centre. An object-oriented
extension ofALGOL 60, it still is based on classical procedural coding, with only
limited modularity or separate class compilations. Most implementations ofthe
language are in Norwegian or Swedish.

Ada

Ada may not be considered a full object-oriented language, as it has no support for
inheritance.· But its use for encapsulation and operator overloading brings it close.
A version known as "Classic Ada", has implemented many 00 features.
Proposals to introduce object-orientinginto Ada has been under·discussion with
the US.Dept ofDefence for the last few years.
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Object Cobol6

An interesting development is the proposal (again byHP) in 1989 ofan Object
Oriented.CoboL Currentlyit is being considered for committee ofANSI and ISO
(Codasyl). .The attractiv~ness. ofthe proposal. is its ability to take advantage ofthe
w~thofCobol code (over 70 billion lines!) already in existence. The features of
software objects would then be readily appliedto this code resulting in more
modular, and reusable with ·higber quality.

The extensions proposed include capabilities for Class Definition, Inheritance,
Signatures (interface definition), static··and·dytUUrlic binding (polymorphism). The
following code isan example ofCobolclass definition being proposed.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION
OBJECT-CLASS. BANK-ACCOUNT
DATA DIVISION
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION."
01 BALANCE PICTURE $$$,$$$.99 VALUE ZERO
01 ACC-NUMBER PICTURE 9(14).
01 CUST-INFO.

05 CUST-NAME PICTURE )«2,0).
05 CUST-SS-NUM PICTURE X(9).

PROCEDURE DIVISION. I!** ~methods declared here.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. I!** 1st method declaration.
METHOD-ID. RETURN-BALANCE IS PUBLIC.
DATA DIVISION. J*** method local data declared here.
LINKAGE SECTION. I!** formal parms
01 ACCT-NUM PICTURES9(14). I!** pann
01 ACCT-BAL PICTURE $$$,$$$.99 I!** return val
PROCEDURE DIVISION

USING ACCT-NUM RETURNING ACCT-BAL.I!** method prototype
MOVE ZEROS TO ACCT-BAL.
IF ACC-NUMBER =ACCT-NUM

MOVE BALANCE TO ACCT-BAL.
EXITMETHOD RETURNING ACCT-BAL.

END METHOD RETURN-BALANCE. I!** Method code ends here

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. I!** 2nd method declaration
METHOD-ID. WITHDRAW IS PUBLIC.
I! withdraw from account; code not shown
END METHOD WITHDRAW.

IDENTIFICATION.DIVISfON. I!** 2nd method declaration
METHOD-ID. DEPOSIT IS PUBLIC.
I! deposit in· account; code not shOwn
END METHOD DEPOSIT.

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. I!** 2nd methOd declaration
METHOD-ID. PUBLIC IS PUBLIC.
I! print account info; code not shoWn
END METHOD PUBLIC.

6Megan Adams & Dmitry Lenkov, Object-Qriented COBOL: Then Next Generation, Proceedings ofthe
Intera HP Users Conference, New Orleans 1992, Volume 2, paper 3864.
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Object Oriented Databases
A different approach to the paradigm ·is the use ofobject oriented databases.. These
databases store, find, share,manipulateatid protect objects, that is data plus methods,
instead ofjust data alone. This abstraction removes the need for individual programs to
know how to manipulate objects,·and instead permits programs (both procedural and
object-oriented) access to the knowledge kept by the database. It is in effect a object
oriented shell around a standard ROBMS (such as Allbase) bringing much ofthe features
ofobject orientation to conventional programs. A chiefbenefit, is that it brings a diverse
range ofproducts to working.together through the centra database.

OpenODB from Hewlett-Packardis offered on HP3000 and HP9000 systems.

Object
I,

Atomic

r-L-,
Ust SUrrogate

System-defined

I
Aggregate

(Ust, Bag, set Tuple)

Us~r-defined

Object SQL combines the rules ofobject-oriented programming (abstraction,
encapsulation, extensibility and reuse) with the features .ofRDBMSs (declarative queries,
authorisation and views).

Distributed Object Management Facilities (DOIVIF)
One ofthe real futures for software objects lies in the area ofDistributed Computing.
Objects offer a much closer abstraction for handling the compleXities involved.

Object Management Group

Distributed Object Management
Object signatures defined in IDL

IDL compiler generates stubs and type repository

Object creation and deletion

Object class· ins+..allation
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Distributed Object Services

Object location services

Autotnatic .object activation and deactivation

Dynamic and static method invocation

Common User Services

Security services

Management ofpersistent state

Management ofobject information

Persistent references. between object

Event notification service

Interface services to facilitate task automation

Application Objects

DAA objects .combined to form a solution

Applications may be separately developed

DOMF provides integration between applications

Services provided to "embed" existing applications

Conclusion

Some have argued that objectoriented systems are merelyredefined Structured
programming examples.•I believethisoverlooks-manyofthe •chiefstrengths. software
()bjects promise. Firstly, with the ability to independently-test objectsout oftheir context,
itoffers the promise ofreduced.errors,. and easier maintenance.. Secondly, the ability to
redefine and change existing objects, by merely writing the changes you \Vantpromises

"better interfacing with the end user.~The concepts ofobject oriented software are ~ingfelt

in everything from electronic ~l, through userconfigurable "Speedbars" in word
processors·and spreadsheets. '

There is still a lot.ofwork to.accomplish .before software objects become universal. There
will be· much•activity and changes•coming. But the.winners will-be those.who adopt the
technology early and are better able to adapt to the changes later.
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